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THEME

The purpose of the Symposium was to convene Specialists in Physics of the atmosphere
engaged in the study of energy transfers in the form of waves in a neutral medium and
Specialists in Electromagnetic Wave Propagation concerned with the corresponding modific-
ations of the electric characteristics of the medium and their c ifects on Electromagnetic
Waves.

The contribution of radioelectric techniques to the understanding of waves excitation
and propagation in a neutral medium and inversely, the known or predictable effects of such
waves on the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a disturbed medium were of concern.

Acoustic gravity waves of every origin, either natural or attificial, were within the scope
of the symposium. In principle, the spectrum was limited to that of gravity waves, the
periods of which range from a few minutes to a few hours, and of acoustic cr infra-sound
waves with periods below a few minutes. Atmospheric tides and oscillations on a planetary
scale were regarded as marginal.

"The range of frequencies contemplated for electromagnetic waves could vary from a few
kilohertz to a few gigahertz.

All the radioelectiic techniques likely to provide information on the structure and dynamics
of acoustics gravity waves fitted the scope of the symposium. The present status of experi-
mental and theoretical knowledge gained owing to these techniques was reviewed.

As regards propagation, such effects as amplitude or phase variations, fluctuations in the
directions of a-rival, the generation of abnormal modes and focusing, were considered, and

* their impact on telecommunications examined.

The program has been divided in five sessions.

C SESSION I Acoustic gravity waves in the neutral terrestrial atmosphere.
SUBSESSION I A Natural sources and propagation.
SUBSESSION i B Artificial sources and propagation.

SFVS!ON Ii Coapiing bcIwecii the ioiised altikuphei,, and the neutrl atrne'•pikere d "b
by acoustic gravity waves.

SESSION III Radio electric studies on acoustic gravity waves in the neutral and ionized
atmosphere.

SESSION IV Influence of acoustic gravity waves on the propagation of electromagnetic waves.

SESSION V Summaries recommendations and future investigations.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

AGARD SPECIALISTS' MEETING

on

EFFECTS OF ACCOUSTIC GRAVITY WAVES ON ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION

by

P. HALLEY

1. Introduction

The meeting, sponsored by the AGARD Electromagnetic Wave Propagation Panel, was
held at the Roter Pavillon, The Kurhaus, Wiesbaden, Federal Republic of West Germany,
from 17 through 21 April 1972.

The Technical program was discussed and finalized by the Program Committee, which
convened on several occasions prior to, and during the Mleeting. Among the decisions
made, it should be pointed out that a classified session (Session IV, classified up to
the Secret level) had been planned to take place in the afternoon of 20 April,
simultaneously with an unclassified Session IV on the same topic "Influence of Acoustic
Gravity Waves on Electromagnetic Wave Propagation".

After discussion, the Program Committee decided to cancel the classified session
and to have all the papers presented in an unclassified session, with limited or
shortened oral presentations if necessary.

The purpose of this report is to provide a condensed review of the results of the
meeting, and to stress the points on which light was thrown, as well as those which
remained obscure or uncertain.

During Session V, entitled "Summaries, Recommendations and Future Investigations"
general comments were presented on each of the firbt four sessions. These comments
were gathered in the report on Session V by:

Prof. H.VOLLAND, for Session IA
Dr. B.L. MURPHY, for Session IB
Dr. K. DAVIES, for Session II
Prof. 1. RANZI and Dr H. RISHBETH, for Session III
Dr. H. RAEMER and Dr. D. NIFLSON, for Session IV

Therefore, this report is only a supplement and a conclusion.

2. Spe•cialists' Meeting

The purpose of this Meeting was essentially to gather atmospheric physics
specialists engaged in the study of energy transfors in wave form through a neutral
mediutm, and electromagnetic wave propagation specialists concerned with modifications
in the electric characteristics of the medium. As fa. as this objective is concerned,
the meeting may be regarded as a success, and each participant of either group was
provided with an opportunity to be informed of the problems with which the otber group
is faced, and of possible solutions. In short, the aim, in view was to pass on from the
medium o• characteristics such as: pressure, temperature, gas velocity, etc. to such
characteristics as: electron density, ion density, number of shocks per time unit, etc.
Evidently, as there is only one medium, all the characteristics involved in the various
energy transfer equations are to be considered simultaneously to study disturbing
acoustic oravity waves.

IElectrom,.gnetic propagation thrcugh the atmosphere involves only the e.ectric and
magnetic characteristics of the medium which are present in 'Iaxwell equations and in
associated equations necessary to the solution of a problem. This problem seems to be
more simple than the general problem of atmospheric waves, and is correctly 'jolved, as
demonstrated by thousands of experimental observations.

For this reason, radioelectric techniques constitute a very importý.nt and practical
means of investigating neutral wave excitation and propagation conditions, (A considerable
part of our experimental knowledge on neutral waves is derived fron observations based onj radioelectric wave propagation).

Ix



-3. Analysis of the Subject

In brief, the succession of research operations was based on the knowledge of:

a. acoustic and gravity wave sourcesI b. acoustic and gravity wave propagation, whether the process involved is
linear o0 non-linear.

r,. the effect of acoustic or acoustic gravity waves on tbe electric character-
Istics of the medium and of the electric model of disturbed atmosphere which it is
possible to schematize.

d. radioelectric propagation through a disturbed medium.

e. techniques for improving radio cormunuiication equipment and their use,
when the atmosphfere is disturbed by A. or A.G. waves. (This final and practical point
being the most important).

3.1 in actual fact, many natural sources of A. and A.G. waves were identified, among
which auroral discharges which heat up the atmosphere and move sometimes at supersonic
speeds, carrying along associated waves. (R.C. COOK, paper 3ý G.R. WIT,1ON, paper 6)

Among the artificial sources, nuclear explosions in the atmosphere are the most
important. For a low altitude explosion, the upward shock wave generates acoustic wave:
and, owing to a complex non-linear process, acoustic gravity waves (B.L. MURPHY and
S.L, 1KJALAS, paper 10). A noise ring, acting as a secondary source of short period
waves seems to be generatfed at an altitude ranging from 85 to 95 kMi (J. ROCARD, paper 11).
Lambs atmospheric edge mode excitation seems to make a considerable contribution to the
first or first two cycles of acoustic gravity waves produced by an explosion at ground
level (J.W. POjEY and A.D. PIE.•RCE, paper 12).

ý5everal authors reviewed the results of calculations carried out by J.3. GREENE
and W.A. WHIrAKER on the basis of 1404TON'S equations.

Therefore, the time and space source functions appear to be fairly well understood
tn the two particular cases of the auroral coirtain and of low altitude energetic
explosions.

3.2 Although it is very complex, the linear theory of A.and A.G. waves is now advanced
enough to be applied to an isothermal or non-isotujermal atmosphere. WHITHA)'S kinematic
theory is a valuable complement to the classical theory, since it permits an easy
calculation of trajectories.

1Non-linear phenomana pose much more serious problems.

3.3 The coupling of neutral and ionized gases is expressed by coupled hydrodynamic
and ionic motion equatio:13 which must be fulfilled simultaneously, without disregarding
non-linear effects (J. KLOSTE1MAEYER, paper 14 and N.J.F. CHANG, paper 13). For the
time being, it seems difficult to state which is the prevailing physical process in each
case, and hew its written expression can be simplified to develop a theory easier to
handle.

Travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDS) are observed and analyzed by many atethors,
among whom, G.B. GOE, paper 16, reports on the effect, at the F region altitude, of wind
conficurations associated with the jet-stream. At the altitude of the tropopause, G.A.
1OO and A.D. PIERCE, paper 17, who observe and explain the oscillations of the ionosphere
during periods of stormy activities. D.P. KANiýLLAKOS and R.A. NELSON, paper 19, who
demonstrate expcrimentally the validity of GREE'NE'S and WHITAKER'S hydrodynamic
calculations.

However, it must be stated that models of neutral and ionized atmospheres disturbed
by A. and A.G. waves generated by the various identified sources either do not exist yet,
or are far frost complete.

3.4 in a disturbed atmosphere, represetted by a simple model, it is possible to
calculate the propagation of radio waves in the H.F. band either by ray tracing
(P. GEORGE, paper 32) or by an all wave method (H. RAr:1ER, p.aper 31). Further ray tracing
calculations) in an ionoe:]phere disturbed by atmospheric gravity waves provide the field
amplitude at reception (takinq account of periodical tocus)ing) and the azimuth deviation
(J. ROTTGER, paper 33). It is also po)ssible to determine exp•erimentally the detailed
szructure and the motions of FIDS, by tht short duration pulse technique (pulses shortee.
than a microsecond) (.i'. I,'RFLI), P.I3. JUP((LN!43, and J.A. JOSELYN, paper 34). This
practi ,el technique se(ens to Le very prormising.

I believe this particular area ot re-search could be developfed Irtori both thcoretical
and experrimrental viewpoints.

3.5 vapers, providing 1ormItion on the techniques for improving redio transmissions
when the atmosphere is disturbed by acou.,:tic and acoustic gravity waves were very scarce.
This gap was duly strems,'/d my the SHAPE Technical Center ref]Mesentatives. However, a few
data of a practical nature were presented by D. '1L1,3N, 1paper 39 and P. HA•ULLY, paper 36.
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These data were linted to the effects of nuclear explosions ot H.F. radio
convunincations. They were ot a very general character, and qualitttivse rathit. than
(JU t"-t'. A VO.

we ore still tar trom having mastered a good knowleige of the elc.,tro-.agn,ýtlc
energy transfer ýunction between t%o oistant points.

4. Conclusions

The Wiesbaden technical meeting has provided new elements on the undoratanding of
atmospheric acoustic gravity waves i'd their effects. Considerable advances have been
made since the first conerent docume*nt whichi, an far as I knc. was publiahew on this
suvject under the titles "Acoustic Gravity Waves In The Atmouphere", Symposium
ý'roceedlngs,, Boulder, colorado, July 1968.

It may be concluif&G that the model repre-snting a quiet io-rosphere through which
winds and tidal waves are moving should be completed by the addition of natural
atmospheric acotstic gravity waven which, on certain days and at certain times, modify
the slopes of isoelectronic surfaces, disturb maximum electron denAtties, modulate
abnorption in lower layers and generate focussing.

All these phenomena are of interest to the user of radio ctmounicationa (especially
in the H.F. bandwidth), who is still far fr(xo deriving the maximum benefit from natural
propngatior, possibili ties.

Investigation3 on acoustic gravity waver) and their consequences upon radio
communications can lead to detailed short term predictions of ionospheric propagation
conditions in a given geographic area.
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PRzpport d'gvalustioaj tflchuqu

Is reunion de sr6c iad istes de .1 'AGNW

!,ur

"Les effets des amiss acoustiques et do gravitd atmosph~rilqoes
sur la propagaition de i 'onde fiectroo*Rnettique"l

par

P. HALLE-f

1. Inatroduction

La r6unioak organis6e socus 1'6gide d~u groupe de travail "Propagation de llonde 6lectromagn6tique
de i'AGAPUl. a ~6t tenue au Roter Pavilion du Kurhans de Wiesbaden, R6publique F6diirale d'Allesiagno,
outre It 17 et It 21 avril 1972.

Lae programme technique a kAe discut6 et mis au point par Ie comit6 du programme, qui s'eut r~uni
i diff6reatea reprises avant et pendant It symposium. Parmi lea d6cisions primes. il convient de sign&-
ler qu'une Session IV cltassifi6e (jusqu'i secret) avait 6t6 privue pour le 20 avril, deans ilapr~as-icdi,
en mime te-~ps qulianp Session IV non classifi6e, sur le slme su't :"Infl~uence des ondes acoustiques
e.de graviti our is propagation des ondes 6lectromagn6tiques.

Apr~s diecussion, le c-vit6 du programme a d6cidi de 3upprimer IA session cl~ssifi6e et de pr6-

saenter; en session non class~ifi6e toutes lee cozmmunications orales, si n~cessaire limitkes ou 6ccur-
Meo deans leur prfsentation.

Le but du prest-nt rapport cat de fournir une revue tr~s condensee deb r6bultats obtenus au cours
de Ia r~bunion, pour signaler autant lea points bien iclair~s que lea points rest~a obscurs ou incer-
tairis.

LA fSession V. soua le titre "Soscrnires, Reconnaiidationsetc Recherches futureE", a permi's I& pr6-

s entatiou de commentaires gin6raux sur chac'cne des quatre premi~res sessions. L~e lecteur trouvora .ces
commentaires au papier V, r~dig&5s pour

I& Session I A par le Prof. H. VOLLAX4),
Ia Session TB par le Dr B.L. MURHPHY,
1& Session II per le Dr K. DAVIES,
Ia Session III par le Prof . I, RANiZI et le Dr. H. RII.HJ3MT
Ia Se±suior IV par le Dr. 1RAk14P et, le Dr. D). VIEL.nN.

too prý-sent rappc'rt n'est donc qu'un ccnpl~ment et tine conclusion,

2. L~a rf-union de specialistes.

L~e but du symposium 6tait, entre autros, de r6unir des spocialistes de I& physiouc de Ilatmosphire
engages dans l'~tude des transports d16nergie en formce d'onde dans le milieu neutre et des spkcialistes
de I& propagation de l'onde CElectromagnetioue quo concernent lee modifications der. caractfiriatiques 6-
lectriques du milieu. S~ur cc point., on peut dire que le symposium a 6t6 une riussite! et chacumn des par-
ticipants, apparterant plus part icu i 4rement & ilun des groupes, an Pu prendre connaiseaince de I& forme
des prnblhmce qu.- me posent i 1'autre groupe et des solutions po&S:ijbl!!s. Er. bref, il slagissait de
passer en tout point du milieu des caract~riotiques teiles que :pression , temp~rature, viteese du gaz,
etc..* aux caract~ristiques tellee que ;densit6 Electronique, densit6 ionique, nombre de clhocs par Lini-
t6 de ttups, etc... Bien entermdu, le milieu Etant unique ce sont. en principe, toutes lea carecttriati-
ques qui entrent dens lea ciiff~rentes 6q,"tions de tman~sfort d 'Snergie sous toutes see fornes, qui liont
ak conaidfrer sijsultan~ixert pour 116tude des ondeF perturbatrices "acoustiques et de gravitE".

La propagation ilectromagn~tique deans llatrnosph~re r'intiressc que lea carsx~t~ristiques filectri-
ques et magn~tiquies du milieu q-%i entrent. dens les Equations de Mairvell et dons les 6quatiorw compli-
wtntaires q..'il eat nicessa~ire d'Ecrixe pour r~soudre un probl-Ime qui apparatt cosine plus simple quo
1.e probli~me g~n~raLl des onaes do l'atmosphi~re et qui eat bien r~solu comise le monc1renl des cailliers
0 'observationcs expiriment ales.



Pour cattal ralmoai, .16@ techniques radio6loctriquos sont un movoa trig isportant at coemsode do
recherche des conditions d'Oxcitat~ion at. do propagtion dens ondes neutron. (Ainmi, ungl grands part
do nos connaissancesexopU-imentalesa ikr lam onriew noutro. provient d'obeorvatilons utilimant 1% pro-
pagation dos codes rodio~lectriques),

3. L'sanlymeo du aujot.

En aceae, 1. succession des op~rationa do recherche 90efroctuait our Is, connaissance

i)-des sources dep ondes acoustiques at do psavit&,

ii) -. do Ia propeoation dos emndes acoustiquou at dt grawitfi wn prlmono do procemsus lia~aires

iii) - do Il'otat d~aw aides A aia A.G. our lea caraettristiques 61ectriquoa du milivu at du reodile
6loLetriqui dlatmo-jpharo pirturbdo qu'il oet possible de ach~atiiur,

iiii) - do Is, propagation rsdio~loictrique donem 1. milieu perturb6,

iiiii) - does techniques destin~os I l'"63.ioration de. mat~riol* do ratliocomunioation at dv loui
en3410, an prdsonce d'W&0 atmoophare agit~e par de0s odes, A ou A.G..
.(Co dornieor point t~inmi "i prmtiq'ie 6tant Is plu a importaft).

3.1. In fait, do 'nomblreumos sources nsaturelles d'ondes A at ACG. out 6t# Identiiteso pa~mi lw~uollosu
lea d4charges suroralos qui f6cbaurfent l'atmoapharo at parfoismes d~placoat A vitosse supersoni.
qua an ontrainant dos cordes d'accompagnomiont (IF.KO Cook papier 3, G.R. NPi.Son papior 6).

Parai lea sources artificiellee .1 Po ut citor principalement lea explosions nuclfiairom dan.
llatm.-,pharo. Pour uno explosion & bees. altitude, 1'onde do choc awcondaate prodikit do. ondes
acouxtiquoi at par un processu& non-lin~faire complex. dos ond*& acicuetiques at do gravit6
(B.L. "IVph at S,L. Ksalasa,papior 10). Une couronzwe do bruit v~ritýAbleo aurce becoodaire d'on-
des do courts p4riQde serait rr66e enire 85 at 95 km d'%ltitude (J. Ilocaril, papior 11). L'exci-
tation du mode trenchant de Lamb %pportertit une contribution importante at% premier ou aux deux
premiers cycle. dea ondes arnoustiques et de gravit6 on~gendr6so par une explosion au niyoau du
301 (J.W. Posey at A.D. Pierce, pepier 12),

Plusoeurs skutours soot revenue our le rfinultat, des calculs effoctuts per J.19. Greene et
W.A. Whita~ker i pburtir des 6quations do I,1evton,

11 kpparari donc qu'r lee fonctions source, temporallo et apatiale, mont epproxisaativorent
maimies done lee deux cam particu.iLiers du rideau suroral et do, l'explosion 6norgftique A bvaso
altitude,

3.2. La. thoorle lin~ftire des ondes A et A.G. bien que; tr~s cousplexe dane su4 ggn~ralit~f cat uaintesnan
amsez avaicfie pouý~ Atre exploitable eý' atmosph~re isothermno et non-imltherve. La thfior-o cinosa-
tique do Whitham vient dampl~ter anuos heureumement la th~orie cla~smifue. en permettant un cal'
cul facile de trajectoire.

Lea ph~nowt~noa pon-liniaires pasent des probl~nee beaucoup plus ardium.

3.3. Le couplage erntre le gn; neuve et le gasZ ioniS6 se traduit par Il'dqriture d'6quatiora 'coupl6es
kiydrodywimnique at. ionique du swouve~ent, qui aoivent Sire simultanAsent matifaitaies sanz nfisli-
ger lee efftem non lin6nires 0J. Klomtarmeyer, papier 11. - N.J.P. Chan~g, p~pier 131. Pour 1. mo-
ment, il paraft difficile do dire quel eat, doen chaque carn, le procomaus physique dom-.nent at
comment on pout all6ger l'(ýcriture pour parvenir A une thEforie plus maniab.Le.

Lea pertiurbations ionosph~riquaes itin~rantes (P11) sent consata6es et aniays~ea pew is nombreu:.
auteurs parmi leaquelo nous citeronm GB. Ct.. (papior 16) qui constate l'effet aux altitudes
do Is r~gion F des configurationr do vent li6esa u courant-jet it l'a3Atitude do 14L iropopaust.

G.A. Moo at A.D. Pierce .(papieT 1T) qui constatent vt ex~pliquent dem oscillations de l'ionosph~rs
pendani lca p6riodes d'activit6 orageume.

D.P. Kanellakoa at !R.A. Nelson (papier 19) qui montront par : 'expfrionce lie validit6 doa calculs
bydrodynsiqn.eu do Greene et Whita~zex.

j Copendant, il faut bien co~imtater quo loL modalco d'atlsoaph~re neutre et ionis~e perturb6e par
los ondes A., at A.G. des diffirentes *Ources identiti~es mont soil. inoximiants moit encore t&An
incompletst

3.4. buns llatuosphýTe !)er~tubie, sch~matis6o Wa un modile simplo,ý il eat pommiblo do calculer l&
proposatir~n does ndes radio don. Is. band H.F. soit on trajectographie (P. George, pepier 32)
soit per une afithode 'toxite oaie (H. Ramoer, prApier 31). L)'eutres calcula do iralectographie dona
une ionosph~re perturb~e par lea ondes de gravitfi atmosphfiriqu~mfourniseont I 'amplitude du cheap

4 Is, r~ceptiin (compte tenu eam tocalisation. p~riodiques) at la d6-iation an atimut (J. NR~ttger,
auvietdsP.1,e tlanlatciqedmiphon4.cueduoitrerpapier 33). 11. eat regalemsent poosiblo de d6torminer exp~riments~loment la structure fine et lee
'sticroseconde (G.?M. Lerfald, H.B. Jurgen&, J.A. Josalyn, papier 34.), Cette technique pratique
par&Tt trite prometteuse,

A san avis, cc domikinc p.articulier de lIa recherche pourraTt Stre d6,velopp6 tent par le calcul

que par 1'exyfriene.oo 1



3,5. Leo papieri fournisaaiat des informations our lea technique. & employer pour aishliorer lee radio-
comunications en priaence d'une satoaphare, egit6e par lea citeascacuntiquet et acoustiquca at
do gravit4 ant 6t5 trim peu nocatreux. Cette lacune a 6t6 ailment aouJignde par les rejpr4sentanta
d'u Shape Technical. Center. Ousiques informations pratiquce oat cependant 6t6 apportfes par
1). UNielsnA- (pepier 39) ot P. Halley (pr~mentation oralse 36).

Ce. informat.one kitajnt uniqetment relatives aux coni~queacos des explosions nuclfsiros our les
rsdiocomunicaz ions on Al.F.. Mlu. kaient. tram ghnfralea at plus qualitativies qus quantitativna,

On set encore tram loin d'une bonns coamaissanco, de Is fonction de tranatort do l'4nfrgie 41cc-
troaq~n~tiquo intre deux points distants.

4. Conclusions.

La r6union technique do Wiesbaden a apportf de nouveaux 6l&,ents sur I& connaiessnce does onte
ocoustiqueu. at dt gravit4 atmosp)h6riqueoet do lours effote. qui .s~rquent un progria important aur ie
premier document cohhrent publi* A ma connrissance mur is mujet

"Acoustic-gravity wave& in the atmosphere", aymposiuma proceedings, Boulder Colorado juillat 196A.

Ma corncluaion eat que Ie modile dlicnosph~re calms pnrcourue par des vont4 aet des oindes Ge maria
doit Itre compl6th par I& prisonco d~ontes aco.Astiques et do gravit6 naturelles qui* cortains Jours
ou ce.-aines heures, moditient lea pentos ltea surfaces isoiloctroeaquos, perturbent lea donsitts 6loc-
troniquso maximales, modulentý I'absor-ption dano lee basses couches ct lprovoquent des focalisations.

Thou cue ih~ncmAraes int4;ressent I 'exploitant des mayens de radiocommunicat ion (tout particuliare-

meat dans Ia bands H.?,) gui eat encore loin de tirer Ie parti maximu, Ges potaibilit4a naturelles Go
propagation.

L'td des oxide. acoustiques et do gravit6 et Ge lent. conoiquoncem our lea radiocormunicat ions
pout conduire &1 une privisior. i court torte Gitaillfe des conditions de prcpsgation ioncsphirique
dans une rigion 56ographique dilimitie pour cette prfvioion.

14
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qULU~J&LS ANKU1611bS ENMh LA PIMWAC.5TION DEiS OW'4LS RAVIXO DaM~S L'IRMOPIilRI
ET ICS ON4JhS ArnUsTIpUJL'i T.1 DEi GRAVITE

par

K. Davies

SCOAIRL

I& propagation des andes radio done 1'ionoampbre est somblable A cello des andes, acous-
tiques et do gralvit6 dana l'atmsiophare neutre. Los deux milieux sont anisotropes et dispersife.
En cutre, le profil de temp~rature dans llxtmosph~re rappelle dons une cortsine mesure celui do
Is, donsitf des filectrons dans l'ionojph~re. 1A trajectographie pour let ondo6 acoustiqttos, r6,~le
Ilxsec do rayons hsauts et do rayonss bus-de zones de silen~e, etc.
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SOMF ANALOGIES BFTWFFN THE PROPA(LATION OF IONOSPFERTC"

RAD.) WAVES AND ACOUSTIC-(RAVIrY WAVES

SKenneth DaviesA

Space Environment Laboratory
NOAA Environmental Research Laboratories

PF.ulder, Colorado 3O0C2

ABSTRACT

The propagation of radio waves in the ionosphere is similar to that of acoustic gravity waves in the
neutral atmosphere. Both are anisotropic and dispersive. Furthermore, the temperature structure in the
atmcsphere is somewhat similar to the electron density structure in the ionosphere. Ray tracing of
acoustic waves exhibit high- and low- angle rays, skip zones, etc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Some participantb at this meeting will be familiar with ionospheric radio propagation and not with
acoustic-gravity waves whereas there are some who are more familiar with the propagation of acoustic-
gravity waves than with ionospheric radio waves. This talk, is therefore, tutorial in nature and is
designed to show that the two types of waves are similar in several respects.

The analogies are emphasized by defining a refractive index for acoustic-gravity waves in terms of
the local bpeed of sound C and comparing it with the Appleton equation for the refractive index of an
ionized mediuim (Ratcliffe, J. A., 1959). It will be shown that the acoustic cut-off frequency, ,a, is
analogous to the plasma frequency, %, , and that the buoyancy frequency, Wg, (also called the Brunt-Vlisala
frequency) corresponds to the electron gyrofrequency u . Acoustic waves are similar to ionospheric radio
waves on frequencies above the gyrofrequency whereas gravity waves are similar to whistlers (see Helliwell,
R. A., 1965) which propagate on frequencies below the gyrofrequency.

2. CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCIES AND DIRECTIONS

In a plane stratified and is3thermal atmosphere the characteristic direction is that of gravity,
whereas in the ionosphere it is the direction of the geomagnetic field. There are two characteristic
frequencies for such an atmosphere. The first of these is the acoustic cut-off frequency Wa, which is the
natural frequency of (compressional) oscillation of the entire atmosphere about its equilibrium state. The
other characteristic frequency (the buoyancy frequency, wg) is the frequency of oscillation of a parcel of
air about itb equilibrium level.

In a uniform neutral plasma containing a uniform external magnetic field, Bo, the two corresponding
characteristic frequencies are the plaslna frequency %a, and thr gyromagnetic frequency % . The former is
the frequency of oscillation of the electron gas when displaced from its mean position with respect to the
heavy positive ions. The gyrofrequency is the frequency wit' which a single electron gyrates about the
magnetic field.

It is clear that wa and w. depend on the bulk properties of the respective media while w and 4

refer to elements of the media.

As in ionospheric radio work we normalize the characteristic frequencies to the wavs< frequencies
and use the symbols X and Y recommended by the International 'Scientific Radio Union (Ratcliffe, J. A., 1959).
These symbols are defined in Table 1. The atmospheric symbolism is as follcws:

C, the speed of sound
g, the gravitational acceleration, assumaed independent )f he*Ight
H, the scale height
y, the ratio of specific heats at :onstam., pressure and c 'nstant volume.

One difference bet.ween radio waes and s:,uartic-gravlt,{ waves is that in the former the characteristic
frequencies u,% and wh arre independent, whereas the frec(uerciJen la, and Uwg are directly related thus:

Insertion of the dlaticr.c:c ,,,iue y ]. yed

W G 02 t, (2a)

Thus the buoyancy fr -'•e ,rcy 1.," "In !;re •t, e ' necese',ril.y less than the ncourtieý frequercy.

It is of interset to r,:ýe eh-r••, fc :rc 36? ' t here with a uniform he.1.4,ht Frnfient 0' temperature

the acoustic cut-off u% -ul fIs. ýv- - Ij a"y. ix,'-i " b..

1-A



S- • (1 s I') (3)&

and V H' (4)

in whicn It' is che gradient of scale height. Under these conditions tu and 14 are equal when W-drO.18
(see Tolstoy and Lau, 19"10).

3. REFRACTIVE INDICES

The refractive index ji for acoustic-gravity waves of frequency W is defined by

C Ck
v- (5)

where v is the phase velocity and k the propagation vector (see Hines C. C., 1.965). The refractive
index formulas are given in Table 1 in terms of the angle Y between the propagation vector k and the
horizontal.

The refractive index folaiulas are identical for vertical propagation of acoustic-gravity waves and
for transv.!rse propagation of radio waves as are the expressions for group speed.

Refractive index curvet, are shown in Figure 1(a) and l(b) for acoustic waves and HF radio waves,
respectively, For X < I both familiec of surfaces are ellipsoids while for X - 0 the surfaces are spheres.
For values of X near unity the it ellipses are highly elongated. In fact, for radio waves they degenerate
to a line in the direction of the geomagnetic field, whereas for acoustic waves they degenerate to a point
at the origin.

On low frequencies (Y >> 1) there are marked similarities between gravity waves and whistlers as
shown in Table 2 and in Figures 2(a) and (b). From these figvres it is seen that in both cases the
refractivt. index is greater than unity, the refractive index surfaces are hyperboloids grnd that propagation
is limited to certain ranges of angles and frequencies (see Figure 3). The beaming properties of gravity
waves are shown in Figure 4 (a) and are simJlar to those of whistlers sketched in Figure 4(b) (Gan!et, R.,
1963).

A peculiar ftature of both gravity waves and whistlers is the difference between the directions of
phase propagation and energy propagation (ray direction). Since the ray direction is normal to the
refractive index surface, upward propagation of phase is associated with downward propagation of energy
and vice versa. On the other hand, for both HF radio waves and acoustic waves the vertical components of
both phase and energy propagation are in the same sense. This can be seen from the expressions for O which
are posiive in Table 1 and negative in Table 2.

Another interesting feature is the reversal of senses of rotation of the elements of the wedia.
Acoustic waves pro..uce clockwise rotation of the air parcels whereas gravity waves poduce an anticlockwise
motion in the plane of propagation. In the radio analogy, ordinary waves on frequencies above the gyro-
frequency cause electrons to rotate in a counterclockwise fashion looking along the geomagnetic field
whereas the sense of rotation is clockwise with whistlers.

4. RAY PATHS OF ATMOSPHERIC WAVES

41.1 Ray Paths of Acoustic Waves

Ray paths of acoustic i.aves in the earth's atmosphere illustrate some further similarities with high
frequency radio waves. The U. S. 1.962 Standard Atmosphere, shown in Figure 5, is temperature stratified
which gives it layered properties somewhat similar to the electron layers of the ionosphere. Acoustic ray
paths in the model atmosphere are showvn in Figure 6 which shows that for a given wave frequency (or period)
waves can penetrate the atmosphere through an iris which is reminiscent of radio waves. The ray paths of
Figures 6 (a) and 6(b) illustrate the dispersion effects as the wave period approaches the acoustic cut-off
period. The variations of grouind ranges with take-off angles with the vertical (cp - 90-T), see Figure 7,
show the existence of skip zones - observations of which provided the first evidence of the temperature
structure of the upper atmosphere (see for example Mitra, S. K., 1952, chapter III). Figure 7 also indi-
cates the existence of high-angle and low-angle rays as in the case of radio waves (see Davies, K., 1969,
section 12.3).

5. CONCIUDING REMARKS

Although there are some similarities between the propagation of acoustic-gravity waves and
ionospheric radio, there are basic differences which must be borne in mind. Some of these differences
sae listed In Table 3.

! I
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TABLE 1

Comparisori of dlapersion properties of atmotpheri' waves in anr

isothermal atmosphore and ordinarj radio waves in the ionosphere.

Acousic Waves Radio Waves

a a
Acoustic cut-off e N

a Pla6ma frequency W. - ---
frequency 0a i e m

Buoyancy frequ%'ncy 0g roirequency q - e o
9 H -y Iso0

Y - Y Y

Frequency W > Wa Frequency U >

Direction T angle with horizontal 8 anglt with magneitic field e
0 • Y• 2 rr -o0

Refractive index 1 - X Refractive index with magnetic field.
with gravity 1-Y Cos 'Y _X) _____o _

2(l-X)-X sirf eA/Ysiný8-f4(i-x)e?2 co,,3

•< 1 < 1

Vertical 2 1 X Transverse 2 X
propagation propagation

Cut nff W -a Cut off .A a4a

Angle a between Angle a between ( 1 -• inA cose
wave vector and tan cL = sint cO5T wave vector and tan a- / +4(1X)gc
ray. I - X ray. or?

Group. and phase
velocities u v u v

Group velocity ( Group velocity
(u) with vertical u2 - (•[I- ] (u) with trans- 1 (C [1- (-)
propagation. verse propagation.

°19
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TABIX

Comparison of some forrmilas for gravity waver and whistlers.

Characteristic Gravity Wave Whistler

Frequency w < Wg U<

Direction II1< co8"I (W/W) I< cou'- (W/a)

Ref'r*Ltive indtex 1ý _ X - 1 1 +X
Y cot? Y 1 C 7 --+- -1YIc+• -Z

•> 1 L>

Angle a between wave 1 i
normalnAx ry for verv tan a--- aan Ptn

sme.ll frequencies tan Yn 2 tan'

Group and phase velocities u > V u > v

Group velocity (u) for C c 2C ,- -----
very small frequencies - C Ca Y u

WN

TABLE 3

Some differences between atmospheric waves and radio waves.

Property AGW Radio

1. Propagation of acoustic Atmosphere essential Ionosphere not essential

and HF radio waves

2. Motion of medium In plane of propagation Mostly in plane of wave front

3. Attenuation Increases with height Peaks around 85 km

4. Characteristic directions Stzatification dependent Stratification aod geomagnetic

on gravity field Independent

5. Characteristic frequenrcles Related Independent

2;c
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Forbidden Frequency Range

Gravity Waves Acoustic Waves

__,- Frequency
Wg Wo

Appleton Equation(+) W //

Whistlers Ordinary Radio Waves

(.__H__._N.1- Frequency

Fig.3 Allowed and forbidden regions of spectra of atmospheric waves and ionospheric radio waves.
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RAY SURFACES FOR AN
ATMOSPHERIC GRAVITY WAVE
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RAY SURFACES FOR WHISTLERS

Fig,4 Ray surt•aces for (a) gravity waves (b) whistlers to illu'trate the beaming propcrties.
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(a) For 1962 U.S Standard -
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Fig6 Acoustic tay paths in the 1962 U.S. Standard Atmosphere.
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7RAEmIGiw¶IJ AMf~IS DIYTEMJ~ONS POUR LES OWEl~S AXUiSTIqM~ E-, DE GRVITE

per

SG'44kRE

On A Isi. Ou Poura ian nouveaU prog rame de tr~.jOCto~rP.hG. beef cur lee 6qiaa'ciozus cano-niqu** 4a flcwilton, pour lea onodow coustiques at de gravit6. 11 Permtet do fuire warier lI" pro-.file do vent et do timm6rature dana loatamosphal, ouivagnt is,, trois dimiensj0o.. at do touir comptedo le, courbure torrostro. On trouvn d'int~rees~ant~a g~amhtries dot rayon, par example loraque dinreyons acoustiquee peasnat dame des ckiaxae cycloaniques do vent, et pour lee codes do gravit6 mepropageant deana iane stfmosphro on pr~sence de 'ýrants. Can ekxles iaet d'aut~rea encore, sont utilia6opmw* illustror lo node d'miploi tt les possibil~it(.a du programm.
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R4AY MRACIM FOR~ AC.Ot1MTC...0RAVITY WAV1M

T. M. Georoes
Wave Froa~at ion Lmborate.ry

MOAIA KErivronsentelI Renenrch Labxortitaries
Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A. 80302

AWTPACT

A new genere..-purpose ray tracing5 progran for a-ousitic-gravity waves has been .eeve.'oped. It allows
atmospheric wind and temperature -to vary in all three r~patisl dimensions and with timse and accounts fox,
earth curvm~ure. Bay plots show the nharacteristeic Acouuitic ray pttternn of a stan~ard atmo~sphere but
also some intercedting and unexpected ray ger~etries in cze~s of more cimplex wind fields and. for internal

R1. traciOngL ha enscisulyepoe alculate the pekths of wave-energy flow I nooe

acutic-rey-tracing capabilities to lovi-frequency acousttic-gravity waves in the atmosphere (cf. PIERCE,
1966; JONS,. 1969; CHANG, 1969; COWLINIG et a~l., 19711), but seacn scheme so far developed emsploys simpli-
fyin.g assumptions or idealized models that limit their applicability to ý;he real atmosph.ere. In
particular, the effects of winds are sometimes Ignored or are at moat constrý.ined to be horizontal and. to
he-we only Vertical gradients. Other approaches ignore either the effects of gravity or compressib 4 lity,
and most neglect earth curvature and horizontal temaperature gradients. Yinally, no acoustic-gravity
ray-tracing program of which we are aware in veil documenited anxz availnble I.n a "user-oricnted" form, ILe. ,
eany to use and readily adaptable to digital computers in crxmmon vie.

The program described here is designed to oiarcome these limitations in the following ways:

(a) Bay .,qu-%tione are derived from Hamzilton's equations (rather then variations of Snell's Law)

and allow thraee-d~imensional gradients of atmorpheric wind etg,d temperature fields;

(b) A Hamiltonian appropriate to acoustic-gravity vaves ill a windy atmosphere allows a single
program to apply to the whole wave spectrufm from pure acoustic to internal gravity ia'tea;

(c) Earth curvatu'-e is accounted for by writing Hamilton's equations in earth-centered spherical
coordinates; and

(d) Progrsining is modeled after the Jones-..I ionospheric radio ray-tracin.g program, which has
evolved, over several years of widespread use, into a thoroughly tested and highly user-oriented tool
(JONES, 1966).

This paper briefly describes the vorkings and capabilitie.j of the program. Further details and
instructions for its use appear in a NOAA Technical Report (GEOR15ES, 1,971.) that can be supplied upon
requeLt.

2. THE RAY-T?.ACING EQUATIONS

Hamilton's equations, when applied to wave propagation, can be t.hought of as a differential
expression of Fermat~s Principle of St~ationary Time., Their applicatioais to geometrickl optics and to
geometrical acoustics are discussed, respectively, In the texts by KLINE and KAY (1965) and LA.NDAU! and
LIVSHItTZ (1959). In their simplest vector form, they can be written

aH (is)

where

The lismilt~nr (1)i uniyw os onstantz ifnBtery path, gie jporaeinitial conditions
arnd a mcidel. atopee o'cottc-gaiywvs , ~e y the war ~prinrelation,suha
that deeoedb 1NS(90,T..YYf93,edohtsfrtohx~ topeeiwthout wina h

gen.-rliztio toInlud v~ds s srught"orardandIsdiscussed by PTEA n IM(16l) h
issoth:,nxial Aispersion relati,:n givei3 the ap~proprlate Hamil1ton.ian for, ray tracing Ill noliisothertseJ.
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atmospheres because the geometrical-acoustics approximation is equivalent to assuming that the medium is
Showoeneous and in valid only when that assumption is valid. The Hamiltonian is then

H . -4_2C
2 K 2 _ i, + C 2 k * 0 , (2)

where Al is the intrinsic wave frequency with respect to the air moving at a local wind velocity, y, whjose
components are $r, VY and vo in spherical coordinates, r, 6. 0. The wave frequency measured in a fixed
frame is w m Q + t , where K is the wave vector (kr, k@, ko). The horizontal component of 'C is kh.
The local speed of sound is C, i is the acoustic-cutoff frequency, yg/2,', and 4 is the square of the
Brunt frequency, (y-l)g2 /C2 

+ 6ýaC
2
/3z)/C

2
. In accordance with the analysis of EINAUDi and HINM (1970),

a modified definition of Wb is adopted, which accounts for the effects of vertical sound-speed (tempera-
ture) gradients on atmnos~'heric stability. Substituting (2) into (1) and expressing in spherical
coordinates (BRANDSTATTE, 1959), we get the six coupled differential ray-tracing equations:

dr CC
2k ý + v (3)

,it r r

__e _ C cke(02 - (2 )F/a+ v , (4)

d t r sine

~r C •2_2kF+ (k 2 kk2 ) 2 -K d 2 2i +(5

. .. aW*C) + • K • *-r+ke •-+ k4•si dt(6

dt r sin 6n Fr

-d r sB ( W -e 2 ( Ck)2 )F + ( k + k) - -k " SL LC - K rk d5 + k , ( 6)

di r C 6 a 2Q 3r 2f Tr- +kc BO dt * d

_C2 Ck ) F +( +(k~ +~~ 2p 3$ (L dt + rkcoo (7)

1_C22 -F+(2k)Z _ K'- k sin 06- - rk s0(8
dt rsin 0 CB BC2 d6 _ 0a r00 T

where

F H (2 S12 W2 C2k2)-Ia

These equations, though apparently complicated, are readily Integrated by standard numerical methods to
yield r(t) and K(t). The additicn of a seventh equation,

dt Q ac (W2 -C 2
k 2 ) F , (9)

FT _K 'jt Cdt a

permits integration of Doppler shift, provided the medium does not vary appreciably during ray transit.

The program describcd here uses a standard Adams-Mculton integration scheme with variable step
length and error checking. The user specifies the maximum tolerable fractional integration error per
step and thus has the ontion of trading computer running time for accuracy.

3. USING THE PROGRAM

The program is designed to be used, for the most part, like a "black box," that is, without much
kuowledge of its inner workings. Parsmeters that the use:- may wish to vary (for example, initisl
conditions, wave variables, %nd model atmosphere parameters) are input via a uata deck with orne such
parameter per card. Sequential ray calculations, such as stepping ray launch direction, are automa•|callj

. -
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provided for. In addition to a c prehe~ns.v' prin.ted output, a:iwaxti: ray pIcts may be obtained rn uom-
puters with cathode-ray-tube/microfilm output capabllities.

Several simple model atmospheric wind and temperatiure fielis with variable parameters are included
in the program's repertoire, and the user may readily substitute his own models. In its present form,
the program accepts only continuous analytic descriptions of wind and temperature fields, but virtually
any desired field may be fitted with analytic functions.

4. ILLUSTRATIONS OF APPLICATIONS - ACOUSTIC WAVES

Figure 1 displays the kind of ray plot often produced by simpler programs: that of ordinary
acoustic waves in a standard-atmosphere temperature profile, Here, however, a wind, blows toward the
right and increases logarithmically with height. Note particularly the influence of the wind or. where
rays return to the ground. The wave source in this example is near the tropopause, so that pronounced
ray ducting is also evident.

Figure 2 shows acoustic ray paths through an isothermal cylindrical vortex jith a solid-rotating
core. The ray geometry is independent of spatial scale and 3o is relevant to smaller vortices, such as
those generated in aircraft wakes, as well as to cyclonic weather features of synoptic scale. The only
variable parameter of the problem is the ratio of the maximum wind speed in the vortex to the sound speed
and is indicated on the 4 panels of the figure. This maximum is attained at the dashed circles in the
figure; inside the circle, wind speed varies approximately as the radius, while outside, it falls off
nearly as the inverse radius. This problem is further discussed in another paper (GEORGES, 1972).

Figure 3 shows schematically how anisotropy and nonreciprocity introduced by windq affect ray
propagation in acoustic sounding of the troposphere. In general, refraction alters the location of the
scattering volume, the scattering angle, and the magnitit'1 of the Doppler shift. GEORGES and CLIFFORD
(1972) further analyze refractive effects in acoustic .ounding.

5. ILLUSTRATIONS OF APPLICATIONS - INTERNAL GRAVITY WAVES

Because ray paths of internal gravity waves are much more difficult to develop intlitive feelings
for than axe acoustic waves, one tends to use a ray-tracing program erich like a new experimental tool:
Internal gravity ray paths, even in simple wind and temperature fields, often exhibit unexpected behavior.
An example is provided by the simple case of gravity-wave propagation in a region of linear tempe-atture
gradient. Figure 4 shows two gravity-wave rays launched upward and downward in such a Temperature profile.
An explanation ot the cusplike reflection behavior can be found by considering the direction of the
normals to the constant-w/wb surfaces in the 6 plane (figure 4 inset), which indicate ray direction.
Waves launched in a horizontally stratified medium must maintain kx constant as they propagate; therefore,
a.9 temperatiure (and thus wb) changes, one estimates changes in ray direction by sliding up or down a
vertical line through the diagram and noting the resulting changes in direction of the surface normals.
For examplo, a ray whose phase fronts are launched do-!nward and that propagates upward into increasing
temperature (increasing w/wb) experiences a gradual ray steepening until k, - 0 when ray direction
abruptly reverses, executing the cusplike reflection (not a true mathematical cusp) depicted in figure 4.
The level of reflection of a gravity wave depends only on the value of kx and can be found by setting
kZ - 0 in the dispersion relation, giving the minimum value of Wb/w for a given k.:

-b - n x
2 -l

W 2 n 2 - 1.225
x

where

n - Ck /W (10)
nx

Figure 5 illustrates how irternal gravity waves may be ducted in a temperature minimum. Evidently
the vertical propagation of internal gravity waves tends to be restrained in the presence of temperature
gradients, regardless of whether temperature increases or decreases. ECKART (1960) shows ray paths that
display this behavior.

Because internal-gravity-wave phase speeds are considerabl3 ,lower than those of'acoustic waves,
gravity waves interact much more strongly with atmospheric wind fie/lds than do acoustic waves. Gravity-
wave ray paths in a linear wind profile of gradient 0.1 m/s/KM ser'e to illustrate tha nature of the
interaction. Figure 6 shows five gravity-wave rays launched downw.ind. Each wave eve ,u&.ly reLches its
own "critical level," i.e., where the wind speed equals the horizintal trace speed of/the wave. Each
wave approaches an asymptotic condition in which th,. wave vector cends toward vertic and phatie velocitytoward zero. //1

Gravity waves Launched upwind exhibit a quite different /ehavior, as illust ated in f`r! 7. The

ray is refracted upwerd and is eventually turned around by th, wind shear. In th example, Ihe azimuth/
of K is at a l45 an, d lateral ray deviation also occurs, as illust- ,ed li th( lan view ii4

figure 7
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6. CONCLUSIONS

These few examples illustrate thp capabil]ties oZ the 3D ray-tracing program in simple model

atmospheres and show some ray path proper,,.s that, as yet, have not apparently, been appreciated.

It is expected that the program's capabilitios will be refined with use and in response to user
needs and suggestions. Such suggestions are, of course, welcome.
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ACOUSTIC WAVES IN 1962 u.s..sTrANDARD ATMOSPHERE
f =300 Hz; Logarithmi.,c Wind Profile: u= 10 r/s at I km

Elevation Angle Varies from -. 201 to 2000 in 100 Stepsj

z
U4

T

Fig.l Acoustic waves in 1962 U.S. Standard Atmosphere temperature profile and a wind blowing to the right
and increasing logarithmically with height.

V,=/t 1/20 "/C-15

Fig.2 Acoustic ray paths through a model vortex with a viscous core. Tangential velocity miaximizes along the
dashed circles and has the speed indicated on each panel. (Spatial scale is arbitrary).
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Scatter

NON RECIPROCITY I
IN ACOUSTIC-ECHO SOUNDING

ISOTHERMAL ATMOS.

d z 30 m/sec/km
f = 3 kHz

Pkmr I •

S
,1J /. /,'iz 1/ 71-/ "11 ,'/ 111Z / !l 7 1"777.,"7"7

Fig.3 Acoustic ray path in an W-oustieC-sounding geometry illustrating nonreciprocity in the presence of wind shear.

-INTERNAL GRAVIT, WAVE IN LINEAR TEMPERATURE

( GRADIENT of 2OK/km, No Wind.

[ : I km; r 530sc, 1 t 400

(andT)
incroasing

r

Pig.4 Internal-gravity ray paths in a positive linear temperat tre gradient. illustrating cusplikt. reflection of the
upgoing ray and the asymptotic approach to iiorizwntal of' the downcomning ray,,.
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INTERNAL GRAVITY WAVE DUCTING
X I kmn, r 531 sec; * ±400

Ray Path

Z4 2OK/km

S K <4000K
S K1

\ __K /km

\ ,.-.Temperture

\8000K

Fig.5 Internal gravity wave ductin,,, it, a picewise linear temperature profile.

INTERNAL GRAVITY WAVES
APPROACHING THEIR RESPECTIVE CRITICAL LAYERS

Isothermal Atmosphere;
Wind Shear of 0. 1 rn/sec /km

X IC kin; Various Wave Periods

U

-50

K

I H-Iookm

Figho Internal gravity wavesV approachinfg their rc-spective critical layer,, in a linearly increasing wind profikx,,
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INTERNAL GRAVITY WAVE
IN WIND SHEAR OF O.Im/sec/km

and
TEMPERATURE GRADIENT O.1K/km
X IOkm; r 475 sec; #:=50

KIu

HORIZONTALPLANE

VERTICAL u
PLANE

'K

-S S 100km

Fig.7 Three-dimensional ray path of an internal gravity wave prupagating upstream in a linear wind profile.
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CREATION hT PIROPAC.ATION D'WOMES, SOMORES ENM1
L'I(MJSPHfPR ET' LA PASSE AMhSP'iLRE

par

R. K. Cook

SCt*%JRE

Difffirents procesaus physiques engendrent de~ns I&a basse atmosph~res des. ondes sonores A
des fr~quences infrazoniqutes (p~riodes oscillatoiros > 1,0 sec.). Parmi les sources typiques :e ces
ondes aonores, on peut citer lee explosiona vol~caniques, lei trembAements de terre, lee grou orages,
et lea ondeo do choc cr66ea par des vihicuJles se d~plagant. I des viteoses supersoniques. Dane l'io-
nosph~re, lea phfinom~nes cr~ateure d'infra-sons comprennent lee dicharges asurorales, sinsi que leu
ondes de choc provoqu~es par des satellites ou des mfit~orites 6voluant & des vitesses suyersofliques.
Noun pr~aentoria lea r~sultata d'une analyse portent our lia production 1'ondes sorores et leur propa-
gation descendants dues aux effete d'6chauffement des d6charges aurorales, en particulier damA le2 cau
des ondes se diplaqwit & des vites, as supersoniques paralalement i isa surface de Is. ttrre, Leso n-
des "de choc" de ces d6charges as propagent seloL une t'ajectoire descendante & forte perite 6l.~ur
perte d'~uergie, dne & Ilabsorption pax viecoait6 et. i la conduction de la, chsleur, ebt tr~s faible,
On lea observe frfiquemment dana des stations infrosoniqueb 3ituges aux latitudes 6ltev~es. Une. esti-
nation de l'S&hautfoewnt auroral est tir~e do l~a puissance des infra-sons observ~s i la surface do le
terre.
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OGNERATION AND PROPAGATION OF SOUND WAVES
I THE ION03PHERE. AND TIHE LOWER ATMOSPHERE1I

Richard K. Cook
National Bureau Standarda

Washington, DXC, USA

3UI64ARY
Various physical processes generate sound waves at infrasonic frequencies (oscillation periods >

1.0 sec in the lower atmosphere. Some typical sources are volcanic explosiona, earthquakes, severe
storm•, and the shock waves from vehicles moving at supersonic s;eeds. ILI the ionosphere, sources of'
infrasound include auroral discharges and shook waves from sateilites and meteorites moving at supersonic
speeds. We present the results of an analysis for the eeneration of sound and propagatlon downwards due
to the heating effects of auroral discharges, pxrticularly those traveling at supersonlc speeds in direc-
tions parallel to the earth's surface. The "shock" waves from such discharges are propagated steeply
downward with very little loso of energy from absorption by viacosity and hert conduction, and are
frequently observed at Infrasonlo stations located at high latitudes. An estimate of auroral heating is
derived from the observed strengths of infrasound at the earthi's surface.

1, Introduction

The aurora borealis gives rise to two types of Infrasonic waves found in the atmosphere of the
northern hemi'sphere at temperate and high latitudes. The first type is found at mid-latitudes during
sufficiently strong magnetlc storms even In the absence of a visible aurora at the geographical location
of the Infrasonic station. The second type of Infrasonic wave. found near the auroral oval at high
latitudes when vicible sharply defined aurcn-il forms travel overhead across the station location at
supersonic speeds has directions of propagation and horizontal trace velocities very nearly the saae as
those or* the visible auroral form. We shall develop and examine the consequences of a :'vpothesis that
the second type of Infrasowid ti SenL'rated by ionospheric heating caused by aurora! electrical discharges.

The latter type of infrasound has been rmgarded as an acoustical how wave in the ionosphere (Chimonam
and Peltier. 1970). The bow wave is presumed to be generated by the -lectrojet line current of the
auroral form, in supersonic motion perpendicular to its own length, and moving parallel to the earth'ssurface. The question is left open by the authors an to whether the Joule heating in the electrojet, or
the Lorentz force on its moving charges, gives rise to the bow wave.

In the analysis given below we start from the rather different assumption that a thin plane sheet

of the vertically descending lons foreiing an auroral arc generates a uniform amount of heat per unit area,
causing a practically instantaneous rise In temperature T of the atmosphere, and causing as well the
visible auroral discharges.

1.1 Measurement of aur-oral infrasound

The electroacoustical system used at an infrasonic station typically consists of an array of at
least four microphones, associated electronic filter-amplifiers, and recorders. Tho system is designed
for use as a steered array. Five cheracterietics of infrasonic waves passing through the station area
are determined: (1) the amplitude and waveform of the incident sound pressure, (2' the direction of
propagation of the wave, (3) the horizontal trace velocity chp (4) the distribution of sound wave energy
at various frequencies of oscillation, and (5) the time of -occurence of the infrasound.

The microphones are located at ground level, approximately in the same plane, und on the avcrage are
about 8 km apart. Ses Figure 1 for the station at Washington D.C. Those located near the auroral zone
have similar configurations. Puller details on the measurement of Infrasound have been given (Cook and
Bedard, 1971), and a general sumary of the observations made at several stttiona of an infrasonic network
'has been published (Cook, 1969).

1.2 Resultm of meanurements

An extensive sevits of obrervations has been made (Wilson and his associates, summarized by him,
197]), on the inerasound associated with auroral activity. His measurement system is essentially the
same as that described above. Post of the infrasonic events are wave packets wlich rise suddenly out of
the noise and last for only a few cycles. The Infrasound is apparently generated by visible sharply-
defined iarge-scale auroral arcs traveling overhead at the infrasonic station at supersonic speeds. Many
of the observations were made at the infrasonic station at College, Alaska, supplemented by data from
temporary stations at Palmer, Alaska and Inuvik. Northwest Territories. A brief summary of the basic
conclusions from the data is: (a) the average horizontal trace velocity is supersonic, c 2 513 a/see;
(b) the transient pulses of sound have about the same direction of propagation and velocty as fast-
moving auroral arcs overhead at Alaska. measured with an all-sky camera; (g) the dominant period of
oscillation is about 20 eec; (d) peak round pressure Is typically 3 dyn/cm , and (e) each pulse Is
)f only a few minutes duration.

The observations of infrasound at the surface of the earth and of the visible auroral form with an
all-sky camera can be explained by means of Wilaon's shock wave model, in which the supersonic motion of'
the leading edge of an auroral arc given rise to an acountical shook wave (See Figure 2). The lowea edge
of the aurora serves ab a line source (perpendicular to the plane of the paper). A particular pulse
a.•.ived at the ground station microphones 420 soj after an auroral arc passed ovethead. The 420 see dolay
corresponds to a source altitude of 140 km for an assumed average &ound velocity c ý 300 c/sec for the
pulse during its passage downward through the atmosphere, and measured c ý- 680 m/ce. This altitude
is to be cmpared with the known eights of visible airoral arcs, which i most instances have streamers
extending from 110-km to 145-km altitudes.
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2, Analysis for generation of aurora) sound

Th, basic assumption we make here is that a thin plane sheet of the vertically deacendin,' Lon* form-
Ing an auroral arc generates a uniform amount of heat par unit area, causing a practically tus~antanookis
rise in temperature AT of the atmosphere, and causing as well the visible auroral discharges. The Ahcet

moves in a direct ion perpendicu lar to its plane at a supersonic. speed Me, where c - local speed of s~ouad

near the sheet anid 11 - Mach number of the moving sheet, see Figure 3. The sheet ends abruptly where it

hao Its lower edge at a height h above the surface of the earth. The density P of the atmosphere rismaics

unchanged, and therefore the pressure Jumps by an amount Ap - PRAT as tle sheei: passes any point in the

atmosphere. In effect the heating serve]. aa a body "force" for tle hieneration of cnund.

The temperature and pressure jumps will gradually decay with time except for Jumps arising Oubse-

quantly from shocks appearing at thle lower edge of the sheet (to be disciissed presently). But the basic

features of the generation of sound can be arrived at by considering the leading plane-sheet &.m a heat

source. its lower edge gives rise to twro shock waves. The one propagates down towards the surface of

the earth, and the other proceeds tovardm Ovae upper atmosphere, e.2e Figure 3. In order to Zee how these

are formed, we use the Fourier integral method to solve the boundary problem posed bly the presence of

the lower edge of the supersonically moviti, mated plane sheet, wh'ere there is a preasurze discontinuity.

The first step is to find the downward- travel ing and %spward- traveling plane sinusoidal sound waves

accompanying a plane wave, having a sharp lowar edge, of sinupoidal variations in pressure. The latter
travels at the supersonic speed MS and has At time variation of Pxp (iwt) In the uJpper half of the x-r

plane. Figure 3 shows the geometry oi the three plane waves, whose surfacem of constant phase are par~-

allel to the y-exis (perpendicular to tile plane of the paper).

Supersonic pressure wave:

p - A exp i(wt - kox), when i Ž0

- 0, when z 0

Downward traveling sound wave: (1)

Pd- B exp i(wt - k0 x + z),z"0

- 0 when zk 0

Upward traveling sound wave.-

pu-C exp i(mvt -kox - kr z) , when r. 0

- 0, when z 0

The magnitude of the wave nu ~er vector for both sound waves is k -(k
2 + k~2~-Wc Al.o ko -twMe,

and so kz-(/.)(-lM)2

The amplitu.des B and C of the two sound waves are found from the following boundary conditions at
the lower plane bound-ary z - 0: the sound pressure is continuous across the surface, ar~d the~ perpen-

dicular (z) component of particle velocity is continuous. The rebult is

B -. /.C - -.A/2 (2)

The downwari,-traveling wave B hati the same phase As the incident supersonic presamvre ficel A and tile

upward traveling sound wave g differs; in ohase by IT from A arid B.

Each sinusoidal pressure component of the incident plane-shc!et heat source (causing the jump increase

Ap in presisure) has associated with it a sound wave traveling downward with the same phase an-i haif the
pressure amplitude. The sinusoidai components taken ali together (tlhe spectruma) make up the Fourier trans-

form of t'lae heat source's transient waveform. Tile spectrum of the sound wave is exactly the same as that
of thle he-it source, and therefore the temporal vaveform of the transient sound wave will be e-xsctly the

same as that of the incident. heat source, execipt that it.s p.7easure will be one-half as great. Similarly

the upward-traveling wave will have its waveform the same aR that of the downward- travelitng waveform,

except thait its pressure changes will be opposite in sigr,* iie Eq. (2).

3. Pressure and temperature jumps in the ionosphere

From the observed Infrasound at ground level we canl make an estimate of the .onospherir heating,

based on the foregoing anal isis.

We reclill first that the sound presaire in a plane wave tr:aveli~ng thi~ovgh the atmosphere varies as

VV (V - local atmospheric pressure). Suppose the auroral discharge sheet has its lower edge at a geo-

metric altitude of 1.10 km. The pressure there is P - 10-7 x (pressure at ground level)-, (U.S. Standard

Atmosphere, 1962). The t~und pressure mteAsured at ground level is twice as great as that in the eawmnard

tralrelirng wavie, due to the alm~ost perfect reflection of infraaout,d at t-h, egrth's surface. This combined

vit', Eq. (2)leads to the let conclusion that the estimated increoxe in pressure ýp behind toe super-

sorically moving auroral discharge sheet is All -. ýxIC
4 ýý(observed infrasonic Presoure).

The pressure increase arices from besting due to the auroral diecharg,, and so we finally arrive at

rhe following formula for ýhe he~iting !! (in watts/in') caused by the supersont'7ally mov-mg discharge sheet.

W - (Cv/R) £fpMc AgoL' Mc (3)
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fin which the specific host at ý,onst~nt Ivolume rX,/I ofý the Otmospheia, exprsaizmd in units, o! th.e gas
constant R, to very noarly $12,

1'Abl& 1. prements soms of the data-obtained at the Collage. Alavska infrasonic msation. The data on
ch and the peak aound pressure were mueamured with the infrasonic system. Values of IMc were mewsut~ed with
7n all-sky camera Ohet an auirorel arc passed ovarheotl, except for those iii parenth'tses. Theae latter
values ware cosoen to be the'uaste an ch. in the absence o. Airect visual observations on the Ouroral
source, All of the tabulated &'a arTkraster that' the speed of #'ound (- 350 rn/sec) in the atmosphereI
at the lower edge of the ijuroral forii, asoumed to bn at ski altitude of 1.10 km A. was c mputed from
3.0 x 10-4 x (peak sound pressure), so as to arr'ive at the pressure Jump at the ower edge of the sojroral

form..W, the heatink per unit area, was com-puted from Eq. (3~),

Table 1.

Ealtimated~heating in suparsonic auroral arcs causing, infrasound

gjure., 04 W

rallec NW/mL M/sec NimZ wa7fs/rn2

671 0.56 (671) 1.7 0.29 1

678 0.36 1500 1.1 0.41

460 0.46 (460) 1.4 0,16

582 0.31 (582) 0.9 0.14

5 60 0.33 1100 1.0 0.28

4, Discusmion

The visible aur~oral arcs are generated by energetl.c ions which penetratý the atmosphere down to
altitudes of about 100 km, But the momentum aaso-'iated with the ions is probably too fimall t,) produce
direc' tly the observed infrasound. The ionization of the atmosphere whi~b is produced byi :he downcorning
ions quickly d 'ecays. The atmosphere returns to thermodynamlic equilibrium, particularly at the lower edge
of the ionized region, in a n~atter o" a few seconds. The heat energy which is left is very likely the
source of the itafrasound anA the ele~ct~rujet accomnpanying the auroral dischsrge.

The estimat~es of the heat energy per unit area tabula~ted above are' lower then the "true" values
which would be obtained if full account were taken of the propagation of strong sound wavee through a
gas. The pressures Ap in Table 1. are about one-hyindredth of zhe local ambient pressure at an altitude
of 110 km. Plane so-und waves having auch relatively strong preisures:form shock waves with pressure
Jumps soon after generatton, regardless of the waveform of the heat source.j Plane shocks are propagated
so that there is a balanc,ý between absorption at the p.z'asure jump and regeneration of the jump by nor,-
linea~r actions in the mechanics of gaseous propagation. The absorption of sound is so large at an alti-
tude of 110 km for frequencies greater than 1%0 Hz that the equilibrium thickness (at balance) of the
sound preeasyre jump is priubably several huo~dried meters. The net result is that a full apalysis of the
nonlinear and abs/rptive processes during propagation of the sound wave downward through' the atmosphere
would lead to greater eatimated values of Apthan those pabulated, and hence to greater values of W.

The graphically recorded waveforms of the infrasonic pressures at any station'depend on the indicial
admi~tanc*. of the entire electroacoustical system, from microphones through to the graphic recorders.
The indicial Admirtaniciu is the output recorder's response to a step-function sound pressure. To arrive
et the actual sound pressure, the recorded waveform should be convolved (matl~emariqally speaking) with
the !ndicial admittance. In the absence of data on the actual peak iound pressures obta~ned through the
convol-ition process, the values given in Table 1. were obtained frow peak values on the recordings
published by Wlilson and his sassociates. The peak values were cotabined'with the recorded waveforms pro-
duced whi~n a known sinusoidal pressure was applied to the microphones durir~g calibration. The actual
peak sound pressures were probably, greater than those tabulated, which would again leadito greater values
of W.
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LNW~ DELI D'EXCITATION DOMEIS ACflUSTIe(iJ.S EI' VE (RAVIIE
PAR FL0I'ABILITL- ILS MASSES DIAIr ASCE.MANLS hT OSCIUANTLS

par

A. Pierce

S(MWAIRE

Un mod~le mathgmatique assez g~n~ral est mis au point qui permet d'6tudier l'excitation
d'ondes acoustiques et de gravit6 par des masses d'air ascendantes et osciliantes. Les sources
sont d'abord d~crites per des distributions de quantit~s de la dynamique des fluides sur uxie sur-
face ferm~e mobile. L'anaIl'se montre ensuite que, en ce qui concerne I& production d'ondes, ces
diatributions superficielles sont 6quivealentes 9 des sources porictuelles concentr~es,situttes au
centre du volumie. Les 6quations d'ondes lin6a&risL~ea et non homoganes, qui en r~sultent sont obte.-
nues par dirivation et r~solues par lea fonctions de Green. Le cas d'une atznospharique isotherms
eat 6tudiC- en detail.
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A HODEL FOR ACOUSTIC-GRAVITY WAVE

EXCITATION BY BUOYANTLY RISING

AND OSCILLATING AIR MASSES

Allan D. Pierce
Department of Mechanical .Lgineering
Massachusetts Inwcitute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
U.S.A.

SUMMARY

A somewhat general mathemAtical model is developed for the atudy of the excitation of acoustic-gravity
waves by rising and oscillating air masses. Sources are initially described by distributions of fluid
dynamic quantities over a moving closed surface. Analysis then indicates that insofar as wave generation
is concerned, such surface distributions nre equivalent to concentrated point sources at t he center of
the volume. The retiulting liaearized inhomogeneous wave equations are derivee and solved in terms of
Green's functions. The case of an isothermal atmosphere is discussed in some detail.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is tc presenr a general u&athematical framework for examination of the
posible mechanisms by which buoyantly rising and oscillating air masses may excite acoustic-gravity
waves. Such rising air masses may occur naturally via cumulus convection (Scorer, R.S., 1957) or as a
byproduct of large man-made explosions (Sutton, O.G., 1947; Taylor, G.I., 1950). The speculation that
buoyant rise may excite detectable infrasonic waves has been mentioned frequently in the literature
(Pierce, A.D. and Coroniti, t.C., 1966; Jones, W.L., 1971; Tolstoy, I. and Lau, J., 1972; Warren, F.W.G.,
1960) and would seem to be the most plausible explanation of the anomalous oscillations at ionosphere
level observed during thunderstorm activity (Ceorgas, T., 1968: Davies, K. and Jones, J.E., 1970; Baker,
D.M. and Davies, K., 1969; Detert, D.C., 1.969). In addition, basic theoretical considerations (Tolstoy,
I. and Lau, J., 1972) suggest that buoyant rise is the source of the early arriving ultra low frequency
waves detected at ground level (Tolstoy, I. and Herron, T.J., 1970) following the detonation of low-yield
low-altitude nuclear explosions.

The development of a theory rogarding the means by which buoyant processes may excite waves is as
yet in its early stages. While a considerable literature exists concerning convection and buoyant rise
(see, for example, Rohringer, G., 1963; Levine, J., 1959; Lilly, D.K., 1962; Stommel, H., 1947, 1950;
Richards, J.M., 1970; Malkus, J.S., 1952; Davies, R.M. and Taylor, G.I., 1950; Scorer, R.S., 1957; Morton,
B.R., Taylor, G.I., and Turner, J.S., 1956; Turner, J.S., 1960, 1962a, 1962b, 1963, 1964, 1966; Scorer,
R.S. and Ludlam, F.H., 1953; Slawson, P.R. and Ceanady, G.T.. 1971) the bulk of it does not explicitly
consider the possible generation of waves. Considerable work has been done, however, on the excitation
of internal waves by a rigid body moving at constant speed through a stratified fluid (Warren, F.W.G.,
1960; LJighthill, H.J., 1967; Mowbray, E.D. and Rarity, B.S.H., 1967; MacKinnon, R.F., Mulley, F., dnd
Warren, P.W.G., 1969). Some work has also been done on wave generation by rigid bodies oscillating at
constant frequency (Gortler, H., 1943; Moswbray, D.E. and Rarity, B.S.H., 1967; Hurley, D.G., 1969).

The only detailed theoretical analysis of which the present author is awaze, apart from numerical
simulation experiments (Greene, J.S., Tr. and Wh/taker, W.A., 1968), which explicitly considers acoustic-
gravity wave generation by buoyant rise is that contained in the recent paper by Tolstoy and Lau (1972).
In the cited paper, wave excitation by a rising nuclear fireball was modelled by a point vertical forcc,
the point of application of which was moving vertically at constant speed through a stratified incompres-
sible atmosphere bounded abovi and below by a rigid surface. The magnitude of the force was estimated
from Warren's (1960) prior calculations of the wave resistance force exerted by the fluid on a rigid body
moving at constant speed In at. incompressible density stratified fluid.

In the present paper, some initial steps are made toward the development of a somewhat general
model for study of acoustic-gravlty wave excitation. In a wider sense the papet may be regarded as a
sequel to a previous paper by tne author (Pierce, A.D., 1968) which incorporated the presence of a source
into a point sourze term. atere we show how one might model any, in general moving, source by a set of
point source terms whose common location will in general, vary with time. Although some discuission of th^.
solution of the resulting equations is given, the application of the general model to specific problems

is deferred to later publications.

2. EQUATIONS GOVERNING BUOYANT RISE AND WAVE GENERATION

The general model considered here (see Fig. 1) Is that of a compressible atmosrhere under the in-
fluence of gravity. The earth is taken as flat and the coordinate eyatem is chosen sich that the z axis
extends vertically upwards from the earth's surface, In the absence of a disturbance the atmosphere is

considered to be stratified wizh no ambient winds, The nature of the distu. bance in presumed to be such
that at all times it is axially Fymmetric about the z a;is.

One principal assumption which we make is that there is negligible water vapor in the atmosphere.
This would seem to be a reasonable idealization for the case of nuclear explosions, but it is likely to
be inapplicable for the case of naturully occuring cumulus convection. In any event, one may hope some
qualitative insight into the natural convection problem may be afforded by an analysis based on such an

idealized model.
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2.1. Conservation Laws.

In order to postpone the task of giving a precise definition to what one means by a rising bubble
or a rising fireball, we consider first a hypothetical. closed surface S which is moving In an arbitrary

fashion through the atmosphere; the motion is presumed to be such that S is always a figure of revolution
about the z axis. The net mass H, vertical momentum 1I, and energy E of the mass within the volume V on-
closed by S will in general change with time. One possible contribution, for example. would come from
the tranalort of particles across the surface S in terms of the total density p, pressure p, and fluid
velocity u within the volume, the total mama, vertical momentum, and energy of the volume may be consid-
ered as being defined, respectively, by the equations

M - f p dV (is)

V

T1 f fu dV (ib)

V

E - • p u' + p/(y - 1)] dV (1c)

V

Note that p/(y - 1) is the Internel energy per unit volume of an ideal gas of specific heat ratio y (1.4
for air). The so-called gravitational potential energy does not enter ir, Eq. (1c) since we elect here to
consider gravity as an external force.

Conservation laws of compressible fluid dynamics (see, fir example, Landau, L.D. and Lifshitz, E.,
1959, pp 13, 186 ) may be used to derive expressions for the time rate of change of each of the above
quantities, i.e.,

d" _ - f - •dS (2a)
dt j n n

S

d[+ Mg -fnuz(u - v) n dS

- fpnz dS (2b)

dE f1 u p__"-+g- [Pu2 + _p I-j(u- v n dS

- pu • uS (2c)

Here n is the unit normal vector pointing our of .the surface, while v is the surface velocity.

2.2. Effective Soorce Terms.

Outside the volume V, the fluid motion is governeC by the aero.-hydrodynueic equations, which ex-
press conservation of mass, momentum, and energy in terms of• partial differential equations. The generic
form of each such equation is

- + V • F (3)
at

where £ is the density of some quantity aind I is the corresponding flux, while F le an external force or
work term caused,.by thi presence of gravity. Let V' be some volume (not necessarily the same as the V in
Fig. 1) and let n' be the unit vectcr pointing out of that surface S' enclosing V. For aimplicity since
the viluit of F is immaterial in what follows, we treat the case F - 0. Then one may readily show from
Eq. (3) th,:a

a d' V E- [ v c n'dS (4)

where v is the velocity of the surface S'.
nv

In what follows, we intend to apply the various equations wylabolized by Eq. (3) only to the region
outside the volume V skatched in Fig. 1. However, we wish that Eq. (4) may hold for any volume V, ul'vc.h
extends slightly int, V. One way of doing this is to formally consider £ and I to be identically 0 and V
but with a source distributed on S such that Eq. (4) will. a~ways formally reduce to the expresalon cor-
responding t,) the portion of V' which Is outside V (see Fig. 2). Thig would be the case if an additional
term

[f E - n' dS
on dI

or, equivalen.ily, if
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E-'n 'n S(C -. Cs) dv'

were added to the right side of Eq. (4) whenever V' extended partially within V. In the first exprenalcn,
the prime on thes integral sign means that the surface integral extends only over that portion of S which
is within V'. In the second expr.esLon, the surface integral is transformed into a volume ittegral by
the artifice of a Dirac delta function 6 (C - C ). Here • - C is distance along any lina normal to S.
such that 4 - 4 at S. One mty note that t.hs latter expresson Is identically zero whenever V' does not
intersect S. Tfun, if we are to take E and I as formally zero inside V, the governing equation may be
put in a form which compensates for thls if we add the latter expression to the right hand sidn of Eq.(4).
The resulting equation can equivalently be put into the forE

f[E/,dt + V de' 'n 6(- dV' (5)

Since this should hold for arbitrary volumes V', the following partial differential equation may be
extracted

--. + V f - (t -Ln) • n 6(; - r ) + F (6)

(Note that we have here added in the term F.) This differs from Eq, (3) by the presence or R "source
term" on the right hand side. The source is distributed over the surface of the "er!luded" volume V.

The next step ij to reduce the above distributed source term to a sum of source terms, each of
which is localized at r, the nominal "center" of volume V. To this purpose, we note that two expressions
containing Dirac l'a functions are formally equivalent if integrals over the product of each with any
good function f(r) give the same value (see, for exanple, Lighthill, M.J., 1958). Our starting point is
therefore the integral

nf n6f d (7a)

f Eý - f(-r) dS (7b)

where, in the first expression, the volume integral extends over "all space" and, in the second (equiva-
lent) expression, the surface integrt ij over the surface S surrounding the excluded volume V. In
Eq. (7b), we next expand f(r) about r - r , such that

+ - (vf) + ..- . (8)
c c r

If this is inserted into Eq. (7b), we find

J J f() + i (,f(r)/ax.) + "'" (9)
Jxyz

where

j-f(t -�v n dS (Oa)

- - • d .E v (1 (X ) dS <lOb)

One may note a?-o that one would get Eq. (9) if he set

- J 6 (r - - i S(- rc) + ... } f&r) dV (1l)

Thus, if we compare (11) with (7a) and recognize that f(r) is aroltrary, we are at liberty to equate

( I - E' 6• n J , 6 , ( - ) - J ( P j r c ) - "ul +i ( 1 2)'

1.

Equation (6) would accordingly become

X+• • i e ('r - 5,Jl
...... Jl, *, 6(r - r) + .+ (1+)

at o I

where Io, J'i are constants. With the somewhat loose application of famillaT terminology, we msay refer
to the various terms on the right hand side of the above equation as the monopole, dipole, quadrupole,
etc. terms.

Just at what point It is permissible to truncate the above source tcrm series Is difficult to
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&priori state. The influence of the successive terms would appear to decroaae, however, in aagitudp as
R/A where X is the "radius" of V and A is a typical wevelength. In the ramainder of this paper, we ea-
swe that a truncation at the first order (dipole) term is perminsible. Thiu does not necessarily ea.-
clude the "quadrupole sources" frequently encountered in aerodynamic sound (see, for example. Lighthill.,
N.J., 1952) since a force dipole is formally equivalent to a mass quadrupole in the neglect of gravity.

On the basis of the preceding analysis, we here write the governing equations of .ompressible flow
for motion outside tha volume V. In each case we make appropriate identifi~aricns of .I, ,o' and J.
The resulting equations are

ap + V • (40) S, (14a)
at

4 -- L (pA u ) + Vp + Pge- (14b)

ax i I1 (147

a u + V_ 11 + P " 1 + y, 1 ]u' + Pgs' -s (14c)
at 2 y - 1 2  - I E

where

t S• 6 - ) - s d(r - r) + (15a)
! Mo c £Miv *, c

SO4  (VIM dS (15b)

S Ml /(*N)(xi ,- ci)d (5
SI-fV 1)L- ) dS (l!,c)

with analogous definitions for and SE. Here

S -( (16a)

y - pu(u - v) n + pn (16b)

" iuE 2 - --] (u-'v) " n + u n (16c)

On comparison with Eqs. (2) one may note that

SMo - -dM/dt (17a)

-dý/dz HMgez (1 7b)

SEo -- dEF/dt- gc " "ez (17c)

However, no such analogous simple identification is pos3ible for the coefficients the dipole source
terms.

3. GEPERAL SOLUTION OF ACOUSTIC-GRAVITY WAVE EQUATIONS

31. Linearized Equations.

In order to derive a general solution of the aero-hydrodynamic equations (14), it is convenient to
restrict ourselves to low amplitude disturbances. It is hoped that the resulting solution at distances
outside the volume V will not be £oo jifferent from what might be found were nonlinear terms included at
the outset. We let p " p + oI, u p u(, p " p + PV, and discard all terms of higher order than the
first in the quantities Ol, U, and pI. In tho manner, we obtain

- (11Ha

ý_t + V • (poul) S4 (18a)

3o Uýt + VP1 4+ gpIe, S, (18b)

S+ yV (PoU + (y - -)Pog%,z (y I)SE (l08c

where the zeroth order equations require

dPo/dr" -goo (19)
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lere p_ and p are independent of x, y, and of time t. Note that the three source terms are all fora:.Tly

treate8 as being of first ordor.

To simplify the discussion, we a7Fo consider the atmosphere to be locally isothermal, i.e., that
the sound speed c, where

2- ypp (20)

is a very slowly varying function of height. This assumption enables up to determine p , p , and I at
Intermediate distances from the source (i.e., our moving volume V) as though c were conitani. Methods of

geoometrical acoustics (see, for example, Jones, W.L., 1969; Georges, T.M., 1971) could then be used to
trace out the wave disturbance to larger distances.

The isotheri•al assumption enables us to derive a single partial differential, equation for any of
the various acoustical quantities (see, for example, Eckart, C., 1960). The appropriate equation for
Pl is

{0AG0(pl/I•o) - S(r,t) (21)

where (Y )is the well known acoustic-gravity wave operator

AG

WA 2 + 2VH - 2 (22)
AG a at2  +W %B at 2a

Here w and lw are the so-called acoustic cutoff Irequency and Brunt-Vaissala frequency, respectively,
(Lamb,A H., 190; Brunt, D., 1927; Vissala, V., 1925; llines, C.O., 1960) with

AA r (y/2)g/c (23a)

W B (y - l)i/2g!c (23b)

for the. case of an isothermal ateosphere. The aggregate term S(r,t) in Eq. (21) is a somewhat complicated
functional of S5, M , and SM, i.e.,

2 1 1 / a Sr t ] ( M E a Srz sM
0 ýt 2~~c N1ký_ z- _

_ 92( + il)[, _ (24)

Note that it is highly singular at r r r and zero elsewhere. Atso, one should note that the evaluation
of the various time derivatives -s complicated by the fact that rc as well as 3mo, SMi, etc. [see Eq.
(15a)] may all vary with titae.

3.2. Green's Function Solution.

For jimplicity, we neglect thi" reflection of waves from the ground and define a free space Green's
furction G(r - rot - t ) for Eq. (2.) which satisfies

f -)' C) - •Or - -' t - ) I-4r ('r- 6(t - to) (25)

which is zero for t - t (causality), and which represents waves propagating away (in the sense of energy
transport) from a point°impulsive source. The form oF this Green's function is given (Dikii, L., 1962;
Pierce, A.D., 1963; Row, RV., 1967) by

Gexp{i[(c'_)R - wt]l)dw(
.1 .l- (26)

2)7

where

V - (w 2 A 2 1 (27a)/2

11 G)1/ (27b)

" ( 2 2 ,( )1/ 2, 2

2 2 2 2
hwhere W aB (Z /R ), and R - IiI, The phases of the above quantitiea v, p, and c are all O at large

positIVS• their respective branch lines may all be taken as extending ve-rically downwards from the

appropr'ate branch points on the real axis. The contour of integration in Eq. (26) proceeds slightly
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ajove the real axie (Pig. 3).

In terms of the Green' function, the solution of Eq. (21) In earily Y~ritten dovn &as a foroi.
expression

S lffff J (J -0t d rodt G

Here it is assumed the t integration Is from -- up to time t+, seich that we avoid the explicit considera-
tion of any initial values of p1 and its derivatives.

We may note that S(7r.t) may be written in the form -r ) where & is a linear differential
operator whose coefficients are independent of x, y and z, but which may depend on time. If one inte-
grates each term by parts an appropriate number of times, the int-igrand may effectively be transformed
such that

G- ) J- (e2tG) 6(' - rd

where the superscript o implies operation on r and t and__ot is the adJoint operator of The
o ,CI

spatial integrations in Eq. (28) may then be performe• trivially. One may also achieve some additional
simplificatiou since aG/3x - - aG/ax, etc. In this manner, one derives from Eqs. (15a), (24) and (28)

the following expression for p1

r 0 a z 2 tat as ]I
/2(2

+ 2 a a• a

- 1 )1  - -p (29)at at

L~t 9c

where

L It SMo(to)
Or" P" 2 o-2(zC,[t G•-•~o,-od

0 oZ( t]) Co

) t ' Ldt (30)

4i1  x 2 2 iz 1/2 o

with similar egpressions for t and E. Here 6 z ts the Kronecker delta. The arguments of the various
quantities In The integral over S are the same as in the integral over SM. Also, VH represents the
horizontal component of the gradient operate.MH

Equations analngoua to Eq. (29) for other acoustical quantities nie readily obtained by R replace-
ment of p / v'-7- by /- u , u u , , 0u p /• , respectively, accompanied by ai replacement of G in
Eq. (26) by a modifiedxGreen syfunc•ion o

Sl___ I"'exp{it-•R R - wt]
g P•2 dw 31

2rc 2 4wR

where the operator.f is taken as

f o r7 u (32a)

fo--.t ft U (32b)

y "fo "P_ U- (o2,ý

2€. - 3 7 2 C 2 30 z

_~ _i-F 2r -( I )R for 1,,/4) 3J
2 G! 2
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One may note chat the equations derived here give one a formal procedure i.cr zicolating lhc acoust-
tic disturbance. onci the various source terms &re specified. While the theory hn['ie, str-i.edy vnvokit.Q,
only If the atcasphere is isothermal, the procedure outlined below should give ine a mnetihod for handling
nonisothermal atmoophere6 to a gool approxlimat:ion.

ffriefly, in the case o~f the pressure fluct~oations. onc still ,etai~ns Eqs. (29) and '30',. Howavtr,
the Green's fur,.tion is not found from Eq. (26). Instead Eq. (25) Is sovdfor a nontio.:heimal atro-
sphere using the guidad wave representation (Pitt-c, A.D. and Poac;,. J.w., 1010) or .he geoaetrical
acoustics app:oximatiodi (Pierce, A.D., 1966).
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CWDES ACWJSTIQU1ES El' DEl (RAVITEi ET EFFETS DE DIFFUSION
AUXD LIMITIiS AMIK]UPIRIES

par

F. Warren

XW I RE

Ce papior discute une hypothase foijnul.Ee &u cours de pr6 ~dents travaux (Warren et Arora,
1967 ;Warren at Mackinnon, 1969) relative a=c conditions aux limiitos do la thborie lin~airo des
ondes acoustliqus at do gravit# dans; 1 atmnsph~re. 11 nmntre quo 1 'on pout, Wl~iger presque entia-
rement los efiots de iiffusicai aux limuites, A condition que le numbre d'ondes vertical rt soit pas
trap petit. Los rgsultats o~btoriis pour los onies acoustiques ot do gravitf concordant qualitative-
mant avoc coux obtanus per Yanowitch (1967), ixuis los d6tails diffe~rent. Oni obtient une limite su-
p~rieure du coefficient do r~flexion pour ]os petits xanbres d'cndos verticaux, L'auteur rappello
que ces resultats no sont valables quo si 1e libre parcours moyen aux altitudes 6lev~es est petit
dovant I& longuour d 'onde horizontale.
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ACOUSTIC GRAVITY WAVES AND DIFFUSION EFFFE.•.S

AT THE ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDAPIES

FW.G. Warren
IMPERIAL OCLLE(Z

London
England.

"ABSTRACT

This paper discusses an assumption made in some previous work (WARREN & ARORA, 19671 WARREN £
MACKINNON, 1969) concerning the boundary conditicnu in the linear theory of acoustic gravity waves in
the atmosphere. It in shown that diffusion effects at the bcundaries may for the most part be ignored
provided the vertical wavenumber is not too small. The results for gravity waves agree qualitatively
with those obtained by ranowitch (1967) but the details differ. An upper bound for the reflexion
coefficient for small vertical wavenuabers is obtained. It is recalled that the results hold only if
the mean free path at high altitudes is small compared with the horizontal wavelength.

1. INTRODUCT1ION

Atmospheric disturbances oftA.n excite gravity or acoustic waves which radiate energy from the

source. Part of this 1. carried to very high altitudes while sorm is propagated virtually horizontally
round the globe. Generally, given a local transient excitation the basic problem in to estimate the
ultimate resultant mean distribution of energy throughout the depth of the atmosphere and to find the •

amount propagated to the highest levels. It is the fate of the latter which is a principal concern heres
All the energy is finally destroyed by diffusion (perhaps turbulent) processes, of course, but at lower
levels this can be protracted and so is ignored for the most part. Thus the source spectrum is supposed
concentrated in those wavelengths where the diffusion effects in the lower stratosphere and troposphere
are relatively feeble and in addition such that the effects of the carth's rotation (and to some extent
curvature) are small. The important properties of the atmosphere which permit radiation of mechanical
energy are then its elasticity and density stratification. Wind shear also plays an important r6le but
more as a modifier than as a means of energy transfer.

One important aspect of this problem which will be conridered in more detail here is the effect of
friction, and heat conduction at the very highest and lowest levels. It may be suspected that the conse-
quences of the low level botundary layer are not very important, but this is certainly not the case for
diffusion effects at great heights, say above about 200 km. Lindzen (1970) and Yanowitch (1967) and
others have also considered this problem, and the present object is to make some supplementary comments
upon it. For examplb Yanowitch ignores the effects of compressibility and thermal diffusion. On the
other hand Lindzense conputations include these effects but ignore those of vertical accelerations and
also of horizontal divergence at high altitudes. In particular this leaves the conclusions concerning
the far field behaviour of the perturbations in some doubt. For this and other reasons it seems better to
avoid these simplifications even though there is little hope of obtaining explicit closed solutions to the
resulting analytical problem. For the present purpose it is sufficient to consider a two-dimensional iso-
thermal atmosphere modol and the basic equations for this are presented Jn the next section.

2. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR A STATIC ISOTHERMAL MODEL

At the outset a jinearisation of the Navier-Stokes equations is made. Although this is a dubious
process for certain types of disturbances, observations of relatively shallow waves at high altitudes is
sufficient Justification for this step. Influences upon the motion due to ion drag and cooling effects
are ignored, because the former is relatively weak while the latter may be allowed for at a later stage by
a simple modification of the wave number associated with the thermal diffusion coefficient.

The resulting momentum equations then read

Poau/a• - -ap/ax + Aa/ax(au/ax + aw/az) + N2O u/x+2  a 2u/z

and
0 0W/3t - -ap/aZ + a/aZ(aU/aX 4- ow/3Z) + v/x + a•a 2a ) - go.
0

u and w are the velocity perturbations and p is the density perturbation from the mean p., this latter
decaying exponentially upwards in the z-direction. This decay is defined by 0 (a constant) through the
relation

(do 0o(z)/dz)/po(z) " - y - -yg/a -g/c2.

a and c are the adiabatic and isothermal (Newtonian) sound spees.s respectively, and A and P are the
viscosity coefficients which are assumed to be constant throughout the atmosphere. It is sizmpler to
istain A hert, rather than make the customary substitution A - P/3. The equation of continuity is
ao/at + waPo /az + P (3u/Dx + Dw/az) - 0, and that of compressibility, including diffusion effects arising
from a tewerature variation T Is

ap/at + Wap /az - ao2(Op/at + Wapo/az) + K( 2T/ax2 + a 2T/;z 2).

PO is the sean pressure and K the coefficient appertaining to thermal, conduction. This set of equations,
augnontsd by the equation of statu, form a determinate system if appropriate boundary conditions are
available. As usual a wave-like solution in the horizontal x-direction is imposed for the perturbations-
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tp,q,u,p,T) - (pltz), ql(z), Ul(Z), 01().), Tl(rl e(kx-wt)

Whare the horimsutal wave nuuber k andI the frequency- w are real. q is the vertical displacement of an air

particle so that sr - Dq/at. Dropping the suffix 1 this leade to a set of equations for u, u', q, q', T

and T' (the prime denoting differentiation upwards) namely

- + I - ~ k -_ 2 -22 k
1  1

ii.''ldu'/dr - (I +0 + Ow It - It w c2)u 4 (k(,) c - ilk)q' - k• T -k-kw c q,

iw--d1'/dz - A )T - (Y _ -1u + (y 1).'q,

and

(g -iA + ( )w)dq/dz - (c
2kw- - i~k)u' + V' - OT + ' + -( k2)q.

This system is completed by the supplementary set dT/dz - ' , dq/dz - q' and duidz - u' . y is the ratio

of spicific heats for air and

6Z(K, A, W) = (KA, W)e /P o(o),

where p (0) ir the density of air at some standard level (say sea level). it should be recalled that the

differential operator d/dz (which will also be represented by D) i- augmenued when passing through these

modified forms of the diffusion .:oefficients e.g.

D(KT) - d/dz(KT) - K(6 + d/dz)T - K(D + B)T.

So the governing system is of order six (as might be -xp-cted) which possesses six linearly independent

solutions, say

{ui' ui', qi' qi', Ti' T io}1 i =12 .. 6

The nature of these may be found in several. ways but here it is conveniont to proceed by a methodical

elimination of all the uniknowns save the temperature perturbation T. This leads to the temperature

equationT - 0, with t X1 - rfr2' where
2 232' 2-

1- ((D- M )(D - 28) - k
2 +

2 2 )(D(D w c) 2 - + 2)

8)* - 1 2 -2 -
((D - -) ( - 1)Ic - i )D( i 2 -2 k)),

2 YU4(y ) -g -a ((D) - 8) (D - 28) - k2 + • c-2

(I - gU-2- 2 ( ) t- + (D - K 2 + W2c-2 
2

ii(D
2 

- k2)],

an d • 3 TM (1 + i ~k 2 - i• D - k 
2 

) ) l ( i - I (D2  
- k 2 ) - a 2 k 2 ; -2 

(l - i y -I ( D2- k 
2 

))

+ •.y -)-(1 - i•2c'-2dD(1 - iK(D2 -" k2))•

Once 7 is found, the other phy.rical variables are given through the relations
-2 + -~2 - E2 2) -2( 2 2-2w-( -- 1

y[a-2(1 +ik2- i(D2 - k iK - k 2)k2 -)- k2-2(1 - iKy (D2 
- It

- (y - l)[gk
2

-
2 

- (1 - it(D
2  

k
2

)D)]q,

giving q, and the pressure is given by

-1 -2 2
p o Oo[gq + (Y - 1) (y - iKD - k ))TI],

while the horizontal velocity perturbation iL is given by

Ak" (Dq + y(y - )a-2 (I - iK(D2 - k 2))T).

Finally density changes are given by

P- [ tyga-2 q + y(y - U)a2 (1 - iK(D2 - k 2))T].

These equations provide the analytical basis for the discussion. The next section consideii; the form of
the solution at high altitudes.

3. Some properties of the solutions at large heights

An examination of the operatort in the temperature equationliT - 0 shows that it mmy be written in
the following form:

B 3 8 6 4
(-iceI)3A H (D - a.i )+(-ice )2B T (D-b i ) + (-ice )C R (D -ci) + f (D -di).

i-I i-1 i-i -

The first, product occuring here (associated with c 3) equals

((D + 38)(D + 28) k + w2c-)U(D + "8)' - kI)((D H 82 k
2

) ( k ),
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whil. the lact product (free from c) equals

(CD 6)(D -- 28) - k2 +W 2c-2)(D( - ) - ;," + ÷ (y - lig k 2W2a- ).

8 is a swasure (not dimansl.onlesm) of the combined effecta of the various diffusion procasses which occur
during the shear and expaetion associated wilch the atmospheric flow:

At sea level this is an extreemuly small q(uatity (unloss of course tha length scare is minute, which is
not the case). The conatants A, 0 and C •io givan by A - I,

, (y•)/1 3 (/3 + L)
2 /

3 (a/yi}4/3,

ard C ., 1K/•)I/3 (K/I(A + 0 ))/3(a/YW) 2/3

while the a., b 4 , cf anq d are kbown as mrots of polynomials whose coefficients are determined from the
Ci' (i - 1, '2, u). ;,us y are functions of the frequentc, wav nusbe, end Prsndtl number.

The trans formation

y - (160-(-iA)'e

is ncw made whic•h throws the T-*quation into the form LT - 0, wherea / 8 2 /8 6
L - A n (8 + 2aiB- ) + (84 /16) 1 /3 y2  1 (0 +2bi6-,) + C(0C/2)2/3 (0 + 2c 80-1

i-1 4 i11 i-i I
+ i 6 (i + 2di0 -1

i-i

where 0 denotes yd/dy. In chia form cf the equation, high altitudes correspond to 3mall va)ues of lyl,
and emphasis is given to the fa••r that here the interaction of the diffuexon proccoses, measured by the
.juantity

-- -- 38ziil + uil '.(X + i)1.,3 ,

is -)r.e important than their individual effects which may be measured by

6z"W + (A 4 W) K 1,(iK + X + i)e

This being the case, solutions at z - may now be found from an examination of the behaviour near y - 0.
Since the oiperator L ie of the eighth order, there are eight solutions to be foun], and six of these have
their physital origin in the effects of interaction between the various diffusion processes. All the
solutions have a regular singularity at the y-origin and in fact there are eight linearly independent
Frobenious-tyoe solutions. These are valid at heights corresponding to Yjy < 1, that is at heights
greater than zo, where

e38zý) _ l6w(Po(O)) 
3

/&S4K(X + O)ia2.

This is typically about 1.50 km, Above this level the rarefied atmosphere becomes incre'%singly viscous.
Now the occurrence of eight solutions here shown that two spurious ones have been annexed during the pro-
cess of forming thxe teuqarature equation. (This is unavoidable because of the previously mentioned 'shift-
rule' property of D which comes into play during the elimination of u and q from the original sixth order
set.) However they are readily axposed by a simple test. Thus the relevant indicial equation has eight
roots given liy

Cii -2ai/, i - 1, 2, .... a8

and two of these may be rejected. These correspond to the factor

2 S8.* - k 2 
+ 2c-2 + 682.

Physically they represent isothermal sound waves (multiplied by an exponential function of the altitude)
which coxuld be present only in the absence of viscosity.

Of the remaining six solutions, three more may be rejected by consideration of the expressions for
the Aiscoirn stresses and heat flux at large heights. These contain terms like Uw/ýz and KOT/3z, and so
if tde stresses are to be bounded at hit altitudes, as the physical conditions require, then the only
admissable solutions are of the fosm C(z) , J 1, 2, 3, where

- (k+20)z -Bnz,
T 1(W - e Tln a

T2 (z) . - -Ckif) z n-, T IBnz + T2 .. 1(zW
n-o

and T3Cz) W e- - T3ne-nz 4- 3 To.T 1 (Z).

The T are coefficients whica in principle may be determined recurrently. Corresponding solutiona for q
are ofj the form:

-= II • , l • ! • -.. '• !•: P ': • | ' " • • J• • I !: l ,, .. . . . . ..
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ql(s) - -kt qln -hn
nmo

q 2 (s) - 'e I -q 2 *n
8  

+ (t),
nmo

end q 3 (s) - *20-(k+8lx 9 a- nz + %3.8qm(z).
n-O

n-o-kz 2 -(k+8)z
So the solutions for the vertical displacement q are charactarised by the leading terms ea , z e
And w-ki. This last term is the dominant onj, and coincides with one of Yanowitch's results, although
his treatmfnt omits the effect of compressibility and heat conduction. The three rejected solutions are
similar to therm except that -k is replaced by k, and the requirerisnt that ýýw/3z and KaT/az be bounded
precludas these. An eyamination of thi. behaviour of the corresponding pressure perturbation and other
variables follows from expressions given in section 2. These too decay at sufficiently large heights.

So provided the wan amplitude at the incipient viscous levelis not so large that linearization is
invalid it may be concluded that the motion is negligible when Ze is sufficiently small. This altitude
increases with wavelength and for very long gravity wa-es (C10O Ikc) this would be at heights ol, about
300 ki,. It is noted that the inclusion of a cooling effect does not exsatantially altar this result.
Agz•ement with Lindzen (1970) also follows if k is set equal to zero; this is to be expected since for
very long waves the horizontal divergence is negligible.

The next tank is to consider the lower boundary where zi-values are small and lyl is large.

4. Solutions at the lowest levels

Near the earth's surface a boundary layer is to be expected. Local orographic and other features
have inrortant consequences but this is another problem and it is only necessary to consider the case of
a siMple plane horirontal boundary. Corresponding to large values of ly! , the solutiona to LT 0 0 are of
two basic fo.ms. First, there arc four solutions of the Frobenious type in descending powers of y.
Incl.ided arrxnq these are two whose first terma represent inviscid acoustic-gravity wave solutions - one
with an upward propagation oi energy, the other showing a flux downwards. The remaiiiing Frobenious
solutions have leading terms representing quasi-isothermal sound waves. These do not satisfy the original
set of equations and so correspond to the two solutions introduced during the derivation of the temperature
equation.

The second class of solutions are of the normal type of the form

T(y) - e y z T nsy-.Sma

S-0

Generally the series obtained here are asysptotlir. There are four of these normal solutions and in terms
of z the leading terns contain the dominant fac rs

exp(aze' z/2,,i - 1, 2, 3, 4
1i/2 1/3 112 -1/2 1l

where thea i = 2 * y / 1J a2 1 i taking any of the four values which may be assigned to

112

If here 8 is allowed formally to tend to zero (which is tentamtunt to neglecting gravity) these dominating
factors are proportional to

1 1 1 1.

expt [i 2a . y"I -T(z° - z)

where z is the datum (sea) level. The four normal type solutions therefore show two solutions with
extremely rapid growth upwards and two with a fast decay. Comparison with the case in which gravity is
absent (8 - 0) shows that the decaying solutions are of the boundary layer tripe in which the thermas and
viscous layers are mixed. Now from the previous section there are three solutions available whid satisfy
the upper boundary condition of finite stress, and so in general there is one linear courination of theoe
having an asymptotic expansion in whi±h the two large growth normal solutions are absent. Moreover frcm

the y-equation it is seen that this combination does not contain r explicitly. In prtnciole, then, the
solution is determined uniquely-apart from any arbitrary multiplying constant which may be found by compari-
son with the absolute magnitudes invrilved.

At low levels, the two Frobenious solutions are of the form

y 0+,-. T ,n (+,-). y-n,

n.o

where the indices are given by

+(k 2 2 2/2 -2/'4 - + (y _ 1)g2k 2-2 a-2)1/28-1, + _ + 21B-l. (k,i)) say,

where m is the vertical wave number. The boundary layer, of thickness 0 - 1 /2,-1/2), virtually has no
effect upon the lower boundary condition attached to the vertical displac..mment q, (qz~o ý, qz2$) and so may
be ignored. Thpe solution near sea level is then of the form

a+y0
+ +•y-

where the .A+ are unknown functions cf all the parameters (Prandtl :.utmber, fre•:,uency. wavelength) save C.
In this respdct the _A are O(M). And when m the vertical wavenutetr is imaginary and equal to iM say

S' I i •• I • : i • "• • , • ° .. ! ' " .. " .... . ....... ...2'



(so that the amp~litude behaviour in the verticuil direction is exponentia~l this app.:.,odmate solimion is
found tc be

in terme of the height Z. Here, since E A i small, the term showing t'ie smaller growth upwaxds is
dominant.. This conf~irm3 the custo'sar-y selection made in inviscid theory in the casm of imayinary
vertical wavenumters.

When thi's wavenualsqr in real the ctoice is more difficult to sit~stantiate. This is becau.3e of the
possibility o:f reflexion mvca insmw in the uppar stratosphere and hiqte', arising from the ever increaring
effectsi o iffusion. Hernth tenuous gluey region above about 200 km. can act like a floating cushion

whii tiipndsonl t U"mor poderuswaves, the shorter ones being absorbed by it. In view of t~he
aitalyticael di.1ficuLties attached to the temperature equation, this suggests two approximationg w'nich can

be nru.ds. Flrntly the absorption effects Yay be. underestimitigzby the: omission of the c and c terms. The
remaining f~ast growing intezaction term, proportional to c e can then be expscted to over-empha-iseI
"etlexioni. on the other hand the terms of smiallest influence below the incipient viscous leval may be
dropped, and the consequent remiult w 11 mnder-esstimate reveiberation because the e-ter-m retained is of
"!7allest upw~ard growth. Apart frosm .ome difficulties arising from the presence of t-he spurious isothermal
wavn operatcr, analytical sol~utions to the resulting approximate problems are readily obtained in terms
of Meijer's G-'fumction (Meijer, 1946). Alrymptotic forms of G are given by Meijer. 'liius crude but useful :
approximations neay be obtained from

3 3B 4
(ic e' 2 Afl (1- a i) .d T 0

6 4
and [-iceýýZC IT (D -C.) + n1 (D -- d.)]T - 0.4

i=lil

Solutior.ý to the fi rst of these equation3 in Meijer's functions are

whei e in and n are integers, 0 m a 8 and 0 n :5 4.

If here the independent variable z is replaced by y e ~ the present meaninq of Yn and n refeYY3 to the
expansion of G about y =0 mid y respectively. At the y-origin (z = ) he expan-sion of G contains
a linear comb~ination of m independent Fro)benious soluticnq of the differential equition, while at infinity

(.-0) the asyxrntotic expansion of G contains n linear polyncmsdal solutions which are dominant provi~ded
m + n > 6. 11he possible occurrence of isothermal wave ;Yolutions which were rejected from the original
temperature equation now are to be adinitted in the approximate solution, provided that no upward propaga--
ting type is present at low levels. This is because the same botundary conditions apply to both th-e
oriqinal and approximate equations at these levels and in the approximate solution this allows only
in'7oming isothermal waves. Further, the amplitude of these waves are to be small comp~ared with the
inviscid waves at low levels. In the ac~oatic spectrum it ther. kollows that the appropriate solution Is
given by ms -5 and n - 3. 7bis yields a lowr-level arysrptoti~c

C1/2, (es/6Beimz 4,pa G-inxm/6t -imz
i(kx-wt)

where the complex phase shift A ais known anid ha!c pocitive iaiaqirnery part. Multiplication by' e
now shows that the reflexion coffii.i,,.nt for an upward travelling acoustic '.oais less than
exp(-7/15). For gravity waves a vjýmnilar argurent holds, except that at high altitudes one spuriour. type
solution showing dx. exponertial growth uipwards must be avoided. The appropriate solution is then of the

fom 8j~ ihidh at low levels behaves like

C1/2 ( eV3 mr~~aii 9.C ib gITV'6,8 0- im

where here A has zero, imaginary part. So the reflexion coefficient- for gravity waves is also leas thian
e-f-/11 (I~~i5 recalled t)-ML the vertical phase pro-pagation for gravity waves is downwax-da.)

Ant exactly similar procedure ma~y be fol-iowed through for the seconi5 type approximation, and again
the spurious isothermal wave operator has to be reconsidered. If the absorptioni at. the intermwdiate levels
(120 km. - 190 km.) is relatively hiUgh, this apjxroximatioy, can be e~xpected to yieid satisfactory revults.
Here the reflexion coefticicnt is found froms solutions of the form

where the choice of sm and n depends upon the nuster of coefficients c i which 1,ave poxbitive real part i~e.
depending on the decay or growth behaviour of the approximate solution at large heig~hts. Detailed r~su].te
of this second approximation await computation. But tie first gives a bound for the ref.Lexioai coeUicient
which is sufficient for the preOWnX purpoes.

5. Cnrlusicns

T1he akbov-, results confirm that reflexion be Ignored except for waves whose vertiral waielength
is9 very laige ecospared with th. scal. height R This iqplics that an inviucid ,aodel whic'h has an is--
thermal uppcr layer can accurately ateeaite an atmosph*ere with a high altitude viscous region. P'or in

bot-h models all waver, with a vertical exponential behaviour decay upwards withoit reflexion while thort.
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whose vrtical wavelength is not. too large iny be regarded as lost to the upper stratosphere if they can
penetrate the lower toeoperature stratification barriers. Among other things this jusrifies some of tie

iainms udad in earlier papers (Warren & Ar)ra, lt67, Warren & MacKinnon. 1969) that an inviscid
temeratu.e-stratified model can give a reasonable imitation of the effects of hiy.jh level diffusion at
lower levels by capping the model wil-h an linosphereo i.e. by an infinite isothermal laser. Here the
untrapped waves radiate freely to infinitely large heighto and the resulting energy sink it not too
dissimilar from diffusive dissipition.

The viscota isothermal model used here suffers from the defect in that the basic temperaiture
gradient tepwards doei' not vanish in reality. However the effact ýa 'his is not important for the acoustic
gravity waves under disecuaion here because the actual temperaturo qraalc'nt is relatively small: most of
the energy will be absorbed before the stratification reflexlon mecnu'nism can operate - except perhaps for
waes with very small vertical wave numbers, m<<8. On the other hand at extremely high altitudes (say
about 250 kin) the continuum hypothesis begins to breax down. If this is so i.e. if th.r mean free path is
no longer vexy small conpared with the horizontal wavelength, the motion becomes of an increasingly random
nature. Viscokw reflexion then can no longer be expected for organised flow no longer exists, and the
estimated upper bound for the reflexion coefficient becomes misleading. This of course would enhance

further the aquzsent for the use of a model with an 'isosphcre' for lower level acoustic gravity wave
problems. Its position and tenperature would depend upon the spectrum of the excitation. Some effects of
a change of this position have been investigated numerically by Maciinnon (1970).
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bMBCANISNE Li& PROWCHf ON DI)ONDES ALJRORALkiS INFRASONIQUES
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S.ommfaire

L~a morphclogie des sotis-orages cOondes in2Cra,3iniques aurorales (01A) telle qu'ou a pm
l~a d6terminer a partir d'Iobaei.vat ions *n'raaoxiiques effectu.'es i. Inuvik (68 48N), Col).ege (64~,900)
et Palmer (0O,80 N), le long d~mn za6ridiei magnitique passant. i travers I'lsa r~ve'le qu'on n
voit jamiai lea 0Th se propager en vi irectior. du pale, en d~pit du fait 'joe lea act ivitfic aurorales
obverv6es apparaisserre i'rfquernment au sud des stati,,ns, On a pm montrer que lea 0Th sont deronwdea
infraaoniqueo d~accompagnement enge fr~'qs par~ der mouvements supersoniques P ares d'1AeCtrojet au-
r~orra dirig~a vers 1'cuest, l'r6quateur ou V'est.

Des exemples particuliera ,d~expansions nur,,rales en direction du pale, psssant au zenith
d'Inuvilt. ont 6t6 6tumdiia. Orv & dk~ouvert que des mouvemenea~ d'srcs, avec foczre 6lectrojets, Hvef-
fectuant en direction du p6le, mtimt & des viteas.sa supersoniques 61.evres, ne produisent pas dlondes
d'accompagnement infraaoniqvAts. Lorsques aeffectite un renveraement de l~a direction de l'expansion
wer e isp~lev et que lee ares, pate suite, se dE-piacerit. en direction de I16qtuateur, on observe de
ifOrtes OIA i partir des arcs. Cette aaymktrie dens lappeaŽition de.3 01A per rar.port a la direction
du mouvement d'mn are eat interprkt~s coiwne une asyre~trie intrins~que du m~canisme de producticn A.
iln~iu des area auroraux, et non comme on eft'ut de propagastion. On pose en postulat que Il'im.-
pulsion acoustique de base a l'int6rieur des arcs 1'6lectrojet eat crC-ef par des collisions avec le
gatr neutre des ions positifs entra~nka par la diiriie 6lectrodynamitque qlii se produit dans I&a r~gion Ei
de Ila&rc auroral. Ainsi, ls.a force de Lorentz eat le iri-ýanisme cta couplage entre lea perteurs du cou-
rant d'6l.ectrojet et~ le gaz neutre. Un proceasus dciaio-3.oona lie-.1 ai 1int4 rieur der, arcs
auroraux, poor lea arcs qui ase d~placent a des vite'<qes aupersoniques dans une direction poraUllIe
a cells do,. Isa d~ive d'ionisation par lea neutree.. L ~ugmenltation do- densit6 ionique qui en r~tultte
pour ces arcs r~duit lIa conatante de tempa pour l1a derive des Lons, de i3orte que. le couplage pi.r It
force de Lorentz a pour effet de produire one cowt de choc infrasonique.

Si lIa translation aupersonique de las nappe primsire aarorale d~lcrn prkaente une corn-
posarite die mouvenent parallale au cour'ant i~le iroaynaxiaiqnw dea i rns positirre une onde de ;.hoe au-
rora~le infrasonique se produit dens l~a r~igion E de It; iosph~re et re propage vera .le Fol sous for--
me d'une onde de ckioc modifii-e ou onde d'accoinpagrint: Sit par contre, le mouxvement des arcs am-

roraux eat antiparalI~le a is diriwe des ions positifs, 1.1 ne ase produit pas d'OIAe



IL~~A NFRASONIC WAVIL GLNERAiION MIECHANISM

01arie's R, Wii,.on

Gesophysical nt tt

The morr.1ology of auro-_-.. infrasonic waive (MIW) subatormi, as d~aterraineu from infrasonic observa-
ticna ;At Inuvik (68.4'N), Colle4ge (64,9*N) and 1'aloer (CO.8*N) along a rtagnetic mseridian thro-igh Alaska.
a ti u 9 th-At MEW are ne~ver oveervai prop#3ating in a polewarri dl.ýection even though auroral activity txc,-
quenti~y occurread outn of 'the 6tations. AIW have been shusn to be infraisonic bow wwpes generatedf by super-
sonic westward, eouatcuvard or eastward moti:ns of auroral elerctrojet areas.

Specific exn ples (if auror.0 1 poleward expanuions which crcsa the Inuvik zenith 'acbeen studied.
It waA found that evua highly supersonic polaward *,itiors of arcs with strong 0,.ctrojets do not produce
lllfreazinI bow wavos,. Whev a reversal. in direction of the poleward expanstor, occurs and the arcs souse-.
quantly move equ-totward, ,itrong AXW are observed from the arcs, This asyminrtry in the occurrence of
AIW vih reupect to direction of notion of an arc is irnterpreted as aa intrinsic asy'mnetry in the genera-
tion awmchanlsm wit~hin the aurora]. a-cs and not as a propagation effect. It is postulated that the basic
acoustic pulee vithin the electrojet arcs 5,s caused by collisions with the neutrial gas of positive iLcas
that arA driven by electrodynamic drifL 4.n the E region of the auroral arc. Thus, Lorentz forve !a the
coupli~ng izvchanaism betwieen the electrojet current carriers and the neutral gsa. An joni zdti~ca--collD'ion%
procese cccurs within the auroral. etcs for those arcs that are woving suneraun'.caill in F. 4ircction
parallel to the l!recti'ni ef the neutril ionization drift. The resedttng increase ýtn ion density fc-,
soch atýc& reducen the time constant tor ion-drag so that the Lorentz force coupling is affect5..V. in' pro-
duci.,% anl infranionic ahock wave.

if the superionic translation of the pr~imar:y auroral electron sheet has a coniponent of motion parl1-
Idl to the elfoctrodynamic drift of the positivu ions,* th~.n an auroral infr-'soniz shock 'rave will be ~-
duce , i~i the E regi in ionosphere mid orapagate t-) the grcund as a modiified shock or bow wave. If, on the
other hand, the auroysi arc motion is %iti-parallel to the drift ol the putoitive ions, then no AIW will.
be produced.

1. INTRiODUJI ION

(irotpzd observations of atmospheric pressure flucti)atione in the auroral zone ot Col~le~e, Alaska have
beevn used to 3how that xr~frasonic javeý: arp produced by superaonic wtioo'a of auro~al &'rcs (Wlsdlon and
Nichpbrenk -., 1967; Wlulion 1969a). The prenaure disturbance propagat.aý to the giround as a boaz or modified
ohock wavý_. ConstLo~tiire interference of the aco~ustic pulses generate-' ini the E region of auroral arcs
cnuse. the formation of -.he bow wa,'e as the veil of precipitating Luroral electrons swerps across the sky
at supersonic speed. (Wilson, 1967; Chimonas and Peltier, 1970). For the direct wave in the "front-shiock"
region (see Wilsoki 19690~ the delay time ueti-;Cen zunith passage of the aururci. arc and reception uf the
aurora]. Infrasonic wave (.uW) at the grounid is Rix to eight minutes. For an isothermial a'tosphere with

* ~no winds the horizontal trace veoiy'of the AiMW is equal in speed anJ d&rect'.orl to that oi the
*auroral arc (V1  c seco, where c is the ýOCCt speed of sooind and a Is the anple betwee-n the wave n~ormal

twid the horizontal).

A good exsaaple of an MAd due to the zenith parsage of a supersonic autoral arc at College is9 given
in Figure I below the all- sky ýamera (ASC) pictures of the aurora. Thc pressure versuo time traces from
the #..,ur infrasonic microphones have been so.perimpesed and tJiu* shifted to show the coherent wave form
of the AIW. The: MW arrive". fron ant azimuth of 48' with V '-46O m/sec at. 0720 U.T. Just six minutes

Shafter the aurora arriveJ at the zenith. All times Pi the paper are In universal rime. Because of the
* complex structure of the auroral forms -ad the Innpossibliity of Identifying a particular "point" on the

movinL auror4,, er heat, only rn eatimarte. c.in bp given, 'or the auroral speed end ihtrection of motion. The
auroral Veluoci y norzaal to the &-c 'rom 07;1 to 0715 was 980 rn/sec with 0 500. Zenith crossing time. of
the uupersonic arc iso also a!-,co in Figure -I by the sudden increase I(, cosi-ic noise abuorpticen on the
College riometur at = 070 and by the reverial from minus to plus o& 7, the ve-tical component of the sur-
face maagnet'-: perturbaior due to the electrojez wlthihbr the arc. The actual vralues for H and Z in Figure
1 at 0"00 were . 240y aria -

9 0y respectively due to the presence of the westward flowing ruroral electrojet
n rth of College i.t that tima. H and Z werL set equal to zero at 0700 in Figure 1, however, to show only
themagnetic effect of the aope,-sonic aurora' ele~trrje, arc shown in the all-sky photogrrcpis.

Morphological stuxdies 31 A1W of the type shown in Figure 1 have demonstrated the clear association
between fsupersonic motiotis that deivelop durix~g the expansive phase of auroral substorms and the generation
of AIW (Vilson, 1969t.). F,.rther proof of the genc ration of AIW by auroral elect rojet arcs that are moving
with nurernonic speed in a directiar tl~apsve rae to their lomn,7 axes have been ob rained from a study of thle
rate of change of the iatic of the vertical tol the ho'rizontal component(d_(Bz/Bii)) of the surface magnetic

dt-
t'er'ýurba,:on due to the elect,'ollt HAIl current along the arc (WilIson, 1969b) . The variration in the
direction of arrival of AIW wito local time has been related to tile moition of type "F" (7o~ tasarathy and
Berkey, 1965) auroral sudden coast

4 c noise absorption evects as additional evi dence rcotnecting supersonic
.. uroral moti4ons taking plactar wiithin tie. auto ra oval and hth generation oif AMW (WAilsoni, 1970).

Statigtical resni ra from 139 M~Hz auroral-radar backficiitter measurementsB made at Homer, Alaska by
StanfurL Research In-stitute showed .that regi ons containint; radar-aurora that were in 6upersonic motion



were related hI t~ie and general location to source regions of AMW's (Fremouw, 1970).

Thm one anomaly that arose in the stukdy of the apparent cause-effect, relation between supersonic
auroral motions and the consequent generation of AMW wan that poleward motions of the aurora did not seem,
from the observations at College at 64.9*N (corrected geomegnetic latitude) to produce infrasonic
r4ow wAVCs. It was decided to establish a fIiifer latitude infrasocnic station at Inuvik N.W.T. in Canada,
app rL,,i mate ly on the magnetic teridian through College, at 71.1*N to search for MIW from poiward
expansinns of the auroras that cross the Inuvik zenith from southtg'tnorth at supersonic speeds during
most aubstorms.

The Importance of these poleward expansion -AMW observations lies in thre fact that one c'ia discr~imi-
nate betweer.th three basic mechanismd that have benproposed for producing an acoustic pul ;e ý4 thin
the moving electrojet by comparison of AIW signal characteristics anl the direction of motion of tie
aurora relative to the direction of the westward electrojet current J.

It is shown that the basic acoustic pulse within the electrojet arcs is caused by collisions with
then neutral. gas of positive ions that are driven b) electrodynamic drift in the E region of the iurorAl

arc. If the supersonic translation of the primary auroral electron sheet has a component of m'otion
parallel to the electrodynamic drift, then an auroral infrasonic shock wave will be produced in the 6 FI
region ionosphere and propagate to the ground as a modified shock or bow wave. 1

Statistical AIW Results

The morphology of auroral infrasonic substorma c=n be visualized most easily with respect to the
auroral. oval and not the auriral zone. Auroral arcs tend to appear most frequently along ttie auroral
oval in a pattern that is fixed relative to the sun-earth line and eccentric wit*1 respect to the dipole
pole. The auroral oval coincides with the auroral zuzie only in the midnight sector (Fe~ldsteir aeid Star-
kay, 1967). Al1though tbe aurora~l oval expands and contracts with changing geuiaagnetic conditions, it
can be used to relate the MIW to supersonic auroral motions which take place within the auroral oval
during a typical subatorm (Wilson, 1969a; 1969c).

In Figure 2 the auroral oval is plotted in corrected geomagnetic latitude (0 an~i corrected geo-
magnetic local time (Whalen, 1970) for the disturbed con~ditions with the Felds aincp§kam:ýter Q
(Feldstein and Starkov, 1967). The geomagnetic pole (80'N, 81'W, geographic) Ia shown at the center aid
the direction toward the sun is indicated by the arrow. Three circles of dot-, represent the locaetons
of Palmer (ý - 60.8*), College (Oc 64.9') and Inuvik ((D - 71.1*) at each hour of un'.jetaal
time. In thf~gaiagram the locations otfthe' three stations are ffk*a with respect to ýach Other (as
shown by the dashed lines at 2 U.T. and 12 U.Tý) by a polar azimuthal equidistant projectioai map. The
map and hence the three station locations rotate with changing time about the dipole pole beneath th(te
fixed auroral oval. Midnight occurs along the magnetic meridian through~ College and Palmer at 1000 U.T.
In this diagram the north geograpailc pole rotates about the center in a circle 10' in diameter. In a
projection of this type one can study the variations with local titre and geniaagnetlc latitude of the fre-
quency of occurrence of MIW as a function of azimuth of arrival with respect to tho auroral oval.

In Figure 2 the total number of AIW for the data period are plotted for 20* increnrIV.tL of azime4th
of arrival 4) for each hour interval of universal time, at the station location for the U.T. hour at the
beginning of that time interval. The number of MIW are represented by vectors pointing towa.A1 the sat-
tion in the direction from which the AIW have coma. The length oi the vectors are proportional to the
total number of MIW received at the station over the entire data period within a pityticular 2.3" otervel
of 4). The number of MIW scales ai~e given for the vectors in. the center of the oval. I *he .zcalF- for
College is four times that for Palmer and Inuvik. Tne data periods and total number of MIW from all
directions at all times for each station used in the construction of Figure 2 itre as fo ~lows: Inuvik
l6 Nov. 1969 to 31 Dec. 1970, No. AMW - 236; College 24 Dec. 1965 to 31 Dec. 1970, No. AIW .806; Pal-
mer 31 Oct. 1967 to 22 Oct. 1968, No. AMW - 101.

In relating the directions of arrival and number of AIW to t~he locatiom of a station with retpect to
the auroral oval it should be remembered that the oval Erhown in F'zgure 2 ti for Q - 5 or ýiitkirý)ed co,,-
ditions. When Q - 0 i~n calm conditions the oval contrects so tnat fts eqsatorwayd boundtiy ia everywhev-.
poleward of 70*N and during very disturbed conditions, Q - 8, the- ova~l expands Lo a 10' Width in the
midnight sector ftfdi 65* to 79*. 'ibe oval for Q - 5 was chosen for Figure 2 becausk it: r.jresents the

oval for the dogree of geomagnetic disturbance during which most auroral. i~fiaeo-nic aovastorms occutc.

The general morphology of the auroral Infrasonic substormL, .dh refirbrnce to diagrams of th,, tjpi_
shown in Figure 2 ahas been discussed in detail in eariler piparej (Wilson, 1969a; 1969c; 19'/0). It was
concluded that the AMW at College are Palmer in the eve-niiog sector 0300-0600 U.T. are i'ue to bow waves
in zhe "side-shock" region of westward traveling surges tbat. are rnvý.vg paral:'.ol t.ý the oval eloag its
northern boundary. In the midnight sector, 0900-1200 tU.T. , the A1l4 at: College rearult from bow wa-as
generated by equstorward motions of auroral arcs when Colleg'n was In th.! rsd-sw"egion for bow
waves generated by eastward traveling surges (omega bands). The t_,mvo nectois trc'n ('600 ý:o 090tt U,. and
frora 1200 to 1500 U.T. are transitional with some AIW generated h.y auroral mot.,ons that areý para.llel to
the auroral oval and some by motions t.-teiaverse (eqtiat~orward) to the oval. No All' are ob~ierved in the
mid-day sector from 2200 to 0200 U.T. tit soy of the thrae infrasonic statiolrvt.

At lnuvlk the AIW morphology In the ev~tn:1n, and morning 8ectors is almilar to that &it Collego. In
the morning sector from 1600 to 2000 U.T. tiere. are no M1W frce easarard traveling rour!ýeLj &. intivik whew,

*this station is9 poleward of the path of Oties. suviseo. The bulge In the ova). f-cn. 1401) tot 1800 t.T. arises
from the itact that the eastward traveling :rurg~is move at. lower lat.1ttcdes than do the westuvai-6 ut:es In
the evening sector. From the lack of AMW at Inuviv. ficrn the esstward Nurties, conclude 1t' "t ild.-shucks"
or how ,Pvea are not radiated In rhe poleward direeton Lf autolsi , o iurges. fl. b(%,, waves were rsdw.se~l in
the poleward directiton b o "side -ahoi.ks" by .he eastward curges, thcn In F'igure 2 &ne would see MIW arriv-
Ing at. Inuvik from., say, 1.700 to 2000 U).i. from di rc,,rIons par illel to or slightly to the, South of tho



oval. center line. This I11* tha first. asyimmetry tha4 ono find& iýn Figure 2 In the radiatio n of AM by
5 ipex~ionic &ur.Drol motion,'

The &"atoa.r awyiwcxty in the g teratloa of MW by asircral motiotis can be seen In FlI.irc .ý at Iciuvik
and Co)llege fin ihe tiim~ jictor f )rots 0800 to, 1300 U.T. During the midnighc rector auroral subatormr develop
within the ov~i vtth a orighteniitig of the aquatorwar~d arcn and it very rapit' motion of thosqe arcs it- the
politward diracticya witi- avisrape apeeda of 600 rn/sac (Akeaofu, el: al., 1966%). 'This expansion of the
auroral dieturbanto as,,e takes p)laca in the equOtorward direction (Akanofu, at al., !96~6b) but niot nearly
as dramatically as towsrr4 the tjule. In f.igure 2 one can see that1 the MIW ill the tuddnght secto)r at
Collesr an4 Inuvik are ivving from nortb to south or, eqoatorward tranaverse to the oval. No MA, are ever
obser sed trr.v*Lino polivard in the direvtion of the pol'~ward moving supersonic area that fort. the auroral
bulge, whitch is the most 'conspicuousa featurp oE the expansive phase of the iturcitl "ubstorm.

During the tiass whan thee seavral thousand AIW clotted it, Figure 2 were observeed i. College ael
Inuvik there ware many hiidrfkdo of auperson-1c oulovord expansions of the auroras Witch wuuld have vro-
duc."d c'bservable AIW if'bca,, waves were gonerAted by poleward sations in the same manner that tb-ýy are
gene~rtaed by eouatorward auroral. a crions.

A thizd asymetry :.an be nocticed in Figtire 2. Dur7ing the rjid-day sector nc AtH are received from
acrusis thr polar cap from aiketoriw t;IaP- Are occurring iii the midaight sector of the oval,- Detring some
subvtorma the eu:oral bilge "xtends up tco 80* geretegnetic latitude. 'If AIW were radiated poleward by

th omadxasoa'hnteinfr;asonic waves, would cross M-he poIarC call and travel the 3000 km to
tht Alavkai "itations. )becauje of t~heir high trace' vplocity, abour. 500 - 700 ai/ser, A1W after reflectle-n
from Me~ gr-,)wd riot! to grett heights In the thermosphere where muich of their unerpgy is cbsorbed before
beving refraccetd back to the surface. flo*iver, obsi~rvationa3 of AMW at Washington, B.C. from the auroral
subscovr along the 4u.:cral oval indicatv that AiW do travel at 1,east 1000 km (Chrzanoi~ski, et al., 1961).
Thus one wouV2l expect thlat if AIW t.iere radiated poloward by auroral eubatorma that over anl observation
period of five. yeArs at College., Bsoc auroral irnfrasonic waves would have been detected in the. mid-day
hector from Gvez the polar cap traveling north to south at College. This has not bopen the case.

Tbus tbe st,.tisticaW. evidence, from save ral thousand AlW observed at Palmer, Col)Ilege, and Inuvik over
mainy years :nv`,.aies that: supersonic uotion of an aurora! electrojet arc is not, in itself, sufficient to
generate MIW. In lowe mannter the direction of, tiotion of the ac(;, either pole.4ard or ocluatorward, is also
important in determlring whether or not'AMW are generated. by supersonic euroral motions.

Poleward Rupsr~iionbs nd icie rsals

Exam;,Ieo are *iv'en of Ooleward exuansions of aurorel soubatorms in which bright auroral arc,, acve with
supersonic speed &c~rose tha Inuvril ;zcnith from south to north, The poleward expanqio-.s occuirred during
1tL~evo sufficiently low ambienz. noise level so that MIW could have been detected'if thsey wefre generated
&ld propageted to the grotild from the movinC, arcs.

-Ail sky r.emera photographs irow a =eridimr chalih of stLations are -show 'n in Figure i to illustrate a
,noleward expiriaiov on) 8 January 1970. 7he dlpc~e latitudoa of the. stations ore: College 64.6%, Ft. I
Yukon 56.6% Inuvik 70.2", Sacks Harbor 75.6'. At 1015 the aurora was south of Tnuvlk arid north of Ft.
Y-,kon. A polevard expaniion began with a briglit.4ning of the arci5 at 1020 followed by rapid poieward
,wtlon crossing tile Inuvik zenith at 1024 and the Sack&. Harbor zenith at 10342. The speed of the poleward
Laotion was 3.030 mor/rt. astý it cm'ssed the Intivirk zenith. A negiitive bay in I0 of -150y and a plua to ninus
change in t wverv recorded on the Inuvik zangnotometot; Indicating that F.. westward electrojet waas fluwing in
the pcl*eward exprnding arcs. The Il~frasonic reczords for Inuvik ýor 8 Januaryj 1970 are shovn in Figure 4
'or the po-riod frow 1011. t.-, 1047., The aoise level of + llibar duripg this time was quite low and yet no

tMl woa *de:er'.tod in associaton with the suncrsonic motion of this poleward expansion. Tf a bow wave
had Ueen radil~ted b7the polewerd mo~ving ar-, It would have aurived at Inuvik around 1.030, from a direction
of 200' parallel to th-, rlotion of the aurora and to the plane of AR~, the tc'tal hor4..zontal disturbance
vector due to the etectrojet in the ,arc,

In Figmre 5 anothex example is given with the XiC chain of a poleward expan3ion that cro.ases the
Irnuvik zenith from 4) - 210' or , spced of 52C in/sec. Thu Ppole-warq eypsfllon begins at 04,46, crosses the
lnuivik zenirht at 0500, and cj)men well finto tht field of viu of the S.cks Harbor ASC at 0507.

In the lowet left haod pert of Figure 6 the poat~itenh of tha poleward m~ving arc are shown relative
to Inuvik at mintute intervals -rom 04-57 to 0501. .The magr~ftic perturbation AH (total horizontal dlistur-
bance ve".ýr) at C459, whe*n the arc is in the Irtuvilk zeni.h, and tiiC auroral velotity vector are both
shown !.n 'Figm-re 6. In FIgure 4 ont: can see from the infrasonic records that no MIW were received at
Inu',ik within twenty mi~nutx'ie of the zeaith crossing of the supersunlr. poleward expansion. There is, how-
ever, at very large AIW'at 0519 coming from a direction ,' 51" that. ia opposite to the~direction of travel
oi the pc'ieward expaaaliov at. 0500. The Nigftri at C519 was generated by the equatorward moving arc shown
in Vigvre 6 by tile ASC pictures and by the map in thý- lower part of the figure. T~his arc is moving at'
1000 a/sac from t ý '5* in a 'direction parallel t,. AN ,and! to thve auroral velocity. The delay time of,
about seve;. ffdnut:es% and the paralleiiA.ss of the AMW, jR an~d thle auroral velocIty clearly idcntify the
eAquacorwark' autvinri lire ab the source .)f the 0519 M~W.

Thiete was a negative bay Ic- 11 a'isocitited with the N to S moving arc and a minus to plus change il", the
Z component aL 0512 as the arc croqae~d the zenith. Thus the electrojet of this arc which produced the
G519 ALW was1 di-ected westward. The jiecoid AJW shown in Fi~uxe 4 at 0532 onl 6 December 1969 of Inverted

p'-aae f~a probally thle ieflected wave- associated, with, thr diiect AIW at 0519 (see Wilson, 1969c).

Ineac exsap'es clearly 41i-. that AlP chat oc~cur after pol~eward expansions are not poleward moving
LowM vavesa rw h poleward exqansionr; but that thiey are equatorward moving AIW4 due to arcs that have

e v-._ae diectonand reiwsring eqoatorw~ird with supersonic speed aftar the poleward expansioi' has

p aa:, e A 5-



Die SSRI eturoral-radar studies at Homer. Alaoska of radar-avrora, motions north of lIeagoe hjAvo Wa1'onV
that the velocities of poleward expansiuns durirg the explosive or break-.up phase of nurorsil o'jbatiortw.j
can be ,uambcrkid using the Range - Time - Intonsity records. Fromouwaniso Chang (1971) niAvk totoid ..1tL
eawn for poleward eXpansions-1 with &wpeed* as great as 2000 rn/sec no M1W are radi~ated ýn the polowitd
direction. 1iowever. a few of the events studied with the 139 Mitz radar susgested toiuL the' rndui' aby haver
detected aurovel-backascatte ring plasma moving supersoni~cally with the source of MIW In aI, emu.kton,%rd
direction.

AIW Generation ýbchtwisni

Before presenting a proposed generation imechanism for AIW. a summary of MIW Ct1M):ACt~er1 at:ICR wi 11
first be given. These following characteristics refer to an infrasonic oJ.pusl ftean auroral axe that.
has passed over the observing station. The AIW to be dl,ýscribed is thus a rtlirect. wave (Wilson, 1569n) fIn
th~e "front shock" region (Wilson, 1969c). The AIW has not been modified by propagaticon affects. in rho
sound channels or by the finite collision rata- of the thermosphere, cr has not ~oqufi'-vod pasec tnNver$.~o-
by reflection at the earth's surface, nor has it been split into multiple signals' by multi-padi proV.agm.,
tion effects.

I) A single infrasonic wave packet (with a pressure vs. time ,jrofile characteri~stic o,ý a a'c.puJs,-)
arrives at the surface traveling in a direction parallel to the motion (if the o-ierhead su,)eaorO.c au:o: 1.
sourca with a delay tire of six to sight minutes after zenith possage of the arc.

2) The average trace velocity of M1W is 51C rn/sec giving an angle a bfetween Lhe wave normal 'ad tne
horizontal of about .50*

3) The average period (duration of the first p'ulse) of MIW is about 20 sac, giving a eicale I120, L
TV A' of abouit 1.2 km for the source if the auroral velocity V A is mach two.

4) The phase of the pressure pulse can be either positive or negative for AMW that are dutt co s,)ut.Nwj.d
moving supersonic auroral arcs that contain a westward electiojet.

5) Supprsoaic antrursl. ares that cause ATW have only westward alectrojeto w!,ic' are li~ne currentu il;,n
along the auroral arcs.

6) A1W are only produced by supersonic westward and east-ward propagating sur:ges or by equatorward moAng
supersonioc westward electrojet arcs.* The aou',ce Motions Are thus westward in thou evening, southwitrd arctrvl
midnight or eastward in the morning.

7) No ALT have aver been observed at Palmer, College or Inuvik (rom poleward moving supersonic weafcuard
electrojet auroral arca. No AIW at these stations nave' ever been obser'ed pt opagating South� Wo-north
from any kind of auroral source.

A great deal of observational evidence has showu that, within the 0.3 dyne/cm 2l~mit of deteccab-Lity
abovv the wind noise level, no MIW of the type described above are ever observed in association uotrth any
auroral phenomenon (when the source is within the field of view of tbe ell -ky camr-ra) o)ther than uui~ar-
sonic motion of large scale auroral forms. Thus pulsations in aurorr~l lunirosity, "flirksng s~orota",
rapid motion of rays alonig an arc, or the sudden appearance of on aurora! form do riot produce dpttecsble
infrasoumd. They may howevet add to the general backgrouad infrasaonic noise, level obsarvtd during ant
AXW substc'rm. Nor do the magnetic fluctuatione associated with auro;.AL substorms, such as Pc-'J mI:ro-
pulsations, sudden impulses, sudden commencements or giant: pulsations, 7?rcdicC? detectnble lntrasoc~nd.
The electrojet magnetic perturbation associated with arcs can be retat.,vi to fi[W only fecauqe of the sRtvr&l
supersonic motion of the electrojeta. Thus there is no detectable infresou.. radiatecd by the "turnlniý
on and off" of a stationary electrojet arc. However, travelink ionosrpheric Oisturhence.; are cought to
be generated by such a mechanism (Blumen and Hendl, 1969; Chimonap and Hines, 11970).

The mechanism that has the required intrinsic asymmetry with respect to elirection ut 4.1ti-:m is a
combination of LI~rentz Force coupling (as proposed by Chimonae, and Peltier (.197C) avd. catled electro-
dynamic drift by Martyn (1953)), and an ionizatioa--collecvtion. process suggented by Piddinpton (1963, 1964)
to explain the source of sporadic E ionization and ionospheric winots and wave~s lMi, geroration sai ,oi-niam,
as explained below, is consistent with the observed MIW morpho..logy.

In the polar ionosphere the neutral auroral ionization drifts uvder the Il onefhorizoital
electric 4 ields and the vertical geomagnetic file d. In Figure 7 the electtroi veloc~tv V., t'.e ior,

jlocity V1 and the neutral ionizalion velocity V are shown relative to the horizontali etectriL fte~d
adtevrica iaetcfld irtdinto nthe diagram. The three velociti6.v are gi-ior beilow

(ato, 1965; Martyn, 1953).
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Vie ele cezoLu 9-1 pcisi.Ltve .iolr hnvý the same compnneiit of velocity Vin a directi on pitrptrnoirular

ýothe ci;.rent vector iand,"b clion, they ertabody force, te rtt oco h
gat(Mrty, 9ý3 .C'a component of thls neutral iarlzation test drifts in Oic Oir~ecttolofE is

ce;3.1nd oJhe. Hall di~tft ,wilile the componevnt In :he dire,ýtfon osf E isa call~et the Pnder~ien drift.. P).dding-
ton (190~) baa su&,Sested that the southwaed Pedersen d~ift v:111 t,.,rt a frict~ival force on the neutral

,?:Ti i. that "a wull of neutral gan at levels ,- 100 kir UPWArd will be bout up and pushed south with
speeds as high as a few, hundred mu.ters per second." It is shown be at.y that ihen the E region nekutra) gas
vclocitLY (driven by collisl'oj3 with ýho poaitivc ioo.4 executing eleccrc~dynamic drift.) becomes as large
as the stupersonie xilocity of tranislation of An auroral e~laccrojet and is in the same dl,-action, then a
shocký ý,ave is forweri which propatpstes to thc. ground its at AIW boy wave.

The prcrblest can be Lreatted from the point of O.Lev of font drift or !on current with thte same restulc.
Physicaily the tons 64di electrons are sm,%Iag under the infktuance of crossed eleccitic and magnetic fields,
However, only the Ions are massive enough ýo iransfet stgni-ficant: momentum to the neutral atoms. Whether
one cesjuilles the ion metiona ar an elcctrnodynamil" drift or as3 a Pedersen or Fall current resulting in a
Lo_-entz Force, we a.-? still. dealiug w~ith the same pliyaic,,l pvocess, natie~.y collisions betweon moving
posiitfve .iunj and neutial rtur-;.

The ýdescription of the ýenmratlov mechanism in termbs (f s~le..trodynwciic drift rather than fit terms
oi Oha r-taulting Lorentz Výorce ta useiful in Lstt It .elat~es the proca~s to tl.e sAectric fields in lie
auroral. arco which haat u4.l'1 measured ýXKsl~ay, it al., 1971; wea-cott, et al., 1969). Te cuirent in
the Lorents For-ce descrIption if thre coupling has no-, been measurctd directl-,, but has only beenL Calculated
from an aassumed electrojet- configuration. Thus knctwing thc relationship between the AIW and elecrtric
flelds In the arcs one con more tmaMiy comparc, the AW iorpbology v. o;oserved to that predicted from tihe
w.i&do sad the kncwnr m-orphulo,-y of Lhe ionospheric electric fields at time of substorma.

In the. shock wave model for the fo-meation if art AW, Wilson (1967) suggested that is a precisure
pulse that wan of cunetant phav!" In the frawe of reference- of the moving auroral arc were generated by an
%,2-oetified mach~e..ism, then by' suiperpositio.n of wave fronts a bow wave wouild be bttilt up and would move
with O,e aurora at tho mach angle. In the fi rat three sect~ons of this paper we have seen that tMe basic
procetis whic:. gezlerate3 the pressure pulse in the moving aurora is caymriatric with respect to north--south
motion.

It electrodynamic drift of the neutral. ionizution is taken as the basic proceiss in the aurora that
trasnfers r'lmenrum to the neutrotl ges by cullisiroos, then the north-south asymmsetry can be explnined !)y
referring to FigUve 8. Caors-s'tic'n? are given in Figure 8 of the E region ionosphere translation in an
equatorward direction (Case 1) and in a poleward dixection (Casi~ 1.1). The procipltaticnl region of the
p'\imaro auroral] particles Ix: moving ,rithi a horizontal velocltj 11 that is greater than the local speed ofA

the vertical, slabs of AY. and LX7 of nt~ut!al E region. ionization are at rest at. t - 0. It isý assumed
that the neutral lonizazion drift VPLXýi ty, n*1 the Pedersen current and the Hall current are all zero at

t-0. A otwr -oioital electxic fA e Id F exlotr' iii the ivegion of -the arc as shown in Figure 8
dium-cted toward ý:he left.

As the hJgh condoctsitvity reg&ion of the aurora.. arc (thaLtijs areated by the primacy auroral particles)
aocaps through the E region iiurn.phere, the cutreints iii the slabs of AX, AX of initially stationaryi
.st~nospherý_ inctoiare with ttime as.

s.hore <j,, kind r are the. "di)rect" and "transverse" conductivitl.as respect~vely and T If thle col-lision in-
terval between current carriers and ntautralb (Ferraro and Plumpton, 1966). The current i,3 given by:

J - (V -V d(9

vo the, neuLra.) tuoi~atlon velocity V Inalso Increasei aith tiwe as (1--E )

It la fttxheý assumed that the. velc~c.ty reached by the neutral ion'zati~oo VT, at a time T' - L.VA
(~~~eLIs fthe wid~h of che au, oval ari-), at the trailing edge of tile arc:, 4t.,~ K - L,,is greater

toan thle arc. spefnd V , Thits IsT V at X - L or T " L/V . This is aimo~fni n the gi. aph of Vn vs. at the
Loti-os icf ftiur,% ;S, earne 1. "fu tht' reutrt,,! ioniization drift velocylty V increa~ies f,'om 7. ' o to ~v 1 a

tho oekctciet. :rcweepe througii any 9ýatl.Gksry slaL 4.X of the E regictc ionosphere. For t >1 T V returns:1to, zero,ý, Ine ar.vc. shape of the curve V(t) in Figurc 8 is not 'Important for the modelt. it. lit onfy
necpasar-,' that Vn lncreear annn~rtoinically fromu L - 0 to T and ther, return to zecro.

In Flptice. 8 f;or Case I where is ViJ'allel t':, 'V the velocity of tbzo neutral1 ion1 7qtion V haksA n Vill
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reached rie velocity i ir slab AX hss reached the velocity - V- after the arc has gone a distance
X &pat the ,alb. At Rim. time (LA % I/V ) the neutral ioniatin in slab AX begins to travel with the
a•rorll crc at the f-peed V of Ther.for 2 in neutr al oiatonn n nslab A is groeatse"
than¶_. and thus greater tn .Therefore the neutral Ionization in slab AX at X tend tA over-take
the ioaiattion in A Y1 at X. ThAP all the neutral Ionization for L > X > X mo4e1 toward the slab AX
to furm a wall of neOtral luroral ionization that moves with the aurora! spied VA in a manne.ý first pie-
dicted by Piddington (1963). This buildup of a wall of auroral ionization only occurs when V. is moying
in a direction that has a positive cowponent which ia parallel to the electrodynamIc drift ve.ocity n"

Referri-ng again to Figure 8, consider Case II wh~n V. is antiparallel to V. Thit corresponds to aS~A
polewar. expansion of westvard electrojet arc where E is directed southward. %he neutral ionipation
drift vl.cicty I I in slab A% at a distance X from t',e leading edge of the arc hat a velcity V n- -I A
and thus Lends to leave the region of the supeisonic arc with a pelative speed of 2V . Nod the neutral
ionizati(n at X in slab AX has a drift velocity V 2 V - - V . Thus tile neu~raf auroral ionization
in a• , te to . •y from that in slab AXnwithnA reIat.ve speed V - V . Thos in Case II
,iere V• ii antiparallel to VA the neutral muroral Ionization tends to be de&easedlin density within the
.jrc instead of forming a wall of increasing ionization density that travels with the arc as in Case I where
VA a.d V are ?arillel.

In Case II all the ionization within the arc of thickness L is collected at the rear (N - L) of the
arc whereas in Case I all the ionization within the path of the arc that may be 1OOL is swept up.

Barium release measurements In the Ioncsphere (Wescott, et al. , 1970) show that V is not always
de. rmined ;iy the direction of the local electric field through ExB drifts. Magnetospheric convection is
closely i.!lated to the aurtjral -ukstorm convection in the E-W and W-E directions (Wescott et al., 1970),
and thus VA is coupled to E by ExB or Hall drifts. However, the electric field measurements by Ba cloud
drifts show that ... "the poieward motion of an auroral arc does not imply any direct connection with the
electric field or outward plasma drift in the magnetospphere." (Wescott et al., 1970). The Ba release
measurements show that the E field direction is southward for westward electrojets and northward for
elstward electrojets. The electrojets are thus ;4all currents. The total horizontal magnetic perturbation
A4 due to the Hall current electrojets will thus be in the direction of E, the local electric field in the
lower ionosphere.

Thus one can infer the direction of E from the direction of AH for an auroral elect o at arc because
Ba release measurements have shown that the electrojets are Hall currents in a direction ix The ea-
rples given of poleward expansions show that the auroral activity V is decoupled from the electric field

for northward moving supersonic arcs; while the AIW example given to Figure 1 shows that V A and E are
decoupled for this equatorwaci moving supersonic are. Kelley et al. (1971) using balloon-measured elec-
tric field data and all-sky auroral pictures have shown that, "the poleward surge characteristic of the
auroral explosive p a~e ýs not associated with a large eastward electric field and therefore is not
associated with an rz/B dtiftof the auroral primaries." Therefore Cases I and I1 illustrated in Fig-
ure 8 do actually occur, i.e., V can be parallel or antifa allel to E because the primary auroral elec-
tron stream of precipitatitg particles is decoupled from fxBin the lower ionosphere.

When V is parallel to V a wall of neutral auroral ionization is built up that sweeps along with
the s'personfc arc. The positdve ions in this wall of neutral ionization transfer momentum to the neu-
tral &as by coll-alons. The frictional force between the positive ions and the neutral gas depends on the
difference in the two velocities in such a way that neutral gas velocity U changes with time as (Dougherty,
1961; Rees, 1971):

all om' (V:G)

at n mzI1 n

Thus the neutral gas velocity would tend to Vi ith a difference decreasing with time an exp(-t/rn ), where
Sis a time scale for neutrals to reach au, equilibrium velocity under the influence of ion-drag, and
gen by

n m n
ro nm n

n nimii ni.i

(Dougherty, 1961). Thus ýs the wall. of neutral auroral ionization sweeps along the arc at a speed V
collisions with the neutral gas pro,!lices a pressure pulse that, neglectit.g viscous terms, travels with
the arc to produce the sh,)ck wave af, described by Wilson (1967).

The effectiveness of the mechanism described above is illustrated in Figure 8 lieu In the fact that
there is a great icrease in the number density n of posiL!ve ions within the wall of auroral ionization
traveling with the auroral arc. In addition to the increase in ionization density due to the traveling
ere sweeping-up the auroral ionization as described in Figure 8, Piddint.ton (1903)and Martyn (1953) have
shown that ion drifts from higher to lower latitudes have a vertically Lownward drift which further ia-;
creases the density of the wall of ionization built up in a supersonic auroral arc moving parallel to V n
An ion drift from lower to higher latitudes has a vertically upward drift which tends to decrease the E
region auroral ionization.

If the auro-al velocity V is less than the 1peed of sound, then the build-up of a wall of neutral
ionization will still. tak~e place as Long as VnT > VA, however the aic moving at subsonic speed will not
produce an infrasonic shock wave.

It is possible to mvike an estimgte of the ion number density in the "wall" of neutral ionization In
a supersonic auroral arc that produces an AIW. Thir is done by: first, calculating the neutral gas velo-
city perturbation u in a slab of gas dx at height z in the electrojet arc that will result in a pressure
pu,-se p(z) which when traveling wich the arc at the auroral speed V A will Produce the AIW observed at
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the ground as a perturbation p(o). Next the magnitude of the io,-drag tim constant X that is nUceasary
io order to produce the neutral gas velocity porturbation u in the slab dx is calculatod for an inter-
action-time T - L/V during which the slab of neutral. gas in dx is accelerated by lon-drag. This calcu-
lation of r I donk by use of the solution for eqs. (10) namely

V - U e-Tn (11)

Vi

when n is known the number density of ions nI can be found from in !, nn/nivji

Neglecting the enhancement of the AMW pressure pulse that results from superposition associated with
the supersonic motion of the source and its associated bow-wave effect, the pressure perturbation p(z) at
a height r. can be approximated by assuming a plane wave. In thl2/2#e there is an exponential decrease
in the pressure perturbation with height given by p(z) - p(o) a where H is the scale height of the
atmosphere and p(o) is the observed surface perturbation. For plane waves the relation between pressure
perturbation and particle velocity is given by u - p/p0c where P. and c are the ambient gas density and
3peed of sound respectively. For an AIW of 5 dynes/em amplitude at the ground, values of p. ard c as
shown in Table 1, and for a scale height H of 8 km the values of u for three different heights of the
sources are as follows: z - 100 km u - 675 cm/sec; z - 120 km u - 2380 cm/sec; z - 140 km u - 4380
c's/sec.

From the model of the ionization-collection process described in Figure 8 we see that the ion velocity
in the wall of neutral ionization is eqcal to VA. Setting V in equation (11) equal to Lte auroral speed
V and using the above values of u for U the ion-drag time cJnstant r and ion density ni can now be cal-
culated for various widths L of the auroral arc.

The expression for the ion density can be written as:

n A• Ln { - p(o) e 21i (

-- i L P. c VA (12)

In Table I the values of T n and n are given for the case in which V, - c as the lower limit of
auroral speed that will result in AIW production. The width of the arc L 4

aries from 0.5 to 10 km in
Table 1. The valuesa of n o' V1, c and p. used in the evaluation of ni from equation (12) are also shown
in Table I as a function ofr Z.

From Table I it can be seen that the more narrow the arc width L the shorter n2may be in order to
accelerate the neutral gas to the velocity required to produce the obsorved 5 dyne/cra pressure wave at
the ground. To decrease the ion-drag time constant the ion density must increase in the arc.

b 3 8
Tne values of n in Table I range from 1.4 x 10 ions/cm for L - 10 km and Z - 100 km to 1.8 x 108

ions/cm for L - 0.5 &m and Z - 140 km. The rapid decrease in collision frequency v with increasing
height results in the increase in the required ni with increasing height of the source for the same AIW
strength signal to be observed at the ground.

The average characteristics of AIW can be used to identify the height region and average width L of
the arc that are most reasonable in order to choose the most probable range of n from Table I. For the
simple shock wave model the auroral AIW source speed is equal to the txace velocity of the AIW observed
at the ground. The average AIW trace velocity is about 510 m/sec. If the rise-time of the AIW pressure
pulse observed at the ground is approximately the same as the rise-time at the source of the neutral gas
velocity increase from o to u, then the interaction time T - L/V can be set equal to the AIW rise-time.
An average value of the AIW rise-time observed at College would 6e from 5 to 30 seconds. Thus 1 would
vary from 2.5 to 15 km for VA - 510 m/eec. The average delay time for AIMW following zenith passage of a
supersonic auroral arc indicates that the height of the source is between 100-120 km.

Thus a reasonable range in the n1. from Table I would be from 106 to 2 x 1)7 ions/cm3 for supersonic
auroral arc sources of AIW. These above values of ion density refer to the density in the wall of ioni-
zation moving with the arc due to the ionization-collection process and not to the basic auroral ioniza-
tion due to ionization from the primary auroral particles. Recombination processes will of course limit
the ion density that can be reached in the ionization-collection process.

If the auroral ionization at the 120 km level has an ambient level of ' 2 x 105 ions/cm3 (Francis
and Karplus, 1960) and the ionization-collection process is taken to be say 50% efficient, then for a
westward electrojet arc 1 km in width moving Iouthward for lay 200 km the increase in the neutral ioni-
zation density will be hundred fold to 2 x 10 particles/cm . Unless there is an increase In the ion
density within moving auroral arcs to the values indicated in Table I for Z - 100 to 120 km then the time
scale c for transferring momentum to the neutral gas by ion-drag will be too long to produce the observed
infrasoni bow waves in the 10 to 100 see period pass band.

Multiple frequency observations at 49.7a 143.5 and 226 MOz of auroral backscatter (Flood, 1965) indi-
cate the electron densities as high as 2 x 10 electrons peo cubic cm are present in the auroral E region
at least part of the time and densities in excess of 2 x 10 are fairly common.

Recent observations at Chatanika, Alaska (near Fairbanks) by the Stanf,)rd Research Institute Thomson
scatter radar have provided direct measurements of e~ectron densitq in auroral electrojet arcs. On 9
September 1971 at 0912 U.T. electron densitias of 10 electrons/cm were measured in an auroral arc in the
E region by the Thomson scatter radar facility (SPI, private communication).

The north-south asymmetry in the production of AIW by swpersonic auroral forms is intrinsic in the
electrodynamij drift-shock wave model described above. Th Lus V musi have a positive component in the
direction of V . The mechanism will be most ef fective when V and V are parallel. When VA and Vn are
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antiparallel, no wall of ionization will be built up within the moving aurora and thus no large pressure
pulse will travel along with the arc so bow waves can not be produced.

The magnitudi and dire.:tion of "•n from eq.. (2) and (5) depend on the electron and ion gyromagnetic
and collision tfrquencies w and v I which undergo variations with height. The strength and direction
of the current flow in the ll1ctroj4 1 

for a given southward electric field, varies with the Pedersen
conductivity a , the Hall conductivity a2 and the parallel conductivity a . These conductivities also
vary with height in the ionosphere.

For a given model of the ionosphere param.te.'s, n , w and v (Franis and Karplus, 1960), the
variation with height of the d4rections and magnitudes Sf tr curren•'aensity ! and the neutral ionization
electrjdynamic drift velocity V are given in Fi re 9 looking down on the ionosphere. 'le electrodynamic
drift V consiots of Pedersen d~ift (parallel togi) aound 110 kin, changing in direction with increasing
height Ro the full Hall drift around 180 km in the ExB direction as shown in Figure 9. The Pederson drift
attains a maximum value of V - 0.5 E/B at 130 km while the Hall drift above 180 km has a constant value
of Vn - E/B (Piddington, 1969). In a study of ionospheric winds due to ion-drag in the auroral zone using
rocket-borne chemical releases, Rees (1971) has found that during times of southward directed electric
fields when alH is negative (see Rees, 1971, Figure 1) that the neutral wind is toward the southeast around
100 km (corresponding to Pedersen drag) and toward the east above 120 km (corresponding to Hall drag).
This rotation in the direction of the neutral wind from south to east with an icrease in height is a
direct effect of the rotation of the direction of the neutral ionization drift Vn with height as shown in
Figure 9. n

Above 90 km a e =90' so • in Figuze 9 gives the direction 0 - Tr/2 - a + a_ (see Figur¶ 7) of t~he
positive ion drift.' Ir oder for the electrodynamic drift-shock wave model to beieffective, VA should be
more or less parallel to V . In addition to this the ion denaity as indicated by the calculated values
in Table I must be obtainagle by the ionization-collection process as limited by recombination effects.
Thus at heights above 140 km the ion density as calculated for AIW production by equation (12) in Table
I are too large ty be obtained because of the reccmbination limitation. Thus in Figure 9 even though
the magnitude of V is largest at 200 km thla necessary ion density n for ion-drag to be effective at
these heights in tde interaction-time that is available is much too large to be tenable. Thus the electro--
dynamic drift will not produce a pressure pulse wi.Vhin a supersonic arc at the greater heights. The opti-
mum level is probably around 100-130 km fur large V and for the -it effective coupling of the neutral
ionization drift with the neutral gas to produce AI1 in a supersonic auroral arc.

An assumption in the model was that V > V . In units of E/B the maximum value of the Pedersen
drift is 0.5 E/B (Martyn, 1953; Piddington,n.963). For an aurorai speed of V - 600 m/Eec ad for B -

A
0.543 gauss at 100 km above College, the electric field would have to be 65 mv/m to mak. V - V . Barium
vapor measurements of electric fields in the vicinity cf auroral forms by Wescott et al., ý1969• have
shown that electric 4ieldl from 10 to 130 mv/m directed southward often occur. Thus it is quite reason-
able to assume that V > V in aome auroral arc, translating at mach 2, From the barium release measure-

ments by Wesc-tt et aY., (970), the velocity of the auroral zone ion~sphere has often been found to be
supersonic with respect to the neutral ionosphere.

It is necessary at this point to relat¶ the known morphology of AIW to the electrodynamic drift-shock
wave model by discussing the orientation of V as shown in Figure 9 as a function of local time along the
auroral oval. Because of the increase with height of r , the time scale for effective ion-drag, the maxi-

mum electrodynamir drift coupling will occur when the anrora Is moving from a direction about 30 * - 40*
east of the electric field corresponding rc the direction of V for 120 to 130 km height. Extensive
measurements of electric fields by barium valor releases (Wescott et al., 1969; Foppl et al., 1968; Rues,
1971) show that the electrojets are Hall currents and that the electric fields are perpendicular to the
electrojet Hall currents, poleward for evening conditions (AH positive) for the eastward electrojet and
equatorward for morning conditions (AH negative) of a westward electrojet.

Mozer and Manka (1971) have shown using balloon-borne electric field measurements fron L - 4 to 23
that an equatorward component of electric field that develops at the onset of a negative bay drives Hall
currenta that are responsible for the surface magnetic perturbation ascribed to the auroral electrojet.

For westward electrojet conditions where E is scuthward, .auroral motions that are toward the south-
east will produce the largest AIW. The elecrodynamic drift coupling with supersonic nction will vary
is cosO where e is the angle between Vn and VA. Because V in Figure 9 makes an angle of about 300 with
E, which is southward, themost eff~ctive directions for Ala to be radiated by translating westward elec-
trojets will be from $ - 270' to ý - 30* inclusive for e < 60". By referring to Figure 2 or to the AIW
morphology described by Wilson (1.969a) for College, on can see that there are many AIW in the midnight
and morning sectors from ý - 2700 to ý - 30'. The maximum frequency of occurrent of AIW after local mid-
night agrees with the fact that sou.hward and eastward motions of the westward electrojet ýhat pre-yail at
this time are close to parallel to V as shown in Figure 9. Thus the maximum coupling of V with VA in

the morning sector produces the large number of AW seen in Figure 2 from directions that are predominantly
west of north.

For eastward electrojets the V diagram in Figure 9 must be rotated 1800 until i points up or north.-
ward. The Hall current will be eastward and the Pedersen drift poleward. If there were supersonic oole-
ward motions of eastward electrojet arcs, then AIW would be expected from these arcs. However, no poleward
AIW are observed in the eveninp sector or at any other time. Westward gropaga•ing surges are known to be
strong sources of MIW (Wilson, 1969c). For the model to be effective, V and V must have an angle between
them less than, say 600. Westward propagating surges carry the region of negatdve bay westward with them.
They represent the westward end of the westward electrojet region. In the transition region between east-
ward electrojets with poleward electric fields and westward electrojets with equatorward electric fields,
the electric msvt rotate from north to south. The strong AIW produced by westward propagating surges
suggests that E rotates counrterclockwise,(looking down on the ionosphere) so that E is directed to the
west at the head of the surge. Thus If E is westward then V max. will be directed from $ - 40* so that

_ • : • n ! 9 ! . - ... . . .
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for ItA moving westward and parallel to the auroral oval efficient coupling '.tLween V A and V will take

place and pr.,duce large AIW. There is a very large maximum in the number of AZW fromA - 48* due to welt.
ward propagating surges at 'lo]laee shown in Figure- 3 of Wilson (

1 9 6 9
c) corresponding to the case ,ahere F.

i. probably westward.

A large body of evidence from balloon-borne electric field measurements (Meser and Manka, .1971;
Kelley et al., 1971; Moser, 1971) snvows that the morphology of the ionospherio. electric field during sub-,
storms can be describad as follows, 1) the east-west component of the ionospheric electric field becomes
large and westward about an hour before the explosive phase of the substorm and remains westward through-
out the substorm; 2) the north-south component of the ionospheric electric field becumes large and south-
ward at the onset of the explosive ihase of the substorm and remains so througnout thr substorm. Moser
(1971) has stated that in a total of 19 balloon measureamnts made during substorms the east-west component
of electric field was westward at break-up in every case. Thus the A1W generated by westward propagating
surges at break-up during the explcsive surge of substorms are consistent with the needa of the mocel and
the measaired electric fields.

The lack of AIW from the south corresponds to the fact that when V has a northward component durilig
times of eastward electrojets there are no supersonic polejard motions ol these arcs, and when there are
poleward motions of westward electrojets the direction of V it to the southeast. Supersonic auroral arc
motions are associated basically with westward electrojets,nthus one would expect, given the above model,
that moat AIW would be observed in the morning sector when VA is parallel to Vn for a southward electric
field, as is the case.

In summary, it is an observed fact that an infrasonic bow wave is produced if the priwary auroral
particle stream sweeps laterally through the neutral gas at supersonic speed in an equstorward direction.
The period of the AIW is observed to be related to the width L and speed VA of the Arc by T - L/V . Be-
cause of the asymmetry in the generation of AIW by equatorward or poleward moving arcs, we know teat the
basic source of the traveling pressure pulse is not a mass or heat source. The source is thus a momentum
source that is electromagnetic in origin and therefore it can only be zollisions of positive ions with
the neutral gas or ion-drag that transfers momentum to the neutral gsa to produce an infrasenic wave.
Thus: (I) Lorentz force coupling transfers momentum from the electrojFt positive ions to the neutral gas.
ý2) An ionizatlon-collectio process 3 increases the ion density in arcs that are translating parallel to
V to a level around 5 x 10 ions/cm where Lorentz f'rce coupling can become effective. (3) The super-
sonic motion of the source region determines the bow wave geometry of the nuroral infrasonic waves them-
selvus.

Table I

Ion density and ion-drag time constant for various
values of height Z and aurora]. arc width L

3 13 Z,100 Z-120 Z-140 1 1
o #/cm I0 6 2xlO 1.45xlo
n 1/sec 5.37xI63 3.12x1 2 7.44xlO

1 27~ 3.2x 4Ccom/se5 2.9x10 .i 3.7 Xi0 _ .1 5.37xi04. 2cgm/m/e 4.97xi0 2.44xi- 3.39xi0

L ýkm) c (sec) ni /cm
3 In (sec) nl #/c c

9
3 (sec) ni #/cm

3

148 2.BxjO- 20 9.7x1O7  22 I.8xO8

1 148 .4x10 6  41 4.9xi07  22 9xO- 7
2 29( 6.9xlO6 82 2.4x1O 7 44 4.5x 0

10 1482 1.4X10 409 4.8xl0O 217 9x10
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Fig.1 ASC photographs of supersonic auroral aic that produced AIW shown at 0/120 as superposed pressure vs.
time traces time shitt~d to sht,w coherent wave. The plus to mninus change in the Z component

is shown in the 11-7 plane diagrain ot the magnetic perturbation due to the arc. LThe sudden
increase in cosmic noise ahsorption at 0715 is showt, on the College riorneter
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Fig.2 Number of AIW as a functionl of 0, plotted at thc locations of Inuvik, College or Palmer with respect to thre
auroral .)val for each hour (U.T.) and ea&t 20' of (p. The scale for the number of' AIW is given in

the oval for each station. The vectors point toward the origin. in the direction from which the
AIW came.
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Fig.7 Plane view of the horizontal motions of the electrons Ve and the ions Vr and the "neutral" ionization Q
in crossed electric and magnetic fields in the E region ionosphere. The current density !*is shown"

perpendicular to V1 " • is into the paper.
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Dn1TWMONI D'INFRA-SOtIS DE 2 HZ PRODU ITS PAR LES DEPLACXENTS DES EIJFCTROJE1'S AURORAUX

par

L. Linka et Hans Westin

Soamul.re

Au coura d'obaervationa effectu6es Kiruna, en Suede (6,(,8 N, 20.0 E), & laid. de r6seaux
de microphones, on a d~tect6 des tnfreaona de 2 HZ produits pendant un certain nombre d'oragea magne-
tiques majeura. On a pu enregtatrer Ia direction d'arriv~e et la vita... do phase horizontale, den
infrrasons. au mvaomnt ou Us. franchIsaalent lea r~seaux de microphones. Lea quantit6a sins! obtenues
ont 6t6 compar6es aux mouvements do .l6lectrojet auroral, d6termin6a & partir dlobservations geoma-

* ~gne~ttques effectu6en dans cinq stations scandinaves. Cette ccauparalson, effeptu6e & laide d'une
technique do trajectographie. a r4v616 qu'une partie seuletuent den Infrasona observes peut Stre
produt~te par lea mouvemnents superaantques des 6lectrojets auroraux.
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ABSTRACX

2 Hz infrasound was Jetected during a numnber of major geuxmegnetic storms using mic•ccphone arrays at
Kiruna (67.8 N, 20.0 E), Sweden. The direction of arriva! and the horizontal phase velocity of the
infrasound at. the ridcrophone arrays were obtained. 'Thiese quantities were compared with imo)tions of dhe
auroral el~ctr'ujet as determired front gecunagnetic observations at five Scand'inavian stations. T'e ccnparison,
using a ray tracing technique, has shown that only a part of the observed infrasound ray he produced by
supersonic motions of auroral electrojets.

1. INTRODUCTION

The existence of auroral infrasonic waves with periods in the minute range is at present well
established trough observations of Wilson (cf. e.g. (1)). It has been proposed (2), (3) that the waves are
produced by auroral arcs and surges moving with supersonic spoeds. A quantitative analysis of the production
mechanisms has been given by Chimonas (4) and Chimonas and Peltier (5). First in 137'3 it has been proved by
Procunier (6) that the inf7,asound in the near infrasonic range (1-16 Hz) is associated with aurora] events.
He has also pointed out that this frequency range is especially suitable for detection of weak signals frown
a high altitude source. On average, due to the acoustic absorption the highest frequency which may be
received from a source at 80 km level is 16 Hz and 1 Hz for a 110 km source. From the other side the power
spectrum of atnusphei :c turbulence, being the effective noise, decreases with increasing frequency. A
favourab.e signal to noise ratio may be obtained at frequencies above 1 Hz.

In the present research iý has been assurmed that the auroral infrasound is produced between 100 and
110 kIn and the frequency of detection should be located between 1 and 2 Hz. The recording equiprent at
Kiruna (67.8 N, 20.0 E), Sweden (for description see Liszka et al, (7)) is operated at 1.9 Hz with a
bandwidth of 0.2 Hz. Horizontal phase velocities and angle of arrivals of infrascund during 4 nights in
August - September 1971 has been compared with simultaneous magnietic activity. The period has been chosen
with regard to favourable wind conditions in the upper atmosphere. As rocket measurements of wind and
temp-rature were not available at that ti•,e a model atmosphere has been used between 35 and 120 kmi. The
lowest part of the model has been adapted to simultaneous results of the geographically closest balloon
soundings, i.e. from Sodankyla (67.3 N, 26.6 E), Finland. As the optical aurora can not be seen from
Kiruna at this tine of the year (all-sky camera recordinig start after September 15) the infrasound
recordings have been compared with motions of auroral electrojets as deduced froin magnetic observations.

2. DET-ERIfNATION OF MOTIONS OF AURORAL EU.CTROJETS

The method used here is the latitude profile rrethcd discussed by Ronnevier et al. (8). The current is
assumed to be infinitely extended in the direction of the constant corrected geomagnetic latitude (9).
When an auroral electrojet is located above a magnetic station the vertical Z-component is equal zero and
the horizontal H-component reaches its extr-_mum value. Having a chain of magnietic stations along the snme
geomagnetic meridian it is possible for a given instant to construct the latitude profile of geomagnetic
field variations and thus determine the location of the electrojet.

In the present study magnetograms from five Scandinavian stations: Tornms8, Abisko, Kiruna, Sodankyld
and Lycksele are used. Geographical and gecniagnetic cocrdinates of the stations are given in Table i. The
Z-component on the magnetograms has been digitized at 1 minute intervals and corrected for, the Z q variation.

The latitude profiles were plotted for every miJnute and the position of the auroral electrojet determined to
be at latitude for wbicn Zcornected : 0. The velocity of the electrojet is then calculated fr-s)n its positions

at two consecutive minutes, The maximxun error in the calculated velocity is estimnsted to be 50 m/sec. Only
velocities larger than 375 n/sec are used in the comparison with recorded infracound assuming the nixi•rmn
influence of the measuring error and the sound velocity at the auroral height of 325 m/sec.

An example of determination of the electrojet position and its velocity is shovtn in Fig. I for, a
8 minute period during the night August 22 - 23, 1971.

3. INFRASOUND OBSERVATIONS

During periods when supersonic motions of electr,'.IeL! were obtained anid coherent [nfrasound was, recorded
above the microphone array, E-W and N-S phase dliferences anI the amplitude were scaled once every minute.
Phase differences were then converted into the heri/~ontdl phase 'ýioc i ty and the direction of arrival. These
two parameters, together, with the amplitude are !;hownl in threeo Ecwest dia ofams oi Figs. 2-1 where res"ults
fron all four analyzed nights are presented. lhi'ee of the nights were characteri,se I ,y negIigi lhe ground
winds, while during one of them on August 25-,16, 1/i11 tne groDtund level ýind of alx)ut 3 fn/s,e- w :de
impossible reliable amplitud2 measurements.
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The upper two diagrams of Figs. 2-5 show the electrojet velocity and its position (plotted only at
occasions of supersojnic movements). Pos.Ltions of the electrojet when it moves towards Kirum have been
plotted with thicker lines. It is during these motions that the recording station will be reached by the
shock frotit. When the electrojet move, towards the South the infrasound should reach the station fronm the
rorthern part of the sky and frm the southern part of sky for a northwaud motion. The larger the
translational velocity of the electrojer, the large,' will be the horizontal phase velocity of the
infmssound recorded on the ground and the shorter the travel between the source and the grourd. The
relation between the Mach number of the electrojet motion and the initial horizontal piuse velocity is
shw in Fig. 6 for ambient sound velocities of 300 and 330 m/sec, During the night August 22-23, 1971
a moderate jet stream (50 m/sec) was observed at 10 km height. Tbe jet strexm increases the cut-off phase
velocity for infrasound arriving from the North. This may be seen by comparing Figs. 7 and 8 with results
of r-iy tracing for a night without a jet stream (Fig. 9).

It must be also remembered that also the travel time of the infrasound between the source and the
ground is a function of the direction of propagation. the horizontal phase velocity and the atmospheric
conditions.

All these propagation parameters are also dep'srdent on the direction of propagation due to infl'iencze
of the atmospheric wind system. This is illustrated in Figs. 7-8 showing results of ray tracing for si'
different directions of motion of the electrojet and different initial horizontal phase velocities. The
calculations are made using a method similar to that of Cowling et al. (10), (11) and for the wind and
temperature conditions at midnight August 22-23, 1971.

This, a detailed comparison between the position of the auroral electrojet and the infrasound observed
on the ground is only possible by applying the ray tracing technique to each one-miinute scaling of the
infrasound. In such a way the position of a possible source at 110 km height may be obtained. As only the
meridional position of the electrojet is known, only the latitude of the estimated source position may be
compared with the latitude of the electrojet. Such a detailed corparison, as extremely time-consun~ining, has
been made only for a linitod number of periods during the investigated storms. The following periods were
analysed:

17 Aug. -71 2240 - 2340 UT
18 Aug. -71 0030 - 0120 UT
18 Aug. -71 0140 - 0250 ifT
22 Aug. -71 1930 - 2010 UT
4 Sep. -71 2000 - 2140 UT

Results of the comparison are shown in Figs. 10-14. The geomagnetic latitude of each zero crossing of the
vertical component of the geoaugnetic field, interpreted as individual electrojets, is plotted once a
minute as a function of time. The geomagnetic latitude cl the estinated infrasound source position is
indicated by empty circles. In cases when the intensity of the 1.9 Hz infrasound exceeded 6 db above the
backqgrond level the position of the source has been marked by solid cirmies. It may be seen that the
largest portion of the infrasound observed during analysed periods seems to be steadily originated
between 64.50 and 65.50 geomagnetic latitude. Only during periods shown in Figs. 12 and 13 the irffrasound
source tends to follow the motion of the electrojet, but is not necessarily associated with supersonic
motions of the electrojet. In Fig. 13, at 1945 UT on August 22, 1971, stroug Luz'sts of infrasound emrission
may be seen which agrees well with supersonic motions of the eiectrojet. On August 17, 1971 at 2250 UT and
2300 UT and on September 4, 1971 at 2005 UT anld 2110 UT1 there are bursts of infrasound which are observed
from the northern part of the sky, while the supersonic motions of the electrojet took place in the
southern part of the sky. Interesting cases may be seen on August 22 after 1935 UT and on September 4 after
2050 UT where strong busts of infrasound axe appar*ntly associated with a disappearence of two, oppositely
directed, weak electrojets. There are also few cases when the irlrasound was originated to the South of tht
station, far from any elec-rojet. Unfortunately, no informacion about the motion of aurcral surges is
available frmn the magnetic measurements. This type cf motions may also produce infrasound (3) which will. b2
easiest observed in the direction of electrojet. tILis could possibly be case on September '4, when the
infrasound was observed from azim•mthes around 60o.

CONCLUSIONS

A weak, cch-.rent infrasound has been observed at 1.9 Hz during a number of magnetic stouns.
emission is rather persistent during long periods of time and is not always associated with transl,.
supersonic rnti.ons of the auroral electrojet. In same cases when the enhanced infrusound end ssion c i ._
in time with supersonic motions of the electrojet there is a discrepancy between the direction of ir_-'"al of
the infrasouwd an•J the position of the electrojet. The infrasound emission is often observed also wnen the
electrvjet as whole does not move at all. It is therefore possible that if the infrasourd it. producel by
dynamic pro-cesses in the aurora, it may be due to motions of individual current filaments in the electrojet.
Such motions may be difficult to discover on geomagnetic recordjngs.
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Table I:

Comrdinates of magnetic stations

Geograohic Geanugnet ic
Latitude Wn•iituýde Latitude Longitude

Trcensb 69.67 18.95 66.3 - Iil
Abisko 68.3b 18.82 65.0 - 19
Kiri.na G7.83 20,42 64. 4 - 0.8
Sodankyla 67.37 26.65 63.'4 4.2
Lycksele 64.60 18.80 61.3 - 3.7
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F4g.9 Examples of ray tracing for different directions of motion of the electrojet and differcnt initial horizontal
phase velocities. A night without a jet stream.
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Sti LES CWES PR(WJITES PAR DES SMURIiS STAT IONNII'RLiS EF IT1INRANILS
UD%?6 UNL AflMOWERLi ISOTIUW SOM4SE A (RAVI-sh

par

L,H. Liu et K.C. Yoh

SCWMKRE

Au yours de coa derniares snntes, on a accumu16 lea mines on fividence expirimentales qui
ont fontrf quo lea ondes acoustiques at de grovit6 de l'ataompkiare noutro pouveat Itre produites
par divorsee sources natureilos at artificielios telles quo des tremblements de terre. des fronts
do perturbation. m6tiorologiques, des explosions nucl~airos dons l'stmospki~re, des courants-ets,
des dipiacamenta supermoniques dsarcesauroraux, des sous-wrqoa auroraux, des 6ciipaoa do coleil,
dos avious & rfaction, des lancer. de fus~es, etc.. On pout consid~rer coo diivers m~canismen
d'excitation cie appaztonmnt & ltun des troim types do sources muivants, ou coom reprfmentant
uno combinsison do coux-ci :production do masse, product ion do quentit6 do wouvemort I et produc-
tion d'6nsrgio quo 1'oo pout 6twdiir d'une fagon tram g~n~rale. On consid~lre tout d abord 1e
cao do sources stationnaires. La r6ponse transitoiro et la forme g6n~rale do Ilonde on un point
d'observation donn6 d~pendent d~un certain noubre do parsmd~trem tels que l'aLltitude et la. distance
do ce point, Vi'iztant d'observation, Isa dfpend&Dce apatiale et temporeiie de 1iLsmource, 1. nature
do Is source, etc. On foux-uira uno 6tude systfinatique do ia r~ponse transitoire en fobetion do
curtains do coo poramAtrom, dons i'eapoir quo cette approche puisse me r~v~ler de quelque Ltilit6
aux azp4rimentateurm pour lidentification do diversos mources.

Ensuito, l'exaiaem *at 6tendu mnx sources itin~rantes ,pour lea deux cans ubsoniques et
suporsoniques. Lea applications possibies de cew r~sultast aux probl~mea d'excit#Aion, dons lea-
quoels intervioennnt, des sources itin6rsntea, englobent :lea lancers de fuske, lea 6ciipses
do mole~l, lea fronts do perturbations m6t~orologiques, etc..

L'offet do .01 prend do l'iamportance loraque leiz sources eont aitu6es au voisinag', du sol.
On 6tudie en particulier la r~ponse tranaitoire do 1'atmosphare i un mouvement du sol au yours d'un
s6i~u. On discutora. 1e couplege entre ondo. miaraiques et atmoaphfiriquea.
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ON WAVES GENERATED EY STATIONARY AND TRAVELING

C. H. Liu and K. C. Yeh
ionosphere Radio Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Illinois at Urbana--Champaign 61801

U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Experimental evidences have been accumulated in the last several years to indicate
that acoustic-gravity waves in the neutral atmosphere can be generated by various
natural and artificial sources such as earthquakes, severe weather frons, nuclear de-
tonations in the atmosphere, jet streams, supersonic displacements of auroral arcs,
auroril substoims, solar eclipse, jet aircrafts, rocket launchings, etc. These various
excitation mechanism* can be considered as one or a combination of the three types of
sources: mass production, momentum production and energy production which can be stud-
ied in a very general fashion. We consider first the case of stationary sources. It
is shown that the transient response and the overall wave form at a given observation
point depend on a number of parameters such as the height end the range of the observa-
tion point, the time of observation, the spatial and temporal dependence of the source,
the nature of the source, etc. A systematic study of some of these parametric depen-
dences of the traneient response will be given. It is hoped that the approach may be
of some use to the experimentalists for the identification of various sources.

The investigation is next extended to traveling s:urces for both supersonic and
subsonic cases. Possible applications of the results to excitation problems involving
moving sources include rocket launching, solar eclipse, weather fronts, etc.

The r7round effect becomes important when the sources are near the ground. In par-
ticu ar, we study the transient response of the atmosphere due to ground movement during
an earthquake. Coupling between th. seismic and the atmospheric waves will, be discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important problems in the study of acoustic-gravity waves in the
thermosphere is the source problem. Whether one is interested in the dynamics of the
ionosphere or concerned with the effects of traveling disturbances on communication, it
is essential that one knows where, when and how those waves are excited. Experimental
and theoretical studies have suggested many possible generating mechamisms, such as
nuclear detonation in the atmosphere (Dieminger, W. and Hohl, H., 1962; Obayashi, T.,
1962; Wickersham, A. F., 1966), earthquakes (Davies, K., and Baker, V. M., 1965; Yuen,
P. C., et. al., 1969), supersonic displacement of auroral arcs (Wilson, C. R.. 1969),
polar substorms (Davies, M. J., and da Rosa, A. V., 1969), tropospheric storms (Georges,
T. M., 1968; Baker, D. M. and Davies, K., 1969), solar eclipse (Chinonas, G. and Hines,
C. 0., 1970) and many more. These various excitation mechanisms can be considered as
one or a combination of the three types of sources: mass production, momentum production
and energy production plus the effects of the boundary surface. In this paper, the tran-
sient excitation of acoustic-gravity waves in an isothermal atmosphere due to these three
types of sources and the boundary effect will be studied in a very general faahion.
Specific examples will be given with the emphasis on the dependence of the transient
response on the various observable parameters.

In section 2 the problem is formulated in a general manner. Asymptotic techniques
useful in obtaining far field expressions are reviewed briefly. The case of stationary
source is treated in section 3 and some results are discussed. In section 4, the moving
source problem is investigated. The ground effect and the coupling between ground move-
ment and atmospheric waves are studied in section 5. Some conclusions are discussec.: in
section 6.

2. GENERAL FORMULATION

Let us consider a stationary, non-rotating atmosphere made of inviscid ideal gas.
The equations that govern the dynamics of this atmosphere are derived from the conserva-
tion laws and are given by

ap/at + V. (pv) - q,

p(4/at + v.V)v + Vp - pg = q, (1)

pt(/at + v-V) (pp-¥ = (y - l)Uq

where p, p and v are the density, pressure anq velocity of the fluid particles respec-
tively, y is the ratio of specific heats and g is the gravitational acc1leration. q 1 ,

42 and q 3 are respectively the iate of mass pv.oduction per unit volume, the rate of momen-
te'r production per unit volume and the rate of heat p,oductiomi per unit volime. Thc~e
scurce teims are yenerally functions •f time a&d sPace and are ascumed co be localized.
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The equilibrium atmosphere is assuewd to be isothermal with an exponential variation in
density and prassure characterized by the scale height

H - T/mg - c
2

/yg 12)

where T is the temporaturei in energy units, c is the speed of sound of this isothermal
atmosphere.

To study small amplitude acoustic-gravity waves in the atmosphere, we apply the
uswial linearization procedure tc (1) by writing

P I PO + P', L" PO + p' v 0 + v (3)

where the second terms on the right hand side are the perturbed quantities. Substitut-
ing (3) into (1) and linearizing the .-esulting equations, a set of differential equa-
tions for the perturbed quantities are obtained. It can be expressed in matrix form

OQ f - 6(4)

where the matrix operator is given by

F /at 0 /ax 3/ay a/3z - 1/2H

0 /ay /a 0 0/~- ~0 a/ax I/•• ,- 0 alay 0 ý/at 0(5)

L~~/t a/az -1/2H 0 0 3/ 3t
Lc23/at a/at 0 0 (y-l)g

and the field vector and the source vector are given by

p'/pO 1/2 q Il /0

! '/2•/ /x Po (6)
= vx 0ol 2 qylo' 06

v P %/,q /P
Vy 0,/2 q2/Z

v* p1 /2 (y-.l)q /P /2

Eq. 14) can be recast into the form

D t (7)

where D(V,3/at) is a scalar operator

DGDýt;- det I

_ 3/ýt4 - c
2

(al/t
2

) (V2 
- l/4H2

) - 2c 2 V2 (8)

and V2 al/ax
2 + a 2 /ay 2 ij the horizontal Laplac.ian,

ij ,•b = (y - 1) /2 g/C (9)

is the Brunt-Va~sala frequency.

I in (7) is the equivalent source function given by

(10)

wherek is the adjoint operator of.Q.

The operator D(V,3/at) in (8) is called the acoustic-gravity wave operator. We see
that rcgardless of the type of source, the transient response of the isothermal atmos-
phere is governed by an equation of the type (7) and the boundary and radiation condi-
tions. The trrmsient response, therefore, depends on our ability to solve (7). Eq. (7)
can be solved by the transform technique and the solution may be written formally as

f 1(.ri)exp(-iwt)dw (11)

r

whe re

1(,r,) = 1 ( w exp(ik--O)dk (12)(2,) D (k,w)

and

" = -' - " -- -i -- i " i • - I . .. . l , : I .. . = • . ,, l . . i ,f l l , .4, . ..4 " .



Di,)- W1(w - U - w'cZ 1- 2j (k' 0 k) + k2) (13)a b x y z

3(ý,w) is the Fourier transform of the qquivalent jource function, and w a c/2H is the
acoustic cutoff frequency.

To satisfy the causality principle, the inteyration path F i.n (11) is taken parallel
to the real w-axis and above all singularities of the integrand.

Eq. (21) is the general solution for the excitation of acoustic-gravity wavec in an
isothermal atmosphere by arbitrary sources. The inverse transform in (11) and (12) in
general are difficult and for most sources no closed form solutions are possible. In
this paper, however, our main interest is the radiation field far away from the localized
sources. For this case, asymptotic techniques are available to yield physically meaning-
ful, simple and analytic expressions. In the following, suveral cases will be discussed.

3. STATIONARY SOURCES

We first consider the case where the sources are stationary. For this case, we can
integrate (12) using the asymptotic method dveloped by Lighthill (1960). The technique
makes use of the dispersion surface D(k,w) - 0 in k-space. The normal to the dispersion
surface ii.dicates the direction of the group velocity (Lighthill, M. •., 1960). The
asymptotic method is based on the idea that at any observation point t far away from the
source, the contribution to the radiation fields come only from those rays whose group
velocity vector lie in the lame direction as r. Using this technique, a rather simple
far-field expression. for f(r,w) in (12) can be obtained (Liu, C. H. and Yeh, K. C.,
1971). Substituting this expression into (11), we are left with the u-integration.
Again, for far field, this integral can be evaluated using the saddle point technique
(Felsen, L. B., 1969). The general results indicate that a high frequency spherical
acoustic mode arrives at an observation point first. Some time later a cylindrical
caustic at a lower frequency, say, u less than w arrives and then splits into '_wo
frequencies, the one with w>w is called the buoyancy mode and the one with w<w the
internal gravity mode. From this instant on, the total response consists of all these
three modes. As time increases, the frequencies of the three modes approach wa, wh and

-P c)bz/r respectively. Note that z/r - cosO where 6 is the polar angle of the o5serva-
tion point in a coordinate system with the origin inside the source region. If the
source is harmonic in time with frequency aw, then some time after tha arrival of the
acoustic precussor at the observation point, the main signal with frequency w. will arrive
with the group velocity corresponding to ws. General expressions for the transient re-
sponse at different time intervals were given by Liu and Yeh (1971). In particular,
explicit expressions for the transient response due to impulsive point source were de-
rived there (also see Cole, J. D. and Greifinger, C., 1969) and numerical computations
were made for various cases. Fig. I shows a sample of the results. It can be seen from
the figure that at any observation point, for large observation time, the total signal
includes a dominant gravity mode with a smaller acoustic mode superimposed on it. Figs.
2 and 3 indicate that this is true in general. Fig. 2 show! the constant RGA curves in
r - ct plane for z - 300 km, where RGA is the amplitude ratio between the gravity mode
and the acousitic mode. We see that for a given observai on pjoint (fixed r), the ratio
RGA increases as time increases. At a given time, the contribution from the acoustic
mode is more important for a more distant observation point (larger r). Fig. 3 shows
the same plot for Rr.,, the amplitude ratio between gravity and buoyancy modes. The
general behavior is About the same as for RGA. However, we note that at a given obser-
vation point, at a given time, the amplitude of the buoyancy mode is the smallest of th3
three.

Therefore, at a given observation point, as time increases (for standard F-region
parameters, the time corresponds to ct greater than 2r 'L 2.5r), the gravity made domi-
nates the response. The frequency for this mode approaches w. a W z/r as t increases.
Row (1967) has used this idea to interpret successfully the ionosp~eric traveling dis-
turbance cauied by nuclear detonation. Additionally, because of the range dependence
of (,,, it se :ms that certain information about the location of the source may be obtained
by measur.ncy the wave frequency at different observation points. However, great care
should he exercised when one attempts to do such experiments. Since, depending on the
range r and time t, the signal is at the different stages of the transient response, i.e.,
the frequency of the response may not coincide exactly with wc" Fig. 4 shows the varia-
tion of the wave frequency for gravity mode vs. the range r for z - 300 km and ct = 5000
km. The dotted curve is for w - w c = wbz/r. It is seen that for large r, the actual
frequency may differ from wc by as-much as 20%.

4. MOVING SOURCES

For sources that travel with constant speeds such that 9= (r - vt,t), the general
formula (11) can still be used. Asymptotic techniques are also available to obtain the
far field response (Lighthill, M. J., 1967). In this section, however, instead of study-
ing the general case, we shall concentrate on a traveling impulsive point source. In
this case, a more direct approach is possible. This again may be thought of as the
Green's function or propagator for the general case.

Consider an impulsive po it source moving 'n the horizontal direction with a con-
stant speed u. If the coordinate system is chosen such that the x-axis is along the
trajectory of the source, then the equation fcr the Green's function after Fourier trans-
form in time can be written as

I. . . " •; ' • ; " ' " • I • I: If • i I .. . ,. . . ..
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The solution for (14) satisfying the radiation condition is given by

G(x,s, w*)H 0 (w)a Iexp(iwx/u) (15)

4c1 uw

where H (x) is the Hankel function of first kind of zerobh order. s - (y2 + 12) / it.
the radial distance from the trajectory of the source point and

OW.) C. (16)

In (16), 8 - u/c is the Mach numberof the moving source and w, is a characteristic cut-
off frequency defined by

(82W2 (17)

Inverse transforming (15) in w, we obtain

G(x,s,t) = - 1 --
G~~st ýWTJ .1 w - [ (w)siexp[-iw(t-x/u)3dw (18)

This is the formal solution of the transient response due to a traveling impulsive
point source. For far field such that S is large, asymptotic expression for the Hankel
function can be used and the resulting integral can be evetuated by the saddle point
method (Felson, L. B., 1969).

For sources traveling with supersonic speed such that 8>1, it is easy to show that
the response is confined within a conical region trailing behind the source with the apexI angle 6a given by

a a ' sin (1/8) 119)

This corresponds to -he well known Cerenkov cone.

For this case, the cutoff frequency w1 is greatei than wa" The transient behavior
at an observation point within the cone is similar to ,hat of the stationary case, with
W, playing the role of acoustic cutoff frequency. In general, three modes contribute to
the signal. Tfey are the same acoustic, buoyancy and gravity modes. As time increases,
the frequencies of the modes approach w,, wb and wc respectively. The asymptotic expres-
sions for the different modes at various time intervals are rather complicated and will
not be given her-. Instead, we compare the amplitudes of the three modes at large times.
The amplitude ratio between the gravity and the acoustic modes R1 GA is given by

R(A a 2W - ](Wl/u, 1) (tanp/8) (20)

and is independent of time, where * cos (z/s).

Therefore, at a given observation height, the farther the observation point is away
from the source, the smaller is the acoustic mode contribution to the total response.
(We note that cases corresponding to 0 - 0 and n/2 are degenerate cases and should be
treated separately from the beginning). For a given observation point, the ratio RGA
depends on the 4ach number 8. Fig. 5 shows the variation of RGA/tano as a function of
B. The ratio increases as a increases and approaches a constant value l/V1i - W/wa
for a large Mach number.

The variation of RGB, the amplitude ratio between the gravity and buoyancy modes,
is depicted in Fig. 6. Here, constant RB curves are plotted in the ct,-s phanie, where
t, - t - x/u. At a gLven observation point, the larger t is, the greater is the ratio
R.. In general, buoyancy mode is very small as compared with the gravity mode. The
a lo RGB does not depend on the Mach number 8.

Next, we consider the case where the source moves with a subsonic speed. For thisS~case, 6<1 and w <ub. '7here is no Cerenkov cone. For a close to 1, only two modes
(gravity and 'uoyancyl are present in the response. The acoustic mode is not excited.

For even smaller P, there are three modes with asymptotic frequencies approaching w,, Wb
W. respectively. The analysis is the same as for the c .3e •l>. Fig. 7 shows R G as a
function cf 8, where RG, is the amplitude ratio between the gravity mode and the mode
at W' 14e note that when tL.e source moves very slowly, the gravity mode is by far the
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most dominant component of the response.

5. TIlE OROUND EFFECTS

The above discussion can be extended to include the eftects of the ground. The
major modification will be the additional contribution from a reflected wave and a
surface wavu. Their transient behavior may be evaluated in the sa&ne manner as indicated
above. A more interesting problem is the excitation of acoustic-gravity waves by ground
movements. In the following, a simple mode), will be used to investigate this problem.

We start by considering (7) for the component F , which is related to the vertical
component of the velocity. Assume that there is no source so that Ss = U. The movement

of the ground is taken into account as the boundary condition.

Assume that the ground moves according to the equation

z z cos k (x - ut)H[k (ut--x)] (21)

where H(x) is the unit step function, k, and u are the wave number and the phase velocity
of the surface wave on the ground respectively. This movement of the ground forces the
atmosphere into motion and since z 0 Is small in comparison with the wavelength of the
acoustic-gravity wave, we can write approximately at z = 0.

,dz
"ýzo = dz (22)

z = 0

where z is given by (21).

This is the required boundary condition for eq. (7) for the vertical component of
the velocity. The solution may be obtained by the transform technique and we have,
formnlly,

v (r,t) = 2-. exp(z/2H) I (23)
z 2i

Here I is an integral defined by

I= W exp{-i[wt, - .(w)z]}dw (24)
2 U-2- U

where

S(W) /(a 2 _1) (W2 -w, )/ac (25)

and w, is given by (17), and t, = t - x/u.

The integral (24) can be evaluated by the saddle point method. For a>l, it can
be shown by closing the contour of integration in the upper half w-plane that signal
can only be found within a certain region above the ground. For a given t, the boundary
of that region in the x-z plane is defined by the straight line

x +V7 - 1 z - Ut (26)

which is above the ground and trailing behind the front of the surface wave on the ground.
The apex angle of this boundary is given by sin- (1/8).

At any observation point, a high frequency precussor arrives first. Then at the
time

to - [x + z,/8 2-l//Vl- 1 k u J/u (27)

the main signal with frequency w = k u arrives. The asymptotic expressions at each
time interval can be derived from (24) but will not be given here. For t>t 0 , the main
signal dominates and is given by

v (rt)•k 1 zouexp(z/2H)sin[/Bl - _W2_ z/u + k,(x-ut)] (28)

We note that for the wave to propagate upward, k u must be greater than w,. For
6>1, we have seen that w >w . This means that the excited wave is 'n the acoustic branch.
Experimental evidence has sfown that traveling ionospheric disturbances can be related to
the traveling seismic waves on the surface of the earth (Yuen, P. C. et. al., 1969).
As a numerical example, we consider the wave excited by a Rayleigh wave of period 25
seconds and speed 3.9 km/sec. The ground moves 5mm (z 0 = 5mm). For these parameters,
the corresponding vz at a height of 150 km is approximately 30m/sec.

6. CONCLUSION

We have seen in this paper that the excitation of acoustic-gravity waves in an iso-
thermal atmosphere by various sources can be treated in a unified fashion. In our
approach the atmospheric response to any source is described by the differential equation
(7) with a gravity wave operator given by (8). Since the gravity wave operator is a

1U3
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differential operator with const-ant coefficients, the problem can be formally solved by
the transform technique. As is usually the case in the transform technique the inver--
sion can be difficult and for our problem it is not possible to do it in general. However,
asymptotic methods can be used if radiation fields are interested. Three examples are
considered to illustrate the technique. They are: (i) localized stationary source, (ii)
moving point source, and (iii) coupling with traveling seismic waves.

When the source is localized, impulsive and stationary the large-time radiati-on
field is composed of three components: acoustic mode, buoyancy mode and gravity mode.
Relative magnitudes of these three components are examined. It is shown that the
largest component in the raliation zone is given by the gravity mode. As time increases
the total response can be described as essentially given by the low frequency gravity
comni :nent modulated by the high frequency acoustic component. The buoyancy mode is
least important.

Acoustic-gravity waves can be generated when the source is in steady motion. When
the source travels with a supersonic speed, the radiation is confined within a characteris-
tic Cerenkov cone trailing behind the source. For an impulsive point source, three modes
are excited, with gravity mode having the largest amplitude. Due to motion the acoustic
mode has a characteristic frequency modified by #he Mach number. The radiation is still
possible if the source is subsonic. In this case the Cerenkov cone is absent and the
acoustic mode is not excited.

The presence of solid ground introduces additional complications in the radiation
problem. The ground may reflect the wave and it may also guide the wave. When the

4, ground is forced into motion it may also excite atmospheric waves. Following an earth-

quake the traveling seismic waves may couple energy into the atmosphere and this energy
can be carrieo awdy to Lhe thermosphere in the form of waves. Since Rayleigh waves have

& periods of the order of 25 seconds, the excited waves are all in the acoustic branch.
Because of the exponential growth factor with height, a small ground movement may give
rise to detectable perturbations in the ionosphere. As an example, it is shown that a
5mm movement on the ground can excite a wave which has an associated air parcel velocity
30 m/sec at a height of 150 km.

It is interesting to point out that these different excitation mechamisms can excite
waves with different characteristic frequencies. Therefore, experimental determination
of these characteristic frequencies can yield information not only about the nature of
excitation but also about certain physical parameters of interest such as distance to
the source, velocity of sound, etc.
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DISCtISSI(OS ON WE PAPEILS P1US1EMrn) IN SEiSSIONI I A,
(Aotastic gravity wayes in the neutral terrestriol atmosphere. Natural s4Xirtes andi pr3ppagati0Tt)

Discussion on omr "3an't mzuIlogies between the propsgation of ionospheric redio waves and acoustic-
gravity waves "'.j tyK AVZI1.

Dr. R.K. COOK : The autlbor describe. acoustical vavees which occur at frequencies h igher than the atmo-
spheric reeonant frequency, and ac oust ic-gravity waves which occur at freqmencies lover thau the V~isIrL5-
Brunt frequency in an isothermasl atmposphere. There to a third mode for msound propagation, the Ian.) wave,
which occurb at all frtqwuecies ? including those between the reconant and M4i4J-Brunt ftoquencies. Thie
Linb vave pMoagtion is in a direction parsallel to the earth's surface. Later papers in this meeting
disc-tim its significance for tha propagat ion of sound over global distances in the atmosphere, at infra-
tonic frequencies.

Dr. K. DAVIRS : I was rel'ering to internAly propagating waves only.

Dmacuseion on IMper 2 1"3 D Ray tractng for acousftic-gravity "Yes", by T.M. GEORGES.

Dr. R.K. COOK tRay-tracing techniques show clearly the non-reciprocal character of sound propag.~tion in
a windy atmosphere. Thit is true also forr elattromagetic wavv propagation in 4i mowing material mediuim;
the reciprocal theorem do"s 3ot hold. In 19th century language, the "ether" Is partially dragged along by
the moving medium, the relative velocity being dependent oc. the index of refraction of the material *odium.
In the windy atmoepbere, the departure ro reciprocity is relatively much lots for electromagetic: waves
than for sound waves,

Even with no winds but with a stes4 magnetic fiald present in a material sodium, the propagation
of electreempagtic waves is non-reciprocal. This occurs because the comonent of the magetic field whibh
is parallel to the direction of propagation caunes a rotation of the plane of polarisation (the Faraday
raotation) directly proportional to the sntrength of the magnetic field..

Prof. A.D. PIERCE - Possible instancee of canes when ray tracing techniques to iredict vave amplitudes
becam ianplieable is at points or loci of pointo (caustics) whore adjacent rays intersect.,

Dr. T.M. GQIOEQS :Although pure geometrical acoustics fails at caustics. ceveral apperntly, eucceesmful
techniques havv beep developed~ to "pWtch-up" ray-tracing pro~rean with full-wave and / or phas#-integral
ca~lculation, of field strength at p) sces where .0laia-tubow nrgweents break Ciovu. These tech xiques have po-.
tential for greatly enhancing the utility of ray techniques.

Discussion on 3. by K. PAVIES and F~r by T.M. GEORGES.

C.F. P. HALLEY Commentaires 1. 'Dabse lea th&ories nagn~toionique 4' une port et acoustique et c.~s gravit6
d'autre part, on obtient pour llonde plane une fiquation de dispersion et une Squatiou qui fourhi,,' I& di-
rection du rsyon. 1.orsque lee milieux de propagation mont wau repos, il act. facile de voir, our le~l 6qua-
tionn, qua lee cheamins sout r6ciproquzem. La xwn-rficiproccat6 de* chazins loreque ie milieu i-jois6 v, neutre
est emint d'un mouvemont do translation, uniform* does chaque stratification, ect assez f,4ctiv* et rewient
Iurn simple chsJngemdfit dot repares. Cet effet. do noD-r6ciprocitfi set pratiquement toujours n~gligeab.. es pour'
lee ondes 6lectromaguitiques ae proyageant done l'atuaophgre ionis6e.

2. La diff6rence impoa-tante par lee complicationn qu'elle cr~e est,lseemble.-t-il, la muivente.
Pour lea ondes acoustiques ou acouastiques et do gravit6,)on pout consid6rer un modal. simple sph~rique
puieque Ie cheap do gravit6 *et homoocentrique. Il en r6sulte des tva~jsctoiree planes 9t dee spnt6tries. Pa.r
contra, pour lea onde* 61ectroman~tiques, Ie champ magn~tique terreutre qui- n'est, pas homocentrique conu-
plique I* modile. Lee trajectoirem mont gaavches et dinsys~triques en g~n~ral. Eif in, do Ileffet Faraday
r~wulte la non-rfciproitS de polarisation.

Dr. K. D~AVIES :In the cane of acoustic gravity waves propve.g.ing in 'a u.zving dispersive atmosphere some
non-reciprocal effects mW arise. Going downwind the intrinsic frequency is w. -. k U wherd w is the wave
frequency, k the propagation pushber and U the wind. Upwind the intrinsic f'requency is w + k U. flence there
my well be non-reciprocal propagation.

Dr. T.M. GEORGES : R,.y-path reciprocity requires that a izedium's refractive index everywhere remain inva-
riwat with respect to a 180P reversal of wavevector direction. Such is not the case for acoustic (an con-
sequently acoustic-gravity) waves'in & moving fluid. Therefore the acotiitlc ray path from point a to point
b in a moving fluid differs frco the path from b to a. For electroagnetic waves in a etationar,7mag-neto-

pmana, refractive index dcoe not change upooa wavtavctor reversal Itherefore, electromagnetic ray paths
in such a sediumi awe reciprocL@77'Oboerved amplitude' non-reciprocities in VLF vaveguide are apparently due

to anisotropy of the losns (absorption) on reflection f'rom the upper vaveguide boundary (the D region).
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Discussion on •r• "OaeGettim end AMW 4tion of sound waves between the ionosphere and the lower
ataosphere,. by l.K. W-XiK.

Dr. Ch.R& WTLaON Obeerwations of auroral infrasonic wave* show that thot generation meckanism is asrmy..
trio with respect to the direction of motion of the supereaonic aurora relative to th4 direction of the
I region electric field. Therefore Loronts force end not beat is probably the source of the pressutre
JwW within the aurura, as described in paper 6.

toar uggeetion that the upward propagating shock wave has a UeCative pbase may explain the fre-
quent observation of negative AIW in that the upward propagating shock would be refracted hack to the
ground by the thermosphere.

Prof. R.K. COOK : The analysis of this paper establishes a relationship botweenl the strength of a heat
soaree (an auroral discharge) moving at supersonic speed through the ionosphere, anW the strength (pro-
sure Jump observed at ground level) of the week shock produced by the source. Theore are certa.J.e,.ly other
voobaniwA (in addition to heating) which might produce weak pressure shocks having a supersonic horiou.-
tal trace velocity am onbern'cd at grou'd level. Definitive data or the heating rate during an auroral die-
charge wrld, when available, lead to a good estimate for the pressure jump.

The question of the .sm),uetry of appearance of pressure Jumpse, via-.-vis the direction of motion
of superrinic euroral frws, manes; to be atill open in view of the observations reported by Lisaka later
on during this meeting.

Dr. Ch.R. WILSON : Dr. Liiska has stated that he has not observed the transient auroral bow wave type si-
gnaio which are the ones that show the asymmetry described.

Dr. A.D. PXZRCE : The inference in this paper is evidently that the infrasonic oscillations as observed
at College, Alaska, luring aurorel artivity may actually be mall-amplitude shocks. Would such shocks be
audible to someone on the ground 7

Dr. R.K. COOK : The observed values of the pressure jumps caused by aaroral supersonic motions are appro-
mimatel.y 1.0 N/s2. Such jaups are probably too week to be audible to a casual observer, uvattcntive and
in the presence of ambient noise. Since the jump (% 10-5 atmosphere,, a a4al.l-salitude shock) is well-
aged after propagation over distances of the order of tans of kilometers, its rise time is of the order
of one second. Therefore it would be inaudible. The situation is quite different with reapet to a sonic
boan generated by the superscoic flight of aircraft. The pressure jump is typically .100 N/mr (I small-
amplitude shock nonetheless), with a rite time of the order of only a few milliseconds. The boom is quite
audible even to an unattentive .bserver, and usually startles and annoys him.

Discussion on 4 . "A model for' acoustic gravity wave excitation by buoyantly rising a"d oscillating
air masses" byIA.D.PIERCE,

Dr. B.L. MURPHY (I) For a supersonic fireball the fireball dimensions ma•- be expected to be comparable
with a smc&le height,. Thus, rather than radial oscillations due to the greater than ambient pressure, ven-
ting at the top would smm more likely,,

1 1 2(2) E E is not the available enera for wave generation :T MV would be a better esti-
mate where M is the fil eball mass plus Darwin s virtual mass and V is the i•itial rise velocity. This is
the order of a few times 10-3 E for megaton yields.

Prof. H. VOLLAND : What is the physical. meaning of the drag force ?

Dr. A.D. PIERCE The drag force has *aeen inferred from axperimental observations of Scover and, of Turner,
so its underlying phlsical mechanism is not well understood. My present guens ii that the apparent drag
&rises because the flow around the bubble or fireball is not laminar. The wake and backside of a mushroo-
ming cloud is turbulent. Perhaps the energ lost due to drag actual!y reappears as the kinetic energy of
the turbulent wake.

Discussion on gaer 2 : (Validity of WKB approx. and RV tracing).

Prof. H. VOLLA• D Dr. Georges, can you coment on the range of validity of ray-approximation for acoustic-
gravity waves ?

DB. T.M. GEORGES The question of the "range of validity" of ray theory vis-a-vis the WKB criterion must
be answered in two parts : one has to do with the accuracy of the ray-path calculation itself, and the
answer is that one can always compute the ray path (i.e., the path satisfying Fermat's Principle feir some
initial conditions) to any desired accuracy for any wave in any medium, even if the WKB criterion is gross-
ly violated. This fact is apparently not widely appreciated. The second answer has to do with how one in-
terprets ray paths ; i.e. the adequacy of the ray pictt-e for describang real wave phenomena. This answer
must he a lot more Vuszy because "adequacy" obviously depends a great deal on what wave phenomena oue is
interested in. Ray theory obviously fails to predict wave amplitude when significant partial reflections
occur, in the vicinity of caustics or turning points, or when waves traveL multiple paths (as in wave
guides), even when WKB is satisfied. On the other hand, W13 seems to be much too stringent a criterion
if one is interested in where wave energy goes in a gross ennse, or in reflection heights of VLF radio
waves or internal gravity waves in the atmosphere, for exaple. Simultaneous ray and full-wave calcula-
tions give very similar results in many cases in which the WKL criterion would predict a breaklown of ray
theory. Clearly, then, a lot more work remains in determining when one needs to "doctor" ray-path calcu-
lations to account for purely wave-like effects. At present it seams safe to say that no one really knows
exactly how to assess ray theory except by direct comparison with full-wave results. Like any other tool,
it goes without saying, one has to know when to use it when not to.
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DioA~U iwon o ~~~ I '#LcOurtic tpravity .'waIS and lifftw~on *7iacts at the &t.mo~pberic boUndaries", by
Prof. 7. VAM .

Dr. C.K.. LM 3 In the 4ioauesion or critical l.ywr, 1 night ti1 (one yoint, That ,o when the wave &puroa-
ches the critic~al lerer, ýh* phase speed ad.prywahos cern ic te moving v*!etau, Here the wen liuear el'folts
in th* aenue of "long waves" mW bectme m~por~ant. There is a recent paper by heding in J7, JI-%,dd MeChg
allowing ome nmnarical cm~putwd reaults. ?-w some coews, non-linear orfects inamee a"e eopreciabie.

aror. V, WARRU m-Te na -4iuer teras are un~uhte4dty imqp4rtant in wom* cenee4, but he"a the ti~se ac&ls en-
visagedt is such that these ta-rue are not likely to be important. Theoretical results to date give an lindi-
cation of t.he transient denolopmeut of a briad beanded easitation in a non linear dispersive systus., Some
authors sumgest the emisetr4ý -if a cehb eye rattern i% certain cases, while Blreeding's results would be in-
valid if turbulenco developed. This latter svare-breeldag umechanism am in Thorpe's aepVrMmenta is pobablIY
the relavaut one for the real atfooeperm~. Thum kf non linmu* termi. are important,, then the firat require-
menY iR a sta~billty theorem e.g. a non linear Howasrd's Teoarau.

Discussion on jl~.ý "Auro~ral infrasonic fvuvo generation Psechanimm", by Dr. C.A~. W11"O.

Dr. Q. HOLT :I would like to suggest the E x D3 plasma instability "s a possible alternative asechanism for
the generotion of AIW from moving auroral 7ormZ The instability requ.irem a strong gradient in the plasma
denaity, of directioe opposite to the electric field. D~uring stable condition., dirfuiiion. will ect to
amooth out the &radient, but for an PAiroral foma in supersonic notion, this is not possible. Thm spectrum~
of plasmua vaes caused by the instability will travel along the frout of the arc, and their ener&y might
be t.-anaferred, to the neutral gas. Qualitatively, this is in aamement with the asymetry of northward wad
soathward mo~tion observad by Wilzon. Quantitativel~y,, I do not know.

Or. Ch. WILSON :I wA not ftamiliar with the tx 3 plasm.. instability but can only say thet wq. mechanism
must produce a pressure pulse that is of constant phase in the mooving frams of reference of the aurora.
At. this time I can not see how vavos traveling along the arc itoelf could be the source of a how wave that iir
traveling transverse to the art. One should certai.1l) explore all possible mechanisms however.

?iof. H. VOIXAM D Obviously, your excitation moehanism due to m~ountiu coupling will work only within a
amali frequency range. Can you specify this spectral rang ?

Dr. Ch. WILSON :The period of tht bow wave is approxi~matoly equal to L/V A where 1. is the vilth of the sac
"an VA is its supersonic velocity of translation perpendicular to its lo~ng axis. If the ionization coueec-
tion process is tuking place, then L will be less than the width of the arc depwinding on the Mach nimber
of t~he arc. These considerations restrict, the period ramge for the mechanms# ,ram about 1 seec to 100 sec.

Wcf. R. VOLLAND -. The meridional electric field camponent should become zero around local midn.ght within
the auror&I oval. Can you relate your observed reduced activity of acoustic wave energy during midnight
with much behavio.~r 1

Dr. Ch. WILSON -Yes, there is P. decrease in the aurora]. infrasonic w~ve activity around lcc.1) magnetic
midnight that is probebly related to th~e decrease in the strength in Earourd that time.

Discussion on r 6g T

Pro1V. H1. VOLLAJW There appears to exist a 0imerepancy between the results of Wilson and Lisle. In
Wilson'& results, acoustic wave propagaticin from the mouth is excluded, which Wilson explains by the exci-
tation mechanism within the auroral electrojet. This Snijsotropy is not seeu in Lisaka's resultL. What is
the reason for this discrepancy ?

Dr. Ch. WILSON :71. is not correct to say that a discrepancy in our observations exists when c-ne does not
know for certain that Liszks.'s jbservat ions at 2 Hz m~ad mine in the pasaband from 0.1, to 0.01 Hz are both
due to the sine mechanism. My results coucerning AIW refer only to bow waves due to supersonic notions of
large scale electrojet aurorae. There probably are other sechaniasm whick. p~roduce irafrssonic waven in the
aurot a in PL different frequency region such as direct heating from auroral1 particles during pulsating an-
rora or two-stream p.1 ama instability to produce ion-acoustic waves in auroral arcs in the high frequency
region with If 0,1 H~t and in the long period region with T > Br=;. period. Joule heat loes in the elec-
trojet probably pro'luces internal groavity wtuves with a time scale the order of the sutistorm rise-times of
say 5 to 10 minutes.

It would be iororrect to assume that the process that I propose is the only one operating throu'-
gotthe entire accoustic-gravity wave spectrum, It is j~ist as incorrect to assume that all1 infrasonic ra-

diation from the curora is due to the same excitation mechanism @A it would be to say that all the electro-

Prf.P2. OK :tKIt 0isute osilethtWisn2 inAasa and LiskaM (in Kiruna) are meacuring the
smacutclwefrbuth gnrtdb uoLnoinatspsncspewWthesubstantial dif-

fernce inthergraphic recordings came ahout from the quite different impedance rawi~tons (differert fil-

withn a ew econs fo Wison' apprats st whih atranisatsoud prssur strtssubsequenteuen
recoded aveorm epens srongy o theindiiala~lattece (ssocate wit th inpncnc iuntio)of

the appaatus. The "true" waveform of the sound pressure is in prin~ciple obtainable by convolving (maths-
maticall~y) the recorded waveform with the indicial admittance. Whtn this is attempted, though, the presence
of noise makes 1t;';r~ydifficult to arrive at the true waveform of the incident sound pressure of the au-
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ral inf'ranound1.

Dr. LIX8 : There are at least two further reasons which may explain apparent differences between re-
sults of Dr. RILWCK and mine :

1 .It W be seen when making ray-tracing for specific wind end temperature profiles, that the propaga-
tion of waves In the mrinute range (as those obserred by Dr. WILSON) in quite different from that ob-
tained for infrasound in the Hz-region. The closer the vave frequency to the acoustic-cut off. w .
the larger viW be differences in propagation paths with respect to the infremound in the Ha-rante.

2. As we in Kiruna are using the phase dete.,tion technique, the sensitivity of our equipment is much
larger than that of Dr. WILSON. So we are looking on signals which are at least one order of magnitude
sasller than thoe* aobsrved by Dr. WILSOV. It is therefor* not surprising that there are some diffe-
remees between infrasound observed in two different frequency ranges and with different throsholds of
detec.tion.

Discussion on I 8 1 "On waves generated by stationary and travelling sources in an isothermal wtmo-
spheie undler CrayI 7. by C.H. LIUi andi IC.. YEH.

Dr. A. PIERCE - Mav* you considered the possible extension of this theory to include the case when one is
receiving wayes at & time when one just startm to receive the gravity wave pulse ? As you know, there ic
a maximm group velocity for gravity vaves between w and w . The stationary phase approximation breaks
don when one is recoiving that frequency for which the grop velocity is a maxinma.

Dr. C.H. LIU ; Yes, YLOA ia the point : the horizontal line T a ck/r approches the 'c curve at w a w 0
At this point, the or•inai'y method of saddle point breaks down. A modified method can be used. It is
described for example in a paper by Felson (IEEE Trars. G-AP.1969). The solution is in terms of Airy func-
tions instead of the usual siue, cosine functions.

Dr. J. KLOOITZ1MfR : Where shall mass production in the continuity aq.astion come from ?

Dr. C. LIU : OAr analysis assumes the eource terms are known. The source model is not discussed here*

Prof. H, VOLLAND : T 3t possible to discriminate between the various types of the excitation sources
(&ass, mamentum or onergy coApling) from a comparison between your theory and observations T

Dr. C. H. LIU: Wore beginning to look into this problem. This depends heavily an the form of the equi-
vLent soQrce term 9, its spntial and temporal dependence.

Dr. H. RISHBETE : You assu-e tnt the group velocity of a wave observed at a point must be parallel to
the straight line from the sou.rce to that point. This assumption must restrict your analysii to ranges
sach less than an earth radius, and will also fail at ranges for which waves reflected from the upper
atmoslhere can contribute to the observed signal.

Dr C.H. LIU : The model we used is a flat earth one. We can extend the discussion to include the curva-
ture of the earth, the reflection, etc.. But the dispersion surface will be different. If the solution
can be written formally as an inverse transform, then the asymptotic technique we discussed will still
apply.

Discussion on paner I. and 8

Dr. J. LMAX : Dr. Pierce's paper shows a number of oscillations of the cloud about its stabilization
altitude. Dr Liu's paper shows a transient response with sinusoidal oscillations for hundreds of minutes.
As an experimentalist, I have not observed these undemped vibrations. ý- question is, have the authors
inored losses or damping for mathematical simplicity T

Dr. C.H. LIU : The lose mechanisms certeinly are very important. In the analysis, these loss effects may
be taken into account. Also, even for the lossless case Ithe amplitude of the response decreases as the
distance of the observation point and the observation time increase,

Dr. A. PIERCE : Loss mechanisms on acoustic-gravity wave propagation per sx are generally negligible at
lov altitudes ; they become increasingly more important when a wave propagates at higher altitudes. The
complexity they introduce into the analysis is so great that wave theorists tend to neglect them unless
they believe these loss mechanimas would substantially alter their predictions. In manz cases the quality
of applicable data and the necessity of making isany assumptions about the largely unknown ambient state
of the atmosphere suggests that only a rough agreement of theory with experiment can be achieved, ever
were lose mechanisms incorporated into the theory. In such cases, the incorporation of leos mechanisms
would seem an unnecessary refinement unless they are of major significance in interpreting the general
qualitative characteristics of the date. Concerning the dumping of the cloud oscillations, I believe any
successful theory should incorporete wave dumping. The theory presented here is still in a rudimentary
state. It should be qualitatively correct if the cloud oscillates for Leveral cycles before becoming suf-
ficiently damped. Data concerning this seems to be largely unavailable, a& ýouih labtratory scale expe-
riments of Mc Laven and "urphy (to be published) at Mt. Auburn Research Aseociates suggest 2 or 3 com-
plete cycles may be observed.

i 1i ,'
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Dr. B. M4URPHIY In the experiments mentioned by Dr. Pierce tvo main types of dampii4 are present 1tht ha

due to lateral spreading of the cloud a"d that due to wave mission. The first, type is treated theort~i-
cally in our paper, the socon4 is not. Do nuclear clouds oscillate in a manner similar to the buoyan.
element in our laboratory T That Is a question that can only be answered by er*iing the nuclear test
data and, unfortunately, I sm unaware of any uncleasified treatment of this problem. A

Prof. F. WARREN : There are three further re~.vant ýoments vhioh could be made.

i) A uniformly stratified atmosphere might not be the appropriate model to usa because of marked
t4empratures changes with height. A model vith an inversion would be more useful in acme cases,

ii) In this latter came, theoretical attepts to solve a problem of damping by gravity waves
(Stretenakii, Uruell, Warren and others) indicate that the ultimate decay of vertical motion of
a solid buoyant object about the hydroetati, equilibrium level in monotonic eg. like (time)- 3/2

although oscillationa do occur- at earlier times.

iii) Formulae for viscous or turbulent drag are probably unreoiable for buoyant air masses because in
this case no boundary layers exist.

Prof. F. WARREN : Certains cements might be made concerning certain results for lover atmospheric pheno-

i) Mountain lee vaves can be important source@ of gravity waves in the upper atmosphere.

ii) Results concerning the effect of the Coriolis tamr (in the neutral atmosphere) have been conside-
red by W. Jones and others.

iii) Results of certain models of the fire ball problem indicate a monotonic decay.

Dr. B.L. MURPHY : (Ccment iii)

I must call attention again to the question of what fireballs really do am opposed to what models do.

Dr. K. DAVIES : I agree with Dr. Warren that this has been done for the neutral atmosphere but should be

ver fied for the combined neutral and ion gases.
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SCoualre

On d~terte lee ondea acoustiquea et de graviti proditites par des explos~ons nuc16aires a
de grandes distances de lour point d'imission grice A Ilemploi de microbarographes aenaible8, au
Sol, &I Ilep.1loi de la technique Doppler & hautes friquences, aux etitudoe ionosth~riques, et a
i'cayloi des siumograpboa i longues p6r'odes. On expliquw, la dispersion des ondescutiu e
de gravitg au nivfau du Sol en faisuant .ppal & I& m~thode dui mode nraporueatmosphth-e atra-
tiri6e. Dan* le can des oru1oa acovistiquea et de gravit6 d~tect~es au niveau dui Sol, lea modes a-
coustiquem 41 cowue y6riode (piriode inf~rioure a en-irori 2 minutes) pr~sentent des amplitudes plus
61sykes quo lea modes de gravitfi A pfiriode longue (piriode sup~ri-eure £! environ 2 minutes), lorsque
lea vents strat~ooph~riquessea d~placent dans is di'ection de~ propagation des ondes, Les modes de
gravit6 out des amplitudes plus 6ley~es par vent do travers ou par vent vera le haut. Des enregis-
tremonts de perturbation@ ionooph~iriques etffctu6s *Yee. une sonde Doppler indiquent une prfidominance
des modes acoustiques de courts p~riode aur lea modes de graviL6. Solon I& th~orie du mode normal,
at I& thfiorie dee ondes do Lamb, la denaitt'i d'~nergio, pour lea ondes de p~riode longue, d~cro1tt
exponentiellement au fur et i mesure qu~on alfile., et 1l6nergie eat insuffisante pour provoquer des
perturbations ionoaph~riques. Les ondes acoustiquen I piriode courte sont dues & des modes partielle-
ment canaliash dons I& basic atmosph~re, avec d~perdition d'inergie vers l'ionosph~lre.
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SUMMARY

Acoustic-gravity waves from nuclear explosi )ns are detected at large distances
from the source by sensitive microtarovraph on the ground, by high frequency Dorpler
technique at ionospheric levels and by long-period seismographs. The dispersion of
acoustic gravity waves at the ground level is explained by using normal mode approach
for a stratified atmosphere. For acoustic-gravity waves detected at the ground level,
the short-period acoustic modes (period less than about 2 min.) have higher amplitudes
than the long-perlol gravity modes (period more than about 2 mmn.) when straLospheric
winds are in the direction of propagation of the waves. The gravity modes have higher
amplitudes ror cross-wind and up-wind propagation. Dopplersonde records of ionospheric
disturbances show more predominance of shorter-period acoustic modes than the gravity
modes. According to che ncrmal mode theory and the Lamb wave theory, the energy
density .or long-period waves decreases exponentislly with height "rom the ground,
thus providing insufficient energy for ionospheric disturbances. The short-period
acoustic waves are due to partially ducted modes in the lower atmosphere providing
leakage of energy into the ionosphere.

Io INTRODUCTION

Acoustic gravity waves have been detected at ionospheric levels and at the ground
level in the atmosphere. Ponn and Ewing (1962a, 1962b) and Donn and Shaw (1967) have
provided the records of pressure fluctuation at ground level due to acoustic gravity
waves from nuclear explosions in the atmosphere. Baker (1968) and Baker and Davies
(1968) have published records and Ptudles of ionospheric disturbances produced by
nuclear explosions in the atmosphere. The observations were made at Boulder, Colorado,
using high frequency Doppler technique.

Acoustic gravity waves can also get coupled to the rround. Pecently Savino and
Fynn (1972) have reported detection of acoustic gravity waves from the Chinese nuclear
test of Oct. 14, 1970, on a worldwide network of long period seismographs.

Acoustic gravity waves in the atmosphere get coupled to the ground through the
mechanism of static loading. Since the amplitude of the coupled seismic wave is
dependent on the wavelength of the atmospheric wave, slower novinf" disturbances in
the atmosphere due to wind and density discontinuities have negligible amplitudes in
comparison to faster moving acoustlc-gravity waves. The selsmic detection of acoustic
gravity waves may be an effective way of filtering other atmospheric disturbances
which may contaminate the microbarograph record. In this paper we will not go further
into the mechanism of scismic ccupling. Interested readers may refer to the recent
paper by Savino et al (1972).

2. ACOUSTIC GRAVITY WAVES IN THE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHEPE

In this paper' we will be concerned with acoustic gravity waves whose energy is
mainly channelled in the lower Atmosrhere (below an altitude of about 100 K10) with
small amounts of energy leaking into the ionospheric helrhts to produce disturbances
there. The stratification of atmospheric parameters cau.,ez, dispersicn of acoustic
gravity waves and if the above argument about channelling is correct, a similar
dispersion pattern should be observed both in the ground level pressure disturbance
and the ionosphere disturbance produced by these waves.

Dispersion curves for observed ground level pressure disturbance due to acoustic
gravity waves have been given by Ponn & Ewing (1962a, b) and Donn and Shaw (1097).
Extensive theoretical work has been done to explain the observed dispersion pattei'ns.
Most of the work has involved multi-layer atmospheric models and numerical solution
of the perturbation equations. Theoretical barograms have been computed which agree
with the observations.

The dispersion curves for observed pressure fluctuations due to acoustic gravity
waves sometimes show, in addition to the rost common norrnl dl1-por'slon when group
velocity increases with Increasinv perid, Inverse disperslon when the group velocity
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decreases as the period of the waves increanes. Examples of such dispernion curves
are given in Fig. 1. It is not possible to explain this type of inverse dispersion
if we use reasonable models of atmospheric temperature structure. But with the use
of strong tipper winds In the COSPAR atmospheric model it has been possible to explain
the inverse dispersion. Winds of the order of 100 meters/see' in the d(i-ection of
propagation of the waves, around an altitude of about 100 Km were employed. The
theoretical dispersion curves along with the observed dispersion pattern for the
Russian nuclear test of 5 Aug. 1962 is given in Fig. 2. As may he seen from Fig, 2,
there is good agreement between the theory and observation.

A typical pressure record of acoustic gravity waves (Fig. 3) show two distinct
groups of waves. The long-period group of waves (period more than about 2 min) may
be classified as gravity modes and the short period group of waves (period less than
about 2 min) may be classified as acoustic modes. We have found, after examining the
pressure records from various nuclear tests, that the relative amplitudes of the
gravity and acoustic modes show considerable variation. Pierce et al. (1971) have
shown that the amplitude of' the long-period waves depends only on the Vyeld of the
explosion and the distance of the recording station from the test site. The amplitude
is independent of the variation of the atmospheric parameters along the path. The
acoustic modes on the other hand are very sensitive to the atmospheric parameters,
especially in the lower sound channel (below about 50 Km). The synthesized barograms
given by Pierce 't al (1971) is reproduced in Fig. 4 alonr with appropriate micro-
barograph records. According to this figure the amplitudes of' the acoustic modes
are much higher in the downwind direction in comparison with the amplitudes of the
acoustic modes in the upwind direction. The amplitudes of the acoustic modes for
cross-wind direction have intermediate values. The amplitudes of the gravity modes
do not chanve with the change in the direction of propagation. It is concluded that
when the direction of wave propagation is in the direction of the stratospheric winds,
the lower sound channel is intensified thereby trapping more onergy than in the case
of upwind and cross-wind directions of propagation. During winter months, when strong
stratospheric winds blow from the west in the middle latitudes, the acoustic modes in
the pressure waves produced by nuclear tests in the Pacific and recorded at eastern
United States have very high amplitudes, higher than the amplitudes of giavity modes.
During summer when stratospheric winds are easterly, the acoustic modes have smaller
amplitudes than the amplitudes of gravity modes. The cases for Russian nuclear tests
in Novaya Zemlya can be interpreted in a similar fashion. A more complete study of
this phenomenon including synthesized far-field Infrasonic pressure fluutuation using
actual temperature and wind data will be presented in a later paper (Donn and
Balachandran, 1972). The knowledge about the variation in the amplitudes of the
acoustic modes are important for ionospheric studies, because, as we will show later,
the ionospheric perturbations are caused by these acoustic modes rather than by the
longer period gravity modes.

3. ACOUSTIC GRAVITY WAVES IN THE IONOSPHERE

The main part of this paper will be concerned with an interpretation of the
acoustic gravity waves from nuclear explosions observed at ionospheric heights. Many
authors have reported about these waves, but we will be making special reference to
the observations of ionospheric disturbances by high frequency continuous wave Doppler
technique at Boulder, Colorado (Baker and Davies, 1968; Baker, 1968 and Baker and
Cotten, 1971). Ionospheric disturbances from the Russian nuclear tests in Novaya
Zemlya as well as U. S. tests in the Pacific, during 1961-62, have been reported. The
arrival time of each ionospheric disturbance agrees with the appropriate group velocity
for acoustic gravity waves ducted in the lower atmosphere. The authors of the paper
cited above interpret the Ionospheric disturbances as being caused by the energy of
the acoustic gravity waves ducted in the lower atmosphere leaking into ionospheric
levels. The authors have pointed out the similarities between the ground level pressure
oscillations and the ionospheric disturbance; but some difficulties remain. The most
prominant wave on the ground-level microbarograph record is, in general, a wave of
period of about 5 minutes and the record contains waves of period from about 5 min. to
about 0.5 mmn. The periods of waves observed in the ionospheric disturbances are in
the range of about 2 min. to 0.5 min. Although one may expect the longer period
waves, due to their higher wave length and thus less attenuation at higher elevations,
to be present at Ionospheric heights, these long-period waves are not prominent on
the Doppler-sonde records. Also, there is a significant difference in the observable
life-times of Ionospheric and ground-level disturbances; the ground-level pressure
disturbance lasting for a longer time than the ionospheric disturbance. Finally,
following large nuclear tests the microbarographs have detected the wave wnich travell-
ed directly from the explosion to the detector (the Al wave), the wave which travelled
to the detector, along the longer route, passing through the antipode of the source
(the A2 wave), the second passage of the direct wave after it has circled the globe
(A3 wave), etc. Put only the direct wave (Al) has been detected on the ionospheric
records. We wi]l try to answer these problems by studying the properties of the
various modes which constitute the acoustic-gravity waves.

A good example of acoustic gravity waves in the neutral atmosphere and the iono-
sphere produced by nuclear tests is given in Fig. 5 (From Baker, 1968). As pointed
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out by the author, the similarity between tile waves in the Ionospheric disturbance and
the wavqs on the microbarograph records in their group velocities and frequencies are
remarkable The shorter duration of the waves on the Doppler sonde record may be
noted. Also the present author believes that there are no waves on the Doppler sonde
record which correspond to the first rougfhly four long-period waves on each of the
microbarograph records. The long period waves seen on the ionospheric record prior
to about 2230 UT are, according to the present author, in the background, similar to
the waves seen on the record after about 2310 and that these waves are not connected
with the nuclear test. Fig. 6 shows another case where waves of period about 300 sec
are present on the microbarograph record but are absent on the Doppler sonde record.
Both records show waves of period less than about 100 sec. Thus, although the micro-
barograph recrd contains waves with periods from about 300 to 30 seconds, the doppler
record shows only waves with periods less than about 100 sec. According to the
terminology of !,alachandran (1968), the microbarograph records show waves corresponding
to gravity and acoustic modes for a multilayer atni.sphere whereas the record of the
ionospheric disturbance shows waves corresponding to the acoustic modes only. An
explanation as to why gravity modes are not seen on Doppler records will be given
later.

The similarity in the dispersion pattern of the microbarograph and the doppler
records is evident from Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) shows the running spectrum analysis of the
short-period part of the Poughkeepsie, N. Y. pressure record for the U. S. Nuclear
test of Oct. 30, 1962. The diagram shows the variation of the spectral characteristics
of the signal with time. It may be observed from the figure that the period of the
waves gradually increases from about 60 see. to about 90 uec. with time (this colrre-
sponds to inverse dispersion in group velocity) and then decreases from about 90 sec
to about 50 sec (this corresponds to normal diopersion in grout velocityj). Fig. 7 (b)
which is a running spectrum analysis for the record of ionospheric disturbance et
Boulder for the same test, shows similar dispersion pattern; inverse dispersion from
a period of about 60 sec to about 100 sec and normal dispersion from about 100 sec to
about 60 see.

So much for the similarities of the waves observed at ionc spheric and ground
levels. Tile absence of long--period waves on the records of iorospheric disturbance
is explained below. Pfeffer and Zarichny (1963) and Balachandran (!968) have shown
that the long period waves observed at the ground level are goerncrl by the qumsi-
horizontal parts of the theoretical dispersion curves for a multilayer atmosphere.
The energy desity for waves corresponding to these parts of the curves decreases
monotonically with height from the ground. ',ater, Garrett (1969), Bretherton (1969)
and Pierce, Posey and Illff (1971) have shows; chat for acoustic gravity waves of
period more than about 2 min. the properties ol the waves carn be explained by invoking
a modified form of Lamb's edge wave theory. T'ie energy density for these waves
decreases exponentially with helght from the flound and the particle motions are
horizontal. According to Bretherton (1969) t.)e ener-y for these waves is located
mainly in the lowest 32 Km. of the atmospherf . The heory is applicable when the
variation of sound speed and wind speed with height is small in comparison w.th the
sound speed at the ground and the wavelength of the waves is sufficiently large. The
theory is valid for waves with period greater than about 2 min. As the wavelength
becomes smaller, the effect of the variation of temperature and wind becomes more
sIgnificant and the Lamb-wave thLvory is not applicable for waves with period less than
about 2 min. Energy for these short-period waves is concentrated in the atmospheric
sound channels. Thus, according to both the normal mode theory and the Iamb wave
theory the energy distribution for waves of period more than about 2 min is such that
sufficient energy does not reach ionoqpheric levels to cause any disturbance there,
which explains the absence of these long-poriod waves on the Doppler-sonde records.
To illustrate the above reasoning a plot of the vertical variation of the amplitudes
of perturbation pressure, vertical velocity and kinetic energy density for acoustic
gravity waves (normal mode theory) of per!.od 282 sec. is shown In Fig. 8. The theory
and computational proced-ýre used to obtain these curves are explained bY Balachandran
(1968). Appropriate temperature and oind data was used to generate the dispersion
curves and the vertical profilps of wave parameters. The data used was appropriate
for the waves received at Poughkeepsie, N. Y. from the nuclear test in the Pacific
on October 30, 1962. The exponential decrease of kinetic enerFy density and pressure
with height is evident from the figure. (The plots are in arbitrary units normalized
with respect to the pressure at the ground). Althourh the amplitude of the vertical
velocity shows an increase above 100 Km. the amount of kinetic energy available is
riot sufficient to cause any disturbance at ionospheric heights.

In the case of acoustic gravity waves with period less than about 2 min., which
corresponds to the acoustic modes in the normal mode approach, the picture is quite
different. Fig. 8 also shows pressure, vertical velocity and kinetic energy density
profiles for waves with period 94 see and 65 sec respectively. The data used in the
computation was the same as that for the waves with the period of 282 sec. It may
be noticed that rather than decreasing exponentially with height, the enerfy- Is chan-
nelled in the sound channel below about 100 km in the atmosphere. This is clear from
the kinetic energy density profile in the figure. The ionospheric disturbance may be
explained as being produced by the small amount of energy leaking from the duct. The
profiles in Fig. 8 may not clearly show this picture because these profiles are plotted
for fully ducted modes (by utilizing a seml-infinilte layer, at the top of the atmos-pheric model, In which the energy density decreases exponentiallv with height.) of

acoustic gravity waves. But the ducting, process many he explained hy the diagram and
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if we imagine that the duct Is slightly imperfect, the picture of acoustic waves In the
ionosphere becomes clear.

The reason why only the waves which travel along the shortest path on the globe
are detected at i'..,ospheric levels may be explained as follows. The short-period
acoustic modes get attenuated when they travel alonF the lonpyr path (A2 wave, A3 wave
etc.) and only the long-period gravit.A modes have sufficient amplitudes to be detected
by the microbarograph at the ground level. Since the gravity modes do not produce
ionospheric digturbances, as we discussed earlier, i signal is detected at ionospheric
levels which correspond to A2 waves, A3 waves etc. which are detected at the ground
level.

To summarize, acoustic gravity waves with periods more than about 2 minutes
produced by nuclear explosions are not detected at ionospheric heights, because their
energy is confined tn lower levels of the atmosphere. Waves with period 13ss than
about 2 min. are detected at ionospheric l.eve) s. These waves travel a,- paaLtially
ducted waves in the neutral atmosphere with energy leaking to ionospheric levels to
cause disturbances there.

It may be pointed out, that in this paper we are considering only ionospheric and
neutral atmospheric waves which travel with a group velocity roughly equal to the
velocity of sound near the pround and not the higher group velocity waves reported by
Tolstoy and Herron (1970).
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MISE AU POINT O'LIN ?.U)W. RB'PiSILNTANI DLS SOUPCLS NUCLI-IRLS
GENLRATRICES DIOt4MS AnUSTI(1JLS U' DE GRAVITL

par

1B.L. Ntarphy et S.L. Kahalas

Los out,*uaa ftudient It rapport entre lea mouvements hydrodynamiques cr669 per une ex-
plosion a Afnible altitude at Ies perturbation* ionosph~riques qui en r~sultent. Ils considarent
l'ande do chac aacentautt at Is boule de feu qui s061ave comme constitueant toutes deux: des sour-
ces It'drodyunoiques. Ila ucutrent qua lVon peut distinguer diff~rentes pa~rties done le front de
cbmc *uivant Is, pertuarbation ioraoaph~rique qu'elles crgent. L~a partie du front de choc r6fl6ahie
par 1& fiveata d'altitui16 100 il 120 km produit des p~riodes de perturbation de l'ordre d'une minute
poor une explos ion d'wxe oagatonne. LaL p&rtie de P].onde de choc qui se propage au-desaua do 100-
120 km est responsable. par un processus non-lin~aire complexe, de p~riodes de pert~Arba~tion exc6-
doat 10 minutes. Losa utaews asoafrent que I* boule de feu a tine aptitude maximsle i engendrer des
codes acowatiquea at do gravit* loraqu'elle atteint son altitude de stabilisation et tend a un
6quilibs. hydrodynamique avec l'atfosph~re. 1A th~orie et lea experiences eff'ectu6es en laboratoire
monotrent quo I& boule de feui produit alors tan spectre d'ondes avec des sommets correspondant i des
pfriodes l6CLarment plus longues quo Ia p~riode gtm'biante de Brtint-V.'iali (- 5 minutes).



MODELING OF NUCLEAR SOURCES

OF ACOUSTIC-GRAVITY WAVES

Brian L. Murohy and Sheldon L. Kahalas
Mt. Auburn Research Associates, Inc.

Newton, Massachusetts. U.S.A.

SUMMARY

The relationship between hydrodynamic motions caused by a low altitude explosion and subsequent
ionospheric disturbances is reviewed. Both the upward going shock and the rising fireball are consider-
ed as hydrodynamic sources. It is shown that different portions of the shock front may be classified in
terms of the ionospheric disturbance they create. The portion of the shock front reflected from the 100-
120 km altitude level produces disturbance periods the order of a minute for a megaton detonation. The
portion of the shock front which propagates ,ibove the 100-120 km level is responsible, through a com-
plex nonlinear process, for disturbance periods in excess of 10 minutes. It is shown that the fireball
is most efficient in generating acoustic-gravity waves when it reaches its stabilization altitude and
approaches hydrodynamic equilibriumi with the atmosphere. Theory and laboratory experiment indicate that
the fireball then produces a wave spectrum peaked at periods slightly longer than the ambient Brunt-
VUisilý period ( 5 minutes).

1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that large yield nuclear explosions result in ionospheric disturbances which can be
observed by electromagnetic means at great distances from the explosion site. It is also widely recogniz-
ed that these disturbances are a result of acoustic-gravity waves whose propagation is supported by the
neutral fluid component of the ionosphere. A recent bibliography contains many references to observations
and theory relating to detonation produced disturbances (THOMAS, J. E., et al., 1971).

Much of the previous theoretical development deals with wave propagation rather than source
modeling. It is to the latter topic that this paper is devoted. In the subsequent discussion we outline
how the hydrodynamic motions near a nuclear detonation result in the generation of acoustic-gravity waves
and how the properties of these waves are determined by the explosion parameters. That is, how onset
time, amplitude, and period of the ionospheric disturbance are related to explosion yield and height of
burst.

Because we concentrate on source modeling, we will not discuss wave propagation except insofar
as it is necessary to do so to relate theoretical predictions to observations. Similarly, we do not
consider how the neutral fluid motions determine ionospheric electron densities and hence the ultimate
electromagnetic effect. This difficult problem has been treated by a number of authors (for example,
HOOKE, W. H., 1968).

Our treatment is limited to low altitude detonations where the initial energy deposition may be
assumed to be local and spherically symnetric. For this type of detonation both the shock and the fire-
ball can generate acoustic-gravity waves. The mechanisms which will be discussed are as follows:

a. The direct effects of the shock are manifest as ionospheric signals with periods
the order of a minute for a megaton detonation, the period being determined by
the positive phase duration of the shock when it reaches the ionospheric level.
The acoustic signal in this case undergoes multiple reflections between tne
ground and the base of the ionosphere. The ducting is imperfect at the upper
level and energy continuously leaks into the ionosphere.

b. In addition, the short period (order of a minute) hydrodynamic motions that
characterize the shock as it enters the ionosphere above the burst evolve into
long period (10 minutes and more) disturbances through a highly nonlinear pro-
cess occurring at the 100-120 km altitude level. This phenomenon, which has
been demonstrated by numerical calculations (GREENE, J. S., Jr. and W. A.
WHITAKER, 1968), involves a refraction and folding over of the shock due to the
rapid change in ambient temperature at this level. Long period wave propaga-
tion due to this mechanism commences at 10 minutes or more after the detonation.
This time, which is when the effective excitation appears to have begun accord--
ing to a distant observer, is the time required for the shock to reach the
ionospheric level and for the long period fluid motions to become established.

c. The fireball is most efficient in generating acoustic-gravity waves when it has
reached its terminal or stabilization altitude. It then approaches hydrodynamic
equilibrium with the atmosphere on a time scale comparable with the Brunt-Vaisala
period, the natural oscillation period of the atmosphere. This is also approxi-
mately the time required for the fireball to reach its terminal altitude and wave
generation to being. For, as will be shown, the fireball is not an efficient
emitter of waves during the early portions of its rise.

Acoustic-gravity wave generation during fireball terminal phase has been modeled
in the laboratory and these experimental studies will be described.
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As shown below, for megaton range detonations the energy available for wave
generation by the fireball is comparable to the energy available for long
period wave generation by the shock. However, the dominant frequency of the
waves generated by fireball stabilization is only slightly less than the
Brunt-Vaisalý frequency and waves of this frequency propagate at relatively
steep angles to the horizontal. For this reason the fireball mechanism may
only be capable of producing Ionosph)eric disturbances in the immediate vicin-
ity of the burst location.

These general remarks are discussed in more detail in the succeeding sections. We first dis-
cuss the shock and then the fireball mechanism. We then assess the importance of these mechanisms in
terms of the resulting ionospheric effects.

2. SHOCK WAVE GENERATION OF ACOUSTIC-GRAVITY WAVES

It is useful to first consider the propagation of the shock front as it is refracted by the
atmotphere. Different portions of the shock are refracted differently. This leads to a classification
of different portions of the shock front in terms of the types of ionospheric disturbance that they create.

At some distance from the burst point the shock becomes weak, that is, the relative overpressure
AP/P becomes much less than unity. AP is the overpressure and P is the ambient oressure. For
example, for a megaton detonation AP/P = .1 at about 9 km kLEHTO, D. L. and R. A. Larson, 1969). When the
shock becomes weak the effects of atmospheric stratification and aiis become important.

An example of ray tracing calculations for a realistic (but windless) atmosphere is shown in
Figure I (BARRY, G., 1963) for a source located at the ground. The figure does not include any non-
acoustic propagation effects such as those arising near the source where the sho~k is strong. The initial
ray angles in Figure 1 start at zero degrees to the horizontal and increase in 5 increments. The ultimate
behavior of different portions of the shock front is determined by the initial angle of propagation relative
to the horizontal as indicated in Figure 1. As this angle is increased the different types of disturbance
are:

a. Acoustic disturbances reflected back toward the earth before reaching the
ionosphere. In Figure I this corresponds to initial angles of less than
200. This type of signal may undergo repeated reflections between the
ground and some higher level, in Figure I the 40 km region of the strato-
sphere, where suitable temperature and wind conditions exist. When this
portion of the shock front becomes weak it may be repeatedly split by
winds resulting in a mutipulse type or infrasonic signal (MEECHAM, W. C.,
1968).

b. The direct shock which reaches the 100-120 km level of the ionosphere
before being reflected at the region of very sharp temperature increase.
This signal, which corresponds to the interval from 200 to perhaps 350
in Figure 1, can be ducted between the base of the ionosphere and the
ground as shcwn. As discussed below, leakage from the upper portion of
the duct to the ionosphere is probably responsible for acoustic-wave
disturbances observed in the ionosphere (BAKER, 0. M. and K. Davies, 1968).

c. A portion of the shock front which propagates into the thermosphere beyond
the 100-120 km level. This corresponds to angles of more than about 350 in
Figure 1. Numerical calculations of the nonlinear hydrodynamics done by
Greene and Whitaker (1968), which are discussed below, show that this por-
tion of the shock loses much of its energy in the creation of a horizontally
propagating disturbance behind the front.

This disturbance is believed to be responsible for the very long period
ionospheric perturbations cbserved at grcat distances following large yield
explosions.

Our concern in the following is with the portion of the shock front which reaches the 100-120 km
altitude level. Throughout, only the primary shock wave is considered and secondary shocks due to reflec-
tion from the fireball or the ground are neglected.

We first determine the properties of the upward going shock at the 100-120 km altitude level.
We then discuss the relationship of these shock properties to the properties of short period ionospheric
disturbances. Finally we discuss the nonlinear process at the 100-120 km level which results in the gen-
eration of long period ionospheric disturbances.

2.1 The Upward Going Shock

In this section we will calculate the relative overpressure and the positive phase duration of
the shock at the base of the ionosphere as functions of yield and height of burst. These results are sub-
sequently used to relate ionospheric disturbance properties to explosion parameters. To determine the pro-
perties of the upward going shock a simplified scaling law known as modified Sachs scaling is used (LUTZKY,
M. and D. L. Lehto, 1968) together with weak shock theory (REED, S. G., Jr., 1959).

According to modified Sachs scaling the relative overpressure, in an inhomogeneous atmosphere, at
a distance r from an explosion where the ambient pressure is P(r), is just the same as if the explosion had
occurred in a homogeneous atmosphere with ambient pressure P(r). That is:
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where Y is the explosion yield and f is the function which gives tne relative overpressure in a homogeneous
atmosphere. An example of the application of modified Sachs scaling is shomn in Figure 2 where we compare
the predictions of this scaling with the results of SAP and SHELL calculations for relative overpressure
versus distance. SAP is a one dimensional Laqrangian hydrodynamic code and SHLLL is a two dimensional
Ftulerian hydrodynamic code. These calculations are for shock propagation at 450 from the horizontal due to
a 4 MT isothermal sphere at 5 km altitude (GREENE, J. S., Jr., personal communication, '1971). The modified
Sachs scaling curve has been ccnstructed using the 1962 Standard atmosphere for the ambient pressuee P(r)
and the homogeneous atmosphere, real air, calculations of Lehto and Larson (1969) for the function f
occurring in Eq. (1). Notice that the SHELL calculation consistently gives somewhat higher relative over-
pressures below 100 km altitude than does SAP. This is because it includes the effects of fireball rise
which SAP does not. The rising fireball, particularly for large yields, prevents the shock from relieving
backwards. At very small angles from the horizontal the differences between SHELL and SAP are negligible.
Both SHELL and SAP show a drop in relative overpressure commencing at about 100 kim altitude. The reason
for this and its relation to acoustic-gravity wave generation at the ionospher~c level will be discussed
shortly. First we continue the discussion of modified Sachs scaling and the upward shock propagation.

It is not entirely clear why modified Sachs scaling works as well as it does. However, in this
example, as well as in others not shown here, modified Sachs scaling is definitely more accurate than scal-
ing of distance with respect to ambient pressure at the detonation altitude. Because modified Sachs scaling
is expected to become more inaccurate with increasing distance, we use it only to obtain starting values
near the burst point for the application of weak shock theory. In using weak shock theory to obtain scaling
laws for the shock properties on entering the ionospheric level we make two simplifying assumptions: First,
that the atmosphere can be approximated as exponential. Second, that in spite of refractive effects, each
portion of the shock front propagates independently with its own effective radius of curvature. These
assumptions are justified by the fact that we treat shock propagation in the atmosphere below 120 km altitude
where the scale height is approximately constant and by the fact that we only consider the portion of the
shock front which is not seriously refracted (i.e. reflected) before reaching the altitude in question.

For reasons which appear below we begin using weak shock theory at a distance ro where t.P/P =
1%PQ/Po first equals 0.2. Assuming that the atmosphere near the burst may be approximated as exponential
this value of the function f occurring in Eq. (1) corresponds to (LEHTO, D. L. and R. A. Larson, 1969):

"-ro/3H [yQI3  kin, (2)
roe = .53

where Y is the yield in kilotons, and P is the ambient pressure at the burst point in atmospheres. H is
the effective scale height in kilometerA for the (upward) direction being considered.

At distances r > ro we use the weak shock equations derived by Reed (1959). These are:

Ap APor to t.A-= APo 0 t+ (3)

0 r t+

[ PO r rr P (4)t

where t is the positive phase duration of the shock, y is the ratio of specific heats, and c is the speed
of souns. Nonlinear (weak shock) effects are contained in Eq. (3) within the factor t°/t+. This factor
as given by Eq. (4) includes both the effects of dissipation at the shock front and positive phase length-
ening due to the supersonic front velocity.

The dependence of t. on values of ro may be eliminated by takiny the logarithmic derivatives of
Eqs. (3) and (4) and combining to obtain:

t+ -- l )n ' R -- (5)[1 4 7- 7F-9n P + r Z- rl pn•
IP

For an exponential atmosphere this becomes:

fll AP
t + = crF (6)

where

n-H r " ýn AP- (7)

The value ol n is obtained from Eq. (1):
3 Ar (Pb /3 f,n(r) r .n b - -- r rr , (8)
r-5 r Yl ~~ji) T_ -~ h
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where f' is the derivative of f with respect to its argument and nh is the value of n for a homogeneous
atmosphere (H -. -). lhe quantity nh is plotted vs. relative overpressure in Fig. 3. Note that, consis-
tent with Figure 2, the r'inimum value of ,P/P corresponding to n = 0 occurs at r 3H. that is at an
altitude 3 scale heights above the burst point.

Combining Eqs. (6) - (8) we obtain:

41 APt+= -A" r (9)

(I + nh) _F (1 + nh)

At r =r, APo/Po - .2, and according to Figure 3, nh = - . Thus we obtain from Eq. (9):

to J() ro (10)t+ =yC 0

which permits Eqs. (3) and (4) to be written as:

t+ = (.) r0  I + ro/2 H [Ei i)
i .y c r . 1 + 2 E i 2- 1

Sro  e-(r 0-r)/2H
AP r (12)

where r0 is given by Eq. (2) and where the exponential integral Ei is defined as"

Ei(x) e - dt. (13)
-ro/2H

At the base of the ionosphere (considering only low altitude detoraticns) the term e

E(i dominates in the radicals occurring in Eqs. (11) and (12) arid furthermore may be cpproximated as

2H
r r -r exPL ~.|-- : -ro/3H

Making this approximation and using Eq. (2) to eliminate factors of r0 e we obtain from
Eqs. (11) and (12):

- , __1/3 r0 /12H r/4H
t+ .075 Yc 1P (14)

AP 075 Y - er/12 e r/4(15)

r 0 /12H b b ~
The factor e may be neglected since r cannot be larger than 3H, the reason being that

AP/P - .2 must occur before thE minimum at r = 3H if it is to occur at all. (According to Eq. (2),
AP/P does not become as small as .2 for sea ?evel yields in excess of 60 MT.) We set r/H - (7-zh)/Hs, where

-Zb/Hs
z is the shock aititude, zb is the burst altitude (e = Pbl, and Hs is the scale height in the vertical
direction. Then taking H = 7 km, y = 1.4, and c = .31 km/sec as representative values below 120 km alti-
tude we obtain the final form of our expressions for the shock positive phase duration and relative over-
pressure:

t+ 1 1/3 Pb eZ/ 2 8  (16)

-1/12 -Vr7 T70AP y1/3 / " b ez/28 (17)V5- I 02 Pb r

For 4MT at 5 km and for shock propagation at 450 from the horizontal Eq. (17) predicts AP/P = 1.2
at 100 km altitude. The SAP and SHELL results shown in Figure 1 both give about AP/P = 1.6 at this alti-
tude. That the agreement is only approximate is not surprising in view of the several assumptions made and
in particular due to the fact that the weak shock theory employed becomes inaccurate when AP/P ' 1. For
smaller yields or propagation closer, to the horizontal the theoretical results should be more accurate.

The properties of the shock when it reaches the ionosphecic level are given by Eqs. (16) and (17).

These properties, which will be used in the subsequent discussion, are as follows:

L 13i 0
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a. The relative overpressure and positive phase duration are both proportional
to cube root of yield.

b. Both relative overpressure and positive phase auration are insensitive to
height of burst at least For low altitude detonations. Taking z to be 100 km

-zb/tt

and recalling that Pb =e where H is taken to be 7 km we find that the

Y•spective hlight of burst dependences are: t+ [ + zb/5 and AP/P%

P + zb/145, ,where zb is in kilometers. 1 J

c. For a given altitude the positive phase duration is independent of range and
the relative overpressure decreases linearly with range.

d. A negaton detonation at sea level has a positive phase duration of about 39
seconds at 100 km.

2.2 Direct Effects of the Shock

We believe the direct effects of the shock to be the source of the may observations of iono-
spheric disturbances following nuclear tests with periods between 30 seconds and 10 minutes, periods of
about a minute being predominant (BAKER, D. M., 1968). These disturbances were observed by a doppler
technique between altitudes of 150 and 200 km and appeared to propagate at speeds of about 300 meters/sec.
Typically the explosions involved were the order of a megaton.

An example is shown in Figure 4 of the uisturbance observed following the United Statest megaton
range detonation Housatonic on 30 October 1962 (GLASSTONE, S., 1964, pg. 677e). BAKER (1968) points out
that a feature occurs on 4 MHz, which is reflected from 180 km, about 17 seconds earlier than a 5 MHz, which
is reflected from 190 km. He finds therefore that the disturbaLce was propagating upward with a speed
approximately equal to the local sound speed. On this basis ana because of the known acoustic ducting
properties of the atmosphere he hypothesizes that the acoustic signal has the bulk of its energy confined
in a duct below 110-120 km altitude and that it is leakage from this duct that is responsible for the
ionospheric disturbance.

The point we wish to ,hake is that the observed periods of these ionospheric disturbances are
approximately the same as the periods which the shock from a megaton range explosion would contain on reach-
ing the ionospheric level. We say approximately because among other things it is not clear whether the
periods contained in the shock are the order of ?t+ or some slightly larger value. In terms of Figure 1
this means that the portion of the shock which initially propagates at angles of from about 200 to 350 is
responsible for these short period ionospheric disturbances.

Ionospheric disturbances with periods greater than 10 minutes, which we now discuss, are related
in a complex manner to the portions of the shock which initially propagate at steeper angles to the hori-
zontal.

2.2 Long Period Acoustic-Gravity Wave Generation by the Upward Going Shock

As previously noted, Figure 2 snows a dramatic drop in relative overpressure commencing at about
the 100 km altitude level. The reason for this can be seen by examining the SHELL outputs for the detailed
flow, one of which is shown in Figure 5. This Figure is a contour plot of relative pressure as a function
of altitude and horizontal distance at a time of 600 seconds. The spherically expanding and upward moving
shock wave is refracted at the 100-120 km altitude level where the ambient temperature begins to increase
radically. Of course, the vertically propagating shock front is unrefracted. The rcsult is the genera-
tion of a horizontally propagating disturbance in the flow behind the shock front. This disturbance drains
energy from the shock which continues outward and upward.

The essential feature of the Greene-Whitaker calculation is that the effective source of the
long pe,'iod gravity wave disturbance is located at an altitude of 100-120 km above the burst. The effec-
tive source commences 10 minutes or more after a sea level detonation, this being the time required for
the shock wave to reach the ionospheric level and for the rotating flow of Figure 3 to become established.
This delay time correction to the travel time has been observed following several low altitude explosions
(HERRON, T. J., 1971).

The velocity vector plots, which are not shown, indicate that the dominant motion in the dis-
,urbance depicted in Figure 5 is a rotating or vortex flow and on this basis we proceed to estimate the
disturbance kinetic energy. The geometry assumed for this vortex flow is indicated in Figure 6.

The kinetic energy of the motion is:

Es P v2 dV, (18)

whe.re the volume element for the region containing the vortical flow, is:

SdV = 2 , R (2•r' dr') (19)

For the assued flow we may define a constant vorticity within the rotatinq region:

, V x V l 2Y r-L -•- (20)
in terms of which Eq. (18) becomes

ES z 8 2 R R ( 1,(r') r 83 dr', (21)

: - ' ' = . ... . .. .. . .. ... .
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and approximating p(r ) by pa. the ambient density, this results in:

Es - 2 2 2 r24 R pa (22)

We estimate R - 150 km and r - 30 km based on Figure 5. This latter value is approximately
the gradient scale of the temperature change responsible for the shock refraction and development of the
vortical motion, i.e. T/VT - r. We estimate the maximum flow velocity v(r) as being approximately equal
to thS sound speed at 130 kri, that is about .64 km/sec. Then for an ambient denisty of 7.6 x 10-" kg/
meter we obtain E = 5 KT, that is about .1% of the total 4 MT yield.

For smaller yields than our 4 MT example, the yield scaling of kinetic energy is ½ pv V. where
p is the density, v the fluid velocity, and V the volume over which the rotational motion takes place.
For a weak shock we expect only the fluid velocity to be a function of the detonation parameters. Since
this velocity is proportional to the relative overpressure find from Eq. (17) that the energy in the
horizontally propagating disturbance is proportional to Ye/a. Thus with a proportionality constant deter-
mined by the 4MT example we may write:

Es/Y 2 x 102 Y- (23)

We will compare this estimate with the energy available in the rising fireball for wave generation, which
is derived below.

3. FIREBALL GENERATION OF ACOUSTIC-GRAVITY WAVES

The fireball is a buoyant rising fluid elemeot and as such deforms into a torus or vortex ring
configuration. The flow is illustrated in Figure 7. During the initial rise period, that is, well before
the stabilization time the flow around this vortex ring can be treated as the flow around an equivalent
solid object. Warren (1960) has calculated the wave emission and wave drag on a sphere moving vertically
in a stratified incompressible fluid. His theory predicts that gravity wave emission is negligible when

>1 (24)

where Q = v/2a, v is the 5phere velocity, and a the sphere radius. The Brunt-Vaisala frequency N, is the
high frequency cutoFf for gravity wave propagation. The onset of wave emission at o/N 1 1 has been exper-
imentaily verified (MOWBRAY, D. E. and B. S. H. Rarity, 1967).

A buoyant sphere rises at a velocity (SCORER, R. D., 1950)

v . (g 6 a)& (25)

where g is the acceleration of gravity and o - is the buoyancy defined as the difference in density
between fireball and its surroundings divided by the ambient density.

Warren's criterion for significant gravity wave emission therefore gives:
2

a > g B '"BV) - 5.6 B km, (26)

for a Brunt-Vaisala period TBV of 5 minutes. Because of the very high fireball temperatures involved at
early times we may approximate a by unity. Then Eq. (26) states that a fireball radius of 5.6 km is
required for the onset of appreciable gravity wave emission. According to the data in Glasstone (1964,
p 10) this would require a yield in excess of 30 MT. We conclude that for sea level detonations only very
large yields could result in gravity wave emission during the initial period of the rise.

When the fireball reaches its stabilization altitude and proceeds toward hydrodynamic equilib-
rium with its surroundings, conditions more favorable for gravity wave emission do occur. However, before
considering the details of how this wave emission arises we conclude our discussion of the initial rise
period by computing the fraction of the total yield which is contained in the kinetic energy of the ris-
ing fireball for a sea level detonation. We wish to compare this energy with our previous estimate for
the energy available in the shock for long period gravity wave generation. The fireball kinetic energy is:

Ef = ½ Mv ½ M g 1 a (27)

where we have used Eq. (25) for v. The mass occurring in Eq. (27) is not the mass of the fireball itself
but rather that of the considerably larger mass of ambient air which moves with the fireball, the so called
virtual mass (DARWIN, 1953). This mass is equal to half the mass of ambient air which would occupy the
fireball volume. Accordingly we write:

E 5 apg (28)

According to Glasstone (1964, pp. 74-75) the terminal fireball radius is about 750 feet for a 20 KT detona-
tion. The temperature at the time (I sec) this radius is achieved is about 10 times ambient, and hence

•ssu in gressure equilibrium b = .9. Assuming cube root scaling with yield we may then write, a = 8.45
x iO Y'/ cm, where r is in kilotons. Eq. (28) then gives the fraction of the yield which is avail3ble as
kinetic energy of fireball rise:

E-f = 1.5 x 10-4 l/3  (29)

Comparing this with Eq. (23) we find that for a yield of about 1.6 MT, Ef z Es. Thus for yields in excess

of this value we expect the energy available in the rising fireball for long period gravity wave genera-
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tion to be greater than the similar energy available in the upward going shock.

We now turn to a description of how this fireball rise energy becomes available for the genera-

tion of long period gravity waves.

3.1 Oscillating Vortex Model of Fireball Stabilization

In this section, the relation between a fireball in the terminal phase of its motion and the
fluid oscillations that result as it stops rising are considered. An approximate expression for the
frequency of the resulting motion is derived in terms of the final motions of the fireball and the atmo-
spheric parameters. Our analysis of gravity wave generation by a rising fireball differs from the work
of Tolstoy and Lau (1g71) in that it is based on the theory of buoyant vortex ring,.

We consider a ring vortex where the core radius Ro is much smaller than the major radius R as
shown in Figure 8. The substance, a spheroidal mass of air surrounding the ring, moves with the ring. The
difference between the mass contained in the ring and in the substance, and an equal volume of the atmosphere
Is: zf f~z2(r)

AM - 2 f (p, - p0) dz rdr, (30)

0 zl(r)

where p'(rz) is the mass density inside the vortex, p (z) is the ambient density, and z 2 (r), zl(r) define
the boundaries of the substance.

On a contour such as 1, which contains but does not intersect the core, the circulation K is
given by:

K- R- (31)

where the dot indicates a time derivative. The quantity C depends logarithmically on the distribution of
vorticity within the ring. We assume that the motion is similar and that therefore C is a constant.

The circulation alonq contours such as 1 and 2 changes during the rise according to the
Bjerkness Eq;

S=- p(32)

where p is the pressure, taken to be ambient under the assumption that equilibrium has been obtained.

On a contour such as 2 which does not contain the core, K = 0 at all times and hence K = 0 at
all times. On any.contour such as 1, which contains but does not intersect the core, K must Le the same.
Hence at any tlime K must be tie same for all such contours.

Eq, (32) can be rewritten:

Lo . d 2(r) + z2(r) dn z (r) P

Po f dD +P - dp -r -P "(33)
"(r) Z=(r) 0 z (

since 0 0. Using the hydrostatic equilibrium equation d- - - gPo Eq. (33) fihally becomes:
PO z2(r) O"p

P= g f z 2 (dz 
(34)

zl(r)

which is nonzero and independent of r for r - R - Ro and is zero for r _> R ÷ R . Since the model is
intended to apply to the later stages of fireball rise when the buoyancy has b~come small we replace o'
1r. the donominrtor of Eq. (34) by oo. We further assume that the fireball is small enough that the inte-
gration in Eq. (34) takes place over much less than an atmospheric scale height arid that the factor l/p 0
may be taken outside the integral. Then using Eq. (34) we may rewrite Eq. (30) as:

AM , L r rd R2o
_M -o rdr ... p0 (35)

0

Conservation of mass gives:

dV dt(6dV
aftP"V): o= [- '(6

where V is the volume over which the integration in Eq. (30) is done and p" ;s the average density within
this volume. The term dVa/dt represents the volume clange due to adiabatic expansion as the vortex moves
upwards:

dVa 1 0
a t- y (37)

Thus Eq. (36) becomes:

d V dAM L - 1- d 0  (38)
" 0 ) 1t- "

.1ý33



combining this result with Eq. (35) for AM we obtain

9- n R R - 1 ._ _. d ( 39)
dt 0  TR" Y Po dt

making use of the fact that

t ap0 z and i - C K this becomes:

K + 2d n pR' + .2 N2 K = 0 (40)
wher N2 -(2-- l •--apO

where N' 2 _q_ -a is the ambient Brunt-V~isali frequency and 2 =CV is a constant of order
Y p 0 Z TTT

unity as discussed below. Eq. (40) is most conveniently solved in terms of an auxilliary function Q:

K= -Q----- (41)

where

2 r 2  
= 0(42)

and where R) represents v( R) .

Assuming that the bracketed term in Eq. (42) is slowly varying we obtain the WKB solution:

~ ~ [ (2 2  d
exp i dt

Q % -_____ 0_ _ -- (43)
SR 1

a 2 N 2 "V 0 " %-..o(

Ij N IIP

Using Eqs. (31) and (41) this gives the solution for i:

-expl i dt%R
Z 2 (44)

Before discussing the physical significance of this equation it is useful to consider the-_ CV i ' r e a l

quantity a = in more detail. The volume V is approximately equal R 2AZ. AZ is the vertical distance over
TTR
3

which the z integration in Eq. (30) is done. Alternatively AZ may be interpreted as the effective distance
beneath the ring from which fluid is drawn up to the ring Observations of laboratory r'leases of buoyant
fluid with a spheroidal substanre suggest the value A7 . 3R (TURNER, J. S., 1960). The quantity C is
about .13 for a spherical vortex (LAMB, 1932). This gives cý - .62. In general we expect u to be constant
so long as C is, and to have a value somewhat less than unity.

Equation (44) applies from the time the fireball has formed a vortex ring and has entrained
sufficient air that the interior density f)' is approximately equal to the ambient value )o. Thus we are
not able to describe the early stages .if the rise. However, the more time consuming later stages of the
rise will occur on a time scale the order of ri/,N, that is on tho order of the Brunt-Vaisala period. For
nuclear clouds which do not spread rapidly when approaching their stabilization altituoe, vertical oscilla-
tions will occur at a frequency c,11. According to Eq. (44), clouds which spread rapidly will updergo Psil-
lations at a lower frequency than a, •nd the amplitude of the oscillations will subside as I/R' as the
cloud spreads. If the cloud radius spreads sufficiently rapidly (such as exponentially on a time scale
shorter than 'BV ) there will be no oscillatory motion and the approach to equilibrum will be overdamped.

In any case, for megaton range dcetonations where the nuclear cloud penetrates into the vrry
stable strato~phere, a rapid growth in cloud radius ensues (GLASSTONE 1964, pp. 35-37). This would tend to
reduce the amplitude of gravity 'v,,ves due to vertical oscillations of the cloud. In general, for givEn
atmospheric conditions there tna, he an optimum yield-height of burst combination for gravity wave genera-
tion by the stabilized fireball but it is currently unknown.

• J 13,4
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To gain further insight into the wave pattern generated by this type of buoyant oscillation,
laboratory experiments have been performed at Mt. Auburn, as described below.

3.2 Laboratory Observations of Gravity Wave Generation by Buoyantly Rising Masses.

A photograph of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 9. The expFrlments were perform-
ed in a plexiglas tank 5' x 3 x 3Y' deep. A linearly stratified density fluid (sit and water) was
established in the tank by carefully introducing fluid layers of successively derreasii;• density. This
stratification very closely approximates an "xponential medium over the dimenslo'is of the experimental
region. The density gradient was checked by carefully weighing a 300 cc teflon rod suspended at varying
depths in the fluid, and after some days it was found that the initial density discontinuities had smooth-
ed out to fcrm a linear density gradient. Using ethyl alcohol as the buoyant, miscible fluid, a number
of buoyant releases were made from a release mechanism on the base surface of the tank. Visualization of
the wave motions in the fluid was achieved using small neutrally buoyant polystyrene beads which acted as
excellent scattering centers for a well collimated light beam. Thus a cross-section through the fluid
motions was observed.

A lb mmn cine camera was used to record the internal wave motions and schematic drawing based on
a sample frame is shown in Figure 10. For this release the buoyant fluid was dyed to be readily observable.
The formation of a vortex rino structure and vertical oscillations and rapid spreading of the initially I
buoyant fluid as it reached its equilibrium level were clearly observed.

Tyoically the time required for the top of the released fluid to reach its maximum altitude was
atout 8 seconds, somewhat shorter than the Brunt-Viisili period in the tank (9.8 seconds).

The wave pattern, which was more complex than anticipated, in conveniently divided into the four
regions shown in Figure 10: (1) Directly above and below the source region small amplitude oscillations
of the beads wgre.,observed. The period of these oscillations as nearly as could be determined was equal
to the Brunt-Vaisala period. (2) The amplitude and the period of the oscillations increased with increas-
ing angle from the vertical. The amplitude reached a maximum at an angle of about 600 where the period w&s
about 12 seconds. (3) The amplitude then decreased slightly with increasing angle. This region existed
over a relatively small angle and it was difficult to observe changes in the period within this region.
(4) Finally, at very small angles to the horizontal planes of stratification, motion of the beads was
observed which was not periodic, rather the beads were displaced away from the source region and did not
return. This motion is clearly related to the horizontal spreading of the initially buoyant 1liid as it
equilibrates.

The propagation theory for acoustic-gravity waves predicts that waves of period T whose vertical
wavelength it less than a scale height should propagate at an angle e from the vertical (HINES, C.O., 1960),
witere.

Tv = ces 0l (45)

This propagation law does appear to be obeyed in the experiment since T - TBV at 0 = 0, r and 2 2

TBV at o = r/3. 2w/ 3 . In theory there shoull be no propagating solution exactly at o = 0, r where T TBV.
How'ver, because of the limited spatial extent of the experimental region we are unable to clearly dis-
tingulsh oropagating from nonpropagating disturbances.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the laboratory observations is the confirmation of the
theoretical prediction that much of the buoyant rise energy is utilized to generate waves in the period
range 1 - 2 7BV. Our expectation is that an analogous process of wave generation would occur For a
stabilizing nuclear cloud. However, while we are able to estimate the period of the largest amplitude
portion of the disturbance we have not estimated what fraction of the available energy goes into very long
periods, that is Periods many times the Brunt-Vaisala period. These long period waves would propagate at
shallow anqles to the horizontal and it may be that atmospheric refraction would prevent their reaching
ionospheric levels. In this connection it is interesting to note that ionospheric disturbances of about 3
minutes period, which are associated with severe weather, are not normally observed nore than 250 km hori-
zontally from the apparent source location (GEORGES, T. M., 1968). Whether the absence of longer periods
at greater horizontal distances is a result of properties of the source or of atmospheric Filtering and
refraction is not known.

4. CONCLUSION

In the preceding sections we have attempted to relate the different kinds of disturbance seen in
the ionosphere to the hydrodynamic motions accompanying a low altitude nuclear explosion. The short period
ionospheric disturbances seem to be caused by the portion of the shuck front which is reflected from the
100-120 km altitude level. This identification is made because the periods contained within the shock when
it reaches this altitude level are the order of the observed ionospheric periods, that is, about a minute.
W- expect the ionospheric periods to scale with explosion parameters in the same way as does the shock
pcsitivw phase duration at the 100-120 km altitude level. The ionospheric periods should therefore be
proportional to the cube root of yield and essentially independent of height of burst.

The origii, of ionosphoric disturbances wiLh periods exceeding 10 minutes is a more complex
problem since both the upwdrd going shock and the rising fireball are possible hydrodynamic sources. For
yieids in excess of about a mpgaton the energy available in firebal"- rise for the production of long period
disturbances exceeds that available in the upward going shock.

The mechanism described by Greene and Whitaker (1968) for the generation of long period ionospheric
waves ifivoives a ref,'action of the upward going sh3ck at the 100-120 km altitude level. This results in a

" |x T , tI " . . .......... ... .••
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transfer of energy from the shock to a horizontally propagatinq disturbance which Is left behind. The
Greene-Whitaker mechanism Is generally operative since conditions for this shock refraction are a permanent
feature of the atmosphere.

The fireball is most efficient in the generation of long period acousti.-gravlty wavws wher, it
has reached its terminal altitude and is approaching hydrodynamic equilibrium with the atmosphere. It
may then undergo vertical oscillations with a period somewhat larger than the Brunt-Vais'la period. The
efficiency of wave generation by this mnechanism is very sensitive to ambient conditions at the tropopause
as well as to burst parameters. In particular nuc'ler clouds which undergo ripid spreading upon stabiliza-
tion appear to be inefficient wave generators. In theory, and this is supported by laboratory experiments,
the terminal phases of fireball rise, when the mechanism is efficient, produce a wave spectrum with
amplitudes peaked at one to two times the Brunt-Viisi!i period. Thesa periods propagate at relatively
steep angles to the horizontal and would primarily affect the ionosphere near the burst. Whether significant
wave amplitudes could be produced at much longer periods is presently unknown as Is the question of whether
these long periods, which propagate at sha1low angles to the '!.irizontal, would be prevented by atmospheric
refraction from reaching ionospheric levels.
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THE THEORY OF ATMOSPIIERIC ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION

by

Ch. Berthet and Y.Rocard

Abstract

Infrasonic waves generated by large explosions on the ground can be observed to propagate
up to ranges of thousands of kilemeteru.

If an explosion is strong enough to generate gravity waves, that is exceeds a threshold of
about one megaton, waves with periods near one minute travel around the earth according to a well
known mechanism.

Waves of shorter period, in the ra"Se 5 to 4; secondu, are observed to propagate more effi-
ciently than might be expected according to elementary theories of acoustic rays bending by tempe-
rature gradients and winds. However, we demonstrated a few years ago that the introduction of non
linearity in the propagation of such waves resulted in the bending of acoustic rays back to the
ground and that it explained most of the experimental facts.

But we &aso observed exceptional cases of propagation to ranges of 7 000 - 8 000 hilometers
and even up to 14, 000 kilometers, in fairly narrow azimuthal sectors, generally in a bearing 90
East of the explosion. The periods are in the range 30 to 60 seconds and the waves do not exhibit
the characteristics dispersion of gravi.ty waves,

In order explain such observation., we propose the following mechanism, Waves propagating
upwards away from the explosion in directionA a few degrees off the vertical are bent b"k towards
the ground at altitudes of 85 to 95 kilometers, accordi.ng to the yield of the explosion, In th3
course of the process the various ray paths intersect along a ring centered on the vertical of the
explosion and located at these altitudes, which we shall call the "Noise Ring" (Couroune de Bruit)-
In his Ph.D. Thesis (Paris 1969). Ch. BERTHET showed that these ray paths, besides intersecting to
produce a phenomenon of geometric focusing correspond to -aves arriving roughly in phase at the
noise ring which is then equivalent to a circular focus line.

The concentrating of energy at the ring produces very pronounced non linear effects and it
can be shown that the ring behaves as a secondary acoustic source radiating out sonic waves in di-
rections different from these of the rays which produced it.

Since in the range of altitudes 85 to 95 kilometers a horizontal propagation channel exists
produced by the increase in temperature at higher altitudes (above 110 kilometers) and at lower al-
titudes (near 50 kilometers) plus an important contribution of the distribution of tidal winds, the
waves radiated by the noise ring in that duct can propagate to considerable ranges.

Such an explanation is in conformity with exrperimental observations namely that the speed of
sound waves along such paths is slightly leps than the speed of sound at lw altitudes, We find that
it is roughly equal to the speed of sound at 0 0 c plus 20-25 m/s easily accounted for by non linea-
rity in the propagation.

The purpose of the paper is to provide a comprehensive view of the phenomenon, supported by
a calcualtion which, although elementary, demonstratee the radiating properties of the noise ring
in directions others that those of the rays which formed it.

MM1, 3



THEORIE DE LA PROPAGATION ACOIISTIQUE ATHOSPHERIQUE

Dr Ch. IBERTYHeT Prof. Y. ROCARD*

1. Eaquations de d~part

On consid~re que l'atmosphere est un milieu stratifi4 hoi-.

zontalement ot on n4~glige la courbure terrestre. Lee propri6-

t~s de cette atmosphi~re sont donc ind~pendantes de x, abscisse,

et ve d4pendent quo de lialtitude z.

On consid~re en outro que i'air est um Caz parfait.

Scit une perturbation d'anipliltude infiniment petite se propa-

geant dans ce milieu avec une certaine vitesse U(z), variable

uni~quemenit avev l'altitiide z. Si on appeile a l'angle d'iui

ray-on avec 11horizontale, en l'absence de vent, la propagation

suivra la loi de Descartes, soit

u( Z)
I- constazite

Cos a

1. angle a 4tant 4galem~ent fonction de z, et les rayons auront

une courbure donni~e par la formule classique

cos a z U J

u(Z) ~z R

*Directeur dut Laboratolre de Physique
de l'cl Norniale Sup6rieure
24, rue Lhomond, Paris, 5

x Mime adresse.
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2. Intarvbntion du vent -*Formuies do propagation normale

On considbro encore que 10 vent eat h stratification uniquenient

horizontale. Le milieu n'Atant plus inotrope, 105 rayons no

sont pas normaux aux surfaces d~ne L'angle do ces derni6-

roe avec 1'horizontale ent Kr/2 - a. Soit 9 l'angle des

rayons avec 11oionae

Nous appollerons u Ia Ionguour do rayon, t 1e temps do pro-

pagation d'un front d'onde 10 long d'un rayon et P la ponte

dui rayon par rapport 4 11horizontale. E~n particulior, et dans

10 cas d'une atmosph~ro avec vent,

P = tg& = -z tg a
dx

Ua vitossc do propagation do la perturbation rt~sultera dtrnc

de la composition vectoriellto des vitessos U(z), id~jh d~±'inie,

ot V(z), vitosso du vent. Cotto derni~re vitesse eat suppoB~e

toujour~3 borizontale.

La. loi do Dlescartes deviont, exprimant que les doux rayons so

r~fractent en 01 ot 0

V(Z) + K() (1)
coo a

Koeat une constante.

D'autro part la vitoass du pcint M sur le rayon eat donndo

par los doux formules suivantes, expritnant sea composant'35

horizontale et verticales
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Fi~ure classique de la r~fractior avec vent.

Composition vectorielle des vitesses.
Le rayon M2OI •e x~fracte suivaNt 0 1 M.

cIet c 2  sont les vltesses du sons vI et v 2  les

vitesses de vent.

Lea rayons ne sont pas normaux aux[ surfaces d'onde,

2,VI

2
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dX
v(z) + U(z). cos a(2)

dt

dz U(z). ain a (3)
dt

Eliminant a entre ces trois dquations, il vient

dx u(Z) v(K 0 - v)

dz [(K.- v)2 _U2] 1/2 U, [(K_ v)2_U2J 1/2 (4

On suppose qulh ltint4rieur d'une trariche dtatmosph~re dl~pais-

sour A z Ie vent est constant (v(z;~l constants vo) et la

vitesse U(z) vanie suivant Ia loi

U2 (z) =q (z _ z,) + U 2 (z0 )(5

Q tant une constante, variable., de tranche en tra'-~he,

On tire alors do 1'4quation (4) trois 4quations diff~rentiel-

1les simples donnant la distance x. la longueur s et lo- temps

t en fonction do la variable z. La constanite ett l'alti-

tude inI'~nieure de la traiicho clans laqlueile oni effectue les

calcula * On pose enfiii, pour Aul.ger les calcuis,

G = K 0 v.



On a donc

VoGo + U
2

dx U [G2_________ dz(6

FU2G2 + 2U2Gov. + GI-2v21
ds U2 (G2 U2) I

dt - U [ .uj dz(8

La pento du rayon est 4videmnient donn~e par (6), d'autre part

G 0 est tine corastante de la tranche, variable de tranche en

00

On trouve airisi, avec v 0 , so et t 0connie constantes dlint4-

gration, lea 6quationa suivantes pour la distance horizontale,

ia longueur de 1lavon et le temps do pr-opagation, compt~s &~

partir du bas de la tranche dans laquelle or. fait l'int~gra-

tion,



=~ ~ + -2J _ (G _--Are sin -_ (321
Q ~2 G2

t to -- -- Arc sin 0 (io)

G

2 G4

a no2 (G2 2i

Q0

3.Calcul de In vitesse U

On sait quo touta onde qui monte tend vqrs une ondo do choc.

D'autre part, on a pu constater des arriv~es de signaux en

forme typiquo. d'ondes de choc.

Los formmies normales de la propagation des ondes de choc per-

mettent de ddtorminer la valour do U

U + 1 0+ C2 +
4

ohu not la vitesse do Isa tranche d'air.

D'autro part, on sait Agalement quo la vitesse u eat donn~a

par

v,(z) = 1(o) exjp (z/2fl)

ohz eat 1'altttude at H la hauteur r~diokt,, ~H C2 /,g) .

ai
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4. D~termtriation d~f'nintive do la viteatie X

It. rnETHE, #.Ab8 19431, a proponA pouz, l'4valuation do In vitesee

doa lair ou aol, dane tine atniosphibre bomogt~ne Z,. la proesl~on

atmomph~riqUe,

0.02 1/3
ui (km/a) W -

ola set la diatanve (en kilomk~tres) parcourue par 1'onde

et W Is puissance da 1'explosion qui donne naissance it cette

onde, en kilotonnei, 4qui~valontoa do trinitrotolui~no (T.N.T.).

(1 k~1otoiino = 1012 calois

11 en rt~aulte, en tenant compte de 1'ef±'et d'amp.lific'ation on

1'onction do i.'altitude, qu14 tine altitude z on a

u1(km/s) ý .02 W' 1/exp(+z/2H)

Cette derni~re formule, combtn~e h~ la formulo dormant lava-

leur do U in fox--tion do ui et de c, conduit hm i.'xprea-

sion compl~ito do lia vit-oso do propagation,

U(km/a) = '.012 1 +, fjcz/21)4 2.~ 0 exp(4z/H

cotte derniZ~re forin"-.e so iriimpliii'tnt ot conduisant Lt la forrmile

suivante, en prenhi~re approximation

0.012
u(-) (km/n) =C(Z) + - W/ exp(iz/2H)



5.Prj~t ioni t r~o lointai~nopar L,~d~ feital t itude,

Le mode g~4xigral do propagation oxposti prdc~deatmennt 'pout Abtro

consid~r4 comine rolativorient otablIe 'ot bion ddterminA. Les dim-

tancos majcimaloe attoinoan pal.. ion andea acoustiquen pour, des

pitissauaces do tir inf rieures h cellost quI enjoondrent des ortdeso

dto gravitA 9sont do 1' ordre do 1.500 hi 2500 km onv iron riiivant

i.os cas, apr~s un' certain nombxro do r~ifloxions aucceosi~vos our

le sol ou our la surface des oc*iýans. L'n effot, .10 coefficient

de r44Iflexion (rapport de l'aniplitu-1e t~f~ldchie hi I'aniplit~ude

incidento)' eat plus 6iov&i on moyeinoe dans to deuxit-mo cas quo

dans le promier. Ort peut concovoir qu'uno chatne mopt~agneuse

perturhe coristd~rahlemqnt uno rifloixion au sol pous- des ondes

dont~ lea p(Criodigs seraient comprises entro 20 et 30 secojides

at les longuours d'ondo entre 6 at 9 kilombtron.

Los tetnpp de propagation pour ces distances correspondent a

dos v~ites~eB apparo nton (-3n rnoyennp 210. m/s) t~r~i inf~r~ieuros

aux valours babituellos de l~a vitesso du Ben ao Bol. Cec est

6vident, ct'aiiioeurs, Si: on solnge au traljet conksid~rablenmen1. 31-

1ongo par los arches succossivos quo doivent percourir loa o~ii-

dos. infrasonoros.

Or, an tvie certaine occasion, noun avonsi pu constator quo des

ondos infrasonorfi do 20' 30 JOodoridos do p~riode pouvoiont so

propagor & des d~istanceni bien plus grandes, telles que 7000 61

8000 km. Eu 4gard ii loitr p~riodo, cps ondes n'auraiont sti 4tre

doe ondos do gravit4. Elles pr~sentaiont, sanis le moindro du)u-

te, los caract~risti~ques des ondes acouatiquos e4tudi~es dans

ce travail..

L' oxamen des temps do propagation do cos sig-naux, do, I lordro

do 7 heures, fait appcirattro une vitesso moyonno apparonto de

propagation d'environ 290 m/s, donc proche do la. vi tesse dui son



dlanst urto atmosph*ro normate Is li tornpdraturo do 210 dogrbi

tKelvin environ, soil; encore 61 degrAn Coldixas.

CLotte vi tovsso royotuio, ot pour uno1 propagation couvrant 7'10 kam,

set nettoinent sup4riouro it cello quo lVon pourvait Jpr~voik on

oxtrapolanT ;~os cdiagranmnes do propagation. Ext offot, on trou-

vomait des temps do propagation d'onvi ron 12 ht 14 heures pour

cotto distanxce ot raxrtant, des vitosses apparontos moyennuos

(io 140O It 10 rn/s.

Il oat done claim quo lo nu~canismo oxpoad pr4c6dommont no COTI-

viont pas, dirOCtornont, Potu uxpliguer cc typo do propagation.

Le m&,anisme 4vontuo1 d'uno tolls propagation - ttr,ýs longue

di.stance - par 1e moyon des c'ndos do gravit4 no conviont pas

non plus pour, douix raisons: d'une part, nous l'awonn d~jbt in.-

diqu6, les p~riodos des ondes cansid~r4os ici sont do l'ordro

do 30 a et mains, alors quo cellos does oxides do gravitd attol-

gnont plutfit 1 minute ot nxgmo 2 ou 3 inn. I) autre p91't, les vi tos-

ses do propagation lea pilus faibles does oxides do gravit4 d4pas-

sent not tomoit 300 rn/s pour atteindro 31 5 rn/s pour dos pxeriodes

do 3 minutes. Noun allons voir quo con caract~ristiquos, at

eurtout cello, pour Ia vitosse, d'8tro plut8t do 290 ni/n, con-

firmont l'hypothbnso quo noun alluni~ avancer quant au rn4canis-

mec physique do co typo particulior do propagation.

Rotot'r sur in propagation normalo procho

L'S4tudo approfondie don propagations non-linr~airos normales

oxpos~on plus haut conduit It uno conetatation inttironaanto.

-pour urie propagrtion lin~airo, done avoc unfo puissance W

nulle, beaucoup do rayons attoignent l'altitude do 200 kmn ot

no roviennont pas, los autres ns reviornxxnt au sol qulaprbs

s'Atro re~fl6chin anseo haut.

lull
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-- pour rine pro laat~ioU~i~on-.lindrr6ii.re iiormalo, PExro'mple avoc

W - 10 kilotomnno, oni constnto qu'un fairi&ceau assez largo do

rayonN, W angles do a ito compris eritre 75 dogr~s et 35 degr~s

environ, so refocal.A~sp mrix a] ontours do 90 kitlorntrom d'Iati.-

Cet to foc&.1ioatiori pourra t. n' ~tre qu'apI;.Iironto ot g6om~trti-

tque, ot r~sulter do I& olmirple auptrpozition (400 diff~vozuts

vayons. Or', li calcui def. tompo) d'arriv~e ctu front, d'ondo r';A

point de iconvergopco do coB rayouis roni~vv qu i]. n'or (ant rien.

Lv0., ondos arrlvent oin AAmo lCompg, 4r cot iondr'o t . Or,, a done btvon

Ih u authenti.que pho~noi~n~3o da I'ocalisaeiror on altitude,. Pnr

a~l.liurs, leas urfaces d' ondo convrgen.rr crra D-) poin't de focat-

litationi pout, o 'y conforidre el ios-mgmeHo n un foyer , coci. 6tant

bient en tordU kine vue hi deo.x d imenior~sn diip~lin~l dani tin

Plazk Vert.ical

En 1.' c.bsence do vant, il e i ste une ayn:Atrie do rtivou tion

autour do Vnxe vmrticaj. ot en r~rtlitt5 oco trajoctolref3 rio

reconrpent mui ni focale en armreau vorm 35 40 kmn de kditaxn-

co horizontalt, rayon do InA focopl, at A 140 100 )'21l dlalti-

tilde.

Comme inous sornosnen ~cor'e deals Ia zone de propagation proche,

le vent, ýi mooiris oll~tro part icu'irereerrt violo,'t, ne d~forsne

quo pou les trajectoires et urt pout considr~rer quo la focalo

en am,.oau, plas ou mroins blent circulairo, .xlset toujoutrs,

Il faut remarquer que ooevnle Ia,_pop ationnonr-linr4ai.re dionne

lieu AL c iphwýnom-ne d rofocaiLj-atin erraltitude,.



En offet, dons le can d'une propagationi 1tl*Sai.Ini oil iitmloe)1ahtN

calm., quelqu~an rayenna so l'econppiht biei en al~titude vo rn 12~5 kni

d'altitude ot h plus do 150 kmi (10 distance, traina on rilobmei ye

pas & cot endrolt do v~ritable ph44nombne do focaliaation. ],am

temps dlarriv4o au point d'Anteraection K~omt~triqtip dona rayons

sont diff~rents.

La aecondo rernarque imparteante eat que lea altitudes do con

difflrentes couronnes, focaloa lea aitueiit hx l'int~rionr du

Miide ci'ondo aconatique dea 90 kilomt~tron. Ent effet, lo, torn-

p6rature de l'air eat mininal~e hL cotte altitude (elin eat de

180 degr~s Kelvin environ). SA on adniet quo eatte couronno fo-

coal se comporte conmme une couronne do bruit sorvw-it de source

Beconderir3 et pont ainsi ongendror dos trajectoiron, monores,

ceilos-ci pourront donc eN.plio~ter co canal do propagation et

so propager fort loin grfice an guide d'ondn aCOUStique.

None voyana donc 14 un moyen d'expliqnor Is cam, cit4 plus

hant, do Propagation h tr,ýs iongne port443, Par ailinurs, com-~

me noua3 allona Is conatator, lea vitesses de propagation con--

cordent.

Mais comment la focrAle, on ia. couronno do bruit, pout -eile

rayonner A Ilext~rionr do i'angio dos rayons extrArnon du pin-

cean de rayons qni in forment ?



*Ai.~jyat t~ Liorign, di ravonnmemnt var lai couronno

Po~ur ci.mrnntrei' quo Ia courolnne do bruit raoynno offactivement

o joh- ~ra dui di~dra form.A par lea rayarim oxti~mos, J.1 eant

ni~centiaire (to faire appol, oncore uno fois, h dos tormem do

noxi-lia*SaritqA. Noun allons moritror coci dims un cas particulier

2in~1o, qui merait facile g~ndralisor.

I.'4iquatiuuk ;Adibatilque

PVY Constanto (

SA'crit nussi

si on admet par exoniple uno intersection des

rayonms sonoron suivant Ox et Oz.

Dans un domaine ohi lea ondes peuvent 8tra considttr~es comne

mirnumoldales, on aura

= A sin W 1 (t - .L)

et = D3 sin W 2 (t - -f--) J
Reportant ces exprcssions dan" la foriiiule (2), 1.1 vient 4vi-

demnment

[1+ a .zcoo u.11 (t - L + 0A2 ..- co3 "Ai 2 (t -- )

C C CJ
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L'If u(1tiVO I 1 MonL (tu d(i~llom ili tour, oil trI'l)Ve'ru'a doM Loro

comnie

''/ I to 2  Com j LL. " -----.-- ~ + Ot

pour I.asquels on 0volt Ill pOssIib± litf 4Itl une miso Onl poiamo (hris

des directions d14terminc~om par

C' .) + W& z -cozistanto.

Ces directions molit pr~cialimont distinctes des axes Ox tit Oz

do propagations incidentes et sorit celles d 'un rayotmement ox-

t~rieur, ott tout aul moin- d'lune excitation infrasoniquo

Oz

Rayonneniont
R, ext45rieur

Rayonneome

au voisinage do Ia couronne de bruil., dans des directions ex-

t~rieures au di~dre de rayozrmement normal.

Ceitte excitation en prossion avec mise en phase dans los di~rec-

tion3 indiquies eat le moyen pour la "couronno do bruit' de ra-

yannor do nouveiles on(ýes qui so propagent comme .1indique Is.

figure clest cette possibiiit4 qu'il slagissait dl6tablir.



7. Caklcul de lo, 1)ropjagation gui An

Lon calcuils soint conduits nuivaiit Io mco lf intiair.j (Puissance

W nullo).

Onl petit bion ontondu cai~culor Iois tempts do propagatJI oil dos

inf'rations h~ I I int~rifuiw dul guide et lon vitessea apparek1 ton

corronptmndfuntes. Ellen sont i('i toutes h pail pr(ýi iclortiques,

Ia propagation .Atunt 1ir~iairo, on t rouvo qu'h l'iritq6rtotir

m~rno du guide d'ondc, can vitnases sont do 1'ordre do 270 rn/s

hi 310 rn/s. Coci correspond hieit, du resto, aux valours do In

vitosse normale du son hcon altitudes.

Globalemont, bion ontondu, les vitesset, apparentes sont dif-

f~rontos, puisqulil faut tonir compte dui temps mis par lea

infrasons pour allor do la source au aol AL In cnuronne focale:

Co temps d~pond 4videmment do la puissanre do l'explosion.

En feit, sur de tr~s grandoci distances, cette diff~rence dans

le temps do propagation devient n~gligeablo devant le temps

total. de propagation. En particulier, pur une distance do

7400 kmn, on retrouvo bien ur. temps do propagation de 7 8

houros environ, en accord avoc cortaitIes cosatin x-

Comment, cependant, les rayons arrivont-ils a sortir du guide

et a retourner au sol ?

11 nous faut ici bion noua souvenir quo les rayons filiforrnes

quo nous avons trac~s W'ont pas do rt~ali~t4 physique. Soules

les surfaces d'onde existent. Lee rayons sont bien entondu on

moyen commode do figurer Ie phitnornbne physique do Ia. propaga-

tion hL condition do bion vouloir consid4rer qu'ils s''~largis-

sent, par le principe d'Huygens, au fur et hi mesure qu'lls so

JIL7



propagent. A uine distance D do la nource sonore ot pour uno

longuour d'onde A~, la, demi largour du rayon, deVOrIu Un fainceau,

eat r. donna par Vrr 2 _AD/2. Or. pour un-3 longuour d'onde do

6 hi 8 kin, on voit quo cette demi largour attoint de 10 hi 11 km

& 100 km do distance.

L'd6paisseur maximum du guide don 90 km 4tant do 25 km environ,

il eat clair quo 1n guidage sera loin d'Atre parfait. Il en r4-

aulto que do I'dnorgio infrasonore va fuir vera 1e baa, et vera

1. ban seuleinet, lo gradient poaitif tr~s 41av4 de tenipdratu-

re qui limite oupdriaurement 1s &uide empAchant ].ea rayons do

9'dchapper yors Ie haut. Cotta fuite va mo produire AL pau pr~s

tout au long du parcoura, h partir de distances da 1'ordra de,

diaons, 200 & 1000 kilom~ptraa.

En offaL, tout rayon fr8lant 1'altitude does 50 Ion a dos chances

d'Atre dAtourn4, et cc-tci. 3afla eapoir do retour, par le gradient

inverase do temp~rature oxLa~ant (,ntrc- 20 et 50 km.

Un pi~geaga dd 4 la seuie courbure terrostre est impossible.

Lea rayonm sulivront le guide, un pou h la mani~re do la 1umi6-

re dans lea fontaines lumineusos, lea ordrea do grandeur du

rayon do courbure terrastre (6400 kin) d'une part ainal qua du

guide at des longueura d~ofldo d'autre part n'ayant aucun r~ap-

port.

Un facteur eat d~torminant, par contre, dans une propagation

do ce type: 1e vent & l'int4rieur du puide. Supposons en effet

qu'il existo un vent A 1'int~riour du pruide, d:)nt le profil

pr4sente on minimum ou un maximum. 11 eat 4vident q-uo dans le

premier cas co profil do vent va contribuor & accentuer le

guidaga, tout en raientieaant un pau la vitesse g~ngrale de

propagation. Dan~a Is deuxi~me cas, i'invorse va go produire,

et Ie vent diininuera 1'officacit4 du guide.



En otftot, en projection horizontalo, ]a vitessno dix vent slaJoute

alg4briquement h Ia vitoass de propagation acoustiqueoen atmos-

ph~iro calnie, at un gradiont positif de viteass die vent ost #4qui-

* ~valent hi un gradient positif de temp~raturo. Les gradients do

vitesse de vent so composont donc avoc Ion gradients do trnjp4-

* rature pcur intervonir sur la propagation.

Ainsi on aura in guide "polaris4', bon conducteur du son dens

ui sons5, mauvais conductour danas .cautro sons.

Notons qxu'il W'est pas impossible, 6L priori, de trou'ver un pro-

f il favorable (donc h minimum), mais acc.41rant Ia propagation

g4n~rale. 11 suff it que ce minimumi soit relatif.

Si on se reporte aux calculs do propagation, On VOIL bien quo

pour un m~ine profil dea venit, At un insta~nt doimn4, La propagation

dans un sons "'voit" des vitossos do vent d'un certain signe

alors quo Ia propagation on sons inverse los "'voit" avec un

signe oppos4. Dana les doux cas, par ccmtre, les gradients do

temp4rature sont !os mAmes.

Si on admet quo 1e profil do vent slinvorse p~riodiquement on

raison do la rnar~o atmosph~rique, (on constate qike 1e guide sera

ouvert Ii la propagation des infrasons alternativement dans uni

sons (par example ost-ouost) at dans l'autre sons (ouest-est).

Ainsi pout-on expliquer uric propagation trýis lointaine du son,

effectivement observt~o h tr~s grande distarvce dana des direc-

tions 4troites en azimut, et a des heures favorablos :d'une

part le guide n~cessaire se forme, i' autre part la "couronne

do bruit" fournit la source ii haute altitude capable di'y rayon-.

noer. Le r~sultat d'ensemiblo est une propagation a tine vitesse

finalonient tr~s voisine do la vitesse du son.

15r-9
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DesCoseraTtion PAR tfreXPLSIONt Dotri NuDe leAaIANFv~ d A prOSP iR( e fets IE LAMB 1

diatance et au nivesaa du aol, ouar des andes acoustiquao at do gravit6i engendr6ea par wie explo-
sion, moat souvent dominha par 1e mode tranckaunt atmosphdriquo do Lamb pour le prmiier cycle ota
lea dour premieru cycies. Au cours dui prhoont exposS, lea auteurs examadnont particuli~rementý
i'excitatioa do ce mode par tine onde do souffle provoqufia par une explosion importanta dana 1Vat-
mosphare. WS a pta observer quo Ia force do i'oxcitation d~pond dans tine large mesure do is queue
do l'ondo do souffle. Toutofois, on ne posahdo peas dinforsiationa sour la forme exacte do cette
quotas d'onde de souffle ; par cons6quont, toute repr~aentation ana~lytique oat obligatairemont
assaz arbitraira.

Un diveloppaomnt thforiquo moxitre quo, pour le mode do Lamb piw, i.1 axiste iaai relation
analytique simple mitre i'&aergio do la source, d'une part, et, d'autro part, i'aanpiitude at is
piriode initialos du type d'oxide do preasion curegistrhoe done ie chamop Eloignd. Cette relation eat
ccuparka avoc certaines dcnnhea empiriques, at samble bier, concorder avec lea estimations d'gner-
gie basths siur des observations aiasdques,



EXPLOSIVE EXCITATION OF LAMB'S ATMOSPHERIC EDGE MODE
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ABSTRACT

It has been previously demonstrated that far-field ground-level pressure observations
of explosively generated acoustic-gravity waves are often dominated by the Lainb atmospheric
edge mode for the first cycle or two. u, this paper, particular attention is given to
the excitation of this mode by a blast wave froo. a large atmospheric explosioi . It is
found that the strength of the excitation is strongly d'cppndent upon the tail of the
blast wave. However, information on the precise form of the biasL wave tail is unavail-
able, so that any analytical representation must be somewhat arbitrary.

A theoretical developatent shows that for the pure Lamb mode, a simple analytical
relation exists between the energy of the source and the initial amplitude and period of
the far-field pressure waveform. This relation is compared with some empirical data and
appears to be in fair agreement with yield estimates based on seismic observations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lamb [1910] found an acoustic wave propagation mode through an isothermal atmos-
phere above a flat, rigid grcund and in the presence of gravity which contains no
vertical particle motion. This mode propagates nondisper!ýively at the speed of sound c,
and has a pressure profile which decays exponentially witi altitude z.

p(*,z,t) = f(ct - i t egz/c 2  
(1.1)

Here, A is the horizontal position vector, t is time, g is the acceleration of gravity,
and 1. is the unit. vector in the direction of propagation. Bretherton [1969] found the
long save speed, CL, for the counterpart of Lamb's mode in a temperature-stratified
atmosphere, and Garrett [1969a,b] determined the dispersion relation for this mode,
which he called the Lamb atmospheric edge mode, in a temperature-and-wind-stratified
atmosphere. Garrett's dispersion relation may be simply expressed as

= CE k - Dk 3  
(1.2)

where w is froquency, cf is the equivalent long wave speed in the direction of propagation,
D is the dispersion coefficient and k is the wave number. For realistic temperature and
wind velocity profiles, cE is approximately cL plus an average wind speed in the Iirection
of propagation. Since the edge mode is nondispersive in an isothernal atmosphere with
constant wind, it is no surprise that D increases with the rms deviations of the profiles
of sound speed and wind speed. Since the Lamb mode eiLergy decays exponentially with
altitude, the appropriate weighting function for calculating profile averages decays
similarly.

Pierce and Posey (1972] investigated the Lamb mode further, comparing its
di-persion curve and waveform synthesis for a particular case with the corresponding
curves and synthesis resulting from the multi-mode theory as detailed earlier by the
same authors [Pierce and Posey,1970]. It was demonstrated that the earliest cyclo or
two of observed acoustic-gravity waveforms thousands of kilometers from explosive sourc 7
are sometimes dominated by the Lamb edge mode.

In this paper, the problem of mathematically modeling Pnucleic-explosion blrst
wave ia examined, and some theoretical edge mode waveform characteristi s are noted and
compared with observations.

2. BLAST WAVES FROM NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

The basic nonlinear hydrodynamic model of a nuclear explosion (Taylor,1950;
Brodu,1955,1968] consists of an initially isothei-mal sphere of very small radius in
an unbounded isothermal atmosphere w~th n"qligible gravity. The initial sphere has
ambient density and fluid velr:ity, vut is assumed to have very high temperature and
pressure. Tne total initial potential energy (the specific heat of air is assumed
independent of temperature) inside the sphere is assumed a fixed rraction of the total
enpray Y released by the explosion. It would appear frorm comments in sections 1.22,
2.119 and 7.25 of Effects of Nuclear Weapons (ENW) [Glasstone,19621 that Y/2 is a good
approximation of tFisi--lfT energy for bursts below 100,000 ft (- 30 km) and a fair
approximation at altitudes up to 350,000 (- ]00 kin), although no quantitative description
of this fraction is given. In any event, the results of this paper will not be invali-
dated by such a variation, provided energy yield is always interpreted as twice the
hydrodynamic energy of the explosion.
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The pressuwe waveform in this idealized basic nonlinear model corresponds to
hy-rodynamic scaling; i.e., at distance R,

p -p U F(R/cTyrt/T1Y) (2.1)

where F is a universal function of two dir'.ensionless quantities and where Ty is a charac-
tcristic time, which may be defined as any constant times (Y/p )1 //c For convenience
Ty is defined such that, when p 0 and c correspond to the standard reference pressure
(Pref- 1 atn) and sound speed (cref = 331 m/sec) ard when Y is I KT (4.2 10190 ergs),
then Ty is equal to the tit-ae duiration tref of the blast wave at a distance Rref (taken
here as 1 mile) from :i i KT explcsion. As explained later in this section, tref is
chosen to be 0.33 se-7. Thus,

T = /3o):/ C ) /3 .ref KT ref

where

Y = Y/(4.2 x 101 9 ergr) (2.3)

Since, in the homogeneous atmospher-, currently being considered, the amplitude of
F may be expected to fall off nearly inversely with R (spherical spreading in linear
acoustics), Eq. (2.1) may be rewritten in the form

SPo cTY Rref F 1 t - R/c R (2.4)
P 4Aref Pref Cteftref R Ty cy

where at large distances R, F1 sho-ilc be a relatively slowly varying function of its
second argument. Here (Ap)ref is the shock overpressure at the reference distance Rref
from a 1 KT air burst in the standerd atmosphere.

Brode's [19551 results indicate that Ap falls off roughly as R-1 at distances
greatei: than 3,° where, X = (Y/2p ) '". For the reference burst described above,
Ao ref = 276 m, Rref = 5o.4 ýo ref, tr.,f = 0.33 sec, and lAp)ref = 34 mbar. The solid
line in Fig. 1 is the approximate form of ji)t - ts)/tref,AO] inferred from Brode's
paper. Here Ao is [Rret.!(Creftref)] The negative phase duration is constant at about
1.22 Ao/co (1.01 sec for the reference case). Since (WPlref is only about 3% of Po, the
th.,_ry of weak shocks (Whitham,1956] shoild apply at Rref, which implies that the duration
of the rositive phase T+ will increase with distance in the following manner.

T = t i + Y + 1 R r e f (/W )r e f In 1/___

+ rf 2y P rettef refcreftref Rref

= 0.33 [1 + 0.047 ln(R/Rref)1 2  (2.5)

Thus, the shock will propagate an additional 140 kmn before T+ is increased by as little
as 10%. (T+ = 2 tref at a range of exp,63.9)- Rref.) Brode gives little information on
the character of the pressure history after the negative phase.

In. ENW, the following analytical approximation (shown in Fig. 1 by the dashed
line) is given for the form of the pressure history in the blast wave.

PGA/p = (1 - t/Tf)e- t/T 4 - U(t/l'+) (2.6)

Here t is measured from the onset of the shock. This agrees reasonably well in the
positive phase with Brode's result, bu' there are major discrepancies il the negative
phase. The ENW curve, often referred to as the Glasstone pulse, reaches a milnimum of
only p/Ap = -0.13 and has a negative phase of infinite duration. On the other hand,
Brode's pulse has a minimunr of -0.44 and goes to zero at t/T+ = 3.5. These differences
are of little consequence when estimating damage due to the blast wave, which was the

original intent of the Glasstone pulse approximation, but they might be of considerable
importance in determining the excitatiorn of low freguency acoustic-gravity waves. Never-
theless, the Glasstone pulse has been used [Harkrider,1964; Pierce, Posey and Iliff,
1971) in the determinatio;) of the excitation -f infrasonic modes by nuclear explosions.

rhe Glasstone pulse may be modified to give a pressure history which more closely
resembles Brode's curve.

PG,/Ap (I - t/T U(t/T+ (3 -/T )U (t/T - llet/T (247)

This in shown by the dash-dot curve in Fig. 1. Notice that this approxil'ation has i
minimum .kalue of p/Ap = -0.29, crc~ses the axis at t/T 4 = 4, reaches a max inum of 0.03
at 5.3 and then approaches zero asymptotically. [For bX3th Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7), the
total pressure impulse, *p (it, is zero.]

Th" relativV(excitation of low frequencies by the expi:essionis Eq. (2.6) and
Eq. (2.7) mijht be .wtermined by comparinq- te low frequency limiis ot their Ftiurier
transforms (over time). If the transform f (,) of a function f(t) is defined by

Jk,3
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Mf() - (2ir)' f(t)eiWt dt

tGen/Ap --i'/[2r(iw - l/T+)•1 (2.8a)

and

•G / p • -iW 2e iw (2.8b)

S- lI/T 2  
+ T+(iw --l/T +

For w << 1,

ýG0 ;-•G[1 - 2e-']

S0.26 PG (2.9)

Thus, the approximation Eq. (2.7), which shows better agreement with the calculated blast.
wave, appears to excite the frequencies of interest at only 1/4 the level of the Glasstone
pulse given by Eq. (2.6). However, since the low frequency content of the pulse is
governed by its tail, and since it is not known whether either of the analytic approxi-
mations is representative of the true pulse after the negative phase, the Glasstone pulse
is used in the remainder of this paper to reipresent the blast wave because of its simpli-
city. An ancillary reason for this choice is that, as noted earlier in this section, the
Glasstone pulse has been used previously in the synthes-s of acoustic-gravity waveforms.
Thus, the blast wave pressure is taken to be given by Eq. (2.4) with Fl(ttrefAo)
approximated by [pG(t/T+)/Ap] as given in Eq. (2.6). That is,

F1 (,Ao) = (1 - •)e- (2.10)

3. FAR-FIELD PRESSURE WAVEFORMS

The theory of excitation of the Lamb mode by an explosively generated blast wave
has been detailed by the present authors [Pierce and Posey,1972]. For the purposes of
the present paper, the far-field pressure waveform may be expressed by

p(ý,t) = G((3o,,CL(X,y) ,L(x,y)) (t,s,0) (3.1)

Here f denotes the observation point and • the source location. The function G is an
amplitude factor which contains effects of the horizontal refraction of rays, of differeinces
in ambient conditions and ground levels at the source and receiver, and of source
strength (through the factor yl/ 2 ). The refraction of rays occurs whenever the gradient
of cF~xy) normal to the ray path is not identically zero. The general form of G is not
repeated here for the sake of brevity. The Lamb mode long wave speed cE is determined by
the temperature and wind velocity profiles, which vary with the horizontal coordinates
x,y. The function i depends upon the source strength and the average cF and dispersion
coefficient D along the ray path from source to receiver as well as upon time t, approxi-
mate distance alona the ray s and ray parameter 0. Specifically,

( ,) - Ai t + T T lJ (3.2)

where I
""a = r (1/cE) ds (3.3a)

0

TD = [3 f (D/CE4 )ds] 1/3 (3.3b)

and Ai is the Airy function, defired by

Ai(x) = cos(v0/3 + xv)dv (3.4)

The unlve'sal source function M(:i) is qi-Jen by

M(G) - (l-2w)e-' eYdy U(1,0 (3.5)

I~: 4
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and may be ýnterpr~twl as the qharacterlstic time depend,'nce for the Lamb mode pressure
in the intermediate field (before disperoion has had an appreciable accumulative effect)
A plot of M(p) ip g'iven in r'ig. 2 r Hlere, U(W) is the HleaVisidd steo function.

Since M does not vary from case to aese, the shape and amplitude of ý are deter-
mined solely by the ratio Ty/TD, with a change in ra resulting only in a tine shift. Thevariation of , with Ty/1D is illustrated in Fi 9 . 3. One of the present autl|ors [Posey,

1.971'1 has synthesized Lamb mode iaveforms for a nUmber of realistic atmospheres, source
strengths, and rangep. It has been :noted that Ty/TD has normally been in t.te range 0.1
to 0.3. The largest value of this ratio calculate to date is 0.4, corresponding to an
observation 1666 km from a 60 MT exnlosiin. The ratio may be shown to be rouqhlv
proportional to (Y/R) 1/.

4. DETERMINATION OF EXPLOSION ENERGY FROM PRESSURE WAVEFORMS

Since the waveform dependence on Y has been clearly defirned, and since only a
limited range of TY/TD appears to be of practical interest, the inverse problem of deter-
mining Y from the sghape and magnitude of observed wavoforms would seem to be tenabler.

A numerical study'of 0 silows that al/(Ty/TD)I 2 is 0.95, 0.90, 0.85 and 0.77 for
(TY/TD) equal to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4, respectively. Here a1 is the absolute variation
variation of ý from its first peak ýo its first trough. 'The followinq approximation is
adopted.

aI/(T yitD) 0.9 (4.1)

The ratios of the periods (and other calculations not shown here) to TD in the'
in the first few cycles would appear from Fig. 3 to be relatively insensitive to the
value of Ty/TD. One finds

T - 4.0 1D (4.2a)
1,2

T23 2.6 T (4.2b)
,21 D

where the period T1 2 is first peak to second peak and the period T2 3 is second peak to
third peak. Eqs. (4.2a,b) inplJy that TI, 2 /T 2 ,3 is approximately constant at 1.5 for the
Lamb mode, but observationr of explosively generated acoustic-gravity waves exhibit
significant variations in this ratio, due perhaps to interference of other modes with
the Lamb mode. As noted in sec. I.. it is the earliest portion of the observed waveforms
which is apt to be dominated by the'Lamb mode. Thus, TD is approximated here by T 1 2 /4,
which assumes that the edge mode is dominant at least until the second peak.

The dependence of 6 on atmospheric parameters along the ray path can be eliminated
by ignoring horizontal refraction, and its dependence on conditions at the receiver can,
be eliminated by taking the cbserver to be at sea leve?. and by assuming that the ratio
CL(xo,yo)/cL(x,y) is approximately 1.0 and that I0LI at each of these two locations is a
mall. fraction of cL. Heie, (x6,Vo) are the' horizontal coordinates of the source and

(x,y) of the receiver. The vector L is the weighted average of the wind velocity pro-
file, Hence, G is appro:.imated by

G = Y/[Ty3/2 • 1 sinI/ 2(R/re)po]i/Y(0o)c 3/2- H (4.3)

where B1 is a dimensioned cofistant equal tp 1.440 atm ( 1-¥)/¥km-3/'2 bar-'K', R is the
great circle distance from source to observer, re is the radius of the earth, p0 is the
ambient pressure, y is the ratio of specific heats (=1.4), and c is the local speed of
sound. I

Eqs. (3.1), ý4,1), (4.2a) and (4.3) may be combined to obtain the approximate
relation

Y = B2sin'/2 (R/re)pol-0/(0o) [u()o)T1, 2 ] /pFPT (4.4)

The numerical value of the constant B2 is about 0.199 atm (-Y)jYkm-3/2 bar- 1 KT with re
taken as 6374 km. The dependence on ambient pressure at the source is'fairly 'ejeak
within the tropcsphere since at 10 km (the approximate altitude of the tropopause) in a
typical atmosphere,,pol-1/Y = 0.7 atmI'-I/y. The s~eed of sound at the source can also
vary, but generally stays within 15% of 310 m sec up to an altitude of at least 60 km.

Taking po(ýo) to be 1 atm. and replacing c(ýo) by 310 m sec-', one finds that
Eq. (4.4) is further approximated by

y = B3 sin /24R/re)Ti 2 :/2pFPT (4.5)

The constant B3 has a value of ;_bout 0.034 wbar- sec- /2 KT. The relation (4.5) is
considered applicable for heights of burst at least up to the tropopause. Because of the
nature of the assumptions outlined above, :this prediction may be too large for blasts
where po(zo) < 1 atrn or for records at long ranqes from small yield explosions [i.e.,
Ty,/TD) < 0.2_ and too small for records at short ranges from large yield sources [i.e.,

Ty/tD) > 0°2).

Sai 14:5
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The waveform parameters T1 ,2 and PFPT read from an obsorvex| iicrobaioqram should
properly be used in Eq. (4.5) only when the record prior to the second Peak repviseents
almost solely the Lamb mode pressure perturbation. In principle, this can only Lc" the
case when there is negligible background noine, when there is not yet appreclablo contri.-
bution to the record from other mechanical. modes, and when there is negligible phase
shift due to instrument response. 10

In order to check the agreement between the approximate Lamb mode relation and
the empirical waveforms, the quantities PFPT and T1 2 are measured on the records
presented by Harkrider [1064] and by Donn and Shaw t1967]. The records used here include
all of those in these two czdllections for which RAth [19621 gives a source yield estimate,
for which the pressure scale could be determined and for which the first cycle of the
signal is recognizable above the background noiue. Pressure amplitudes for Harkrider's
records were computed using hio microbarograph response data. Pressure amplitudes for
the Donn and Shaw records were determined accordinq to the preises [W. Donn, private
communication] that (a) all records recorded by Lamont type A microbarographs are to the
same scale and (b) the clip to clip amplitude of off scale oscillations was 350 tibars.
The data read from these waveforms is given in Table 1. In Fig. 4, the data is compared
with the approximate theoretical Lamb mode relation of Ea. (4.5). The yield Y is taken
to be given in each case by B~th's estimate based on seismic data as shown in Tý'ble 1.
(The validity of these yield estimates has not been established, but they are the only
quantitative estimates which have been published.) Note tnat the plot is full logarith-
mic. (This comparison was originally published in a letter to Nature (Posey and Pie.rce,
1971] .)

The scatter about the theoretical curve could be due to various causes other than
interference with the Lamb mode by other modes and by noise. One possibility which seems
especially likely is the variation in amplitude due to the horizontal refraction and
subsequent focusing and defocusing caused by departures of the atmosphere from perfect
stratification as discussed in some detail by Posey (1971]. Also, somne of the scatter
would not be present if data corresponding to explosions of greater than 11 MT were
omitted. Above all, it should be remembered that the first part of this paper was
devoted to demonstrating that the source function utilized here was chosen primarily for
its mathematical simplicity. A more realistic source function might result in a very
different proportionality factor in Eq. (4.5), but the form of this relation would be the
same. Thus, while the amp2itude agreement seen in Fig. 4 is primarily due to chance, it
is heartening to see that the theoretical curve appears to have the correct slope.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Two points have been made in this paper. First, the degree of excitation of
acoustic-gravity waves by a blast wave is heavily dependent upon the tail of the exciting
pulse, about which little has been published. Second, a simplified analysis of acoustic-
gravity wave propagation in which a single ductinq mechanism (Lamb mode ducting) is
considered results in a simple analytical relation between source strength and initial
waveform amplitude and period. It is suggested here that similar analyses for other
mechanisms of ducting (sound channel ducting in particular) might be useful in deriving
other relations between waveform parameters and parameters of the source and/or medium.
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TABLE 1.
Observed amplitudes and periods. This data: corresponds to empirical microbarographs puiblished by

Donn and Shaw (1967) and by Harkrider (1964), referred to as DS and H, respectively.
(a-i, U.S.S.R. explosions; j-n, U.S. explosions).

Bath's Yield T Source of
Event Date Estimate (MT) R(n) 1 , 2(sec) PFPT(Ilbar) Microbaro ram

a 9-10-61 10 3676 193 100 DS

6644 280 70 DS

b 9-11-61 9 8000 229 125 H

c 9-1.4-61 7 6569 258 61 DS
d 10- 4-61, 8 8000 220 80 H

e 10- 6-61 11 6674 300 59 DS

8000 390 45 H

f 10-20-61 5 8000 310 21. H

g 10-23-61 25 6677 376 280 DS

h 10-30-51 58 6688 400 500 DS
5631 540 133 DS

8000 690 140 H

i 10-31--61 8 5717 386 25 DS

j 5- 4-62 3 5375 200 36 DS

k 6-10-62 9 2177 187 125 DS

1 6-12-62 6 2172 200 55 DS

m 6-27-62 24 2192 187 264 DS
5393 433 83 DS

9307 500 90 DS

9350 467 90 DS

n 7-11-62 12 21.85 200 180 DS
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DISOJSSIONS (IN TUL PAPIERS PREI'ENT•D IN SESSION I B
(Acoustic gravity waves in the neutral terrestrial atmosphere - Artificial sources and propagation)

Discussion on r 9 "Acousiic gravity wames in the neutral atmosphere and the ionosphere".
by N.K, w"C DI' *.

Prof. H. VOL.AND : Did you take intr account heat conduction and viscosity at thermospheric heights in
your calculations T Due to viscosity, acoustic wave energy is strongly dissipated within a frequency
range increassrg with altitude. Above 200 km altitude only infrasonic waves with periods between about

a.2 minuate and the scoustic cut-of' period are expected to exist with detectable amplitudes.

Dr. N.K. BALACHAKDRAN : No, in m, comyprationa viscous effects and heat conduction were ignored. For de-
tailed analysis of waves detected at high elevations these factors are important. For waves recorded at
the ground level, the observatLons can be explained. reasonably even if we ignore viscosity and heat con-
duct ion in the theoritical computations.

Discussion on paper 10 "Modeling of nuclear sources -.f acoustic-gravity waves", by B.L. MURPHY.

C.F. P. HALLEY : Dana vos conclusions il apparatt que deux phriodes sont privil6gi6es T eat 2 -
B'agit-il bicon de la p6riode de Brunt-Viisali e l'altitude de l'explosion ? Dana nos ogservatigns nous
trouvons plutt x et 2 T 9 l'altitude 1'observation.

S £

Dr. B.L. MURPHY • In our model the source (fireball) oscillates at a period between T ane 2 T , where
T is the Brunt-Viisill period at the stabilization altitude (at or near the tropopaule). It ii tempting
f& me to ascribe the oscillatiors you obser-.- to buoyancy oscillations of the fireball but I have no
explanation as to why the period should be related to T at the observation point.

6

Dr. K. DAVIES : Boulder R.F. Doppler records show toat 1 .in. waves propagate nearly vertically, so that
they sq-pear to leak from duct over Boulder which is many thousands of kilmanters from nuclear burst. Can
shock wave propagate over these large distances ?

Dr. B.L. MURPHY : One can show from equation (3) of our paper that after m skips between the base of the
ionosphere and the ground the positive phase duration of a week shock is increased by a factor of appro-

ximate Ly (1 + 1 tn m)1/2 over the positive phase duration when the shock first reaches the ionosphere.
Thus aubsequent lengthening of the positive phase of a weak shocK after the first skip would not be large
anough to affect our main argument, namely that the positive phase duration of the shock at the ionosphere
ani the observed iJonospheri ? periods are of the same order of magnitude, How long in fact th( weak shock
stys a shock (i.e, a disturbance whose front satisfies the Ra..ine-Hugoniot relations) I do not know.

One can imagine a variety of atmospheric phenomena which would tend to destroy a shock structure
scaterring of the high frequencieu at the shock front by turbulence or small scale wind gradients, spatial
separation of high frequencies .y frequency dependent dispersion or refraction, and alteration of pulse
structure by passage through a caustic. It may be that acoustic, as opposed to weak shock, equations are
applicable efter only a few skips between ground and ionosphere.

Dr. N. CHANG : In regards to the y1/3 scaling for short, periods oscillations in the ionosphere, I believe
that most of the Dopplar observations showed periods in the range 4O-90 seconds, This seemn to be a con-
tradiction of the above scaling.

Dr. B.L. MURPHY - According to Baker (1969) the periods ranged from 30 seconds to 10 minutes, periods of
about a minute being predominate. Typically the yields involved were about a megaton, I do not )mow .a

sufficient spread of yields were involved that one might check the period-yield scaling. The (yield) "3

law is a rough estimate of what might be expected. For large yields, deviations from this law can be anti-
cipated due to . (a) The interaction of the rising fireball with the shock. As noted by Greene and
Whitaker (1968) this effect tends to compress the going shock and hence the yield exponent would tend to
be less than 1/3 . (b) Other inaccuracies associated with modified Sachs scaling for large yields.

Discussion on p : "Un nouveau m6canisme pour la propagation lointaine du son dans 1'atmoaph~re"
by Y. ROCARD an•.TEgTI-T.

Dr. A. PIERCE : This paper evidently gives a method of incorporating nonlinear effects into the theory of
geometrical acoustics which is considerably different than that used in the analogous field of sonic booms,
the theory of which was developed by Duiraud, Hayes, and Whitham. In sonic boom theories, nonlinear effects
are neglected in the determination of ray paths, and one dimensional weak shock theory is applied to de-
teruine shock waveforms of shocks propagnting along a ray tube. An important factor there is the variation
of ra~y tube area with focusing on defocusing rays, This factor has evidently been neglected in the pre-
sent paper.

IA)0



Prof'. C. BIMT12T Lettfot do ft.'aelisationaot udo d~toceliuatioxi des rayona rest@ tram sacoondaire ilevant
I& caumo fondenontal* do non-linatritS do I& propagation done lataoaphhre, li~e, I&1 diminution onponen-
tielle dw I& donait6 exec l'a~ltitudo at siur laquelle a 60 bas~o notreoapprocho. Naturellemont, on pour-
nait tonir compto do I& focalimation wl lcommit oi1 leag rayons so rapprochout an une ligne forale done 34
"couronne do bruit" : on trouverait a&lora qua lon effete non-linhalres xont qualque peu augament~s.

16te des prof. Y. ROCARD at C. BERTHET

"Le traitemont do Greene et Whitaker out beaucoup plus gOn~ral quo lea conclusions qu'on out tirS lea au-
tours. Le calcul, baa6 our lee 6quationa bydrodyncaiques ggn4ralen, n'ext pas rectreint aux soul can des
codes do gravitfi et lea configurat ions donngoms per example figures 5 e. 6 qui montrent des r-)euds de
prescion 41 haute altitudev no sont autr',a quo celloc qua nous avona appelies "couronne de bruit". Quand
Greene et Whitaker disont quo tout se passe canine ai lee ondes de gravit6 sxe r6fl6chissaient sour le fort
gradient thermique de le. haute atmosphare, ils pourraient 6tendre cette conclusion aux ondes acouatiques
qtielconques.

Notre approche par une acoustique do rayons eassez simple a permisi de inottre conmmod6inent en 6vi-
dence la "couronne de bruit" et do d~montrer quo cette couroane fitsit tine nouvel~le source rayonnant dans
des directions nouvelles, La confirmation apportiie per Greene et Whitaker au mayan de cs.lculs our ordi-.
natours puissants ot Ia description plus precise qui en eat r~sult6 ant justifi6 notre m~thode."

General discussion

J. TWTUD :En 1970, noun avians 'ait un ca.Lcul th~orique montrant quo l'6lectrojet auroral, qui so dive-.
loppe pendant un sous-orage magaftique, 6tait capable d'ongendrer des ondes atmospb~riques compatibles
avec lea observation. il mayonne latitude de perturbations ionoaphir iques itin~rantes de grande 41chelle
p~riodesi de l'orl~re do deux heuree, vecteur d'onde do l'ordre do 10-) m-l. Cependant, ce inodale thfiorique
reposait our des hypoth~bes sinmlificatricea qui en limitaient la va~lidit6 ;la hauteur d16chelle Hi de
l'atmospkxire 6tait supponge constante, ot, los effete d'umortissoment 6taient totalement nfiglig~s.

On a rficemex~nt repris ce calcul, en esxzayaut do lover cette limitation

- on a utiliag tin mod~le r6alipte )our 116chelle do hauteur H,

cause d'amortissement doen Ia r~gion F do l'ionosphi~re.)

- on a conaid6r6 quo l'approximatiozx do l'opti-que g&omdtrique 6tait applicable aux ondes 6mises
par I& source.

Le r~sultat de ce csalcul eat le suivant

A 2 500 km do Ia source et, vera 300 km d'altitude (ce qui eat typique d'une observation k mayenne
latitude en r~gion F) la perturbation do vitesse neutre horizontale conaiste oimplemont en tin pic do g-an-
do amplitude do largeur typique 1 heure. Ce r~sultat eat singuliirement en contraste avoc celui du pr&cg-
dent. coalcu~l avoc loquel on obtensait des oscillations pendant environ 6 heuros.

Co resultat eat important pour ltinterpr~tati~on des perturbations itin4rantes li~es aux orages ma-
gnitiques. 11 montre quo is p~riode des "ondes" observges n'est en fait que Isa p~riode de r~p~tition des
sous-orages dans la, zone auroraJle, p~riode de r~p~tition dont la valour la, plus probable cot d'ailleurs
dewc heires como 1'a. montr6 AKASOFrJ.
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JUSTIFICATIM* DIE L'BI3PLOI DE~S MUEAT1IONS ASrYMPrIQUES" DIE HJINES
POUJR LES PE11RiUTIONS IONO~SMMUIQULS ITINURANTES

par

N,J.F. Chang

SMMAIRE

Ii eat dinontrg que lea andes de gravit6 internee se propageant i des altitudes iono-,
s phiriquea doivent presenter des angl-s de propagation proches du maximum permis. Ainsi I ans le
can des perturbations ionospkx~riques itin6rantes (PII) Ilemploi des "relations asymptotiques" de
Hines eat justifi6 par la, tra~jectographie. On v~erifie ces relations en comparant r6sultats th6o-
riqueP. et expfirimentaux pour quifize Fles. Les effets du protil de tempfrature sur les propri6t6s
mesurables des PMe (inclinaisone des fronts d'ondea et p~riodes) sont Atudi~s. 11 est d~montr6
que, pour lee P115 qui prennent naissance en-dessous de l~a m~sopause, l'atmosph~re se comporte
come un riltre passe-bande avec une fr~quence centrale favorisant'les piriodes proches de 20 mi-
nlutes.
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,JUSTItICATION FOR THE USE OF HINtUS' "ASYMPTOTIC RELATIONS"

FOR TRAVELING IONOSPHEREIC DISTURBANCES

lNorman J. F. Chang

Stanford Research Institute
Menlo Park, Cal.ifornia

U.S.A.

SUMMARY

It is shown that internal gravity waves propagating at jonsopheric heights must have propagation

angles near the mazimum permitted. Thus, for traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) the use of Hines'
"asymptotic relations" is justified by ray tracing. Verification of these relations is made by comparison

of theoretical with experimental results for fifteen TIDe. The effects of the temperature profile on the
measurable properties of TIDs (wavefront tilts, and periods) ari discussed. It is shown that for TIDs
that originate below the mesopsuse, the atmosphere behaves like a bandpass filter with center frequency

favoring waves with periods near 20 minutes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Following Hines' (1960) work, traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) are generally interpreted as
a consequence of atmospheric internal gravity waves (IGWs). Although TIDs have been observed with a
variety of techniques and in widely separated locations, they appear related in terms of periods and
horizontal trace speeds. For example, TIDs with periods near 20 minutes and speeds around 150 m/s seem

to be most prevalent.

Observers have found that at heights of 80 to 100 km the wavelike motions of the neutral atmosphere
revealed by meteor trails have horizontal scale siz,3s greatly In excess of the vertical scale sizes. In
addition, the dominant motion observed is nearly horizontal and the periods of the dominant observed modes
are much larger then the Brunt-Vffs~ilh period cf the utmosphere. The fact that such observations are in

agreement with certain limiting forms of the IGW dispersion equation prompted Hines (1960) to state that
"*certain 'asymptotic' relations apply to the parameters that describe these waves." These limiting forms
have been useful not only btcause they simplify the dispersion relation for internal gravity waves, but
more importantly because they reduce by one the number of parameters (period, and vertical and horizontal
trace velocities) necessary to describe the assumed plane wave.

This paper shows that in a temperature-stratified atmosphere, internal gravity waves at F-region
heights launched from an assumed source in the lower atmosphere must have propagition angles near the
maximum permitted; under these conditions the asymptotic relations are always valid. In addition, it is
shown that for TIDs that originate below the mesopause the atmosphere acts like a bandpass filter favoring
waves with periods of about 16 to 20 minutes. In the present discussion, validity of ray theory is assumed
and the atmosphere Is considared to be stationary. A comparison of the available experimental results
supports the above conclusions.

2. THIEORY

The propagation of plane internal gravity waves in a two-dimensional, stationary, isothermal, non-
dissipative atmosphere of uniform composition throughout ts governed by the following dispersion relation

(Hines, 1960):

2 _2 2 2 ._2 2 2 2 2
(a - W) W /C w (k +÷ k2) + u) k = 0 (1W

x Z g x

where w yg/2C and W =-• i'g/C are the acoustic rut-off and Brunt-V•istlit frequencies, respectively.S~a
The angular frequency 6f the internal gravity wave is denoted by W (<0' ), while C represents the sound
speed, g the acceleration of gravity, y the specific heat ratio and k a k the wý1,e numbers in the
"horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The geometry is chosen such that there is no variation

in the y-direction.

The above equation, which is normally referred to as the Isothermal dispersion relation, c:an be put
in a convenient form with the transformations k = k sin 0 and k = k cos 0l. The result is

x

22 2

2 C2k C 2- X .
2 2 2 2

a V Y sin -l
p

where X - (w /w)2 and Y = u /As, {Fo:- the Slalificance of these defloitiens see Davies, Baker, kind Chang
(19679)]. ThO remaining parimeters are the refractive ind(x, ji, and the phase velocily, v ,and its ingle

with the vertical, 0. "
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With the dispersion relation in the form of Eq. (2), it is apparent that the refractive index has a

singularity at 0 c ainn-l(l/Y). This angle will be called the critical angle. For 0 ý ýi/2, propagation is

possible only when 0 > 0 When the sources of the traveling disturbances lie in the lower atmosphere,

phase propagation must downward for an upward flow of energy. Thus,

a/2 •0 '0 = Tr -sin l(/Y) (3)
c

where 0 is now given by the right-hand side of Eq. (3).
c

Figure 1 shows how the refractive index varies with Y and 0; its value is equal to the magnitude of

the radius vector drawn from the origin to the appropriate curve. This figure shows the projection of the

t surfaces on the upper-right quadrant of the ýx - p plane. The curves are symmetric in both axes. Note
that for Y a 2, 0c = 300. Thus, the curve for Y 2, is asymptotic to = 0, as shown.

The path of internal gravity waves propagating in a temperature-varying atmosphere can be found by

approximating the atmosphere by a series of constant-temperature layers. In each of these layers a given

plane wave must satisfy both the isothermal dispersion relation [Eq. (2)], and Snell's law which can be

written:
V

Wkan - ---- = constant (4)k sin 11k sin
x

Subject to these restrictions, 0 versus height has been calculated for families of IGWs propagating

from a source at 10 km in the 1962 U. S. Standard Atmosphere. The results for wave periods of 10, 20, 30,

and 60 minutes are presented in Figure 2. in these graphs waves with propagating angle, 0, between 90 and

1800 propagate energy upward. This is the only type of wave that will be considered. For propagating
waves, 0 cannot exceed rc = - sin-

1 (I/Y).

The feature of interest in Figure 2 is the behavior of 0 in the thermosphere (above 100 km). Above

120 km all internal gravity waves have propagation angles within a few degrees of their critical angle,

which is shown by tha dashed line. For 20-minute waves launched at 10 km only those with initial
propagation angles between 150 and 185 degrees will reach F-region heights. These waves will have wave-

front tilts between 44 and 54 degrees from the horizontal in the height range 200 to 300 km. Waves with

30-minute periods must have initial propagation angles between 160 and 170 degrees. Their corresponding
tilts are between 28 and 33 degrees over the 200.-to--300-k 9 height range. Other quantities being equal,

this means that waves with 20-minute periods (since they have a l&rger range of allowable angles) should

be detected more frequently than 30-minute waves. For waves with periods larger than 30 minutes the range

of allowable O's becomes even smaller than 100, while those with periods less than about 20 minutes are

limited by the Brunt-VdisHlS period of the atmosphere.

The influence of wave periods, source heights, and different atmospheres on the range of allowable

0 is shown in Figure 3. The critical angle is calculated at the source height shown, while 0 (900 :C 0• c)
is the largest angle at zO that is reflected at the mesopause. Only internal gravity waves with angles
greater than this value but less than the critical angle will propagate to F-region heights. These curves

show that in addition to a difference in the magnitude of 0 - Oc, the winter curve peaks at a higher

period (about 2 minutes) than does the summer curve. This suggests that, on the average, waves propagating
into the thermosphere during the winter should have slightly longer periods than those observed during

the summer.

While the above statement should be true for waves observed at 100 to 120 km altitude, the effects of

the Brunt-Viiisii l period (see Figure 3) must be included foe waves that propagate above 120 km and that

have periods less than about 20 minutes. Since the brunt-Vaiisaii period is the lower limit for propagating

waves, its effect is like a lowpass filtfer whose cut-oft period increases with increasing heights. Thus,
Figure 3 shows that at 200 km only waves with periods greater than 13.5 minutes are permitted, while at
300 km the waves must have periods greater than 16 minutes. Since the wave is reflected as T - Tg, ray

theory probably fails in this region and it is expected that the actual lower limit is a few minutes
higher than the above numbers. Hence the combined eiiect of the Brunt-Viiiskli, period and the refractive
properties of the mesopause act to make th3 atmosphere like a bandpass filter favoring waves wilth periods

of about 16 to 20 minutes.

3. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS, AN13 DISCUSSION

The most statistically meaningful observations of TI0s available tre those of Munro and Heisler

(Munro, 1950, 1958; Munro and Heisler, 195(6). These studios in AustrAlia revealed that the speeds of

TIDs must frequently ot,4erved lie between 83 and 167 m,'s. During the wInter, TIDs getnr ally travel nourt-
ward with an average spczed of' 133 m/s and with a mean wavefront tilt of 65 degrovs, During the ;ummer they
travel southwar-d 'tth an averag,- :speed of il'7 n/s aod with a inean tilt oif 51 degret-s. 'i1ii r J•£1rds ra/nge

from 10 to GO mlnutes wIl'i shorter-periud eve',its being moast cLcxon.

Obtervations have also been muade in the northern hemisphere by [bo•m•s (1959) and by Chat) and Villard

(1502). Tn, foroir sjtudy prodluced results consistent with those for the southern hemlsphere.. than and
VII Ls.,rd, howulf;er reported sWpeeds of 400 ro 765 m/s hith periods from 45 to 72 minutes. Other observations

ILI--
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of TIDs have appeared in the literature, but the ones given above are representative. For a summary
see Friedman (1966).

One problem quite evident in the literature is that, even though TIDs are generally attributable to
plane internal gravity waves, the wave parameters available from measurements are insufficient to determine
the wave. In spite of this it can be seen that the observations agree in principle with the conclusions
of Section 2.

The Australian TIDs have periods of about 20 minutes, speeds of about 125 m/s, and tilts of about
55 degrees. The high speeds reported by Chan and Villard tend to have longer periods and thus nearly
horizontal wavefronts, with a correspondingly higher horizontal trace velocity.

That TIDs do satisfy the asymptotic relatJons can be demonstrated more convincingly by comparison of
TIDs that have the parameters necessary to describe them completely. Such events found in the literature

are listed in Table 1.

The disturbances occurring during 1967 and 1968 were obtained using a CW Doppler technique as
described by Davies, Watts arid Zacharisen (1962) The experiment consisted of a 5-MHz transmitter
located at each apex of an approximately equilateral triangle with sides about 80 km (see Davies and
Jones, 1970). The signals were all received at a site in Boulder. Colorado about 25 km east of the

extreme western transmitter. A measure of the vertical trace velocity was possible with two additional
transmitters of 3.3 and 4.0 MHz at one of the transmitter sites. The data obtained from this network
enabled the velocity vector of a plane-wave disturbance to be found by means of the sequential time delays

between observations at each pair of stations. Davries and Jones used a cross-correlation technique to find
the time delays for their five events listed in Table 1. Time delays for the remaining four 1967 events

in Table 1 were deduced simply by tracing the disiurbance observed at one site on translucent paper and
superimposing the results on the records of another site. The shift in time required to match features
was the desired delay.

The TIDs obtained from the works of Georges, Klosterr.eyer, and Munro were all observed on sweep-
frequency soundings. Velocities for these events were also determined from time delays between similar
features. Further details of the measuring techniques and the methods of dota reduction can be found in

the respective references.

In Table 1 the parameters necessary to specify the wave are tabulated in the three columns immediately
following the date of each event, The vertical and horizontal trace velocities, VTz and vrx, respectively,

are related to vp and 0 by

V = v cos 0 = VTx sin . (5)p Tz T

*Hence, if vp and 0 along with the wave period, T, are, known, the wave is also determined. Also listed are

the speed of sound and the critical propagation angle of each event at the indicated height. This height
is the median of the observed maximum and minimum vertical extent of the disturbaxce. In Davies' and
Jones' observations the height represents the observed maxlrum.

Comparison of 0 and 0. shows that with the possible exception of the events of 12/13 February 1961,
IS July 1967, and 26 November 1967, which are marked with daggers, each of the other observations has a
propagation angle within a few degrees of its critical value. For the former event the propagation angle
is quiestionable because some of the angles averaged were less than 90 degrees, and also because of high

scatter of the published values.

The periods given in Table 1 should be treated with caution. For some of the TIDs this period repre-

senLs the time interval for i single cycle of a quasi-periodic event. Even when several cycles are present,
the "period" associated with ai disturbance may depend on which features are chosen for the measurement
[e.g,, Figure 3 (a) of Klostermoyk-r, 19691. Thus, in addition to the problems inherent ini treating a
possible transient disturbance as a periodic pherromenrin, some, vents have nonconstant periods and there-
fore cannot be represented by a single value.

In view of the above-, a betticr wily of decidirig whether the propagation angle is nlealr its critical

value is to detLrmitinc tilre riagnIIttutl, of tire rt-ractlvi Indlex r. Figure 1 shows that whenever t- 4,

e v etc regardless of tin ,ave p-rnoilod. Table I shows tha tnis condition is sats;lt ed except for a single
(eVeil E

Additional tjupport for the validity "t ti(r a1yithltotic arprxhlet-t m(at iay be- totoe In hiltiro ' (1067)

interpretatton of l10id latnrchled by ai siclt-lar rh'ltorlatI lorn. lin Iat pap,-r flines show,-It thrit th luitru•re rut

,fF 2  perturbations obsý•rv(-d by it nirmbýr- iOf tli!li-iirlt 0tat i-,r (carll t -r I-is illitti oaI, t 1,ir li:'is of irl-igy flow

I ortg irutjoeniy-deindin rii i ting anrgl-s. li 'is tIchni olo It, i fillr i t rlr- ttlic- pnedic:td t rf1f- tir h- theory of pulse

-ropilgauton in a u ptine isoithirmal atron ;ph,,ri', (RIliw, 1967). T'oo albruv lu irpif vs Ivirrit. the a• taitclll! that

Ilanu e internal gri vity w'ive(s• prrrpragRtl ' with atiglesi r 1'trrt ilfir * ( 'lirr real t oes



In Table I no attempt was made to choose a teuperetuve model apo'opriste for each event. TO see how

the comparison of t and 0. might be affectud, the calculations wern repeated for each of the following

1966 U. S. Standard Atmoapherea: (1) auer high-temperature model, and (2) winter low-temperature

model. These two models represent the two extreme temperature profiles likely to be encountered at any

time. In all but three cases (Kloatermeyer's events were not considered) the L962 U. S. Staadard Atmo-

sphere (which is a mean model) was fOur.d to be the most approprl. :., based on the local tine of each event

and its monthly averaged 10.7-.cm solar flux (see CIFLA 1965 for the reduction procedure). For the three

exceptions, twc showed bet!or agreement between 0 and Ic.
In addition to having propagation angles nnar their critical valýeb. the "aJority of the events

listed in Table I have periods of about 20 minutes. Although most of these evonts were detected by CW

Doppler technique., TID. detected by other means (Muvaro, 1950, 195G; Munro and Heisler, 1956; Titheridge,

1968) were also t~pified by periods around 20 minutes. These results are consistent with the coiclusion

previously stated regarding the passband of the atmosphere.

4. CONCLUSIONS

For internal gravity waves at ionospheric heights which have originated from sources below the meos-
pause, it has been shown that the refractive effects of the atmosphere roetrtct thle propagation angles of

the waves to values near the maximum permitted. Thus, for these waves the use of Hines' abymptotic

relations is always valid. Furthermore, for these waves the atmosphere behaves like a bar.1pass filter

with center frequency favoring waves with periods near 20 minutes. These conclusiona were compared with

observations and good agreement was found.
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CALCULS ThXrrE ONDF DE PERIWoBATIONS DEi OUNSITE ELEiCFRONI(qJL
CAUSEES PAR DES ONDFS DEi GRAITE A'fl4SPILtR1UES DANS LA COUMIE F2

par

J. K~lostermeycr

L~e syst~me conjugu6 d'~quations hydrody'namiques qui d~crit lee perturbat~ions d'ondes de
6.ravit6 dana lee gaz neutre et ionis6 eat r~solu par une m~thode toute onde qui englobe les
effets des teamp~ratures et des vents d~pendant de l'altitude, de la force do Coriols, de Is,
.Jiscositg, de la conduction thermique et de I& derive des ions. Les r~sultats des calculs con-
cordent bien avec les donn6es exp nimentaies obtenues 9 partir d'ionogrsajmes en incidence verti-
c ale. Les r~sultats des calculs num~riques sont exi outre combink avec lea paramn~tres d'ondes
de gravit'6 fournis par les observations pour obtenir des profils d'amplitude et de p'lase des
perturbations de densitg 6lectronique suivant l'altitude, en fonction Le l't.nclinaison magn6ti-
que et de Ilazimut de propagation des ondes. Selon lea calculs, la perturbation d~pernd da-is une
tr~s large mesure de h'altitude, de l'inchinaison et de h'azimut, Son amplitude vanie entre 0 et
100 % de 1A densit6 6hectronique non perturb6e, et sa phase peUt varier rapidement aux alentours
du maximum de )n couche F.

IS3
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FULL WAVE CALCULATIONS OF ELECTRON DENSITY PERTURBATIONS

CAUSED BY ATMOSPHERIC GRAVITY WAVES IN THE F2-LAYER

J. IULOSTERMEYER
Max-Planck-Inetitut fOr Aeronomie, Inatitut fUr lonosphhrenphysik,

3411 Lindau/Harz, Germany

SUMMARY

The coupled system of hydrodynamic equations, which describes gravity wave perturbations in
the neutral and ion gases, is solved by a full wave method including the effects of height de-
pendent temperature and winds, Coriolis force, viscosity, thermal conduction, and ion drag.
Calculated results agree well with experimental date deduced from vertical incidence ionograms.
The numerical calculations are further combined with observed gravity wave parameters to obtain
height profiles of the amplitude and phase of the electron density perturbation as functions of
the geomagnetic inclination and the azimuth of wave propagation. The calculated perturbation

depends very strongly on height, inclivnation, and azimuth. Its anplitude varies between 0 end
100 per cent of the undisturbed electron density, and its phase may change rapidly around the
F-layer maximum.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the passage of atmospharic gravity waves through the F-region the motion of the
neutral gas influences the motion of the ion Uis by collisionns and causes correspcnding changes
in the motion of the electron gas as a result of Coulomb forces. If the directions of the neu-
tral gas velocity and the geomagnetic field are different, the ion gas reacts upon the neutral
gas by attenuating its motion. lhis interaction requires that a realistic theoretical calcula-
tion of ionization density perturbations caused by gravity waves in the F-region must be based
on a simultaneous solution of a coupled system of equations describing the perturbations of the

neutral and ion gases.

Theoretical descriptions of the F2-layer response to gravity waves have been published

by HOOKE (1968, 1970), NELSON (1968), THOME (1968), TESTUD end FRANCOIS (1971), and CLARK, VEH

and LIU (1971). These authors did not treat the problem in coupled form but introdUced simpli-

fications in order to solve it in two successive steps.
(a) They solved the eqaetions describing the gravity wave propagation in the neutral gas

or merely postulated a model for the neutral gas perturbations.
(b) The neutral gas perturbations were inserted into the continuity equation of the ion

gas to calculate the ionization changes.
At presbnt the work of CLARK et al. (1971) Is the last and most comprehensive one. It takes

into account the effucts of thermal conduction, ion drag, ion diffLision, and nonlinearitV of the

ion density perturbation, but neglects all teims due to neutral winds ana viscosity. In order to

integrate the hydrodynemic equations a WKB method is used whose validitV, how.!ver, is doubtful
In some cases under consideration.

It is the purpose of this paper to calculate electron density perturbations using S
simultaneous full wave solution of the coupled system of equations which describf? the perturb-

ations of the neutral and ion gases. We shall also includO the effects of heiglit dependent

winds and viscosity; mathematical difficulties, however, do not allow us to coisiue. nonlinear

effects in the continuity equation nf the inn gas as has been done by CLARK at al. (1971). In

section 2 a description of the calculations will be given. In section 3 we shal 1 compare cal-

culated and observed results and present height profiles of the amplitude and phases of the

electron density Iarturbation as function3 of the geomagnetic inclination and the azimuth of

wave propagation.

2. DESCRIPTION CF THE CALCULATIONS

The theoretical calculation of gravitV wave propagation starts from the besic hydro-

dynamic ertuations, i.e. the equations of continuity, motion, and heat conduction:

Ou

7t f! (2)

ds

with
t: time; 0: density;

u: velocity; f: force per unit mass;
a: entropy per unit mass; q: heat input per unit mesa;
T: tfmper3turo.
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In oraer to solve these equations a perturbation method is used, i.e. -,US consider a state of the
gas,, in which p-po+0!, u!_!+u 1 etc. The suhscript "on denotes the unperturbed State, the sub-

script 11" the perturbation quantities.

We assume that the unperturbed state is already known from the solutions of the hydrO-
dynamic equations or from experiments. Hence the model of the undisturbed atmosphere is taken
from the 1966 1hS. Standard Atmosphere Supplements. The undisturbed ion number density is
described by an a-Chapman layer. It has been found that observed lon density profiles at night
are matched well by this approximation, wereaes during daytime more serious disr8repancies m•qy
occur especielly in the Fl-region. The horizontal neutral wind components are calculated from
the results of KOHL and KING (1967); a vurtical wind componeit is not considered.

The perturbation quantities are assumed to be small so that it is justified to neglect
all terms of higher then first order. Then u• have to solve the linearizod form of equations
(i)-(3), taking into account the effects of height dependent temperature end winds, Corioli,
force, viscosity, thermal conduction, and ion drag.

Including the ion drag requires, however, that we calculate simultaneously the wave
induced ion density perturbation from the continuity equation of the ion gas

dn!

at n .ui + . - L (+)

where

n ion number density; ui: ion velocity;

Q production rate; L : loss rate.

We introduce the following Simplifications.
(a) We linearize equation (4), becauso we must treat it together with the neutral gae

equations in coupled form:

bnl- - - -V-(nio il + n i ui ) + Ql - LI1

CLARK at al. (1971) have found that this procedure may cause considerable errors especially
below the F-layer maximum where the ion density perturbation may be relatively large, even if
the neutral gee perturhations are small.

(b) CLARK et al. (1971) have further shov:i that wave Induced pErturbetions of the ion
diffusion velocity are in general unimportant in causing ion density perturbations. Also
according to GERSHMAN Soil GRIGOR'YEV (1965) the effects of wave induced electric fields are
negligible. Therefore we can take uiltO be the projection of u1 along the geomagnetic field,

i.e. u.l = -(u • b)b, where b is the direction of the magnetic fIeld.

(c) We assume that the term n1•_Io can be neglected compared to nioull. Experimental

results of TESTUD (1571) indicate that U1ioj is less than or nearly equal to luill. Therefore
our assumption is justified if nil is rnall compared to nio. Otherwise we obtain a further

error in addition to theft mentioned ucder (a).
(d) According to HOOKE (1968) wave induced perturbetione of the orod.uction arid lose

rates can be neglected at F-region reights above about 250 km.
Tnen we obtain the linearized ion rcontinulty equation

bnil
F -Cu -b) (t-'Vnio) -n Vr(ul"D)b (5)

which is essentially identicil with equation (48) of HOOKE (1968). The first term on the right
hand side describes changes of the ion density resultino from the bodily movement of the layer,
the second term describes rhangeb of the ion density caused by compression and dilatation.
Since the number dens'Ltiar of ions and electrons are equal, the equation also yields the elec-
tron number oensitias shown in the next section.

The coupled systam of equations is solved nunerically ')y a full wave method, which has
been described In detlail by KLOSTERMEYER (1972).

3. CALCULATED E.ECTRUN DENSITY PERTURBATIONS

In contrast to an analytical solution of th, linearized equations of hydrodynamics, a
numeriral solution cannot be usedy for a general oescription of the whole gravitV wave spectrum.
Instead we must confine uurselve13 to a description of single wave modes with given ouriods and
horizontal wavetengths. In trme: to get realistic r1ectron densitV perturbations uP shall
start from a odriod evd a horizontal wavelenqth which were deriveo from an observed larm-e scale

diaturbance ii the F2-leyer. This procedure also .llows us to compare calculated and obsurved
results.

3.1. Comparison between calculated and obeervro results

During a magnetically quiet night on 19q Uctooer 1961, a travelling ionospheric disturb-
ance jis observed in the F-region by means of three verticel incidence ionosondes (CKLSrER-
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M4EYER, 1969). The ionosondes wree apaced some 100 km apart at Lindau (51 0 39'N,1A008'E), Gedern
(50 0°'N,09 0 09'E), and Oatenland (51'481N,013381E). From a real insight analysis of the ionograms
the temporal electron densitV variation at several fixed heiqhts can be derived. Fig. I shows
the *lectron density variation at Lindeu. We see the typical properties of a so-called large
scale disturbance, a quasJ period of 1.55h, a downward propagating phase, and electron density
variations between 10 and 70 per cent. From a cross correlation analysis of the electron density
variations at diffe,'ent stations we obtain the adclitional information that the disturbance had
a horizontal wavelength of 3300 km and travelled from north to south.

Today it seems to bu generally accepted th't truvelling ionospheric disturbances ere
caused by atmospheric grsvity waves. A comparison between the observed results and numerically
calculated electron density perturbationa is therefore a valuable test whether the thenretical
model givei in the prrevious section represents a realistic description of gravity wave propaga-
tion in the F-region.

Fig. 2 shows the wo.li~ude Inelt/neo and the pnhse v of the relative electron density

pvrturbetlon vs. height z (nei:electron density perturbation; nhd: undisturbed electron density),
Strictly apealing f denotes the phase delay between the relative electron density perturbations
at z - 250 km and at other heights. Negative values of v thus mean a phase advance. The conti-
nuous lines and the circles indicate! calculated and observed variations respectively. Both vari-
ations agree well. Thlb also holds true for toe amplltude at lower heights although it exceeds
perturhation magnitude.

Fig. 2 also shows a comparison between observed and calculated height profiles of the
toital electron density neoneo+ne1. The height profiles are drawn for two different times which
nave been ch.:den such that the electron density at the height of the undisturbed layer maximum
hss its greatest value (t=4.00 L.M.T.) and its smallest value (t= 14.45 L.M.T.) respectively. At
t=4.00 L.M.T. the agreement between observed end calculated data is good. At t=4.45 L.MT.,
however, more serious discrepancies occur. The reason is that the observed undisturbed F-lever
was time dependent whereas, in the calculations, it was assumed to be constant. Nevertheless
both observed and calculated profiles show qualltatively how the gravity wave effects the electron
density maximum, its height, and the layer curvature during an oscillation.

3.2. Electron density perturbations as functions of geomagnetic inclination arn propagation
azimuth

Since a period of 1.5h end a horizontal wavelength of 3300 km seem to be representative
for large scale disturbances in the F-region, these numerical values have further been used to

calculate height profiles of the amplitude and phase of the electron density perturbation as
functions of the geomsgnetic inclination and the azimuth of wave propagation. In order to inves-
tigate the influence of both parameters, two assumptions have been made.

(a) The parmeetees of the undisturbed thermoaspheric and ionospheric models remain the
name as in the calculations described in section 3.1.

(b) The amplitude and the phase of the neutral gas density pertlihation at a lower bound-
ary z = 150 km are assumed to have the same values as the observed wave. The choice of the neu-
tral gas density perturbation is purly arbitrary. We could have chosen the perturbation of any
other neutral gas vailebleslike the huiizontal or vertical velocity component, temperature etc.
The lower boundary has been chosen at z = 150 km because, at such a low height, the ion drag
Is small and cannot influence the gravity wave propagation.

At this point it should be mentioned that changes of the inclination include corresponding
changes of the geographic lbtituds. Convequently thb grovitV wave propagation is affected not
only by changes of the ion drag but also by direct changes of the Coriolis force. For a wave
period of 1.5h, however, the influence of the Coriolis force is small conaread to the influence
of the Ion drag.

Figs. 3a and 3b show height profiles of the amplitide end phase of the relative electron
density perturbation as functions of the geomagnetic inclination I. Fig. 3c contains electron
density profiles at tto different times, which have again been chosen such that the electron
density st the height of the undiaturbed layer maxlmum has its greatest value (continuous lines)
and its smallest value (dashed lines) respectively. The gravity wave is eEsumed to travel equator-
ward except for 1=00, where it may travel towaid the north or south. All curves are volid fnr
positive and negative values of I, I.e. in the northern anu sou,.hern hemispheres. They can be
easily interpreted by means of equation (5) taking into account that the number densities of io'a
and electrons are equal.

(a) At the geoma, netic poles (I= - 90 ), the term ul-b Is very small, because the velocity
u1 is nearly horizontal. Therefore the amplitude ne, /ne 0 is also very small in the whole height
range, and the total electron density profiles ne(z) show no significant temporal variations.

(b) At mid-latitudes (I- ± 67.50, 1-- ± 450, 1= ± 22.50), all amplitude curves have a
similar behaviour. Below the layer maximum" where the gradient of the undisturbed layer, Vno, Is
very steep, the upward and dut.inward motion of the layer as a whole yields large amplitudee which
may jxceed perturbation magnitude. Near the maximum where Vnio Is small, we find also rel-itively
small amplitudas resulting mainly From layer conepreesion and dilatation. Above the maximum the
..uumtrlbution of the bodily movemant of the layer increases again, but the resulting amplitunes
do not exceed perturbation magnitude. All phase curves at mid-latitudes show a more or lees
pronounced phase reversal around the layer maximum confirming that the electron density per-
turbatlona are caused mainly by an upward and downward motlun of the layer as a whole while

compression plays only a minor role. The total electron density profiles Indicate large temporal



(c) At the geomagnetic equator (1=00) the term b-Vnio is equal to zero, so that the

amplitude and phase variations result only from compreusion end dilatation. Consequently the ampli-
tucle and phase values do not change rapidly in the whole height range. The total electron density
profiles reveal only a temporal variation of the electron density at different heights, but
there are no significant variations of the height of the layer maximum and of the layer curvature.

Figs. 4a-4c present height profilea of jnell/neo,T, and ne as functions of the azimuth of
wava propagation. The continuous end dashed lines in Fig. 4c have the same meaning as in Fig. 3c.
The geomagnetic inclination is masumed to be 67.50.

A gravity wave travelling eastward or westward causes only unimportant electron density
perturbations in contrast to a wave travelling toward the equator or pole, b0cause the term ul-b
In equation (5) is very small. The amplitude curves of the equatorward and poleward propegatYng-
waves show very similar shapes; the same is true for the corresponding phase curves. However,
the amplituds curves differ by a factor 2, end the phase curves are shifted against each other
by about 900. The total electron density profiles show no significant temporal variations except
for equatoruard propagation.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In order to give a quantitative deecription of gravity wave induced electron Jensity
perturbations, the linearized hydrodynamic equations must be solved numerically. Consequently we
cannot give a general description for the whole wave spectrum but must confine ourselves to sin-
gle wave modes. Nevertheless it is possible to generalizu the above mentioned results for gravity
waves with long periods of the order of lh and more.

At geomagnetic mid-latitudes the amplitude of the electron density perturbation is largest
if the waves travel in the geomagnetic north-south direction. The perturbations are mainly caused
tiy the bodily movement of the layer; compression plays a dominant role only in a small height
range around the F-layer maximum. The perturbations are therefore lerqely determined by the
undisturbed laVer gradient. The typical height profile of the relative perturbation amplitude
uhows a minimum near the layer maximum and large values below it, which may even be greater then
1. The height profile of the perturbation phase is characterized by a phase reversal around the
layer maxiwnum.

If the purely dynamical terms in the ion continuity equation (5) are small or vanish,
effects due to Ion diffusion, wavy Induced electric fields, production and lose poribly play a
dominant role in producing ionization perturbations. The results given in section 5.2 for I. - 90
and for east-west propagation may be chnnged by these effects. The resulting amplitudes, however,
should remain small compared to the amplitudes obtained in all other cases.

Acknowledgements- The numerical calculations were performed on the UNIUD. 1108 computer
of 'the Geasllachaft for wissenschsftliche Datenverarbeitung In Gtttlngon. The author thanks
Dr. W. Varnum for hins esistance in translating this paper Into English. The paper is published
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CN~DES LIC PRFSSION AMh PHURIcQJt OYLSEJWIS A BRISBANE ET L&JR PILATIMt
AVEC CERTAINS LPC1UM8S 70OZ(SPILAIQIJES ET tOLAIRIES

par

Au cowur de zette analyse, ±'auteur ftwlie deux aspects des enregistremenits eff-ectu~a
do nuit, A Brisbane, & l1aide do microbarographes de prande serisibilit4. Pardant les huit ann~es
d'enregibtroment, il y out 217 nuits au cours desquolles on observea des .nmdes de gravitfi bien
dkfinios, pr~seontazzt des p~riodes d'environ 12 minoutes et des amplitudes de l'ordre de 10 v bars.
Des analyses offectu6en en superposant lee 6poques, au moyen des dates dasprarition de coB ondes
considfrges come dates do contr61o, in p~riode do ainimtri des tachas solaires, rfivilarent une
apparent. associatione~ ntre :lez dat~en et la prhsence de conditions innusphfiriq.1ei R F dittus dans
les r6gions soux-aurorales de la Terre. D'autre part, loraqulon ettectua le releY6 graphique, des
activitfis quamtitiiom par le Lrmbre des taches et des activit~s g6omegnitiquer AUX d~ates an ques-
tion, oni trouva, dons lea r~partiticns, des piriodicit6s de 27 jour.. L~vautour montre que, done
cortains cass, l1apparition d'cndes do graviti eat li~e sau parage do fronts de perturbations zi-
t~orologiques & Drisbaztv. Ce mont toutefois lea autres cas qui semblenx, Otre 1i~a i l'epparition
du F diffus. L'auteur wou1tre figalemect que certaine~i donn~ts r~valent uno ,.esciation entre lsapý
paa-ition d'ondes acoustique. atsaosph~riques et los activ,ýtfs soiai-ea quantifigea par is nombre
deE tozhe". Ce. ondom prfsentent des p6riodes dlenviran 3 minutes et des suplitudes de Va'rdre de
10 w bars.
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SUM•4ARY

This analysis investigates two aswec's of t0e nighttime recordings, at Brisbane,of microbarographs of
high sensitivity. There were 217 nights in the 8-year recording interval when the records showed well-
defined gravity waves with periods around 12 minutes and amplitudes of the order of 10 ubar. Superposed-
epoch analyses using these occurrences as control dates, for a sunspot-minimum period, revealed an
apparent association between the dates and the occurrence of ionospheric Spread-F conditions in sub-aurorsi
regIons of the Earth. Also, when sunspot activity and geomagneti.c activity were plotted relative to these
dates, there was evidence of 27-day periodi,:ities in the distributions. Some gravity-wave occurrences are
shown to be related to the passage of weather fronts at Brisbane. However, it is the remaining
occurrences which appear to be arsociated with the occurrence of Spread-F. The paper also shows that
there is some evidence for an association between the occurrence of atmospheric acoustic waves and sunspot
activity. These waves have periods around 3 minutes and amplitudes of the order of 10 wbar.

I. INTRODUCTION

I.I. The Experiment

An experiment which uses microbarographs of high sensitivity (Jones and ForLes, 1962) has been in
operation at Brisbane almost continuously since June, 1963. Brisbane has a geomagnetic latitude of 36°S
and is located half-way up the eastern coast of Australia. The principal reason for establishing this
experiment was to search for a possible association between Spread-F conditions in the ionosphere over
Brisbare and gravity waves recorded at ground level by the microbarographs. The experiment was prompted
by the possibility that ionospheric Spread-F conditions are produced by the passage of gravity waves
through the neutral atmosphere of the ionosphere (McNicol et., al., 1956; Bowman, 1960a; Bowman, 1968a,
1968b). Although some associations have been found between ground-level pressure waves and some types of
ionospheric irregularities over Brisbane (Bowman and Shrestha, 1966; Bowman and Khan, 1970; Khan, 1970;
Shrestha, 1971a, 1971b), attempts to associate local Spread-F conditions with atmospheric gravity waves
have not been convincing (see e.g, Figure 8 of Bowman, 1968a). In this paper atmospheric gravity waves
will be abbreviated to AGWs.

1.2. Details of Observations and Methods of ArtaLysis Used.

This paper presents evidence for an association between well-defined gravity waves at Brisbane and
Spread-F conditions in regions of the Earth just equatorward of the southern and northern au-iral zones.
The gravity waves have an average periodicity of 12 minutes, amplitudes around 10 microbars, and exist
as a series of wave trains which often persist fox most of the night. Associations of the occurrence of
these wive- with sunspot activity and geomagnetic activity have also been investigated. In addition, the
paper will discuss briefly a possible association between atmospheric acoustic waves (abbreviated here as
AAWs) and sunspot activity. Thene acon-tK- wave- usually tak" !he nrm of an isolated buit of c-ly . few
c~les. They have amplitudes of about 10 microbars and an average periodicity of 3 minutes.

The superposed-epoch method of analysis (Chree and Stagg, 1928) is used extensively in this paper.
The points in the distributions which result from this type of analysis are presented here either as
displacements from the average value using the standard deviation (o) of each distribution as a displace-
ment of unity; or, alternatively with the average value of the displarements normalized to unity. Normal
distributions are assumed for the points. Because daytime microbarograph conditions at Brisbane are often
noisy, the analysis has investigated only the nighttime records. The presence of AGWs can be identified
on about 30 per cent of all nights. However, the control dates used here in the analyses relate only to
those particular nights when the activity was well-defined. The selection of these dates from the nights
when some gravity-wave activity was detectable was somewhat subjective. It has been convenient to divide
the recording interval into two periods; firstly, a sunspct-minimum period (June, 1963 to June. 1966),
when there were 108 nights of well-defined AGWs, and secondly a sunspot-maximum period (July, 1966 to
June, 1971) which had 109 -uch occasions. Also, in these sunspot-minimum and sunspot-maximum periods
there were AAWs recorded on 243 and 411 occasions respectively, the second period here being extended to
October, 1971. Usually wh it an acoustic-wave event occurred it waF the only one for the night; although
on some occasions several €ccurred on the one night.

Figure i shows a micro arograph record which contains wll-defined AGWs. 7he various levels have
been arranged so as to illustrate the tendency, which is seen from time to time, for the wave packets to
occur at :egular intervals. Here the interval is 84 minutes. Also, the record is presented with a
certain overlap in time between the various levels. Figure 2 is an example of the occurrence of AAWs.
Here the periodicity is 2.7 minutes. The analysis of Spread-F occurrence data presented difficulties.
The marKed annual and semi-3anual variations (Figure 28 of Bowman 1960b) produced unwanted long-term
periodicities iJa the distributions. In addition, if the raw data were used, periods when Spread-F
activity was high had a greater influence on the calculation of any particular value in the distribution
than those periods when the activity was low. These problems were overcome by dividing a normal year into



eleven 31-day periods and a 24-day period at the end. Then, before data were used in any analysis they
were normalized by dividing the value of each day's activity within each period, by the average activity
for that period. The Brisbane nighttime recording periods can be taken as 1800 tu 0600 local time or
0800 to 2000 Universal Time. The control dates were determined from the Universal Time of the recordings.

2. SPREAD-F ASSOCIATION WITH ATMOSPHERIC GRAVITY WAVES

Daily estimates of Spread-F activity, deduced from published hourly values of ionospheric parameters,
have been made for the sunspot-minimum period, for 67 ionospheric stations located throughout the world.
These stations are found in one of seven regions of the Earth, the boundaries of the regions being
determined by lines of conszant L-shell values. Figure 3 indicates the locations of these regions in the
vicinity of Australia and shows the position of Brisbane relative to them. Each L-bhell region in the
southern hemisphere (labelled a to g inclusive on Figure 3) has a complementary region in the northern
hemisphere.

Figure 4 shows the result of a superposed-epoch analysis of Spread-F occurrence relative to the
control dates for AGWs at Brisbane. In this analysis the seven regions have been grouped together in such
a way that they form 3 larger regions. For regions a and b combined (Figure 4a) the high values in the
distribution, which occur at the centre day and a day later, suggest an associat.on. On the latter day
the value is slightly greater than 3.5 standard deviations (a) from the average value. Assuming a normal
distribution, the significance of this value can be stated as follows. The probability of this value, or
one greater than it, occurring randomly in the distribution is 1 in 4,500. In other words an association
between the occurrence of Spread-F in these regions and AGWs at Brisbane seems quite probable. In the
other two distributions (covering latitude regions almost tip to the equator) the displacements near the
centý'e day are not significant (see Figures 4b and 4c). Incidentally, a search for an association between
AGhs and Spread-F conditions at Brisbane, by similar methods, proved negative.

The suggested association can be further tested by subdivision of the data. Figure 5 shows another
superposed-epoch analysis which combines the Spread-F occulirence from regions a, b and c for 2 uifferent
time intervals (June, 1963 to December, 1964 and January, 1965 to June, 1966). It will be seen that sig-
nificant peaks occur near the centre day for both distributions (namely 3.3 o and 2.4 a respectively).
Another type of subdivision is achieved by analysing in a similar manner, each of the seven regions
separately, for the total period (June, 1963 to June, 1966). Although these distributions are not shown
here, the displacements for the centre day or the day after, whichever displacement is the greater, are
shown plotted on Figure 6. The important feature on this figure is the highly significant values for
regions a and b separately (namely 3.1 a and 2.8 a respectively). Thus the proposed association seems to
have stood the test of these subdivisions, and so the argment for an association is further strengthened.

Spread-F stations at latitudes higher than those used here have on occasions extensive ionospheric
blackout periods which make it difficult to determine the real Spread-F occurrence. For this reason these
stations have been omitted from this present analysis. However, attempts to use Spread-F information from
these stations could be made in future analyses.

3. ATMOSPHERIC-GRAVITY-WAVE OCCURRENCE COMPARED WITH SUNSPOT AND GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY

Superposed-epoch analyses have been used to examine the variation of sunspot activity cnd geomagnetic
activity, separately, relative to the AGW control dates. Also, the sunspot-minimum period (June, 1963 to
June, 1966) and the sunspot-maximum period (July, 1966 to June, 1971) are investigated separately.
Figure 7(a) shows the variation of sunspot numbers relative to the control dates for the sunspot-minimum
period, while Figure 7(b) is the variation for Ap indices for the sunspot-maximum period. For the sunspot
numbers a 27-day periodicity can be seen particularly in the distribution for the period before the centre
day. For the Ap indices a 27-day periodicity is not as obvious, although there is some evidence for it.

Figure 8 shows, by the solid lines, the results of fourier analyses of these distributions (Figure 7)
as well as two other distributions which have not been illustrated here. Figures 8a and 8c relate to the
sunspot-minimum period while Figures 8b and 8d relate to the sunspot-maximum period. Three of these four

diagrams show relatively large amplitudes for a period of 27.43 days (i.e. a value close to the averageI solar-rotation period for sunspots). The dashed lines on the diagrams show the results obtained if, instead
of using the AGW control dates, an equal number of dates chosen randomly in each period, are used. There
seems to be no particular tendency for '.hese distributions to peak at 27.43 days. It is perhaps signifi-
cant that the phases of the two sunspot-number distributions (Figures 8a and 8b) are such that oscillations
are a maximum 2.3 and 1.9 days respectively, before the centre day. For the Ap-indices distribution
showing a periodicity around 27 days (Figure 8d) the oscillation has a mrximum 0.2 days after the centre
day. If the gravity waves are associated with the sunspot activity by means of solar particles coming from
sunspot regions, a rough estimate of the delay between the two phenomena would be 2 days. Whereas,
geomagnetic activity would be expected to coincide approximately with the gravity-wave activity.

4. THE PASSAGE OF WEATHER FRONTS THROUGH BRISBANE

4.1. The Association of Fronts with AGWs

If the AGWs, which occur regularly, originate in weather systems in the vicinity of Brisbane, weather
fronts are the most likely source. The occurrence of frontal passages at Brisbane (from June, 1963 to
November, 1965) relative to the AGW control dates, is shown in Figure 9(a). There is a peak in the
distribution of 3.9 a which shows that there is almost certainly an association.

4.2 Spread-F and Non-frontal AGWs

This apparent association with fronts prompted the subdivision of the control dates into two groups.
Figure 9(b) has used control dates which were not followed by frontal passages on either of the two days
following each date. (There were 48 such occasions). This figure shows that when Spread-F occurrence
from region (a) is plotted relative to these dates a peak of 2.8 a occurs one day after the centre day.



The remaining control dates (41 in all), which presumably are assorlated with fronts, were used In a

similar analysis using t've same Spread-f data. Here (see Figure 9c) there is no significant peak near

the centre day.

Thus it seems meaningful to separate the AGWs into two groups dependent on whether or not fronts are

associated. This ability to isolate the AGWs, which are apparently associated with Spread-F occurrence,

should prove valuable in future analyses. The gravity.-wave activity at Brisbane, shown earlier as an

example (Figure 1), was recorded when an extensive high-pressure weather system covered the entire
Aust-dlian continent. Fine weather prevailed. A front did not pass through Brisbane until 17 days after

these waves were recorded.

4.3. Spread-F and AGWs in May, 1965

Figure 10 shows the daily Spread-F occurrence for the month of May, 1965 for the same L-shell
regions as were used earlier in Figure 4. Although, during this month, frontal AGWs (as defined in the
previous sub-section) occurred on the 17th, 18th and 25th of the month, non-frontal AGWs were recorded on
only 2 dates (namely the l1th and 13th May). Around these latter dates there was, as shown by Figure 10(c),
a significant increase in the occurrence of Spread-F for regions a and b combined, while no such increase
is apparent in the distributions for the lower latitudes (Figures lOa and lob). By itself this result
would not have great significance. Hcwever, taking into account the association which was suggested in
section 2 by statistical analyses, it seems reasonable to assume that this particular case is a specific
example of the association between Spread-F occurrence and AGWs. Figure 11 shows some of the AGWs
recorded at Brisbane on 11 May, 1965.

4.4. Periodicities in AGWs

During some of the nights in 1963, 1964 and 1965 when AGWs were recorded, periodicities have been
determined. On any particular night a measurement was made whenever a periodicity changed, except that
individual readings were spaced at least one hour apart. Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show the distributions
for non-frontal and frontal AGWs respectively. The distributions are somewhat similar to each other and
show an average value of about 12 minutes for these waves. The relative response curve for the microbaro-
graph, at the times of the measurements, 4s also shown on Figure 12.

S. ATMOSPHERIC ACOUSTIC WAVES AND SUNSPOT ACTIVITY

Wher superposed-epoch analyses followed by fourier analyses were performed in the manner already
explained, no apparent 27-day periodicity in geomagnetic activity was found, when Np indices were plotted
relative to AAW control dates. A similar result was found for sunspot numbers during the sunspot-minimum
period 'oP Figure 13a). There was however some evidence of this periodicity for sunspot activity in
sua,1p•t , !mum years (Figure 13b). In Figure 13 the solid lines relate to the AAW control dates while
the dasheo .ines relate to equivalent numbers of dates chosen randomly. This particular result is
sv-e'!- ., ,Iy. If the AAWs are related to sunspot numbers the association would appear to be a lot

Stre association suggested for the AGWs (see Figure 6 ). Analyses similar to those described
ACWs, .,ave been undertaken to look for a possible association between AAWs and Spread-F.

for such an association has been found.

ON AND CONCLUSIONS

Daily estimates of Spread-F activity have been determined in local times for each particultr station.
Consequently wshen the day-to-day variation for a region containing a number of stations is determined the
distribution obtained will be slightly different from what it would be if daily Spread-F activity was
determined for each station in Universal Time. However, as the average longitude of the 18 sýations used
in regions a and b is only 24 degrees east of the Greenwich meridian, this means that any "smoothing-out"
of the true day-to-day variation of Spread-F because of zhe use of local times is not going to result in
any significant bias. That is, activity on a )articular day (Universal Time) will be spread slightly,
but equally, into the day before and the day after. This means that the tendency, in the results
presented here, for Spread-F to have high values not only on the centre day of the distributions but on
the day after (see e.g. Figure 4a) is in all probability, significant.

From this analysis it seems likely that those gravity waves recorded at Brisbane, which are not
related to frontal activity, are ia some wav associated with ionospheric Spread-F conditions in sub-
auroral regions, The fact 'hat there seem- to be a link between the occurrence of these gravity waves and
sunspot activity, and also georiagnetic a:tivity, suggests that solar particles may be r-sponsible for both
the Sprepd-F and the gravity-wave phenomena. If the gravity waves travel from auroral regions they are
possibly instrumental in the production of Spread-F irregularities in these regions. At least one
investigation of Spread-F occurrence in auroral regions (Bowman, 1968b) suggests Spread-F structures which
are consistent with their being produced by the passage of gravity waves with periodicities similar to
those discussed here. One has, however, to explain the fact that in some of the distributions of this
analysis Spread-F occurrence is not only high on the centre day but also on the next day. Perhaps for any
event the observable Spread-F activity continues for several days whereas the AGWs associated with the
onset of the event may be the only ones with sufficiently high amplitudes to be detectable at Brisbane.
Auroral infrasonic waves (AlWs) have been detected for sore time now (Wilson, 1971). Perhaps AGWs, and
even AAWs, are produced in the high atmosphere of auroral regions by mechanisms similar to those
responsible for AlWs, 4tatever these might be. These observations are however only speculations. It is
obvious that the precise nature of any association between Spread-F and gravity waves will not be known
until %le have more experimental results and more analyses are performed.

Finally, this paper presents evidence for an association between acoustic waves, recorded at
Brisbane. and sunspot activity foiA the sunspot-maximum years. This result, however, may be fortuitous,
and should be treated with caution.
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Figure 1. AGWs recorded on 6 June 1968. Local times are used.
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Figure 2. An example of AAWs recorded on 30 August, 1964. Local times are used.
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Figure S. Spread-F activity relative to AGW control dates for regions a, b and c.
(a) from June 1963 to D)ecember 1964; (b) from January 1965 to June 1966.
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(b) A p indices relative to AGW control dates for a sunspot-luaximum period.
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Figure 9. (a) Frontal passages relativ, to AGW control dates; (b) Spread-F in region a relative to
non-frontal A.GW control dates; (c) Spread-F in region ak relative to frontal AG1W control
dates.
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Figjure 11. AGWs recorded on 11 May 19ý5. Local times are used.
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Figure 12. Distributions of occurrence of periodicxites (a) for non-frontal AGWs; (b) for frontal AGWs,
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(sunspot maximum). Solid lines - relative to AAW control dates; dashed lines - relative to
random dates.
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ATTRIBULS A L'MTPITE D)U WIJRAtJI-JILT AUJX LA~TITUDES Mor6M-S

par

C -B. Goe

Dea perturbations ionnaph~riques iti~n6rantes d'6ckiollo aoyenne, prfstntant. des p6riodes
de 12 A 30 minutes sont d6tent~hes 11hiver, done U& journo6e, aux altitudes de I& rbgion F. Cea
perturbations, dont Is pr6sence cat constat~e dmna des condit~ions do calue magn~tiquo9 P ont attni-
bu~oa & I% pr6sence do configurations do vent "actives", 1i~es au courant-jet a l1altitude de Ia
tropopauso. On reconnalt cern configurations actives our lea cartes do went de la tropopause~ ? uh
cimaillemem horizontal du vent loraque lIa direction do l'&cou~laeont sot parl1lale aux isolignes
de vitoame de vent conatailte. Lactivitt diajinv au fur ct & mesure quo le vent acc6lare Qu dfic6-
lare done Is direction de l1ficoulement. On pout considirer que l1activitk ionoaph~rique r~au~ltazit
do coo ven~ts do tropopause actifs oat localiage, du point do vu* do lIa circulation globalo par
cono~quont, elle W'est janaix observ~e ni pr~dite o ur une base globale, ce qui oat regrettable car
lea transmissions radio £haute fr~quence nont affect~o. per lI& pr~aence de coo perturbations
ionoxpb~riques.
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F1.rnTHFR REMAXIK. AwOUn' TRAVELING IONM-HERIC DISTURIWtNIVI

ATTRIBIPMED TO JET &•TRAM ACTIVITY AT MID-EATI'MJDE

G. h. Goe
Space' Environment Laboratory

NOAA Environmental Research Iaboratories
Roulder, Colorado 80,302

AMBTRACT

Medium scale traveling ionospheric disturbances with periods of 12 to 30 mlnutec are detected during
daytime winter at F-region heights. These distuvbances are present when it is magnetically qulut and are
attributed to the presence of 'acti're' wind patternis associated with the Jet streein at the height of the
tropopause. The active patterns on the tropopause wind analysis maps are recognized by horizontal wind
shear as the direct'on of flow lies parellel to the isolines of constant wind speed. The activity dimin-
ishes ar the whnd accelerates or decelerates in the directJn of flow. The ionospheric activity resulting
from these LLctive tzpopaure winds may be tho..ght of as localized, ýn terms of global circulation and,
hence, Is neither observed nor predicted on a gyobal scale. This t, unfortunate as HF radio transmission
is effected by the presence of such ionospheric disturbancea.

1. IINTRDJCTION

The medium scale traveling ionospheric disturbances known to be present at mid-latitude during day-
time winter under n.gnetically quiet conditions are often thought tc originate in the lower atmosphere.
We have previously shown disturbances of 22 to 20 minute period with horizontal phase speeds of approxi-
mately 130 meters/second, for winter 1968 (sunspot maximum) at ionospheric heights near 200 km over
Boulder (40P N, l050 W) to be generated by ',ctive' wind patterns associated with the Jet streait at the
hei(.;ht of the tropx)pause. In this paper we present ton)ospheric HF pulse data and the corresponding tropo-
pause wind analysis maps as evidence that our criteria for the active wind patterns is equally valid for
Laother mid-latitude location (39" N, 1150 W), west ard slightly south of Boulder, using a different radio
technique from the earlier study.

2. BACIKGROUMD

The underlying theme of this paper is an investigation of medium scale traveling ionospheric distur-
bances thought to be generated locally at the height of the tropopause at mid-latitude during magnetically
quiet conditions. The specific disturbances that concern us are observed to have periods of 12 to 30 min-
utes at mid-latitude ionospheric F-region heights,., Since these disturbances are detected using IF iadio
techniques we have 2onsistently restricted our observations to daytime when reflection conditions are
optimum. Only the '-,inter months, October through March, are considered because during those months the
overhead tropopause wind patterns at mid-latitude are well-formed and persistent. In addition, during the
winter mionths the propagation conditions from the trnpopause to the ionosphere appear to be in our favor
(ooe, 1711).

These mediuiun scale mid-latitude disturbances should be contrasted with the large scale traveling
disturbances also observed at ionospheric heights at mid-latitude. The large scale disturbances are
thought to originate in the auroral oval during times of increased magnetic activity. A recent review of
this Lopic Is available (Evans, 1972).

Our active wind regions, as seen on the U.S. Weather Service Tropopause Wind Analysis Maps, consti-
tute the microstructure of the ridges and troughs of planetary scale waves. A planetary wave -ay have a
wavelength of approximately 4,500 km which is equivalent to, say, 500 in longitude (at 400 N latitude) or
the width of the continental United States. This means then that, our activity may be confined to, say,
2C0 in longitude. Because of its microscale and localized character, such "meteorological noise" is
neither obze-vel nor pr-dicted on a global scale. Th1.s ýs unfortunate, in so far as HF radio propagation
is concerned, because the unwanted effects on the signals, in particular the signal strength, may occur
without advance warning.

In this paper we direct our attention to the source of the medium scale traveling ionospheric dis-
turbancen as detected by :IF aub-microseconu pulsed, while Lerfald, et. al. (1972), in a companion paper to
be presented at this conference, discuss the influences of the disturbances on the pulses themselves.

As we di.cuss the tropopause winds de retain our simple classification for the flow patterns:
active, quiLt, or quasi-pt-lodic (rap!dly changing), ss originally introduced (Coe, 1971). The limita-
tions of tbe 'rapidly changing' classification (Goe, 1972a) soon become evident. This limitation, combined
w.tb the srarsity of tropopa.-i;e maps (they are issued only every 12 hours), decreases our confidence in the
interpretation of some of our wind patterns.

We .erain convinced, t.owever, that our crfteria for the stability of the wind patterns and for th'e
genaration of the disturbances is as reliable for our new location, west of the Rocky Mountains, as it is
for Boulder, ?ast of the rouniains. The basic difference between the two locations is that the well-
developed troulghs and •i'dges as they move in. from the Pacific Northwest tend to remain north of the new
location r-. oas, dircctly overhead for Boulder.
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Sui..,sicrosricond IIF pulses, transmitted Over an oblique (1500 km) path from Palo Alto, California A.
to 11otuder., Colorado, show ionospheric behavior appropriate for an ionospheric reflection level, of approxi-
mately 200 km near the mid-point of the path (390 N, 1150 W). The data are daytime data collected during
the w.inter months. November 1969, January 1970, and February 1970.

Icnospheric motions are detected as fluctuations In the travel time for the pulses but are at-
tributed particularly to changes in the electron density profile near the height of reflection. Such a
detection of traveling ionospheric disturbances presupposes tha# the motions of the neutral air due to the
passage of atmospherlc wav-a. are carried over to the ionized portion of the atmosphere without serious
modification. That is to say, fluctuations in the electron density indicate the passage of' a wavelike
d~sturbance in the neutral atmosphere. We accept this interpretation; Davies and Jones (1971) discuss It
in detail.

3.1. IF rVP.se Datn.

The ionospheric pulse data are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. The time scale, running along the bot-
tom of the records, is zmrked off in half-hour intervals. These data show the periods of -the rather ir-
regular wavelike disturbances to be in the neighborhood of 15 to 30 minutes. An occasional longer period
disturbance, such as the one seen on February 18, appears on the records, however. The 6-hour time inter-
val, 1800 to 0000 hours ULT, corresponds to local daytime, 1100 to 1700 hours LST.

The tick marks on the vertical time scale are spaced at 30 microsecond intervals to indicate
(reJative) pulse delay time. The bottom edge of the signature is the beginning of the pulse, while tne
length of the vertical line extending upward from this initial point represents the pulse length or, what
is oft tiues equivalent, the pulse distortion. The transmitted signal (pulses ; 0.5 hsec duration) had a
frequency spectrum which peaked at 18 Ntiz; appreciably below the F-layer penetration frequency for this
path during winter daytime.

3 2. Numerical Activity Index.

The ionospheric activity is rated on a scale from 1 to 8 according to our L/Lo numerical index
(Goe, 1971). This index is assigned according to the ratio of line lengths L/Lo, where L is the measured
length of the trace formed from the composite of the pulse data and Lo is the length of the base (time)
line. These line lengths are shown schematically in Figure 1. We have in each .ase assigne& the iono-spheric index most appropriate for each 3-hour interval, 1800 to 2100, 2100 to 2400 hours UT. These L/Lo

indices are shown as integers in the figures.

There is some ambiguity present in these numerical indices for the ioncspheric activity. Neverthe-
less, it is clear that the activity for the November data (Figure 1) is moderately low (L/Lo = 3) and con-
sistently present. Generally, an index of 2 or 3 provides assurance of low level ionospheric activity.
The ambiguity becomes more apparent when L/Lo = 4 because then several small amplitude oscillations may
contribute the same line length throughout a 3-hour interval as a few large amplitude 3scillations. The
index for the January data (Figure 2) is most effected by the ambiguity as L/Lo = 4 is observed.

As the activity increases to 5 or 6 relatively large amplitude fluctuations must persist throughout
the interval and the ambiguity again tends to disappear. The data for February 18 (Figure 3) show this
increased level of activity. The L/Lo index has been defined to range from 1 to 8, but the 8 is reserved
for a severe magnetic storm condition (Goe, 1972b).

3.3. Remark.

With this pulse data we have been forced to abandon the spirit of our graphic period-amplitude
representation used for the (W-Dopplersonde data (Goe, 1971; 1972a; 1972b). Even though such a display of
ionospheric data provides a means to easily intercompare the activity for consecutive days, the pulse data
are so frequently interrupted that visual scanning for trends has little purpose. He,:ce, only L/Lo in-
dices shall be used in Figure 7. We discuss the data s(umarized in Figure 7 after we examine the flow
patterns on the tropopause wind maps.

4. TROPOPAUSE WIND ANALYSIS MAPS

Tropopause Wind Analysis Mans, issued every 1i hours, 0000 and 1200 hours UT, by the United States
Weather Service, are used for this study. The redrawn tropopause maps are pictured in Figares 4, 5 and 6.
The wind speeds are given in knots (K, nautical miles per hour) with 100 knots equal to approximately 50
meters per second. The black dot on each map indicates the geographic location on the mid-point (39" N,
1150 W) of our oblique propagation path.

41.1. Analysis of Vector Wind Field.

The wind patterns on the maps of Figures 4, 5 and 6 are represented oy streamlines (solid lines),
indicating the direction of flow, arid isotachs (dashed lines), the isoliuies of constant wind speed. We
confine our attention to this abstract representation of the vector wind field. Such a kinematic approach
allows us to consider the stability of the wind flow without regard for the dynamic forces producing it.
Even this has its limitations, however, as we allow ourselves to think only in terms of a static vector
field, i.e., we assume that the streamlines represent the path of the moving air parcels. But, be that as
it may, in so far as it Is possible, we discuss the flow in terms of wind speed with respect to direction
of flow and its consequence, the onset or disappearance of horizontal wind shear. The question of the
origin of the wind field we leave to the dynamic meteorolog sts.

The integer index shown in the lower right hand corner of each map indicates horizontal wind shear
in 0.01 meters per second per kilometer as appropriate for the mid-point of the propagation path. These
numbers fail to exceed 6 (0.06 m/s/km) for the days of interest. It is common for horizontal wind shear
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In pa-s.ing, we take this opportunity to assure you that we have great confidence in the ionospheric
absorption measurements made by Schpntek at Lindau, West Germany, while the f-min data used by Deland
and ,•riedman (1972) as an indication of ionospheric absorption are less reliable. Schwentek (Labitzke
and Schwentek, 1968; Schwentek, 1969) makes it clear that arny association between ionospheric absorption
and stratospheric temperature is not a straightforward one.

5.1. The problem.

Even though we likewise concern ourselves with both the upper and lower atmosphere - our distur-
bances originate in the tropopause and propagate into the ionosphere - we do not require a direct coupling
between the two.

It wai tecognized earlier (Goasard, 1962; GoJsard anu MiunK, 1)54) that internal gravity waves with
periods comparable to those we observe, could be generated in the troposphere and propagate into the
ionosphere. Gossard outlines the general problem very well: (I) the generation of the disturbance in
the lower atmosphere, (2) the propagation characteristics alorg the path and (3) the means of detecting
the disturbances at ionospheric heights. We concentrate on the first to study the source of the distur-
bances; we learn nothing of the second directly but must infer everything from the characteristics of the
reflected traces, and we tolerate the third as we o6serve the ionized rather than the neutral portion of
the atmosphere.

We note, however, that Cowling, et. al. (1971), Yeh, et. al. (1972) and others contribute to (2)
by discussing propagation characteristics appropriate for mid-latitude. They elaborate on their wind
control theory - strong thermospheric winds acting as a directional filter for the internal gravity waves -

and other atmospheric processes. Their tracing of rays from the ionosphere back to the troposphere in-
deed lends support to our study as they find 3 to 5 hours travel time to be realistic for our near 30
minute period waves (Yeh, 1972).

5.2. The Wave Generating Mechanism.

The tropopause Wind Analysis Maps are our primary source of observational data for the wind pat-
terns, while Yeh (1972) and Liu and Yeh (1971) continue to provide as much guidance as possible in an ef-
fort to bring theory and practice together. At present, the best we can do is to clarify terminology in
order to communicate the information we gain from the tropopause maps more effectively.

We use the kinematic approach, with "treamlines and isotachs to describe the vector (wind) field.
The word 'macrostructure' refers to the patterns formed by the streamlines, the ridges and troughs of the
planetary-scale waves. Such a wave is shown schematically in Figure 8. A wavelength comparable to the
width of the continental U.S. is usual at 400 N latitude in winter. Our stability criteria is most nearly
applicable when this macrostructure is only slowly altered as the patterns meander or migrate from west to
east across the United States.

The word 'microstructure' refers to the patterns formed by the isotachs about the streamlines.
This microstructure is always changing with respect to the macrostructure, but the rate at which it
changes is the primary interest of the wave generating mechanism. We use the term, 'quasi-periodic' to
mean short term (3 to 6 hour) changes in the microstructure.

The criterium for quiet patterns is definite, the isotachs are perpendicular to the streamlines.
The air parcels accelerate or decelerate in the direction of flow and there is no wind shear. The general
category of an active pattern requires the presence of wind shear, the isotachs parallel to the stream
lines.

As the atmosphere makes a rapid adjustment the macrostructure may change severely within 12 hours.
During such times we have little confidence that the trajectory of an air parcel is represented by the
streamline. Our assumptior, of a static vector field breaks down; we can nu longer thirLk the wind shear
mechanism to have meaning.

5.3. Summary of data.

The results of the ionospheric and tropopause data are summarized in Figure 7. The days are plot-
ted on a 24-hour time scale, with local daytime (09 - 17 hours LST) coinciding with the breaks in the
heavy black lines at 16 - 24 hours UT. The ionospheric data are daytime data while the wind data are
shown on a 24-hour basis.

The magnetic Kp index is shown in the first line. As was mentioned earlier, the November days
follow a tý,me of slight activity (Kp = 6"). Other than that, the days are magnetically quiet as would
be expected since we are near winter solstice rather than equinox.

The purpose in the study was to test the validity of our criteria for the stability of the tropo-
pause winds. We find no violation and, even though the data are meager, we feel that we have learned
more about the changing (quasi-periodic) patterns. The more nearly sinusoidal wavelike disturbances ap-
pear to be associated with these changing patterns,

5.4. Overhead Winds at Mid-point.

Our last result is easily visualized by referring again to Figure 8. We note the position of the
trough over the western United States. The solid line represent" a deep trouch. while the dashed line
indicates a more isual depth. Hence, the dashed line is the usual path of the well-formed wind patterns.

By using the dashed line as "he outside boundary for the wind pattern, you can see that it passes
near BouLlder (400 N, 1050 W) but goes slightly north and east of the mid-point of the oblique path (390
N, 115' W).
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VWe detect medium scale ionospheric distxvrbancts, periods of 15 to 30 minutes. An we observe this
ionospheric activity from a mid-latitude ground atation located 4O0 N, 1050 W, we see the activity come
and go as the overhead tropopause wind patterns pass by. The trends in the ionospherlc activity for this
location are al-eady known to bm soimethine like 3 to 5 days in duration.

When we observe the ionosphere Pr'om our new location 39° N, l15ý W, the activity trends are quite
different. We find, however, that the criteria of isotachs Irallel to streamlines, combined with the
quAsi-periodic behavior, describes the active trop, opause winopatte~ns for both mid-latitude locations.

Therefore, .we conclude that the ionospheric activity Is localized, in terms of global circulation,
and that the observed activity depends on the characteristics of the overhead tropopause winds. Stated
differently, this type of ionospheric activity is a strong function of the geographic location.
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Figure 1. Ionospheric HF sub-microsecond pulse data recorded over an oblique 1500 km path from Palo Alto
to Boulder. Local time is 1100 to 1700 hours (1800 to 2400 hours UT). Two integers indicate
the ionospheric activity L/Lo index for each 3-hour interval, 1800 to 2100, 2100 to 2400 hours
UT, for each da,. Although these November data display a moderately low level (L/IO = 3) of
ionospheric acti ity, it is consistently present.
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Figure 2. Ionospheric HF sub-microsecond pulse data similar to that shown in Figure 1. These January
data are, unfortunately, often interrupted but show tht ionospheric activity to be irregular,
ranging from low (L/Lo = 2) to moderately active (L/Lo 4).
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Figure 3. Ionospheric HF sub-microsecond pulse data s.4.nmilar to that shown in Figure 1. A high level of
ionospheric activity is reached on February, 18 (L/Lo = 5) but the disturbance probably comes
from a severe vertical exchange of air in tho lover atimosphere.
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Figure 7. Co'parison of magnetic, ionospheric ard tropospheric data for days of interest November 1969,
January 1970, and February 1970. Magnetic(Kp) indices are recorded for days of interest.
The 3-hour L/Lo ionospheric activity, as deduced from the HF pulse data, is shown, as appro-
priate, for daytime hours. The tropop.use wind patterns are classified aG quiet, active or
quasi-ptriodic (QP), cha•ning back and forth from active and quiet.
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i Figure 8. Planetary Wave it, Lower Atiosphere, at Mid-I~titude. Wavelength extends across most of 'zonti-

• niental United States (5Q0 in longitude) at 400 N latitude. An active wind region, the mcrlo-
utructure of a ridge or trough of a planetary wave, I. confined to, say, 200 in longitude at

I400 N latitud•e. The vectors indicate a transfer of momentum causing the tr~ough to steepen.
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OSCILLATION BY TFIIENDMSORMS

C. A. Mon and A. D. Pierce
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Recent exparimantui evidenco, based on radio HF Doppler soundiag of the lonosphere, Lqhuwv oscillations
of the upper atmosphere during ptrtods of thunderstorm attivity. 11hese opcillationa, hev. periods in the
range ot 2 min to 5 mitt, frequently f.r many hours duration. T1he coherence of thot oncl11ations In ronuis-
tent with the incerpretation Sererai1y given that they are caused by the padisage of long vave~lungt~h infra-
sonic waves. There are apparently no similar distinct oucillations vith the saw. perioad rturie~. asnociated
with air motion in the troposphere during severe weather. However, convective sctivi~y ioq known to gcnarate
fluctuations and internal) wa~ves with perviod. near aind ab' vt Brunt-.Vg~sKlM periods. Tna preuent -psper
proposes P theory for the generation of these ivonopheric :-5 min period waves, bakied on concepts simitlar to
those used by Lighthill in the theory of aerodynamic sound. That the periods of the Ionosph)JeriC oscirllations
are substantially lower than tropospheric Brunt-Vkisgll periLods ý's expicined as being due to the fect tha~l
the predominant radiated frequencies are obtained as a outstation, via non-linear prccessae, of the fre-
quencies of the interacting velocity fields generated by the weather system. These radiated frequencies
are not ntecessarily observed in the near field.

INTRODUCTION

In recent year., experimental evidence, based on HF radio Doppler soundin& of the upper atmosphere,
shown ionospheric disturbencee asoociated with thunderstorm activity (Georges, 1968; Baker and Davies, 196);
Detert, 1969; Davies and Jones, 1971). These studies reveal that sometimes quasi-sinusoidal oscillations,
with periods in the range 2-5 min, occur wtien thunderstorms are within a radius of 250 k~m of the ionospheric2
:atlection point. The simultaneous use of multiple HF radio frequencies and of several spaced stations
in a Doppler sounding system at ne-ir-vertical Incidence, shows that these oscillal-ions arý: coherent -in the
ionosphere over lateral ranges of itt least the spacing of the radio ref lection points and are coherent over
the range of lower ionospheric HU reflection heigias (Detert, 1969). This coherence is consistent with
the interpretation frequently giveu that. the observed oscillationts are caused by the passage of lona wave.-
len,;th acoustic Waves through the atmosphere. Sincs the principal periods (2-5 min) are somewhat smaller
than the typical Brunt-Vg1ieall periods in the atmosphere, ituch dwsves would currespond to the acouutic
branch of ths acoustic-gravity w'ave spectrum,

A very striking feature of the WV Doppler data is the relatively narrow bandwidth of the ionospheric
oscillations, sometimes with Q greater than 10 for an epoch of ssveral hours. This is suggestive of some
kind of reeom,'nr phenomenon, although there are apparently no distinct oscillations in the 2-5 ami period
range associated with air motion in the troposphere. Howtver, it is well known that high convective.
activity generates turbulent fluctuationis end generatea internal graiity waves outside of the convecvion
zones. Fig. 1 reproduces the power spectrum of atmospheric pt'eesure given over twelve y-tars ago in a
classic paper by E. Gossard (1960) . The longest solid line illustrates average conditions, but the ;Ldhed
spectrum and the short rolid line near iL represent conditions oF great excitation. Each of the latter
two curves, Goosard identified as the spectrum of internal waves generated by convective activity with
wave frequencies near the local Brunt-Vgis~ll frequency computed from radiosonde data. Brunt's period
vari'is typically between 4 and 10 minutes in the troposphere, depending on Ehe temperature stratification,
end iw the natural period of buoyancy oscillations in a stable atmosphere.

In this paper we propose c t'.1ory for the ganeration of the anomolous ionospheric oscilistions by
thunderstorms, based on the concepts successfully employeo by Lighthill(19502, 1962) to explain the generation
of aerodynamic sound by turbulence. In this model the ionospheric oscillations are a manifestation of
acoustic waves radiated from tropos~pheric regions of Interacting velocity fields whose frequencies are at
or below the lowwr atmosphere Brunt-V~isKIlA frequdncies. By mancn of non-linear fluctuating Reynolds'
stresses, a transfer of energy is effected from the internal gravity wave regime to the acoustic wave
regime of the acoustic-gravity weve spectrum. Thic transfer takes place with concomitant change of
frequency.

Recently, Jones (1970) introducesd a model to explain the ionospheric oscIllations ukdder discussion
in this paper. Pis expLination ib based on the mode theory of lower atmosphere guided acoustic-gravity
wave propagation. In a typical set of 'ailti-mocde dispersion curvee, there are regions whiere modal curves
nearly 'kiss' each other, and Jones explains the phenomenon a~s being due to the coupl-ng of energy between
the fundarental and first gravity modes. A major objectiot. to this e.;planation is that it cannot explain
the ionospheric oscillations directly above the thunderstorm regions as are observed. The existence of
the normal modes are really eseablished by the extended stratification of a gIvcwn atinosphers and the
coupling of modes, at 'kissing', can only be achieved at horizontal ranges gretater than~ i/Ak where 6k is
the wave number gap i..4t the 'kiesitag' regiou. To explain a 280 period from Jones' curve tbis distance
should be taken to be about 2000 km.

WAVE EQUATION AND SOURCE

The basic approach of Lightihill (1952, 1962) in the sarodyaaaical generation of sound is to
separate the linear and non-linser terms in vcbs equations of motion and then form an inhomogeneous wave
equation for one of the variables. The linear terms are the wave propagation operator, and the tion-linear
terms arc considered as a source function. If the wave motions are weak compared to the primary mations In
the flow field, and there to negligible back reaction on the primary flow, then the inhomogeneous wave
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equation can be solved for the radiation emitted in the far field. The source function is determined by
the primary flow field and ti limited in extent. The method is thus restricted to weak wave ouimeion.
Lighthill'o procedure has been extended to wave motion in a stratified atmosphere by Moore and Spiegel
(1964), Kato (1966). and Stein (1967).

For simplicity, we consider an unbounded isothermal atmosphere with undisturbed preasure p0 and

density €o stratified with height an exp(-Z/H) with ncale height

H - po I C8o/Y (1)

where c is the speed of sound, and y is the ratio of specific heats. If p (r.t), pl(i.t) and v(;,t) are

devi'tions of idr density, pressure and velocity from their equilibrium values, the governing equations are
then (with linear term separated on the left-hand side and the non-linear term- on the right-hand side):

lPIS - f (2)

-+V(v) - q , (3)at
and

p Cc2 V'; - h (4)

t + Po0 0 +
where

a(PVV) a(Q V)

q - -(v) , (6)

und

h - -ypIV'v - v'Vp1  (7)

Here g , (0,0,-S). Equations (2), (3) and (4) are the equations of momentum, mess cunservation and
adiabatic motion, respectively.

Eliminating pI and v from the linear terms in equations (2), (3) and (4), and introducing the

variable

P - 1 '/ ~(8)
in order to remove the heibht dependence of the perturbation amplitudes, we obtain the following inhomo-
geneous wave equation (Kato, 1966; Stein, 1967)

[2 cv2+ WA- C-2 W2V2i P S ()

where the ksource function S is given by

1 U(+ + (+-) W B f + (1 + • ) .((-)i.- c2 2q-h)) (

I-at3 at c~ 2 g.V at-lj o 0

with

3a
2  ay

2

Here

wA " co/2h (11)

I
is the acoustic cut-off frequency, while

WS .= ( -iZ 1l, Y) _ 0lI (1 2 )

is the Brunt-VAIsAll frequency of thm atmosphere.

In Eq. (9) the expression in hmcl stre is t he acoustic-gravity wave operator which separates into
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the acoustic branch for w>uA and into the internal gravity branch for w<(OB. Since we are interested in

acoustic waves in the atmosphere we shall use the well-known approximation (Tolstoy, 1963) to the wave
operator in the acoustic range:

['2 - c2V2 + W]P-S(13)

We next simplify the source function by LIghthill's procedure of treating the terms in Eq. (10) as truly
knovr. sourcew. This means that primtry flow is only weakly coupled to the acoustic field. This is
generally considered to be possible for low Hach number flow, which is tantamount to considering the
primary fluid motion as almost incoviiressible. Although Lighthill's (1952. 1954, 1962) treatment is
widely accepted, the theoretl.cal Justification for this procedure is itill evolving (Crow, 1970; Lauvstadr
1968). Following in the saws spirit, only terms involving I in Eq. (10) are considered important. This
follows since

-'o. << %' M2  
. (14)

acous. prim.
and

1/2 1/2
a0, us /o0). ,0o (o prim

The terms in F become

-v.F + _- 0 a2 (p°viv1 ) (16)
at ax 1 axj

and

" f - g ' (Povivj 6 i 3 ) (17)

The source term (a/at)(c 2 q.-h) represents the non-adiabatic nature of the flow field and of the stratifi-

cation, and ti generally negligible for low Mach numbers (Stein, 1967).

With Eqs. (16) and (17), we can then expand the source function in multipoles (Unno, 1964; Stein,
1967):

viv),/- 1 (VP v w) 1cSG~t) x" x +7 4- E( w 2 ) (18)

where v - (v 1 , v2, w), H is the scale height, and where

2 (1 1 J a -2 (19)-2

WB t 3 + 6 j3) (19)

(1 (- 3) ()-2
B 2 B at

E- ("Y)

The three terms in Eq. (18) differ from each other in the degree of space differentiation and represent,
respectively, quadrupole, dipole and monopole sources. The dipole and monopole are absent in a uniform
medium, but arise because the stratification acts as a boundary surface (Curle, 1955; Unno, 1964).

RADIATION FROM THUNDERSTORMS

Equations (9) and (18) are the inhomogeneous wave equation and source function, respectively. We
indicated that, because of our interest in the generation of acoustic waves of the acoustic-gravity wave
spectrum, we shall use the approximation of Eq. (13) as our acoustic wave operator. We also now make
simplifications on the source function Eq. (18). First, we consider that the scales of motion are small
compared to the scale height H; so that from the form of Eq. (18), only the first term, the quadrupole
source term, remains. Second, with the thought In mind that the fluid motions ccn.tributing to the
fluctuating Revnold's st7ess are near the Brunt-Vsialg frequency t)B' and thus primarily in the vertical

direction (Hidgley and Liemohn, 1966), then the coefficients Eq. (19) become a = 1, 0 - 1/y and c - (2-y)/y.

With the approxinations indicated above our inhomogeneous wave equation becomes

* [~fw ~'2  ~ ~ a2(vrp vivi)(0a, - 22V2 + 2] Pi (20)ot 0 A : co ax i ax (0

,P
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-This equation wil be the beals for most of the remasining diSCUesiop It differs from Lighthill's equation
by the disoereive term w2 and the modified independent verlable pl/ "P" bo'.h produced by stratification.

We now introduce a cime-harmonic analysis, In which

= P(xt) O (i.,u)e±wt dw (21)

Thus Eq. (20) becomes

(,
2 + c

2 V
2 ) *( ) - 1 c W 

2  /2 -it(
W x 2 c2 3 0 x xj e dt (22)

where c is the phase velocity at frequency u, and where

c 2  2 u2  c2  (23)
w2_A

Equation (22) cin now be solved by standard techniques (see, e.g., Stratton, 1941). We solve for
9 outside the source region which is in a finite volume near the ground. If y is a point within the source
region, r the vector from this point to the observer at x, then outside the source region we have,

i/,u)c a
2

S8x 2 r V 0Yi Yd 3y

0

where we only consider the propagating frequencies, w > WA, also

U j(;.W) - FJ viv -ieit dt (25)

Away from the source region we can use the divergence theorem twice, so

!ý 2 r r ,-iwr/c•

- f C2 _4 w /pTU (c'.)P 3  (26)
8ir2c3  2 r ~ r 0 ij

0 W

In the far field this becomes

2x N e-iwr/c
O(x u) W 2Xij e w rp -U dý 27

8TC3  CT .4 f r o ij (7
0

Now if

vi .() r cos [(8it + )i(Y)]

vj - V cG) Cos [u t +

then, from Eq. (25),

Uij . ViVit (u-(u 1 + u 2 ))e 5 oi1 +4-2 )+ 6(_(w 1 i2 ))a (,0-2)] (29)

If vt and vi are oscillationa in the internal gravity wave spectrum then

"ui. Wjf uE , (30)

and since uA > w. we require for radiatior (w, + w > • A& and Eq. (27) becomes

(6, W) L .-- "-'-.--a VT V VX 6(u-(u 1 +W2 ))d 3y (31)
8cc3 c

2  
X V r 0 j

0 Wo

It is evident from this that a frequency u - wj + W in radiated, %0hare w and w are frequencies of
- g~.l

:; -l P: -. ..I I ', - I" • 'I• 2 2 4I• i " . . . . .. . , ... - -
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internal waves.

If W1ie are near the Brunt-Vgisilk frequency B• then the acoustic frequency radiated would be

w u 2wg. In the troposphere, Brunt's period varies from about 4 to 10 min, so that the period of acoustic

waves radiated would be from 2 to 5 min, which is the period range of ionospheric oscillation susociated

with thunderstorms.

Near w., the fluid particles move primarily in the vartic•,l direction eo that xi -x and in Eq. (31)

the geometrical factor is

S- cos 2 e , (32)
X
2

where 8 is measured from the vertical. We hava a vertical linear qur.drupole radiatiun pattern, with a null
to the side. This null may help explain the appare Lt absence of the acoustic oscillations on microbarograph
records during thunderstorm activity (K. Davies, privata communication), because outside a cone of semiangle
of about 30* the acoustic pressure would be &mail.

Actually, at least one uf the waves vi, v 4 must have a vertical wave number component in order for
the acoustic oscillation to be observed in, thl IoAoephere above the source. This is seen if we use the
representation

vi J e;rp(i([ix - wt + 6i)dwd3k (33)

so that

v iv e (i(f1 + ()i -( + Wj)t + (6 + 8j)dwd3k (34)

Here k i - (k xkk )ik X , and (k + I ) is the acoustic wave number so that for vertical propagation

(k + k ) > )O.
Z,i Z,J

C(MCLUSIONS

In this paper we have developed a theory to explain the generation of 2-5 min period acoustic
oscillations in the ionosphere by thunderstorms iu the tropospheie. Using the approach of Lighthill to
explain the generation of aerodynamic sound, an inhomogeneous acoustic wave equation was developed with
multipole sources, of which the qundrupolt. is the most important.

Thunderstorms. and other convective activity are known to generate oscillations and waves in the
internal gravity wave spectrum. Through the nonlinear quadratic intaraction of these internal waves the
multipole sources are excited, generating acoustic waves whose frequency is the sum of the frequencies of
the primary internal waves. For internal wave periods near Brunt's period, this process would generate
acoustic periods near oue-helf Brunt's period in the troposphere, i.et., periods 2-5 min for typical
Brunt's periods 4-10 min

Near Brunt's period vB particle motions are primarily vertical, sc that for interacting internal

waves with periods near r.. thn quaorupole (and dipole) radistion pattern in the far field for acoustic

waves is in the vertical direction, with a null to the side.
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MEflD RM tDOGCIQUE DES AMPLT7Uh1b ET DE1S SPEL1'P}S D'ONDES DE~ GRAVITE

pal,

SMH4AIRE

Lee observations du contenu en 6lectrons de ilionosphare ksu mcyon de satellites bali-
sea gi00tationnaires rfivalent tram fr~quesament la pr~aence d'oscillutions de forme ainusotdale.
Les onregiatreatonts do rotation de Faradayr repr~aonteat, pour coin oscillations, un bon systasie
do contr8le. Pour 6tudior eta oscillations, on a filtr6 nuiagriquornent los enregiatroments de
cofltenu d'6ilectrons. Le filtre numhrique cat briavement d~critý, Les anplitudesdes effotb crA68
psr lea ondes de gravit6 peuveit ttre facilement montrfies apras filtrage. La partie filtrie des
donngoa, repr6sentant lea fluctuations provoqu~es par lea ondes, pout Itre utilia~o pour calculer
les spectres d'6nergie. Le calcul de ces apectres d'6nergie eat dficrit pour clarifier lea rhsul-
tots. A partir des spectres, on pout d6duire lea faita suivants - 10) l'asiplitudo do l'onde d6-
crol't rapideisent on siSme temps quo diminue 1La longuour do la p~riode, 20) toutes lea pfriodo... nw~-.
vent Itre observ~eq, 30) lea fr~quences hasrmoniiques no mont pan habituollnamont obsorv~es. Une 6tu-
do statistique portant our ian grand noimbre do jours r~vale en mayenno quo toul.es leg fr6quences
ont 2.a m~me probabilit6, bitin que does p~riodoa cda 35 minutes puissant apparattre do pr~f~rencd.
Des jours particuliorm mont fitudi~s.-

2.28
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A PHIlENOMENLOGICAL IN'It.'TIGATluN Ok' A?.iLIlTUU

AND SPECTIRA OF GIIAVITY WAVUS

J.P. Schodel

Hax-Planck-Institut fur Aeronamue
Abteilung fur Weltrapimphysik

3411 Llndau/Ilarz
Fed. Rep. Germany

SUMIMARY

Observations of the ionospheric electron content by means of gcostationary beacon satellites
very often exhibit oscillations of sinusoidal form. Faraday rotation records represent a good
monitoring system for these oscillations. For the investigation of the oscillations the records
of the electron content were filtered numerically. The numerical filter is described briefly. The
amplitudes of effects caused by gravity waves can easily be demonstrated after the filtering. The
filtered part of the data - representing the wave induced fluctuations - can be used for the
computation of power spectra. The computation of 'the power spectra is described in order to clari-
fy the following results. From the spectra we can deduce the following facts: 1. the wave ampli-
tude decreases rapidly with decreasing period length, 2. all periods can be observed, 3. harmonic
frequencies are usually not observed. A statistical investigation for a large number of days
shows on average that all frequencies have the same probability, although periods of 35 minutea
may be preferred. P'articular days are discussed.

1. LNTiULJCTION

If linear or elliptically polarized radio signals from geostationary satellites are ob-
served, one finds short-time periodic fluctuations in addition to the usual rotation of the plane
of polarization (Faraday effect), which is due to the daily variation of the ionospheric electron
content. Fixture I presents the record of Faraday rotation for December 2, 1969. One sawtooth
corresponds to a relative rotation of 1800. The satellite ATS-3 was observed in Lindau. Superim-
posed on the record are sinusoidal oscillations whose period is less than one hour. Continuous
observations of this kind ire relatively inexpensive to carry out and are obviously useful as a
monitoring system. Since this measuring procedure gives the integral of the electron density along
the direction of propagation of the radio signals, no conclusions call be drawn concerning height
dependent parameters of the observed oscillations. When we speak of amplitudes and spectra here,
we always mean those which refer to the electron content of the ionosphere.

2. PIHL6LNTATION OF WAVE AhPLITUUE BY MEANS OF FILTERING

Presented in Figure 2 in arbitrary units are all of the observed daily variations in the
electron content for the month of December 1969. We recognize that the oscillations during a day
obviously occur regularly. Since the amplitudes of these oscillations are small with respect to
the amplitude of the daily variation itself, we want to separate out these oscillations by means
of filtering. The filter is determined from the following considerations:

(a) atmospheric gravity waves have periods from a few minutes to a few hours

(b) tides should be eliminated by the filter

(c) the smoothing process associated with the filter s1hould not in itself produce
oscillations where the normal daily variation is rapid, such as in ;he morning hours.

Thus we want to examine only oscillations with periods from 5 to 120 minutes. The use of numerical
bandpass filters is relatively costly in prograrming and computing time. Therefore we use a nu-
merical high pass filter which has a pass range containing the desired frequencies (Schodel,
MUnch, 1972). Figure 3 shows the rase response curve R (f) of the high pass filter, which consists
of 27 coefficients. The response R (f) is plotted versus frequency f (or equivalently period P).
The filter opens for a period P = 180 minutes. The 3 dB point lies at P = 135 minutes, and the
filter is fully open, i.e. I (f) = 1, at P = 120 minutes. The filter is linear and phase pre-
serving.

Before demcnstrating the results of filtering we should first describe the procedure for
the determination of the spectral frequency distribution.

3. CALCULATItN UF TIlL SP&SCTHAL FWLJrU.NCGY UiT.'IINUTION

We have already made an important step in the direction of a spectral analysis, namely
that the amplitude of the daily variation is much larger than that of the superimposed oscillations
and would yield in a spectrum as described below only a line with P u 24 hours. It can further be
determined that temporal phase jumpe between oscillations of the same period occur, and therefore
a harmonic analysis is excluded. The power spectrum method offers a way 'Iround this problem
(Blackman, Tukey, 1938). According to illackman and Tukey in finite time intervals one can determine
an approximate autocorrelation function of a continuous function of time. One then obtains the
power spectrim of the function of time through a Fourier transformation of the approximate auto-
correlation function. Whun the data points are a fixed distance apart, an estimate of the power
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spectrum can be calculated. Further details can be found In the papers of Blackman and Tukey (1958)
and Schddel and MUnch (1972).

4. ShLECTED ZXAIPLPiS

Out of 117 daily recordings of the electron content Nt examined, samples were selected
which exhibited distinct lines in the spectrum. A preference for fall and winter appears only
accidentally, since the satellite ATS-3, which was obaerved in Lindau, was not available for ob-
servation in the spring and summer months. Twelve daily recordings will be presented in chronolo-
gical order and their characteristics described.

Figure 4 from December 19, 1968, shows a typical daily electron content curve for winter.
It has a deep minimum in the morning hours, then a steep increose, and after about four hours an
equally steep decrease. The curve is relatively flat during the night. This curve is in the lower
left corner of the figure. The measured values are represented by a solid line. The dotted line
represents the filtered curve. In the upper left corner of the figure is the high frequency part
Nt of the electron content. 6ince all periods less than or equal to 120 minutes are included, one
can immediately see only a wave period of about 120 minutes, The power spectrum on the right of
the figure gives information about all represented periods. The relative amplitude A is shown as
a function of the period P (in minutes). The vertical line in the spectrum corresponds to the
3 dO point of the high pass filter. In the right part of the figure is given the 90 % confidence
limit (Blackman and Tukey, 1958). We consider a spectral line significant only when this limit is
exceeded. From the spectrum we can then read off two spectral liner, one between 127 and 76 minu-
ter and one at about 29 minutes. A further line can be expected at a period of about 20 minutes.
Consideration of the spectral lines makes the irregular appearance of the Ni curve understandable.
It should be pointed out again that the Nt curve contains all frequencies passed by the filter.
From this example we can extract a characteristic which holds for all spectra; that the relative
amplitude decreases more than an order of magnitude whenever the period of oscillation decreases
by a factor of 5. It is therefore to be expected that higher frequencies are, as a rule, lackiag.
In fact data from Lindau/Harz verifies that periods of about 5 minutes are observable on only
about 0.2 b of all days. On the other hand, however, the limit for acoustic waves in the F-region
of the ionosphere has been reached (Hines, 1960).

Figure 5 from December 25, 1968, shows a very clear wave development in the morning hours
with a superimposed oscillation of short period. The power spectrum verifies that there are os-
cillacions with periods of 120 and 38 minutes. The qnantity Nt represents approximately 3 % of th-
maximum electron content. In Figure 6 from August 22, 1969, the relatively sharp spectral line
at P = 54 minutes appeared in two wave trains at about 13 and 21 hours. Figure 7 from September 17,
1969, shows a regular wave pattern for nearly 24 hours. In the ideal case the disturbance Nt is
directly proportional to the total electron content (Georges and |looke, 1970). That presupposes,
however, that the wave vector of the gravity wave is independent of height. The example just given
shows clearly that the proportionality does not hold. Thus the wave vector should be considered
height dependent in ail cases. This is especially meaningful with respect to a quantitative ana-
lysis of the wave amplitudes (5chodel, 1972). A further example indicating that proportionality
between the magnitude of Nt and Nt is not maintainod is shown in Figure 8 from September 19, 1969.
The smallest value of the amplitude Nt occurs when Nt is the largest. From this we can conclude
that there is a time dependent source of gravity waves. The curve of electron content corresponds
to the summer months. The minimum occurs appreciably earlier than in winter, and the increases
and decreases are not so steep. Moreover, the difference in electron content from day to night is
not as large 4s in winter.

The next two examples in connection with the previouq examples leads one to suspect that
there is no preference for a given spectral line. In Figure 9 from October 9, 1969, there are
three (four) specific periods whereas in Figur'e 10 from November 12, 1969, there are two closely
spaced spectral lines againi t a background of continuous spectrum. In Figure 11 from November 13,
1969, one can see a nearly harmonic frequency relation of the wave part of the electron content.
Regular wave structures are only recognizable for short time intervals. As before the electron
content falls sharply between 1630 and 1800, aid then remains constant for about two hours. We
assume the cause of this is the nightly rise of .i•e F-region (Eisemann, 1966). Throug. the rise
of the F-layer the electrons are moved into a region cf lesser density and therefore smaller loss.
ilecadse of this there apparently arisc-s a sinusoidal structure in the electron content which can-
not be ascribed to a gravity wave. At this point a restriction of our analysis, which was pointed
out in section 2, becomes clear. i'iltering and spectral analysis must be carried out in such a
way that changes in the electron content which are part of the "normal" daily variation do not
become part of the wave structure. This applies especially for the morning hours in which the
electron content can have a sharp minimum. The filtering process would in this region produce
oscillations which cannot be ascribed to atmospheric gravity waves.

Up to now the largest wave amplitudes observed were on November 25, 196L (sBe Figure 12).
They are roughly five to seven percent of the maximum electron content. There are two distinct
wave trains between 8 and 11 hours and between 1245 and 1445. In Figure 13 from November 30, 1969,
two specific harmonic frequencies again appear whose phases are such that the minimum of the
oscillation of higher frequency falln in the maximum of tne oscillation of lower frequency and
vice versa. The high frequency oscillation in the noon hourp of liecemher 2, 1969, (Figure 14)
corresponds to the spectral line at about 35 minutes. A lurther line is to be expected 'etween
P = 76 and P = 127 minutes.

The examples given, with the expectiori of two, can be considered taken under geophysically
quiet conditions. December 16, 1969 (Figure 15) belongs to the group of geophysically diatu,bed
days as well as December 25, 1968, and November 30, 1969. The constancy of geophysical conditions
led to the analysis of only 24 hours in each case. In two cases (November 2-5, 1969, ..nd November
16-19, 1969) periods of four days were analyzed for the spectral frequency distribution. The re-
spective spectra show 7 and 8 significant spectral lines. Thi: is obviously a sign that no pre-
ferred f equencies exist in the ionosphere. To ,late 117 days have been analyzed. From the spectra
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the rate of occurrence f oscillations of given period V was ohtained. FiKure 10 shows the results.
The rate of occurrence N itv plotted so a function of 1'. rho shaded bors correspond to the migni-
:icant spectral liner. It the lines ore also included which lie in the neilghborhood of the confi-
dence limit, then N (1) is increased by the unshaded bars.

A connection between the geomagnetic index Ap and the spectral distribution of relative
amplitude A (P) in tide spectra could not be verified nince the data for auch an analysis is not
sufficient.

5. WNCLUbIO14

Continuoue observations of the electron content of the ionosphere exhibit oscillationn
which can W explainud as atmoapheric gravity waves. Gravity waves are a regular occurrence, at
least in A.s F-region of the ionosphere. The method given encoinpasscs the oscillation period in-
larval irom five minutes to several hours. Since the oascillations are presented in analog form,
it is very easy to carry out a spectral analysis. A chain of observing stations will in the fu-
ture obtwin information on the horizontal wave vector, which will make a quantitative analysis
possible. 'Ahat is the, next goal of this work.
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Figure 1: Faraday rotation record, Decemher 2, 1069, Lindau/iHara. I'lie scale from left to right.
One sawtooth is equivalent to a rotation of 1800. Superimposed are sinumoidal oacilla-

tions which are related to atmospheric gravity waves.
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Figure 2: Total electron content Nt during December 1969. Ut in arbitrary units. Oscillations
occur regularly.
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Figure 3: Numerical filter, c€onasating of NF = 27 coefficients. Response R versus frequency f
and period P. The filter opens for a period P - 180 minutes. The 3 dB point lies at
P - 135 minutes, and the filter it fully open, i.e. R (f) - 1, at P = 120 minutes.
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F~igure 4: D~ata of Decemler 19, 1968. Left hand, lover part: electron content Nt, seasured curve
as a aolid line, amoothed curve is dotted. Left hand, upper part: high frequency
part N• of the electron content aa obtained by melanin of'filtering. Ihlght hand: power
upectn•I Oif Nt. Relative aiplitude A versus period P. The 90O % confidence limits are
given by error bare.
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Figure 6: Data of August 8, 1969.
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Figure 7: Data of September 17, 19f9.
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Figure 10: Data of November 12, 1969.
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Figure 14: Data of December 2, 1969.
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CL1PUARAISON MLS CALCULS 1:7 EMLS OBSERVATIONt~S MRTANU SUR LL CCUJRThIMM
DE L'OIVL DE CDCc ENGENDREE PAR L¶S EXPLOSIONS NJCLEAIRLS DJE 'ORIJRE DiE

PLUSIEIJPS KILOTOM'EES, PIRLDjITES AU VOISINAQh IM SOL.

par

D.P. JKazellakos et R.A. Nelson

SM1IAIRki

On fa~it des coisparsIacone entre lea r6ou~ltata de calcula ird~rodynamiques numiriques de
la, propagation, & travera l'ionosphare, de fronta de choc produits par des explosions nucl~aires
au voisinage du aol, et lea donnfies fournies par l'observation des perturbations ionosnhiriqves
lihea i ces fronts de choc. Le but do cern ccaparaisons eat de prouver la, va.liditg des calcu~ls
bydrodynami que a num~riquea aux altitudes ionosphir iques.

On a Pu aituer l'onde de choc done l'interv..lle d'altitude coempris entre 100 et 225 km
grice a use r4duction A l'altitude r~elle des hauteura d~oorme obtenus en incidence verti-
ca~le el l'ade d'ionoaondes situfi,-s a1 10 kan environ du lieu des explosions. Pour effectuer les cal-
culs num~riques de la propagation ascendant. de I'onde do choc, on a utilis&i 1e code hydrodynami-
que SHELL originellement mis aua point & la "General Atomic".

Les valeurw expfirimentales ont 6t6 obtenues & partir des ionogrammes correspondant aux
exp~riences D et E de la a~rie de tests nuclfiaires BUSTI:R-JANlGLE effectufie en 1951. Les points
exp~rimentaux et lea courbes th~oriquec, montrent clairement tous deux une acc(-l6ration du front.
d'ornde do choc au-deasus do 100 km d'altitude. Lea valeurs obtenues d'une part exp6rimentalemnent,
d'autre part grgce aux calculs, concordent & quelques. kilomktres pra's pour le front d'onde do choc
primaire, bien qua lVon no connaisa. pas lea paramftres atmosph~riques exacts uau moment des essais.

L'expook sera suivi d'un petit film de 16 mm montrant lea perturbations ionosph~riques ob-
serhe a Kusaie (our l'6quateur magafitique) & la suite d'une forte explosion nuclfiaire de faible

altitude ayant ou lieu & 740 ]on au nord do ce point.
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COMPARISON OF COMPUTED AND OBSERVED SHOCK BEHAVIOR

FROM MULTIKILOTON, NEA-SJRFACE NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS*

Demetri P. Kanellakos and Raymond A. Nelson

Radio Physics Laboratory

Stanford Research Institute

Men~lo Park, California 94025

USA

SUMMARY

Comparisons are made between numerical hydrodynamic calculations of the propagation through the

ionosphere of shock fronts arising from near-surface nuclear explosions and experimental observations

of the ionospheric disturbances associated with these shock fronts. The purpose of these comparisons

is to provide a test of the validity of numerical hydrodynamic calculations at ionospheric heights.

The location of the shock wave in the height range from 100 to 225 km was obtained from true-height
reduction of vertical-incidence ionograms obtained by ionosondes situated about 10 km from the location

of the explosions. Numerical calculations of the upward propagation of the shock wave were made using

the SHELL hydrodynamic code that was originally developed at General Atomic.

Experimental values were obtained from Ionograms taken for the Dog and Easy events of the 1951
BUSTER-JANGLE nuclear test series. Both the experimental points and the theoretical curves clearly
show an acceleration of the shock front at altitudes above 100 km. There is agreement between experimental
and calculated values to within a few km for the primary shock front in spite of a lack of knowledge of

t the exact atmospheric parameters at the times of the tests.

A brief 16-mm film will be presented, showing ionospheric disturbances at Kusaie (on the magnetic
equator) following a large, low-altitude nuclear explosion 740 km to the north.

1. INTRODUCTION

When a nuclear detonation takes place in the earth's atmosphere, a shock wave propagates outward from
the point of detonation. Initially, this shock wave weakens rapidly due to geometric spreading and dis-

sipative processes in the shock front, but the portion of the shock wave that propagates nearly vertically
upward weakens less rapidly than the rest of the wave because of the nearly exponential decrease in atmos-
pheric density with increasing altitude. At later times, when the effect of geometric spreading is greatly
reduced, the portion of the wave that propagates upward from a near-surface burst can actually increase in

strength (Mach number) at ionospheric heights. The progress of this shock wave through the ionosphere can
be detected by means of an lonosonde.

Calculations of the progress of this shock wave in a realistic atmosphere can be made on a high-speed

computer using the SHELL code (GREENE, J. S., Jr., end WHITAKER, W. A., 1968).

Late-time effects for a number of yields and altitudes (below 30 km) have been studied, using the
SHELL code. As an example nf the calculations that have been made, two plots ox relative pressure for a

4-MT sea-level burst are reproduced in Figure 1 (GREENE, J. S., Jr., and WHITAKER, W. A., 1968).

Figure l(a) shows that the primary shock front has reached about 133 km height directly above the ex-
plosion point 300 sec after the burst time. By 400 sec [Fig-ure l(b)] the primary shock has moved to
8about 245 km, and a secondary disturbance is clearly evident between 100 and 120 km. In addition, the
primary shock front hab become bell-shaped.

As a check on the validity of making such hydrodynamic calculations at ionospheric heights, comparisons
are made with exDerimental data obtained from the BUSTER-JANGLE nuclear test series, which was conducted in
Nevada during 1951 (DANIELS, F. B., and HARRIS, A. K., 1951).t Daniels and Harris have made observations

of this type on a number of nuclear tests (DANIELS, F. B., and HARRIS, A. K., 1958; DANIELS, F. B., et al.,
1960).

* The work reported in this paper was supported by the Advanced Research ProjecLs Agency of the Department
of Defense under Air Force Contracts F33657-68-C-1147 and F33657-70-C-0090.

SWe wish to thank these authors for lending us their original records.
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2. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

2.1 DOG Event

The Dog event of the BUSTER-JANGLE nuclear test series was a nmltikiloton explosion that took place
on I November 1951 &t 0730 local time at an altitude of approximately 430 m. It was an sir burst over
Nevada where the ground elevation is approximately 1300 m above sea level. Observations of the shock-
induced ionospheric disturbances were made by a vertical-inidence ionosonde located roughly 10 km south

of the place of detonation.

Figure 2 presents selected J,nograms for the Dog event showing the undisturbed ionosphere and the
arrival and propagation of the primary shock front and a secondary disturbance. The first ionogram in
this figure was taken approximately 15 mn before the time of the detonation, To, (at -15:00).* Both

ordinary- and extraordinary-ray traces are visible for the F region. The second ionogram was taken after
To but before the shock wave had arrived at ionospheric heights. On the remaining ionograms, arrows
indicate the location and time of the disturbance p.'oduced by shock waves. Cusps in the F-layer traces
(beginning with the +6:54 ionogram) are indicated by solid arrows for the primary shock and dashed arrows
for the secondary disturbance; cusps in the trace for the ordinary ray are indicated by an 0 and cusps in
the extraordinary-ray trace are indicated by an X.

At +5:31 the first evidence of the shock wave is given by the second echo from the E region, as shown
in the third lonogram of Figure 2(a). 1he E-region disturbance broadens and moves to higher altitudes in
the next two ionograms. At +6:54 the shock arrived at the F region, as indicated by a new cusp at 3 MHz.
On succeeding ionograms new cusps are seen on both ordinary and extraordinary traces as the primary shock
moves up through the F region. The secondary disturbance Is first seen at 7:54 on the last ionogram of
Figure 2(a). Both disturbances are seen to move through the F layer in the ionograms of Figure 2(b).
True-height curves for selected lonograms of the Dog event are shown in Figure 3. Comparison of the data
using ordinary- and extraordinary-ray cusps to obtain the plasma frequency (and thereby the true height)
at the shock front are given In Table 1. It is to be noted that there is generally Food agreement between
the ordinary frequency, fo, at the disturbance, and the equivalent frequency (fx 2 

1 fxfH)i o mined from
the extraordin ry frequency, fx, at the disturbance.

Toble I

COKPARISON OF IONOGRAN CUSP FREQUENCY FROM ORDINARY RAY
WITH EQUIVALENT FREQUENCY DERIVED FROM EXTRAORDINARY RAY FOR DOG EVENT

Primary Disturbance Secondary Disturbance

2 2 f2 2 &Local fo cusp fx cusp (fx -fxfH) fo-(fx -fxfH) Local fo cusp fx cusp (fx -IxfH) fo-(fx -fxfH)
Time (MHz) (MHz) (Mliz) (MHz) Time (MHz) (MHz) (MHz) (MHz)

7:10 3.4 4.2 3.42 -0.02

7:25 3.8 4.5 3.72 +0.08

7:40 4.4 5.1 4.33 +0.07

7:55 5.15 5.9 5.14 +0.01

8:03 5.6 6.3 5.54 +0.06 8:02 3.1 3.8 3.01 +0.09

8:10 6.2 6.8 6.05 +0.15 8:08 3.2 3.9 3.11 +0.09

8:18 6.C 7.4 6.65 -0.05 8:16 3.3 4.0 3.21 +0.09

8:26 7.0 7.7 6.96 +0.04 8:24 3.5 4.2 3.42 +0.08

8:41 3.8 4.5 3.72 +0.08

9:03 4.5 5.2 4.43 +0.07

9:19 5.2 5.9 5.14 +0.06

3:35 6.0 6.6 5.8r +0.15

9:48 6.6 7.2 6.45 +0.15
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* Times are given in minutes and seconds before the detonation (-) and after the detonation (+).



Figure 4 presents a compariso )f the theoretical and experimental positions of the two fronts as
function of time for the Dog event. There is rather good agreement for the primary shock, with relative',,

poor agreement for the secondary disturbance.

2.2 Event Easy :

The Easy event of the BUSTER-JANGLE series was also a multikiloton explosion, and took place on

5 November 1951 at 0830 local time at an altitude of about 400 m.

Selected vertical-incidence ionograms taken during the Easy test are shown in Figure 5. Soene of the
relevant true-height-reduction curves are presented in Figure 6.

Analysis if the Easy ionograms parallels exactly the analysis of the Dog event. The tirst two tono-

grams of Figure 5(a) were taken before the primary shock wave roached the ionosphere. E-region perturbations
are seen on the next two tonograms. On the remaining tonograss of rigure 5(s) the primary disturbance is
observed in the F region on the ovdinary-ray trace only at ;6:42 and +6:50, and then on both ordinary- and
extraordinary-rae traces in the remaining ionograms. Propagation upward of both the primary and secondary
disturbances is observed in Figure 5(b). True-height curves for several ionograms of the Easy event are

shown in Figure 6.

The frequency of the cusp caused by the shock waves in the ordinary ray is compared with the correspond-
Ing frequency derived from the cusp in the trace for extraordinary ray in Table 2. In Figure 7 a comparison
is made of the theoretical and experimental positions of the primary and secondary fronts. The agreement
for the primary front is not as good as for the Dog event, and there is poor agreement for the sucondary
front. Parametric studies indicate that the discrepancy between the observations and the cglculatious
cannot be attributed entirely to an inadequa*e knowledge of the temperature profile of the atmosphere
above the Event Easy, cr to the cell sizes used in the numerical cnlculatioas. Perhaps the accuracy
which may be attributed to the interpretation of the ionosonde data shoulu be reconsidered.

Table 2

COMPARISON OF IONOGRAM CUSP FREQUENCY FROM ORDINARY RAY
WITH EQUIVALENT FREQUENCY DERIVED FROM EXTRAORDINAPY RAY FOR EASY EVENT

Primary Disturbance Secondary Disturbance

Local fo cusp fx cusp (f:: 2-fxfH) fo-(fx 2-fxfH) Local fo cusp fx cusp (fx2 -fxfH) fo-(fx 2-fxfH)
Time (MHz) (MHz) (Uz,ý, (MHz) Time (MHz) (Mhz) (MHz) (MHz)

6:57 3.8 4.5 3.72 +0.08

7:06 4.1 4.8 4.03 +0.07

7:21 4.6 5.2 1.43 +0.17

7:36 5.4 6.0 5.24 +0.16

7:51 6.4 7.1 6.35 +0,05 7:50 3.3 4.1 3.31 -0.0I

8:05 3.7 4.4 3.62 +0.08

8:20 4.0 4.8 4.03 -0.03

8:36 4.4 5.1 4.33 +0.07

9:06 5.6 6 2 5.44 +0.16

9:37 7.1 7.8 7.06 +0.04

3. CONCLUSION

It is concluded that numerical hydrodynamic calculations can provide a valid representation of shock-
wave-propagation at ionospheric heights.
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Discussions on the papers presented in Session 11
(Coupling between the ionized atmosphere and the neutral atmosphere disturbed by acoustic gravity waves)

Discussion on 1 : "Justification for the use of Hine. Asymptotic relations for tra'reling ionosphe-

ric distwbanios--i"- .J.F. CHAIO.

Dr. C.H. LIU : Could you conuent on the filtering effects of the losoy mechanism T

Dr. N. CHANG : The technique described in my paper neglects losses of any kind, so I do not feel that I

can aca nt on the filtering effects of losses at this tine. Jlowve-we the predominance of internal gravi-

ty waves with 20 minute periods in agreement with that predicted by my simple analysis would lead me to

believe that the neglect of losses in the current nnslysis is justified.

Dr. J. KLOSTDERZYD : The observational results given by Klostermeyer (1969) for 12/13 February 1961 seem

to be otfM As has been shown by Icatemeyr (Numerical calculation of gravity wave propagation in a

realistic thermosphere, JATP. 19T2, in press), no agreement could be found with full wave solutions of

the hydrodywaic equations.

Dr. N. CHANO : I aeree with Dr. Klootermeyer's cm•ments on the 12/13 February event. I can only add that,

had this event been excluded, the last column in table 1 would indicate that every event considered had

a propagation angle near the maximum permitted.

Dr. K. DAVIES i The effects of neutral winds are crucial to the propagation of gravity waves because the

horizontal trace speed of the waves is comparable with the wind speed. While a uniform horizontal wind

does not affect the direction of propagation, it affects the frequency as seen by an observer moving with

the oediem. This has the effect of altering the effective Brunt-Vilisal frequency as observed on the ground.

For example, there is abundant evidence in the literature that the lowest cut-off period t for gravity

waves is near 5 min. For a stationary atmoasphere this cut-off would be the Brunt-Mvila piriod v rich is

about 15 min. in the F. region. Taking the horizontal speed Th as 150 m/sec we find that the maximun wind

speed U is :
Sw Vh (I - -) a 100 m/sec.

Dr. CHANO : There in no question that winds can have a ".or effect on the propagation of internal gravi-

ty waves and indeed if F-region wind profiles were available, winds can easily be included in my analysis.

However, provided that the horizontal winds do not excood the horizontal trace speed (Doppler shifted fre-

quencies alwaye non-zero and positive ), conclusion regarding the asymptotic behavior of internal gra-

vity waves will remain unchanged even if winds are included. This follows since under the above condition

winds and temperature have a similar effect on the propagation of the gravity waves, Hence, the effects of

a horizontal wind field can be included in a modified temperature profile. The now temperature profile will

alter the curves shown in figure 2, but the proximity of 4 to #c in the thermosphere will remain.

Discus i• r 1 : "Full wave calculations of electron density perturbatious caused by atmospheric

gravity wave 2 layer" by J, IOTEINEYER.

J. TESTUD : Le progras qulapporte Is calcul do Kloetermeyer (sur 1' interaction onde do gravit•-ionisation

dans la r6gion F), consist* en ce que leauteur tient compte de l'influence en retoour des oscillations Is

l'ionisation sur la propagation de l'onde do gravit6 qui 1on a provoqu6es. Cat effTt avait 6t6 nsglig6 par

len pr6ckdentu auteurs. Cependant, dane sa communication Klostermeyer n'a pas prfsent6 do comparnison en-

tre des rivultatu de calcul oO cat effet est pris en compte, ot des r~sultats oil cet effet est n6glig6

do sorte quo lVon a du nal 4 appricier l'importance r6elle de cea effet. Nous lui sugg•rons d'effectuar une

tells comparaison.

Dr. KLOTZM43fM : The coupling of gravity wave inducee ion density variations to the wave propagation is

determined by the wave induced perturbation of the neutral-ion collision frequency, vl, which is roughl7

proportional to nil . The effect of this coupling can be estimated by comparing the ion drag term

V (u, - u,) being normally included into the equation of neutral gas motion with the terma V (u - U.

v•icinui9 W•ded in the presence of neutral background winds. The aecond term has the same orvwr minj-

tude as the first one and may even be larger. Therefore it cannot be neglected if the effect of ion drag

shall be properly taken into account. This ip true especially for waves with periods of about 1 hour and

more, because then ion drag is the most effective dissipative process.

Discussion on R a "Atmospheric pressure waves at Brisbane uld their association with certain iono-

apheric and sl ev-ents", by G.G. BOWMAN.

Dr. 0. ff&ILKE : The exaeple (]ig. 1) of the records of AOWs in Brisbane ic much like what we get in

Hoamburg with an array of microbarographn. Especially the "night time - fine weather" cases sees to be

ducted AGWs in tropospheric low-level or ground based ducts (temperature inversions). that under such con-

ditions nearly always are formed. I think that the AGW effect (origin and propagation) then might be con-

fined only to the lowest atmospheric layers.
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Dr. P.L. OI0OW as behalf of G. DOlIAA : I -would asre that the locally observed AGW effects mar be evi-
dent largely in the lowewr atmospheric layers. I would suggest that Dr. BUoImas ha presented considerable
evidence for the association of local AGWs not associated with frontal activities with ionospheric effects
at remote locations in the sub-auroral regions.

Dr. C. WI8OM i Was an array of microphones used so that you could be sure the pressure fluctuations were
due to propagating waves ?

Dr. P.L. GIOOE : I think only single microphones were used at various latitudes.

Dr. K. DAVIES : The ouservations of Dr. Plowman suggest that the correlation between gravity waves and
spread F may be the result of ionospheric heating. Observations at Boulder show that spread F is nearly
always produced by heating of the F region with a powerful transmitter (50 megavatts) on a frequency near
the 72 ordinary wave critical frequency (Utlaut W.F. 1970, J.G.R. Nov. ).

Discussion on er 16 "Medium scale travelling ionospheric disturbances attributed to unstable tropo-
pause winds at -ai itude", by G.B. 0OE.

Prof. R.K. COOK : When the jet strems blows over the eastern seaboard of the U.S.A. it appears to oscillate
(vertically) and generate acoustic gravity waves having oscillation periods 300-600 sec. These waves are
observable at an infrasonic station having its microphones at ground levelt and have a very substantial
pressure amplitude of about 10 X/a2. May I suggest that the jet stream oscillationo might radiate acoustic
gravity waves propagating upwards toward the ionosphere, and that it would be worthwhile to look for io-
nospheric notions particularly when the jet stream blows in the neighborhood of the reflection area for
the electromagnetic probing waves.

Df. G. LEYFALD on behalf of G. 30E : I agree wholeheurtedly with your suggestion that it would be worth-
while to investigate the relationship between jet stream activity and ionospheric motions. A systematic
study involving infrasonic sensors and ionospheric HF Doppler sounders is being started at Boulder and
hopefully some useful data will be obtained before long.

k-. K. DAVIES : 1.- This subject of ionospheric disturbances and weather is one that deserves to be pur-
sued and the present paper is a step in the right direction.

2.- In looking for correlations between weather and gravity wave effects in the ionosphere
it should be remembered that gravity waves do not travel vertically. Thus one should look at the ionosphe-
re a distance of perhaps a 1 000 km. from the source.

a-. G. LEMFALD : The propagation path by which an AGW travels from the troposphere to ionospheric heights,
will depend to a great extent on the vertical wind profile it encounters at intervening heights. It is no
doubt possible that energy from a specific source point could arrive at the ionosphere as far as 1 000 km.
away from the overhead point, but I would think a displacement of a few hundred kas, to be more typical.
The localization of a plausible AGW source from tropopause wind maps also has uncertainties of the order
of hundreds of kilometers and the limitations imposed by having only two maps available per day. The
implication I meant to give by saying that ionospheric effects may be localized is that one might expect
them to be largely caused by jet stream sources within about 500 kn of the ionospheric measurement point.

D~scussion on 1 : "Generation of anomalous ionospheric oscillations by thunderstorms", by C.A. MOO
and A.Do PIERCE.

1r. C.H. LIU : I shall asake a coent on the idea of resonant wave interaction. In the acoustic-gravity
wave case, the conservation of w and the real part of t can be satisfied, but the imaginery part of k
can not satisfy the resonant condition. Of course, your computation did not really use the vave-wave in-
teraction approach.

Dv. Ch. MOO : The model here presented is concerned with the weak emission of acoustic wave by the non
linear interaction of gravity wave velocity fields confined to a finite volume. The dynamical theor-y of
wave-wave interaction as, for exeample, presently employed in upper ocean wave theory, is not used. There
are common ideas, however, which follow from the geometrical structure of the dispersion equation.

Dr. K. DAVIES : l.- The spectra of ionospheric disturbances generally contain two peaks. One peak has a
period near 4. 6 min the other around 3. 5 min. The acoustic cut-off period of the tropopause over
Oklahoma during 1969 and 1970 is 4. 6 t 0.1 min. Any acceptable theory must explain these two peaks.

2.- In 1970 spaced transmitter measurements in Oklahoma City were used to locate the sour-
ces. Good agreement was found between the calculated . "-rce positions and the thunderstorm positions given
by weather radar records.

Dr. Ch. MOO : Using the model of generation we propose the acoustic wave frequeacy is the sua of two gra-
vity wave frequencies. Generally a severe weather system has several convective cells which might generate
internal waves with different frequencies, so that any acoustic waves generated by interaction of gravity
wave fields would have multiple frequcncies. I think calculation of source positions, by for example ray
tracing, can only give the general effective source region, since usually we have only averagc ideas of
the temperature and wind profiles, especially in the mesosphere and thermosphere, to make the calculations.

Dr. G. STILKE : We have several years of continuous records of micropressure variations in Hamburg with an
array of microbarographs. With most thunderstorms we get nearly sinusoidal pressure oscillations with pe-
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riods of several minutes, superiqmosed on the longer presavre changes.

D;,,. Ch. MOO : We would very much eppreciate receiving copies of the microbarogrema showing the pressure
oscillations in period range of minutes. In records I have seen, these oscillations are frequently our-
pressed by the large pressure chanes of frontal activity.

Prof. H. VOLLAND : The limited bandwith of infrasound waves with periods between about 2 and 5 min obser-
ved at F2 loe- heights can be explained alternatively by the filtering effect of the thermosphere, fil-
tering out on the one bond vertically propagating vaves beyond the unoustic cut-*ff frequency and on the
other hand high frequency waves due to dissipation effects according to molecular viscosity. This high
frequency cut-off period is proportional to ri/p where n is the coefficient of viscosity and p the mean
presstue. Therefore the period increases with hJight and hams reached about 2 min at F2 layer h•1ghts.
These wave periods between 2 and 5 min are expected only in that height range. (Volland, "Attenuation of
acoustic-gravity waves within the thermosphere" Forachungsbericht der Amtronamischen Institut der
Univeraitit Bonn, Mr. 4/69, monn, 1969,)

Dr. Ch. MOO : A similar suggestion of filtering was also made by Georges (1968), However, since this past
band varies with height in the ionosphere, I find it hard to believe the'. the relatively high Q of the
ionospheric oscillations at all HF radio reflection heights is due to filtering. The quasi-monochromatic
nature of the oscillations must be charmcteristic of the source in the troposphere.

Discussion on D 1 "A phenomenological investigation of amplitude and spectra of gravity waves"
by P.J. SCH•D .-

Dr. K. DAVIES : The spectrum of gravity waves, as observed by total content measurements, is affected by
the direction of the ray path with respect to the vanetic field. This has been shown by Georges and Hooks.
Would you pleae cc ent on this Bs it affects the spectra of the Lindau measurements.

Dr. J. SCHODEL : Cputations show that the measurements in Lindau/Harz are not affected.

General Discussion

Dr SCh ,WILSON : I would like to suggest that it is important to relate the observation of TID's to spe-
cific auroral substorms to test the ideas of C. Hines, W. Blumen and Chimonas that either Lorentz force
or Joule heat loss in auroral electroj ets will generate gravity waves. If auroral data are not available
then the magnetic index AS should be used because this is the best magnetic indication of auroral sub.,
storm activity.

Dr..D. NIELSON : Regarding the coupling of the neutral and ionic gases during the passage of a gravity
wave, there are quite definitive observations available fron the 1962 U S Nuclear test series. The data
are in the form of vertical and oblique incidence ionograma from equipment especially distributed for the
tests. A very consistent picture of the effects on the ion gas of the neutral wave emerges from these da-
ta. 1lile the published datm from these tests does not adequately provide the detailed scaling that would
make a test of theory convenient, any coupling theory or scaling relation must be consistent with the ge-
neral empirical picture as presented in Ref 1 and 2. That is that equatorward-directed waves produce a
decrease in layer critical frequency during the first half cycle whereas poleward waves produce an in-
crease. The changes are at times substantial with decreases as much as a factor of two in critical fre-
quency and increases both north of the burst and south of the equator as much as 4 or 5 times. Thus the
wave effects are very clear and offer observational data on vertical, geographical, and temporal varia-
tions, More on this will be shown later.

Ref. 1 :Lmx and Nielson, J.A.T.P., vol. 30, P.P. 1033-1050 (1968).

Ref. 2 : Kanellakoe, AGARD PROCEEDINGS N. 33, "Phase and Frequency Instabilities", p.p. 439-453, July 19T0,

Dr. D.P. KAIELLAJECS: The sase situation is met during low-altitude explosions, as during the high alti-
tude cases mentioned by Mr. NIELSON. A discussion for large yield nuclear explosions nenr the earth's sur-
face at the Pacific (Johnston Island) end Movaya Zmlya is given in the paper by DOP, Kano•Laes.

("Spatial and Temporal Model of the TID from a ±ow-altitude nuclear Explos.on' pp. 439-
452 in "Phase and Frequency Instabilities in Electromagetic Waves Propagation" AGARD Conf. Proc. N. 43.)

J. TESTUD : Jo suis d'accord avec la suggestion de C. WILSON pour cosolure que l'activit6 aurorale eat la
source des oends de gravit6 obserw6es dans la r6gion F A moyanne latitude, il eat preferable de faire des
6tudes d6taill6es our des obser7atioas spfcifiques, plut~t que des 6tuden statistiques.

En France, on a analys6 r~cment des observations mettant en jeu :

- 1. soadeur & diffusion incoh~urente do St Sant in Nanga qui permet, l'6tude de 1a structure verti-

case des perturbations.

- is r6seou europ~en d'ionoaondes, qui permet d'observer la propagation horizontale.

- lee donres do wagnntogrammes auroraux provensnt do ncmbreuses stations sur le pourtour de L-o-
vale auroral.

251:3
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Dan* pAasieurs ca, on a pu relier des perturbations ioneph~riques do pande amplitude obaervaes
pendant la jourohe k dse 6va•nmenta aurorao= as produisant du c8ti jour.

Dr. V. CWLIO i I vould like to coment on Dr. Wilson's suggestion that TID observations be related to
apecific subutorm activity. In October and November of 1969 Stanford Research Institute operated a spaced
transmitter HF CW Doppler netvork near Hcmer, Alaska for this very purpose. During the 6 week observation
period a variety of signatures, some apparently unique to high latitudes, were detected. A number of TID'a
were also detected including 2 events which unlike mid-latitude events were characterized by long trains
(3 to 4 hours) of regular fluctuations of roughly 20 minute periods. These events arrived from the north
and therefore may be related to auroral activity, There were, however, TID's which did not arrive from the
north and therefore do not appear to be suroral related. In Weneral when auroral activity over Alaska was
high the ionosphere was highly disturbed so, even if TID's were launched from a specific substorm, we
could bat detect them. In spite of the disturbed ionosphere over Alaska during active period I believe
that it is possible to detect TID's launched from a specific substorm if different probing frequencies
were used (the Alaskan system used frequencies of about 3,0 MHz) in addition to a longer observing period.
Independent of tke above, nonever which after all occurs over only about, 30 % of the observing period, a
high latitude sito is valuable because one can re&diiy separate the non-auroral events from those that
are auroral related* For the letter a plot of their arrival angle versus time of day should yield a simi-
lar fractioned relation as the dir,.tion of ray, the midnight sector of the oval with respect to the ob-
server. While the same could be dcie at mid latitudes the advantages of the high latitude sites are ob-
vious.

Dr. J. L(W : Dr. Bolwan's paper describes a significant correlation in the occurence of grfvity waves
observed at Brisbane and of spread-F at locations with high dip latitude, Dr. Wilson9s paper describes
the generation of auroral infrasonic shock waves by motions of the auroral electrojet, These two factorb
recall to me n paper that I delivered at the AGARD meeting in Copenhagen. In that paper I presented ob-
servations on the onset time of spread F in the equatorial region. On nights with strong spread..? activity,
the onset time appeaved to be equal to the acoustic propagation time from the termination of the equato-
rial electrojet to the location at which spread-F onset was being observed, The inference that I am making
is that acoustic gravity waves may be generated by both the auroral and the equatorial electrojete, and
farther, that these waves then act as triggers of instability mechanism that - su.t in tho occurence of
spreoad-F at both high and low latitudes respectively.
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MMlIDS MUAES A L'AIDkE U UN RADAR A MODI)UATICXN DiE FREQUENCL
SUR LA CREATION, PAR D'ES OND1ES INTFPJES, IVINSTABILIrES TWW&bNT~(LS

A L' IhZiJflz3JR DiE QMILES T1UMIQ$iaEW' STMLES.

par

E.E. Gossard et J.11. Richter

SC1M1AIRE

Un rficent d~veloppement dans le dciaaine du aondage radar, a renciu visible I&a structure
die lo, troposphare £un dogr6 qu'on n'avait pas pr6c~demwent approchg. L'appareil de sondage par
radar eat un systame modu~lation do frgquence/onde entretenue conqu et rialis6 par le tDr.J,h. EICHTJ(
(1969).

Lee csxact~ristiques lea plus uarquantes qui apparaisnent done les enregintrements sont .'.es
ondes de gravit6 internee, certaints traits rappelant lee atructures d'instabilitfi de Kelvin/
Helmiholtz, et lea couches multiples pr~sentant frfiquewient des stratifications de queiques matrea
seulament dtfipaiuseur, et des cellules de convection I ilintfirieur de I& couche marine (GOSSAIT),
RICHTER et ATLAS, 1970 ; GOSSARD, JENSEN et RICHTER, 1971).

On a &is des doutes consid6rables our cc que le radar "voyait" r~ellement. Il eat fiviient,
d'apr~a lea enregistranents, que lea imag~s de retour proviennent des r~gions a gradient d'inci 'e de
r6fraction filevf ; cependant, quo 1'6cho tie retour soit uric rfitrodiffusion our une zone mince d.! tur-
bulence intense de petite kchelle ou bien qu' ii comprenne uric rfiflexion coh~rente parti~l.le 81' des
couches & fort gradient d'indice tie r6fraction, reste A dfiterminer.

Lea auteura de l'exposfi pr~aekitent toute uric game die configurations atructursies atmoiph6-
riques, et lea comparent a plusiours modalos kypoth~tiques de structures d'ond~es internea pour r.ieu~x
comprendre lea procesaue atuosphfriqueer en action. Ils conmacrent uric attention particuliarc i 1A
r6partition du Nombre de. Richardson done lea ondes tie gravit6 pi~g~es et non pieg6es. Ils conclu'r-nt
quo lea couches multiples provionnent d'andes die gravitfi internes non pifig6es, dont le vectucur dt
propagation suit une direction presque verticale & l'intfirieur die r~gions 6lev~es trio stables, rt
que lea couches sort cr6fies par uric instabilit6 doe Kelvin/Helmholtz r6sultant ti'uric r~duction du
Nombre doe Richardson soun 11influence d'un accroissement du rapport amplitude/longueur d'onde au fur
et & awaure quo lee on" ase propagent pour p~nitrer dons des r~gions 6levges thermiquesient stab..es
doe latmoaphire.
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FM/CW RADAR STUDIES OF PRODUCTION OF TURBULENT INSTABILITY
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ABSTRACT

A recent development in radar sounding has made the detailec structure of the troposphere visible to
a degree previously not approachable. The radar sounder is an FM/CW system designed and built by
Dr. J. H. RICHTER (1969).

The most outstanding features evident in the records are internal gravity waves, features resembling
Kelvin/HeLmholtz instability structures, multiple layering often displaying lamina only a few meters
thick, and convection cells within the marine layer (GOSSARD, RICHTER and ATLAS, 1970; GOSSARD, JENSEN andRICHTER, 1971).

Considerable doubt has existed as to just what the radar is "seeing." It is evident from the
records that the retkurns come from regions of large refractive index gradient, but whether the return is
backscatter from a thin region of intense, small scale turbulence (either "fossil" or mechanical) or
whether it may inclbde coherent partial reflection from gradient layers of refractive index remains a
question.

This paper shows a variety of atmospheric structural patterns and compare: them with several hypo-
thetical models of internal wave structures to obtain more insight into the atmospheric processes at
work. Special attention is given to the distribution of Richardson's Number in trapped and untrapped
gravity waves. It is concluded that the multiple layers result from untrapped internal gravity waves,
whose propagation vector is directed nearly vertically within very stable height regions. The layers are
concluded to be cr-used by Kelvin/Helmholtz instability resulting from reduction in Richardson's Number
due to growth oi" the amplitude-to-wavelength rato as the waves propagate into thermally stable height
regions of the atmosphere.

1. INTRODUCTION

Radar pictures of the structure of the clear atmosphere reveal many patterns suggestive of some kind
of dynamic instability. They provide fundamental new information about the manner in which turbulence in
the atmosphere is created and the role played by thermal stratification in fluid dynamics.

Correct interpretation of the radar patterns in terms of atmospheric motion and structure is neces-
sary in order to make radar sounding an effective tool in weather forecasting. The proper interpretatlon
of many patterns seenv and oven the precise mechanism for reflection (or scattering) of the radar waves,
remains in doubt. It is the purpose of this paper to extend an earlier analysis (GOSSARD, JENSEN and
RICHTER, 1971)(hereafter referred to as GJR), to include effects of finite amplitide and compressibility
In the medium. In the earlier analysis CJR proposed that the mechanism flw generauLing and maintaining
thin regions of intense, small scale turbulence within thermally stable layers wr.s tl U propagating
upwards or downwards of untrapped gravity waves. They analyzud the distribution of h~cherdson's Number
through internal waves in terms of wave structures seen by a special high resolution radar sounder
(RICHTER, 1969).

Only the case of infinitesimally small amplitude perturbations was considered by GJR in the analysis.
Furthermore, it was pointed out that th• perturbation wave equations are linear in the variables

P(Oh], D(z)t(u, v, w) and p(z) 4
ip but they ignored the dependence of density, p, on height,, z, when

computing the distribution of Richardson'¾ Number within the wave. In their notation u, v, w are the
x, y, z components of perturbed velocity, q is amplitude of parcel displacement and p is pressure
perturbation. As they stated the neglect of the height dependence of 0(z) i< permissible when the
inverse scale height. X = -p-Idp/dz = g/c

2
, is negligible compared with the inverse vertical scale, or

skin depth, of the wave system. In other words, their analysis was applicable to the usual wave systers
seen by the radar which are confined to relatively thin height ranges in the troposphere in the neighbor-
houd of temperature inversions.

It is the purpose of the present paper to extend the esilier analysis to the case of" finite ampli-
tude and to examine (1) the shape of the isotherms (and refractive index isopleths); (2) examine the

__I
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effect of neglecting the height dependence of P(z) when taking the height derivativen required In the
calculttion of wave Richardson's Nuosber.

Spacifically, the shape of the ieothez'ms •.orresponding to Frame III of Figure 3 In the = paper
is computed in order to consider the question of whether the radar is "seeing" isopleths of pe.-turbed
refractive index within a height gradient or some paasive trace cocstituent car-ied with the Cisplaed
parcel (e.g.. fossil turbulence). Furthermore, the Richardson's Nuuber within the staUle layer is re-
calculated for a hypothetical cokse in which the aimcspheric scaeb height is not large compared with the
vertical ecale of the wave asytem.

L1. FINITE AMPLISrDE 14AVES

One classical approach to finite amplitude theory is the method of successive approximations in
which a nonlinear wave equation is made linear by substitution of -& lower order solution in the nonlinear
terms and solved. Equations corresponding to successively higher order solutions result. The sum of the
solutions describes finite amplitude effects as long as kn is small, where k is horizontal component of
wave number and n is parcel displacement. The lowest order of differential equation is linear with the
usual small amplitude solution. This solution is introduced into the nonlinear, next higher order
equation, etc. The method is well described and illustrated by THORPP (1968, page 579). For an incom-
pressitle fluid, the method is fairly convenient. The must practicra fonz of the wave equation is -he
vorticity equation in the stream function X and density, p. The form of finkte amplitude solution which
results from this approach will be derived here assuming an incompressible fluid and a first order wave
perturbation of the form Xl a AX1 cos (kx+nz-.ot), p1 = p0 cos (kx 4 nz - at) for unbounded wavws. The

velock'y perturbations, u, w * aX/az, -aX/ax. The solution desired is for the displacement, 6, of the
surfaces of equal density in a stably stratified fluid. For infinitesimally smeall amplitude, the
solutioý.s for both X end r ate sinusoidal in both x and z.

The voxrticity equation is (see, for example, THORPE, 1968):

- VA X + Ua VX + VL_ VX - (M)
at x ar Vx wVxu FUT01 ax

and the equation of continuity for an incompressible fluid is:

dt at ax az (2)

Taking X - 0X 21 ÷*aX + ...

and p = pO + °Lp + oa0l2 + a
3p.

whero the power of a is the indicator af order of perturbation, the successively higher order solutions
for X and t are:

xi -

X2 = AXI c,•s ?(!cX + (, 4- 0.,t)-

X3= AX, coS(kx VIz-W +t x.. cat) (kx nz

k 4P0

"Xi \a dz

P2 4A~ 0 2 :: os 2;kx 4
gz -at)

X2 ()p cos 2(kx + nz + const)

so
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where

X2 4 X1o2t

d4p0

"d3P0 0 dz4

1 A3 9 tk•4 \R)

AX3 8 Xp 0 0 02 o(n 2 +k2)-k2N2

d4 po 
_

d3 P0  _ _dz"______

-1/3- -d I 4 ( ý)2( .12  k 2 )N8 g (L)4 4 k 2  k N2B A
BX3 a X1 A3 O 0\o 903(n2 + k2) - k2N2 

,

It is evident that ePll the higher order perturbation terms in X are multiplied by higher order derivatives
of the unperturbed density profile. Therefore, if p (z) is linear with height, or perhaps exponert&ll
with a large scale depth, X(and therefore the veloo~ty field) is little affected by nonlinearity in the
equations of motion.

Our main concern lies with the displacement of the density surfaces, because the same rc~asoning
applies to the displacement of potential temperature and of refrective index surfaces. Expanding the
the density in a Taylor's series the displacement, 6, of a surface of constant density is determined by

10(Z + 6) = const PO + 6 2+ 2 62 .. L
az!

where

0(zo) P 00 ) z 0 Op C(z ) + a02 (zo) + a 3 p (z).

6 =a6 + a2 6 + C 36 ...
1 2 3

Since the first tcrn in The expansion of P(zo) cancels pozo0

Op ac t
2P + c.3p

6(Po + op, +ap 2 + o3
p 3 ... )

= -(Od + ct26 cr36 .. ).
1 2 3 az

o0 6 1 to cos (kx + , , -ot)

62 2 n co• U:h: ; nz-oal) sin (1-,: ; nz - n•)

63 6 3 n 2 [co, (kx + nz - at) --3 .,3,kx + .z - o0)0 1$)
0 2.

and

60 t2+ = "I - . ; cos (kx + 1' - at)

I 3
-n60 cIn 2(kx + nz (A) - (o%) :(,s 3(kx + nz at)...2

2zij)



plus torms wh.ch are products of d 2 po/dz2 or higher ordnr. Jf Po(z) in exponintlal, note that
-' d ', Z/d tk - (Na,'g)k, 0

where -ki

for an in.%oirrestible fluid (see ECKART, 1960). The above appoach to the problem of nonlinear effects
.s laborious and the physics Is ohanured by the mechancal compiexity, so ue consider ,an equivalent but
conceptually different approach.

Suppos" we -ioneider only equrtions (4) and (2). Equation j') yields the pertirbatior equation o("
continilty a d:

ap dp3

where' p and w tie the pertiaubed values of density and vertical velocity and p (z) is the unperturbed
dqnsity distritution. Noting that w - n,'dt, where ris the pa.rcel diaplacemeut, And, integvating, we
have I

dPz

•0 *,ha:.:

dn_ dpo jy ~dp0  dDO0  (6)
.. _.-.. .. -- It - -I

and

d~pd~ Ia~\(7)
dz2  dz (Z2)

if d2 po/dZ2 is negligible. Alpo the fltctuations in density at zo for small. wave perturbutions are
described by

dp 0  dpo,
Pt?.0) - PO7 t, 1---- 1; -- 0 o (xFr-tP(Zo) ~ ~ ~ (, - oi" • dz d o cos (kx + nz - tit)

so tiat (4) gives

no cos,(kx +nz,- a ) -6 ~ -;i A..+.* (8)

Di.viding biy 1I2Ut'l/9z) gives an expression quadratic tý this order; i.e.,

\;.~ / .

Expan•ing, using successive approximations, and assuming n = o 'cos (kx + nz - at), we f'nd

6 -a,)S I I.Ic•(x•n
I= -8n (.X A - at)]- 270o sin 2(kx + nz - on)770/

-- (ni0)2 cos 3(kx t nz -at) .... (I0)

This is the sane tw equation (5) to 3rd order, where terms Iv d 2 po/dz have again been ignored, if it is

recogiized that the ist, order isotherm displact.nent, 6,, i: the same as particle displacement, ri.

Two imp..rtai.t conclusions can apparently be stated:

A, To this order, the shale of the isnpycnals In an incompressible fluid are not apparently
affeted by nonlinearity in the equnt f.bvof motion, but only by nonlinearity resulting from higher order
terms In the Taylor expansion. Thus, other nonlinear effects will be quite negllgible compared with the
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effect on shape. The reason nonlineArIty in the -qustionm of" moi.ton is not wry tIu)r'tnnt can he sueck
when writteni in the fo, i of the vorticity equation. (AI). The Imp.rtant ronItnea'Aty is in th. Wnertia&
terms, the second arid third torms fioas the left. Hover'as, they ea(ncel sjui,

ax 0" PX d
SX) W (•'X) (vx)

Thus, the streamn functionX y X X2 + X X, to thlrd crdea', ad dpartrures from this form

depend on second and hige Oo(a of X, i.e.., ve.l.cAit./ nrturbition:i remuin essestet.a.ity
sinumol dal.

B. If (A) ir true for an !.ncorpreusible Mluid, it Implies that the Linear foin of the solution fo'r
the compressible ca~e (tafor Yh!,ch no comparnble vort:icity eq%.etion ren be written) o.an be used In the
Teylc:r eypanniuon to achieve a valid dencription of t-he potenti&i. temperature isotherms in a compressible
fluid.

The linear form of oulution to," displacemen. in a compressi.le fluil is

I1po(7.)l/2 " fpoZO)1ý29 cos (kx " riz - at) (i r

for atmosnpheric layers in which the coeffiýýents of the differential equations are constant; i...
(g/0)(dCG/dz) - N2 

v constant. c - constant and (2pc)"I dPo/dz + gic
2  

r 1t ccnstwit. '11.e density and
displacement amplitu4es are pc, %o• respectivelyat a reference lavei . 0 is potentiatl temperature.

Piwriting (4) for isotherm displacement

30f 100(vo) -. ft ',), -f- 6-, ý -I. ," . .

wiere to let order .,/

d0

an d

ao dO0 / all \ 0 (01 a2)
It dz 0/ 2 dz d z2

Thus, for the compressioled fluid case, an equation identi al to r9) rt:sults, but n(z) and its clrivatives
now include an additiknal depenrience on z through P. (z)-2 according to (11).

The isotherm (or isopycnal) displacements for the two cases of incompressible and compressible
;flPds are shown by the black curves in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The difference in shape is
indistinguishable to the scale shown. The model for the figures is a three-lpyer model in whicn the
upper and lower fli'.dr have small stability and extend to infinity. The value for N is cai.stent .nd the
same in the upper and lower layers end greater in the middle layer. This model was discusied in detail
by GOSLýARD, JENSEN and RICHTER (1971) and these figures correspond to their frame III, figure 3. The
eigen equation for this model, plotted in Figure 3, is:

tan n~ .... 2n) kt13)

where 
72

Note that nk ' iYk in a layer, A, in which the waves are evanescent.

The important points to note are: A) the wave troughs are sharpened and crests flattened above the
center of the stable lftyer. B) the wave crests are sharpened and the troughs flattened belo_ the center
of the stable layer. C) at the center, both crest and trough are flattened.

For purposes of illustration, at. amplitude-to-vertical wavelength ratio corresponding to nro = 0.?5
hes been assumed in the figures. This value was chosen an not being so large a-9 to make the appisoximate
methods used in calculating wave shape completely invtAid, while being sufficierntly large that the
changes in shape are visibly obvious.

In addition to the three layer model, the cane of untrepped waves was iomputed and is shown in
Figure 4. In contrast with the trapped waies in the d)del above the introduction of finite ampliLade now

Sleads to an assymetry in the wave shape that is reminiscent of some of the waves seen by tho radar as
shown, in Figure ". Howevter, untrapped waves should exhibit a phase shift with height and such a phase
shift is aeldom seen by the radar. Therefore, the resemblance in shape of the waves in Figure 4 to the
assymtetric, breaking waves seen by the radar should not be interpreted as necessarily providing the
correct ?hysical explanation of the waves.



Trhe c Ncond xod.. waiovu fo~r the three ivoyer model wer,, vduo %-oamptod and thri Isotherm ipeter'.S

#a** ahei~v by the thin wavy lines in~ Fi,&ure 6. The dippXncomont curves displaiy a potteriu rot.Iis-iniet of'
the t:Lguxe *;Lght or "ciitln eye' patteirns so ofte-i %,on by the radar an shown iii~ Figture T. Onc~e "al.n,
tliis is probably fortuitous snlnce the patterns seen by ti's radar usuall1y P." SsO~iLted With a
brsa~king xequen-m mid do not seetu to be typice.1ly a steady state phancamenoix

3. RICHiARlX8'NIS NUUMBl

In o4dition to isotharn shaye. the Richardlions Ausbtir satus W considered a very importivit purrmeter'

in the Initerpirmtstion of the rakdar racordd. The gradient Richl~rdoon's Nualper in &Afttied &a

R, e 2  (14)

anzd it generally considered to be an important criterion for the onset of va&vj instability (breaking) orI
ý,urbule~ace. Work by TAYLOR (1931), MILkM (1.46l), MILM and HIOWAR~D (1.964), ennd CxIIONAS (,19'?0) Lidicate

that reduction of the Richardson's Niunber to less t~'ian 0.2". la a ntitepeIry condition for ti~te developilaent
of wave inatahllity.

cGYR proposed that the propaegation of uritrapped gravity waves tnto a "'ight region of largt thermal
stability con reduce RI sufficiently to co.use the onset of dlynamicý instability at the crests or troughs
of the waves, if some shear already exists in the propagatikon me~ur,. It is. thezefcoe, argued that
many of ti's thin. multiple layers commicnly seen by the -,dar can be expl.ained in terms et' toitrapped
gravity vave5 propaigating into a height. region of great thermaJ. strebility &ashe~own wchen'atically In
Figure 8. As the atsnti.-ity increases, tiie wa~e vector tilts to-vard t.he vertical so that equiplesae
SUrfatC63 are nearly horizontal. If the vertical energy flux is constant rdth hright, the ratio oll ampli-
tudt. to vertical wa-,elength, nlo0 , will increase, reducing th* (nimerator of) Riclii,dson's Number to a
level of dkvnamic instability at. some 1ýheae uf the vsve. A y'e'ord wld~i..h mny be an examxple of t~hi~s
phenomenon is shown as Fisu.'e 9

From ý12)v it follows tetit the numerator of (14,' can ne, written in terms of the wave induced dis-
ylacement n, as

0Oaz 0 dz \ z/

in order to derive the relauio:.. b~tween u band displacement. n, needed ir, the de~ioeina~tor wc require the
two-dimensional equation of continuity :or a compressible fluid:

-ax aiz P-0 pIt a

and the lot Law of Th~erm~odynamics-

DI az C2 ( ), iz;

where D/Dt is the operator 3/3t V D/ax, pt P1 w, u are the perturbed pressare, density, vertice.l
velocity and horizontal velocity, and p0 , p, c are the unperturbed density, pressure and sound velocity.
V is the unper-tiurbed horizontal wind speed.

Eliminating p and using the hydrostatic relation aP/3z - -pog, (15) becomes

ax c c2  P 2ic t (8

where p is related to u by the let equation of motion, I.e.,

Cu = a 19

Dt P0 X
so

D~u I I(2d)

DO po Dt ( ax 0
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Taking the partial of (18) vith respect to x ye get

For solutions of tho foxs F(7)exxp[i(kx - at))

(02.- K,2 4:)u 4C

" _' c2 (21)

where C - a/k. If we define (u, O)P11 s U, W, then
8Wvp-1/2('•W -I aP0 )v
j 0o \ 2po ft

If we return to (18) we get on substitution

_t - (ý r) k

C
2

Equations (20) and (21) are equations used by GOSSARD, RICHTIE, ATLAS (1970), and GJR. They do not
include shear within the medium. Noting that w a Dr/Dt and assuming C2 < < c 2

u = '! - _0 aq (23)
az k VIZ C2/a

So that

N2
az (24)

[ ( z 2 0Zj
For untrapped waves, a solution of the form n = oco (kx + nz - Ct) may be assumed. For the three-

layer model discussed above.

k 2)

'12 ': 0 co -nz (25)

13 -'170 COS (n 2' xP I- 73(z - Ah/2)J

where the subscripts 1, 2, 3 apply to the lower, middle and uprer layers respectively, and where the
origin is chosen at the middle layer. The Richardson's Numbers in Figures 1 and 2 were calculated using
equations (24) and (25) assuming [NI,/yI, C]2 = 0.25, nfo = Q.75. For Figure 1 it was assumed that
g/cZ << 8/az and the effect of the he ght 'ependence in P( )-1/2 on n and its derivatives was ignored
(incompressibility assumption). Figure 4 shows the corresponding patterns of Ri in untrapped waves,
where Ri is represented by sloping straight lines; and Figure 6 shows patterns of Ri in 2nd mode trapped
waves where Ri is shown by heavy lines.

If g/c 2  is negligible the numerator and denominator of (24) go to zero together as no 0 + 1.0 at a
limiting Ri - 0.5. Further Increase in nno leads to negative Ri which implies that the wave can produce
super-adiabatic gradients. This is important because it means that the wave cannot reduce Ri to the
level of dynamic instability, i.e., Ri = 0.25, but may, instead, produce convective instability. For the

case of untrapped waves, this might argue that layers of convective instability P-nd superadiabatic
temperature gradients as proposed by ORLANSKI and BRYAN (1969) might be observed instead of dynamically
unstable lamina resulting from reduced Ri. However, our balloon soundings have failed to detect
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superadiabatic temperatur'e gradlantB within temperature inve,-sion layers jRICHT£ER and GOSSAIU), 19701. and
GJR pointed out that the substructure revealed by the radar within the lazina resembles the Kelvin/

Helmholtz instabilities seen at larger scales and commonly attributed to dynamic instability. When any
background shear in the medium is included, it is found that the limiting Ri a 0.5 no longer applies and
R1 decreasbe smoothly to Ri - 0.25 as nrl0 increases. We therefore propose that dynamic instability in
untrapped wave systems, imbedded in a medium with some sheaJr, is responsible for the creation of the
thin layers of turbulent instability seen by the radar within temperature inversions.
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20-9

Fig.1 Plot of Ri (white curves) 3nd wave shape (black curves) through a three-layer model wave system. Waves
evanescent above and below a stable layer in which ratio of amplitude to vertical wavelength

is 0. 7 5/2ff (i.e., nmo = 0.75). It is assumed that N2 /N1 ., = 5.5, nnh/2 = 0.375 and N, , k/Wn 0- 0.5
(see text). Terms in g/c assumed negligible compared with n (i.e., incompressibility condition in

which plane wave solution assumed for 71). No shear,

2C6
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Fag.4 Wave shape and R1 for untrapped wave model assuming same conditions as an Figure 2.
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Fig.5 Example of record showing similar wave shape to that of Figure 4.
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Fig.6 Wave shape and Rifor 2nd mode assuming same model as Figure 2.
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Fig.7 Example of rtcord showing "cat's eye" pattern similar to wave shape of Figure 6.
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Fig.9 Example of record showing wavelike structures which illustrate regiins of reduced Ri propagating in the
vertical (as well as horizontal) direction with untrapped gravity waves.
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DETECION El' EIlli D'CNiiS DE GRAVITE A L'AIDEi Mk RADARS PGCRO-MJFS

par

I. Katz

SMH~AIRE

L'anploi do radars ultrc-sonsibles a permis do "voir" la structure et les uouvmosnts do
ilatmosph~re d'une fagon qui fiait autrerois impossible. Cos radars ont, entre autreu* d~toctfi
la pr~sonce d~ondes do r il I& tropopause. En outro, noun avons vu, A travers toute la tro-
pvaiphar*, do nombroux exeZ., do de ph6nom~nes 4d~fldo5 invariablowent lifis 41 des couches stables.

On a obtenu des preuvos expgriaentales qui motrtinnt de fagon incontestable quo 1a diffu-
&ion do brsa" eat la cause essentialse du ph6nowsane do d1iffusion 6) ectrows nhtique. On a d~couvert
~ e l'intonsit6 de signal dos fichos radar &tait une fonction lic6aire do la densitg spoct~ral*
A uno doxi longuew- d'oude radar) do. fluctuations dc l'indice do r~fraction dons llatmospharý.,

Uno Eitude portsnt our 26 cam d'ozides de gravitE dkeoct6es au cours d'autres recherches.
apermis de caract~risor cos ondes, a titre d'efasi. en fonction de leuru dimensions, do lour*

foruos, de lour persistence ot des conditions done lesquellos olles apparaissent. on esp~re que
* cotte caract~risat ion servira do base gk uno 6tude exIpfirimentale plus cumpldte des ondes do pravit6
* i l'aide do d~tecteurs radar.
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Th!, fjiitctlor, and Study of Grav~ty Woves With Mk4crowevr Radir

ISADORE KATZ

App~lpe. Vhysics Ldbor3.tcry
Jkihns Nvtok~ r1 Uni ',er, I ty

Si I ev Snri rg, Rd. , 0 A.

1. Abstract

The use of ultra-sensitive. -adars hos resulted in d inew abilit~y to "see" structure and motion of the
atmosphere not possible before. Among o0tt:r things theie rada.cs detected grii~itf wa'es 4t the tropopdus~e.
In ?ýdition, we have seen many examples ofr wave phenomena throughout the troposphere lnvarijbly associated
wit~h stable layers.

Experimental proof has been obtained which skhows incont~rovertible evidence tneit Bragg scatte~ring is
thie prltie cause of thi- electrarrognetlc scatteri,,ý phenoirenor. The signal strength of the rdc'ar echoes
wa~i found to he a linear function of the spectral den~.ty (tu. one-halt the radar wave length.) of
-efr .ctlve index fluctuations in tha aimosphere.

A review of 26 gravity wave~ cae which werE de~ecýtnd during the~course of other lnvescigatlons poleilits
a tentWtve char~.c%.eriZdt.rIOn of these waves in trm of s.zes, shaipes, persistence and conditioins under
which the~'v occur. It is hoped that thtis e'hl-recterizitiiun wil! provide a basis for a more. comp~ete
experimental irvestigation of gravity wayes with radar ýensI's.

2. Introduictioiim
Radar has been u~sed to Oetect discrete n,'mjet~t suc~h -is aiw.craft and vords and also has been effective

,n tl~e study of p.-ecipi tatinn. More rec~entl'. hi.'n-po',i.r microwave radjr5, equipr',i with 1,rqe antennas,
have been u~sed In the stad:' of clear-air atmosphieric phenomej,,a. These u" trii-sensi tive radars, now in
use for ai~out 6 years, are capable of detectin~g the structure of convective cells, staolf- iayers and
*vaves, all in optically clear air. Convective activity in clear air is qenev-01y liimn:t'i to the lnwesý.
2003 in of the atmosphere. L~ayers, on the other hand, have toeen fcund to occ-ir frn)m near the surface up
to tne highest clear-airi detection dltitudes, say 15 kin., These layers frequently exhibit gravit) wuve
charatcteristics and it Is these waver which cownrise the subjcect of the pi-esent paper. Mo ýxpýrimtntts
have been directed pviinirily toward a stidy of gravity waves using radar, but in the course of carrying9
out other qrcqrams many cases of gravity waves hav'e bfzen enlcountereid. In this paper we describ? the
characteristic. ef these giravity waves.

Scattering of elec~trmiagnietic waves by turbmulent media has bein the suib.ject of many scientific
studies; for example: Booker ,ond Gordon (1950), datchelor (1955), Tetarski (1961). Thm'sp theurips,
although different in detail, relate the! srattei iný to Fl...ctuations in 0ie refractkvc. index of the
atmosphere. One finds from theory the following relationship between the norrmali,ýe.. radar ',cattering
cross sectlon , 9. in m'2 per irn1, and the energy in the index fluctuations F n(k r) at the radi,ýn wave
nummber, k r' corresponding to one-half the radair wavelengt,

whrek* Ti euai n =~ 065 k' Fn ( r) (l)

wh re k rnx*Ti eiainF that electromagnetic energy incident on a turbulent rnedium is
strongly affected by those irre'qularities or eddies in the medium whose size is about one-half the radio
frequency carrier wavelength. T'iese eddies contribute -T.ainly to the scatter be~cause only these sizes
can provide the phase additions whic;h proouce a strong signal in the bdckscatter direction. This is
essentially the Bragg condition for constructiv~e interference from a grating.

Experiments have been performed which provide quantitative verification of the app'icability of
Eq. (1). The experiments carried out at Wallops Island, Va., involve radar t~ackinig of a mettirologically
equipped airplane, making simultaneous radar measuremrerts and meteorolugical measurements. The radar
tracks the airplane with one gate jimid, by linking a ý,ecoird gat,! tu the first, measures signal returned
fouir the clear atmosphere frcm a region of space just ahead of the incomn'ing airplane. This technique
provided a radar measurement from the atmosphere and an in-situ reftvactometer measuiaameii, from identicel
regions within about 10 seconds. Adjustment for the 10-second lag permitted a direct comparison between
rad.;r ck-css section and the appropriate portion of the refractivity spectrum. Fig. I shows a comparison
of r, versus F (k) r. From these results one can conclude that Eq. 'I) is essentially correct and that
Bragg scatter~n g is aoplicable to the opt~cally clear atmosphere? because these small irregularities in
refractive index are quite often present in the atmosph:.-re and aic of sufficient. intensity for, detection
on ultra-sensitive radars, they art as markers which move with the wind and can be ijied to determine
atmospheric structure and motions

4. LAyer~s, Waves and Turbulence

Strati in the d Wv'4here are conhmonly detecteiC with ultra-sensitive radars, e~pecially at the lower
atmospheric levels. In 0ig. ? is a photograph of d Range-Height rada.r indicator (RiIJ) s0owing at. least
10 stratified layers be~ow 6 kmi. This photograph snows height versis range at a fited antenna azimuth.
Layers like these may be as thick as I km or as thin as 1 to 10 im. Such iayer'; have been the subj~ct of
much discussion in attempts to explair t',e mechanism for radar dete'-tion. Ottersten (1970) theor zes
that these layers are stable which allows vertical wind shear to develop. As 0F, she~ar increases, small-
scale instabilities occur causing tcrblilerice in thin layers. If this tUrbule.-,c, is insufficient to ercd.2
the s~.edr, progressively larger instabilities break Gut and one finds larger-scale turbulence. Peroaps
thr' stable layers are tilted by fronts, or wave-, which increascs 'he shear evco more and turbulence 011l
% n.cur over large lcrtical extents. If the dbove mechanism is correct then Ottersten has provided the
explanation for the ridar detoction Of &he stable stratified layers.



Vi'his mechanism, then, results in the capability with ultra-sensitive radars to observe the
formation of strat'fled atmospheric layers and their development into waves if conditions are
appropriate.

-t the higher alti tides radar layers have almost invariably been found to be associated with
turbllence. Experimen.ts have been carried out at Wallops Island during the winter months in which
aircraft have been flown into regions cdntaining radar layers to detemine the relitionship between
iadar layers and the occurrence of turbulence. To date, a high correlation exists between them. Most
high altitude layers are found to be turbulent; Glover and Duquette (1970).

5. Wove CharactvI'stics

The preserl-1 .Jtage is a rather early one with respect to understanding wave phenomena in the
atmosphere. Sirce racar is yielding experimental evidence of wave formations it may be fruitful to
descrIbe the 'arious forms these waves take and the conditions under which they occur. The following
examples and discussion comes from considering a group 'f 26 occurrences of waves from May 196( to
August 1970 at Wallops Island. They are by no means all the wave formations seen with these radars
but they are probably at least representative of all those which did o(ccur. It is hoped that describing
the wave characteristics even at this early stage will lead to more definitive experiments to sh-d light
or these atmospheric gravity waves.

A. Waves Form Along Horizontal Interfaces

Although waves can propagate horizontally or vertically, radar has $hown waves only along
horizontal interfaLes. Most radar detection of gravity waves at Wallops Island nave been made in clear
air. The signal strength from tnese waves are weak anO, are mostly limited to within a radius of 40 km.
The layers, the waves and ti)e breaking waves which occur are horizontal and are almost invariably
associated with stable layers and with vertical wind shear. Fig. 3 is a good example of a horizontal
wave structure which formed at an altitude of about 3.5 km to the north of Wallops island.l This wave
formation lasted for over 105 minutes and could be seen on many RHI photographs over an azimuth range
of about 25 degrees. Outside this azimuth range a radar layer was seen but there was no a~sociated
wave structure. Other layers and coherent targets, (birds) nay also be seen in this figure.

B. Wave Shape

Some waves are sinusoidal. However, most of the wavy layers detected with radar have a
"braided" appearance as il1ustrated in Fig. 4. Braided waves were interpreted by Hicks and Angell
(1968), to be breaking gravity waves. Other mechanisms were'proposed tp explain the braided appeirance
but none provided a more satisfactory explanation than that of breaking waves. In addition, there arc
available optical photographs of clouds which are almost identical with the radar photographs, Colson
(1954). It must be concludeo that breaking waves remain the most plausible explanation for the radar-
detected wave shapes.

Waves soiletimes take on the appearance of a wave train. A good illustration of such a formation
is shown in Fig. 5. In this figure one can see six stages of the wave within a oeriod of 12 minutes.
The radar antenna was pointed toward the west; the wind, and probably also the waves at 1.1 I•m altitude,
were coming toward the radar from the west.

C. Altitude and Wavelength of Gravity Waves

Waves occur at all altitudes up to the maximum radar detection altitudes with no preferred
altitude being apparent. A listing of the waves, their altituocs, wavelengths arid amplitudes are
given in Table 1. From this table one can see the wavelengths lie between 0.6 and 3.4 km with a mean
of 1.7 km. Amplitudes vary between 0.2 to 1.5 km, with a mean of 0.5 km. The waves on
17 January 1969 are not included in the averdges since the wave structure was uncommonly large.
Reed and Hardy (IM72); this case will be oiscussed again below.

TABLE 1
Altitude Wavelength Arnpl i tude Altitude Wavelength Apl i tude

No, Date ikm knm km No. Date km Km kin
5-10-66 3.2 1.4 0.3 14 1-20-67 11.0 1.7 0.6

2 5-12-66 3.5 1.9 0.4 15 5-16-68 3,5 1.1 0.3
3 5-13-66 4.6 1.8 0.3 16 11-19-68 6.1 1.2 0.5
4 5-20-66 3.7 2.0 0.6 17 11-22-68 1.5 3.4 0.8
5 5-24-66 7.3 1.3 0.5 18 12-20-68 0.8 2.2 0.6
6 5.-26-66 3.1 1.5 --- 19 12-20-6i8 2.1 2.2 0.6
7 5-26-66 3.4 0.9 0.4 20 I-24-69 1.1 1.1 0.4
8 5-31-66 4.3 1.4 0.2 21 )-24-69 5.0 3.3 1.5
9 6-1-66 3.5 2.2 0.3 25 4-13-70 1.4 0.6 0'.2
10 6-2-66 0.6 2.0 0.4 26 8-24-70 2.5 1.8 0.2
11 6-2-66 1.4 1.4 0.- Mean 1.7 0.5
12 6-10-66 52. 1.4 0.2 ý2 3-17-69 8.5 15-30 2.0
13 12-28-66 12.2 -- 0 6 23 3-17-69 8.5 1.6 1.0

24 3-17-69 7.6 5.0 ---
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D. Mul ti -Iaye ri-n

Wives sometimes appear simultaneously at differewit altitudes andi apparently unrelated to each
other. Fig. 6 is an example of a situation in which there are four distinct layes with) waves in each
layer. A sequence of RH; photographs over a 15 minute period showed the layers~ were somewhipt tranisient
oi th the layers .55 to 1.1 km and 1.9 to 2.4 km heing the more persistent and ioitervies. The waves at
one level were seen to have ilttle or no relationship with the waves at any otl,':r le~sel. ThIs obsmervatioio
suggests that the waves develop independently at the diffrebent altitudeti and proceed wl'zli little or no
coupling between the layers.

E. Wave Directions

Wave directions are difficult to obtain from thý, radar measureiients discussed here. Most radar
detections of waves were made in the course of investigating other phenemena. Thus one has, in general,
oily one RHI wedge through the atmnosphere and with this a unique direction '5 nsot obtainable. measure.-
ments over a significant azirmtth range are necessary. In the one case in which toany RHI slices were
made witt-in a 25 degree azimuth range, the breaking waves were found to bo aligned with the wind shear.
la the study of other wave directions, necessarily coarse, there seems to be a tendeircy toward alignment
with the shear vector, but to date a definitive statement in, this regard is os yet not possible.

The Reed and Hardy obsetvation of a large wiplitude wave was also o~ne in which wakves from
different directions were found to coexist. It is relatively coimion to obser~e (optically) wave
structures ir cirrus aligned in different directions. In fact, one of the wave structures in the
Reed and Hardy paper was so irregular-, Fig. 7, that one would need a Fouiidr analysis to resolv~e its
spectral content. As yet no spectra have been extracted from radar measuremenrts on waves. SoMqe dloppler
spectra have been obtained in a deformnation field containing a wave structure by Dobson and Meyer 1197?)
but the shortness of the sampled record precludes extracting a spectrum on the longer period waves.

F. Acoustic or Acoustic-Grain ae

A few attempts have been made to measire the phase speed of the waves with the conclu-.ion that
they travel with the wind. From this it is apparent that at least some of the vadar-detected waves
discussed in this paper are either stationary or move slowly w'it~i respect to che mean f'uld motion, IY
the waves did indeed move with acoustic speeds, i.e., about q x 1r14 cm per sec, such mcjtior relative to
the wind would be readily detectible. Since their motion is slow with respect tok the wind, it. will
require a simultaneous accurate. measurement of the wind and the wave phase velocity. The most promising
technique for this purpose involves doppler.

G. Seasonal Occurre~nce of Waves

At the lower altitudes, say up to 5 kmn, layers and waves occur during a'Al seasons at Wallops
Island. Moisture gradients contribute strongly to tI~e redar backscattering; hence, the result that
one finds mkany more strongly reflecting regions at the lower altitudes. Also, it is likely that layers
and waves are more predominant -luring the summier although no definitive statistics are av~ailable in this
regard.

At the altit~aes above about 8 kin, layers and waves are detected at Wallops Island only during
the winter season when the tropopause is low Ad also when the jet stream is overhead,

H. Large A~pli tude and tong WAvPeienýt Wave

The Reed and Harl1y (197?) case is noteworthy because of its obvious difference from~ !he other
waves. The large amplitude, ?2 kmn, 'ong wavelength, 15 to 30 km, wave had only a portion of one cycle

visible.~ Thsq.honi 3. Their analysis showed the wave occurred within a frnta tone whose
width was also 2 k n. This outstandingly large wave, in which the Richardson number was less than. the
critical value of 0.25,contained modfrate to severe tirbulem~.e. Cirrus cloudi above the cl?,a- air gravity
waves also showed the wave structure as may be seen in Fig. 9. It is interesting to note that here too
the two lontl wavelength waves, one in clear air, the other in cirrus, are not in phase w-.t~i each oth~r.
It would be instructiv2 to pestulate a mechanism for, sucn large internal waves relatively cl.:se In
altitude but yet: unrelated.

6. Hiqh iesoiution R~.dar Meaisurements

The previous sections in, this paper have dealt with wave structures as seen with radars whose
spatial resolution was of the oirder of 100 m, R(-certly a high resolutIon radar system we-s developed by
Richter (1969) which has yielded a teealth of informationr rn the fine detail or waves within Lhe low,ve;t
km of the atunosphere.

Recordings from that radar s)stom indicate that r.-,*vity ý,aves are always present whene.er, significant
stability Pxists, Gossard, et~al. (07(C). Wave deriods between 7 and 20 minutes are frequently observied,
Calculations of wave speed using the measured perturb,,tJons of 5urface pressure and wind yield valkies of
wave periods which check the periuds observed 0i0,, radar, lh? ratios of the wave frerjuency to the
Brunt-Vaisale. frequency were less than unity. It: in concluded. these i.-ves represent the fundamental i.ode
of oscillation of gravity wa-ies far a stable atmospheý-c. Phase speeds were mý;ch greater tnan the local
wind speeds. ([he measurements at Wallops Island seem. to differ from these report-.'
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The high resolution of the Richter radar yields remarkably clear pictures of breaking gravity waves
and helps shed light on the generation of turbulence. In Fig. 10 is reproduced an example from that
radar of a portion of a wave train increasing in amplitude with time,obviously breaking. An important
feature of this photograph lies in the fact that the structure was visible to the radar before breaking
occurred. This implies turbulence at a smaller scale exi'5ted prior to the formation of the gravity wave.
This is in keeping with the theory of Ottersten (1970) discussed earlier.

7. Conclusions
As a result of the radar observations at Wallops Island and elsewhere one can characterize gravity

waves, some of these quite tentative at present, as they occur in the troposphere:
(1) Waves are a conmon occurrence in the troposphere,

(2) They form on horizontal stable layers,

(3) They are acoustic-gravity waves,

(4) They ake transient or they may last up to several hours,
(5) They may be sinusoidal in shape and appe~sr as wave trainc,
(6) They frequently become breaking waves,

(7) They appear at all altitudes up to 0he tropopause,

(8) They have a mean wavelength of 1.7 km and range between 0.6 and 3.4 km; (some are much larger),
(9) They have amplitudes between 0.2 and 1.5 km with a mean of 0.5 km,

(10) They are multi-layered, sometimes as many as four waves appear at different closely spaced
altitudes, each with phaces and perhaps directions independent of the other,

(11) They tend to be aligned with the shear vector,

(12) waves from different directions can coexist at the same altitude,

(13) They occur during all seasons.
Much ?xcellent theoretical work has been done on the subject of gravity waves. However, the experi-

,,ental results described in this paper and summarized above suggest a complex system of wave structures
and motions whose ultimatiý description will probably require a 3-dimensional spectrum similar to that in
use at present to describe the ocean surface.

It is hoped that the characterization of the waves presented here, although based on a relatively
small number of cases, will lead to future experiments with high resolution radars and, hopefully, in-
situ probes which will improve our total understanding of the dynamics of the atmosphere.
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Fig. I Experimental verificaiton of theoretical prediction of the dependence of radar reflectivity, rq, on the
refractivity spectrum, Fr (kr). The solid line gives the theoretical prediction and the

dotted lines are i-3 db.
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Fig.2 Range-height p[,otograph show'ing many stratified lay.rs. Azimuth is fi;,ed at 180 degrees. Date: 19 May 66.
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Fig.5 Six stages of a wave in a wave train formation, 24 Jan. 69. Waves are probably traveling toward the radar
from the west and lasted about 12 minutes.
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Fig.6 Waves occurring at different altitudes simultaneously wilh little or no apparent coupling between the layers.
The layer at about 8 km is cirrus cloud.
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Fig.7 Complex wave structure at 7.5 kin, possibly resulting from waves arriving from different directions.
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Fig. 10 Portion of a breaking wave train at 250 m altitude as measured on the Richter radar. Note that the wave
is visible on the radar prior to the larger scale breaking. This indicates turbulence at a small

scale before the gravity wave developed.
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On peut d6tecter avec succas des onaes acoUstiqueB et de gravit6 dans la rigion1 D de
llionosph~re, malgr6 les difficu.2t~s bien conILues li~es a ilinterpr~tation acc donn~es die cette
region. Cette possibilite est d'abord d~montr~e th~oriquement, puis .2onfirmee par une analyse
attentive des donn~es TEF et des donnges d'intermodulatiori portant sur la zone situ6e entre 50
et TO km d'altitude. Les limites relatives g, I'amplitucje, a la fr~quence et a la longueur d'on-

de des ondes acoustiques et de gravite susceptibles d'8tre d~tect6es. i ces niveaux sont briive-
isent exasiin~es.
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OBSERVATIONS OF GRAVITY WAVES IN THE HEIGHT RANGE

50 - 70 KM.

G.E .PERONA
Istituto di Elettronica a Telecomunicazioni
Politecnico di Torino, Italy

SUMMAR Y

Acoustic-gravity waves can succesfully be detected in tha D region of the ionosphere in spite of all
the well-known difficulties that characterize the interpretation of the data concerning that region.This
possibility is demonstrated from a theoretic point of view and is successively confi reed by a careful
analysis of VLF data and cross-modulation data, related to the 50-70 Km range. The limits on the ampli-
tude, frequency and wavelength of acoustic-gravity waves that may be detected at these levels, are
outlined.

1. INTROUCTION

At present. , no measurement techniques are aveilable for continuously monitoring the atmospheric
parameters in the height range 50-70 Km. Specifically, balloons are efficient up to 30 Km only; rockets
are a source of great local perturbations. Besides, measurements with rockets end balloons are di-conti-
nuouis. Even standard electromagnetic techniques presant low efficiency . Therefore, acoustic and internal
grsvity w-vma arenot monitored in the height range quoted above , where the theoretic analysis shows
that many interesting phenomena take olace, like ducting and reflection. Above ?0 Ki, lasers have recen-

tle detected long period internal gravity waves, (KENT G.S. at al., 19?2), and below 50 Km high-resolu-
tion radar measurementlare used to study internal waves in the atmosphere near the ground (GOSSARD end
RICHTER, 19?0).

Up to date, only two ground-based electromagnetic techniques have been succesfilly used in studying
the lower D region, namely the cross-modulation experiments and the VLF propagation. The present paper
will examine the possibility of detecting grevity waves in the height range 50-70 Km with these two techni
ques. Its first section evaluates changes in electron density produced by gravity waves in an idealized
diurnal atmosphere, assumed to be isotherecl, in photochemical and diffusive equilibrium, and without
wind motions. The second and third sectionadeal respectively with gravity waves and cross-modulation,
and gravity waves end VLF propagation. A few experimental results will be presented in support of the
theoretic analysis

2. GRAVITY WAVES AND REGION D

2.1 Gravity waves.

The "prlarization" relations for gravity waves propa•]ting in an isnthermgl mtmosphere without winds,
can be written as follows (HINES C.O,,1960):

p /P - Q, /R - Ux/X - Jz/Z - T 1,p.. A exo (,(Ot - k x - K. z

where:
"- Pi QI , and TI are the normalized variations of pressure, density and temperature;

- Ux, and Uz are the horizontal and vertical components of the neutral air velocity;

- 2X/T is the ang7ular frequency;

- k and K - k + J/2H are the horizontal end vertical wave numbers;
- H is thq scale height of the neutral atmosphere;
- P, R, X, and Z are functions of frequency, wave numbors and atmospheric Paramoters (HINES C.O.,.1960);and
- V' P-R.
Other parameters that will appear later are defined herm for convenience:
- c - speed of sound ; ' • 1.4 is the 7dimbatic exponent; g is the gravity acceleretion;

-w y ql2c; 0) .. 2x/T . ((y _•) I2 rIc;

- H[O], HrO 3 ].....are the scale heights in Km of the minor atmospheric constitu-."t 0, 0 .......
L 3) ....- 3- [3],-''l0(3p] ..... are the number densities in cm

Changes induced by a grevi-iy wave in diurnal lower D reqion will be analyzed in two 3tePs: namely,
changee in the relevant mirnor neutral constituents of the atmosphere, end cha•es in the electron density.

,.,,
4

... cq w-h 40rn4ln~" -4, -. 411 hn -- 1-1a 4, ,,*.41 n,.-fl +1-- 1'
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out for shorter gravity wavdes arid acoustic waves.

It is known (HINES C.0.,1960) that, under the following assumptions:

2 2 2 2 2 (2)

k z>> a C W< 0 ()

the dispersion equation and the "polarization" relations for' internal gravity waves become ex..tremely
simple:

2 2 2 2o) k z gk x(3),

U z/Ux -k /kz -0/4) 1 /Ux . )/C; 9.-T.1 (4).

The horizontal end verticAl displacements, respectivelvax and hz, of the air masses moved by the gr'avity
waves are approximately equal to: a x j U J U/c anid A z - -j U la) . The norwiali'ed real parts of Q , T1,
U x, U , A x, and A z are shown in Fig. I. It iN important to notfce that the amplitudes of' the sinusoids
do not depend on o) within the approxiaations of the unenualitias (2). Furthermore, T, and Q have the
same amplitude but aer of opposite phase, while U xanti U Z ar-e in quadraturg with them. This fact implies
that the air masses moved by the gravity waves, pass throug~h thi~r equilibrium position (e.g. at t~t
where Ax &z 0 ) with maximum speed and unperturbled density and temperature. The air fouind in0
P (x z )at t -t has been displaced from its equilibrium position, P (x ,z by an amount equal

t c x ? -xoiand & z(t I -z 1-z 0,. From P, to P, the gas followed sn adiabatic trans forma tion.

Hence, T,~ 'i), where T, and 1 are the normalt zed Eulerian chaniyes of thn temperature and density

of the gas. Since the atmosphere has bean supoosoci to be initially isothermal, I T I and, consequently

el- - (Y-1 )ý,. From P 0 to P1 , the air expended adiabatically T1is negative), but its density still
remained larger than the density of the air present at the new level in equilibrium conditions ( 0 > 0).

2.2 Minor neutral constituents in the 0 region.

From P 0t o P 1,the air carried along its minor neutral constituents, in particular 0 ( 3 ) and 03.
Let us suppose, for the momen~t, that the quantity of atomic rixygen and ozone present is constant, so
that the new concentrattons observed in P Iare easily estimated as follows:

3 to3p 3ý 3 Qi
1o( P)1 j -t( ot x (I- @ /ryil))- o( P)] t x (1-~1-z/HC0( P)])(I---)

3 1 P ,t 3. PI~tn 3 1 It -

Thri scale heiqhts in the above equations have been estimated to be:

H CD( 3P)j - - 10Km (SI-iMAZAiKI and LAIRtO, 1970),

H CO 3 4 Km (SHP-WAAKI and LAIRD, 1970),
for o3

o srha sun, thar is for the sun zenith an~le, g , equal to zero. Thercforle, the normn=i 7edf chenve
in 0( Pýappears to be of the order of -51,Q I , and the normalized chanqe in 0 3is npproximately
+ 2,59 1 provided such minor roosti tuents have a life time longer than a cunrter peilod of the gravity
wa vas. The aitomnic oxygen 0(3p) is at work' in many reactions of aeronomic interest (HUNT G.H., 1956

SHIMPZAKI aind LAIRD, 1970). It cin be, produced in various ways, h)ut Jts, main sour~e 'is ohotodi-soriqtion

190,.In the eqtrneudrcnieainE0 .116 I15 -

hence correspondiniqly t~ie time constant is of the order of 103 10j5 *O(3P) ran rlso be pmnduced either
by photodi"sociation of NO 2,or by ionization Followed by dissociation of NO, or etc.., hut the corresponding7

time constants nF uhlnirta 9 ,Aohriprats~c faoi xli steý,ooisra

tion of 0 ,with a dis~sociati~on coofficient as high as 10- - 5cc, for overhead sun gnd above 60 Km (SHIMA-
ZAKI and IATR[), 1970) . Howe'ver, ro(p)') / CO03 = 1t0 - 100 in the heiglht ranrri 60-70l Kin; heoce, dissociation

of 0 3cannot appreciably changle the total oxyjen) content on a timen scale shorter than 10(X) s. In conclusion,
when an internal graviLty wave perturhs the aitmo~phere, the normaqlized chainge in l(3p) can be simplv
computed fm"c ca-.(5) 3,f the nuarter riprj'd of the gravity wave is suhmtantially shnrtpr than 10110 q.

The Fituation may ha dijfffernat For 0 3. Indeecd, from eq. (6) it. appears that CO 3 1PtiShould increase

3 P1 3

w ith rriqrect to its ciji librium v ie1jr in p i H ovfevtr, as state d. -i hove, th e- tirmr ' cn,ýt ;nt ýnr phn tarljF7 o-

phorochpinic~l aotiilibrium with thLe other species. However, at middle and hiih latitujde s, it will be. seen
thait V (0 ) suhstpntially Increnses, For e~xample, durin~g winter, ait 450 latitude, 60 Km heiriht and noon

local time3 (qdIpo) r (n -. -.- ~'"'

'-T C- 1
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Constenuently, evwn an iriternil '7ravity wave with a 2r' m~i1. rerind le ebbn to dimplitic- 0 3 w2.thour affectio,g
the total 0 3content. Tn this crisa too~, normalized4  Ines in 0 can be watimmtad from woiG).

7he hehmvior of' other minonr oetjtrml constituents will not be exmmltned harv, sit-ce they dio vint affect
teelectron balfince iri the hoi'ht rmnflf ronsidare d. Fvan NNi ccav55 to be important in this respect Just

2.3 Flactran densit~y.

Severnl detailed 3chemes of electrons nod Ions batldnre haves been published (FUHSENF1ELD F.C., at al.,
1967; LELFVIFR nod FWRNSWIR, 1968; FITE W.L., 1969; FER13USON E;.E., 1§69; FEIt) G.C., 1970; FEA91330 E.E~,
19711'K For the prenantryvelvsis, the simrplified schewe of' Firl.2 is asdquete; it itý very similar to the
so-celled two-aons model (ArW's anti M[LLILL, 1967). In the heig3ht rani~e 50-110 iKm, two aub'reqioos cheirac-
tnri~ed by different tymes of' orepo~nlrtnnt rectytmk'initioh processes, are considered:
- re'iioo a , mpproximintely above 60) Km, whiere nawiativii charges art lost mainly by recombination of elec-

trons with positive ions;

- re,7ion P , moproximately below 55 Krm, wherei neagative char'es are lost mainly by rectobination of' nrwa-
tive with positive ions.

Trhe two rnoionu will be exmmioed s a va ritely. It will be assumikid that ions and electrons do not significantly
diffuse in, 9 time rom"-,rmihe with one-nuarter~period of the 'irmvity wave considered,'

The inns arp rnnomiderer firs-t. At 65 Km, in reg7ion a, the Productioni rate 3is taken to Ibe 0,05 cm;-

s IVELINOV P., 1968; FRANr7FY R.Y., 1970), the ion density is at least 300 an! hence, the time con-
antt for positive icr. 7ensrmtjo0 is lonner than 6IXJ a. At 50 Km, in region pthe production rats

is of the order of [).!j cmý 5S 1 the positive and nelative ion density is of the order of 3;K10 3 cm-
hanrne, the time con-iteot is lurner thimn 6x1Q4 s . (COL.E and PIERtE7 1965) , Therefore the ions follow
the motion induced by the -irnvity waves withotit being sig7nificantly altexted by 7enerstior, aod destruction
processes, if tole gr~rvity wave nuarter period is shorter thegn the time cronstants just computed.

For whait concerns the ele'ctron3,' both theorictic (C[YE and PIERCF, 1965) and experimentml (MECHTLY
and 51W~H, 1968) results seem to confirm th-at their dansity at, 1st us say,,65 Km,, is 'of the order of
30 cm- . This implies a time coomtnnt ojf the order of 6WE is. Consequently, when studyino7 the charrgel
oroduced in toe electron, density by a qrervity wave withi period of the order of 20 sin, or less, C a I
can be easily evaluatnd n'ri follows: PI'ti

Eel (e a 1t x (1+ az/H 1 I- Q /(y-i)1(.

The electron density profiles cno he expressed in term of H (z,t), the ef~fective scale height., It is not
uncommon to find H a -5 Km in rogion a(CXJLE and PIERCEX, 1965; MECHTLY and SM4ITH, 19631 FETO G.C., 1970'K
He~nce, onr'~vsH 'd chnnrres ir. (in) ran bie e'stimated frtjm er.(7) to he of-the order of -10 Q

In rejion pthe electron density is %mry !small aoo the electron life time is of the or-der of
second. Therefore, ti-u clectrons reanch 'their enuilibrium densi ty very muicklt'. For example *at 50' Ks
the hnlencoen, ii for eli-ri-room I- (see Fig7.2)

Q K x ei-roI NO0] K tIO.1 n (!3)1(
I tt 2 2 det

where K nod K nare thr. attach.-ment, and detarh-rweot coefficient respectively. Each of the terws in theott rOat
ri-iht-~nnd-nide of the. Phove fanuntion is much: lamer thann Q, the production rate. Therefore, the equili-
brium density c"n beý computrd by simply erjuntini mttnrh-,aeot end detnchmant, eind its Percent change [e I
comes out eaual to

Im K ett 1 0 2 1 +1 [KCe ' +[,n 3 P11j + 10 2 7 ()

whiare the pnreothPese- indicite nonrmlizqfd rhonnges of the birmcketed ounntities, 'The coefficient K is
wrnky dp,3inin, ov tmpentun fPF1P A.V, Vrg). t ton Is orohebly a weak finrtion of tmrlopermtu-e,

thourgh n depfinite stntement based rn exoerimnotal results cannot be mmadCe (PH-ELPS A.V., IFW). Therefore,
the tiunermti-jrir derpend~noc~i nfF'ctri of K ma91d K on I[e Iwi 11 be -neglected, In ea. E'), 10 1 con be

asmdenual to EO' 01 cnntn be s tim'te from eon. ( 1;, 2 3 1 .~ rtl t -
known 0) Is nne minor uonsfitupnt of the ne,7ntive-ion family, caloce Its life, time is very short due
to th, ýnst cor~ivsson to 0~ by 2olso with 03 . Durinj the perturtotions Jndutead by n 7revity wave,

where K Itis the rcoeff'icient for' chamle erxcherne. Tiea temeneretuvm deperidtirre of K itIs unknown

(FRGLJJSý F.E., 19691,hut reaction raetsi for similmlr types of charyge exchanqqr hve~ hewn shown to be



OLitli,tly ctspendeint on' twimpervture. Consequently, it seems resandble to assume that 1 0- -

Finatlly, tifter adding all, the cuntributions in the rIqIht-hand side of .ci.(9), it turns aoit that
to) is ap irnxi"tely equal to -10 A~ n rwgiori

At this point It camn be statej that An"11 ,oorislized chanqes in the neutral air densit~y pr-ricced
by gravity wanos with period of the' urtier of ;A min., or less, cause ch-rfles An electron density that ame
ten times% lmrger. This semi-theoretic result has to be acceintmd with caution. Firmt of all, the present
estimate of the phencaens, concerns only an order at marinitude. A pmreise a-alysis would have to salve
the 7ull sat of' differentiAl eq-j~lt~ons fuor the neutra-l end charfled cunstltuent-s.Smoondly, the presect
catietmat is hitihly dependent on the \kalueS assumed fojr thH~ scale heights of the relevnnt atmospheric
constituants, that can be affefcted by lImrrieo errors. tiowever, there is ait lenst one exnerimental SRIt of
results supocrtiiq the cooc~lusionareachad in the cojured of' the semi-thmoretin mnalyqis. Winter time
mensurvomunts of VLr rtvnsw tind amplitude hsve ghown largei pertur'bations. These p~henomiena. were iriteroretar
in I:ars~s of temperaturi r~hdnqpr, in theo neutrAl air that are knowvn to be relatively lerge In such a season.
Ths mcchnnism becomes operative through cha-rnes in the density of some minor rneutral constituents, like

Oý P) or 0 (rX)HERTY Bt.H.i, 1968).

3. THE UC¶)S9-MO0ULATIOfJ MFASJAEPJENTS

These experiments produce chanwis iii nriplitude (ý-EJFR JA., 1959; 9MATTH et al., 1965)., in phmsw
(PE4RRAR et al., 1963), and In Farvidoy rotation ýP4JI G'.C., 196;8) of, a "wanted" wave reA ,sult of' thi

titerection with n "disturlbing" wave. The hei'lht range is measured by the delay between, the tranSm4 .ssion
of' the "r'isturtin'i" pulse and the arrival of the "wanted" pulse. The heigiht resolution is deter-mined by
the laervth, I., of' the pulses. This implies that only acoustio-'rirvity waves 4ith vartic-ql wavelenqth
longesr then 1 could be detected. Furthermore, a lower limiý- on the horizontal wavelength of the acoustic-
gra-vity waves is placed by the dimensiions of' the first Fresnal zC~ne.

T'he measured normalized ouantity, M, is proportlion&I to la I ý f(It I/ V 2T ,where v' im the electron-
neutral collision frenuency, T Is the electmn~ teir-ernture assumed to tie aoua¶to thei neutral air tempe-
rnture and f (vi) is a romplicatped Function, that can he written as f(V) 1'E , wferv rIfl:1. Thn collision

f'raoenUcy is proportionail tn LQT6 , where Q is the nir density and Is a positive number, varlym" from

0.5 to 1, dependingT on the theorntic model. (*.XAITCN' R.W. at al., 1953; MXLE and PIERCF, 1965) , ven
different tyoes of' axparimentnl technioues, seem to 'iive not Ouitm consisten~t Values for 6 . Anyway e and
T chngrre in opposite direction , a t leas 5 under the action of the internal qrsvity raves considered In
t~e previous section. Therefore, , anod V' T don not change7 appreciably, end charnge In PA are apnroxi-
mmtelypropartionml to the normall zsd va3riations in [a I . For different waves or disturbances such that

Q n T Ia not of opposite phase, the dependence of' M on an are should be taken into account.

*Furthermore, in this case, whenever ampolitude me-riurementsmrv concerned , even changies in f( v )-~ould
become quite important . Indead, F'( V ) Is a raridly vnry'ivri function of' v at the heigiit whereg At gioes

through zero, that is approximately where the operntingy annular frequercy ecuals 2.2 .' (4141 r,.C., 16)

* According to experimental evidence, mos.t of' the time the cross-modulation experiments are disturbed
by spurious effects, of' unknown ofrigin, such ais a modultition of' the af'erence level with a period in the

*ran-ia of the acoustic o- !nter'vil 7r,-.\ritv wanves. Thia ,.r,ggeits that su~ch wa,,rs can indeed be detected.
An examplin is reported in Fi7.,3, adaptedi "rpm RtJ1I G.C. (1966). The' parameters of the aspern-ent werp:

* .wanted" freiuency - 3.335 tliz; disturbing frenuenicy - 13.866 P.4H.4; pulse leng7th . 5flpn; fintennn benm ..150;

plare of' s-ha exrw'risent: rornnll UJ'iver-sity, Ithaca, N.Y. ;heilht nmnir, - "MA Km. Fig..3 shows that: the

intennity of' crosri-moriula-tio-.n 'inrind with ag period of' the order of 1 min. Only the ihovn nunli titi ve

interpr'!tr.tion in offervd. The' nua3nti titir "nnnly'.i', of' the dantn is not nttomatedj, ~ince, at 94 Km height,

eddies with charancteristic dlimenqion of the, order nf thr' "wintnd" wc,'elnnmtt can bR present (FMKFR H.('.,

q5) thas been 9,--s'otad (FPJ"IT 1960, thit s-bane eddies cnn hf- Jmocrtnint in determinirin7 th" level

of this sinnel. Hora-ver, nn theoretilrr1. inflymij! of thri r fPf'ect h-4! been perfo~rme. T-I is worth mrexrtim-t

thr'* moduli~tin reriodslo'iner thnn fiv'r' iniusi-en7 hiive beeOn ohSfrerle.

Frmthe prnsent disc(umanon it ipomnrs thmt .Irnvity *nves can ho Jetectel, nnd, in FaCt, have,,P

f been betected, by crngm-moot,1ntion er'xerimr'nts. Vflt~h thic; t.hnimi, it should he p.ossiblfe tn mVeanLrP

not only the period of the vwave, Nit -'lso the vertlcnl wnvelennth by nuickly acenninrT in h-ei-ihl-. The

hor zontml wavelenjth could not he. mr-i-arn-d with the e3n ioipent: presernfl1y in usýe.

4. VL.F rMEA9J9MENTS

VJLF proa"ctinrn in the egrtm-lonosv' ita cavitY is u-suilly studied with the- moor theerv (WATT I.

1(r32). Onlv under particular condi tions tic rmy i-henry cf n i,. a'r'lindi . DSrib h cnditions3 or-" In i F,'- v-ri-

rind for the proninestion of' the. G.N.R. - 163 VH? siansIg on tho link lurby-Torlrvo, with nir*-rth r,'tler,-inn

n.oint lust above Pnris. tAt this fre~nuetncy, the ionoqphere, can he considered shnrrly houndfr' and tho

*reflection level, z r, duri1ng the day is in the neinhhri-hood of 'Al Kft (I4F5AM(Nfi R.N. Pt al., 1051)~. The'

totnij nhame dale" 'semsired ait thb,'er.,?iviry7 as-i-ion is3 the ivm of' three facto'si: a) tP- rnrh lenai-hi,

b) the values of' the refrac~tive inae-,x hhnw i-hn rn~lectioin level, c) the- ri ne, Rr-I 1ai , of' ther

ref'larf-
4 an cupff'irJ-nt. IR M riopoeds nn s-ri t-rametnrs, the -'nilv of' incide',rp, I& riand i-he n'htr-t' iv ju x

where #A is the real port and X Is; the imin ry -rt of' the refra's-ive index At th- rr o'"r I P\ Ien,



For the link Fihy-Torirwn, ? % X is. of the ordefr of O.th nrf ?50~ (FOP, T G.. 10?11 To m first mr~r'rmxi-.
mation, it rmrn be interpre~ted thei,. ' rirmvity wavedom riow nt- ,ffect 2? ux . ut chfinreP the heliht of r'flar.-
tion. In tienarfil, for whet concern 1 111 , an, coflsequefltlv, irn (N1,It onhould he noted th 1At dI~
chnrylas only if the rafrnctive Index la heIyor "elow the reflection lveAl &iarylps. I-owfvpo', fur the
present cAse, no, laver wit~h refrmrtive index sut,*Icientlv di ff~retnt fni nn- rn.' tirkfvHýe! sUff'iC'lntlY
lsr-ier t-han a wavaleivith exists helow z durirti damytime. Furtherfmore whon 2 /A X - (%H& -Ind ai - ')50. t-h.

r'hnse of the reflec~tion cowaffic1-ent is airvv,'t independlent on 0 1 Thseefrirsi, j 'ik/1r~ tv w'i\tr' r.Pv-ilnn
the rhase (elay of VLF waves or~ly hy rhamri,-r the ionmetry af the pasth, thet is b~y movini the r%?flPer.'inn
level. Qvintity A z isa easl y evaluated since + & z /H - In FM .Vut' Ie neomejtric.l confilir'ntion -,t
Ainoenrs thm I" r~s aflvAtouor vnceni is mqu', to :? Az .co 6 1 /c , where c is the
vel0ci4ty ;F liihlt. A 1C14 dec-ehse In fm I causes 1 dela~y nf +-he ordmr of 1$% It is tn bp notofl ?.hnt the
oracedirxq discussiom on +,) shiould be comnpletely reviewed ii the reflectirn level 1is hinher trrr~n ?(IV0
Indeed, in this case, the 'iAyer below zr may be sifriciantly efficient in chirn-7iny t) Forthar'iore
20 Mt Z 2 may he lamer, end, cnseoue ftly, IM ("RS becomes verv 5ensi tive to rhanies Io na

In order to be sean on VL` phase records, r~mv-ity waves should satist'y the follo*ei!i conditions.
rheir vertical wavelervith shoulL1 be lnrqer then toe penetration deoth of the VLF sii'nmll in--to the reflectir-r
lInver, estimnted to he 1/4 of I-he VLF -nav~lnnmth, that is 5. Km at 16 t'Hz. Their hori~ontal w~ivmlerryth
-sho-uld he I-'rynr thnn the first Frosnail zone, that is ol thr, ordkir of 100~ Km for ttie Ru-%h.-'Tnrinn lint-
mt 16 lHz. Theso two conditions imply that only Internml oritvity weves, with ýmriod loryrar thoin
arroximtiteli 10 min. cin be seen with this techniclus sinre Ir,tenial w~vas with shorter Period wily

be W~lactid well hel-iw 70 Km (HINE9 G.0,, 19W)l. A type of possible "resonfint" interaction -,iv arise
when the harizonte] wa\-tlorvth of t~he ninavity wnee6 is hmlf the VLF *Aveleryith. In this crisp too, civrrres
on the VLF phnse m'ay be ou4 te lar'~e. No riuantitmtive anAlysin of such effects will be ntten'rt-.6-r heir".

PFit.4 tiyrmunh 7 show records of 16 KHz ohmse measurements on the Rur~by,-TorIno path. The distance
between the two qtLtions is l'r') Km., ntnd the orientation of the path is 34' W of N. Fin7.4 and 5 rras~s;nt
wave-like structures .sith periodsof the order of 15 sin. Even if the amplitudes are smnall,of the ordeRr of
I - 2 PS, these events are very noticeable since, d~urirvj the days exemirwirl, the ohass, stm"ya cnnstent wi rhin
miuch less then 0 .S)Aa for many hours. FF,7.6 shows an example of' 3 phase modulation by tin acoustic- 7rm-
vity wave with n period of the order of 2 min. Notice that the amplitude of the waje is attanunitsd , but
4 or 5 perioos can bb sýAn, Fiosll-,, riFT.7 showf, a wave-like structure with a 303 min. period du'-irw n
morninnir phase rrxhvery. Rlecords or' 0l:9 type pruswfited rio occur nccasionally, thejy ara not rp'ular -ir finet-
nuent. Indgerl, a.3 it mpoarins from the prevrious disazussion, only relntively larie-amplitu&? 4,rnvity wavtes
may produce sensible chnryies in the Phase delmy or the si'7rol.

S. CONJCLUSIONS.

Gravity waves propanTstirVj in the lower ioncsphern have been shrown to cnuse ine-tivr'ly lirnnr rh,'iry~e in
electron Jnnsity in the treilht mran-a 50 - 70 Km. In this way, the motion of the neutral ntmosphere may tie
indirectly detected by ealctrt-mannnetic techniqUeS, ms crvrxi -a-odulation or VL.F rrpmr-rtion. Few excarimpfnt-rI
dntri riavn hewn presentod, supportifrv- oialitntive"y the theoretic conclusions. Even if it -'trr~diffi-
cult nor' to orecis-ily dedtce the prn'-meters of the qrarvity waveg Involved, it seems ucieftil to uitilize thri

nuoted terhninues with this aim. In pnrticvmle VLF phase and Pirsritride are nvailaible for mrinv diffp~erent
links, and should r7ive intareitinre informni-onn without thA need rf Mny ad hoc mnuipsanft.
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OBSERVATIONS OF GRAVITY WAVES IN TM 1UGH.R AMP10O h BY WANS
OF HEOR TMAIN DETWIHON

by

M. Glass, A. Spizzichino and 1. Revah

Abstract

Over 1000 individual values of neutral wind can be obtained daily, within the 75-105
altitude range, with the meteor radar of C.N.E.T. (National 'enter for Studies on Telecommunications).
Data processing and harmonic analysis significantly exhibit progressive waves whose vertical propa-
gation can be tracked owing to the accuracy in location due to the radar, The length of the measure-
ment period (10 days) makes it possible to acquire data on the life duration of the gravity waves ob-
served.

C.N.E.T. has installed a meteor radar at Sens-Bvnujeu (430N). Returns from ionized traces
produced by meteorites penotrating into the higher staosphere are obtained. The radar is extremely
sensitive (0.2 0V for a 10 dB signal/noise ratio) and therefore can detect over 1000 meteor echoes
daily. C'ing to a novel device for measuring the dittanc( between the radar and the meteor echo, and
to the accurate determination (± 0.70) of the elevatior id azimuth of this echo, the altitude can be
determined within t 500 meters.

The motions of the East-West component of the neutral wind within the 75-105 altitude range
can be deduced from the Doppler effects on these echoes. Waves are thus exhibited, whose vertical
propagation can be tracked since the altitude is known. Besides tidal motions, with periods ranging
from 12 to 24 hours and over, shorter, period oscillations are observed which can be cmpared to gra-
vity waves.

g i Up to 1969, measurement periods were of redtaced duration (2-3 days), and only "instantaneous"
gravity waves could be observed. With automatized uatt processing, the duration of these periods wss
extended to 10 days as soon a. December i969, thus permitting studies of the stability of the obser-
ved notions.

This paper surveys preliminary investigations on gravity waves observed from 20 April to
30 April 19TO.
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Par M.GLASS*, A.SPIZZICHINOD1, I.WEVWi

LABDRA7OIIE DE PHYSIQJE DE L 'EOLE INO4ALE SLJPERIEJRE - PARIS FRANCE

CE27RM NATIWNL D'MFUDES DES TUBMMVLIICATIONS - 3, AVMMU DE LA REPUBIQJE
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La radar m~t~orique du C.N.E.T. permet d'obtenir plus de 1000 valeurs individuelles de vent neutre
par jour aux altitudes comprises entre 75 et 105 Wm. Apr~s traitement des dcmxines at analyse harmonique,
on nw~t an 6vidence de fagon significative des andes progressives dcnt on peut suivra la propagation verti-
cale grace A la pr~cision de l~a localisation dOe au radar. La dur~e des mesures (10 icoirs) permet de d6-
tetrainer quelquas r~sultats sur la durdse de vie des ondes de gravith observges.

Le Centre National d'Etudes des T61&cwmuicaticns a isplanth ixi radar m6t~orique A Sens-Beauauu
(430N). Il permet d 'obten~ir des 6chos radar provenant des tras ionis~es cr~es par lea n~tborites P6n§-
trant dens la haute atarmsI*~re. Ce radar a mue graz'de sensibilit6 (0, 2wV) pour um rapport signal/bruit
de 10 dB) ce qui lui pezsiet de d~tecter plus de 1000) chos n~t~oriques par jour. tki dispositif original
de nieswe de la distance entre le radar at 1 '6ch m~tdorique ainsi que la detexmination pr~cisa (± 0,70)
du site et de l'azlimut de cet 6cho peniwt d'cbtenir tue d~finition de I altittule A ± 500 nr~tres,

E_4 6tudiant 1 ef fat Doppler sur -e ~dcos, on peut reoonstituer lea mouvenrents de la dowposante
Est-Oues~uvent neutre dans la ga~mm d 'altitude cxmprise entre 75 )an et 105 )an. On met alors en 6vidence
des cndes; dont on peut suivrre la propagation verticale gr~ce A la cxornaissance de 1 altitude. On oostate
outre la pr~senoe de mouvenents de maria (p~sricxde 12 heures et 24 haures) at de pdriode sup~rieure A
24 haures, l'existenca d'oscillations de pdriode plus courta cpue peuvent ftre assixnil6es A des cordas de
gravit6.

Jusqu'en 1969, lea cappagnas de mesuras avaiant uma O4t ~ut 2 or) n u apnt
tait que l1a'bservation "instantan~e" des oi-las de gravit . L J L'automatisation dui traiterrant de-a donn~es
a pernnis de porter la dur~e des campagnas a 10 jours; &s D~cerbre 1969, on gui pexmet d '4tudier la sta-
bilit6 dana le teups des mouvenrits observ69.

Cat axposd repr~sente un travail pr~linninaire d 'ftudas des orides de gravit6 ckservdes du 20 Avril
* au 30 Avril 1970.

I - TRAT1'24JW DU3 IflNJEES

1) La radar ni~tdorique du C .N .E .T. fonctionne A la fr~quence de 3CNiz environ et lea antennas
d'&oission at de r~oeption sont diLrig~es vers 1 'Est. En raison de La freguence utilis~e, ces antennas sont

assaz peu directives (l'ouverture du faisceau A 3 dB est de 280 en azinmft at de 300 er' sitO) .Caci signif ie
qua Von observe des 6&tos m~t~oriques; dana un volumre bqportant (30 )an mn altitude, 150 kmn dana la direc-
tion Est-Ouast, 80 )an dana la. direction Nord-Sud). Ccmne la mesura du vent se fait par effet Dopplar, on
obtiant en r~alit~s l~a valeur de la cxzposanta radiale du vent qui peut ftre diff~rante de la vaiaur de
la omty~santa E. 0 : 'lerreur sur celle-ci peut atteindre 10 nV'. Pour traiter lea donn~ies brutes, on est
donc oblig6 de faire certaines hypothbses.

* a) On traite les donr~es omm. si elles repr~sentaient la carposanta E.0. Pour 6viter d 'introduira
des e~rreurs trop importantes, on est amen6 A Oliminer lea chos txop 6car-t~s de V axe des antennas.

b) On n~glige lea variations horizontales du vent dana le volumea fttzdi- Caci signif ie qua lea
moruverwits de vent d' 6che lie horizontale inf~rieure A 200 kmn seront ignords par l1'analyse.

c) On suppose qua le vent neutra aux al1titudes oonsider6es eat pratiquernmt horizontal. Ceci a Lst§
nrritr6 th~oriquaenmt pour lea orxles de gravitO de pk-ioda sup~rieurc. A 1 haure at exp~rixnentalerant

d) On adirat qua la resure. de vitessa obtenue est. 6gale A la vitesse de P air neutra.

Avec ces hypothbases, on crbtient une s~xie de va~larrs du vent deperxlant uniqueamrnt de 1'altitade

et du tenps.
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2) Pour reconstituer las profils de vent, on veut calculer las valeurs stir un maillage rftilier

en tarnis et en altitudle. Ehi consid~rant qua 1 erreux stir 1'altituxde est de t 500) m~tres et qua
1Von se linilte A 1 'stude des oscuilations de p~ricide sup~srieure A 2 heures 30, on a fix6 las pas
du maiallaga respectiverent A 1 kin et 10 m. Les profils de vei.,: sont calcul~s par interpolation
lin~aire. Calle-ci est liffit~e aux points ( t01 zo) telF qua la valeuir du vent en (t0,,Z,) na soit
pas entach~se d'tine erreur sup~rieure A 10 m~s. Cette analyse agit cmei tin f6Itre sur les oscil-
lations de faible p~ricxde (< 3h.). La figure ci-oontre nimntre 1' attknuation U 0- d'tine oniie d 'am-

plituxie u 0 at de p~ricxie T, P repr~sente le ncrrbre d ',chos par heure. On voi? qua Pour P = 20

et T = 3 heures, on a
-U,

-a- 0,75

3) On affac~tua alors iria analyse harmnrrique du prof ii de vent ainsi cibtenu A chaque altitud~e. On
constate alcors la pr~sence d 'una tr~s forte composanta de p~ricxia 12 hauras oorrespondant aui

Ipi~ncunft de niar~e. Pour cbtanir tine pr~cisicri plus grazn1e stir las ondes da p~riode diff~irentes,
on ast wen6 A retrandher la omposante de p~riode 12 heuras des valetirs axp~r~imntales et A
at fectuer une analyse hanmonique sur le signal restant.

Pour cbtantr tine precision plus grande stir les cixias de gravi~t~, on pourrait avoir int~rat

A effectuar 1' analyse hamornique sur tine dur~e atissi grarda qua possible. Capendant, an verra qua

la dur~e de via d' ana ozxie de gr.)vit6 est limit~ea 3 jours en moyarum at qua de toutes faAgons,

la phiase de cas ondes eat assez pati stable dans le teftps. Danq cas oriditions, il existe tie limi-

taticn physique A la valetir de la dur~e de l'~diantillon qua Von a fix~e A 3 jours.

II - observation d 'andes de gravit6

L'analyse harminique d'ti 6diantillon de dtir~e 3 jours a 6 t6 efectu~e I chaqw altitude
de z xmprisa exitre 75 at 105 kii at pour tine s~rie de valeurs 6quidistantes de la fr~quence

allant de ...L haura Il AI hetire1 par pas 6gal A
12 2,5

21

oC) T ýst la dur~e da l61' iartillon (T = 72h.) . On repr~sente dhaue cavoxosante par

'I (t,z) = v (z) sin ( 2Tift + (z))

L'6tude exp~rimentale des valetirs v (z) et 0 (z) dti 20 ati 30 Avrii 1970 condtiit awc r~sul-

tats suivants

La slectra de p.issance- pr~sante une s~r.Le de "pics" de forte, anlitude, ce qui avait dejA

Lst6 cbserv6 en 1965-66 [3]

-A la fr~quenoe oorrespzrmdantei on omstate fr~quemuent qua ý (z) varie lint-airement avec Z.

On eat alors en pr~senoe d ' ne cnie progreassive de longuatir d 'orMde

x =-2H1 / -!ii-dz
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L~e plus soruvent di. est positif (figure 1 I O- L'ande a dcnc tine vitesse de ph~ase
dz

dirig~se vers le bas. Plus raremint (tin cas stir dix), elle seirble dirigO~e vers le haut (fig.n05 )
A est, gj~nAralenent courise entre 10 et 40 km.

Tests de validit6

Pour v~rifier qu'un "pic" du spectre de puissance des vents repr~sente une ande atnvs-
phO-rique de mianibre significative, nous avons utilis4s le test propo96 par SPIZZICHflM gui
ccrnsiste A~ calculer le spectre de puissance bidinensiainel S (f,k) du vent zon~al ui (t,z)

[T oz2nk-t 2
S (f k) , u t~z ~ dzdt]

T Z 0 0

oQ T est la dtir~e de l'6chantillcm et Z 1'6paisseur de la tranche d'altitixle analyýe.

A toute onde atm~sph~rique correspond tin maxintm~s de S (f, k) . R-&ciproquiernt pour s' assurer
qu'utn pic correspondi A tine onde atmosph~rique, on peut

-corparer l1'anplitude de ce maximin A celle du bruit ainbiant et ne cxxnsil~rer que les pics

pour lesquels le rapport signal/bruit est sup~rietir A1 10.

-conparer la forne de S (f,k) autour du maxinun A celle ds S t (f,k) gui r~sulte th(eori-
quenent d'une cnde pure de fr~quence fc, et de ncxrtbre d'orde ko.

Sth A sinwr(f -f) si Z(k -k) 2
th Max nfT (f -f) n kOk

Les figures 6 et? rrontrent des cony'araisons entre le spectre expdriuental et le spectre th~sorique
pour deux raies spectrales observ~es. On voit que ces rales rtepr~sentent des axles de fr~quenoe
et de longuetir d 'onde stable pendant la dtir~e de 1 6chantillon, c lest-A-dire pendiant une dur~c
de 3 2ours.

Erreurs sur les caracteristiq1.es d tine axle de gravit6

Pour estinfer les erreurs Au, a4 et Ak our 1 anplitixie ti (z la phase 0 (z) et le ncitre
d 'onle k d'une airle de gravitAs, on supposera que 0 varie lin~aireffent avec 1 altittxle aux erreurs
de nesure pros

ý Wz = 2,rI kz + 1 + AO Wz

k et I peuvent atre d~termin~es par tuie rn~thcde de regression lin~aire, A condition die connal-tre
la loi de variation de ýo en fonction de l'altittxle. Nous a:]nttons que i'erretir a tine phase al6-
atoire, d'ot)

Aý =Arc sin (Au

et que Au est, en premibre approxination, ixdospei-dant de 1 altittuie. La nasthode de rt-gressiotif
lin~ai-re peruet de d~terminer LO (z) et 1 'equation prc6oIente penrtiettra d 'obtenir Au puisqu 'on
connait ui (z) . On trouve. que, la %raleur qualratiqlue nvryenne de Au est

8u = 2 A 3 nrVs

On petit -ir d'autre part que si tin point o (z) est tr~s 61,oign(6 de la droite (>9Q0*) fi
correspond A mue aleur- u (z) inf~rietire A 2 nV's ce qui est tie preuve exp~rimen tale de la
determination pr~o~dente .

on explique ainsi pourquoi la phase de l'onde de gravit(- de la figu,-e 5 pr~sente des fluc-

tuationts par rapport A tine variation lin~aire. On voit en effet que 1 'anpitudxe de cette ortie
est txas petite.

297
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D'autre part on sait que la variance- de lestiniation de k est

I~ (z~-.

oQ N eat le rcvbre C altitude z ai cnid6r~es dans la r6gression linsaire, z l'alti~tude 1myenne
et a la varianoe de 0 (z).

Avec 85 )an < ,<105 )an et o I radian, on a

L~150
La variance de ;.a longueur d 'orde eat donn~e par

On voit que plus X s ,ra grand, w~ins sa d~termination sera pr-6cise. Eni particulier une
valeur de X siup~ieure A 150 kan ne peziiettra plus de savoir dana quelle direction la phase de
1'orde se propage.

Autres cas cbserv~ss

On a~nstate parfoi s que le spectre S (f ,k) A la fr~quenoe fo donn~se n 'a pas la forme th~o-
rique. Deux cas se prt~sentent

a) Il y a deux pics distincts onci peut interpreter le r6sultat cbtenu ocinne la superpo~sition
de dewc ordes de fr~quenoes 6gales ou prodies, mais de longueur d'onde diff~srente (figure 8

b) On a un plc trL~s 6largi ; par rapport A la formi th~orique. On peut interpreter ceci cvrw
le r~sultat de Ic. superposition d'au m.oins deux ondes; de gravit6 de longuour d'orda proche.
Dana ces conditions, I a lorigueur d'onde ne poqirra. Atre d~texmiLn~e qu'avec une erreur plus grarnle
qua I erreux pr&c~dn1w-nt ca&lcul'6e.. (figure 9).I Pouvoir sd irateti.r

On utiuse :la rrin d~finiticsi gu' en ciptique. On ne peut s~parer deux ondes de gravit6 que
si lea miaximumi des spectres scuit assez 6loign~s. La plus petite valeur Ak que 1Von peut sMparer
eat telle qua lorsque la valeur du spectre eat nAximzn pour 1. oixe de ncznbre d 'onde k, elle est

noy~e dar~s le bru~it poair l'orxe de nonbtre d'ornle k + Ak (soit 1 du ataxlnuz du spectre).

Cm en tire

r 12
_ ~nLIZ Ak

Niz K 10

soit 6k -0,75

PourZ z20kni,on a -J )an-'

1,'erreur ýINi A la r~gressicii linftire 6tait de 1 a dans le cas oQ le spectre .3 (f,k)

Otait oelul d'nele pue.Wr~u (aj% Westps e77ý'anc sai qulin~ y apuir2oTKOs

des as t) cestiqossibl~e.

u mwiiexiste une lixnite Af telle que si la fr~quence de, 2 orndes de gravitAs et Lnf6-

rieuea n, c ne peut plus 1ce' s~pare-r.

-0,75)

T
oo r es': la p~ricxie de I'ktiantiilcn.

Pcxi T =72 heu~res Af =- heure
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III Stabilit46 doll Ia oa~e d osnsdes do*ces do SEavitA

Pouir 6tuiiier la variation des andes de gravit6 au ccl- du tyeq, an a of fectus tine s6rie
d'manalyses haniirxiques our des Odtantillcxio de dur~e gqale X 3 jours. Ch~rUO 4oantilian oat d6-
cal6 d 'tn jour par raqtpcrt aui pr~cddant. On a obtanu ainsi 9 analyses hannonriques du 20 Avril 1970
au .30 Avrt 1 1970. Sur chwatine d 'elles, on & chard'a6 A recxmaitre lea ondes do gravit(- en utilisant
les crittres dofitnis au clqitre pr~r~dent. La p~riode do ces andes; a 6t d~sterminAe seule ve~ par
les rnaxifriui du sp--(ctre de p.uissanan.

On a estirrt I& dur,'ý do vie Vu'tne wale do gravith on clarchant le ~rmbre U '6ciantillons our
lequel tine oiide d'~ime p6riodo ckinn~e 6tait pro~sente. On en a diduit un histogramie dormant la
Jurde de vie en fonctiem du nomrbr d' 6chantillons.

on voit que trts peu d'ondes sant pr400ntes plus do 3 jours, ce qul confirm~ qu'il eat ii-
lusoire do faire dos analyses harmn~iquas sur des p6riodes sup6rieures.

on conotate dans quel~ques was particuliero la prLdoencoe de la n*w p6riode pendant leg 9
pfiriodos 6tuisiies dans la canpagne. Pour caracthriser plus prL~cis&rent le ph~rxm~ne observO, an
a port6 la longuuer d'onde associ~te A chaque periode (10h.40, 7h.20, 6h.00), 4h.50).

La barre d' erreur asaoci~e A chagm longueur d onde a W caltulft soit IA partir do la rd-
gression lin~aire dans 1e was d 'tne soule crdo soit A partir do la longuetir du "pic" dans 1e was
do plus ieurs criles do gravitIA ins~parables.

()and an cannsidbre I '6volution do la langueur d' cxde aui Oc.rs du terps, an constate qu 'elle
pr6sente d' iaportantes fluctuations (figure 12.15)51 on interprý*te an f ait en supposant quo birsque
Ida loriguetir d'onde varie bru quem nt, or n'a plus af faire IA la n~~m ande do graviths, on eat econduit
A danner A Ces crxdos do gravit6 tine durfte do vie plus anurte quo aniele donnhe dans 1 'histogramiw
do la figure 1. Le tableau I dorme le ncv*)re d' actiantillona do 3 jours oa 1Von constate la pre-
sence do la iw'N. *ado. En par-ant de ces donn&cs, on petit ciistruire tin nouvel histogramme qui
anrospordi A la durxAe dR vie d'une wido do gravith du 20 au 30 Avril 1970.(figure 16).

Omiclus ion

Cette 6tuxdo prhlin.Lnaire repr~sente la premie~re tentative pour observer 1 'evolution au cours
dut tarps des uxles do gravith A haute altitud~e. On a utilis6 pour cola tine canpagne d 'observations
continues de 10 jouis, stir leo 8 cutpagnes seubtlables of fectu~es en 1970 ; d'autre part, on a 'eat
liinith souvent A des observations qualit itives 1IA oQ tine 6ttaie quantitatives syst.&naUque aerait
A faire. Pour toutos coo raisons, los rf~sultats d~crits doivent 4tre connsidhrts cai provisoires.

On a oependaant pu mettre en 6videnan tine 6turde do vie nvoyenne des wales de gravith A haute-
altittxle, do V ordre de 2 A 3 jours, avec plus rarement dos ordes dont la dur~e do vie petit at-
toindre 6 jours. Il aerait intisrossant do catparer ces ordres de grandetir A la dur~e de vie dos
*idocribnos n~ttorologiques gui po~urraitnt ftre tine source (directs ou indirecte) des acades do gra-

vit6 cttserv~es dans la haute atsp~kre.

H 1 . IFEVAH, Ann. GCidphys., t.25, tasc 1, 1969, p.1 A 45-

[2) Manning et al., Proc.IRE, 38, 877-

L31 A,.SPiZZICHIIC, Th~se d'Etat., 19-11-69, Universit6 PARIS VI-
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Tableau I

Longwum d 'Onde des oscillations 2rswites du 20-4-70 au 30-4-70

Nanies d'6iantillorLs consx utifsMriode 0o la lcngueur dc'cde eat stable

Ih.40 + 40 3

-22 4

_- 18 6

7h.20 -18 6

6h.00 + 50 3

S-50 4

- 20 5

5h.40 - 13 4

- 200 5

4h.50 - 40 5

- 25 5

MIIU
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R~cEPGMES SUiR LA S71!JTIIE ET LES ? IJMENT DE L' IC*()SPI~ER
AUX LK1lUDES MOYENN~ES, UFFKMI1JES A L'AIDE DWUN RAUR A P&ISWJJU EI'ROIT

* ~R.D. Ikisucker

SOMMAIE

On a auiaalys6 en detail dec donn6ea obtenuec de 196i4 & 1968 grice & un sondeur (OU "Radar Ur~")
par r~trodiffusion, il haute fr~quence et faisceau 6troit, avec balayege en site ent azimuth, situfi &
Boulder, Colorado. Cette entlybe a r6v6l6 quc a "structure irr~guligre" de V'i nospbare &UK latitu-
des moyannem constitue ie. r~gle gfinfreale plut~t qu'une exception. Des irr~gularit6s d'ampleur wt de
mouvement apparent vari~s furent observ~ec dans environ 90 % des cam. Lee "signatures" observ6es par
ce Systime Radar XU' ont 6t6 class~ee en huit types g6n6riques auxque*.sc on a attribug des now qui
d~crivent approximativement lour aspect sur i'enregistrement du balayage en site at azimut. L'auteur
eaxmine isa fr~quence d'apparition relative do ces signatures suivant le moment du jour et la saison,
ainsi qua leur corrflation avec le cycle qualitatif des taches colaires et le giomagu~tiume.

tin type particulier do "signature" a 6t6 analys6 grice a tine trajectographie & trois damen-
@ions, awec cal.culs sur ordinateur * mice au point & 1 'ITS jon fit appo. A des donniea exp6rimenta-
lea pour modifier tin modale de perturbation cauefie par tine onde de gravit6 atmosph~rique. LI "enre-
gistrament. de r6trodiffusion cyntb6tique" s'avfira ascez proche de l'enregiatrement exp~rimental of-
fectu6 pr&ce au Radar HIl you~r justifier 1'tutilication de cette mfithode dens l'interprftation des don-
n6es do r~trodiffuaion.
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NARROW-BEAM HF RADAR INVESTIGATIONS OF

MIDLATITUDE IONOSPHERIC STRUCTURE AND MOTION

Fobert D. Hunsucker *
Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska
College, Alaska 99701

Data acquired from 1964 - 1968 with a narrow-beam azimuth and elevation scan high-frequency back-
scatter sounder (or "HF Radar") located at Boulder, Colorado, have been analyzed In detail. This analysis
has reveal.d that the "Irregular structure" of the midlatitude ionosphere is the rule rather than the ex-
ception. Irregularities of varying scale size anl apparent motion were present In about 90% of the obser-
vations. The "signatures" observed by this HF Radar System have been categorized Into eight generic type*
which have been labelled with names roughly describing their appearance on the range-azimuth scan record,
The relative diurnal and seasonal occurrence as well as the qualitative sunspot cycle and geomagnetic
correlation of these signatures are presented.

One particular type of "signature" was analyzed using a three-dimensional computer ray-tracing
technique developed at ITS, utilizing experimental data to modify an atmospheric-gravity-wave disturbance
model. The "synthetic backscatter record" was sufficiently similar to the experimental HF Radar record to
Justify this approach In the interpretation of backscatter data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many Investigators have utilized the HF backscatter technique to measure various parameters of the
ionosphere, beginning in the early 1950's. Some of these investigators have been concerned with the
characteristics (height, speed, direction of motion, and structure) of patches of sporadic-E Ionization
[Villard, et al., 1952; Clark and Peterson, 1956; Shearman and Harwood, 1958; Harwood, 1960, 1961; Bates,
1961; Dueao, 1962; Egan and Peterson, 1962; Steele, 1964; Bates, 1965]. Other investigators utilized the
technique to ascertain irregularity structure In the F-region [Villard and Paterson, 1952; Silberstein,
1954; Shearman, 1956; Peterson, 1957; Wilkins and Shearman, 1957; Widdel, 1957; Stein, 1958; Valverde,
1958; Bates, 1959, 1961; Egan and Peterson, 1963; Ranzl and Dominicl, 1963; Tveten, 1961; Duello, 1963;
Davis, et al., 1964; Wickersham, 1964; Gilliland, 1965; Croft, 1967; Hunsucker and Tveten, ;967; Croft,
1968].

The purpose of this paper is to present the results of observations of the midlatitude ionosphere
using a narrow-beam high-frequency (HF) oblique-incidence backscatter sounder scannable in azimuth and
elevation which has been developed at the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences in Boulder, Colorado.
Except for the cases of direct backscatter from meteor and Intense sporadic-E ionization and some F-region
Irregularities, the data obtained are ground backscatter (gro:,nescatter) "signatures". Pt is quite im-
portant to emphasize the point that the cathode-ray-tube (CRT) photographs displayed in this paper are
simply the "backscatter signatures" obtained by this particular system. In order to quantitatively de-
scribe the actual ionospheric perturbations responsible for some of the more esoteric "signatures", it is
necessary to use rather sophisticated analysis techniques.

There are four or five backscatter sounding techniques which have been utilized to provide most of
the observations of ionospheric phenomena reported in the literature. Each of these techniques are briefly
described in Table 1.

II. EXPERIMEPITAL RESULTS

The Institute for Telecommunication Sciences (ITS) scan backscatter sounder (or "HF Radar"; located
near Boulder, Colorado, is unique in its combination of narrow antenra beamwidths in the HF region, simul-
taneous azimuth and elevation scan, and the ability to be rapidly "stepped" through several frequencies
during a scan period. Descriptions of some of the equipment parameters may be found In publications by
FitzGerrell, et. al., (1966]; Hunsucker and Tveten [1967]; Tveten and Hunsucker (1969]; and Hunsucker [1970].
A more complete description of the entire system including airborne antenna measurements of the antenna
radiation patterns was published by Hunsucker [1969]. The system produces two fan beams, one scanning In
azimuth and the other simultaneously scanning in elevation. The horizontal scan fan beam Is 2' -3* be-
tween azimuthal half-power points, and the elevation scan beam is 3' -4* between vertical half-power points
for the frequencies used in this Investigation.

A picture of the receiving antenna system is shown in Figurc I, and a block diagram of the receiving
system basic electronics is shown In Figure 2. Table 2 lists the most Important parameters of the azimuth
and elevation receiving systems, and Figure 3 shows the geographical area scanned by the azimuth array as
a function of operating frequency.

The backscatter film data discussed in this and following sections of this paper were obtained using
the ITS Scan Backscatter Sounder during the period October, 1964, through June, 1968. Typically, the
sounder was operated for I - 10 days per month during this period and it took two minutes to acquire each

* Formerly at the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences, Office of Telecommunication, Boulder,
Colorado 80302.
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Table 1. - Ionospheric Backscatter Techniques

Typical Typical Antenna
Frequency Half-power Beam-

Technique Range widths (degrees) Characteristics Reference
(MHz)

Azimuth Elevation

Range-azimuth ) 12-25 30-1.59 4.29-2.1 Hligh angular Limited Hunsucker
scan resolution scan width and Tveten

.. .... a . .l . . .. . . ... .. . . .... .. .. . ....... ............................. �_ 67) . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tveten and
Hunsucker
(1969)

Range-time Fixed 20o-30° --- Good range Poor Tveten
frequency 400 --- resolution angular (1961);
(HF) resolution Ranzl and

Dominici
(1963);

Sweep or step 3-25 -20* --- Resolution Very poor Silberstein
frequency 4-64 1050 -60° In frequency angular (1954);

domain resolution Bates (1966)

Rotating antenna, Fixed -40 -30@ Large area Poor Peterson,
PPI display frequency surveillance angular Egan 9nd

(HF) resolution Pratt (1959)

Rotatable fixed Fixed 80 -Iso Quite good Long Thomas and
frequency frequency angular rotation McNichol

(16 M1Hz) resolution time (1960).
(2-3 min.)

data photograph. A complete azimuth and elevation scan takes 12 seconds, so each data photo is an inte-
gration of 10 scans. The occurrence statistics in this section are based on analysis of 18,330 data
photographs acquired starting near the minimum phase (sunspot Number wlO) and ending near the maximum
phase (SSN u106) of Solar Cycle 20.

Figure 4 shows the data format for the azimuth and elevation scan backscatter data photographs and
illustrates the type of "signature" that one observes on this type of backscatter data display.

An atlempt has been made to categorize these signatures into eight generic types which have been
given names roughly describing their appearance on the range-azimuth record. Although the signatures
being described apply to the aximuth scan record, the elevation scan data are also Included and both have
been difcusted in oetall by Hunsucker (1969].

A typical signature designated as a "patch" (P) is shown in Figure 5. It generally has a roughly
circular or elliptical shape, always is observed at ranges less than the "uniform" echo, and always
appears to move approximately parallel to the time delay markers (left-to-right or right-to-left).
Another signature Is shown in Figure 6 and Is called "bands" (B) because it consists of two or more
echoes structured In roughly parallel bands which appear to move in a direction perpendicular to their
major dimension.

Additional examples of the "signatures" observed using the ITS azimuth and elevation scan system as
well as many examples of data obtained by other backscatter techniques are contained in a data atles re-
cently published (Huasucker, 1970].

Occurrence statistics for the various signatures observed with the ITS backscatter sounder are pre-
sented by Hunsucker [1971 a] and summarized in Table 3. The most commonly observed signature was the
(MSB) type. Examination of Table 3 reveals that only the hook (H) and patch (P) signature types are
nighttime echoes while all the others show maximum occurrence during the daytime.. 7he medium-sized-blob
and fine structure types are the most common echoes and the H type is the least common. The LSB, FS and
P signatures show a clear maximum during mid-summer; the B-type echo appears to bc a wintertime phenom-

enon and the remainder )f the signatures show mixed seasonal occurrence statistics. The association of
signature type with sunspot activity was done on a daily basis, and the comparison with geomagnetic
acti,,Ity used 3-houriy Kp values. The data were of such a nature that strictly quantitative comparisons
could not be made; so the last two lines in Table 3 show a plus sign (+) for a positive association, a
minus sign (-) for nejatlve association and a zero (0) for no association.

II1. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The purpose of this section Is to attempt to gain some insight Into the nature of the ionospheric
Irregularities which produce certain "signatures" observed by this particular backscatter system. The
_approach used here is to analyze one of the characteristic signatures in considerable detail utilizing
whatever other simultaneous geophysical data are available [Hunsucker, 1971 b].

+. _ j312
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Table 2. System Parameters

Az.imuth Array (1322 ft. aprue

El•ments: Log periodic horizontally polarized transposed 1ipolts
Frequency, 12-25 MHz
Gain, 5 dB above isotropic
Froit-to-back ratio, 20 dO
E plane beaneidth, 72"
H plane beamwldth, 115"

Element spacing: 17.67 m
Element height above ground: 24,38 m.
Boreslght azimuth: 114' true bearing

Horizontal Antenna

Horizontal Main lobe Width of sector
Frequen,;y (MHz) beawidth (deg) elevation (deg) scan (deg)

12 3.0 14.8 90
15 2.3 1i.8 69
18 2.0 9.8 56
21 1.7 8.4 48 i(C
25 1A4 7.1 40

Elevation Array (1000 ft. effective aperture)

Elements: Same as for azimuth array
Element Spacing: First element 8 m above ground and remaining onies successlvely spaced at 16 m
Bores:ght azimuth: 114" true bearing

Vertical Antenna

Vertical beaamwIdth Effective Elevation sector
Frequency (MHz) (deg) scanned (deg)

12 4.2 3-52
15 3.2 2.6-39
18 2.8 2.3-32
21 2.4 1 .9-26
25 2.0 1.5-22

Table3

Signature Type

Occurrence
Statistics U LSa KSB FS T H B P

Relative Occurrence* .31 .33 1.0 * .97 .57 .18 .34 .41

Diurnal Peak Occ. 08-11 14-15 12-14 09-16 08-16 18-24 08-16 21-24

Diurnal Min. Occo 17=19 00-07 01-06 00-06 11-;4 00-08 11-1417-24 1-4

Seasonal Peak Occ. April £ June Jan. & July May May Feb. July
Nov. July July Dec.

Seasonal Min. Occ. July April March Equinoxes --- March July March
Aug. April April

Correlation with + - 0

sunspot Number "

Correlation with 0 + + +

Geomag. Activity

A Normalized to MSB - 1.0

31.3
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Figure 6 illustrate• the "Bands" s:gneture and there is considerable evilenco that this type of
signature is caused by traveling-lonospheric-disturbances (TIDs) which are manifestations of internal
atmospheric gravity waves (iflnes, 1960; Hunsucker and Tveten, 1967; George, and Stephenson, 1969]. I1i
particular, Georges and Stephenson (1969] use an ionospheric model perturbed by a gravity wave to sim4,-
late a record with the "bands" signature. Tis have been cias!ified as "Very large. Medium-Scale, and
Small-Scale" disturbances by Georges [l')671. He Ilit. some of the characteristics of the 'medluntscale"
TID as:

I. Always ti-avel at speeds ot less than 300n/sec.

2. Have period,, i0 min <T< 40 min.

3. Appear mainly in the daytime.

4. Are not well correlated with any known
qeophysical events.

5. Often appear as "ttains". A

A bac.ksr.atter "band observation at 1330 MST (2030 UT) on November 17, 1966, at a frequency of
17.4 MHz is chosen as the "siGnature" to be 3nalyzed. This observation was made during a relatively
undisturbed day, geomagretically.

Vertical incidence ionospheric soundings were available during this period from stations at Ponce
City, Oklahoma; Texarkana, Arkansas; and Springfield, Missour: -- all In the scar sector of the back-
scatter sounder. The vertical lonograms from these stations at the time of the backscatter observation
indicate that the ambient Ionosphere was qsite uniform over a large part of the scan nector.

A "true height analyis" was performed on each of the vertical ionograms to obtain the vertical
electron density distributions and to define the heighcs of layer maxima (h max) and the scale height-!ý
(H). The most important la'er parameters are listeZ in Table 4, showing in a more quantitative manner
that the ambient Ionosphere was quite uniform over a large hori!ontal region of the backscatter scan
sector.

Table 4.

E-Layer F-Layer

Station fc (MHz) hi (kin) H (kin) fc (MHz) 1) (kin) H (km)

Poncn City 2.94 ll. 8.70 9.93 257. 36.1

Springfield 2.86 122. 11.3 9.99 273. 35.8

Texarkana 3.05 129. 13.7 9.67 289. 42.2

[Averages 2.95 121. 11.I 9.86 273. 38.'

The average values of the parameters listed In Table 2 are used to describe a double, concentric
a-Chapman layer defined by

2 1- Z-I e-Z1 2 1 Z 2] 2
fN f cl exp 2 c 2 e 2

wh'ere

f -N plasma frequency

zi - (h - h )/H!m]

z2 - (h - h m)/H2

h - height above ground

f - critical frequency of F-layer (MHz)

f C - rltical frequency of E-layer (MHz)

H! - scale height of F-liyer (km)

H2  - scale he;ght of E-layer (km)

h - height (km) of F-layer maximum Ionization density

h - height (km) of E-layer maximum iorization densitym2

This ambient ionosphere perturbed by the wave model discussed later is used to obtain the "3D ray-
sets" In computer programs developed by Jones (19661, and Stephenson and Georges ['969].

There is considerable evidence which Indicates that the "medium-scale" Tls cannot always be observed o,
vertical ionograms but can be detected by other more sensitive radio techniques such as Doppler or oblique
backscatter soundings. Another method uf observing the medium scale TIDs :s to scale the variation of
Ionospheric virtual height with time at selected fixed frequencies from vertical lonograms. Figure 7
shows plots of virtual height variations during the backscatter observations.

S.i4
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In order to letermine the fixed t'requanclos~on the vertical ionogram which pertain to the lono-
spheric region whtere the backscatter sounder linditmtes ri~s, tha following technique was used, 'Fits't,
from the backscatter azimuth and elevation recordl at 2030 UT the. delay time and elevadlon angle were
recoded.ad Next, these ivalue2 of elevation angle and delay time wore used as !nput to a computer program
developed at ITS to .zalculate secant # for curved earth, parabolic Ionospheric *lectron deotity distribu-
tion. Or. alternatively a nom~ram described In detail by Tvaten andHunsucker [19691 was used. This
secant 0 va'lue and the cadar operating frequency were then used In the secont lay to obtain the apprtb-
priate plasma frequanr;v to 6P scaled on the vertical ionasonde record. The, values obtained (5.5, 8.0,
and 9.0 MHz): were then the plasma freqUenicies corresponding to the locatio~ns of the lonosondes at'Ponco
City, Springfield) and Tei'arkana respectively, In relation to the radar operating frequency. The back-
scatter delays were measur.sd at the appropriate azimuth angle for atich ionosondo location. 'The vertical
line In Figure 7 Indica~es the time 6~f the backscatter observation and the arrow at 1720 UIT shows a mag-k
net Ic storm sudden comiwencement (SSc) . Magnetograims from Dalas, Texas, were examined in detail and
there was no correlation between the Ionospheric and mragnetic data.

Examination of the simultaneous backscatter observations and virtual height variations (Figure 7)
reveals the following characteristics of this TIC) signoture:

a. Nhe TiDs appear in "'trains" (from back~catter record)

b. The approximate horizontal TIC separation is 'u225 kin.
(Estimated from 4ackscatter record.)

c. The perilods range from -15 to 30 minutes (from Fig9. 7).

d. The vertical wavelength Is '-225 ion (from Fig. 7).

e. There Zs no apparent correlation with magnetograph variations.I

Comparinrg these observations~ with the "medium scale TIC" characteristics listed at the b eginniaig
of this section scales to justify our workinti hypothesis that we are, indeed, observing the medium scale
TIDs.

The ambient Ionosphere described earlier In' this section Is noi6 perturbed with the "medium scale"
gravity wave model developed by Georges and Stephenson (1969] modified by the: results of the experimental
backicatter and vertical Incidence data obtained at 1330 MIST Novenor 17,, l'66. 1t.athematIcally the com-
plete model is described by the equations [Georges and Stephenson, 1969, p. 682]

N m No (I + V)

and R ep((RR_ t0n +(R-R)

V dex (-[(-R -z)IH']2)cos 2IEt' - i.-.-..
0o x Az:

where

R - distance from 'the center of the 6arth

n - polar angle ý1- latitude)

Re - radius of the earth

*N the double Chapman layer described edrlier

*o.height of maximum wave amplitude

4'- the wave amplitude "scale height"

*6 - perturbation wave amplitude

*AX- horizontal wavflength

*A- vertical wav'elength

t'- itime In wavc periods

The astevisks denote quantities deteemirred exi~erimentally, and the remaining auaritities are obtained
from the theoretical gravity wave model. The nrext step is to carry ou a three-dlmensio'ial (3)0 a
tracing through this irodel to obtain the "'ra*sot" cards, which are then used in the backscr~tter simulation
program.

Figure 8 shows the experimental azimuth scan record 9n the left and the synthetic backs--atter re-
ord from the 3D ray tracing and simulation on the right foi 1330 lISr on November I?,. 1966. Before
attempting a detailed comsparison between the two records, several features of the experi.tentai record
should be explained: (1) the vtrtical band near the center of the azimuth scan sector Is due to strong
HIF interference and will not, of course, appear on the synthetic record. (2) the receiver video gain
was set. too high and consequently there were some saturation effects In the cathode-ray-tube and photo-
graphic recording process.

There are son strong similarlides between the two recurds: (1) tho "band" structure is at the
same ranrge of time delays In both records. (2) the orientation and curvature of the bands Is very sim-
Ilar (3) there are approximately the same number, of bands In both records.

The strong focused echo between 8 and 10 esec delay~in the experimentil record does not appear in
the synthetic reccrd. From examnination of several experimental azimuth &nd elevation scan recc~rds and
evaluation of the experimental parameters, It appeaisw that. this e~cho. is ..Vst probably a croriblnation of a
gain saturation arid an antenna sidelobe (equlipment; efiect.
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In st4mary, ttire are enough slmilaritles between the experimental backscatter TID signature and
the simulated record to suggest that this analytical approach is a valid ooe. Howvor, in applying the
ray-tracing slimlation apprcach, one must always remember that the banic question of "uniqueness" re-
mains uqansV~ered. That Is to say, wil; different ionospheric perturbation models produce essentially
the srme simulated signature?

An ever more difficult problem Is the attempt to ascertain the nature of the source of the Internal
giavity waves tcat produce the TiDs. The difficulty of this problem Is Illustrated by the followfng
crude antenna-array-factor analogy. One may roughly consider the source of the disturbances as a .-ad-
lator of erergy in the Internal gravity-wave mode which is then multiplied by several antenna-array
factors and finally convolved with the -esponse characteristics of the paiIcular observing system, asshown In Figure 9.

Ths, energy sources of internal gravity waves &re thought to be numorous and to vary in their loca"
ticn In al.ltude from the surface of the earth to ionospheric heights [Georges, 1968], but relatively
n4thing is known about their polar diagrams, i.e. whether they radiate energy isotropically or in a
nwlti-lobed m&nner. For soirces located low in the atmosphere, the source polar diagram would have to be
muit;plied by array factor I, which describes the atmospheric wind structure existing at the time [c.f.
Hines and ýeddy, 1967]. Array tcctor 2 represents the ionospheric response to Internal gravity wawes,
which is highly anisotropic, as has been shown recently by Hooke [19"0. Lastly, array facto[ 3 repre-
sents the response characteristics of the particular radio technique used to detect the TIDs (e.g., HF
backscatter sounders, spaced lonosondes, Thomson scatter radar, Fareday rotation). Each of the various
radio techniques w:lt inherently be hiasad :n such a way as to tnphasize certain characteristics of the
TIDs.

The nrz;cdIng discussion is only Intended to portray some of the difficulties one encounters in
attempting to gain information on the ultimate source of the TiDs that are observed by radio methods.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The specific results of •his Investigation are:

A. Based on examination of several thousand frames of data obtained with the ITS HF Radar, it Is
apparent that thL "Irregular-structure" of the midlatitude ionosphere is the rulc rather than the ex-
ception. That is to say, irregularities exhibiting a wide variation in size and iifetime are observed
most of th2 time. The "uniform" backscatter signature mentioned in Table 3 was only observed approx-
Imately 6% of the time during an observing period cof several years spannini over one-half of a sunspot
cycle. This midlatitude ionosphere "irregular-structuve" is largely "washed out" when one sounds the
Ionosphere with the wide antenna beams ased in most baclisca' er sounding techniques.

e. In compiling an "atlas" of midlatitude backscatter "signatures" observed with the IIS/ESSA
high resolution HF radar, the signatures have been categorized into eight generic types which have been
labelled with names roughly descriolng their appearance on the range-azimuth record. Examination of
several thousand frames of data has revealed that over 90% of the signatures ýall into these eight class-

ifications or thcir various combindtions and permutation•s.

C. One particular type of signature, the "bands"' illustrated in Figure 6 has the characteristics
of the "medium-sca;e" TID in Georges' (1966] classification scheme. If one assumes his medium-scale
gravity-wave TID model and utilizes experimental data to construct the model And define 4he ambient iono-
sphere, then perform A 3D ray-tracing and backscatter simulatlun computer analysis, a nynthetic back-
scatter record Is obtained. There are enough similarit!es between the experimental TID signature and
the simulated record to justify the use of this approach in the analysis of backscatter data.
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Fig.l Azimuth and elevation scan receiving antenna located at ITS Table Mountain Field Site near Boulder, Colorado.
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AN IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTIC OF SOME
TRAVELING IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES

I. Ranui and P. Giorgi
Cerntro Radioelettrico Sperimentale

"G. Marconi"
V. Trastevere 189,00100-Roma-Italy

SUMMARY

The observation of the F2 region winter TIDe, by means of vertical sounding on a fixed
frequency, showed that the occurrence time of some TID groups anticipates from day to day.

1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

During the last four winters, the observation of large scale traveling disturbances
(TIDe) in the F2 region was carried out in the experimental station of Torreohiaruooia,
near Rome (lat. 42.030 N, long. 11.840 E), by means of contemporary backscatter sounding
on 18.6 MHz and vertical sounding on 6.8 MHz. Furthermore, during some months, a vertical
sounding on 6.7 MHz was carried out at Pontecohic Marconi, near Bologna (lat. 44.40 N,
long. 11.20 E), at a distance of 265 km from Torrechiaruccia, in the direction of 100
from North to West . The time delay between the passages of a given TID group (directed
towards the equator), over the two stations presented a maximum value of about 30 minutes..
which corresponds to a speed of 530 km/hr along the great circle passing through the two
stations; an example is reported in Fig.1.

The vertical sounding records, taken at the main station of Torric hiLcwucia, showed
that, during the daily hours, the TIDe generally arpear as a sequence of two or more
oscillations in the virtual reflection height or a sequence of some focusing effects,
which are particularly well visible in the second echoes; the period of each oscillation
is of the order of one hour; furthermore, these more intense TIDs appear in groups of
days, separated by lays of reduced activity.

But the more interesting characteristic we observed in many cases is that the TID
sequences show a day-to-day anticipation in their occurrence time; an example is reported
in Fig.2. During winter 1971-1972, the periods during which such a phenomenon was
observed were the following: 19,20 and 21 Nov ; 23 and 24 Nov ; 29,30 Nov and 1 Dec
6,7 and 8 Dec ; 20,21 and 22 Dec ; 23,24 and 25 Dec ; 27,28 and 29 Dec ; 5,6 and 7 .aDAI
12,13 and 14 Jan . A remarkable similarity of structure was showed by the TID trains
ooourring in the various days of a given period.

2. A TENTATIVE EXPLANATION

If the observed TIDs were due to gravity waves generated in the lower atmosphere,
the propagation of these waves to the F-region should depend on the direction and the
intensity of the tidal winds at the lower ionospheric levels, which produce a filtering
action; in the case of a moving source of the gravity waves, the time, on which such a
propagation is allowed, should show a day-to-day change (+).

325

(i) we are indebted to Dr. C. 0. Hines for the suggestion of this interpretation.
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par
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S(WARE

Des perturbations en forms d'ozides turent observ~es dons l'ionosphare i Ins uite de plusioure
explouions nucl~aires, au± dfibut des annfies 60. IAs ondes de choc supersoniquos cr~fes dones l'atmo-
sphare par des fus6se do grandes dimensions pouvent igaleroent donner ruilsance i vi~s purturbat.icns de
donsit d'6ilectrons done l'ionosph~rte. A l'occasion des lancemento de C*turna-Apollo .12 et 13, on a.
tztilis6 un rfseau d'obverration doppler do trajets de phase et eriresgistr6 des dlip-laceuents de'fr6quence
doppler duo wAz lancemonta des fusies. Des oamlyses do deiisit.6 epectrble et deci inter-corrfilation~i des
enregistromente do variation do friquence doppler r6v61&rent lea vitesses de phase d'earrivfie de signaux
qui provenaient dui Sud du r~seau, avec 700-800 m/sb at correspondaient & des p~riodes do l'ordre do
2 & 14 minutes, Deb ionograwmms effectuts toutos lea 60 3ccondes ;I partir de,- Il.es Wallops mirent clai-
resent on fivider'e' des perturbations ioonephtiriq~ues dues aux fushes. Wit-. angayije de hauteur r~ekle des
ionopraumes indiquft quo les ondulati ogs affectant lea densit6s flectroni-quer 4 diverses hautotirs avaient
une p6riodo de 2 1 14 minutes. on eat=&ite A450 rn/s envi;:nn -cs vitesses Ae &roupe, olItenvnos a peaitir des
prorniares perturbationa visibles obeerv~es exir lea enregistramelrlta doppler on c.ndrs entri.tenu~s et leo
ion4ogramen, et A partir de. d~nnnes arelat~ives A la trajectoiros do la Pisu.i~ On pout expl4.quer coo; ar-
riv6eo do signuaux come un efret do guide W'ooden dons lequel 1s zon oat r~f).fchi dcns a& totalit6 a
po~rtir do le thermosph~ro par la courbure does rayons, et ontiareinent (cii presque entik-eau;snt) r6fl~chi
A partir do I& m~sosph~ro acus-Joscento du fait does gradients do densit6 plus 6Ievtat ot, par cons6quent,
do l'ougwtntation do la ft~quence do coupure acoustique, Ainsi, 10 son at, par comS~quent, la port'Arbs
tion, set canalia6 au voisinage do !a m~sopause et do Is basso therinospha4ro,
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IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES CAUSED BY LONG PERIOD

SOUND WAVES GENERATED BY SATURN-APOLLO LAUNCHES

Gonti L. Riao
Research Institure, University of Alabama in Huntsville

Huntsville, Alabama 35807 U. S. A.

XUMMARY

Wavelike disturbances were observed i•i the ionosphere following several nuclear explosions in early 1960's. Super-

sonic shock waves within the atmosphere generated b/ large rock6ts can cause ionospheric el.actron densi ty perturbations.
A CW phase path doppler array in the New York area was operated dur;ng the Saturn-Apollo 12 and 13 launches ond recorded
doppler Frequenc/ fluctuations due to rocket launchings. Crcss correlation and power spectral analyses Df the phase path-
path doppler fre-quency vpriation rer-ords shownd that the phase velocities nf the signal arrivals were from South of the array
with 700 - 800 m. sec.-I corresponding to periods in the -ange of 2 - 4 minutes. Ionograms taken every 60 seconds from
Wallops Llands showed clearly ionorpheric disturbances due to rockets. True height analysit of the ionrigrams showed that
the undulations in ele:tlon densitiIs at variou3 heights has a period of 2 - 4 minutes. The group velocities were estimated
to be of the order of 450 m. 3ec. obtained from the earliest visible disturbancos seen on CW phase path doppler records
and ionograms together with the rocket trsjectory data. It may be possib~e to explain these arrivals of signals in ferms of
wave guide effe.,t in which sound is totclly reflected from the thermosphere by the bending back of ryý,, and i; totally (or ii
almost totally) reflected from the underlying mesosr.iere because of stronger censity gradients and consequent increase in
the acoustic cut off frequency. Thus, the sound and, hence, the disturbance is channeled near the mesopouse and the
lower thermosphere.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wave like disturbances were observed in the ionosph.re following several nucl#ear explosions in the etrly 1960's.
Baker (168) detected these ionospheric distu-bances due to atmospheric nuclear explos-ons at 150 - 200 k-n altitude with
periods of one minute and speeds 300 m. sec." . The periods and propagation characteristics of the ionospheric disturbances
were found to be essentially the same as those observed on the grot'nd. Bake, (1968) interpreted ther,4 ionospheric disturb-
ances as manifestations of imperfectly ducted acoustic gravity waves. Acoustic signals which can propagate long distances
(or the order of thousand kilometers) fiom large rockets were also detnctbd and reported (Donn et al., 1968).

Sudersonic shockwaves within the atmcsphere generated by large rockets can 2'use ionispher~c electron density varia-
tions. Ionospheric variations due to Saturn-Apollo launches vere noticed from the ionogrcms taken at Grand Bahama Islands
(Fehr, 1968). Disturbances on Grand Bahama blantd ionogrnrms were oberved for a period of almost two hours after the
iaunch of Saturn-Apol!o rocket, These disturbancms first uppeored as a kink on the ionogram ,vFich ap.eared to have traveled
downw-3rd. Disturbvincei such as these were also obeened by Golomb et al. (1963) during h;gh altitude chemical release
experiments. In thi. paper, ;onowpheric perturbations caused by Saturin"-A"pllo rocket launchings were detected by using
CW doppler array and conventional ionosonde and interpreted us long period sound wuves.

1I. CW DOPPLER ARRAY

Ionospheric obs-arvntiens were made -sing an array of CW doppler stunders and an ionosonde. The CW doppler systen
was built similar to Davies' system (Davies, 1962; Davies and Baker, 1969). A significant difference between Davies system
and our syslem i3 in th.i preszrtaticin oi data. In our system, the doppler signal was digitized arid stored in digital magnetic
tape, whereas in the Davies syrtem, the signal was recorded in analog form. The diCital form of recording of cdnto allows
the use of digital processing techniques such as cross correlation, digital filtering, power and cross spectral analyses. The
doppler technique is very sensitivu to phase path changes and the sensitivity in its present state of development is about 0. 1
Hz, that is, phase path changes as _nll as 1/10 of a radiowave length per second can be measured. At 4 MHz, this
corresponds to dp/,'d - 7.5 m. sec. - . The geogrophic location of the CW doppler sounder system is "hown in Figure 1 .
Tsio CW transmitters operating at 4.8 MHz and 6 MHz were continuously monitored by the receivers lozated at Catskill,
Thornhurst, Lebanon nnd Westwood. The receiver outputs were digitized and transmitted by telephone lines to the central
station, Weitwood, for storage on magnetic tape. The data stored on the rvagnetic tape was later subjected to analysis for
furthei study.

•' I,,r , ° ' • •.. .. I a V I ,I i " • -• I• "I • ,.3. . .. . . ..9



Ill. OOSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

The CW doprler array wc& in operation at Westwood, New Jerey, durinp the lakinches of Saturn-Apollo 12 and 13
rockets. These irocket launchings produced ionospheiao perturbations whic;i weo'e successfully detected usirng our CA doppler
array (Tolstoy, Montes,-Rao, and Willis, 1970). Figure 2 shows the CW doppler record for Saturn-Apollo 12 launch orn
November 14, 1969. The CW doppler data for Lebanon arid Thrnhurst immediately before the signal arrival between the
time windows 1100 to 1220 EST was subjected to cross spectral analysis to study the background noise coherence as shown in
Figure 3. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the background noise coherence is rather poor in the entire period band and re-
mainod less than 0.2. Cross spectral analysis between several station pairs during the timre of signal interval 1220-1340EST
wns adopted to find the dominant periods. The results of the cross 'spectral analysis are presented in Figures 4, 5, and 6.• It
can be seen from the figures that during the time window 1220-1340 EST, there is a concentration of energy in the period band
1 to 5 minutes and In all station pairs the coherency remained over 0.75. The CW doppler data was then filtered, using a
bandpass filter of 1 to 5.02 minutes ald the resylting plots for Apollo 12 and 13 are shown irn Figures 7 and 8.

Cross correlation analysis between otation pairs was used for Apollo 1? CW doppler data to compute the phase veloci-
ties of the signal arrivals. The results of the analysis are shown ;n Table 1. The average phase velocity was found to be
700-800 m. sec' 1 coming from south of the array. The variations in the phase velocities during the signal may be due to the
nature of the source, which is a supersonic disturbance moving in both horizontal and vertical dimensions. Also, there are
rome inherent s~perimental errors due to the obliquity at the received radio waves. Yhe apparent direction of signal arrival
intersects the ground level projection of the tiajectory at a point approximately 30.7 oN, 72.8 *W. The approximate alti-
tude of the vehicle at this paint was about MO6 kmn. The group velocities of the signal arrival were estimated by using begin-
ning and ending time of the re.-orded disturbance together with the trajectory data. This gave group velochies between
450 and 220 m. sec•

An ionmoonde was in operation at crilops Island, Va., duiinq Apollo 12 launch and the ionogroms were taken every
minute immediately after launch for a period 6f two hours. These ioncgrams were examined to detect any distuboances
caused by the Saturn ricket. It was found that a kink on the ionogram near the ordinary F2 layer critical frequer'-y ep.,peared
which slowly moved downward and firally merged into F2 layer ordinary trace. Several Udditional stratifications (tracs)
were also noticed all over the F2 region indicating the disturbed nature of the ionosphere. The ionograms were then subjected
to true height analysis to study tLe electron dqnsity fluctuation5 due to the Saturn rocket. Electron density varmatlons at
various heights at 10 km interval were plotted against local rime and the plot is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen from the
figure that the undulations in electron density ct various haeihts has a period of 2-4 mninutes. It might be of interest to note
that the maximum effect on the ionoehere by the rocket'was felt around 1218 hours. If the distonc-i betweei Wqllops Island
and ground range of rockets when in F2 region was taken cpproximritely as 1000 kin, then the group veloc:ty of the arrival
of the signal to ionospheric levels over Wallops Island wcs of the order of 459 m. sec- t . Tolstoy et al. (19M0) tried to ex-
plain the signal arrivals with group velocities 450 m. sec"T correspondlng to periods in the range "- 4Tminutes and the hor..
zontal phase velocities nar 800 m, sec-1, in terms of wa/e guide effect in which sound is totally reflected f-om the t1 er-
mosphere by bending back of rays, and sound is totally (or almost totally) -eflected fajn t"e underlying mesosphere because
of stronger density gradients and the consequent increase :n the rcoustic cutoff frequency. Thus the disturbance' is channeled
near the mesopause and the lower thermosphere.
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TABLE 1

Phase velocities of the Saturn-Apollo 12 signal arrival as sen
on Westwood, New Jersey CW doppler array.

Ill.;- V ý Direction
East of North)

1225- 1235 810 185
1238 - 1248 808 178
1251 - 1301 750 176
1304- 1314 700 177
1317- 1327 650 140
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OBSERVArIONS 1% PERUhRUATIC*JS IONOSPIILRIOIJE ITINERANW hSFFiTMIJES
A LGMDRI3S (CANADA)

par

J, Litva

S(14IAIRE

L'auteur rend compte de certaines observatiorn. de perturbations ionosph6riques itin~rantes
(Fl18) effectu~es i Londree (Canada), Pour proc~der & ces observations, on a eu racouru i une nou-
V21le tecbnique, d~crite en ditail, et qui conwiste i mesurer l'angle d'arriv6e et lea variations
d'amplitude des ondes radio se propageant a travers l ionosph~re i peartir de r~gions~ localis6es
d'emnission accrue sur Ie disque solaire. Un examen des observations ant6rieuires indique uu maximum
de quatre cycles d~ne daris lea trains d'ondes des PIle. Lea observations dont il eat rendu compte
ici r6valent claircment la presence de trains d'ondes de Plus juaqu '& quatre fain plus longs, at,
comportant de 15 A 18 cycles d'ondes. D'apr~a lea meaures effectu6es, les d~fifexions angulaires de
la ligne de visfie solaire a 51,7 MZz varient de ±6 & t 20 minutes d'src ; our la base de ces chif-
free, on calcule qua lea perturbations de densit6 d'~lectrons sont de l'ordre de 1 & 2 %. Lea varia-
tions d'amplitude observhes, correspondent aux scintillations & a"gl d'arri'v~e le plus grand, fitaient
d'environ 5 dB.

Lea P11. se classaient easentiellement en deuzc cat~gories :l'une dont la p~riode fitait d'en-
viron 6 minutes, l'autre dont la p6riode atteignait 21 minutes. Les perturbations de la prefiare ca-
t6goria se d~plagaient & une vitesse dlnio 200 km/heure, avec unel longue'ir d~onde correspondant~e
do 20 km. La vitesse des perturbations de la deuxi&me cat6goria variait entre 800 at 2 000 ka/heurr,
avec line longueur cionde corraspondante allant, de 300 & T0O km j d'autra part, alias as dlplagaient
*uivant une trajectoire pr~ffrentiolle orientfie nord-sud.
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OBSERVATIONS OF TRAVELLING IONOSPHERIC DIST'kBAN0,'i
AT LONDON, CANADA

J. Litva
Communications Research Centre

Department of Comunications, Ottawa, Canada

SU1OARY

Some observations made at London, Canada, of travelling ionospheric disturbancus (TIDs) are presented.
They were obtained by way of a new technique which is described in detail; namely, measurement of angle of
arrival and amplitude variations of radio waves which propagated through the ionosphere from localized re-
gions of enhanced emission on the solar disk. A survey of past observations suggests that at most four
wave cycles are observed in TID wave trains. The observations reported here show good evidence of TID
wave trains up to four times as long, consisting of 15 to IC wave cycles. The angular deflections of the
solar line of sight at 51.7 MHz were measured to be between ±6 to ±20 minutes of arc; from which, electron
number density perturbations are calculated to be of the order of I to 2 percent. The observed varia-
tions in amplitude corresponding to the larger angle of arrival scintillations were about 5 dB.

The TIDe were primarily of two types; one with a period of approximately 6 minutes, the other with a
period of 21 minutes. The former travelled with the speed of about 200 km/hr and a corresponding wave-
length of 20 km. The speed of the latter was between 500 and 2000 km/hr and the corresponding wavelength
between 300 and 700 km; they also had a preferred line of travel which was orientated north-south.

1. INTRODUCTION

TIDe or travelling ionospheric disturbances are electron density irregularities in the F region which
have been observed to move over horizontal distances of thousands of kilometers. The disturbance consists
of a periodic change of the electron density with horizontal distance. When TIDs are represented by con-
tours of constant electron density it is found that they tend to be tilted or displaced forward from the
vertical in the direction of motion (THOME, 1964).

The velocity of TIDa has been measured at many locations by many workera using a vari ry of techniaues.
Some of the techniques employed are vertical incidence sounding (PIERCE and MINNO, 1940; WELLS, WATTS and
GEORGE, 1946), doppler radar (GEORGES, 1968; CHAN and VILLARD, 1962), backaratter radar (TVETEN, 1961), in
situ satellite density measurements (NEWTON at al, 1964), three station single frequency ionosondes (MUNRO.
1958), Thomson radar (THOME, 1968;VASSEUR and WALDTEUFEL, 1969), faraday rotation (TITHERIDGE, 1963) and
angle of arrival measurements (LAWRENCE and JESPERSEN, 1961; VITKEVICH, 1958). TIDs have wavelengths from
about 50 to 2000 km and horizontal velocities from 180 to 2500 km/hr. The higher velocity TIDs tend to
travel in the north-south direction and the lower velocity ones have no preferred direction of travel.

A description is given of some observations made at London, Canada, of TIDe. They were detected by
measurements of deviations or scintillations in angle of arrival and amplitude of radio waves which pro-
pagated through the ionosphere. The measurements were made with radio interferometers monitoring radio
waves of frequency 51.7 MHi emitted by a localized source in the sun's corona. There are times when the
disturbed sun radiates meter wavelength radio waves at an enhanced level for periods of a day or more. On
a number of these occasions the sun was used as a radio source and scintillations in angle of arrival of
solar radio waves refracted by TIDs in the ionosphere were observed.

At VHF frequencies the angular deflection due to refraction of radar waves traversing the ionosphere
is proportional to the spatial gradient, transverse to the line of sight, of the total number of electrons
per square meter in the line of sight. It follows that, since gradients in total columnar electron content
due to TIDe were measured, it is reasonable to assume that they were contained between the altitudes 100
and 500 km, or so. This, after all, is where most of the electrons of the ionosphere are contained.

It is assumed that for the most part TIDe perturb linear propagation of radio waves through the iono-
sphere because of their horizontal electron density gradients. These perturbations manifest themselves to
an observer on the ground monitoring a radio signal as scintillations in the angle of arrival and amplitude
of the signal. Equations will be developed relating the magnitude of the angle of arrival scintillations
to both the electron density gradients and the characteristics of the interferometers used for the measure-
ments. It will be shown that the apparent motion of the sun produces variations in both the magnitude and
period of the angle of arrival scintillations. This motion and the variations induced by it are described
in detail and it is shown that the line of travel and speed of the TIDe producing the scintillations can
be deduced from the observed variations. Finally, equations are developed relating the magnitudes of the
amplitude scintillations and angle of arrival scintillations produced by TIDs; from which the speed of the
TIDs as a function of height can be deduced.

2. TECHNIQUE

Consider Fig. 27-I where two antennas forming an interferometer are located at 0 and A along the base-
line OY and separated by distance d. Two rays from the sun and denoted by S are shown arriving at each
antenna. The total phase difference 0 o. the radiation arriving frovi the source at the two antennas may
be expressed generally as

2Id

0 - (2nr + *) - cosO Eq. 27-1
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where;
w - the measured phase difference in the range 0 to 2n
n - an Integer in the range -d < n < dx'- - T
A - the wavelength of the radiation
o - the angle between solar ray and interferometer base line.

From the knowledge of the location of the sun the angle S between a ray from the center of the solar
disk and the interferometer base line can be calculated and su stituted into Eq. 27-1 to solve for n. The
angle 6N of the solar radiation with respect to the interferometer's base line can then be determined from

Eq. 27-I and a measurement of ON where, *N is the phase between the solar radiation received at the two

interferometer antennas. The angle %SN is defined by

8SN -S - 8N Eq. 27-2

Both 6N arid 6S are always positive and measured from the line OY. SCN as defined here may be both

positive or negative. It is called the angle of arrival henceforth, and the measured values reported here
form the principle data base for this paper. It is augmented by the amplitude of the solar signal which
also was measured and recorded.

Fig. 27-2 shows the relative location of the antennas of the compound solar interferomerer used for
the measurements. The antennas were linearly polarized five element yagis and were mounted to accept
signals of vertical polarization. The amplitude of the incoming solar radio waves was reco:ded. Two
phase measurements out of a possible five were also recorded. In some casesi the phase difference between
the waves arriving at Y 0 and Y3 and between Y a and Y2 were recorded; in other cases, the p'.ases between Y 0
and Y2 and between Y and Yi were recorded. The measured phase differences were convertcd to angle of
arrival 6aN of the salar ray with respect to the interferometer base-line and the center of the sun. The

various antenna pairs are denoted as follows:

Y o, Y2 - wide E-W interferometer
Y o, Y1 - narrow E-W interferometer
Yo, Y3 - N-S interferometer

and the angle of arrival measu'rements presented here will be identified by these labels.

3. MOTION OF THE SOLAR LINE OF SIGHT

The loci of the intersection of the solar line of sight with various levels in the ionosphere may be
determined with the aid of Fig. 27.3. In particular Fig. 27-3 (a), which shows a plane containing the solar
line of sight, the observer I and the center of the earth C. The intersection of the solar line of sight
with an ionospheric layer wh ise height above the earth is D it given by R. The zenith angle of the sun is
z; B is the distance OR and 5 is the angle RCO. It can he shown (HARROWER, 1963) that B is given by the
following:

_ - [(r + D)2 - r2sintz]½ - Ir 2 - r2sin2z]½ Eq. 27-3

and 6 by the expression,

6 - cos- r2 + (r + b)2 - B2 Eq. 27-42r(r + D)

where:

r - radius of the earth

The observer's celestial hemisphere is shown in Fig. 27-3 (b) with the observer at 0, the north celes-
tial pole at P, and fthe zenith at Z. The intersection of the extension of CR in Fig. 27-3(a) with the
observer's celestial sphere is given by R' and the co-latitude PZ and hour angle ZPR' of R' are given by
S and t respectively.

The altitude of too sun denoted by h in Fig. 27-3 (a) is given by (SMART, 1944).

h - sin-E[sin(LAT)sin(DEC) + cos(LAT)cos(DEC)cos(HA)] Eq. 27-5

where:
DEC - declination of the sun
HA - hour angle of the sun.

The zenith angle z of the ev1 is given by

7TS-•- h Eq. 77-6

ana the azixurtal angle Az by:

Az . sin- [cos(DEC) sin(HAZ ] Eq. 27.7cosu(h)



From the spherical trYangle PZR8 in Fig. 27-3(b) it follows that

S - cosI Lcos(s -.- LAT) + sin6rtin(n - LAT)cos(2n A- A)J Eq. 27-8

and,

r - inA) J E, 27-9

The latitude and 14.,ditude of it or R' &re given respectively by

- j. - S {. 27-IC

LONG 'R) - LONG(0) + t Ea. 27-11
where:

L.OPG(O) " longitude of the observer.

Curves trccing out the loci of rhe intersection of the solar line of saght with various levels in the
ionosphere, as a function of tls, ere given in Fig. 21.4. The paths shown were derived for val%.,%s of 1)
equ.al to 150, 300 and 450 km using solar parrmeters correct for November 12, 1969 and equations 27-8 to
27-1i . The Intersection of the dshed lines with the cuýNis defines thý position of tha intersection point,
R at the indicated times; positions at other timc3 can be otcained by extrapolation. The co-ordinate axes

shown in the Invert defhne positive values of the velocity components 1'x and Vy of the intetsection point
R; with poiitive Vx directed towmrdu tbe west: and positive Vy directed towarse the north, These two vel-
ocity components are given by

Vx - (r + d)cos[:L&T(A)i x -I- .LONG(K)i Eq. 2i-12

Vy . (r + d)-s[I{Ar(R). Eq. 27-13

Curves for November 12, 1969 derived from Fqe. 27-12 and 27-13 giving Vx and V'r ae a ftwction of time for
the altitudes 150, 300 and 450 km are give- in Fig. 27-5. The component Vx, although positive throughout
the interval between 1330 and 2030 UT, is seen to vary considerable and in a manner characterized by high
values in the morning, r.ýLatively low ones at local noon, and high ones again In the afternoon. On tho
other hand Vy whose absolute value ts less than Vx throughout this interval, begins with positive values,
becomes zero at local noon, an. assumes increasingly negative values in the afternoon.

Since the intersect-'on p•int R moves through th,, ionosphere, it is to be expected that the period of
the qcintlllations in angle of arrival of the solar line of sight, caused by TIDs, will be an apparent
period. The apparent period will differ from the actual TID wave period by a quantity which iq a function
of the compor.ent of the velocity of the solar line of sight through the ionosphere parallel to the hori-
zontal vclocity of the TIDs. In Lite insert accompanying Fig. 27-4, let U represent the velocity of the
rID and V the i-elocity of the intersection point R. The azimuthal angles of these vectors with respect to
the negative Y axis are n, and a.v respectively. The are both defined to be positive in the counter-clock-
wise direction. Their values are given by

- tan U 7x Eq. 27-14
Dy

and

-lVx
- t Van Eq. 27-15Vy

The Apparent peviod T' of the scintillations os i fimction of U is giver by

I td VEq 271-' " A• '- •-¥- cos(a.• - 0%) Eq. 27-16

where 4t - liD w.-,el.ength.

4. MAGNITUDE OF ANGLE OF ARRIVAL S 7NTILLATIONS

At 1,11F fiequencies ".he refractive index, p, of a radio wa.e propagating thcough tne ionospherc is
given to good approximation by

p- I - N Eq. 27-17
vhe re

b - e2/.om 1 1 6 x 103 (mks)

N - local numbir densitv ,if tree electrons
e - charge of an elei tron
m - mass of an electron
ce - permIttivIty ot free spacc
w - angular radio freqiency

Eq. 27-17 is ,s•orui•,mete because It neglects the effects of the earth's magnetic ileld and of absorption.
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The total angular deflection, x, of a radlowave frowa Its average position (CHANDRASEKXHOR, 1932) 1*

given by
b S

- b • Ndd Eq. 27-18

where L, is measured along the ray, and
u, is measured along a normal to i.

Equations are now dcrived giving the variation, s a functiou of time, of the magnitude of TID in-
duced scintillations in the solar angle of arrival measured by the E-W and N-S interferometers. Consider
Fig. 27-6 with the observer at 0 wher'r:

SO - anlar line of night
OP - projection of the solar line of eight on the obaere,'a

horiron plane
h - altitude of the sun
U projection of the TIDe horizontal velocity vector onto

the horizun pleane
TS - azimuth of OP with ret.pct to the ON axis
o=U - azimuth of U with respect to the OX axis.

In the derivations which follow it it assumed that:

a) the TIDs' direction of trevel defined by a remains constant

b) the refraction of the solar line of sight from its average position is due, for the most part, to
TIP induced horizontal electron number density gradiants

c) the horizonLal gradients are parallel to the TIDe' horizontal velocity.

IU will be shown that since TS in Fig. 27-6 changes from positive values in the morning to negati',e
vaius in the afternoon in a regular and defined fashion that the magnitude of the sclar scintillations
will vary in a unique manner determined by the TIDe' direction of travel.

It follows from the spherical triangle, ABC, in Fig. 27-1 that
cosne coshcosA'

so that Eq. 27-1 can be written in the following forM
2Trd- coshcosA Eq. 27-19

A' - Az - , for the E-W interferometers and, A' - - Az - 0.3098, for the N-S interferometer.
z T

The mngnitude of the phase variations measured by the interferomotera due to changes in h and rs
caused by refraction of the solar line of sight may be obtained by finding the differential of Eq. 27-19
and substituting in the appropriate value for A' . If follows from a comparison of Figs. 27-2 and 27-6

z
that A' is equal to n - TS and TS - 0.3098 radians respectively for the E-W alid N-S Interfarometere.

The equaLions resulting from the substitution of A' into the differential of Eq. 27-19 are:

-0t - - 8 1 sin(h)sin(TS)Ah + a1cos(h)cos(TS)LTS Eq. 27.20

A02 - -02 sin(h)san(TS)Ah + 82cos(h)cos(TS)ATS Eq. 27-21

A - -$3 sin(h);oa(TS - 0.3098)Ah - 6 3cos(h)sin(TS - 0.3098)ATS Eq. 27-22

where:
61 - 27r (49.361)

82 - 2T (16.571)

83 - 2r (54.289)

In the above, Eqs. 27-20 and 27-21 give the magnitude of the phase scintillations A0 and f.2 Ae&3-
ured by the wide and narrow E-W interferometers respectively and Eq. 27-22 gives the magritude of the
pl-asc scintillatione L63 measured by the N-S interferomete:. The variations in the Interfe.rometer angle
9 whicn are also equal to the variations in the angle of arrivol as defined in Eq. 27-2 may be obtained by
equating the differential of Eq. 27-1 to Eqs. 27-20, 27-21 and 27.22 in turn

A61 sinih sinLTS1e4i C-0 0S eosio l3S ATSEq272L__s _ _ln _ s _n!. Eq. 17-23
sine sine

I~nI
66 iy(h)cos(TS - 0.3096))Ah + cos(h si(S - 0.3 09 8)ArS .274

sine i9Eq 72
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whe re :

A@,,, - perturbation cf angle, 8 for the wila and nar.,ow E-W
interrerometurs due ýo refraction of the solor ray

tL01 - perturbation of angle e foF the N-S interforcaeter
due to rtfraction of the solar %*y.

An exprebs'ioe, giving the variationof, Ai,2 and AUs as a,f~mction of "'S -t lu.,sl tf.• emay,.te obtaincA
finn a consideration of Fig. 27-6ý The point r. denotes the interse,:tion of the s'lar ray with at layer in
the ionosphere. lhe average horizontal mlectron ntuber density gradient & is indicated and shown to be
peralle' to OA. ,2lose 'nspectioa .%f Fig. 27-6 reveals toati the c(uponont of E perya.iditular to the solar
line .o' eight F, is contained in the plane defl.aed bt, OS and OA. Thus the.e ielrarted solir ra& whowe an-
gular deflection T is giver, by Eq. 27-18 will be contAined wittin this plane.

If a ray under~es i deflection of r it follows frt, the geometry in Pig. 27-5 that

Ah - TIinycos$TS - . oU) Eq. 27-75

whore:

t-"n-, Fr.. 27-26Y ta.1-'

SA'u'S * +h) Eq. 27-27

Subat-'tution uf Eq. 27-25 ard 27-261 into 27-23 and 27-24 and dividing by ¶ to ncr.allze the equations,
allows one to wri.e the following:

F - Ag8,2 - sin(h) oin(TS, sin y cos(TS-) cos(h co(TS) Eq. 27-28

asir 6 Ri 7-c--oe-(h---

and

F, - - sin(h3 cos(TS-O.3098) sin 3(cos(tS-t)+ cus(h) sin(TS*-O.3098) cog y Eq. 27-29

T ,Sin e sin 0 cos(h)

wh•re it is assumed that r is constant with time.

The function l ,2 and F3 are called the 'resbotuse' of the E-W and N-S interferometers respectively.
They give the efficiency oi the i;'ierferometsrs ;n measuring angular deflections in the solar line of sighc
as a function of time and geometry. The response given by Eq. 27-28 of the E-W interferometers as a
function of time is plotted in Fig. 27-7 with cw in degrees indicated on the curves. It is seen that the
shape of the c,,rves is a function of the paramseer o,; Inparticular, the local time at whizh, F,, 2 becomes
zero ib a t-~ctla, of c,,. This suggestA th-t the liae along which TIDs travel may be determined by the
mo-ulation imposed by t~e interferometers on tne observed mAgaitude of the'soler angle of arrival scindi-
llations. In Fig. 27-8 the corresponding response F3 of the N-S interferometer is plotted as a function
of time for various values of

5. FOCU'SING AND DEFOCUS!I;.2 EFFECYS 'F TIDs

Closely following Turnbull and Forsyth (1965) focusing and defocusing of the radio-wave energy by
TIDs is now consider.d. Only the simplest case dealing wiLh relatively small deviation angles or irregu-
larities at low altitudeq ie considnred. In this case the only effect on the grouna is slight focusing
and dpfocusing of t-e radio-wavi, energy as the aolar lin.! of sight encounters TIDs. The more complex case
where rays from two or mote widely separated points in' the TOD reach the obsereer, while rays from inter-
vening regions do not, !r nct considered because the (feep amp)itdde fading which would result from this
type of mechanism ,w.9s not experimentally observed.

The gecaetry tL illustrated in Fig. 27-9 where the plan- of the diagram is assumed tc 5e the plane
containing the solar line of sight and the TliDs ,line of travel. 'Ilie refract!d sclar line of sight will
also be in this plaee.. Since only variations within this plane are of interest, it is convenient to con-
sider energy densities as for a system of cylindrical symmetry. Two solar rays SPB and S'QE are shown
meeting the gro~md at B and E. They intersect the ionosphere MN at P and Q and undergo angular deflection
O'9nd 0 + dO respectively. The undeflected rays make d,. anzle e with the ground. The disteance r between
the observer and the ionospheric intersection point of the solar ra, is given by:

r = H/cos(h) Eq. 27-30
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where:
H - height of the intersection pooint
h - altitude of the sun

Energy falling on the element of the irregulirit:y do would, in the oahence of the Irregularity,, fall
on tha ground spread over an element dp and in the presence of the Jrregulariý.y spraad evcer an elaaen. dx.

Since:
dq - rd0/sin(e)
dp - ds

then rdO
dx - d ÷ sin(• ) 

E,,. 21 31

If the energy density at MN is Ec then the energy density at point x on the ground is given by

Eods - E(x)dx Eq. .7-32

* By combining Eqs. 27-30, 27-31 and 27-32 one may write

de . slnýe)cosh) _L- 1 Eq. 277-33
do H (x)

The distance of veparvtion ds of the rays may be written as

ds - U't!t Eq. 27-34
where:

U' U - U.V/U
U - TID velocýity
V = velocity of the poirt of intersectP'n of the ;,oir

line of sight with the ionosphere.

Eqs. 27-33 ani 27-34 are combined to give

U' - H/K Eq. 27-35

where:

sia(e)cos (h) E - Lq. 27-36•'dO/dt LEX

Since V is known as a function of height and the directiona of travel of the TIDs can bE determined

from Fig. 27-7, the apparent speed U of the TIDs can be obtained as . functton of height form Eq. 27-35.

6. EPERTMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS

6.1 Angle of Arrival Results :'or East-West Moving TIDs

The angle of arrival versus time massured with the wide E-W interferometer on October 28. 1968 is
given in Fig. 27-10. The curve is fairly steady between 1330 and 203R UT; although, it doas show some
evidence cf quasi-periodic scintillationa with peak-to-peae (p-p) ar"pliti-de of 10' arc. This is the type
of result one would expect for th~e ease of a relae€vely undistcrbed ioncsrhere; one in which TIDe, for
example, if present possessed small amplitudes.

The angle of arrival versus time measured with the N-S Interferometer on Novem'er 12, 1969 is shown
in Fig. 27-1l . In this case the curve shows well defined quasi-periodiL scintillations between 1430 and
2000 UT, or so, with maximsm p-p amplituJe of 45' arc. The slow decrease and then increpse oG angle of
arrival between 1300 an( 2100 UT1 i6 not considered herein and may be due to the solar source of the radio
waves not being located at the center of the solar disk. The qussi pe-iodlc scWrtillaLions hetween 1430
and 2000 UT are attributed to refraction of the solai line of sight by TIDs, The solar flux density re-
corded by the N-S interferometer on November 12, 1969 is also given in Fig. 27-1I . There are some srircti-
llatlona discernible in the solar flux deusity; in particular, neor 1515 U1, These are attributed to
focusing and defocusing effects or in other words to re-istribution of the radio-wave energy by reicacu'cn
of the solar line of sight.

Fig. 27-12 shows a direct comparison of the wide E-W and N-S interferomet~r angie of arrival data
recorded on November 12, 1969. The dashed curve gives the angle of arrival for the E-.W interferometcr-
and the solid curve gives the equivalent data for the N.S interferometer. It can be seen that there :.o
a high degree of coincidence in the occurrence of the scintillation on both sets of data. The solid vYr-
tical lines indict.te 'he times when 'peaks' or local maximum in angle of "rrival occurred for both sets
of date. In one case, namely at 1615 UT, a peak in the E-W curve corresponds to an inflec,iuz in the
curve. The dashed vertical lines suggest possible colacidences in the peaks but ire not use] iJr the ana-
lysis sirce the coincidences are not well defined.

6.. Properties of Eaut-West Moving TIDa

The m.,3nitude of the angle of arrival scintillations observed by the wide E-W interferometer on Nov-
ember 12, 1969 is given In Fig. 77-13, Tne average. amplitude throughout the interval Is approximately 6' of
arc. it follows from Fig. 27-7 cat the line of travel of the respon'ible TIDe is in the last-west direc-
tion with a possible deviat;on frcm this of t359 Only for angles between 55°and 900 and between -55°and
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900 is the response of thý F-W interferometer sufficiently constant to be able to ec.ýottmt for the obeevuod
constant average rAplitude.

The apparent period of the acintillationson Wovember 17, 1969 is given In Fig. 27-14 . These values
were obtained by measuring the distance betwe!,n the vertical lines in Fig, 27-12. A scintillation is de-
fined for this measurement as a local maxima in the angle of arrival that occurs on soth the E-W and N-S
,.nterfarcmeters simultaneously. The scintillations defined by the dashed lines do not vaat thie require-
sent and therefore are not used in the snalysis. They are eintioned hare becnuae there It some indication
that a scintillation may have occurred at these times. The peraks of the sciotilloatins have bean used
here but the troughs could have been uesd equally well.. There is a monotonic d•cxt#ese of the period of
the scintillations with time before local noon (17J9 UT) and a monotonic increase witA time after local
noon. Since the eaut-weat component of velocity of the intersection of the solar line of sight and the
ionosphere varies in the same aanner this behaviour is consistent with tht derecticn of travel deduced
above; namely, the east-west direction, Furthermore, salnce the par.tod of thn vcintillat'ion decreases to-
wards local noon andicrza~as afterwards, rather than the revers., suggestoth&t the TIDs moved towards the
weat. From the degree ot symetry of the pattern produced by the syuterstic. variati,,on of the period in
Fig. 27-14 about local noon, and Fq. 27-17, one can estimate thrt the devirtion of the line of travel. fcom
the E--W direction is at: most ±15° Finally, ir 4s to be noted that the eveprage period of tbe scintillations
between 1600 and 1830 UT, when the apparent sesed of the aur reaches its lowest valee, is iupproximately
13 minutes It follove that the xrue 1DD peLiod is somenhet lees than 13 minutes.

A plot u4 the i.,verse of the apparent period of the ecintillations observed on November 12, 1969
versus the E-.4 vonponent of the velocity of the solar line ok eight through the ionosphere is given in
Fig. 27-15. The altitude of t:he tntersection point used la 200 kn. The dashed line vas obtained from a
least squares fit of the data. The dashed curvc showý in Fig. 2714 vas der.•ved from the straight dashed
line in Fig. 27-15 and is appropriate for an intersection altitude of 200 km. S'milar analyses at other
vadins of alti rude woul.d produce curves which w-nre inmit.inguighable from the one shown in Fig. 27-14.
The doshed curve in rig. 27-14 appears to explain the systeaatic variation of the period of the scinti- J
llat.c'ar. The quertionable data poicz at 1940 UT appears to be in agreement with the curve and the one
at 1430 UT does not. Further evridence :ýhmt the point at 1940 UF may be real is given by the ftet that
there appears to be in Fig. 27-1 1, a scirtill~Aion in the flux density at 1940 UT similar in duration to
t&e Lorru4ponding angle 2f arrival scintillý-tron. At 1420 UT, on the other hard, it is difficult ro tell
whuther there -s a cocrei..onding scintillatiokc in the flux density.

It follows finm Eq. 27-16 that if., , -:- 2704, as is the case here, thu slope of the straight line in
Fig. 27-1 is equal to, 1/60X, and the intercept with the vertical axis at, '1x - 0, is, I/T; where T is
?.he true T7I wave period in minutes. Thus, one is able to solve for the period, wavelength, and velocity
or the TIDe. Ilh- cnly unknown is the altitude, so that the analysis must be repeated for a number of al-
titudes between 100 km ane 530 ka, or so. 'Te velocity of Cte TIDs as a function of height is indicated
by tCe solid curve in FPg. 27-16; the period in minutes is indicated by the ntmbers beside the data points.
The wtandard deviation of the period is t4 minutes. The period decreases with increasing height. The
wavelength as a fn'ction of height It shown in F~g. 27-17. T

The d&.ohed curve .ýn Fig. 27-16 tas obtained by correlating the scintillacions in angle of arrival
end flux density in FiG. 27-11 between t*,45 and 1505 UT. From the ratio of maximum flux density divided
hy Average flux Jensity and the rate of change of angle of arrival at the time of maximum flux density the
apparent velocity, 11', given by Eq. 27-35 can be solved for es a function of heýght. Since one knows the
velocity of the solar linc. of sight through the ionosphere as a function of height the 'trnC. TID velocity
can be solved for as a func-,.Ion of height and io given oy the dsehed curve in Fig. 27-16 . There is agree-
ment between th. two curves in the lower ionosphere. The curves appear to diverge above 300 km, or so,
suggastin& that the controid of the TIDs was contained betwee,.,, 100 and 300 km.

6.3 Angle of Arrival Results frr North-South Moving FIsW

The angle of arrival for October 27. 1968 is shown in Fig. 27-13 The solid cu:.,e givcs the data re-
torded by the wide E-W Interfer-omet-.r and the dtshed curve gives the date racorded by the narrow E-W inter-
feroaeter. Qoasi-periodic 6cintillations are present between 1340 and 1830 UT. The agreement between
the two setc of data is excellent excapt between 1330 and 1420 UT; during which time the narrow E-W inter-
ferometer appears to have undergone a slow phase drift; although the agreemcnt betwear, the small avele
structure is good. The scintillations that appear on both sets of data are attributed to refraction by
TIDs. Fig. 27-19 shows the magnitude of tLe solar flux density on October 27, 1968. For purpose9 of
comparison the angle of artival for October 27, 1968 is shown once adain. A comparison of the October 27,
1968 wide E-W interferomeLer angle of arrival date with two sinusoids; one with a period of 21 minutes
and the other with a period of 13 minutes, is given in Fig. 27-20. Local noon is indicated by the dashed
line "t 1709 UT, The period of th, scintillations is approximately 'I minutes between 1340 and 1630 UT
and again between 1750 and 1840 UT. The 21 minute scinkiliations in the first interval are in phase with
the sinusoid; whereas, tho l minute scintillations in tho last interval are approximately 180' out of
ghase with the sinusoid, The period of the scintillatiuns in thL time interval 1645 to 1740 UT is approx-
imately 13 minutes.

The angle of arrival and solar flux density measured with the wide. E-W interferometer on October 29,
]968 is given in Fig. 27-21. Scivtillations in the angle of arrival arc present between 1330 and 1700
UT. The solar radio-wave eLiesior.s on this day were sufficiently constant in amplitude to show scinti-
llatioas in the meaured flux density botween 1330 and 1700 UT. The scintillation in flux density at
1600 UT is especially well lefined end approximately 90° out of phase with the corresponding angle of
arrival scintillations. The scintillatior'j in angle of arr'val are due to retraction of the solar line
ot sight by TIDs, ThQ seirtillattons in solar flux densirv are attrlbuird to focusing and deiocusing
associated with refraction of the solar line of sight
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6.4 Propertise of North-South TIDe

The magnitude of the 21 minute scintillctions measured by the E-W interferometers on October 27, 1968
is given in Aig. 27,22. It can readily bo seen that after 1520 UT the amplitude decreases towards local
noon and increa•aes after local noon, In addition, as mentioned above, the phase of the 21 minute scint-
illations occurring after local noon is approximately 130' out of phase with those occurring before local
noon. one can sea by referring to the 0V curve in Fig. 27.7 that the above characteristics are just what
one would expect for scintillaticns recorded by an eaat-west Interferometer caused by TIDs moving along
a no-ch-south line of travel. There is a two-fold ambiguity in that one does not know whether the motion
is towards the north or towards the south along this line of travel. The maximum deviation of the line
of travel from the N-S direction is (W8°). The increase in magnitude of the scintillations before 1520 UT
in Fig. 27-22 is not inconsistent with the above interpretation. In all likelihood the observed TIDs con-
slat of wave-packets, so that the increase in magnitude corresponds to the increase in magnitude one would
expect at the beginning of a realistic wave-packet.

Close inspection of Fig. 27.20 shows no discernible systematic change in the period of the 21 minute
scintillations between 1345 and 1630 UT. The speed of the responsible TIDs is therefore greater than 870
ka/hr assuming the centroid of the TIDs was contained between 200 and 500 km, since the north-south comp-s
onent of the velocity of the solar line of sight changed by about 135 km/hr in this interval. The TlD
wavelength is greater than 300 km because the wave,..priod, to a good approcimation, is 21 minutes.

Since the 13 minute scintillations are discernible at local noon the responsible TIDs are travelling
in a predominantly E-W direction. Their magnitude is smaller and they are only discernible when the re-
sponse of the E-W interferometers is low or non-existent to the larger scintillations produced by the N-S
TIDs. These scintillations are similar to those produced by the E-W TIDs observed on November 12, 1969.
They have similar apparent periods, amplitude, and constancy of amplitude about local noon.

The direction of travel of the TIDs which produced the scintillations shown in Fig, 27-21 is not
readily discernible from the characteristics of the scintillations. Since the period of the scintillations
between 1515 and 1610 UT is 21 minutes suggests that the responsible TIDs may have travelled north-south
because the scintillations in Fig. 27-21 , caused by north-south travelling TIDs also had a period of 21
minutes. The scintillations in flux density are again attributed to focusing and defocusing of the radio-
wave energy by TIDs. If one makes no assumption concerning the direction of travel of the TID, assumes
only that its height was approximately 300 km and then correlates the angle of arrival and amplitude
scintillations between 1540 and 1610 UT, as before, one can deduce the speed of the TIDs responsible for
bending the solar ray as being greater than 300 km/hr. The upper limit of the speed is a function of the
line of travel; for a north-south line of travel, for example. it is roughly 1500 km/hr and for an east-
west line of travel it is roughly 700 km/hr.

The maximum observed TID induced angular deflection was ±20 minutes of arc, indicating, according to
Eq. 27-18, a maximum gradient in columnar electron content for the TID of 3.5 x 1014 e/m

2
km, If one

assumes that the TID which generated the scintillation was contained between 250 and 350 km the above
columnar electron gradient corresponds to an electron number density perturbation of only 1 percent, or so.

There is evidence that the motion of the TIDs responsible for the scintillations on November 12, 1969
was perturbed. For example the amplitude of the scintillations recorded by the N-S interferometer in Fig.
27-23 deviates significantly from a posoible average value of 8' arc at, 1500, 1610 and 1730 UT. The ap-
parent period in Fig. 27-14 departs from the dashed curve at 1540, 1610 and 1720 UT. In Fig. 27-11 one
can discern an enhancement in flux density at 1430, 1520, 1630 and 1730 UT. The good agreement between
the above times at which these parameters were perturbed suggests that the perturbations are real and
have a period of the order of an hour, or so.

7. CONCLUSION

7.1 The solar radio interferometer was shown to be a sensitive instrument for detecting TIDs in the iono-
sphere; capable of detecting TIOs with electron number density perturbations as low as one iercent or less.
The TIDe were observed as quasi-periodic scintillations in the angle of arrival of radio-waves emitted by
localized disturbed regions on the solar disk. It waa shown that the speed, line of travel, period and
wavelength of the TIDs could be deduced from the manner in which the period and magnitude of the observed
scinztllations varied with time. The speed of the TIDs as a function of height was also determined by
correlating the degree of amplitude fading due to defocusing and focusing effects with the maximum observed
rate of change of angle of arrival.

The sun, when emitting rf energy at an enhanced level, was shown to be an effective source for de-
tecting TIDe. In effect, it tends to select time intervals, for the observer, when there is a good like-
lihood of TIDs being present in the ionosphere. TIDe tend to be present when the ionosphere is disturbed
and the ionosphere tends to be disturbed when the sun is disturbed. The fact that the sun radiates at an
enhanced level, only at times when it is in a disturbed state, completes this cause effect relationship.
On the other hand it is not an effective source for obtaining synoptic measurements because measurements
are possible only on those infrequent occasions when the sun is radiating at an enhanced level.
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Fig. 27-10 Angle of arrival versus time measured by wide E-W interfearometer on October 28, 1968. This
result is consistent with a stationary solar source and a relatively undisturbed ionosphere. i
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Fig. 27-18 Comparisozi cf the a•glle of arrival versus time measured by the widu E--W and narrow E-W inter-
ferometers on October 27, 1968.
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L'EPFET DES PlAIFUMBTIOt IONDSPH RXUIqW SUR LIAZIIMLr DES OWES
D'FSPMCE INCIDENES

par

Sa4"IRE

on a proc~d6 A une ufrie d'ex3 4riences consacr~os aux effete des perturbations ionoupki&-
riques itin~rantes our let aeouro. d'aziaut. Le syst~ae d'ontenne rficeptrice utilise 6tait in en-
somblo I large ouverture, dispos6 en corcle ; lea donzi~es fournies par ce dispositif 6taient trai-
tdoo par un syat~e aiatomatique do mesure diazijeut. Iea rfisultata obtenus indiquarent que l1'aziut
6tait affectfi do fluctuationo pr~sentant des p~riodes do l'ordre de 20 minutes. Certains jour., une
o~quence continue de fluctuations apparaissait our Ilenregiotrement et d'autres Joure, elle. en
6taient procque absentee. En supposenit quo V'on 6tait en presence d mne r6flexion spiculaire on
voyait quo l'orrour de Sisemont obseryie pour un seul saut correspondait & des pentes ionooph~ri-
ques atteignant jusqu'£ 9 d.4rhe. Do plus, ov estisisit quo ces pentes pouvaient varier & raison
do 1" par minute. Loes r~wultats auggarent 6galement la prisence, doen l'ionosphare dlinclinaisons
systfisatiquoe qui varient avec l'.ngle zOnithal solaire. Lee imp~lications de ces r~ixaitatB pour lee
comunicationa radio sont oxaminheu dui point do vue pratique.
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THE E 12XT OF IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES ON T71E BEARINGS OF INCOMING SKY WAVES

A D MORGAN

Government Communications Headquarters, Cheltenham, England.

SUMMARY

A series of experiments was conducted to examine the effects of TIDe on bearing measurements. The
receiving aerial used war a circularly disposed wide aperture array and the output from the array was
processed by an automatic bearing measuring equipment. The results showed that the bearing fluctuated
with periods of the order of 20 minutes. On some days, the bearing record showed a continuous sequence of
these fluctuations whereas, on other days, the fluctuations were almost absent. On the rssumption of a
mirror type of reflection, the observed bearing error for a single hop path corresponded to ionospheric
tilts of up to 9 degrees. Further, on thin assumption, it is estimated that these tilt.,; can change at the rat.ý
of up to one degree per minute. The results also suggest the presence of systematic tilts, in the ionosphere,
which change with the diurnal change of the solar zenith angle. The implications of these results, on
practical radio communication, are briefly discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In general, a travelling ionospheric disturbance (TID) causes deformation of the contours of constant
electron density, ie, they are no longer spherical with respect to the earth's surface. Under these
circumstances, the contours of constant electron density will be "tilted" and these tilts will
deflect sky waves from their true great circle path (provided that the component of the tilt, transverse
to the path, is not zero). This deflection can be measured by recording the bear'ing of the incoming sky
wave. In this paper, the effects of ionospheric tilts, on bearing measurements, are examined. Ionospheric
tilts can be thought of as consisting of 2 components, namely:-

(H) The systematic tilts

and (b) The random tilts.

The present paper deals with the effect of random tilts on bearing measurements.

Ross (1949) distinguished between two types of random bearin- errors, namely:-

(i) Slowly changing bearing deviations

and (ii) Rapidly changing bearing deviations.

The slowly changing bearing deviations, the quasi periods of which were 10 to 30 minutes, or more, were
ascribed to the tilting or wrinkling of the ionosphere. The more rapid fluctuations were attributed to
wave interference effects. later papers by Bramley and Ross (1951) and Bramley (1956) gave the periodicity
of the slow fluctuations as between IJ and 30 minutes, or more, while the rapid fluctuations (caused by
wave interference) had periods of the order of a few seconds.

The ionospheric wrinkles (or tilts) which give rise to the slowly changing bearing deviations are
often referred to as the Ross tilta. The bearing deviations, caused by the Ross tilts, can be regarded as
having a periodicity of the order Df 20 minutes. Clearly, when bearing measurements are averaged over
periods of the order of 5 to 10 minutes, the averaged effect of wave interference will tend to zero, but
the effect of the Ross tilts, on the averaged bearing measurements, will not tend to zero. Thus the effect
of the Ross tilts on bearing measurements is important and thi.; paper deals with this effect.

The present series of experiments, described in thi. paper, differed in two ways from the earlier
experiments, undertaken over 20 years ago, by Bramley and Rosr. Firstly, the initial meacniresents of
Bramley and Ross were taken manually (photographing the CRT of a twin channel CRT direction finder)
whereas, in the present investigation, an automatic bearing measuring equipment was used. The second
difference was that, in the present experimental investigation, an serial array with an aperture of 1075 ft
was used, as compared with an aperture of 100 metres used by ?3ramley and Ross.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1 Equipment

A circularly disposed wide aperture array, situated at Blakehill in S.England, w,- 'red for the
experimental investigation. The elements of the array consisted of pairs of elevated i I miuonopoleo. L It
monopole was 30 ft high with the feed point located 10 ft from the base. The bottom !ft t;etion was
earthed and it was isolated from the upper section. Two of these elesents were tnen cuombined t3 form a
doublet. The 2 elements of the doublet were placed on a radiai, of the circular array, at a separation 'U
16 ft. The output from the inner element (as judged from the centre of thu array) was f'ed through a deloy
cable and then combined, by means of a hybrid transformer, with ths output of thf, outer , lomunt. The output
from the doublet was taken from the difference port of the hybrid transformer to give the dajubl Vt an outward
looking cordioidal polar diagram. The null of this cordioid pattcrn pointed towajrds the cai tr- of the iy
thus giving relatively low response in the backward direction.

The complete array consirted of 96 doublets equally spaced on aý circle of 1075 ft diameter. A beam
was formed by combining, in a rotating ton-ometer, the outputu fm'or orly adjacent 32 doublets of the array.
The guniometer rotated -t the rate of 600 revolutions per minute, ,rd it had the facility to provide either
a sum or a difference pattern. For the sum pattern, the output fraoi, the 52 doubl-ts %ere added (throo~]'
suitable delay networks) to give a "n X type of distribution. For the I ifferenc' pattern, the output i n



the doublets were subtracted and this gave a pattern with a notch in the main beam tnd a shape

approximately equal to the differential :f the sum pattern. In general., the bearing measurementsi were

made with the aerial used in its difference pattsrn mode.

The output of the goniometer was digitised and recorded on magnetic tape. The magnetic tape wan;

processed by a computer and the bearing was computed by means of an algorithm which extracted the notch

of the difference pattern. For each bearing, a second algorithm computed a 'figure of merit' and this

tested the closeness with which the output from the goniometer fitted the expected polar diagram. The

maximum and minimumvrlues of the figures of merit were normalized to 100 and zero, respectively.

Typically, large values of the figure of merit (greater than 90) would correspond to bearings taken under

ideal conditions, for example, when there was no wave interference which would occur 4hen the signal was

being received by one mode of propagation only. On the other hand, low values of the figure of merit would

generally correspond to bearings taken at times when conditions were bad, for example, when there was

severe wave interference which would occur when the signal was being received, simultaneousily, by several

modes of propagation.

Both the bearing error and the figure of merit were plotted, as a function of time, by a computer

controlled plotter. These results are described in section 3.

2.2 Choice of Transmitter

The transmitters that were chosen for nmnitoring had to satisfy two criteria. The first criterion

was that the arriving sky wave should be a 'nouinally' single hop, single mode signal. This enabled the

effects of the Ross tilts, on bearing measurem:snts, to be examined under the simplest conditions. The

ESSA ionospheric predictions were used to test whether the above criterion could be met. Since these

predictions only gave the 'median' conditions for a month, no accout co;ld be taken of day to day changes

in the ionosphere. Further, no account was taken of magneto-ionic splitting (the arrival of the '0' and

'X' components, simultaneously), the Pedersen ray ori the occurrence of sporadic E. Thus the term 'nominal'

was included in the first criterion in order to distinguish it from the case of a pure single hop, single

mode signal. The only way in which a frequency could have been chosen to give a pure single mode signal,

would have been to use an on-line oblique sounder. Clearly, it would have been necessary to have, for

this type of experiment, exercised complete control over the transmitter. Neither an oblique sounder nor

a co-operative transmitting site were available at the time of the experiments.

The second criterion that had to be met was tnat the transmitter had to have a frequency schedule

such that suitable frequency changes could be made, over the full 24 hours, in order to satisfy the first

criterion. In order that this second criterion could be met, the transmitter had to be active (even if

it only transmitted its callsign on a band slip) on a number of frequencies over the 24 hours.

It was not possible to find any transmitters that could meet both of the above two criteria over

the full 24 hours. However, there were 3 transmitters which met the above criteria for most of the time

and those were Aran Juez, Prague and Rome. Full details concerning their callsigns and frequencies are

given in Table I. The locations of the transmitters, listed in Table I, were obtained from the internation~al

Berne list.

Range from True Bearing from

Transmitter Callsigr Frequency the receiving array the receiving arrayMHz (keis) (deg)

Prague 01k 6L820 1204 91.1
Oul 6.958 1204 91.1
OLG 10.125 1204 91.1

OLD/OLG 10.308 1204 91.1

OLD 18.303 1204 91.1

Prague OLE 3.777 1166 91.8

OLZ 7.695 1166 91.8

Aran Juez EAD 6.383 1295 186.8
EAD 8.682 1295 186.8
EAD 17.185 1295 186.8

Rome IAR 6.41o 1543 129.4

IAR 8.670 1543 129.4
IAR 13.015 1543 129.4

IAR 17.233 1543 129.4

Norddaich DAN 8.638 648 66.5
DAM 12.763 648 66.5
DAN 13.027 648 66.5

TABLE I - List of Transmitters and their Callsign used for the trial

For interest, the MUF curves for the 3 paths Aran Juer/Blakehill, Prague/Blakehill and Rome/Blakehill, for

November 1970, are given in Figures 1A to 1C and it can be seen, fvom the frequency schedules, that for

most of the time, a frequency could be chosen such that it was very close to the MUF.

W
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A fourth transmitter, Norddeich, was also monitored. This transmitter was chosen simply to examine
the effects of the Ross tilts, on bearings, for a relatively short path. It was expected that. for short
oaths, the effects cf the rose tilts, on bearing measurements, would be strengthened. The MUF curve for
the NorddeicV/Blakehil] path is shuwn in Figure ID.

2.3 Experimental Procedure

A transmitter was chosen from the lint in Table I and it was monitored for a continuous period of
;!4 hours. At an,, time during the 24 hours, the choice of frequency was made by reference to the MUF curves
from which it could be seen whether or not the frequency in use was close to the MUF. Bearing measurements
were only taken on signals that arrived by a great circle path and no measurements were taken on signals
that arrived by a side-scatter path,, This criterion was checked by comparing the observed bearing with
that of the true bearing of the transmitter. If the difference was greater than 20 degrees, then the signal
was assumed to be arriving by a side-scatter path and a lower frequency was selected.

During the morning period, a monitor receiver was used to check the next highest frequency to that
being recorded. As soon as the next highest frequency was audible, then a frequency change was made. In
the afternoon period, when the MUF was dropping, the monitor receiver was used to check the next lowest
frequency. In this way, frequeiLcy changes were made smoothly. Frequencies that were less than 0.7 of the
predicted MUF were not generally recorded.

After recording a transmitter for a period of 24 hours then, either another transmitter was chosen
for the next 24 hours, or the same transmitter was chosen for a second period of 24 hours. The tests were
conducted over the period 23 November to 7 December 1970.

The bearing measurements were recorded, automatically, as described in section 2.1. The recording
rate was set at one bearing every 4 seconds for morse signals and one bearing every 8 seconds for all other
types of signals. The different recording rate for these signals was simply due to the fact that, for
morse signals, the time interval for the 'off' positions of the morse keying was relatively long (100 msecs,
or more). When the rotor of the goniometer pointed to the transmitter during an 'off' period, the automatic
bearing recording equipment was not triggered and no bearing measurement was made. To compensate for this,
the recording speed for morse signals was increased by a factor of two.

Only one revolution of the goniometer was used to give a bearing measurement. The goniometer rotated
at a speed of 10 revolutions per second and a recording rate of one bearing every 8 seconds meant that only
one revolution in every 80 was used to give a bearirg measurement. A faster recording rate would have
highlighted the rapid fluctuations of the bearing rather than the effects of the Ross tilts.

Another recording technique that would be worthwhile us4ng would be to compute the bearing measurement
using the information from all the goniometer revolutions that were made within a specific time interval,
eg, with a recording rate of one bearing every 8 seconds, the bearing measurement could be estimated by
averaging all of the 80 bearings obtained from every revolution of the guniometer. It is intended to try
this recording technique (which is more sophisticated than that used in the present experiments, described
here) at a later stage.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Presentation of the Data

Samples of the results are shown in Figures 2 to 15. In each case, the symbol used for plotting the
bearing is as follows:-

o represents a bearing with a figure of merit between 81 and 100

* represents a bearing with a figure of merit between 61 and 80

4 represents a bearing with ;a figure of merit equal to, or less than 60.

The exact value of the figure o! werit, associated with each bearing, was plotted by the aymbol 'X'
on the graphs. This enabled the trend of the figure of merit, as a function of time, to be examined on
each graph.

The graphs, shown in Figures 2 to 15, have been selected to illustrate various aspects. All the
bearings that were more than 10 degrees in error were not considered in this report. It is obvious that
these wild bearings do not affect the general patterns of bearing fluctuation (shown in the graphs).
Bearings wfich are greater than +10 degrees in error are shown at the bottom of the printout.

3.2 Typical Day-time Records

Figures 2 and 3 show examples of typical day-time records. The recgrds were both obtained for the
Aran Juez/Blakehill path (range - 1293 kms, frequency = 17.185 MHz). In 0oth records, the bearing error
varied within a range of +1j degrees of the true bearing.

It Is interesting to note that, in Figure 2, the figure of merit has relatively high values during
the bearing perturbation of +1 degrees at about 14-30. This is shown by the circles, printed on the
graph, and it suggests that, at tnis time, the display given by the incoming signal was very good. However,
the values of the figure of merit are relatively low during the small bearing perturbation at about
15-12. This is indicated by the presence of triangles and it suggests that the display given by the incom-
ing signal was relatively poor. The observations suggest that, at any instant, the figure of merit gives
no indication of whether the bearing is influenced by the Ross tilts. Examination of all the data obtained
during the exercise haf, shown thant this result is general.
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Another interesting result concerning Figure 2 is that the overall bearing error tends to be positive.
This agrees with the direction of the east-west component of the systematic tilt for the afternoon period
since the true bearing of Aran Juez, at Blakehill, is 186.8 degrees and this path wll be mainly affected
by E-W comaponent of the ionospheric tilts.

In Figure 3, the overall bearing error is negative. Again, this is in agreement with the direction

of the east-west component of the systematic tilt for the morning period.

3.3 Quiet Record

The quietest recording obtained, during the trial, was that for Rome (frequoncy = 17.233 MHz,
reage = 1543 kma), over the period from 07.00 to 12.00 (which was the end of the recording) on 30 November.
A sample from this record is shown in Figure 4 and it can be seen that the bearing error never exceeds a
value of +0.5 degrees. On the assumption of a single-hop (IF mode), mirror type reflection, this bearing
error corresponds to an ionospheric tilt, in a direction normal to the great circle path, of about
+1.3 degrees.

Over the period of the record, shown in Figure 4, the overall bearing error is virtually centred on
zero. Since the true bearing of the transmitter is 129.4 degrees, then the systematic tilt for the path
will, approximately, consist of an equal contribution from tho N-S and E-W components of the systematic
tilt. The bearing err)r for the former will be positive whereas the bearing error for the latter, during
the morning period, will be negative. Thus, it is reasonable that the overall bearing error for Rome,
during the morning period, is around zero.

3.4 Disturbed Record

An example of a disturbed record is shown in Figure 5. The values of the bearing error appear to
trace a wave-like pattern with a broadband of about one degree in width. The exception to this is the
bearing perturbation that occurs between 15-33 and 16-10 since, over this period, there does not appear
to be any smearing of the bearing error curve. The maximum bearing error during thiE, period is LI degrees
and it occurs at about 15-55. For this time of the day, the predicted MUF fo, the IF and 2F modes was
11.2 and 8.0 MHz, respectively. Since the transmitter's frequency was 10.308 MHz, it seems likely (but not
proved) that the IF mode was being propagated. On the assumption of a simple mirror type of reflection,
the component of the ionospheric tilt in a direction normal to the great circle path, that would correspond
to a VF mode, is of the order of 9 degrees. This observation suggests that ionospheric tilts, as large
as 9 degrees, could be associated with TIDs. It is planned to conduct further experiments in which a vertical
sounder will be used at the mid-point of the path. This will provide more accurate information on the state
of the ionosphere so that the mode of propagation can be deduced more precisely.

During the bearing perturbation commencing at 15-33, a relatively large number of the bearings have
high values of the figure of merit - as indicated by the circles. For these bearings, the display given
by the incoming signal must have been relatively very good and this again emphasiEes the fact that, at any
instant, the DF display does not give indication as to the accuracy of the bearing.

The fast fluctuations (about one degree in amplitude), superimposed on the bearing error curve, are
probably caused by wave interference. This wave interference could be caused by two modes of propagation
arriving at different angles of elevation or a number of waves arriving in a cone. This latter effect
could be caused by the surface of the ionosphere being corrugated,

It is also interesting to note that the overali bearing error for the Prague record, shown in
Figure 5, is positive. This is in agreement with the direction of the systematic tilt for an easterly path.

As a matter of interest, the observed values of h'F (minimum height of the F layer) at Lindau have
been plotted, at half-hourly intervals, for the disturbed day of 2 December and the quiet day of 30 November
(see Figure 4). The ionospheric station is not exactly at the mid-point of either the Prague-Blakehill
path or the Roma-Blakehill path. Nevertheless, the station was sufficiently close to the mid-points to
enable some idea to be obtained of whether the ionosphere was disturbed or quiet. The graphs of h'F, for
these 2 days, are shown in Figures 16 and 17. The graphs suggest that the ionosphere was more disturbed
on 2 December than it was on 30 November. This agrees with the bearing records obtained on those days.

3.5 Typical Example of a Short Path

An example of a bearing error record, for a short path, is shown in Figure 6. The record was
obtained for the Norddeich/Blakehill path (range = 648 kms, frequencies = 8.638 and 13.027 MHz). The
bearing perturbations are considerably larger than those observed on any of the other paths and this is
primarily due to the relatively short range of the path. The value of the maximum bearing error is
5.8 degrees and it occurs at 09.38. It is shown below that the mode of propagation must nave been a
1F rather than a 2F mode and, for a mirror type of reflection, this bearing error would correspond to a
component of the ionospheric tilt, in a direction normal to that of the great circle path, of about
6.5 degrees.

At 09.18, there is a marked decrease in the figure of merit which corresponds with a crest in the
bearing fluctuation. This occurrence is exceptional. If, of course, it occurred regularly, then the figure
of merit could be used to give an indication of whether the bearing measurement was influenced by the
effects of the Rosa tilts.

At 08-11, e frequency change was made end a higher frequency was monitored. This frequency change
was made because the higher frequency became audible at this time (a monitor reýýeiver was used to check
this). However, the bearing record shows that there is no mark discontinuity in the bearing fluctuation
at that time. The radio wave at a frequency of 13.027 14Hz will have been reflected at a grerter height
than the radio wave at a frequency of 8.638 MHz. Thus, in this case, the Ross tilt had the same effect
at both reflection levels although, both reflection levels were in the F region. As yet, there have not

3(6
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been sufficient data collected to teat if, at any instant, the bearing error due to Ross tilts would be
the same for radio waves, in a range of frequencies, reflected in the same layer.

Around 08-37, there is a gap in the bearing curve which coincides with a crest of a bearing
perturbation. At this time, the working frequency was above the predicted MUF, for the VF mode, of
11 .MHz. Thus, it is safe to assume that, at this time, the skip zone was close to the receiver. One
possible explanation of the disappearance of the great circle bearing around 08-37 is that the disturbance,
associated with the bearing perturbation, tilted the ionosphere in such a way that the skip zone moved
outwards (from the transmitter) beyond the receiver. A few minutes later, when the bearing error had
decreased (and the great circle path restored), the skip could well have returned by moving inwards
(towards the transmitter) and, in doing so, passed over the receiver. This would account for the disap-
pearance of the great circle bearings at a time when there was a relatively large disturbance affecting
the path. In general, phenomena, such ac the one just described, can only be explained with a high degree
of certainty when an oblique sounder ir available over the path.

Finally, the overall bearing erroi in Figure 6 tends to be positive. The true bearing of Norddeich,
from Blakehill, is 66.5 degrees. Thus, both the east-west and north-south components of the systematic
tilt will effect the overall bearing error for the path. During the morning period, the systematic
bearing error for a northerly transmitter will be positive while the bearing error for an easterly
transmitter will also be positive. Thus, for a north-easterly path, the components will combine to give
a relatively large positive error. For the case of the Norddeich/Blekehill path, this error is again
enhanced because of the relatively short distance of the path. This probably accounts for the overall
large positive error observed in Figure 6.

3.6 Night Time Records

A typical example of a night time record is shown in Figure 7. In gerLeral, the record shows a
broad spread of bearings compared with the wave like appearance of the day-time records, It is thought
that the broad spread of bearings, observed during the night-time is due to the night-time ionosphere
being turbulent. However, only further investigations will clarify this matter.

Exceptionally, wave like patterns have been observed during the night and such at. example is shown
in Figure 8 for Aran Juez (true bearing = 186.8 degrees). The pattern, formed by the bearing fluctuations,
is not as clear as those for the day-time records. For this record, the largest bearing perturbation
occurs at 04-05 with a bearing error of 3 degrees. There is a gap in the record between 04-28 and 04-50
and this was due to the transmitter going off the air during communication with shipping.

The predicted MUF for the IF and 2F modes at 04-00 was 6.4 MHz and 4.2 MHz, respectively. Since
the transmitter's frequency was 6.383 MHz, it was reasonably certain that the signal was propagated by the
1F mode. On the assumption of a simple mirror type of reflection, the component of the ionospheric tilt
in a direction normal to the great circle path, that would correspond to a VF mode is about 61 degrees.
This again suggests that relatively large ionospheric tilts are often associated with TIDs.

The overall bearing error for the record shown in Figure 8 is around zero. For a southerly path,
the systematic error, at about 04-03, would be about -0.1 degrees and this a-rees reasonably well with the
observed value of the overall error.

3.7 Bearing Perturbation Persisting for an Extended Period

The longest bearing perturbation that was observed is shown in Figure 9. The bearing showed a con-
sistent error of about 2 degrees over the period 20-07 to 21-05. Over this period, the display given by
the incoming signal appeared almost perfect - as indicated by the circles. The fact that the bearing
perturbation does not show a zero crossing (is, the bearing perturbation gives an error of the same
sign) obviously shows that the component of the tilt, in a direction normal to the path, did not change
sign. If it is assumed that the electron density contours, along a cross-section of the ionosphere
disturbance, are semi-spherical, then the above results implies that the disturbance moved along the
propagation path, ie, it is moving on a north-south (or south-north) path. The fact that the bearing
perturbations lasted for almost an hour suggests that the disturbance took about an hour to cross over
the mid-point of the path.

3.8 Fastest Rate of Bearing Change and Ship Zone Effects

The fastest rate of bearing change that was observed during the exercise is shown in Figure 10. It
occurred on the Prague/Blakehill path between 11-33 and 11-41 during which the bearing error changed from
+2j degrees to -24 degrees, and gave a rate of change of bearing of about 0.6 degrees per minute. The
corresponding change of the ionospheric tilt, in a direction normal to that of the path, was from about
+5 degrees to -5 degrees giving a rate of change of about 1.2 degrees per minute. This rate of change of
the ionospheric tilt is based on the assumption that the mode of propagation was IF (predicted median
values of the MUF for the VF and 2F modes were 18.0 and 12.0 MHz respectively) and that the reflection
of the radio wave was similar to that of a mirror type of reflection.

The bearing perturbation between 11-33 and 11-41 has a zero cross at about 11-37. It is assumed that
the shape of the contours of the ionospheric disturbance, associated with this bearing perturbation, are
semi-spherical, then a bearing perturbation with a zero crossing could be explained by a disturbance
moving across the propagation path. In this case, it would mean that the disturbance was moving on a
north-south (or south-north) path.

The record in Figure 10 also shows a gap (or partial gap) in the pattern formed by the fluctuation
of the bearing error. These gaps occur at 10-40 and 11-27. Figure 11 is a continuation of the record
shown in Figure 10 and an additional gap occurs at 12-09. The gap at 11-27 is a cosplete gap whereas tho
gap at around 12-08 is a partial gap. These gaps were due to the failure of propagation along the great
circle path, and not due to a discontinuous transmission. This was confirmed by the fact that the
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tranmoitter was still audible while, at the same time, the display on the wide aperture array showed that
the signal was being received by a scatter mode. The complete gaps were due to the signal on the great
circle path completely 'dropping out' whereas the partial gaps were due to the signal partially dropping
out.

On each occasion when the great circle path 'dropped out' (either complete or partially), the value
of the figure of merit decreased. Further, at these times, the bearing record showed a cluster of bearings
appearing at about +8 degrees off the main pattern. Since the measured polar diagram at 18 MHz also shows
that the first nulls occur at about +7- degrees off the main null, then the cluster of bearings are
probably due to side-lobe effects. Xt these times, the best bearing is given by the nulls of the first
side-lobes rather than the main null. The reason for this is not yet understood.

Figure 12 shows the effect when the great circle bearing establishes itself as the skip zone moves
over the receiver for the first time in the morning. As the signal on the great circle path strengthens,
the value of the figure of merit gradually increases. This means that the display, given by the incoming
signal, gradually improves. However, even when the propagation path is fully established, for this
particular bearing error record, the figure of merit is relatiwely low. The reason for this is not known.
At around 10-27, when tha working frequency was virtually equal to the MUF for the path, a cluster of
bearings, at +8 degrees off the main bearing, appear again. This is similar to that observed in
Figures 10 an3 11.

The overall bearing error, for each of the three records shown in Figures 10, 11 and 12, is
positive. This is in agreement with the effect of the systematic tilts for an easterly path.

3.9 Break Up of Pattern During a Bearing Fluctuation

Figure 13 shows a break up of the general pattern of the bearing fluctuation. It occurs at around
11-51 on 4 December 1970 for the Aran Juez/Blekehill path. During this break up period, there are a
considerable number of good bearings - as indicated by the circles on the graph. This is unlike the
previous examples where a gap (or partial gap) appears in the record and the value of the figure of merit
abruptly drops - this case is generally associated with skip zone effects. The case illustrated in
Figure 13 could well be due to the disturbance having a corrugated surface. However, at this stage, it
is not possible to offer a conclusive explanation.

3.10 Change of Characteristics

Figure 14 shows an abrupt change in the pattern at 19.15. The broad spread of bearings after 19.15
is generally associated with night time conditions (see Figure 7), whereas the pattern like structure is
associated with day time conditions (see Figures 2 and 3). The change in the characteristics in Figure 15
was orobably due to the onset of night which occurs at that time. This phenomenon was repeated on other
records at the sunset period.

Occasionally, a change of characteristics has been observed at times when it has not been possible
to associate the change with either sunrise or sunset conditions. An example is shown in Figure 15 in
which, around midnight, the pattern gradually changes from a broad band of bearings to a wave like pattern.
This might have been caused by the mode of propagation changing from single mode to multi mode. Another
explanation is that the spread bearing record might have been caused by single mode propagation through a
disturbed ionosphere, eg spread F. There is a gap in the record between 00-16 and 00-30, and this was
due to the transmitter going off the air during communication with shipping.

4. PRACTICAL IMPLICATICNS

In practical radio communication, it is advantageous to use aerial arrays with narrow beams in order
to improve the received signal to noise ratio. Further, the only limitation that would decide the
minimum beamwidth of the array would be the bearing error caused by the effect of ionospheric tilts. The
foregoing results show that, for path lengths less than about 1200 kms, the effect of ionospheric tilts
can change the bearing of the incoming sky wave by up to about 4 degrees, relative to the great circle
path. Thus, under these disturbed conditions, the signal to noise ratio would hMve been degraded if the
signal was received on a fixed beam aerial where the beamwidth was less than 8 degrees (assuming that the
centre of the receiving beam was pointed towards the transmitter). However, it must be pointed out that
the bearing error of 4C degrees was the largest bearing error observed for paths greater than 1200 kms.
Consequently, for paths less th:in 1200 kms, it is suggested that when receiving arrays, uith fixed beam
of less thai" 8 degrees beamwidth, tre used, some degradation in the signal to noise ratio can be expected
as a result of travelling ionospheric disturbanCeS.

For short paths (path lengths of about 600 kms), bearing errors of up to 63 degrees have been
observed. Thus, for there cases, a degradation in the signal to noiýýe ratie could oc':ur with beamwidths
of as high as 13 degrees.

It must be pointed out that, in the foregoing examination of the effect of TiDs, there has beea, no
investigation of the bearing errors, as P function of frequency, at ths time of the disturbance. Thus,
it is not possible to state whether a change in frequency might generally change the bearing error as
a result of the sky wave being reflected in a different part of the ionoi.phere. It is interesting to
note that Sweeney (1970) Isis reported that the bearing error of the low angle IF mode was generally less
than that of the high angle IF mode. Further work cii the effect of frequency charges, Linig the array
described in section 2, is planned. It is hoped that this new work will show the effect of changing the
transmitter's frequency on communication links rit timest wht.I they iQ,, Nffected by 1)s.

3. S
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5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper must be regarded as an interim report am it is proposed to conduct a -onsiderable amount
of further investigation along the above lines. Nevertheless, the results obtained clearly show that the
effects of TIDe on radio communication can be important, particularly with regard to the use of fixed
narrow beam aerials. The bearing records also suggest the presence of systemaic tilts in the ionosphere
but the bearing errors due to this source are generally less than those due to TIDs.

It is planned to conduct further experiments in order to examine the effect of frequency on the
bearing error under c)nditions when TEDs are present. It is also planned to use a vertical sounder at
the mid-point of the paths in order to deduce the mode of propagation more precisely.
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par

R.F. Treharne

SO!I4IRE

tea observations, du type Bramley et Ross, de la pente de Vionosph~re ont 6ti effectu~es
au voias.nwA. de l'6quateur magn~tique. De jour, cea observations 6taient entrav~es par ia pr6-
sence co~ntinue d'irr~gularitga intenses dans la region L~, mais lea pentes otserv~es aemblaient
plus marqu6ea, et pr~sentaient wi aspect syst~matique que l'on ne voit pas aux latitudeki temp~r~es,
Ellee 4ftaient ciirig~es vera V'est dens Ia journke, et inversaient leur direction au coucher du so-
leil pendant lea mois d'luinoxe. Le soir, si V'F diffua 6tait absent, on pouvait observer plus
clairement lee pentes do la region F. Ce.; pentes observges le soir 6taient beaucoup plus importantes,
et durajent b.eaucoiui plus longtemps qu'aux latitudes tempirges ; ellba pr~aentaient, en outre, des
variations plus rapidee et momns marqukea, rappelaklt dana tine certaine mesure celles de Bramley et
Robs, et qui pouvaient 9tre attribu~es Pux ondet; de gravitfi. On dispose des r~sultats d'observations
effectu~es au coura de trois nuits, l'ur~e en hiver, lea deux: autres en 6t6, Dana lea trois cas, Is
penL~e maximalt (9 degr6s) avait lieu aux environs de 21 heures (heure locale), moment oi se produit
habituellement l'augmentation 6quatoriale en h'F apr"s le coucher du sobeib j cependant, dama le pre-
mier cas (hiver) I& direction 6tait le Nord, aJors que dena lea second (kt6), c'6tait. l'Ouest, et dana
le troisi~sie (6t6 6gelement), c'6tait l~est.

Au coura de con trois nuits, on put voir lee effete des variations de faible amplitude
celles-ci pr~sentaierxt lea caract~riatiques al~atoires habituelles, et au cours de deux de ces nuits,
on put identifier lea effete des ondes de gravit&k. Ces derni~rea sembl.ent provoquer des penltes de
quelques degr6s d'amplitude I d'une durge de vingt minutes ernviron,'pr~venant du nord en hiver et de
l'ouest en 6tS. on a pu estimer cette direction al partir des nesures direct ionnelbes , et on a deter-
min6 I& direction de propagation i partir de Ilasym6trie de l~a variation de pente avec Ie tempsa
lea vitesses (4.9 a '97 metres par aeconde), lea Iongueurs d'onde (38 1 37P I~m) et lea d6placements
verticaux (0,13 4 2,21 ... ) ont 6t6 calculgo i partir d'un modale simple de per~urbation ionosph6rique
jtin~rante. Lea variatGions do faible amplitude ont 6t s~1 iar~ea des ccmnpoaantcs plus importantes en
retranchant lea valeurs ILeaa~e des pentes,
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IONOSPHERIC TILT MEASURMTS NdI THE MAg~etIC al.p • SjUK

R.F. Treharne
Australian Defenoe Scientific Service

Weapons Research Establishment
South Australia

SUMMARY

Observations of the Bramley and Ross type of ionospherlo tilt have been made near the magnetic dip
equator. During the daytime these observations were hindered by the continuous presence of the intense
irregularities in the E region but the observed tilts appeared to be larger and to have a systematic tilt
(biao) not seen in temperate latitudes; the bias was to the east during the daytime and reversed in direction
at sunset during the equinoctial montis. During the evening, if spread F was absent, the tilts of the F
region could be observed more clearly. These evening tilts were of such greater magnitude, had a much
longer time scale than in temperate latitudes, and had superposed faster variations of a smaller scale,
not unlike those of Bramley and Rosa, which mlght be attributed to gravity waves. Three nights of
obserations are available, one in winter, two in summer. In all three oases the maximum tilt (9 degrees)
ocotaiemd near 2100 hours local time, the time normally associated with the equatorial rise in h'F after
sunset, but in the first case (winter) ýhe direction was north, whereas in the second (umier) it wAs west
and in the third (also summar) it was east.

On all three nights the effects of small scale variations were seen; these had the usual random
characteri.stios and on two of the nights the effects of gravity waves were identified. The latter appear
to cause tilt amplitudes of a few degrees, some twenty minutes in duration, and in winter, appeared frcm
the north whilst in su-mer the direction was from the west. This direction was estimated fro- the
directional measurements and the sense of the direction of travel was determined from the asymmetry of the
tilt variation with time; the velocities (49 to 197 metres per seoond), the wavelengths (38 to 378 kilometres)
and the vertical displacements (0.13 to 2.21 km) were calculated from a simple model of the TID. The amall
scale variations were separated from the larger components by subtracting the smoothed tilt values.

1. INTRODUCTION

Observations were made by Bramley and Rosa (1951) in Southern England of the direction of arrival
of short radio waves reflected at the ionosphere at near vertical incidence; these observatioas were
related to local (usually travelling) perturbations of the ionization density of the ionosphere.
Bramley (1952) studied the statistical properties of the perturbations in terms of time and distanock
variationo. .11e "pyaraum oons.sraeu, c spacea cranamitters wnion enmttea pulses and a three dimemaiotal
direction finder which employed phase comparison techniques (Ross et al., 1951). Observations (Treharne
et al., 1965, 1969; Treharne 1969) made in South Australia in 1960 and in 1968 (using similar but somewhat
improved teohniques) confirmed that, as might be expected, tilts with similar characteristics were seen in
southern temperate latitudes.

This paper describes some observations of this type which were made near the magnetic equator
(at 3 •egrees north dip angle) on a few occasions in 1969/71. Durir.t Ut. daytime the influence of equatorial
sporadic X irregularities (Cohen, 1967) dominated the observations; at night two situations may exist, one
when spread F is formed and a second when very 3low tilts of greatly increased magnitude are observed.
Measurement of the F region was made difficult during the daytime by the presence of the magnetic equatorial
s.)oradio 3 (M(aKS) irregularity (Treharne, 1963) arough which the rays must pass to and from the F region.
Even so, some meaaurements have been possible but 't was not practicable to make continuous series of
measurements of the tilt every few minutes as may be done when the iEQES irregularities are absent. At
night, when spread F was absent, excellent tilt% measurements were aa&. These evening til ta oortained at
least three components; a very slow, laxrge oomponent, medium scale components which appeared to be due to
t.avelling ionospheric disturbances (TID), and &mall scale components of substantially random nature.

The daytime and sunset tV.lts nay be related tc the drifts which have been observed near the
equator (Harrison, 1965); the north south components of both drifts and tilts were small, the eabt west
components of both showed reversals at dusk and the increased variability of the tilts at dusk corresponded
to the ircreased velocity of the drifts at this time. However, the scales of these two types of observations
are difforent; the tilt bias may have its origin in long term iohi•ation gradients of a diurnal nature.
3eortainly the large scale components of the evening tilts appear to be associated with the post aunset
rise in h1F (Treharne, 1971) again of a diurnal nature. The suall scale t-lts appear to be of a substan-
tially random nature, aj reported by Brasley Lnd Russ (I151).

This paper is concerned primarily with the medium scale components of the evening tilts which
appear to be caused by TID's and are therefore of some interest to this conference on gravity waves.

2. APPARATUS

The apparatus used is shown diagranatically in figure 1. This is similar to that described

elsewhere (Treharne et al., 1969; Treharns 1969,. Only a brief description will be given here. A 5 kV pulse

tranmitter (pulae xrtetition rate 50 pulbes/s of pulse .idth 100 ue) and a 25 m vertical delta antenna whose

plans was oriented at 45 degrees tc. the direction of the earth's magnetic field were used to illuminate the

ioncsphere overhead. Echoes from the ionosphere were received on a direction finder comprisirg four

horizontal dipoles oriented in the direotion of the earth's magnetic field and each located at the corners of

a square of 100 m diagonal and with two sides in line with the earth's magnetic field. The four dipoles

were used in pairs to form two orthogonal arms of a thn'ee dimensional interferometer; measurements were

-4-1 ~ ~ ~ ' _, -') ~ - n4r



Each dipole was connected via balanoing transformers and coaxial cables of equal langth to the
inputs of' two h.f. hybrid transformers giving am and difference outputs for the first pair of dipoles
and similar outputs for the second lair of dipoles. Solid state diode sw;itdhes were used to connect the
bignals from each arm in turn to a twin channel reoeiver whioh converted them to an intermediat, frequency
of 100 kHz, maintaining phase and amplitude equality of transmission through each channel of Lhe system.
The i.f. signals were displayed on a cathode ray osoillograph (CR0) but a fixed 90 degree phase shift
network was inserted in one lead to the CR0 to compensate for the fixed 90 degree pha8e shift introduced
by the hybrids. When a simple wavefront impinged upon the antenna system the signals displayed formud a
straight line of slope 0 which was a function of direction of arrival of the normal of the. wavefront with
respeot to the direction of the arm. Thus, for the first arm,

*o • coin, (i)

7A

and for the second arm,

7 d 00os (2 )

where , is thp angle of the trace on the CR0

a ,p are the direction angles of the wavefront normal with respeot to the first and second arms
respectively

A is the wavelength of the radiowaves
d is the diagonal spacing between t1s dipoles

The direction angles, being large for near vertical ,echoes, were used to obtain approxmate angles from the
zenith 8 and 8 by subtraction from 90 degrees. These angles, which are measured from the zenith, may be
regarde4fas osiogonal coMponents of the direction of the returning rays reflected normally at the tilted
ionosphere. Af er correction for the orientation of the arms of tie antenna with respect to the true north,
these angles may be plotted in cartesian coordinates.

The intensity of the CR0 display was normally adjusted so that the trace was dark,. Automatic
circuits were used to brighten the display provided both of the following conditions wore met simultaneously
(a) the phases of the two signals on the CR0 were equal (to within a predetermined tolerance, typ.ciLally

10 degrees) for a period of time corresponding to an adjustable number of i.f. cycles (typically 8
cycles); this tested the wavefront and avoided asking the aimple interferometer to attemp.. readings
when the wavefront was complex and beyond ita resolving ability,

(b) the time of observation was restricted to the 201C w.ich followed a predetermined and adjustable time
delay after the transmitter pulse.

Provision was made to di.oonneot automatioally all zne 1'esera 1'rou tu, receiving cipoles for the wi'ation
of each transmitter pulse to avoid saturating the receiver.

3. OBSERVATIONS

Day-time observations, including some at sunset, were made intermittently for a few munths early
in 1969. With the exoept~on of short periods immeliately followed a period of normal Es vhich occurred
sometimes in the afternoon, all the daytime and sunset observations were made with great difficulty due to
the modulation of the direction of arrival of the rays from the F region by passage through the MEQES
irregularities. A feature of the daytime results was a bias to the east of the order of 2 "egrees which
reversed, increased to 3.5 degreus to the west and became more variable towards sunset. These were spot
observations, made at isolated intervals; it was not practicable to make continuous sets of observations.

During the daytime (060W to 1730) the average tilt was 2 degrees east with a northerly doatter
of up to I degree and southerly 4oatter of 1.2 degrees; on one occasion alone did the tilt move to the
west (0.5 degrees). At sunset (1830 to 1930) the average tilt was 3 dcgrees to the west with a northerly
scatter of up to 1.8 degrees and westerly scatter up to 5.3 degrees; the most easterly tilt observed during
the sunset period was only 1.8 degrees (Treharne, 1971).

During the evening (1930 to 24O0) observations have been made on a few ocuasions, viz., 26 and
28 November 1970,20 and 21 May 1971. On the 28 November spread F was found to be prisent and tilt
observations were not taken due to the v-ry variable nature of the direction of the returns from the F
region. However, it was noted that at 6 MUz the A-scan, although spread and varying rapidly in a manner
reminiscent of the typo of echoes seen from ground baoksoatter, did appear to have a favoured time delay
for which echoes were returned strongs6t and moat frequently. This behaviour was consistent with the
lonograms associated Nith a reotangular equatorial spread F which has been described by Calvert and Cohen. 1961.

On the evenings of the 26 November 1970, 20 and 21 May 1971, on the other hand the spread F
oondi•ion was absent but some remarkable tilts were observed; these tilts were strongly biased to +he north
and to a lesser extent to the east, their magnitudes were larger than observed in temperate latitu es :x.n
Lheir peried was seversa tiiA~s gr"ter than reported to date. The north component of tilt is shown as a
function of local time in figure 2. Starting at 2000 hostrs (5 degrees) the tilt slowly increased, reaching
a peak of 9 degrees north at 2100 hours, then -lowly reduced to about one degree north at 2300 hDurs. The
corresponding easterly tilt variation is shown tlso in figure 2; it has less magnitude although there is a
distinct maximum easterly tilt of some 6 degrees at the same time as the peak in the northerly tilt, naue;ly
at 2100 hours. It shouLd be noted that the general smooth shape of the northerly tilt variation of figure
2, is also found in the virtual height variations (see figure 3jand that the peak in the latter appears
about 30 mi earliei than the peak in tilt.

Measurements of virtual base height (h'F) and the virtual height at 6 MHz have boon scaled from
the innograms and plotted in figure 4. Again there is a peak in both parameters around 2000 hours end a
steady fall of the order of 100 ka during the following two hours or so.



On the 20 May 1971 the peak tilt occurred at 2010 hours and had a maxnitUds of 6.5 degrees east
with a corresponding mouth oomponent of 2 degrees and a height peak (at the smae tii) of' 3145 ko. On t,
other band , on 21 May the peak tilt was 9 degrees to the wast and had a •outh component of' 2 aegreem.
Plots of the evening tilts ire shown in figures 5, 6 and /.

The evening tilia show small departures fron the smoothed tilt whichi might be attributed to T'D's.
These will be examined in greater detail in section 1,) below.

. Ob.(VATI0N OF TRAA..ALLGWC 101OSPi IC Dh'I'jaM(BANCdo BY 'I1M 'ILT WhlTWD

Srealey and Rose (1951) published a good exsnple of the observation of a TII by means of
ionospheric tilt measureamnto: series of 3uoh moasaresinta (made at about minute intervals at two stations
about 27- k apart in an east west direotionj were plotted in their figure 10. The oharacteristin swoop of
the tilt values to a moxisai, in this oase in the direction 125 degrees, was semi clearly at both 3tation•.
The disturbance was seen to occur at Winkfieli after Theale by a minute or two, thus oonfirminn that the
direction of travel was 125 degrees and not the reoipr'ooal of 305 deg*ee (the opposite sense of" direotion).
Thus the direotlong including the sonse o0" direotion, was given by the direa-tion of the maximum value of

the tilt, It should be noted that the sense of the airecticn of. travel of the TID my also be inferred
frue the shape of the variation of the cqaonent of tilt along the apparont direction of travel knowing
the shape of these distuirbenoes. The latter is illustrated in figure 8. An observer on the ground sees
rays reflected at normal incidence from the rippled ionosphere; these rays are seen to move slowly from
the aenWth as the TID approaches, reach a maxim= valu of tilt, suddenly fall through zero tilt as the
peak of the TI) passes ovorhead, and then tak* negative values ae the trailing edge of the d'ID passes.
This behaviour o4a be seen in the Theale tilts by resolving then along the 125 'Alreotion as has been done
in figure 9, using a solid Uine. 'Ae direction of travel of the TI1l is given by thn dirkection of the
SL0,dLY changing tilt components (a) which is followed by u YA- ,return of tho tilt value (b) h n figure 9.

A theoreticlo~ shape for this curve has been described by Gear o (19Y72) t'ollov£ing his figure

8(o). This shape in il-lustrated by the broken line in fi•ire 9. Clarke f1572) has'used aut approid~tion

to the chape of a TIP oosisti of two oontigtua newLYes of differ'nt wavelngth. He bAa ihown that
the horizontal phase velocity of propagation of tlfe TID, V px, is kiven by,

V a 2h (tan 81 + tan 0,)/(T- 2r 0)
where h it the unperturbed reflection height

61 is the modulus of the maxiamu tilt angle on the leading edge
82 la the nodulu& of the maxim, tilt angle on the trailing edge
T is the period of the TID
7 is the time interval between the occurrence of the maxmim. tilt angle on the leading ind the

maxiinum tilt angle on the trailing edges

"Tie horizontal wavelingth of the TIP is
A - V T (4)

x px
The totel vertical displacement in

I a Px tan 6, . tan 6, / n ttan S, ý tan 62) (5)

It is possible, therefore, to measure at a si-igle site a number of the properties of TIi's by observations
of the apparent ionospheric tilts caused by the passage of the TIi's overhead. liswever in sow cases the
tilts produced by the TID's have superposed large tilt pomporents due to aiurnal effects; this is
particularly noticeable near the magnetio equator. If the TIP effects arm to be studied it is necesary
to remove the diurnal components by subtracting the tilt values observed flom the smoothed tilts. This
introduces a degree of unoertainty in the contr-al reference of the tilt information. It is no longer
practicable to zoasure 81 and 82 separately, only to neasure their sum, A.

Thus,

S*, + 82 (6)

Then, for mall values of tilt angle, equation (3) becomes
V . 2h A/(T -2r) (7)

The wavelength, A , is given by equation (4) but the total vertical displacement, I, cannot be obtained
from equation (5) due to the moothing technique used.

For =all tilt angies equation (5) may 'be simplified to
1. 2 Ax 8, /6 A a

Pu =c ax a Z/ (-, + ? ( 9)o

where A is se,isured in raddian.

The value of K wv be estima~ted from the data of Brumley and Ross (1951) for example,

Then equation (9) becomes

I - ? . . 5 6 X 1 0 - 3 , ." . A x (

where n gn measured en degrees.

It is not clear that tKt.s value of o. seen in England is noosaau-ily applicable to Uh6 equatorial

site, however, it may give an indie~tion of the order of magnitude of' the lisplacement of the TIP's seen.

3s{t
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MIDIUM SCALE CONMTIFINfT OF TILT I I- 'J T11

Xn addition to the large slow varriation in the tilts soeo near the magnrtlo equctor seller
"scale variations occur, seu figure 7. Thmse wnaller and lastor constituents may be separated frow the total
tilt by the subtraotion of the smoothed oonsti.,uent from the total tilt values. The slow variat,on ha3 been
rfmoved and the TID component plotted in figure 10. Note that the soile of figure 7 is one tenth that of

igure 10. The effects of two TIL's may be seen in figure 10; both cause the pattern to be eloagated in an
approximately east and west dLroction (more precisely along i1o or 228 degrees Vroa north).

Slinoe it is neoessary to remove thm large slow component of tilt by subtracting the smoothed
tilt values, tU walues of fI.ure 10 have no oentral reference. Even sot many of the properties of the TID
may still be obtained aa;e£souussd in paragraph 4 above,

At least eight TID's have been identified in. the three nights for which observations are
available near the nagnotio equator. 'na characteristios of these TIL's are given in su.mwry in Taole 1.
This table contains the place of observation, date, season, local tLia, the rAumber of TID's observed, the
duration of the TID (T), the maximum tilt interval (7), the quantity (T - a-), the direction uf travel of
the TID, the maximm tilt excursion (81 + *6 a a), the height of unpertwbed reflectiou (h), the hoiltontal
phase velocity V , the wavelength ov the TIL, (k), the vertical dieplaoe.rt (I) calculated on tie basis
of 9 w 0.36, ithe'souadAng frequency of the radiowaves, and the geo~aapoetic planwtary index (K For
comparison purposes Table 1 also has aimilar oharaoter;stios for LIb's obterved in Southn AustrxLia
(Treharne, et al., 1968), in England (ranlqy and doss, 1951) am• In 4ueoonland (Clarko, 1972)

6. DISCUbSION

Althogh the tilt data aiilable from the region of the sagaetio equator is very limited it
appease that the TID's seen by bramley and Ross (1951) and disoussei by George (1972) oertainly do traverse
the equawrial region where they may be observed bj ii L.Ltit muthua. In %hA s.vdings (it" spred P is
absent) several TID's have been observed having durations of the order 20 minutes. Their direo+ions apepsr
to be sesonally dependent. For, thi. Asian site just north of the magne,;ic equator, the direction of trave.]
of these TID's in local winter wan from the north; J local summer the direotion of travel of tne TID's was
fto& west tW eas% The winter ot'ervatiorw Mavour the suggsstion that TID's may travel from the winter
pole; whereeas Se summer observations favour excitation by some equatoril source (Kent, 1965).

Observations of layer tilts have also been made in Canada by Burtnyk, et al (1962) and raoently
more observations have been made by UoDougall (1966) in Englmnd. Stirling, .t al (1971) Wve made
observations of TID'e at the magnetic oquator using two incoherent soatter systems &paced east aud west.
They observe TID's travelling in a north/south uireotion thereby oor'irLtng the theoretical predictions
made by Hooke (1970). On this basis the west-east TID's reported near the magnetio equator (see Table I)
are uneepeoted.

Davies (1968) has observed by a Doppler technique in equatorial Afziw swoopers which he describes
as aotyitrio atmospheric waves propagating from west to east with velocities in the range 100 to 150 u/a,
These swoppers have a period of 60 minutes, occur at night, have a wavelength of the order of 400 km, appear
to be assooiated withi the occurrence of Spread F (not its absaonos and have a markk-d minimum in summer.
It is unlikely that swooper. are the sam t••e of disturbanoe as desoribed in this papea,.

The TID's seen near the magnetio equator appear to be somewliat weaker, slower end shorter than
those seen by a sieilar teuhnique in &ngland, South Australia and Queensland,

7. CuNCLUDING RMARKS

Obbervadtons of the direction of arrival of radio Naves vefleoted at the ionosphere at near
vertical incidence close to the magnetic equator have shown tilts having

(a) a syatematic bias to the east of two degrees during the day tim

(b) a three degree systematic bias 6with greater variability) to the west at sunset

(o0 large values in the evenings oontaining aloe components which appiar to be related to the post sunset
peak in h'F, medium ocmponnts which appear to be caused, by Tin's and small oomponents of r. random nature

In this paper the oharaoteristios of a few equatorial TID's are described by observation of the
ionospheric tilts which they produce. It aeas possible that the TID's seen in equatorial regions at
night may have acre thnn oyw origin, perhnpm polux in winter -.zid nquatu•.• n suimmer. They may be of a
different charaotAr; certainly the sumer TID's appeared to move more slowly than tho winter Tin's. The
latter were directed north to south whereas the suner Ti"'s were directed west to east. These west to
east TID's have not been observed near the magnetic equator by the tilt method before end ourrent theory
suggests that their probability of ooourrenoe is low.
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MA(-,, 'I(. SQUA .'0 , , STH.AUST + I kENGLAND ' QUE••SLAND *e

D)ATE 26 NOV 1970 20 MAX ,971 21 MAY 1971 26 JAN v968 15 .10 1950 8 MAY 1971

SEASN~t WIN~TER sbu sa SulMam WINTER 'wfLRT

LQCAL TIWN 2130 19 O 2031 1243 1200 068)0
(20f18-2243) (1941-1955) - --

.,UKLU. Of TýDla 2 1 1 1 1

L UikA1iN, T, (mini) 23 14 30 22 2.j 28
(15-32) 0.3-15) - - -

MAW TILT INTERVAL r 9 9 8 9
( ,a , ,) (5-15) (4-5) --

(T - 2 rj (mins) 55 12 6 5 12
k2-6) - I-

DI"T• In'OlN OF TAALVX•L 173 67 10d 125 125 10

(135-225) (45-90) i - 125

TILT ]XCkURS I0 2.1. 1,7 4., 5 6.5 5.5 12.5
8, + 82 . A (dog) (2.2-2.7) (1.3-2.2) - -.

{EIDIT, h, (•) 328 332 366 350 300 260
(275-370) (325-340) - - -

Vl•LOCITY, Vpx (aVsoo) 129 68 80 217 192 170
(87-197) (49-t7) - - - -

9AVELINGTH UP TID, 193 57 1t4 286 265 280
-..Ax (km) (96-37b) (38-77) - - -

DISPLACEMENT, I 1.1e 0.Z8 1.65 4.75 3.73 9
(c - 0.36) (km) (o.67-2.21) (0.13-O.4A,, - - -

QkounD.fLvu Y'IyIUMCY, Mliz 5.7 5. 5.2 6,71 6.12 4.7

GJSOZIAýNrEr1 GLJNAAY 17 10 10 - - 22
INDEX Kp

( ubers in brackets indioate range of values observed.

Bromley and Ross, 1951, The•.w, England.

, 30 north magnet3.o dip, South East Asia.

+ Trsharne, et. al., 1969, St. Kilda, South Australia.

"" Clirke, 1972, Brisbane, uesenalAnd; displaoameit oaloulated from equation 5, sve,.:t frequency system.
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PROIIJUMON LT DETirTION D'CtJES ADI)SPH1MIOUES ARTIFICIELLLS

parI: L. Jfiszka at S. Olsson

SCNIAIRE

Lea auteura pr~sentent lea r~sultats pr6liminaires de d6tections d'ondes atmosph~riques
produites par ia focalisation d~ondes de choo engendr6es par des aviona supersoiiiques. Les tra-
jectoires de vol furent, choisies de fagon que lea ondes acoustiques et de gravit6 qui suivent
Ilonde de choc sojent focaliages au sol apr~s r~flexion par la. stratosph~re , ou dans la couc'he E~.
Dlea ondes infra-acoustiques furent d~tect6es au sol grice a un corr~lateur infra-acourtique de
2 Hz. Dana ls, couche E, lea ondes furent ditect~es au moyen d'une technique de sondage vertical
modifiie. Les r6sultats obtelusa fu coura de 11 vcls d'easai montrent que Vonf peut folire appel
avec suOcci a la, technique de trajectographie pour pr~dire Is propagation des ondes atmospliri-
quen qui auivent, lea fronts de choc.



ON THE GENICKATION AND DI"FECTION OF' AfRTIFICIAL ATMOS3111FRIC WA.VES

Ludwik Liszka
and

sixteli Olsson
Kiruina Geophysical Observatory

S-98L 01 Kiruna 1, Sweden

AIKGTRACI'

Prelimirnary results Of detection Of atmospheric waves produced by focussing of shocks generated by
supersonic ai-,craft are presenter.!. The flight trajectories were chosen so that the. acoustic gravity waves
following th,. shock front were focussed on the ground after reflection from the stratosphere, or, in the
"5-layer. Infra-acoustic waves were detected. onl the ground using a 2 Hz infrci-acoustic correlator. At the
L-layer, the iwaves weie detected Lwinig a modified vertical sounding technique. Results obtained during
11 test f light s have shown that the ray tracing technique may bex- succeisfully used for predicting. the
propagaition o~f altmospher~ic waves ~ollowing shock fronts.

I. INTrRO OUM'ION

Proepagation of atmospheric waves in internal. gravity and -;coustic gravity regions rnay be easily
studied using the ray traci-ng rrwthod for the group p-di- developed by Cowling et al. (1). The, metho~d applies
to a model. atmosphere with stratified winds. The method is further based on the dispersion relation for oni
isothermal atmosphere arid for waves with small amplitudes ,,nly. If the mrethod has to be used for location
of sources of the natural infrasonic- and internal gravity waves produces it high latitudes by auroral
rmchanisms it is necessary to fins a way of varifying it.

A convenient method of testing rf the method haL been found by applying it to atmospheric waves
produced by -supersonic aircraft. It has been sho~wn by MeyE7 (2ý that the sho~ck Front produced by a
supersontc source is in the far zone followed, at (any given point in space, bVý a decaying Oscillation.
"IThe major part of tiis oscillation energy is located with the upperlloýst freqooency range of internal gravity
waves -and the lowest frequencies of acoustic gravity -ayes. The waves- travelling upl, ýds are amnplifiLed
(Caniels et al. (3) due to the density stratification in the atrrnspherQ.

The idea of inf luencing the ionosphere by the sho ~ks produced by supei conic airc~r, t has been
developed by Marcos (4). Flight tralectoritsý of super,3oiic air-raft weie chosen to o~ba-inl focX-ussing of
the- shock at ionospheric altitudes. Effects of the shock on 'lbs ionosphere were detect,-I studying
frequency shifts of radio waves reflected atr Lihe point wherc thbs -,laves iser .locus, -J.

* Ii the present experiment, flight traje-toriass of Saab-'IS Oraenor supersonic airtcraft were progranrmned
in two~ different ways in order, to obtain;

W i Focussing of waves on the ground after reflection fron the stia'.osphera at about 40j ls altitude.

(ii) Foucs~iing of waves at the. E-layer.

During the I. -,t t'-st periotd, 12-15 January 1971, six flJr:were performed, tiree along i h of
two types of trajectories. In all three! flights along the type Ci) t",7jCCLory, clear -iround effects were
obser,'ed. During thi-e fligi t, with ionospheric focussing cle-ar eff-',ý t-'c-e observed during two Of them.
During the second test period, 1-3 February 19711 , five flighr c were ptciofrmed. The flights were performedl
along the type? (i) trdje-tory, a.,Ltfr- igli th- de-2eleration of: ffh aircraift in the final part of the flight

wsprogranroled liuring, IS seconlds to dLArain focus,,ingq effect,; on the grn-asl. Fiuir lr., fo)ur flights rather
clea~r offec,.s were obsevved Loth on the pouiij abid in the E-iayei n f.iri-g th-_ fligh-t oo I Febri"-rv 71,]
ground (Ajjemnsc 2 Ht- cigri, were mi -bcdue to a sron-e "i ki aund tho ionospheric Ileasuc-nlS
were une-rtain i~ecs roe the E-laiyer z-flIerto 4)s ve~ry weak aiK] unsliabiý, .FThe pr: ,er4 rc-sults indicat,
that the r,,., tracing riiettrod may be s,-t' 1,rotori Ly ip~pli ed fui co! ulat ion of flIig'ht ,ra jectoriesc for which
the fo~us;:; ingP )I -'ayes will Occur.

tALCýUlATION OF FIlhiff Tit~jfý.TORIt S

It hsrcnassumed tlhat thue direkc't 101- of th' PI" '11 veIlo*iVy oA tie IWiVI rce -1 Iil'g the hc
frinlt is; liorait to the ,.hoKck fronlt. Thle ocif~lltatrol of tj.e sJlexk ti .-k d! tlehriauwel by the I, -ection of
the met ion (i-ice Fig. 1) anid tho 1.c-h angle. Phe Ma".ch angle is; dcf ll( (I as

where at in; the osril sounid veloc i y- V is te- VI' JIR i' y Of wrru~ .sI- s the- 11- Ii Ilistl . Per) a flighlt
tri,*ectoi y with...evation E: the I;Uý Cto th? IX lk1 t ) the upwirod ,'o inj s~vcir -P rorrI L. ;I givenl1,

*p f_-lI +~ fg rr- l g(lt I/tI - II. U/)

I je r' wCij- iple fCr- Is- jige of t11 Wi 'f'nl,- if 0 hewn I i Yl. " I',t for t -I ec~orir'nI, lype (1) a-iIA
rTncpcct ivr'Iy fin urkhi-' to 4', i ill I IX W ' illji' i - i't A f Vr/S ~l - ' 1hhing 1 , ~jc .', ltei

1 2 fo lo i senord it ilme trr t ill l1it )y tiy j~' i it -I p ints; of t lit trairs, t -i y [),1t I-I) K yi(il h



t- c .I I'v r ~ IA , i"-l I *1 -%I ' SIT th itr rw figh rricT~rux 0 f C~owl ixg et al. (1). Wilt3r,

IT *i 11 1 1 *'- W-!" I fvj ';0, TMiIrisIi sse11' :itm~ ~ en&v ue lv 0k
~~r'..'. '.'w W ir, It.,r u.Lw! ts i~' i1Ot4 t-~ thev ci,.ivvcl .'0 km Value. ThkP wiliU f14.el uftxed

I!, Its .s .1,1 Pvt 1t 0- * 1 h11;I ~, t. c1 " ii trl.i5I2Thltl fkidisk if) % l'd1 .ivy 1970l at tlx- Irocke't raunge
11' .. p . 'tr i tku*. T' t ritwtii . .111 t he t ifsal vesluct ;.,If of lasit t W'ee 11I ight -, nudAe Off

-*~h .lm , l I I 'i sj I kId' -)[I t he sm :I'Ay it f-.A1j(T wk-ve used . In t hie 1wipht
-* toI wiuil pi, '1 1 wI- - 61e.1 f1IT! txiu, rsitssIr ) 11ip gie b iW9gatAVod ( 5) for U40oN .iisM

ii sited *'T'5III "li pi, If'~ri1 ji' lq-P ý,&'t, ,oriverl tý. to -~iortl veloc ity prof-i le";, Ail s
tur :11rig P'* ht.'[4TIs F- [. rieu 4 wiisi rTeoi. z'ems-Twt !; rxvi LbiiAN(T WV0.Uri4J

Vi ,W ir' Is .> .52 g '171, AM r' WM lte t.1- OAI )M 7t i . theY, ihlr Xc~c I' c Vnge. it j1
Soc S. I. I. ~ ~ I ,. ,..i *A] . 00) . Thvs'eli~ ineaicoes; the 'tD;('retjh

r~~ t~;. n. i'.~i. ~ o~tr icln;1uphiories. 1ist i,s' fl'of I~ he uore 1.sioi Ik~s
ccl 5!' 1: *,5 -I 'i. .4..I .jW I if thle expecIteJd siro-C t 1:(11 o" '..'1CVal o! fix infrac

wývs I .n , if 1~ 1.,ncl ",:r I, L"tk-l ý.i:; i,, 2I n ,it iic(A ver! ; owcl () is i~g
vv i q,~ t. I. recorpler" ( () " r, ' ) ) lI", heel u:;oJ t .' Is-tood tlve

vii . 2.1 ~rNe I., * ~I~s trmlslr-; ýn.Io. Mei virt~ual heigh wa;rss i1 . i'

V. : IU,! '.-' Imels.rrt thei wiý;,ht Liitetv.i1 Wi-I 0' "1n vwau rsee,-ted on I ho
tv I~~:.~'sI 1 ;I" t- it- 1' ýIp qso l.rTIF ii) thu! rrluteflsaI wa'; ru-curtthd. )11 15 Janui~ary a

-P'i~ ~ . i lai~ r '~ 01 j S II. , i s,.pher i c tbscrpt jcii oc'siivI'id wh id I I ir1 te-d t, he amcmi it 4f
ii;~ L;;' ' . if.U I .. I 114''t.si saicy measuremelits of the, ret le-t ior hei.ght. Also dwruriLg

1 - - 1 , -;r- we.ý pr' -erln whic'h en-ible& m-nA;auren~r t, of ref lect lril height.

'Is 'w *ilr'. cI.I 10, , i.1 ~, .; 'Thefi't1e t-v ;x-5 wrpi-fortmrifý aloig, the tvlx' (1)
1 4' "'' ... ~.~15 I s~;;.~. L. *Xtnipc A tlýf- s'-no'el ,re lator rerhorsli ig fran

'5 ~ ~ ~ I ,,I)1'' 'k FiF'. s'' isa n thi; f iguvre gives; app~tixi~mate values of the cros:3-
ssi-ii 5 ;k, w- *igoI 1'j or II c h;t,txc )(-e I; , the !r-k I line &long t he Itimni ax is st "ws
'1 i5 : x . . s :.I Sc I' , [i~i t f t he f I igL" . pje j+ 11.. hwl ind jeates thle pa~rt. of tho'
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flight prcgramred for" tle focurwssbilg 0, A( ri-ac outobctýl l t;orvuxig oie ' it' gr-cited. It maty be
Sefmi that the '2 tiz sign~al, is imtijij'a tud with a low f reqoericy. lIn t"i uc inl the! inii i. pI !' It tiin fhe

f ocu ss inrg a peri od o f 2 r n tkt my he cI cler ly obse iL-r vedtI. The sotI idir u-ow xI th 11.l; i, gnirt i,' t lit 'J. xptitin
start of the ifa-cxnissignl.I, cat 'utated undler- assulnpt ionr tint7 LtiE waves- propagate wilhi hORtlc:i
Of Sour-ni. The' dLxat ion Of the 2 H~z siqieil! i,- very large and c"annot 'LA- 'simply esl o..N'.) gnsurrki wilri "an;
'nwaorred duiring this experiment. It irust he rrosfv-l.vr'eu tt lll theu rane:; yeo'ldon the gru.Ardtowe e
along a diistactre of the. ordler of 20km. No ito i:signo) s 11ere \_ le']Jot'inti this:. experi~ment at: the
rec~ord ing s ite.

¶ ~An example of mmO~ing of krenasp'Teric eiteforts olt 'shck foc.-u;; irig slur' Lg ft ighcý No. I'. on P) Jlilludl/ is
shownw in r'ig. i. T17w reov.cxing gives the? re!flec't on height of 31 I-lz pulses; trarisrll tte-i fraii Eitruia. The
broken line Along the tine axis shows the dppToxi~irte d(~ltitiOn of the' sof'rkii i' pt of the" ftlight . T1i4e
solid line irndioatial thoe pkart of tlhe: t Iigit dulrirg Which tiec inr'.r-ac!oulst ic waýves were .foculsstd inl the
C-layer. The. solid arrew iridicateis the exixnrctei time of arrival at irlflra-'c-ouastic Waves (it-set' period) to
the 1030 km level trwasurwed from the stýart of focu~ssig r-iectoy The empty arrow indicates; the eqpected
tinve of arrival of VAlves wi-th proscxlose to the Rr-unt ;xrr'cxi (2-. rain). It. may be seer). hait the reflect ion
height starts to osci.late rmich before the expeettnid t irle of a-' i~val 01f intrI-atcoust to %-&lvti5. l sis the
case duri-ng two) othler flights on the. samek day and it is dific 'le t to.- sa;y if the flights coincided with a
naitu~ral var-iatlas oi the! reflect ioni height , Or if it tins beenl _:aused by shA.ick w~v-';t jrodcxxed at thcv4-vey

*beginning of the supersoniic trajectory. Aniother' reason for' 'the earliern onset of oscillations nkAy be dule to
the fac-t that the stixýk front tr~toels , in general, wit-h a yek bcil'y V, larger' than the velcxity ofsur.
Aftm, Friedmian ent al. (8) Vs is relat~ed to the pressure jump in the s-hock. front as fcll1ows;

r af + I I tt1f

where a is the. sounid velocity, y is the ratio of spe.-cific heats, and 5 is t~ic relative overpr'essux-e. As the
st-xck travelling upw.'±ns is amiplified (kiniurdls et al. (3)), velociti,,s appr'eciably larger than the sound
ielocity may easily be achieved At ionospheric" heights, even) for slioci's which are weak in 'the lower

atmrusphere\.

It is inter'esting to comspare pr*:csent res~ilts with tly,-se obtnine*d !oring sied Par, experimrrtsts by
Kar'cois (L.). Ionospheric effects wiere detectedt there by a phase paý.th t~e.hnique2 giving me~r'ei..y thce der11ivative
of d-he plhase pith length. His tixperusmesits have stlvywr saiul phrseý Path cfvrigesý of the onier of I 11Z with
durations from '/0 to 50 sec.- This corresporcii to the resulting, overpressure' at E.--layesr o~f 20 per' cent.
Ionbospheric effects observed by Marcos" seean to be caused by thle redistriborion of the imnization during
the passaige of the slut ' fmron. Fe-yii scilI at ions fotlwi z l, slit.x:,k front, which were obser'va'I inPthe presFent experiment, are too sitow to be easily observed by the pha.-se path technique.

Thie tmain result of the pr'esent experiment is tin-t the- ray-tracingtehnqu based "on the linlear
theo~ry may be sat isfaictorily applied] in stuir],- io f propagat.ion of atmno,;pher~i v- aves floigs4-ock frorrts.
The 'ray-tracing technique may thus be osedi in studi~es of the source of atmtosph-eric wa1ve:; issociated with
the- aror~al activity. The4-se waives, 'according to Wilson (2), 'u-e" prxxduced by auroral, arcs or Sirges moving
with sulpersonic velocity. Accurate grouind measuru.rnents togetl-_r' with the ray tr'-acing technlique m-re pIlanned
to be used for testing the abe-ve hypothesis.

Another interesting aspect of the present. experirsvnt is tin't even a.r ziatively small supersonic
aircrraft wheny accelerating in a particulair runirner tray influence in a mreasur-e ab1le way the [-layer.

Only direct rays have Iceer at.,0rint c'crs iderationi in the preserI'~ exix-rimtnt . Rays ref lected frxr.
the grocund are attenuated at the ret I .rct tion arid by the traial longer pro~pagat ion path. For, ain aircraft
flying at an Altitude of 10 km at Macb 1-42 the purpagation parl to, [1-layer' fr reflected rays is abotut
23 km larger thanu tor- direct rays.
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Fig.2 The principle for focussing of the wave packets (a) focussing on the ground aftcr reilection from the
stratospheie: (b) tocussing at the U-layer.
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Fig.3 Ai example (if the 2 117 correlator vcording during flight No. 3 on 14 January 1971. The broken line
along time axis shows tile approximate duration of tile supersonic part of the flight.

The solid line indicates the part of the flight programmed for the fo.ussing of
infiaacoustic waves at the observing site on the ground.
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Fig.4 An example of reflection height recording during No. 6 on 15 January 1971. Duration of supersonic and
focussing portions of the trajcctory is shown as in Fig. 3 The solid arrow indicates

the expected time of arrival of waves with the period of 6 sec; the empty arrow indica'tes
time of arrival of waves with the period of ".5 min.
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Discussions on paper presented in Seasion III
(Raaio.lectric studies on noustic gravity waves in the neutral "n ionized atmosphere)

Discussion on npe 2 : "Observations of gravity waves in the height range 50 - 70 ko"lby G. PERONA,

Dr. G. LANGE - HESSE : Have you made sure that -the variations in VLF amplitude an phase you have shown
are not caused by mode interference ?

Dr. G. PEROA : In Turin, the ground wave is presumably very small, since Turin is just behind the Alps.
The two-hope sky wave is strongly attenuated, since the reflection coefficient at the path midpoint is
very small (the path midpoint is in the industrial area around Paris). Therefore the signal received in

Turin is mainly due to the first-hop sky wavt , and mode interference does not seem to be possible.

Discussion on oer 26 : "Ionospheric perturbation* caused by long peri,-' sound waves generated by Saturn -

Apolo rocket -•u--nb-he-e•• by G.L. RAO0

Dr. TM. GiEORGES ; 1 - How do your digital-processing techniques account for multivalued Doppler traces
coonly seen on analog Doppler records and hcv do you determine when "mode - switching" occurs in your
equipment ?

20. Your frequency-vs time recordi appear very much like the 3-5 min, waves associated with severe
storms, including the "beaded" appearance of the wave envelope. This suggests the presence of two closely
spaed frequencies such as those shown by Davies. Does your spectral analysis reveal the presence of these
two frequencies I

Dr. GL. RAO : 10 - This is one of the disadvantages of using digital recording of the data in our system,
the stronger mode that appear at the time oZ digitization is usually recorded which means that there is a
possibility of mode switching in our form of recording.

2o0 We havw not clearly noticed presence of two frequencies in our spectral analysis of the CW
Doppler data for Saturn-Apollo launches,

Discussion on pr 27 : "Observations of travelling ionospheric disturbances at London, Canada",
by Y. LJTVA.

Dr. H. RIEUIH : You observed TID's on only nine days out of a period of 1 1/2 years. Does this mean that
TID's were rare, or does ýmur equipment select only certain kinds of TID ?

Dr. J. LITVA : I suspect that my equipment, as all TID sensing equipments, is msost sensitive to certain
type of TIDS. The sun, during this period of time acted as a radio source for a total of only 11 or 12
days. Therefore my equipment was a TID sensor during this time interval only when the sun was a radio
source,

Dr. K. DAVIES How does the velocity of the TID'o observed by you depend on wave period ?

Dr. J. LITVA I measured the velocity of TID's at two wave periods ; namely 21 minutes and 6 minutes.
The velocity of the former was about 1 000 ka/h, and that of the latter about 200 km/h ; therefore, for
these two measurements the velocity of the larger period TID was greeter than that of the lower period
TID.

Discussion on Dar :9 "Ionospheric tilt measurements near the magnetic dip equator", by R.. TREHARNE.

Dr. H.P. WILLIAM : The ionospheric tilts referred to by Dr. GEORGE would preseuably not include the large

sle tilts caused by the transition from a sunlit to a dark region. We found in oblique soundings across
the Atlantic that such large scale tilts could account for the 50 1 or so extension in the MUF which occur-

red when the sun was near either terminal. I think it is important to bear this distinction in mind since
the significance to the communicator is very different in the two cases.

Dr. P. GEORGE on behalf of Dr. TREIARNE : We would agree that the significance of large slowly varying
gradients and smaller more rapidly varying tilts to the communicator will in general be rather different.
The counicator is more often concerned witl tht relation of his operaing frequency to the MUF, and the
large gradients which vary more slowly in time are of s 4.nificancL here. Treharne's results do include
these large slowly vorying tilt effects and they must be removed in order to study the occurence of TID's.
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Dr. J. OMIUER t As I understood you cannot observed TID's during spread F conditions. Is my assumption
right that TID's arm not absent when spread F is evident ?

Dr. P. GEORGE : Since we cannot usually make observations of angle of arrival with this equipment when
spread T is present I mm unable to comment on an experimental basis on whether or rot TID's are also then
present. From a theoretical point of view I would think it most likely that TID's and spread F do coexist.
I might even speculate that TID's are associated in the same way with the production of some forms of
spread F.

Dr. G. LEFA : If the amplitude of a TID is sufficiently great, retarns may be obtained simultaneously
fro- more than one reflection point. Can the equipment described in this paper deal with multiple reflec-
tions and, if so, are any results available ?

Dr. P. GEORGE : The equipment described in this paper is deliberately designed to make measurement of di-
rection of arrival orly when a single mode is instantaneously present, that is, it tests for plane wave
front conditions. The equipment can of course be used to measure direntions of arrival. on lot, 2nd or
any order mode provided only that such measurements are not simultaneously possible,

Discussion on _I.r "On the generation and detection of artificial etmospheric waves",
by L. LISZKA a-W74, SSON.

Dr. B. MURPHY : I em interested in your statement that the infrasonic signal observed on the ground is not
an N wave, that the high frequencies are filtered out. Does this mean that the signal no longer begins
with a steep rise or does it mean that the dominant period of the disturbance has increaaed (as one might
expect from nonlinear, weak shock, effects) ?

Dr. L. LISZKA : As we can see it with our narrow band equipment the rise time of the N - wave does not
change very much, but there is a tail of lower frequencies following the N - wave. The larger the distance
from the source, the longer seems to be the tail.

Prof. R.K. COOK : The train of sound waves which follois after the N - wave of a sonic boom might have se-
veral origins. If a supersonic aircraft passes almost directly overhead, a few kilometers above an obser-
ver, he will hear the jet engine noise immediately after the sonic boom. All of the engine noise is con-
tained within the Mach cone of the supersonic flight, end therefore is not audible until the cone has pas-
sed over the observer. When an observer is off to one side, 4o - 50 km away from the flight path, then he
usually hears a low-pitched rumbling sound. This is mainly reverberation of the sonic boom energy, arising
from scattering and reflection of the sonic boom by trees, buildings, etc* At the eni of a very long pro-
pagation path through the atmosphere, 300 km or greater, the sonic boom energy might reverberate for a
time duration of a minute or so. The reverberation observed at uach locations is inaudible. The sound wave
energy is concentrated at infrasonic frequencies, The reverber tion arises fro scattering of the sound,
in transit to the observer, by atmospheric inhomogeneities ratler han by dispersion in sound velocity at
various frequencies.

Dr. L. LISZKA : A part of the "tail" following an N - wave may of course be due to scattering processes.
However, a dispersion of sound velocity at different frequencies is a consequence of the dispersion re-
lation for acoustic waves and should be observed also in case of sonic booms. It is a common explanation
of wave trains following remote ground level explosions, where the length of the tail and its spectral
content depends on the distance.

General discussion

Prof. I. RANZI , A very important application of the studies on the radioelectric effects of acoustic -
gravity waves is that concerned with the over-the-horizon HF radar. This is a classified matter, but we
all know what are the basic principles of this device, and we may then be able to provide data of a direct
usefulness for the designers (e.g,, irfluence of acoustic-gravity waves on azimuthal and vertical angle
of arrival of the baskscattered echoes, and on their delay), Perhaps, somebody in this audience may con-
tribute to this discussion.

Dr. L. WETZEL : Prof. RANiZI raised the topic of over-the-horizon radar as a possible focus of AGARD in-
terest. Obviously, the military applications and characteristics of such devices are classified, but it
should be fairly obvious thut since an OTH, or HF, radar utilizes propagation in the ionosphere, such paWa-
meters ab bearing accuracy, available signal bandwidth, etc. will depend critically on both the large and
small-scale features of the ionosphere. For this reason the acoustic-gravity waves being discussed at thic
meeting will exact a significant influence on the performance capabilities and limitations of HF radars
and deserve close study.

Dr. Ch. WILSON : With respect to over-the-horizon radar propagat'on disturbances I feel that it is impor-

tant to investigate further the possibility that an ionization - collection process may be taking place
in the E region of supersonic auroral arpe during the generation of auroral inaasonic waves by a "wall"

of moving ionization within such arcs. Approximate calculations of the expecLed ion densities indicate that
the ion density may increase up to values of 2 x 107 ions/cm.3 

within the arc. Thus the ion density gra-
dients may be as large as two orders of magnitude within a few hundreds of meters from in front of the
supersonic arcs to within the "wall" of swept-up neutral auroral ionization.

'Thus the implications of recent research in auroral infrasonic wave generation is that ion densi-
ties in some auroral. arcs that are in supersonic translation with a direction of motion that is parallel
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to the E region anbient electric field may be one hundred tjes as large as that in other arcs that are,
in all other respects, similar.

Dr. W. STOFFREGE2 : A backscatter sounder on 16.8 at Uppsala can he operated with two transmitted pulses,
the time delay between them can be varied from zero to osoe milliseconds. The returning reflectiona from
both pulses are compared and a correlation analysis can be made in order to study the life-timt of ionized
elements in aurora and fast variations in backscatter from different sources. This double pulse method
seems to give prauisinR results.

U
Dr. HOG. MOLLER : By sweep frequency groundscatter meesureaent it is possible to trace travelling distur-
bances over a wide range. Such measurements are being made at Lindau/Harz West Germany in a frequency
range 2.8 - 45 MHz vi-.h rhombic antennas switched in 10 different azimuth directions.

The range-frequency dependence of the traces is in very good agreement with the ray tracing cal-
culationa made by T.M. Georges (1969) who should that looking in the direction of the movtements of the
travelling disturbances the slope of the traces is positive (increasing with increasing frequency). Loo-
king in the opposite direction the slope is negative.

As the maximum range of the records is 2 500 km and focussing takes place near the apex of the
path, the travelling disturbances can be traced from 1 250 km in the north to 1 250 )a in the south,

Dr. K. DAVIES : My fixed frequency H.F. Doppler measurements show that on fixed frequencies. TID's appear
bigger by day than by night. Your data indicate the reverse. Can you explain this ?

Dr. A.D. MORGAN : For the conditions of the expeaiment, namely, at frequencies near the MUF during Novem-
ber and December 1970, we generally observed more bearing perturbations during the day than during the
night. However, some bearing perturbations were observed during the night and examples of these were
shown in my presentation. As the quantity of data I presented was limites to 2 months, it was too small
to enable a comparison to be made between the magnitude of the bearing perturbations between day and night,
In fact, in my presentation, I gave no comparison between the size of the perturbation during the day and
night periods ; I only compared the occurence,

Dr. HOG. MOLLER : I would like to support Mr. MORGAN.

From groundscatter observations at Lindau/Harz West-Germany made with antennas pointing to the
south we know that the ionosphere is much more stable at night than at day by the following reason : At
the trailing edge of the groundscatter trace magnetoionic splitting is observed quite regularly at night,
except for the severely disturbed ones. On daytime records, however, magnetoionic splitting is observed
only on E-layer reflected groundacatter but not on F layer reflected groundscatter.

As magnetoionic splitting can be observed only if reflecting layer is concentric homogeneous inside
the azimuthal, sector illuminated by the antenna or if the deviation from concentric homogenity is very
small, one can conclude from these observations that the ionosphere is much more stable at night than at
day south of our bachscatter site.
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LIN~ APPROCHil V1ERS L'ANALYSE WIA QXJPLAGkL I'FNi (NJLi;S ACCUSTIQUILS OU Wk; GRAViIL'
ET ON'ILS LU~LTR(IIIAINUOIULS

par

Hi. Raaemr

SatIMRE

Au couro do ces derni~xes ann~es. l'auteur de cot etCposi a travaill6 ~ a I.rocherche et
au d6yeloppement de modile. th6oriques de plasmas i param~tres variables auns lospace, et a uti-
lio6 ces modiles pour 6tudier, i l'aide d'ordinateuro extr&mement rapides, la propagation der on-
des au sein do coo milieux. Il montre comm~ent on pout faire appel. i cortains de cc-; modiles thee-
riquos pour 6tudier lea effets de premier ordre d~une perturbation en onde do basso fr~quence
(par exemplo, ume onde acoustique et de grav~t6 d'uns- fraction dlHertz) sur urte owne 6lectromagn6-
tique i haute fr6quence (de l'ordre du kilohertz ou du m6gahertz) ce propageant danaj Ilionosph~re.
L'auteur d~crit tout d'abord la formulation du codele et son adaptation au probl~me 6tudi6 au moyen
do la th~orie do perturbation. Ii expose ensuit , d'un point do vue g~n~ral, Ia, fagon dont. on peut
uti-liser cotto th~orio pour co.Iculer leae ffets de premier ordre produits par llonde acoustique et
do gravit6 our l'onde gloctromagnfitique. II achý ve sa conl'6renco par une brave discussion do cert.au-
no. implications do cetti th~orie bur lea systhz~es do communication.
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AN APPROACH 1O THE ANALYSIS O( COUPLING B1IWLEN ACO)US IC-GRAVITY

WAVES AND ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVIS

by
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ABSTRACT

During the past few years, the author has been involved in research on the development of theoretical
models for plasma media whose parameters are spatially variable, and the use of these models to study wave
propagation in such media with the aid of high-speed computers. It is shown in this paper how some of
these theoretical models can be used to study the first-order effects of a low frequency wave disturbance
(e.g. an acoustic-gravity wave at a fraction of a Hertz) on a high frequency electromagnetic wave (at
kilohertz or megahertz) propagating in the ionosphere, The formulation of the model and its adaptation to
the problem of interest via perturbation theory are first described, followed by a general outline of the
way in which this theory could be used to calculate the first-order effects of the acoustic-gravity wave
on the electromagnetic wave. Some communication systems implications of this theory are briefly dis-
cussed at the end of the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years the author has been involved in research on the development of very general mathe-
piatical models for analysis of wave propagation in spatially inhomogeneous partially ionized gases and
the computer-aided solution of the equations cemprising these models.(Raemer 1966, Raemer and Vermna, 1966,
1970, Verma and Raemer, 1971, Raemer, 1972). Solutiors based on these models contain information which
could be valuable in studying coupling between acoustic-gravity waves and electromagnetic waves in the
ionosphere.

In Section 3 a linearized electron-ion-neutral model (Raemer, 1966) is discussed as the basis for
analyzing effects of an acoustic-gravity wave in inducing low frequency distorhances of the ionospheric
plasma. The wave frequency is extremely low (a small fraction of a Hertz) and the zero-order, (known)
parameters are those of the undisturbed ionosphere. An acoustic-gravity wave couples with the plasma
through collisions. The first-order (unknown) parameters are the plasma perturbations due to the acous-
tic-gravity wave. Solution of the equations would result in approximate values of perturbed plasroa
density, pressure, current density and electric and magnetic fields as functions of position and time.

A linearized electron-plasma model (Raemer, 1972) accounts for vertical inhomogeneities in all
ambient gas parameters including static magnetic field, and includes effects of gravity and the possibil-
ity of static electric fields. Effects of ions and neutrals, horozontal spatial inhomogeneties and slow
time variations of ambient gas parameters are not accounted for rigorously, but can be included as
perturbation terms if desired.

The application of this later model (Sections 4 and 5) is in the analysis of an electromagnetic wave,
with wave frequencies in the kilohertz to megahertz range. Superposed on the parameters of the undis-
turbed ionosphere to make up the "zero-order" plasma parameters are perturbations due to the low frequency

wave, which could be determined from the analysis discussed in Section 3. These are functions of hori-
zontal position coordinates and time as well as vertical position, but because the periods and wavelengths
are so long compared with those of the electromagnetic wave, then (if pressure and density departures
from the ambient values are not too large) these can be considered as perturbations on the basic equa-
tions, in which only vertical inhomogeneties are accounted for. First order (unkown) quantities are the
electric field components of the electromagnetic wave propagating through the region disturbed by the
acoustic-gravity wave.

In this paper the above set of procedures are described in general (Sections 3 and 4) and a method
of approximate solution is discussed (Section 5), wherein with suitable approximations one could obtain
estimates of the magnitude of the influence of an acoustic-gravity wave on an electromagnetic wave
propagating through the disturbed region.

Conimunications people are interested in characterization of a medium in the language of linear systems
theory; i.e., the medium through which the wave propagates is considered as the equivalent of an electri-
cal filter whose impulse response and complex frequency response function may be changing slowly with time.
The results of the analysis in this paper can be cast in these terms (Section 6). Through boundary
c~nditions at the lower edge of the ionosphere, a linear relationship between received wave fields and
transmitted wave fields is described, This relationship is equivalent to consideration of the propa-
gation medium as a linear filter whose impulse response may be time varying.

2. FORMULATION

The thecretical models referred to above are formulated with the following equations:
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- Pifvin(Ui - U4n) + Vie(Ui - Ue)] (ion-motion equation) (i-l)
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- pe[Ven(Ue - un) + vei(Ue - ui) (electron-motion equation) (e-1)

V . (piUi) +aT- = 0 (ion continuity equation) (i-2)

V " (Pe•) + = 0 (electron continuity equation) (e-2)

v- + ui 0 (ion adiabatic state equation) (i-3)

+ u ( e =0 (electron adiabatic state equation) (e-3)

, ab
V x e - - (4)

V X• =• •Der + uq P i P ee e(5V x b E:e) (5)
0 0  Tt -+ 0qý i-- M oi~!ej

where

Pi = ion mass density b = magnetic induction

Pe = electron mass density WoCo = constitutive parameters of free space

pi = ion pressure o = magnitude of electron charge

Pe = electron pressure mi = ion mass

u. = ion velocity .me = electron mass

= electron velocity V = ion-neutral collision frequency

ýin = neutral velocity Ven =electron neutral collision frequency

t = time Vei = electron-ion collision frequency

_-. = ratio of specific heats (constant pressure/constant volume)

e electric field Vie = ion-electron collision frequency

g = acceleration due to gravity

Linearization of these equations is accomplished witI, the following assumptions (where subscripts 0
and 1 indicate "zero order" and "first order" respectively.)

!n nl -i -il li = Pio + Pil Pi = i0 Pil uY Ueo + -el

+ P'l (6,1
Pe = Peo l Pe = Peo + Pel -0O + -l

Using the forms (6), the linearized first order equations (i-1) through (5) are (where zero order quan-
tities may, in general, be functions of time and all spatial coordinates, unlike the usual linearized
model where these quantitiel are constant).

0 1 +0---(el + Ix P.) . 0i0 ICt -Pil U i+ mi

-z(Pi 1 g) - OiOVin(U<1 - u,1) + 'ie(U-il -e40] + ilie 4e0 (i-l

F F ",(7
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3. MODEL FOR LOW (ACOUSTIC-GRAVITY WAVE) FREQUENCIES

In the low frequency case, both ion and electron motions should be accounted for. Vertical variation

of static parameters is extremely important at those frequencies, because significant vertical variation

of these parameters occurs within a waveiength or a fraction of a wavelength. Gravity effects are also

important. Hence a linearized model accounting for these effects and including the ion equations is called

for in attempting to analyze the effects of an acoustic-gravity wave on the electromagnetic parameters.

Stich a model was formulated by the author a few years ago. (Raemer, 1966). This model also included the

neutral gas equations but subsequent studies with the model showed, as expected intuitively, that electron

and ion disturbances do not significartly influence neutral gas motions. Hence one can consider the acous-

tic gravity wave as propagating in the purely neutral atmosphere, solve for the parameters of such a wave!,

particularly the velocity u_, and consider the neutral velocity collision terms in the ion and electron

motion equations (i-l-l) a (e-l-1) as known source-terms. In a more recent paper (Raemer and Verma, 1970)

we described a method of solving for ion and electron pressures, densities, velocities and electric and
magnetic fields associated .. ith propagating waves. The method was based on postulation of a stratified

layer model, numerical evaluation of the eigenvalues of the system matrix characterizing the equations in

each of the layers, and an analytical evaluation of the solutions baseJ on these eigenvalues. This method

is "lludad to in Section 5 of the present paper, in the context of the analysis of a high frequency wave

infuenced by the presence of a low frequency Jisturbance in the ambient ionosphere.

We will not discuss further here the analysis required to determine the low frequency electromagnetic

parameters due to collision coupling with the neutral acoustic-gravity wave. We will only indicate that
the solutions will yield parameters of the form

f(z) e-J(wgt - kxgx - k ygy)

where w is acoustic-grav;ty wave frequency and where kxg and kyg are propagation constants associated with

horizontal propagation. Using the stratifled layer model referred to abovc, the function f(z) will consist

of a sur of vertical propagation modes of the form zPe kzgz, where p is a positive integer that may be as

high as 2 in the electron-ion case and k will be, in general, complex, indicating both vertical propa-

gation and damping. A~suming that only 6e of these modes predominates and neglecting others, low frequen-
cy perturbations of the electromagnetic parameters due to the acoustic-gravity wave are of the form

zpe-j(ul t - k x - k y - k Z)
zpe' g xg *yg zg

This is used later in Sections 4 and 5 In the discussion of the theoretical model for high-frequency wave

propagation in a medium permeated by a low frequency disturbance.

4. t.ODEL FOR HIGH (ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE) FREQUENCIES

The ass,,mptions for the EM wave frequency model are:

(1) Ion and neutral motions are insignificant and can be neglected (i.e., eqs. (i-l-l), (i-2) and (i-3)
are not usca and U 0, = O = nl 0 in eqs. (e-1-1) and (5-1)).

(2) Gravity te , -i__z(gpil) in (e-l-l) is negligible.

(3) The zero-order parameters are as follows:

PeO(X,y,z,t) = -eO (Z 4 ¢ (X,y,z,t) Peo(X,y,z,t) = PeOPZ) rPe(X,y,z,t)

9uCO (X,y,z.t) = Ue O(z) 1 (x ,yz,t) q( .,,,i,t) ~(z) + rýejx4y,z,t)

bo(x,y,z,t) = b(z) + b(x,y,zt)0 ~or generical Iy

x-k y (7
ho(x,hz, 0 = h-(z) + ch(xy,z,t) ho(z) + rRe{ - xgX-kygY'} (7)

where

nO(z) = quiescent value of parameter (i.e., valije in the absence of the low frequency wave),

h(x,y,z,t) = perturbation in zero-order parameter due to the low frequency wave,

r, - perturbation ordering paameter.

((4) The high frequency wave parameters arp:
,t,(h)(X ,Y , ,,t ) ! h (n ) x ,Y .Z ,t ) ( 8)

where

h I el' Pel U,,. e or b1 .

(5) Using (7) and (8), wt :et up a new perturbation theory based on the ordering parameter r._ This is
over-and above the perturoation theory inherent in the linearization process. The equations are as
follows.
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Eqs. of orders 1. and r. (call these sets of equations I and I1 respectively) are of t4 form:
au
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Note that the equations of order r.(01 are those of high frequency waves propagating in the quiescent
electron plasma. The equations of order r are those describing the first order effects of the low fre-
quency (including electromagnetic and electron-acoustic) waves.

Solution of the equations of order (a) (Equations I) gives us the parameters u O) (0) (C)) (e0)
(0)1 - jel l I el

and b(l , those ýissoci-*ed with waves propagating in the ambient medium undisturbed by the acoustic-

gravity wave. Knowledge of those parameters allows construction of the right-hand sides of the equations

of order ¢ (Equations I1), whose homogeneous forms have already been solved since they are the same as

Equation 1. The right-hand sides of II contain first-order effects of the presence of an acoustic-
gravity wave propagating in the medium. In this approach, these are contained in source terms rather than
within the coefficients of the partial differential equations describing the phenomenon. Ihis is a drastic
simplification of the physics of the problem. Even with the simplified linearized equations we are using,
retention of the quantities e (x,y,z,t), u (x,y,zt), etc. on the left-hand sides of the equations and the
treatment of these quantities as of the sa~e order as Weo(Z), UeO(z), etc. would give us a set of coupled

partial oifferential equations in the variables x,yz and t. The perturbation approach allows reduction
orth--e-problen, to that of solution of a set of coupled ordinary differential equations in z. The mathe-
matical simplification resulting from this is enormous, although there is a price to be paid in the sense
that the. information we finally obtain is less than we might like.

The soIitionsof Equation System I are of the form e-J(-etk xe X-kyey), where w is the E-M wave fre-
qoJency and k and k are the horizontal E-M wave propagation constants. From (7) we can conclude

xe ye
that there are two sets of terms on the right-hand-side of I1. One set of terms (call it T-) is of the
form e 3J[(.,e-U)g)t - (kxe - k ) x -- (k -. k )yJ and the other (call it Tý) of the form

e g xg ye yg
e_ e +Ug )t(kxe +kxg)X +(ye+ kyg)y. If we assume solutions of I1 of the form e-J( xt-k xXkyy), then we
can consider each unknown in II as composed of two components, one a response to source terms T , the
other to source terms T_, The former is of frequency w, = w - , corresponding to a "lower moaulation
sIdeband", the latter of frequency ` 0 + w , correspondiRg to 9 an "upper modulation sideband". This low-
frequency modul.ation of the E-M wave freluenc9 due to the acoustic-gravity wave is one effect that can be
expected qualitatively. However, if we is of the order of megahertz cnd Ajg a small fraction of a Hertz,

then the ratio of modulation bandwidth to wave frequency is less than .0001%.

5. USE OF THE ELECIRON-PLASMiA WAVE MKJ)EL

The systems of equations developed in Section 4 fit into the frame-work of a general theoretical
model developed by the author ot analyze wave propagation in an electron plasma with vertically variable
static parameters, including a vertically variable static magnetic field. This last feature is a genera-
lization of the author's earlier work on the three-fluid gas (Paemer, 1966) in which the magnetic field
is the only static parameter not allowed to vary. The variation of the static magnetic field neces-
sitates an electron drift velocity in source free regions in order to satisfy the zero-order Maxwell
equation

P- 0' "o O q {! m-O~O (9)

The ptstulate that u, and u are zero, standard in linearized plasma theory, must be abandoned
in order to satisfy (9) uAPess thf 0 vertical variation of b is specified as one in which V x b 0.
This introduces many terms into the linearized equotion,_ d complicates these equations greaty.

work relating to the general model referred to above is contained in an as yet inpublished paper
by the author (Raemer, 1972) which will soon be submitted for publicaticn. That work will not be dis-
cussed here. But the model will be used to further discuss the problem addressed in Section 4. After
Fourier-transformation of both sides with respect to x,y and t, or altern.)tively, choosing sulutions of

X jy the equation systems• (e-1.-.l.0-) through (5-1-0) and (e-l..-.l) through (5-1--1i have been

manipuilated to cast them each in the form of tv, matrix equations:

). Av (10-a)

w . 4 ' I (10-b:
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where

Exv

EX(

Ey

y

Ez

s _ is t 6-eiement column vector whose elements are complicated but linear functions of source termis, on the

right.-hand sides of the original equations, A is a 6 x 6 matr ix whose elements are functions of the static
parameters of the plasma, (Ex,E y, z) are normnalized components of the first-order electric fields,

(e1  ) and (F'"E' y); arc derivatives of these normalized comporents with respect to a normalizedl x , l y , ' '
z coordinate.

Pe

e

0ex

U =
Uey

B

B

6

whe re (Pe ,Re ,UF .,B x are norma lized versions of (pe lPe l ,uel , b 1•), C is an 8 x 6 m atrix o f functions o f

the static p rameters and d is an 8-element column vector of functions of source terms. In the equations
of order ,;,(o both s and d are zero.

The obvious procedure in solving the system (10-a) and (10-b) is to first solve the differentiil
equation system (10-a) for v, then determine w through (10-b), the latter being a trivial step. In the
context of the present discussion, we are only interested in the field components (elx ely e z~blx bly.bbz)

of a propagating electromagnetic wave; hence other parameters (such .S a pel'e1' and the derivatives of
!t,) present in the solutions are of only peripheral interest.

Work is in prpgress on analytical (WKB-type) solutions of (10-a), but this work is not yet completed.
A great deal of work has been done by the author and his co-worker Dr. Verma, solix, of ýt alluded to in
previous papers, en attempts to treat this class of equations (with la1.r A-matrices, and 6 x 6 qualifies
as "large") by direct step-by-step integration procedures such as Runge-Kutta. Thpec attempts led to
numerical inttability problems and were not successful.

As a first step in dealing with this problem, we have reverted to a standard technique of postulating
a stratified medium with homogeneous layers. In a previous paper dealing O:ith a three-fluid gas (Reemer
and Verma, 1970) the method of solution was delineated and some numerical results were reported fo&' the
eigenvalue computation, which is the first and most fundamental stqp in the n umerical evaluation of the
unknown parameters.

To summarize the technique, the eigenvalues of the A-matrix of (10-a) are first found numerically.
This has been done for a wide range of parameter regimes characteristic of,the ionosphere. At kilohertz
and megahertz frequencies, the 6 elgenvalues always come out in 3 pairs indicating "upward" and corre-
sponding "downward" damped propagation modes. These two modes in any one of these paiý's are not neces-
sarily equal and opposite although they are more nearly so as the influence of the static magnetic field
becomes less important. At low ionospheric altitudes, where che plasma is more ne3rly collision dominated
than magnetic-field dominated (i.e., collision freque.ncy -" electron cyclotroni frequency), the up and
down modes are close to equal ani opposite.

Returning to the problem of finding the solut r ,s of II, we w~ould first solve (10-a) with s 0,
resulting in a sct ot 6 "fundanwr ntal snlutions" v18 )(z). Br sed on these fundamental solutions we would

construct a "state-transitlon matrix" :ý(zz') and wrfte the solution of (10-a) in the form:

v(z) fl , •'z z)v(zO) • dz' F z ')s(z'). 
( 1

'0
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ie first. term on tei riqht-hand side of (1!). i.. (z~z) v(,?) A'.:ntalns the i'ffect or a hiqh fr'etluercy
w.we propaqatinq without the prese'ce of the low f",etquenc(y waivC dC ;turbance. It i,. in effe(:. the ,ou olui'
0!' the. equations I in 'e:tion 4, twhich in turn will be used to (construct ,(I) for SoIut on of the equation
I1. Boundary conditions for spec:fication of v(zO ) c(an be chosen a%. those of an ,lectomaiei. wIve
pNoopaqat.Wng in free-space below the ionosphere,

The second terin of (11) provides the response of arny field cooiponent, eq.9. e to tho, parrmeter,
assoc I a ted with the 1 ow trequency dl sturbance , rhij is a particularl) usefo1 I-m4 of infornation in the
context of the problem of interest. Io show how the relationship conme¶ about. w* wil1 continue the
discussion along liner; of deterniinatior of

In a typic.l case, the eigenvwlues comre out as follows: xI ' 2 " '2 ý - '3, \3 1 \3; where -

X2 1 X; i.e., two of the three pairs are IdenticalI In this -'ase, within one uni r'orO sttrLtum, P(Z,Zo)

takes the forn

, ( I + C3(Z - zO) O e- 1 C + C.. (z z )o + eO- j

(12)

where C1, C-I t C21 C-21 C3 ' C-3 are 6 x 6 matrices whose values depend on their corresponding elgenvalues

and are deteemined in a tedius but straight-forward nianner (Raciere and Verna, 1970).

It can be shown that s is a linear function of the quantities Fel f P etc. and that these

functions are composed of terms proportional to products of the formni'oU(0),e -el

We. assume that quantities like o e have z-dependence containing factors z Z9 (which would be the case

ii" the same sort of uniform stratum theory had been used to obtain these quantities, as indicated in
Section 3). we also note. that quantities like u(3) are elements of the column vector (0(zzo) v.(0)(z

where v(0)(z) is the column vector v(z) defined below eqs. (l.0a) arid (10-b), but applying specifically
to the equaLions I and not to equatTons II. Denoting v(z) for- the equation system II by the symbol

v ()(z), (11) takes the form

jk ( )( z ikZ .10)
1 (z) - t(Z'zo) (l) + dz(z')p e (z,z) W)(z,) (13)*1 z0

where in line with the remarks above

'~j q izg (0)
S(z) =Zp e Iso (z) (14)

and Where c(0)Is a constant column vector. We now invoke (12) and observe that •0),) must be of the
form

5(0)(z) = e XlzfCI z] + e'AlZ Ic. + C 3z+ e2 C e 2 C_ 2 (15)

where each C is a column vector independent of z whose precise form can easily be computed from the
expressions ?or felll, fe2ll, etc.

By carrying ou4 the tediois but straigh--fo,-ward integration inr(icated by (12), (13), (14), and (15)
we ctn determine v ýf) which will turn cut to be a sum of terms w1 th factors

±qe•AlZ zqe z qe zq + q.k ) ,• zqe(Jkzg ._- A2 ) z

*ze , etc.

where q i,: a positive integer, zero ;n most cases but possibly as high as 2 or 3 in others. Each such
exponential form will indicate the presence of An electromagnetic or electron-acoustic mode of propaqation
and the relative magnitudes of the coefficients of these terms will be a measure of the relative magnitudes
of these propagation modes. Terms with factors

(jk Z9 A,\ ) z
e

indicate that the presence of the acoustic-gravity wave will introduce new modes of propagatian, .e.,
actually change the propagatinn constant and attenuation uf high-frequency modes that would be present

+A2z
without thi low fr'equency disturbance. Terms with factors e- whose propagation and xponential

attenuation characteristics are not affected by the low frequency disturbance, are still influciced by the
disturbance in the sense that the coefficients of these terms are so influenced.

6. COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS IMPLICATIONS
i. Electromagnetic waves propagating in the ionosphere at kilohertz and megahertz freQuency r'anqes, are

orJinarily associated with a cf.rvluunlcation link between two points both below the ionosphere. In this
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case the I tem of qrea test Interest to cry I neer' conterned with such I inkf, Is the 0 (t f.t vý. I". ct io co-
eff icier . of the Ionosphere. Due to theo earth's magnetic f i:Id, the Ionosphere. if it were to( be con- A
sidered a8 a lossy rMedlum with equivalent const tutlve paramete•rts di'tpirmllled frvwn simple magnet'ioni"
theory, would be ani sotropIc. Hence the refle tivity properties wti•ild be expres'sed through a miatry1i or
the form (where the dej.)endenc,. on wave frequency i'; explif-It ly indcated)

R (G) H(Avv h, v

Rkib)

where

E 1hr Ehr(

v ~~i'h

and where Evli (•j) aqd Ehi(,) are vertically and horizontally polarized components respectively sf the In.. f

cident wrve field and Ehr,,)) and Eh(w) are analaious components of the reflected wave field.

Allowing both horizontal and vertical components of incident electric field, ",e have

R h h _ I ( 1 7 )

E PR R ELhrjl h hh I. hi.

If the incident wave field propagates in the x-z plane, o. is the angle of' incilence (between the wave
vector and the vertical) and o is the angle of reflectioA, then below the ionosphere (where subscript i
means incident and r means refiected), '< E h E i . cos C , I - E sin "1 I mEy hi' xi = vi o i' Ezi :-Evi sin tlI yr h~r'

Exr = " Evr cos Or, Ezr = - Ev.i sin 'r, k xi k0 sin ni, kyi = 0, k zi k0 Cos 0 k xr = k sin ir-
kyr = 0, kzr = - k cos f)r.

The solution of the coupled differential equation system discussed in Section,,s 4 and 5, o)uld yield
the following generic type of results:

E (z) ¢ '](.7'Zo " z0 E'Zo)

X ( 1 0) E,(z ) + "4 2 (z yE(zO)
y 5 5
z 6 6

S43(Zz0) Ez(zO) + (44(z,z0) Ex(zo) (18)

5 5
6 6

+ z Z? ) E (z) (11z
'4 5 z 0 y(0) + "46(Z'Zo) zO,
5 5
6 6

where •(Zzo) is thf- 9,m component of a state-transition matrix (STM). In the case of the unperturbed

ionosphere. @(z,z ) is the STM indicated in the first term of (13). In the case where the low-frkiquency
disturbance is pr.sent, the STM is made up from ooth the first and second ternis of (13) with the aid of

14) by recognizing tha' s (0)(z) is itself a sum of expr ssions involving elements of the matrix
zzv(z . Ir. either Pase, the STM would be the end-product of an analysis like that which has beendeicr'jeýi9 Sections 4 and 5.

We note that (17) gives us electric field components within the ionosphere in tenis of field.-compon-
ents and their z-derivwtives at a point zO, which could be a plint below the lower edge of the ionosphere.

In this case, the values of the indicated components at z0 would be
JkoZ0 cos 'i -Jkoz 0 cos r

E (z ) = (co: !•i Evi e Kvr e cos ur)

hike0 z 0 cos 0 -jk-0oZo0 cos 1),.
"E" y(zo) = E hie Ere

E z (Zo - [sin y) Evie 0 0  + sin 1)rE wre j Z0  Cos r

ik 0Z 0 Cos -jk0 0CO r
,(zo) c os C I ek4 COS o ex 0 I Vi r w-r
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ii os1 'koe0 o +~ cos 0  h"Jku0o cos Or)
E ',(z ,) - Jk0  Cos 01 EIin k. 0 e0C + s cos Or i hre- k Z COS 0) O

E;(zO) -Jko0 [Cos 0, Sir) 0, C.vie jkOzO Cos 0,i. -Cos 0 r sin 0or F vr e'_J ko0z Col 0~ r

(19)

Combining (18) and (19), we would obtain a set of 3 independent simultaneous linear algebraic
equations in the variableEx (z), Ey (z), E z(), Evr, Ehr, 0 r- Evi, Ehi, 0i. Differentiating (18) with

respect to z and again itivoking (19), we obtain another set of 3 equations in Ex(z), Ey(z) and Ez(z) in

terms of Evr, Ehr, 0I, Evi, Ehi' er. Setting z to a value above the level where reflections occur (i.e.,

where we can assume a plano electromagnetic wave whose wave vector has a positive vertical component and

whose field components are E (t), E (t), Ez(t) and invoking these 6 equations obtained from equationF

(18) and their derivatives, we will have a set of 6 equations in the unknowns (Ex (t), Ey(t), Ez (t),

Evr, Ehhr, Or) in terms of the known incident wave fields Evi and Ehi and the known angle of incidence ai,

The elements of the reflectivity matrix R(w) can be calculated from these equations.

Once we have determined R(w), we have available a convenient representation of a frequency response
matrix for a linear sy'tem with two possible inputs E vi and Ehi' producing two possible outputs Evr and

Ehr. By inverse Fourier-transformation of elements of R(w), we can obtain an impulse-response matrix

for the ionosphere, which might be denoted by r(t). One of the effects of the pert:rbation due to the
low-frequency wave on R(w) or r(t), in addition to a possible significant change i, the functional de-
pendence of R(w) and r(t) on w and t respectively, is to introduce a slow time variation (a modulation
at the low frequency w 9) into R(w)*, in which case it should properly be represented as R(w;T) wmere T

represents time in this context. Fourier-transformating R(w;T) with respect to w., treating T as a fixed
parameter, leads to a slowly-varying impulse response matrix r(t;-U).

7. CONCLUSIONS

The theory which has been described here has not been carried to the point of obtaining numerical re-
sults beyond the computation of eigenvalues of the system matrix. Thus a great deal of work remains to
be done to assess the effectiveness of this theory in predicting quantitative effects of low frequency
disturbances of the acoustic-gravity wave type on ionospheric propagation of electromagnetic waves in the
kilohertz and megahertz range. It is felt that the first order effects of these disturbances should be
revealed by calculations based on this model. There is a possiblity, of course, that revelation of the
significant effects will require a theory in whichhhorizontal spatial dependence and time-.dependence of
the ambient ionospheric parameters are accounted for more rigorously. The author and one of his graduate
students considered such a theory (Field, 1971), in which calculations are based on the method of charac-
teristics and the theory was applied to a much simpler problem. However, this represents an entirely
new order of complexity for the problem at hand and it would be instructive to obtain information from
these simpler perturbation models before proceeding to the more rigorous theory.
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TRAJI~TCXRAPHE II.F. DANS DIS PROFILS IOMS14ILRd(QbS
PERTURES PAR DES ONDkiS DEi GRAVITE

par

P.L. George

SO"4IRE

Ltauteur expose les r6oultats de Ltimutlftions, sour ordinateur, de le, direction d'arrivce
do trcajectoires radio ionosphfiriques de courte portge, en pr6s'nce d'une perturbation ionosph6ri-
quo itin~rante t'6khelle moyenne. Le repr~.ttntat~ion ana3,ytique de cette perturbation eat basee a
la rein star des observations r~oele. et sour Is. thborie des ondes de gravitfi atmosph~riqtaea internes.
IAte r~sultato des calcula portant sour la. d6perxisnce &1 l'Sgard du temps de la direction d'arrivge et
du d~placemint doppler, telle qu'oc lea observerait d'tane station au .01, r6v~lent tane bonne cancor-
dance qualitative avec lea donnies observ6ea. L'atateur examine. pour tan point oiuia i tans faible I&-
titude et pour tan point situ6 & tane latitude 6lev6e, is relation entre les variations de la direc-
tion d'arrivfie, telle qia'elloz eat donr~e par lea calcu~ls, et certaines caractfiristiques dun moda.e
da perturbation ionooph~rique itinra~rntew qtai sont responeables de ces variations,

Il fivalua l'exactitude d'un mod~le gfomdtrique simple propos6 pour la correction de pente
de 1a direction apparente d'airiv~e. Il montre comment V'on petat amfiliorer considarablenent les r6-
sultata incertains obtenina & l'aide de ce mod~le en tenant cotepte de lia direction de is vitesse de
propagation st de l'6ciielle de Is perturbation ionosphfiriqtae itin~rante. param~ltres d~duits d'une
observation continue dana des stations espowfies.
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P.L. George
Australian Defenue Scientific Serioe

Weapons Researoh tbtablishment
South Auatralia

This paper reports the rwsult of a£ computer bimilation of the direction of arrival of short range
ionospheric radio ray pathb 1; the presence of a &sdi scale travelling ionospherio disturbaneo (TID).
The analytical representation a the TIV is based both on actual observations of suoh disturbances an
upon the theory of internal atacip.r. o gravity waves. Coauted results of the tim dendeanoe of
direction of arrival and dappler shift, such as would be observed at a ground-basd station, show good
qualitative agreement with observationo. The relationship between the omeputed direction of arrival
variti•ons and certain characteristi.o& of° the TID moelie that produced thou is examined at a l.ow latitude
and at a high latitude location.

The accuracy of" a mimp3.a gemtricalo model, that h~a been proposed for ti-lt correction of" apparent

direction of arrival is evaluated. It is shown how the uncertain results derived from use of this model
may be substantial.y Improved by taking into account the direction of travel, velocity and scale of the
TID, -these parameters being derived by continuous observation at spaced stations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Meaurements of the direotion of arrival of radlo signals reflected from the F region by Brealey
and Ross (1951) and Bromley (953) formed one uf the early methods of detectind and studying travelling
ionospheric disturba&aoos. These authors studied the direation of arrival variations on an oblique path
(length a 700 km) and also near vertical inoideace. The found that the first order P echo typically
oxhibits both rapid (second to second) and slow ohangs of direotion from a quasi-period of a few minutes
to more than half an hour. They concluded that the F layer could be regarded as tilted in a random manner
with an r.n.s. tilt magnitude of a few degrees.

The horizontal velooity of the disturbances was measured by the usual toohnique of having
separated receiving sites and measuring time delays between oorresponding events. The results were said
to be consistent with the pasage through the F region of ooopresaional waves of a wave-length of 3everal
hun4red kilometre. and of a vslooity of order 5 - 10 kilometreo a mimteo. Measureaents made on two days
suggested that the observed slow tilts of the reflooti•g region ware unoorrelated at points separated
horizontally by about 50 km.

As far as the rapid second to second fluctuations in direction of arrival were concerned,
Braaley (955) wos able to show that a layor of irregular ionisation density within the E region capable
if producing a phase path variation of only 3 metros at a frequency of 5 NH. could account for the quiet

P layer fast tilt componant. As would be expeoted these fast fluotuations were found to be unoorrelated
at an inUterval of a few seoonds and observations at stations 27 he apart showed zesr correlation.

Similar observations of tilt have been observed in South Australia by Treharna at. al. (196) and
also near the sagnstic dip equator (Treharne 1972). Dulng the day-time observation of equatorial tilts
is made difficult by the presence of N region irregularities, however, for the dAylight hours (at least
during aroh and April) there semeod to bc a syasteatio tendency for the tilt vector to lie toxards the
"east. At sunset the tilt vector moved towards the west. At night, in the absence of spread 1, very large
s@al* slowly varying tilts were observed; these tilts also included msdium and small scale variations.

Travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDe/ have of course been studiod by many methoda rangtng
through observations of direction of arrival, group path and critical frequeno, variations, long period
amplitude variations, ,i.f. ground backaoatter and phase path and frequency variations among others.
Significant oontributions to their study have been made by Braomley and Ross (1951), 0unr(95, 1958),
Valerdo (1958) Tvoeon (19i61), Chan a Villard (1962), Georges (1967), Davis and da Rosa (1969), Daviee
and Jones (1970) aod 8terling, Hooke and Cohen (1971) and in reeant years it has been shown that there is
quantitative agreement between &any observed characteristios of TIDe and those expected theoretically from
the interaction of the ionosphere and internal atmospherio gravity waves generated below the ionosphere
by some distur•ing seohanism in the lower atwosphre-.

Tt appears that the energy from such a disturbanoe in the lower atmosphere can be thoeght of as

being duoted horisontally along the maesphere with a certain frao',ion of the energy leaking continaally
upw~ards. Atmospherlo wave notiono reaching the F region would then typically have periods between - few
,,mites adm an hcur and wntld couple into the ionisation by means of neutral - ion oollisicons thux

parturbing the ionizsed portion of the atmosphere. In the F region the ion - neutral oollision frequency
ti such loess than the Ion gyro-frequenoy so the bulk motion of the ions is constrained to be along th.e
iirectiun of the Barth's magnetio field. Coulcab forces would requireooorresponding changes in the electron
density.

It is apparent then that the redistribution of ionisation which aooonpanies the passage of an
internal atmospheric gravity wave is strongly influenced by the magnttlo field orientation to the
trajectories of the neutral particles. In particular at low latitudes Hooke (1970) has shown that most
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waves observed by means of F region electron ocnoentration perturbations oan be expected to be propagating
neri•ioally vit S the Lonisation, which is ount•rainod to remain & tho field lines, responds very
poorly to waves propagating aoross the field lines at these latitudes.

Sinoe ionospheric motions Impose limitationA on the aocuracy of radio - looation systems, in the

last five years or so techniques for oorreoting apparent direotion of arrival where the ionosphere was
known to be perturbed, have been developed. The limitation on acuracoy is partiOvlerly ovsWre at short
ranges (10W ka) where asimuthal deviation. of a fixed remote transmaitter oan be as large ah 100 degreus
or more.

Prooeeding from the work of Bramley and Ross (1951) a simple plane-tilted ionosphere model has
been applied in such a manner that the apparent direction of arrivaJ of a fixed transmitter can be
corrected for according to both the prevailing direotion and magnitude of the tilt vector normal to the
overhead ionosphere and to the ionospheric height. This technique has been applied by Treharne and his
oolleague* in Australia in 1967 and more recently by John3on, Martin and Green (1971). Results in general
have been conflicting, being often good but semetimes very bad. Effort has bean expended in automating
equipment so that apparent ionospheric tilts oan be measured mors quickly and therefore more olosely in
time to the meaauremont4 made on tbe remote tranenivter. (Unfortunately a corresponding amount of effort
has not been forthcoming concerning the simple ionosphere model and its inovitable limitations.) The
author is convinoed that the present ocoasional unreliability of the tilt-correction d.f. method is
largely due to inadequacies of the ionosphere model resulting direotJy from insuffioient understanding of
the nature of the ionospheric disturbances perturbing the direction of arrival measurements.

It is the purpose of this paper to present the results of a computer siulaAion stu4y of the
direction o? arrival of short range (losa than 100 kin) radio ray paths in the presence of a typical medium
soalo travelling disturbanoce. We shall employ an analytical representation of a TID developed by Georges
and Stephenson (1969)j the representation being based on actual observations such as those of Munro (1950,
1?583 and also upon the theory of Internal gravity waves (Hinss, 1960).

Computed results of the time dependence of direction of arrival variations and of doppler shift
will be compared with ground-based observations of these quantities in order to establish the quality of
the si•ulated TID. The relationship between direction of arrival variations and certain characteristics
of the TIP producing them will be exAmined at a low latitude and at a middle latitude site. The accuracy
of the simple geometrical model that has been used for tilt correction of apparent 6iraotions of arrival
will be evaluated. It will be shown how knowledge of the direction of travel, velocity and scale of the
TID, such as can be acquired by measurement with spaoed stations, can be used to improve the tilt oorreotion
process.

2. THE MODEL DIST TANCE AND RAY TRACING TzCHNIQUE

The F region electron concentration, N, at a gisen time and place, is represented by

N a 0 (r, e, 0)o(1 . p)

whore N (r, 0, 0) is a concentric c - Cbspman layer whose parameters have been chosen to represent a
dytimeF• layer, and whore P is a perturbation to the concentric model.

The a - Chapman layer can be expressed thus s

f a2 . Xp 1/2 (0 - a - ezp(-z)

wbere fN is the plasma frequency and z is the reduced scale haight which is given by (h - h _)/H. h is
the hesjiht above grottnd, fo is the orttioal frequency of the layer ant, It Is the scale heighY.

The perturbation P is given by W

where R0 is the radius of the earth
r. 9, 6 ar* the spherical (earth-centred) polar coordinates
a is the height of maximum wave amplitude
H9 

is the wave amplitude 'scale height'
8 is the wave perturbation amplitude
A and A aor t1o horizontal and. vertical wavelengths

t is th! time in wave periods

The umerioal parameters choaen correspond to one of the models used previously by Georges and Stephenson
(1969) and are as follows ; f . 6 .5•jb, H . 6 2 km, h x a3O0h ki, so W 250 ke, H' l 100 ks, 8 w 0.15

Ax .W 00 ks, Aa a 100 km 0

The three-dimensional time-varying model represents a TID originatLJ4 at the north geomnnetio
pole and travelling towards the south. It is thus considered to be typical of TIDe observed during periods
of low mgnetiO activity during a northern hemisphere winter and a southern hemisphere summer (see for
example Munro, 1958). The perturbed plasma frequency oontours are illustrated in figure 1 which shows a
north-south section.

In order to ascertain the direction of arrival from a given fixed transmitter in the presence of
the TL'), and as a function of time as the TID passes overhead, we shall employ a three-dimensional ray-traoing
program developed by Jones (1966). This program calculates ray path parameters by merioal integration ofi i"a set of di•fferontial equations whiala dafine the locus of the ray path and the components of the wave normal

direction as the ray progresses through the ionosphere. The phase and group refractive indices needed for
evaluating the differe ntial equati whtions ref ialcuated with the Apathnd the o nequates frm the ionospherma

models specified by the user.

. 4:1.9
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The ray-traoing program allows inclusion of a reproeantition al' the earth's magnetic field and
an earth-centred dipole model with the north pole located at 78.5N, 91 E geographio coordinates has been
used here. The effect of inoluding collisions in the calculation of the F region ray paths has been
eyamined and found to be negligible. Thu exclusion of collisions reduces the computer execution time by a
factor of five for a single ray. The accuracy of the ray-txano program is known to be high (Lemawski, 1966).
(The major error parameter W42 was set equal to 10-5).

3. APPARENT DIRECTION OF ARRIVAL

Lot us first examine the apparent fluctuations in position of a nimber of fixed .ort range
transmitters at two geographical locations having quite different msgnetto dips. We shall use the same
codel TID at both locations and shall simulate motion of the TID overhead by stepping the parameter t' of
section 2 at intervals between 0 and 1. For each value of t' we shall compute the ray paths joining the
location of a given transmitter with the point of observation. We may imagine that we are located at the
point of observation and are equipped with an interferometer with which we can measure the apparent
direction of arrival, both in el,3vation and in asiauth. We note here that these parameters, together
with the frequency of the transmission, are the only quantities relevant to the remote transmaision that
would normally be measured at the point of observation during the process of radio direction-finding.

We can think of each downooming ray from the F region as having undergone a specular reflection
from a plane reflector situated at a height h' and parallel. to the earth's surface. We can measure h' at
a given instant in time and at the appropriate frequency with the aid of a vertical ionosonde located close
to the interferometer. In these oircuastanoea the apparent ground range, d, will be numerically equal t,
2h'/txan' where A' is the apparent elevation angle of arrival of the downooming ray and where the bearing
of the transmitter will be equal to the apparent bearing, •'.

We give in figures 2 and 3 the apparent locations of three transmitters an a function of t' which
represents the passage of the diaturbanoe overhead. The true fixed locations of the transmitters are
indicated by the arosa in each case. The variation of apparent locations as a function of t' is in every
case very severe but is typical of that observed experimentally. It is obvIous that accurate d.f. would
be impossible unless the distortion or 'tilt' of the reflecting F layer due tc the passage of the TID, could
be accounted for in some manner.

We wish to draw attention to one important feature oomaon to both figures 2 and 3. In each case
the bearing deviations are in a direction parallel to the direction of travel of the TID; thus in the low
latitude case (figure 2) the TID looks as though it is arriving from roughly geographic north and the
bearing deviations lie along the north-south direction. In the middle latitude case the receiver location
is such that the TID originating at the geomagnetio pole seems to come from about 8 E of north and again
the bearing deviations are par~llel to this direction. (In practive the sense of diraction of travel of
the disturbance would need to be determined.)

3.1 Direction of overhead ionospheric tilt vector:

A simple way of determining the shape and scale of the dist:orted F region is to measure the
direction of arrival of the return pulse from a transmitter located close to the origin, The leading edge
of the first return pulse should correspond to a ray bundle arriving from a direction roughly perpendicular
to the tilted layer. The tilt vector will of course vary in magnitude and direotion as the disturbance
passes overhead. Again the average tilt vector will lie in the direction of travel of the TID. We give
in figure . the 'observed' magnitude ut' the reflectin. F region tilt as a function of time and space. We
arbitrarily define the tilt as being positive when the point of intersection of the tilt vector and the
ground is deviated northwards of the origin amd we define the tilt angle, t, ns the angle between the tilt
vector and the senith, that is the oomplement of the angle at which the tilt vector strikes the ground.

The 'observed' tilt is very similar at both locations. The ispatial scale of the tilt is fixed
by the assumed model as indicated but the time scale is in a sense arbitrary because we have not yet had
to specify a velocity for the disturbance. If we assume that the velocity is 10 kr/min. then we have a
horizontal period of 30 minutes which is reasonable and approaches the upper limit of what might be
termed a medium scale TID. We see from figure 4 that even with a horizontal wavelength of 300 km the rate
of change of tilt with distance from the origin can be as much as one degree in 5 km This rate of change
in obviously associated with the shape and scale of the reflecting surface, that is roughly, at a fixed
operating frequency, the shape of the appropriate plasma frequency contour. We indicate schematically in
figure 5 the relation between the distortion of the plasma frequency contour and the observed tilt. The
vertical scale of the plasma frequency contour has been exaggerated buit the asymmetry evidsnt is typical,
as can be seen by inspection of figure 1.

4. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

Before proceeding to an evaluation of the simple plane tilted ionosphere model currently in use
in short-range direction-,2inding work we wish to establish the quality of the simulation of the TID. To
this end we compare observable quantities, derived synthetically by ray-tracing the TID, with typical
experimental observations of these quantities.

We consider first the dappler shift associated with the passage of the disturbance overhead.
Davies and Jones (1971) have conducted a series of experiments using the doppler teohnique to investigate
medium scale TIDs. We give below an example of a simulation of their doppler records pertaining to a

Smiddle latitude site near Boulder, U.S.A. We give in figure 6 the derived doppler shift appropriate to a
55 km path at roughly 900 to the direction of travel, of a disturbance, together with the derived doppler
appropriate to vertical inoitlenoe. Thuse records may be compared with a traolng of a typical doppler
record observed on one 25 km leg of their spaced receiver doppler experiment. The imii a&-ity is obvious
and the interested reader will. find in reference 8 many other doppl3r records of disturbances displaying
the typical features seen here.
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It will to noticed that as with the tilt Augle aimulation the asnymetr•o waveform seems to be
typioal of these TIDs, In some ciroumtanoes this asymmetry oan be used to datermine the sense of
direction of travel of the TID. It is perhaps not surprising that the tUlt angle and doppler records
display similar features since it can be shown analytically that there is a very close relationship
between these two vsariables (ennett, 1970).

Let us now compare the overhead tilt antlo derived as a function of time from the simulated TID
ray tracing with some experimental results taken from Johnson, Martin and Green (1971). We give in figure
7 their observed tlt angle plotted in polar farm. Clearly the mean direction of travel of the TfD is
along a bearing 25 west of north. In figure 8a we plot this time aeries of tilt angle without regard to
sign of the tilt. This manner of presentation is comoon but in a sense mialeading, because it tends to
indloate quasi-periodicities roughly one half that of the true period of the TID. The correct way to
estatlish periodloity fron tilt angle measurements is first to establish the direction of travel of the
TID with respect to the origin and then to aasign positive or negative jigns to the observed tilts
acoording to whether they are forward or backward of a line drawn at 90 to the TID direction of travel.
figure 8b illustrates the result of applying this procedure. The negative tilts are no longer folded
back onto the positive axis and the true periodicity of the TID is apparent. Figure 8o indicates the
simulated noise-free tilt observations derived from the TID ray-trAoing. There are obvious simIaLrities.

5. SIMPLE TILT CORRECTION MODEL

We wish now to consider the simple tilt correction model mentioned previously. Figure 9
illustrates the principle of the method. The ionosphere overhead At an instant in time is assumed to be
tilted through an angle * from the horizontal. It is further assuaed that the instantaneous magnitude and
direction of the normal vector to the ionosphere can be measured at the origin, C, by measuring the
direotion of arrival (6tt 0t) of the return pulse from a transmitter located at, or very near, C.

The tilt vector at D is assumed to be the same as that at C. For small angles the difference in
height h' at C and D is considered negligible in the range - bearing: calculation. The ray from the
transmitt4r at A is assumed to undergo a speoular reflection at the tilted ionosphere at height h' cost,
which is again esnentlally h'. The effect of a small difference Ah' upon the position of a downooming
ray at C can be shown to be negligible compared to the changes in poltion due to the measured differences
in tilt angle (.

The simple geometrical solutions for range and bearing are given in Appendix 1. S oto that the
tilt vector end the ray path are coplanar and that the only observable quantities at C are the quantities
he I, V 'e and AtVl•t t

O Let us oonsider the effect of using the synthesised tilt measurement (figure 4 gives f(t), and
A(t) a 0°) to correot the apparent directions of arrival corresponding to low latitude results given in
figure 2. The equations of Appendix 1 have been used to calculate the true ranges ard bearings as a
function of t' and these results are sown in figure 10. Note that an additional transmitter has been
added at distance 45 km and bearing 10 . When similar caloulations are also made for the middle latitud.'
site it is apparent that both sites display easentially similar characteristics which are entirely
consistent with practical oxperienoess

(a) instantaneous position estimates can be either good or very bad and are about equally
distributed. Bad results are not transient in time since they can occur for up to half a period
(00-15 minutes).

(b) the range of the mean position, derived from consolidation of a series of measurements
spread over one or two periods of the disturbance, always exceeds the true position. This difference
is small when propagation is in the east-west direction but becomes progressively larger as the
asimuth of propagation approaches the magnetic meridian.

Experience gained with raj-tracing various modal disturbances makes it clear that the two effects
mentioned above are directly related to two systematic errors made in application of the simple tilted
ionosphere model. The first error is essentially geontXioal and arises from the fact that the effective
tilt at an ionospheric reflection point up to 50 km away from the origin in assumsed to be the saee as that
measured at the origin at that instant in time. Figure 4 (or 5) shows very clearly the inadequacy of ttis
assumption since it is clear that the spatial correlation between a tilt weasured at the origin and one
that is effective distance d from the origin is not in general a constant for a given distance. Thus an
intergercmoter situated arbitrarily at d w 150 km (figure 4) would measure a tilt which is almost constant

I (~.J..5 ) for all distances from 80 - 160 km along the Dorth-south dir-ecticn, but which is substantially
different from that between 160 and 240 km along the same direction.

The isoionlo contours associated with a travelling disturbance are corrugated along the direction
of travel of the disturbance and this corrugated atruo~ure is for all practical purposes maintained for a
distance greatly exceeding 100 km along a direction 90 to the direction of travel. In other words, a tilt
measurement at the origin can be expected to be eesentia constant with distance only along a line passing
through the origin and having direction approximately 90 to the direction of travel of the TID,

In the oircoustauces indicated above it is obvious that all direction of aarival observations
should not be treated as being of equal weight when the simple tilt correction method is applied.
Oreateet weight should be attached to observations whose apparent bearings lie at about ;0 to the TID
direction and which occur at times when the ionosphere tilt is small. Conversely least weight should be
attached to onservations occtrriug at ties when large tilt angles :oinolde with apparent directions of
arrival which lie along t1e TIV direction because the rats of change of effective tilt with distance is
then greatest.

The second systematic error which we have mentioned, numely the over-estimation of range in
oonaoli,lated measurements, appears to be due to neglect of the effect of the earth's magnetic field upon
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the ray path geometry. Year vertical inoidauice the ordinary ray path at the 0apogee is essentially
quasi-transverse (katoliffe, 19c9g) and the ray tends to make an angle of 90 with the direction of the
ma~gzstio field vector. This leads to ia distortion of the ray path which :in the limiting case is referred
to an a 'epitsel. This ray path distartien leads to the ground range associated with a given high elevation
angle being extremely aslimoth dsap-indent. In figuzre 12 we indicate the percentage range error assooiatea
with ngglect of the Earth'sa magnetio field for short rapse ray paths having elevation angles between 80
and 90 and aztimths of tra2amJ saicn between 0 0and 180 . We define the triangulation range, 1, in a
concentrio ionospher. to be given by Zh'/tan A' and we compare this with the actual range an deduoed from
the oblique ray trR7,j As can be mom the range errors arising from neglect of the magnetic field effect
can be oonsiderable, rl.aing to 25% at thre dip equator for rays propagating along the meridian. Errors
decrease rapidly with increasing dip angle but a 10% error in still possible at a dip angle of 500. Rage
errors along the east-west direction are in general less than 6$ at all dip angles.

6, WNPOVEuENT OF THE SIMSL TILT CORRECTION NO=E

We now consider the way in whioh knowledge of the direction of travel, velocity and scale of the
TID, suoh as can be aoquired by continuous observations With spaced stations, c~n be used to improve the
tilt correction process.

Let us begin by assuming that we have boen able, by continuous cojservation, to measmre the
magnitude and direction of the overhead tilt vector at the origin. Let us suppose that while continuing
to observe the tilt vector we also observe the direction of arrive1 of reys from an unknown remcte
transmitter. Our problem is firstly to determine, from the apparent azimuth and elevation angles of the
unknown transmitter, the vector joining the origin and the remote reflection point. This is given simply
by equation 3 in Appendix 1. Having established the direction of notion of the TLID from the tilt vector
measurements we then take the component of the origin-to-reflection-point vector that lie& in the direction
of travel of the TID, that is, we caloulatw the magnitude of BC.oas(4ID - 0') whereAT is the direction
of travel of the TID. Since we have observed the tilt as a function of time we can construct (and
continuously update) the f(t) record of figure 4. Knowledge of the velocoity of the TID, determined. from
the time displacements relating to a common event (perhaps the large negative tilt peark) observed at the
3 spaced stations, will enable the tine scale to be supplemented by a distance scale. Now in order to
diotermine the eiffeotive tilt at the remote reflection point at a given tine we need only progress from the
point on the distance scale corresponding to the tilt measured at the origin, a distance BC .ooo(OTID N'
in the appropriate direction along the scale which will then indicate the required tilt.

As we have pointed out before when the apparent azimuth 0' is about 90 0 to the direction of
travel of the TID the tilt oboerved at the origin will be the same as that observed at the remote reflection
point. When, however, 0' is along the direction of travel of the TID then the tilt at the remote reflection
point may be very substantially different from that at the origin. If the general concept of the simple
plane tilted ionosphere model is retained but the tilt at a given remote raflecation point is calculated
as indicated above and this tilt in used instead of the tilt at the origin, the overall d.f. results oan
be shown to be considerably better than those given in figuze 10. However this does not seem to be the
optimum method of using the tilt information. It is clear that the ionosphere is tilted to a varying
degree over the whole ionospheric path so various ways of averaging the tilt over the path in the
ionosphere have been tested smpirically7. It has been found that the spatial average of' the tilt measured
at the origin and that measured at the remote reflection point gives the most consistent and most accurate
answers when used in the simple. model.

Thus we give in figure 12 the results of recalculating the points in figure, 10 but this tine using
the technique outlined above.* If after consolidation of a number of results extending over at least one
wave period and calculataou of a mean, the systematic magnetic field correction is also made, the mean
consolidated answer is quite reliable, being normally within 5A6 of the true posi Gicn. The computed bearing
accuracy is powrtiou.Larly hieh, being usually within 2 degrees of the correct bearing and of ten very much
oloser thtan this.

When the above technique is applied at high dip latitudes exoeeding 600 or so, it is occasionally
found that propagation paths passing through ionospheric regions where the tilt is changing very rapidly
will give highly erroneous results even when the spatial average tilt method is applied. This aseww to be
basically a siatmetio field effect since it doos not seem to occur at low dip latitudes. Perhaps the large
lateral deviation near apogee of the ordinary wave has an affect comparable to the tilt effect at high dip
angles. It is in fact possible at high dip latitudes to generate forbidder zones suoAi that no ray paths
can exist between a transmitter and a receiver some tens of kilometres distant. Under svoh conditions a
range/bearing polar plot of ground landin points, corresponding to a range of elevation angles at the
origin, can assume an extiemely distorted appearance. It should perhaps be pointed out that for a plans
parallel isotropic ionosphere the loous of ground range at a constant elevation angle is a circleocentred
on the origin (at least up to a 100 km or so). For moderate tilts at reasonable J.;.p latitudes these circles
degenerate into ellipses whose centro is offset from the origin as indicated in figure 13. Per the high dip
angles mentioned above and for extreme tilts, the range and bearing plot can have the appearance of that in
figazre 14. Under such conditions no simple triangulation model can be expected to give reliable d.f. resultai.

7. CONCLUDING REHM=U

We have presented the results of a computer sinulation of' the time variation of direction of
arrival of ahort range ionospheric radio ray paths in the presence of a reailistic medjwm.-aosae travelling
ionospheric disturbance. The quality of the simulation has been established by oompari~on of rimulatebd
doppler records and records of the time variation of F iregion t~lf angles with experimental observations
ef these quantities.

We have examinoa by simulation the apparent asimuth deviation of a number of fixed remtot
transmitters aso the simulated TID passes overhead. Thim study has beon otirried out at a low latittude aind
a middle latitude site and we have noted +hat the loc~us of the asimuthi deviations always lies in a
direction parallei to tiat cf the motion of' the TIP. We have pointed out that in such circuastances
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instantaneous measurements of d.f. bearings on a remote transmitter oannot be considered to be of equal
weight. In particular those bearing outs taken when the apparent direction of arrival lies along the
direction of travel of the TID are ooesidared to be of low reliability, whereas those taken when the
dtreotion of arrival lies at about 90 to the direction of travel of the TID are considered to be of high
reliability and this is particularly to if the overhead tilt is alo less than 20 or so.

We have related observed time series of overhead tilt angle to the shape and scale of the TID
and have shown that a common method of presentation of tilt angle results underestimates tho periodioity
of the TID observed by a faotor of i•ughly two. Ne have indicated how this may be avoided.

The accuracy of a simple plane tilted ionosphere model hi.. been evaluated and the synthesised
results shoe that the uncertain d.f. results commonly seen in practice at short range are mainly due to
inadequaoies in the simple ionosphere model. In particular we have drawn attention to two systematic
errors arising in application of this model. The first essentially geometric error arises from the
assumption that the instantaneous overhead tilt is maintained for a distance of about 50 km from the
origin on all azimuths. The rate of change of tilT. with distance in the )resenoe of TIU's has been shown
to be strongly azimuth sensitive.

The seoond error arises from neglect of the effect of the earth's magnetic field upon the iono--
spheric ray paths and it is shown that this neglect, which is most severe at low latitudes and in particul ar
along the direotion of the magnetic meridian, can lead to range errors (ev3n in an unperturbed ionosphere)
of at least 25%.

Finally we nave considered the manner in which knowledge of the direction ox' travel, velonity
and scale of a TID, such as might be obtained by continuou3 observation with spaced stations, can be used
to improve the simple tilted ionosphere model. We have been ablo to demonstrate a substant.'al improvement
in direction finding when these factors are taken into account. Never-the-less we have also pointed out
that at high dip latitudes, short range propagation paths can be so distorted in the preeonce of a TID
that for a certain fraction of the period of a TID no simple model can be expected to ac ount for the
resulting distorted rarge and beaiing plots. An example of this circumstance has been given and no means
of coping with it are yet known.
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~iazls lan ti~d onot~hreS (figure 9)
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DC . h com 9/tin A (3)
*D DDS + BV' - 2 DO.BC. ooa V - 0'., (4)

sin Y a BD. sin Co - 0)/CD (5)

True boax-rWIngu0' -Y (6)

oas (DCO) .(DC2 +- 00 - h"t)/2 DC.OC (7)

sin (DOG) - DC. sixt (DCO)/b' (8)

AD a sin (AOD) .h'/sin (OAD) 010)
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WMJUEIES EFrn':S DES (INDIS DE GRAVITE AMSPIUIQUES OB3SERVES
SUJR UNE LIASON RADIO `RANS10UATO0RIL4E

par

J. Rbttgerr

S044AIRE

L'auteur (6tudie 1'influence des ondom do gravit6 stmosph~riques our is propagation
d'ondes radio HP d'un point & un autro & travers ilianomph~re, done deux cas particu.lAers:
colui *,! lea codes de gpavit6 so propagent para.L14lement au plan du grand cercle qui joint

lese xtr6uitgo do I& liaison, et celui oft ellba so prvpagevt transverualement.

Des wsteures out fit6 etfectu6es Is long de la tr ~ecto~re radio HF, trano~quatoriale
ormd-sud, reliant Lind'Lu (Allemaguo de l'Oiaost) & Tsiumeba (Afrique du Bud-Quest) ; ces mesure8,

rialis6es A l'aide dt~metteure il oudos ontretenues do fr6quence rixo, ont r6v616 des variaticne
p~riodiques et nocturnes de l'amplitude du champ, quo lton suppose itre dues 41 une focalisation
provoqu~e par des ondos de p-avit6 atmooph~riquos so propageant du nord au sud. Des calcule de
trae~jctograpbie montrent, qu'il pout se produiro de'9 rocaliuatioum pfiriodiques lorsqu'on utilice
des profile ionosph~riques perturb~a psi, does ondes do gravitfi atmouphfriques. On effectue une
analyse do donsitfi dl6nergie des configluroktions do l'sioplitude du champ onregistr~es, afin d'ob-
tenir des indications sur Ian prizrcipales p~riodes de fluctuation.

On observe des dfiviations d'azimut allrant jusqu'&I 500 & l'est ot & l'ouest du grand cer-
cle peassant par ILindeau at Tsumeb ; on pout expliqxer cern dfiviationn par la, riflexion ert la diffu-
@ion Lst6raios duos & des irrfigularit~o do 1'F diffus 6quatoria~l. Lea variations du tevmpe do pro-
pagation ot do l'azimut indiquont Is presence do perturbations ionooph6riques itin~rantes so 6
plagant d'ouest en oset done 1L zone 6quatoriale. I& vitesse at .1a distance horizontale des zones
oil opparatt pfriodiqueonet une rfiflexion latfiraie sont ccmauprables A cellos relatives aux ondea
de pwmvitfi atmosph6riquoe.
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SOME EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC GRAVITY WAVES OBSERVED ON A TRANSEqUATORIAL RADIO PATH

J. R~ttger
Max-Planck-Institut fUr Aeronomie

3411 Lindau/Harz, W.Germany

SUMMARY

The influence of atmospheric gravity waves on the point-to-point propagation of HF radio
waves in the ionosphere is investigated for two cases: The gravity waves are propagating in direc-
tion of the great circle between two points, and the gravity waves are propagating transverse to
the great-circle direction.

Measurements on the north-south *:irected transequatorial HF radio path Lindau/W.Germany -

Tsumeb/South West Africa using fixed-trequency CW transmitters show periodical fieldstrength
variations during night-time hours, which are assumed to be caused by focussing due to north-6outh
propagating atmospheric gravity waves. Ray-tracing calculations prove that periodical focussing
can occur when ionospheric profiles perturbed by atmospheric gravity waves are employed. A power
density analysis of the recorded fieldstrength patterns is carried out in order to obtain indica-
tions about the main fading periods.

Azimuthal deviations up to 500 east and west of the great circle Lindau - Tsumeb are obse-ved
and can be explained by side reflection and side scattering due to irregularities of the equat, ial
spread-F. The variation in propagation time and azimuth angle is indicating traveling ionospheric
disturbances moving from west to east in the equatorial zone. The velocity and the horizontal
distance of periodically occuring aide-reflection areas are similar to those values concerning
atmospheric gravity waves.

1. INTRODUCTION

Investigations of the effect of atmocpheric gravity waves on the HF radio w&ve propagation
were carried out, concerning vertical sounding experiments (Bowman, 1960, 1968; Klostermeyer, 1965;
Baker and Gledhill, 1965), and concerning oblique-incidence backscatter sounding (Tvcten, 1961;
Hunsucker and Tveten, 1967; Croft, 1968; Georges and Stephenson, 1969). The influence of traveling
ionospheric disturbances on the point-to-point propagation of HF radio waves essentially was
investigated by Davies and Chang (1968), Georges (1968), and Nielson (1969) using HF Doppler
observations.

This paper outlines some results basing on point-.to-point oblique-incidence pulse sounding,

incidence angle, and CW fieldstrength measurerents. Some examples will be given showing the influence
of atmospheric gravity waves on short-wave radio propagation on the transequatorial path Lindau/
W.Germany - Tsumeb/South West Africa. Two different cases will be considered:

1. The gravity waver are propegating in direction of the great circle between Lindau and Tsumeb,
which is approximately the no.th-south direction.

2. The gravity waves are propagating transverse to the great circle, that means approximately in
west-east direction.

Besides group- and phaae-i.-)ath variations, gravity waves concerning case I are effecting
variations in fieldstrcngth of radio signals caused by focussing and defocussing. These effects
car. ')e demonstrated by using ray tracing in ionospheric profiles perturbed by atmospheric gravity
waves. Measurements on the radio path Lindau - Tsumeb (fig. 1) using fixed-frequency CW transmitters
often show periodical fieldstrength variations. By employing a power density analysis it is assumed
that these periodical fieldstrength patterns nay be caused by focussing due to atmospheric gravity
wvea.

The gradients of plasma frequency caused by gravity waves of case 2 are leading to a lateral
deviation of the transmitted radio signal (off-great-circle propagation). Pulse transmissions on
the oblique-incidence path Lindau - Tsumeb using a rotating direction finder antenna evidently
show that azimuthal deviations up to 50 o east and west of the great-circle direction (fig. 1) are
-egularly observed after sunset, This type of off-great-circle propagation is due to irregularities
of the equatorial spread-F. The variation in propagation time and azimuth angle of' off-great-circle
paths is indicating aide reflections and ride scattering due to ionospheric disturbances in the
equatorial ionosphere traveling from west to east. The velocity and the horizontal distance of
different side-reflection areas can be deduced from these measurements. The observed values of
velocity and horizontal wave length are similar to those values concerning atmospheric gravity waves.

2. AlhOSPHERIC GRAVITY WAVES PROPAGiiTING IN NORTH-SOUTH D!RECTION ALONG THE GREAT CIRCLE

2.1. Observations

On the path Trumeb - Lindai CW fieldstrcrngth measurements; are carried out on 14.000 MHz and
16.996 Mhz (17.413 MHz) using horizontal 4-el]mernt Yagi antennas in 10.6 m and 14.3 m height. The
antenna gain is upproximately '0 d13 and the transeitter power is 1 kW on 14.000 MHz and 0.5 kW on
16.996 MHz (17.413 MHz). -igure 2 showr, a typical fieldntrength record obtained during night. Due
to the fact that the 14.0 MHz signal is below ro:;ve Iev,-( during day-time hours, because of the
D-lay]ec absorption, night-t~me records arc eeleced for comparison. This alrio omiitfee ffecto of E-
and Fl-layer propagation. The fieldcdsftrrigth record is obtained by reading the peak value of the
receiver input power during a period of two minutets. I3e:,iuse toLr, transmitter is switched in con-
trary from one frequency to the cther every second mi ur .e (this in to provide a (orrect measure-
ment of the signal-to-noise ratio), one fielstrength reading is obtaiaed every fourth minute.
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The plotted signalstrength of the 16.9 MHz signal is reduced to 1 kW effective transmitter power
by adding 3 dD to the measured values. The fieldstrength patterns represented by figure 2 evidently
indicate periodical variations on both operating frequencies. This clearly can be seen on figure 2b
which is the curve of figure 2a smoothed by digital filtering by means of the filter given in the
loft-hand side of figure 2b. The fading periods of up to 80 minutes and the nearly simultanrous
occuring of maxima and minima on both frequencies give evidence to the assumption of focussing and
defocussing due to periodical ionospheric disturbances, which are caused by atmospheric gravity
waves propagating along the great circle LUndau - Tsumeb.

2.2. Ray-Tracing Calculations

The assumption of focussing by ionospheric profiles perturbed by atmospheric gravity waves
can be proved by an application of ray-tracing calculations. For this puapose a two-dimensional
ray-tracing program was developed. As shown by Georges and Stephenson (1969) the effect of lateral
deviation of radio waves is small and can be neglected if the atmospheric gravity wave is propagat-
ing nearly along the great circle of the radio path. Considering this fact, a 2D ray-tracing is
sufficient for calculation. This program, furthermore, neglects the earth's magnetic field. The
signalstrength calculations are basing on the spacing of adjacent ray paths. This "flux-line"
approximation can be used for practical applications (Croft, 1969), in spite of the fact that it
breaks down near the skip distance. Losses at ground reflection and the vertical antenna pattern
are taken into account. D-layer absorption and E-layer bending of the ray can be neglEcted because
of the intended comparison with night-time measurements. The F-layer profile is chosen to be para-
bolic (no Fl-layer) and be perturbed by an atmospheric gravity wave. This profile can be analytical-
ly expressed by:

f2(x,z) - f2N (z) " [I + S(x,z)J,

2 (z) 2 z - z 2fN (z " fol M -•-)]

6(x,z) - 60 sin[2 . (x -nz
Xx Xz

where
x is the horizontal distance measured from the northern terminal of the path (Lindau),
z is the height above earth,
fN is the plasma frequency,
f0 1 is the critical frequency of the unperturbed ionospheric profile,
ymO is the semithickness of the parabolic profile,
z0 is the height of the layer bottom,
Zm - z o + ymo is the height of the layer maximum.

The gravity wave parameters are:
80 is thie perturbation wave amplitude,
Xx is the horizontal wave length,
X is the vertical wave length,
tS is the time in wave periods.
The horizontal distance of the wave is xS = x - nS-.x, where nS = 0,1,2,3... The normalized wave' Xs (Q tA). The gravity wave propagation is in
distance from the northern terminal of the path is xS - (Q t
the direction of x. The ionospheric profile given by these parameters is shown in figure 3. The
choice of the parameters 80 - 0.1, Xx - 600 km end Xz - 240 km indicates a medium-scale disturbance
(Georges, 1968; Georges and Stephenson, 1969). This simplified form of an ionospheric profile, re-
presenting the influence of an atmospheric gravity wave, can clearly indicate the effects of this
perturbation to oblilue-incidence short-wave propagation.

The HF radio ware propagation on the 7915 km long path between Lindau and Tsumeb can only take
place via multi-hop propagation. Generally, at least 3F propagation is necessary. To avoid comp',ixity,
the perturbation of the ionosphere is assumed to be limited to the ionospheric region in the northern
part of the path where the first reflection takes place. The further ionospheric reflections are
assumed to be in a concentric, homogeneous ionosphere with no horizontal gradiente of plasma fre-
quency.

Figure 4 shows tae so-calculated range-elevation display for the two fixed fruquencies 14.0 MHz
and 17.0 MHz and 3F propagation, where 0 is the elevation angle at the northern station Lindau, and
xD is the horizontal distance from Lindau. xA is the normalized wave distence. As this example evi-
dently indicates, "ripples" are propagating to a closer distance and to higher elevation angleo
when the wave distance x4 is increasing. The wave distance xA can be expressed by the time tQ, which
is the normalized time in wave periods. If the period of the atmospheric gravity wave is assumed to
be one hour, the time tA - 0.2 (2 x4) is standing for 12 minutes, which is the difference in time
between the different livisions of figure 4. The increasing wave distance x4 indicates increasing
time.

dxD
Focussing taken place where D becomes smalL. Regarding, for example, the case of x, - 0.8,

this focussing is at the minimum 6900 ki, the maximum 7800 ki, and at the ski?-,:istance minimum
5840 km. This is for the o~erating frequency 17.0 M}{z; the focussi rig on 14.0 MHz LU lt smalIer
distances. Proceeding to xv - 1.0, the ripples have moved to still smaller distances, The maxima
and minima at low elevation angles will lead to a focussing effect like th,* skip-ditstance focuosing
vith a sharp decrease of fieldstrength when the MUIF is passing the operating frequency. A steady
increase and decrease o' fieldstrength will be expected for increasing xc when only a point of
inflection occurs on the range-elevation display. Thisa point of inflection is, for example, at
5ý150 km on the operatin~i frequency 14.0 MHz aiid x1; - 0.4 (see fig. 4).
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As the diagrams of figure 4 de:,,onstrate, che focussing ripples are at different ranges xD,
considerinj the different freqnncies 14.0 MHz and 17.0 MHz. Due to the fact, that the ripples are
moving to smaller ranges with increasing wave distance xL (A t.), a time delay in focussing betwc'.n
the two frequencies will be expected when transmitting to a fixed distance xp - corOt.

The characteristics of an oblique-incidence signal transmitted along the fixed distance of
7915 km between Linsaa and Tsumeb are shown in th- following figures, concerning the ionoopheric
model illustrated by figure 3, and using the fixed operating frequencies 14.0 MHz and 17.0 MHz.
Figure 5 demonstrates the calculated elevation angles 01 at Lindau and R2 at Tsumeb fur the 3F,
4F and 5F propagation as a function of the normalized wave distance xS,. High angle characterijtics
are plotted only if the fieldstrength of this propagation mode is comparable to the fieldstrenglh
of low angle modes. This is the case only for the 4F mode on 17.0 MHz. For a specific range of x•
the low angle 3F mode is split into three propagation paths -±th different elevation angles. This
effect is not so much pronounced at Lhe steeper elevation angles of 4F propagation on 14.0 MHz.
The splitting is not observed at the 5F mode on 14.0 it.z and the 4F mode on 17.0 MHz due to the
fact that only inflection points exist near the skip distance, which is demonstrated by fte range-
elevation display of figure 4. The difference in the pattern of the elevation angles ",41 and 49?
(the variation in 91 is much greater than the variation in 62) is evidently caused by the tilted
ionospheric model (fig. !ý) used in this calculation.

Figure 6 shows the calculated group propagation time t' for the 17.0 MHz signal as a function
of the wave distance xý (respectively the time tý in wave periods). The difference in propagation
time of less than 0.06 msec ccncerning the split paths of the 3F mode, can hardly be measureýd by
usual pulse-technique transmissions. The variation in propagation time of the 4F mode is exceeding
0.2 isec because the reflection level is near the layer maximum (low angle and high angle . close
together), where the influence of the disturbance is muca more pronounced than at lower levels. The
pattern of the group propagation time is peri cdical because the normalized wave distance

I x - ns _Nx
xS -. is periodical when nS becomes 1, 2, 3 etc. and the gravity wave is propagating

through the reflection area. The same is obviously valid for the elevation angle and fieldstrength
patterns. These periodical variations are accompanied by periodical variations of the received fre-
quency (up to a few Hz) due to the variation of the phase path. Periodical variations of frequency
have been observed by Georges (196o) and are explained by ionospheric perturbations by atmospheric
gravity waves.

The diagrams in figure 7 demonstrate the aisolute fieldstrength PE of the split 3F mode for
the frequencies 14.0 MHz and 17.0 MHz. These diagrams indicate the "skip-distance-like" focussing
effects around -.' = 0.1 and xA = 0.7. Furthermore, the time delay in focussing on these two fre-
quencies is demonstrated: Tie focussing on 14.0 MHz takes plase at a lower value of xý than on
17.0 MHz. This is when the atmospheric gravity wave is propagating from north to south and has a
tilt into the direction of propagation. Assuming a wave period of one hour, the time delay of the
fieldstrength peak on 17.0 MHz (relative to 14.0 MHz) is approximately four minutes, concerning
the horizontal wave length of 600 km used in this calculation.

Figures 3 and 9 show thi results of fieldstrength calculations for all possible propagation
modeb taking into account the ground-reflection losses (relative permittivity cr = 7 ard conductivi-
ty a - 3.10-3 n-1 m-1 ) and the vertical antenna pattern at the transmitter and receiver. Consequent-
ly, these plots are demonstrating the effective receiver input power PA of the single modes. The 5F
mode on 14.0 MHz clearly indicate'; the steady increase and decrease in fieldr-trungth due to infle,>-
tioe point focussing. The steady increase accompanied by a sharp decay shown on the 3F modes is due
to focussing at maxima in the range-elevation display of figure 4. The rather low receiver input
power of the focussed 3F modes tit xS - 0.1 Is caused by the decrease It. anteni i gain at low el va-
tion angles. The time delay in the fieldstrength maximum of the low angle 4F mode on 17.0 Mliz (rela-
tive to the 14.c) MHz maximum) is approximately 15 minutes.

As all modes have to be added when CW transmission has to be considered, several maxima in, the
fieldstrength patterns are occuring when the atmospheric giavity wave propagatet; along a distance
of one wave length. The interpretation of the fieldstrength pattern becomes much more compl icated
when the fact is regardeu that at all threc, four or five reflection points in the ionosphere
focussing taken place. The fact that. th• gravity wave is propagating periodically through all
reflection areas giveni rise to some more complexity.

2.3. Evaluation -' Measurements

As shown in the previous section, the d.termiriation of the :haracteristicb of atmospheric
gravity waves by moýans of fie',i. !r-ength measurements iieerns to be relevant only if one-hop propaga-
tion, is taken into acr;ount or- only one propagation node irs dominant. In spite of thij fact, it
seems appreriate to ask after the effect of a perturbed ionosphere on the fieldstrength pattern
of - .adio path. Thia can firstly be done by simulating the fieldstrength pattern by means of ray
traci4ng calculations as it is pointed t., in the serction before. A further possibility is to evaluate
meisur,.d fieldstrength records by means of a power, density analysis, which in basing on the Fnurier
transformation of the auto-correlation function of a time uteries (Taubenheim, 196()). This ainol "sis
gives evidence about the fadding periods and amplitudes which are i ncluded in thte mea,,;ured ftieid-
strength [atterns.

Figure 10 shows the mean power density ot all night-tii*e fite-ILot;t •.ngth ic-uodo obtained durlig
August 1969 orn 14.000 Mttz and 1t6.996 MI,,. A power density aruialysin was dicrin for '-velj night, (19 -
M05 UT) tnd the mean value of all analysed ni,,ghta is plottedi at; a funct on ( f tadrig pericod i , re-
spe- cively fading frequency v'. The res.U ting diagram (liV,. 10) bhowo, thai. in r a .,tliidy Lrwin-ar e -if
the power, dt-naety to longer periodn alig'ht matXIMa are occur'ing b-tw.enri per.ods ol f 5O miltortes ;, a
80 minutes. Three max ma are ev den', at the cohtrren'o,- ploi, wnic; ija delic oit- fruom the c: oru s-,ocrt l,-
tio, fun ction and is a measure for the e-milan'ity of hoth time aeri Cr. 'the vit.as :,ta.idarid deviation
of the ralc;;lated power dernity arid coherenr c is not vxu,,,linrg 11') % of the plotterd valuer. The
reiev-int maxima at tipproximatel'' 4'i , " n-rid 8) mi notes OW; ca, teOT1mi riant Il1 ,-rt; oIts Of the obocred
fieldstrength pattecrns. 'he btn t. icherencr e iýetwe-s the Lwo iignrils is at p'eri idu between 70 minrtn en :
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and 90 minutes. The mean phase lag At between the two frequenci es ham a standard deviation lowerI

than tl minute. In the period range of .30 minutes to 50 minutes this phase lag is negatives that
means, the fading periods of the 16.9 MHz signal are occuring after the respective fading periods
of the 14.0 MHz signal. This in in agreement with the calculated tim, delay when considering
focussing due to atmospheric gravity woves (see fig. 7). The positive time delay of the periods
greater than 50 minutes seems to be due to the fading-out of the 16.9 MHz signal, which sometimes
or•rura between ')3 UT and V) UT and takes place earlier than the fading-uut of the 14.0 MHz signal.

Figure 1I i odicatea the occurrence frequency of fading periods observed during a]). nights of
August 1969. It ia presumable that the maximum of the occur;pence frequency is within the period
range j 20 minutes to 60 minutes, which is app:'oximacely the period range of atmospheric gravity
waves. In spite of the fact that characteristics of atmospheric gravity waves cannot be determined
from this analysis, it may be assumed that the observed long-periodic fading is caused by focussang
due to atmospheric gravity waves.

3. DISTURBANCES IN THE EQUATORIAL IONOSPHER, TRAVELING TRANSVERSE TO THE GREAT CIRCLE IN
WEST-EAST DIRECTION

,.1. Observations

Besides normal propagation along the great circle Lindsu - Tsumeb (fig. 1) off-great-circle
propagation often can be observed during evening hours. Measurements to record the great-circle

deviation are carried out, using a rotating direction finder antenna which has a distinct minimum
in forward direction. Pulse transmission is used to provide a crrrect measurement of the signal
propagation time (fig. 12). The pulse repetition time is 20 msec, and the pulse duration is 200 Asec.
Tne pulse peek power on the fixed frequency 18.21 MHz is approximately 100 kW, and the antenna gain

is about 10 dB at the transmitter and receiver site.

Figure 13 shows a typical event of this kind of off-great-circle propagation. The off-great-
circle paths regularly can be observed after 17 UT east of the great circle. Between 19 UT and
20 UT propagation paths west of the great circle occur and the eastern paths disappear. On a few
occasions off-great-circle propagation sti'l is observable when the great-circle propagation has al-
ready faded out (2120 - 2200 UT). Usually normal propagation conditions without distinct off-great-
circle propagation reopen during midnight hours.

The depicted effect of lateral or great-circle deviation is characterized by two di" ferent
types of propagation paths: Besides a continuous background of diffuse traces (partial reflection),
the spectrum of propagation time frequently indicates discrete traces (possibly due to total reflec-
tion) commencing within a few minutes and existing up to two hours. At times groups of up to ten
traueO8 with different propagation time and different azimuth angles can be detected. The propaga-
tion time of the discrete traces is increasing wiih time when the path is observed east of the
great circle, and is decreasing with time when west of the great circle. Simultaneous with this
observation a small eastbound drift of 'he path's azimuth is perceptible, regardless if the path
has east or west deviation.

3.2. Analysis of the Observations

All the described observations pcint to distinct choracteristics of the equatorial spread-F
(Clemesha id Wright, 1966, Kelleher and Skinner, 1971) It can be shown that the observed off-
great-circ.L paths are caused by side reflection and scattering due to spread-F' irregularities near
the magnetic dip equator (Rbttger, 1972). If the ionospheric propagation modes on the path trans-
mitter - euuntor - receiver are known and the side-reflecticn areas are supposed to be small com-
pared to the length of the entire path, the position of the side-reflection areas can be calculated
from the observed azimuth angles and signal propagation time (Rittger, 197'1a).

The propagation on the radio path 'indru - Tsumeb durirng the evening hours predominantly takes
Flace via 31, 4F and 5F propagation. These propagstion modef;, concerning off-great-circle propaga-
t:.on, ure split into the two partial modes transmitter - equatcr and equator - receiver. The par-
tial modeu are defined by the number of semi-hops (earth - ionosphere and v.v.). For example, the
4F mode is split into the 5-3 ()-5) mode, which indicates 5 (3) semi-hops on the path transmitter
(Lindau) -. equator ant 3 (5) semi-hops on the path equator -. receiv~r (Tsumeb). Using a mean iono-
cpheric profile along the propagation path (a parabolic F-layo)r w:ith fc - 10.0 MHz, zO w 220 kin,
ym - 0.4 zo0 , the mean position of the side-reflection areas3, concerning every observed trace, can
be calculated. The absolute error of the position finding o:r a single side--reflection area is iot
eyceeding t')00 km in no-th-eouth direction and t-5(, kim in west-east direction. This erro' is mainly
caused bh the statistic I uncertainty in determining the io:iospheric parameters along t - path trans-
rijitter -- equator -- receiver (Rittger, 1971b).

The calculated position of side-reflection areas as a function of time t is demonstrated by
figure 14. Fcr this position determination the obaerved values of figure 13 are used. The relative
e,-ror in the povition indication as a function of time is smaller than the specified absolute error,
because the variation of the ionospheric pa'saeters during a few hours can be assumed to be normally
rich smaller than the variation during one month (this is used for the calculation of the absolute
errory. TI assure thu agreement between the model of figure 14 an, the observations (fig. 1.3), the
calculated propagation time t' (using this model) is eompared witt the obvcrvcd propagation time
(fig. 15). Tl.e suffici riý agreement of the celcu!-Pd and the obas rved values indicates that the
model of figure 14 may be supposed to be relevant.

'in figure •4 the nide-reflection areas aie assumed to be on the magnetic dip equatcr (the
smaximum of occurrence frequency of side refleitions,'. The ordinates dW and dE are indicating the

edistance measured itom th_ cross-point of the clip ecuator and tne great circle in latituditial
dir'ection 0 wiat-eaFt t. The weet-east directior i..i approxxmnttely along the rnagnetic dip equator
(see fig. 1). The ordinate ý is the corresponding geographical lorgitude, and a is the azimuth
angle of the side-reflection areas observed at l,indau. This diagram (fig. 14) demonstrates thst
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the sidq.-reflection areas are commencing after sunset at the magnetic dip equator. An eartward

movement of all these areas In perceptible and the corresponding velocity is between 60 -1- ands*C
220 --!-. Groups of eide-reflhction areas can b4 cbservcde between 2040 UT and 2130 liT at least

so(,

five different tracer are evident. The horizontal distance in west-east direction between diffe-
rent traces is approximately 600 km.

The obeorved velocities and the horizontal distance (wave length) of the side-reflection areas
kiive evidence to the assumption that thcre periodical structures in the equatorial ionosphere are
caused by atmospheric gravity waves commencing after sunset in the equator region. The observed
ateucturej are %vidently occuring in connection with the equatorial spread-F. As shown by Bowman
(19t8I, a relation between atmospheric gravity waven and the occuring of spread-F can be assumed.

The hypothesis that the moving structures in the equatorial ionosphere do exhibit typical
features of atmospheric gravity waves shall be supported by some more statistical data. For this
purpopie al] data, concerning off-great-circle propagation on the path Lindau - T'umeb, obtained
during March 1971 are analysed.

Figure 16 shows the analysis of the variation of propagation time t' for eastern and western
dt'

dev•l•tions. The variation ý-- of the signal propagation time is associaterd Oy a Doppler shift of
dt'

the transmitted frequency which is indicated by the frequency variation Af. The vaiiation t--is

observed to be positive for eastern traces and negative for western traces. The corresponding Af
has opposite sign. This diagram, comparing the absolute values of the variations, demonstrates
that the western distribution does not coincide with the respectively eastern distribution. Equa-
lity of both distributions should be expected if the variations of the propagation conditions along
the path transmitter - equator - receiver are assumed to be small and similar velocities of the
aide-reflection areas east and west of the path are presumed. East and west deviations can be com-
pared because the zone of equatorial spread-F (along the magnetic dip equator) where the side
reflections take place is approximately symmetrical on both sides of the path Lindail - Teumeb.
The observed unequality of the eastern and western distribution can be explained by a decrease
of the reflection height at the dip equator. This decrease of the F-layer height is observed at
equator stations after a distinct increase of layer height after sunset (GRI, 1970).

Using the observed variations of signal propagation time, the eastward velocity and the
dt

downward velocity d- can be derived. The measured vuriation of the propagation time "'is given byl

(it' dt 'dt z dz().~- . _ _ z ( -L • x ) + _ ý• ( d - , a ) , ( 1 )
dt dt d't d t dt

where the y-axis is pointing eastward, the z-axis is the vertical, and a is the azimuth angle
measured at L'ndau. t is the time, and .' the signal propagation time, Concerning eastward veloci-

dt
ties, the variation 1i-~ is positive cast of the path and negative west of the path. The variationdtdt
dt is always negative for decreasing layer height, rsegrdless if the path has eastern or western
dtt dt'
deviation. Due to this fact, both variations Li and -L have similar sign (minus) west of the path

dt'
and havb dissim-lar sign east of the path. This leads to an amplification of the variation -j-- at

western paths and to an attenuation at the east. The variation due to eastbound velocities can be
expressed by:

dt' dt' d (
di __m () d dOdt " o " (drt• 2

dm d
where A- is a function of the eastward veiocity -- and can be calculated for all expected values ofdt dt

nd a. In the •ame manner d• can be calculated, considering the path geometry and the propaga-

tion conditions along the path. The value of 2- is determined by (1) if the value of -- is known.dt dt
Because two distributions are obtained, one for eastern paths and one for western paths, the magni-

dt. c tf
tude of - can be obtained due to the fact that -ý has a constant sign on both sides of the path.

dt dt dt,
By assimilation of the both distributions the quanrtity • and the corresponding height variationdz dt d

an be determined when searching the value of ý which leads to the best similarity (similar

median values) of both distributions. Thus, the eastward velocity is obtained from il) and (2)s

rid ~ - 0 (t dt'

dt dt, "Jt' dt -
y

dtw dt3 dty dt

tion a "T' a) leads to the wanted velocity vE -

Applying the outlined method to all oboerved side-reflection traces, the distribution of the
dt'emetward velocity vuE is obtained from the seat and west distribution of •--. This distribution is

illuotrated by figure 17. Th. corresponding mean height variation is -24 m, which is in sufficient
sec

agreement with direct measurements at the equator. The measured height variation, obtained from

vertical sounding ionograms of Ouagedougou (GRI, 1970) in the equator zone, is -19 s (March 1970).
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The median value of the deduaced veloc~ity distribution Is ivF, - 1 10 m the lower quart in 1#5 *-

and the upper quart in 18 1; -2--. iPy measuring the horivontal diatAnce (in wont-ewut direction) bet-

we an adjacent aide-reflection areas, the dintributoion of the horiZuntal itave lujigthll dWE iiý obtained
fig. 17). Here the median value U% .380 kin, the lower quart 'is 2 10 kw, and the tipper quar~t in 650 kmn.

Theae obsoecvsd values of horizontal velocity and wayos length tire in good agreement with o~aervatioxiG
of traveling iouiompherj r d.1otirbancen in thidlatitudeki (Tvn4 en, 1961; Hunsucker and Tveten, 19674
Georges, 1968), which areo ascuined Ito be caused by atmospheric gravity wakvun.

Figure 18 shown the dietr4.bution of the numbek,of diff'erent tracea observed nimqtiktneousH.Ly
during a period of 135 minutesi. The number of traoce; iti indicating the number of perio~ds of the wave
propagating Into eaotward directioia. As thits diagram further demonstratea, tracon west of the great
circli are occuring much more frequently than traces east of 'The greatt circle. This points to an,
&symnmetry of the periodical: structure of the electron density distribution causing the side reflec-
tions. This observation in in accordance with renults ob~ained by Davies and Chang (19683) using
Doppler meanurements on an equatorial radio path. As the ionospheric model of figure 5 indicuten,

* the asymmetrical, tilted structure is an evident feature of an atmospheric gravity wave.

It. CONCLUSION

Two effects of traveling 4onoasdheric disiturbances are demonstrated I in this paper. Disturbances,
caused by atmospheric gravity w~aves, propagating along the gren,-'circle direction of the radio path
Lindbau - Tsvmeb are producing periodical fluctuationn of the received fieldstrength. 11t iE assumed
that this focussing effect may give evidence to obtain indications about. some parameters of atmo-
spheric gravity wave's when analysing the fieldatrength variatinns on a shorter radio path.

Travelingi disturbances, occuring in connection with the equatorial. spreadF, are analysed.
It is ahown that the characteristic velocities and wave lengths are similar to observed values
of midlatitude traveling ionosipheric d sturbanced, which are assumed to be due to atmosphe Iric
gravity waves. Some more investigations seem to 1,e necessary to understand the propagation of
these disturbancee,, because the direction of propagation is nearly perpendicular to the direc-
tion cf the earth's magnetic field.
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z is the height and xS is the horizontal distance.
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Fig. 12 Record of the propagation time t' as a function of azimuth angle a.

The mark at a -0 determines the great-circle direction. The azimuthal deviation

at thýý transmitter in Lindau is identified by the midpoint mninimum of any trace.
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PROPAGATION D'IDPULSICI4S IH.F. D'UNL IJJREI INFIUUEURE A IA MICROSECONIJE
A TRAVERS DEIS PERI~RPHATIONS I0NJSPI~IRIQ(JL.S If INIRAN[LS

par

G.M. Lerfald, R,B. Jurgens et J.A, Joselyn

S(t4%IIRE

Onl a ui,±ya6 des impulsion~s H.F, c'une durge inf6rieure A Ia microseconde, reques a une
distance de 1 500 kcm A la suite d'une se,,le r6tlexion ionosph~rique par la, r~gion F, afin d'6tu-
dier lea effets imposgs a ces impulsions par le processus de propagation. Ces imepulsions, qui
itaient transm~iseosousn foerm de trains it'ondes a enveloppe quasigaussiennfe, avec une largeur P~en-
viron 0,3 u sec. entre points i dcsli _pLihs. anc e, pr~sentaient un spectre dl~misauion (d'une: forme 6ga-
lament quasi..gaussienne) d'environ 3 MHz de largeur, centr6 & 18 MHz. Au cours des s~quences, trois
imppulsionls 6taient transmises a deux seconder. d'intervftlle au d6but de chaque minute, Des systasmes
r6cepteurs 9 iargeur de bande variant de 0,5 a 4 M~iz 6taient utilisgs pour recevoir les signaux r6-
fl~cbis. Les donn~es 6taient affich~es sur des oscilloscopes 9 d~clenchement et enregistr6es photo-
graphiquement. Des observations diurnes furent effectutes~ s ur une vingtaine de journ~ea (habitliel-
lement par oequences de 4 ou 5 jours), au cours de I& p~riode sletendant dý_Ž septembre 1969 i mars
1970.

Les imnpulsions enregietrgea sont de forme trý-s vari6e. Une des caract~ristiques observ~e5
est I'allongeuent de I'impulsion attribuable 9 Ia dispersio~nioniosph~rique. En g6n6ral, pour un
r~cepteur de 1 MHz, 1'impulsion enregistr~e dure environ 15 u sec. Les impulsions enregistr~es prg-
Pentent aussi fr6queaoeent une structure due au d~doublement do, polarisation et a la r~ception de
trains C1'ondes d~ca1is donr Is temips provenant de r~flexions multiples(plusieurs sauts),

Certains des r~sultats obtenwi A partir de 1'ana~lyse statistique d'un grand nombre d'impul-
sions (1- 19 000) et de J 'annalyse d~tai~lle d'un petit nombre d'impuixions individuellel3, sont les
viviants

10) Les repartitions d'apparition de~s longueurs dlxmpuJlsion donnent lea tawx eftectifs de
dispersion ionoaphirique. Cette quant:Ltg eat. directement li6e a la caparit6 de transport d'infor-
nation du mjlimi~.

20) Les trac~s graphiques, par Rgque-nce temporeile, du d~lai d'i~IIpulsion, donnient 1II&pli-
tude et la piriode des changements intervenant. dans leis parcours 6quivalent de groupe. La mesure de
coo changements a 6t effectu~e avec un pauvoir s6parateur d'environ I U sec., cette e~chelle, on
pout observer, mime par lea journies lea plus calmes, un spectre de v niations dfi prubablement ii des
perturbations ionoeph6riques itinirantes.

30) D'uxs' fagon g~nirele, les caract6riatiques des impulsions ne changent gurt L:anS un in-
tervalle de quelqlues secondes, mais oubisaent fr~quesmment des m~odif'ications iaarqu~es sur quelqueL;
minutes.

40) Un. sma.1yze d~taillge de certaines jimpuisions a montr6 que l'on pouvait d~duire lea dc&c-
lages dane le tempo des composantee p'rovenant de parcours multiples, du cas le p'lus Simple,

Leo calculs, par trajectographie, des taux de dispersion et des ettets fie polarisation pour
lee smod~leo d'ionosphe're A stratifico~tion horizontale Be r~v~lent concorde" raisonnablement avec lea
r6oultats d'observations. Les d6la..s de temoni, dans le cas des parcours multiplesi, que 1'on obtient
grice aux calculs de trajectogiaphie, A l'a~de a'un inod~i1e iornoEph~rique comportant uric perturbation
itin~rante concordlent igaleieent avec Ia gamne de dkmlage temporels observkz,
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A8STRACT

iir pulses of submicrousecovd duration, received at a range of 150OO km after a single ionospheric
reflection from the F region, have been analyzed to study the effects imposed on the pulses by the
propagation process. The pulses, which were transmitted a-, wave,-rains of quasi-Gaussian envelcpe, with
about 0.3 pvec. between holf--power points, had a radiated spactrum (also Of qllassi-Gausslan shape.) about
3 MHz wide centered at 18 M1Hz. T,,ree pulses we-re transmitted at two--second intervals at the beginning of
each smiuts. isuring runs. Recei'ring systerns with bandwidths ranging from 0.5 to 4 MHz were used to receive
tbe reflected siguals. The dlatd were diiplayed on triggered oscilloscopes and recorded photographically.
Observaticois were tahen during daytime on about 20 days (usually in 4 or 5 day runs) during the period.
September 1969 to Iiarch 1970.

1ho- recorded p\,tses display a wide -variation in form. One pulse characteristic is the pulse
stretching attributable to ionospheric dispersion. Typically, for a 1 MHz receiver, the recorded pulse
has a duration of a;>out 15 psec. F'requently the recorded pulses also display structure due to polariza3tion
splitting and to the reception of time-shifted wavetrains from multiple reflection points (multipath).

Some results from the statistical analysis of a large number ('s, 19,000) of pulses and the detailed
anilysis of a small nurler of individual pulses include:

.1) Ojccurrence distributions of pulse lengtnis yield effective ionospheric dispersion rates. This
quantity is directly related to the information carrying capacity of the medium.

2) Time series plots of pulse delay give the amplitude and period of changes in group path. The
resolution of measuring group path leng-th changes was about I1 psec. On this scale, a spectrum
of variations due presumable to TIDs is observed even onl the quietest: days.

3) Pulsae characteristics typica!Z'v do not change much on a time scale of a few seconds bot often
change marke21y in a few minutes.

4) Detailed analysis of selected pulses showcd thait the time shifts of multipath :tomporients o-ould
be derivei for the simpler cases.

Ra~y tracing computationE of dispersiorn rates and polarization Paffectsz for horIzontally stratified
model ionosphe)res gave o.-asonabl~e agreement with. the oh.;ervatinne. Mult; -path time delays obtained from
ray-tracing computations using anl ionospheric modiel with a TI; perturbation are also in agreement with
the range of olisorved time-shifts.

1. INTRODUCTION

f'or several decades, the- most widely usePd method of probing the earth''s ionosphere has involved
The use of puilsed radio signalls in the MF arid H1% freqiency ranges. The durtl.Jor. of ti's individual pulses
un.ed for ionospheric soundings3 has typ.ýically been iý: the range 20 to, IGO pspc. Pulse lengths of this
ra-ngi: provide r( rionably goo6 resolution of the t::me require,' for vhe signal to travel to the ionosphere
dod Li3ck to the -ecei -Rr (i.e., viL'tual height or, a conventional io-logram) and permit the use -.f relatively
narrow bardwidth recoive,-7 (iae., it fiaw tens of i'JWz, which in turni. result in accept~abie signal-to-noise
rat ios (of the returned signal.) for -ransmitted peai pnl.c,e pt:wers of a few kilowavtt. Theý techniques for
g~ene-ratlng ,;uch pulseo. and rp',)rding the returned, signal s in the fors of a conveia.ional innogram have longI Leer, availablle,

Afow years ago, workereý at the tsiudResearch inttt,(for a description of the system
see K~oe.liak,)s, l J~fi evploped Ros'traý.nsrntters capable of radiating electromagnetic pulses having
dur-:iticne, of a f~rcction of a pssec. aind peýa4 fxawer of many mekawatti-. The frequency spectrum of these
pclsies ty~pically peaks at come enlter f-r"-oanirv ard L3 2 to 3 MHz wice between the half--power points.
The large peal: power arvailible, paenits the ise of Widýe badileidth receivers (i.e., the returned power is
suffic_ entlv largo 1:ha': inlts-uferonce fromn other traissnitters within ths-. bandpeý.ss can usually be overridden).
Feso lot ion in t ime is giveni approximnately by "'/Y,vhtere ~ nthe roceilver- bandwiiAth; thus, a receiving
boi.-width of I.ý ?4MHZ will yieicir a timae recolutito,' of about' I tsec.

Thisý paper daewith icope--propagatic.-i etffa.. s on such pul,3es over a 1500 kmn east--west patol
Arid !tr Ilse of the rocejeed Du so-, ia -hilgu;ostic in the stuly of tra~-ealing ion!.spheric disturbances.

A numler of 'rlr--,inclu(1ing £01. frey (09W.), Pr ic(- (I1968) and Instori (1969), aove developed
thcor4etical feAPre.S' jionst fu)r th~e propagat ion ii'd rocept ioi )f srtpulses. Weý will ore- the elegan~t
ts-eaIn-rime dueL to Wailt (lAt9) son dlacusrsing the ~bect.m Wa it1 asnsumes a Cau-ssIan shape~d envelope for the
tr-ra15Mtitted MoIse G-oPrOXisately the actual crle, width implies a Cauaisiaw, shiped freqoc.ency specteal
curvy. Ifhi fviac,tri-,Jnor, the t~ine funct io-i i ;lite pulse is in presented as

-as U.3 t
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_where F0 is an amplitude factor. w is the angular carrier frequency, and a is a damping coefficient.

iThla Lads to the expression

"F (W) = r° (Trý/a) exp [-6(4a , (2)

for. the frequency specrrum, where 0 - w - w . Wait goes on to assume a transfer- function P(w) for the
dispersive propagation path which is approximated in the vkicinity of w by0

I'M I P(a0 ) I exp [-OM] , (3)
where 0(4)) = (P0o) + (a-0 ) $'( a ) +

(W-0 )20' (w0 )/2 (4)

The primes indicate derivatives with respect to a evaluated at w . In expressioi 14, 0(ajo) 7. aoT,
where T is the "phase delay" of the propagation channel, 01'(w) T isothe "group delay" and
o"(W ) 1/(2W2), where W Is a "channel bandwidth". 0 g

To retain expressions which can be evaluated in closed form, but which are still physically
realistic, a Gaussian receiver bandpass characteristic is assumed. The integral product, over all
frequencies, of the spectrum of the source and the transfer functions of the propagation channel and the
receiver channel, yields the detected transient signal to be expected from the receivers;

f( t ) = i i exp

where K is the product of the constant terms and y is the receiver bandwidth. The first part of
expression 5 gives the phase delay component while the second gives the group delay effect whj.izh includes
stretching of the modulation envelope cf the pulse. A pulse duration is defined by setting the second
exponential of expression 5 equal to 'I

exp [-(t T g)'/(t') where

t2 = ( + +• (16)

The stretching of a wideband pulse can be visualized from a conventional ionogram. The change in
virtual height over an appropriate frequency range, (say, 1 MHz), represents a corresponding change in
group delay. Obviously, for a very short pulse, all of the frequency components are transmitted
essentially simultaneously, but because they travel slightly different paths the different frequency
components are separated in time as they arrive at the receiver. The treatment by Wait assumes ltneaar
dispersion, i.e., phase variations to the second order are included. The experimerinal data include many
examples which indicate that this condition is often satis.fied. Figure 1 shows a received pulse typical
of quiet propagation conditions. The upper trace is a record of the RF signal received at 18 MHz while
the lower trace is the output of an IF channel with center frequency at 2 MHz and bandwidth 2 MHz. The
RF signal is mixed with a local oscillator offset 2 MHz from the RF center frequenýýy ani the difference
frequency fed to the IF chanvel. The IF recording shows clearly the earlier arrival of the l.ower
frequency components of the signal, followed by progressively higher frequencies. The oscilloscope trace
lasts a total of 50 psec. and the pulse has a duration of about 15 Vsec.

.On the other hand a sizable fraction of the data exhibit more complex behavior which indicates that
the dispersicn is not simple. There are two principal ways the assumption of a simple linearý dispersion
can be viclatid. One of these is when the group delay versus frequency relationship is nonlinear, cnd
the other is when the mediun exhibits multiple refringence. The best known source of birefringence is the
polarization splitting of the signal into the ordinary and extraordinary modes. A second source is the
presence of spatial structure which permits multiple paths for the energy to travel from the transmitter
to the receiver. An analogous situation to the latter case is viewing the sun or oth,.r source of light
reflected in a body of water. If the water is sufficiently calm, a single image of thie light source is
reflected, but if turbulence or waves are present, the image is seen as glints which spread over a larger
area as the turbulence increases.

Our concern in this paper is primarily in the more complex received data which wn believe often
attributable to the presence of travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs). Analytical models of the,
TIDs are used to compute anticipated effects on short pulses which are then compared to the types of
effectc observed.

2. DESCRIPTION OF tHE EXPERIMENT

During 1969 and 1970, the Space Disturbances Laboratory WP the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's (NOAA) Environmental Research Laboratories, and the Stanfort' Research Institut,, (SRI),
conducted a cooperative experiment to study the oblique, one-hop HF path Freui Palo Alto, California, to
Boulder, Colorado, a distance of approximately 1500 khn. SRI transmitted a series o' submic,-osecond
pulses at a center frequency of 18 MHz. The tiansmitted pulse was rcughly Gaussian in shape with F, peak
power of tens of n,egawatts. It had a total duration of approximately .5 1sec. and a spectrum with a
fairly flat peak and fast roll-offs at about 1 MHz on either side of the renter frequency (Kanellakos,
19bg). According to a prearranged schedule, three pulses, spaced ? 3ec apart, were sent at the beginning
of each minute. The pulses were sent during daylight bours for period, of several coisecutive days in
September and November 1969 and January, February and March 1970.

' 45 3
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At Boouldur, Colorado, several wid 11band repelvers .sna triggered oacilloscop~c~s'ere synchr'onized with
the 1:ransmiot; ions, arid the ionosph.erlca.liy reflected pulses twere ri.corde n.5m imfrae nlss
Dur~ivg the coar'se of thc4 experimen~t, five different bandwidths (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 4 MHz) whre used toI
receive the pulsec. Data from each of these bandwidths have been scaled and analyzed, b)ut the majority
of the analydis has been done on the 0.5 MHz bandwidth data. 'rhiti bandwidth was better suited to analysis
because interference frovi 3trong CW signals waa less9 of, a problem thani on the iiidgr bandwidth channels.

Several antennia configurations 1lere emplcy'ed, during the course of the experiment. The pulse~s weve
at first received on a sloping-V antenna.' Hiowever, early in the experiment its became clear that the
received pUlmes were often distorted duo tc iriterferanzýe between the Ordinary (0) anid Extraordinary (X)I
modemo of propagatin.' Two log periodic antennas were then mounted in the configuration described by
Loma~sney, ot al. (1970) so that the incoming signi.lq on both antennas could be, summed or differenced to
yieli an 0- or X(*-moda circularly polarlined cutout trignal. The effect nO7 tiie'je antennas on a CHIRtP--
ionosonde signal which was propagated over the same pathi (Palo Alto-3culder), is seeri in figure 2. Both
mocale of the h~igh, (Pedermvon) ray are present for thc Ibitiar anteninas but the suimmed antennas effectively
re'~ect the X-mtxdo. Figure I shows the effect of antonna configuration on a pulse. lIn each section, the
upper tra~ce Is an VH rAeiweresntat Ion (the vertical scale. is proportion ii. to .instant~aneous fraquency) of
the pulse; "ne full wfidthL Of the oscillo.-cope. traoe is again 50 !itec. The bqating doe to int~erference
between the two modes 1., pronounced ou thie linear Anrennas' but e.'.oiutial..y disappears ior t.ie polarized
case.

The scal~ing procedure used for' the d~ata is illustrated i~n figure 4, This pulse was transmitted from
Palo Alto on November 13, 1969, at 2045:00 UT, and was received at Bouldeco sevurzl niilllscce1r~s later~witn
a Slope-V antenna and a 1.5' Mi-z Nendwidth reneiveri centered at the. transmission frequency of 18 MHz. All
of the data frames, which were recorded on 35-miri film, were enlarged by .1.1 to I and printed by a zerox.
process for easier and more accura~e scaling. Four values were scaled frvom each data frame; the ti,~u the
pulse began and ended,:the pulse amplitude, and the backgrounI interfere ,nce amplitude. The taualed values,
along with identification and pertinent ntation log, information were purcched onto compater cards anid
eventu.ally written onto magneliic tape for, ease of processing. Station time at both the transmitter and
receiiver siteo 'was maintained to witkiin a few u~seo, so the total t.VavPl time of the pulse could be
measurad very accuirately. The r~elative pulse delays wet'e obtair~ed from the data frames by measuiring the
time fi.'cq the beginning o~f the oscliloscooie cxrace to the beginning of the pulse. Adjustme~nts to 0)e ,cope
trigher were Trade as needed to keep the. pulse. centered, and these adjustments were- included in the data
processing procedure.

The dilspersivoý charaester oL su ionosphere is r-esponslble for, the lengthening of a sub-lisec. pulse
,Into a signal which is typically .ieveral psec. in duration, In figure 4, tthe pu.lse was dispersed to
--pproximately. 12. Ijsoc. Soiving equation 6 fo)r the, 'channel bandwidth" of ýhe propagation path gives

t ( oj( 7)

For the pulse of figure 4, oi is taken as 2 xlO" diz and y is' 1.5x10 5 Hz, with the result that W =0,35 MHz._
A turther result givan by Waft yields tne receivar bandwidth whicii will produce the shortest duration
pulse;

kýfl!/w 5  
- (l/)]-

If ai >> W, then obviously, y H , i c., for a wide bandwidth source, the receiver bandwidth should equal
the "channel3. handwidth", i f ý'hi shop'ztest poise pet.s ibl~e is desired.

3, ANPLiSTS AND RESULTS

There were. three major, data pEriods of 3 to 5 days each during which data were analczed1. These
worp Novembher 1961), and January and Fý'%rucry 1970. This represents 54 hours of transmis-ionr, 70 percent
of which has been scaled, In all., approximartcy 19,000 pulses were hand-sc-11ed and used for the
fcllcw'wnJ analysis. A 5fourth tr~rnsnissioa period was scheduled during the March 7, 1970 eclipse., The
.tatter data have been subjected to extersivp analysis and the detailed results havn been reported by

* Lerf-ald, et, al. (19';2). .These results are sunmmarized in section'3.2.

figure 5 surrmsarizec' the pulse-length information for the three oata periods. The Novem-ber data
were received at 1.5 MHz, so using equation 7, a l0-4lsec.. pulse length implies a "chaanel1 ban~dwidth" ofý
.35 MHz. The January and February data were scaled from the 0.5 M-liz bandwidth receiver and, therefore,
ll6 Wsec. of pulse length implies a "channel bandwidth' of .22 MIz..

Exarrm.nation of the data showed that the ionosphere was reasonably stable over a few seconds of
* .timie. Therefore, tne data pniuLs freem the three pulses per minute were averaged, which reduced random

scaling -orrcLrs, and al-Lowed foi' sisiplifipd cata display. In figure 6, the 1-sin, averages of pulse'delays
and pulse endings have been plotted for Nov~mhe-r LO. The pulse length is represent~d by the vertical bar,
and the vertical scale is 300 se.This type of plot was niadp for all data scaled. Thirty lisec. of
pulse delay corresponds t, a c~hangf. oc 10 1-m of virtual reflection height . Per~iods of missing data are
due to equipilent difficulti A3, Or lofssof signal.

3.1 710 EFFECTS

Trhe variationas of pulse delay on Novenbpr 10, 1909 with periods of about 30 minutes seen i~n
figure u, are typical of -.ravelling -'.onosplheric distllrban~es (TID). Also during thir time period pulsei l~engthý began smal~l (5-10 Lisac.), but lateir approiched :30 lisec. rin lengtih. Long pu'ses are more difficult
to analyze because" The:r Fr.nerally Ivive a great deal or 5nternal- structure and biecause it is more difficult
toa keep ties on scopc. (Data al- not 1,lotted when the beginning or the end of the pulse drifts off scope.)



Figure 7 shows data taken 4 days later. The chAracter letic a are si~mi ldr to the Novernbe" 10 datet,
but with gensarally longer pulse lengths. Fot, bath of these dakys, there waro no obs-er~ved solai. tlAr'el and
no SID activity.

Tit figures 8 and 9. the Boulder magnetograms for these 2 dayý; nre shown, November 13 in fairly
disturbed-% the K indices are mostly in the range '4 to 5 with a 6- from 1200 to .1400, but: on November 14.
tile magnetic fi*Yd wats extromely quiet. Since the pulse dlata for these 2 days are very similar, th.lre I a
no ippawent correlation of pulse data parameters with the Boulder magrnetic field for mild or modorately
disturbod conditions. The largest pulse delay changes observed weroi recorded on February 18, 1970 and)
are shown In figure 10. Here, tho pulse data are display-ed in the same w~,y as the November data.. The
added points with the connecting solid linn show relative group, ditlay mt IS MHz. ecaled I'vs the CHIRP
ionosonde system which ran concurrently with the pulse system on thin day. The feature of Interest, Is ':he
excursion during which the pulses were not tracked, F-layer Dopplert records from Longhratich, Illirioiýs to
Boulder, Colorado, show no similar feature on this day. Vertical lonograms from Stanford, Cdlifcornb9,-
Pt. Arguello, California, Boulder, Colorado, and White Sande, New Mexico, were scaled In an attesmpt to
trace the direction and velocity of this feature, but poor time renjoluitior. (only 1. point/li min.) limited

* ~the usefulness of this information. However, during these times, Far'ad~ay .r*atlion data fwoe ATS-l were
being collected by Dr's. A.V. da Rosa and Michael Davis of Stanford Uniývorsity anid %-. Ired Smith of
Colorado State University and were kindly made available 'to uts.

These data were processed to remove diurnal trends, and are shouti ln )F3gss'e 11. By super imrpos ing, the
pulse and satellite data, the feature was identified at the times liated in tabl-I 1. Satellite date
maxima corr'espond to the pulse delay minimum because increasing Faraday rotations imply increasing total

* columnar electron content and, therefore, decreasing pulse travel times,

Assuming a plane wave front advancing uniformly, the disturbance cane. from the southeast 01158 010 at
app-.'oxirrately 40 in/sec. Realistically, TID's do not propagate uniformly but are &ffected by local winds
at the height of 1sropsgati~on. Also, the feature identification on the ATS-l Ft. Collins path is nct as
positive as for the Stanford path. The origin of the disturbance is unknown, especially considering the
lack of general magnetic activity and the apparent direction of propagation. Work tco ts'sce the origin to
thle troposphere was inconclusive. The basis for this effort was a papel. entitled "Jets t-nez!Ai Acti-iity
Detected as Wave-like Disturbances at Mid-Latitude Ionospheric F-Region K-e~ights", by G. B. Coe (197t).
To. our knowledge there were no major natural or unnatural catastrophic ev'ents which might nave. tri.3gere,'

*this disturbaince.

Table 1. Arrival Times for the 'riD
of February 1.8, 1970.

Path Location Faraday Rctatioa(UT)

Stanford-Boulder 39005114, 1130 521W 10
pulse midpoint

ATS-l--Stanford 314035114, 1250 W 1840
(300 km alt.)

ATS-l-FT. Collins 37 0 26'N. 1100170
(300 km alt.) lo~~

3.2 SOLAR ECLIPSE DATA

Experimental radio sounding data collected on March 7, 1970 have been analyzed wl-.n primnary 'rlterest

in detecting any travel:ing ionospheric disturbances generated by the solar eclipss of that day, as
postulated by Chimonas and Hines (1970). Data were obtained from the short pulse e.~per3menT an6 two
oblique and four vertical incidence ionospheric s.ounders operating during a (5-8 hout, daytime per'iod
centered on the solar eclipse. In addition to the Palo Alto--bouldev CHIRP soand~y-, a CH'RP systeml was
operated by the Stanford Research Institute between Bearden, Arkansas anid Los Bianos, California.
Geographic locations of the sounders and of the oblique path midpoints are shown in figure 12.

Relative delay times at various frequenciks were scaled from the oblique inoograms at 1. Tro cute
(Palo Alto-Boulder) and 2 minute (Bearden-Los Banos) intervals. These data were then. proiessec by a
digital computer apd plotted by a CRT plotter. Figure 13 is an example of these scal.ed C11IRP uors for
the Bearden-Los Banos path, where relative group delay is plotted versus timeý for s;evel:a]. f-rcquerclio5.
The extraordinary mode on vertical ionosonde data from Boulder, Colorado; White Sands, Ncw Mei VFin~t
Arguello, California; and Mexico City, Mexico was similarly analysed.

Data from the short pulse experiment are presented in figure 1.4, which shows the varial ion of the
starting times of the received pulses relative to time of transmission of the pulses (dashei carce) and
thle duration of individual pulses (solid curve) in psec. The solid curve show;ý several peaks iri the pu~lts:
length parameter. These coincido with times when the pulse delay is tending towar-3 a maximumn and may be
indicative of multipath conditions whiých are likely to occur when the reflection region, is in the "rarefied"
portion of a pressure wave travelling opproximatel~y perpendicular to the ray path. At suc-h tisres, rays which
leave the transmitter at azimuth angles slightly off the groat :nudce path to the receiver, may be
refracted sufficiently to cause focusing and pulse lengthening. Dispiacement of the peaks in pulse length
with respect to the corresponding peaks in times of pulse starts in qusalitati vel-,- consistent with tilts

In the isoelectronic contours within a travelling disturbance.
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partial ol,3curad.on of the solar disc during the eclipse reduces the oiiz. radia'-Icn Clux 'And
this i'ill unuall) vos~ult in a r'eduction in electron concentraktIon at any sipecific l~icight. rr oxan1 le,
at Mexico nity, Onl 9 MHZ, a 100 km vilrtual height incre~ase peaksa at 17N5 GMT, alKoct 2S' minutes af er
m~imuffis~ obticuration. ht the nox'thurn stations, where thio efiact will 1,4 less, changes In rt~lectloui
h~eight~i roilated to the eclipse shadow are mnaked by other ditsturbances.

Studv of the sounder data at the soveral. stations Indicates that TX~s tra~vflling in a generally
north-to-south direction were present between 1600) and 1030 C'NT, Rssage of a TID Is manifest. on the
Boulder (16114 GMT) and Point Arguello (1.328 GKT) loiiogrints by "forked" sateollit~ tr&eýOs. The pe.Nk ArrivalI
times are consistent with a wave travelling at 400 rn/sec, f.,oe ian a.zimith ahbout 355~ degrnec. (ea.-t of north) .

Chimonas and Hines (1970) predicted focusing of diffe~r'eut bow wave compone- ts, From thle [ostulated
TID, near California junt &fter 1900 GMT. Getierally in our data between 1S8i0 arud 1920 GMT there are
only small scale Fluctuations with a gradual decay In virtual. he ight w.'uich corincides with the uncovering
of the sun. Exceptiono to this statement are the oscillations In the Palo Alto -to Bloulder, data from 1900
to 2000 GMT which might have resulced from continuAtthn of the TI~s observed earlier. Also, at 3oiil~der a
70 kmn virtual height increase at 1132S GMT does not appear elsewhere. Hence, there is no evidence of an
eclipse induced TID dl.u'ing thle 1830-1920 period.

Between .1930 and 2030 a disturbance with a generally cast-to-west divection of travel, was observed.
The directicnl of arrival Ls 60-70 0 away from thlvt predicted for ar. Ideal.Azed bow Wave genevated by thle
moving "clipse shadow 0,140 0 ezst of north). The difference could arit.e frori. th4e assumptions about thle
propagation of the postulated disturbance from the eclipsie pasth to the observ~ing sites, or an eclipse-

generated disturbance could suffer Interference from other travelling disturbances to give a modixfied

apparent direction of travel. Based on uur data it is niot possible to attribute conclusively this TIP

3.3 CORIrFAATION STUDIES

To check the dependence of pulse delay, length, amplitude, and backp7'ound amplitude on each other,

encoinpassing approximately 16 hour~s of data. The data were selected to exclude periods during which the
rncoiver gain c'f center freque'ucy were changed. l'or every case, the two quantities being correlated were
also cornuuter e.lutted .,Fith one as a function of the other,, After inspecting the plots for non-zero timue
Ligs and thku appropriateness of lirear correlation, more sophisticated correlation techniques were
dceored unrecessary.

for the cases tried. Nowever, ore can construct srecific cases for which the ionospheric dispersion is

nonlinear over a small intarval of frequency. Then, increasing dispersion(i.e., pulse length) and
Eicreaning path langti. would be correlated.

Pulsd delay and pulsa length were interpreted as uncorrelated with pulse and background amplitude.

An apparent slightly positive mathematical r-esult between pulse delay and background amplitude, and pulse
length, pulse, and background amplitudes is attributable to a bias in the scaling procedure. If a pulse
,ias a large signal to noise ratio the scaler is able to determine more accurately the time of pulse start
a.nd end.

The experimental conditions were such that the measurements weve. conducted between the hours! 1700
U"' (lj:00 a.m , MST) and 1140h OT (Si00 p.m., MST), Therefcxe, the solar elevation at the path miidpcint
rangud from a high near 1420 in February to a loti near 5' 1-, November. The correlation computationus show
no st-ring deperndeio.les among thle var'ables, but p~uJ.:;e delay wAus alway.s positively correlated with solar'
elevatio.n anglt and puisa length was negatively correlated. Pulse amplitudes wer'c uncorrelated
with solar elevation, baut barkground amplitude correlations fluctuated from case to case and 'uhowe&- a wide
range of values. Appu-enrly the noise sources were variable and externa). to experimental parameters.
Figures 15 and lb show frequroc(isýs of pulses spaced by one mirute intervali in time. Pulse Jtarations, and
noial amplitudes remain f:Uirly constant in cach s,'(ýuencp, but. there Is con.-siderable complexity in the
detailed structure of each pulse. Weý beiLevo that the modulation seen within these puisr,ý. is the result
of time-shifted vavetrains (cuue to multiple reflectoion points in *the 5.onosphere) whicha irterfere with one
anocher wi-en mIxed ýr, t'hw receiver. Fromc figure 15, two multipath components with grou~p delays differing
by about, 3 1:cec. and a trilvd coniprooent displaced in, time by 12-1.5 11sec. are Implied.

Thesve type. of data tend to occur during tines when other evidance icndic.3tveo the passage of TID9.
t~m~watinsof axperted multipath effects usirng ray tracing thrwough reasonable TIP models are described

*uto hnexý je(tiolu oftisrpotwtresultr, that ,upp,-,rt the insgnitktlesof multip.tlitme-shifts

Tie up-'e:f ths'td a )invustigatý, 1:le temporal relatio-nships between various hosed
mulipari ompneno '4 aalonchD~rticsig~alProag tedthrough a travelling disturbance. ý'or this study

frmtenrhtjh s~-TeeLcrndniy ,i given I~y

N N (l*A)

IA co ( ep .RF-ZVi cosPi(t tI + (r/2- )Ro/A
S(R-R l/ ). 0x

0
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The earth's radius is H ; R, 0, 0 are earth-centered spherical coordinat,1r, N0(R, 0,$) In the
a-..Chapman electron density mcdA.. The perturbation. A, hat a G(ausian implitudo- dleitrthutlon -0hout
height Z , and vertical and horizontal wavelengths A aid k , respectively. An enample of propagation
near vertical incidence into a TID with a 300 km horizontalxwavelenth is shown hi figur 17.

Model studies for the nonhomogeneous iono:fpher'e were based on a three-dimen.; [rnial •cly-tracing
program developed by R. M. Jones (1966). This computer' program calculatet1 ray path,ti through a medium
whose index of refraction varies .Ni three dlmens!.ois. Six differential equations similar to those
described by Haselgrove (1954) are numerically integrated. Additional differential equations are
integrated which supply supplemental Information such as a group path, phase pathi, absorption, and
Doppler shift.

Some general properties of HF propagation through travelling disturbances are illustrated in
the next two figures. Figure 18 is a ground projection of rays transmitted at a constant elevation angle
and swept through a small range of azimuth angles. It shows the variations in range and final azimuth
that can occur when propagating through an irregularity.

Figure 19 illustrates a number of points. In both figures the dashed line represents calculations
from a concentric ionosphere and the solid curves represent calculations for a wave model with a
.orizontal wavelength of 100 km. Both are for a frequency of 17 MHz. The solid range-elevation curve on
the left shows elevation focusing and defoct3ing. Focusing occurs when the rate of change of range with
respect to elevation angle is small. This corresponds to reflection from concave portions of isolonic
contours.

The curve on the right shows the variations in the azimuth of the landing point with respect to the
transmitted azimuth for a constant elevation ang.e, 8. Analogous to elevation focusing, azimuthal
focusing takes place when rays transmitted at different azimuth angles land at the same azimuth from the
transmitter.

This plot permits determination of whether or not multipath focusing is possible for any set of
ray trace parameters. If the solid curve contains only inflection points and no local minima, no multipath
focusing is possible. This will happen when the ray does not penetrate very far into the disturbed region
or when the TID wavelength is very long. In either case the horizontal gradients in electron density
at reflection heights are not great enough to permit azimuthal focusing.

Even when azimuthal focusing does exist, however, the range at which these rays land is usually
different froom each other. By varying the elevations we can construct a family of curves in the 0, 0
plane as shown in figure 20. The sweep of elevation angles is made large enough to include the homing
range, if it exists, at any particular landing azimuth. Since the ray tracing program does not have a
homing feature, a procedure was developed to scan through a range of azimuth and elevation angles and ray
path parameters such as range, group and phase path, and azimuth and elevation deviations were computed
and then output onto punched cards. Using these data, homing on a given range and azimuth is accomplished
using a Lagrangian interpolation scheme.

Calculations were restricted to nearly east-west prcpagation at 18 MHz and a homing range of 1500
km. These parameters are approximately those of the short pulse experiment. The ct-Chapman model
parameters used in the ray trace study were f = 8 MHz, H _ 250 km, scale height = 62 km. The MUF
with this model at a range of 1500 is about 22cMHz, which ismnear the observed MUF during midday. All

TID models used had the maximum wave amplitude at a height of 250 km and a vertical wavelength of 100 km.
Horizontal wavelengths of 50, 100, and 300 km have been used with 10 and 15 percent wave amplitude
perturbations.

For a model TID with 50 km wavelength and 10 percent perturbation the group path variations between
the different homed rays range from 4 to 18 km which corresponds to group delay variations of from 12 to
over 50 microseconds. Rays were homed over elevation and azimuth ranges of 1 and 3 degrees, respectively.
For the model parameters used the reflection heights are in the 160-170 km range. With the height of
maximum wave amplitude at 250 km the wave perturbation at the 165 km level is around 4 percent. Even
though this is large enough for multipath focusing foom the 50 km TID with a 10 percent perturbation it is
not the case for irregularities witli horizontal wavelengths greater than about 100 kis.

For a TID with a 1.00 km horizontal wavelength and a 15 percent perturbation amplitude we obtained
multipath focusing with ranges of delay time, azimuth and elevation angles of up to 80 psec., 6 and 3
degrees, respectively. No multipath focusing was obtained for a TID with a 300 km horizontal wavelength
and a 15 percent perturbation amplitude.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn from the analysis and interpretation of the data described
above:

(1) The use of very short HF pulses to study ionospheric propagation provides unique information
on the propagation mechanisms. The method provides a physical analog to the powerful
mathematical technique of using delta function analysis of a frequency-dependent system.

(2) At times the ionospheric response exhibits in a textbook manner the expected behavior based on
magnetoionic theory. This is true for the effects of dispersion and magnetoionic splitting
of the signal into the ordinary and extra-ordinary modes.

(3) For the 1500-ks rranwe, polarized antennas can be used to reiect one of the cir-cu'arly
polarized modes with sufficient efficiency to eliminate an appreciable fraction of the effect
of magnetoiorzic splitting. This may not be the case for larger ranges where the signal
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arrives with very small elevation angles.

(4) During an appreciable fraction of the total observing time, the pulse signals exhibit complex
behavior which is not explainable by the classical propagation effects through a smooth
.Ionosphere, Analysis results point to spatial nonhomogeniety in the ionospbere as being
responsible for small-scale mu].tipath effects which can account for, the compl.ex behavior
observed. The longest continuous period of complicated pulse structure occurred on
February 13, 1970, accomspanying the passage of travelling ionospheric disturbances of
unusually large amplitude (virtual height changes of approximateLy 63 km peak to peak).However, the nonhomogeneitims were nct severe enough to appear as "Spread F" on the concurreni:

CHIRP ionograms. This is not sw-prising because the pulse technique is capable of detecting
much smaller changes than can be resolved on an ionogram record.

(5) Ray-tracing calculations through model ionospheres having idealized wave-like structure yield
the result that the multipath delays can be accounted for by reasonable parameters of the said
model.

(6) The Implication to communications which propagate through the ionosphere is that ionospheric
nonhomogeneities will very likely be the limiting factor in data-bit rates and phaqe delays
even at much higher frequencies than HF. It is, therefore, important to advance our knowledge
and understanding of th- irregular structure in the ionosphere and the effect such structure
has on signals propagating through the medium.
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!AZ

Figure I Example of an HF pulse received over the Palo Alto-Boulder Propagation path.

figure 2 CHIRP lonograms. 1500-Ion path, Sept. 23, 1969.
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Figure 4+ Example of HF pulse received at Boulder, Colo, from Palo Alto, Calif. (%1500 kmn).
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Figure 8 Bo~ul der mrag e t cgramT fo NoWIve~mber 13, 1969.
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February 18, 1970A- Bandwidth = 0.5 MHz
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Figure 10 Pulse delay and length and CHIRP scalings for February 18, 1970.
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Figure 12 Location of vortical incidence sounders and oblique path midpoints in southwestern USA.
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Figure 14 Palo Alto to Boulder electromaignetic pulse relative delays aid pulse lengths as a function
of time.
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Figure 1.6 Exampls- of ccnsecutive pulses propagated ýhrough a complex ionosphere (Nov. tL4, 1.969).
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100 km

PROjECTION OF EAST-WEST PROPAGATION

ONTO THE GROUND PLANE FOR AN
EAST-WEST ALIGNED IRREGULAR IONOSPHERE

Figure 18 Projection of east-west propagation onto the ground plane for an east-west aligned irreg, lar
ionosp-ere.
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travelling disturbances. r
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PERRAWTIONS ILVOPIHiRIQES rINKRAMES EM)NREES PAR DES EXPiLOS10M
MJCLEAIRES A FAIBLE ALTITUD

par

W. Stoffregen

SC"4IRE

A lasmuits do deux importantes explosions nuc...Gairea ay'ant eu lieu &Novay~a Zemlya, reapec-
tivanont lee 23 at 31 octobre 1961, on enrogistra sau-dessus do Is Scaradinavie des perturbationsa
ionosph~riquea so d~plagant & une viteaae maximale de a 630 rn/s. Leea perturbations affectaint i'io-
nosph~ro fitaient part iculi~roment marqu~es dazes Is region F, commen le r6valent lea ionogrsammes et
lea profile haut~eur rfielle. Loruaque la premi~re onde arriva, on observe une augmentation apontan~e
do Is hauteur do la coucho F-2, auivio d'un frectionneorent de la couche F, et d'wne phase plus lent.
de rotour A la normale. Au nivesau E. une couch. E sporadique apparut avec ian certain d~lai, et V'ic-
nination de la region D s'accrut sau cours do deux courtes p~riodes, avec un retard d'une houre envi-
ron par rapport ol la perturbation de lot couch. F. On pout expliquer lea d6laia aurvenant entre l'es
perturbations aux difffirento niveazex do l'ionosphare grice aux r~aultats d16tudea, par trajece.ogra-
phis, do is propagation des ondes acoustiquos et do gravit6.
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TRAVELLING IONOSPHERIC DIISTU[BANCES INITIATED

BY LOW-ALTITUDE NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

W. Stoffregqn

Uppsala Ionospheric Observatory

S-755 90 Uppsala, Sweden

SUMMARY

After the two large nuclear explosions at Novaya Zemlya on October 23 and 30, 1961,
ionospheric disturbances travelling with a maximum velocity of =630 m/s were recorded over
the Scandinavian area. The disturbances in the ionosphere were most pronounced in the F-
region, as is evident from the ionograms and real.-height profiles. When the first wave
arrived, a spontaneous increase of the height of th: F2-layer was observed, followed by
splitting of the F-layer and a slower phase of recovL:o'y. At the E-level, a sporadic E-
layer occurred with some delay and the D-region ionization increased during two short
periods with a delay of about one hour with respect to the disturbance in the F-layer. The
time delay of the disturbances at different levels of the ionosphere can be explained by
the results of ray-tracing studies of the propagation of acoustic gravity waves.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the course of the series of nuclear tests at Novaya Zemlya during 1961, the
influence on the ionosphere was studied at the observatories at Kiruna, Lycksele and Upp-
sala by making vertical ionospheric soundings. The distances between the test arec and
these observatories are approximately 1300 km, 1650 km and 2100 km respectively. Some
inter'esting records were also obtained from the 16.8-MHz backscatter sounder, operating

at Uppsala. The 16-mm backscatter film records are converted into diagrams which show the
travelling disturbances in a concentrated mariner. The results of both the vertical and
the oblique soundings have been assembled in a report (STOFFREGEN, W., 1962). The aim of
this paper is to summarize briefly the main results, including real-height profiles
produced more recently, and to discuss the tire difference between the disturbances

observed at different levels in the ionosphere.

2. OBSERVATION OF IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES

2.1 Vertical soundings

The large nuclear explosion of October 30 at ý0933 hours gave rise to violent

disturbances in the ionosphere, which were observable at great distances. At Lycksele,

=1650 km away from the detonation area, ionospheric records were made at 3-minute
intervals. The records, assembled in Fig. 38-1, show a number of interesting details. The
whole structure of the Jonosphere from the D- to the F-region was changed during •.wo
successive periods. At Kiruna and at Uppsala a similar behaviou- of the ionosphlere was
observed. The following sequences of events during the overhead passage of th. . -3 are
of special interest:

a) The F2-layer showed a *.ery pronounced division near 3.5 MNHz at 1010. At the
time the layer rapidly moved upwards. This effect is seen even better on the reco '.L IL

)±46-1058, when the second wave arrived at the position of Lycksele. At that timu 01e

layer was split into two levels similar to the formation of an Fl- and F2-layer. Cusps

going up to a virtual height of about 700 km are seen on the records between 1128-11314
and at 1246, indicating strong vertical motions. A remar':able destruction of the F-layer

was observed during 1122-1207, i.e. after the passage of The first qnd the second wnves.

b) At the level of about 100 km, a sudden increase of the critical frequency of an
Es-layer was observed at 1016. After 1046, the critical frequency cf a slightly higher
Es-layer increased and remained for a longer time, except for two short periods of
absorption due to D-layer ionization.

c) Increased ionization in the D-region was observed during two short periods, as is

evident from the increase of f-min. The two periods appear at 1058-1110 and 1218-1231.

* Real-height profiles and plots of the height of the F-layer are shown in Fig. 38-2.
The two drastic changes of the profiles to higher levels at 1010 and at ]052 indicate the

arrival of the wave fronts overhead. The height variations seen on the plot to the right

show the steep increase at that time. The profiles further demonstrate the descent of the
F2-layer to a rather low level at 1028 before the recovery to a nearly normal profile at
1034 and 1040. in the lower part of the figure to the right, the increase of ionization
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in the E- and D-region is shown. The Es ionization increases about 40 minutes later than
the first disturbance at the F2-height. In the D-region the corresponding delay is about
50 minutes. The phase in which the F-layer was greatly distorted is marked in the figure
as "spread reflections".

2.2 Backscatter records

The backscatter sounder at Uppsala, which operates on 16.8 MHz, produces one
picture each minute on 16-mm film. Travelling disturbances can easily be detected, when
the ionization in the F-layer is just great enough to obtain oblique incident reflections
at this frequency. During October 30, 1961, the ionization was slightly below this limit,
and hence the pattern visible on the screen indicated such reflections only, which were
associated with the travelling waves initiated by the explosion. To the left of Fig. 38-3,
a number of the records have been redrawn. Because of the skip distance, which in this
actual case was =1000 km, the pattern moves around the centre of the screen from NE. to
SW. (1051-1111). The information from this film has been converted into diagrams B and C,
in order to show the waves more clearly. The ionospheric conditions were more favourable
during October 23. The travelling disturbances caused by the nuclear explosion at 0930
are indicated by arrows to distinguish them from other reflections. In diagrams B and C,
the waves can be followed through the different sectors from N. to S. It appears also
that the waves are longer to the south than at their first appearance in the northern
sector. The notations a and b show that the drastic change of the height of the F-layer
is still very pronounced at a distance of -3500 km from the source. Diagram C is a good
example of how travelling waves observed by a backscatter sounder can easily be detected.
In fact, similar waves of an other origin have been studied in this way.

3. DISCUSSION OF THE OBSERVATIONS

The large-scale disturbances in the ionosphere resulting from low-altitude nuclear
detonations are interpreted as a secondary effect of the acoustic gravity waves, which are
generated by the explosion. It is suggested that the coupling between these waves and the
ionized medium is due to collisions. The plasma-density changes recorded by ionosondes
thus give information on the periods and the velocity of the acoustic gravity waves. Of
special interest is the time delay of the perturbances at lower levels in the ionosphere.
These details are not yet fully understood and are still the subject of study. It seems,
however, that ray-tracing of the motion of shock waves up to ionospheric heights may
explain the different behaviour in the F2-, E- and D-layers. Backscatter records
demonstrate the motion of the travelling waves in one preferred direction only, because
of the aspect sensitivity of the reflection area. Since the waves from the source
propagate in all directions, the records may include certain reflections originating from
discontinuities somewhat aside from the main direction. This has to be taken into account
in the analysis of the records.

4. GENERAL INFORMATION

4.1 Reference

"STOFFREGEN, W., 1962, "Jonosftirstbrningar observerade i samband med khrnladdnings-
prov vid Novaja Semlja den 23 och 30 oktober 1961", Report No. 10, Uppsala Ionospheric
Observatory (in Swedish).
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LA PERTURBATION 1ONOSPHER{IQUti DUE AUX ONDES ACOUSTIQUES ET D)E
GRAVITE CREEES PAR UNE EXPLOSION NUCLEA)RE AU SQL DE 100 KT1 A 2000 KT'

OBSESRVEE ENTRE 150 ET 1000 KM DU P'OINT DE TIR

par

P. Halley

Centre National d'Etudef, dNs Te'l~comnunications
38, 40 rite du (h6n~ral Leclerc

92 13 1, ssY-les-Moujineaux
France
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ION IM.RIC DISIURBWNS QNIRATO BY B ,XVS' Ii-GAVfY WAVES
RESULTI, Imm A w O 4 TO ca, xr iucFA EXPwLsION oN iTm G.xUa)

OBSA.V•M) AT POINFS WOCAT.D liEN 150 AND 1 (000 'iN FRM M•P .T lPh , ShL

by

P.M. Halley

SCMMAIRE

During rrench nuclear experiences in Polynesia, travelling ionospheric disturbances vere
oboeiýved, anl their imjrat on high frequency band propagation, essentially in the magnetic meridian
plaie of the firing site, ta& investigated.

7arious recordiags of Doppler effect frequency shifts, And of vertical or oblique smundlng,

for firing povers ranging from L00 kt to approximately 2 000 kt, ere presented.

Such recordings are interpretcd as exhibiting maiuly twr disturbance components

i) A rapid ýomnonent which is a thermoepheric wave whose instantsa.eous speed is appronimately
720 m/s at & horizontal distance of 290 km, and then diminishes as the distance increases.,
This oscillation wave 2ay appear at a very great distance, where it3 velocity alvsY6
exceeds 4O0 ýa/s. Its fniequency spectrum inclides : on the one hand, an acoutntic portion
whose main period tends towards T the upper limit imposed by atmospheric filterin.r
on the other hand, an acoustic-graw.ity portion with a main period tending towards T /cos *
umd. for high energies, a period -ending towards T , which ls Brunt-Viisili period It the
yoint of observ&tion.

ii) A low component vhith could be a Vound vwav or a guided wave, whose velocity is about cons-
tant, and of the order of 305 m/s. This ware rises up to ionospheric altitudcs, where it be-
c<mes superimposed nn the thermospheric wave, It ib ,asentially revecled by oblique echoes
on a single end travelling flexure of the surfaces of equal densiiy. It seem3 to diminish
more rapidly than the thermospheric wave.

These observations are correlated with the results of 'he linearized theory in a non-ino-
thermal atmocphere (numerical applicati nn).

The impact of such e disturbance or. oblique propagation and the resulting impairment of te-
leeommunication povaibilities are discussed.

Aj approximate represent&tion of thi, disturbance in the F region, between 150 and 1 000 We
around the vertical line of fire, is attempted.
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PROPAGATION NON LINEAIRE ET COUPLAGE IONOSPHEPIQUE

DES ONDES ATMOSPHERiQUES ENGENDREFS

PAP UJNE EXPLOWIN NUCLEAIRE

par

P.BIroche

Laborat-ire de Physique de I'Exosph~re
Facult6 des Sciences de Paris,

Paris V16n-.-
France
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N!O-LINEAR PROpA(;TIONt AND IONOSPHERIC COUPLING IF AThOSPHMRIC
WAVES GQEERATED BfY A NMjCEAR EXPL0W1Ct

by

P. Broche

ABSTRACT

The disturbance generated in the ionosphere by & nucleiar explas'i0on -ml "herxed at seve-

ral points, Using the method vhich consists in measuring the Dqxyler etlect 0, k si.. radio trans-

mission. The results of such observation are described,

Two aspects of these results arm stressed

- The time delay in the occurrence of the disturbance shos13 that Ite VoctiOn between

the ground and the ionosphere is non-linear and makesit possible to define a auneriti¢ model to

deccribe it.

- The time spectrum confirms the considerable influence oK the geomwanetic field on the

coupling between the motions of neutral particles sed those of' ionized part-iclea,

?Z1' , 93



PROPAGATION NON LINEAXEE ET COUPLAGE IONOSPHERIQUF. 1)1. ONDES

ATMOSPHERIQUES ENCENDREES PAR UNE EXPLOSION

NUCLEA IRE.

P. '3ROCHE Wa

Laboratoire de Physique de 1'Exosph~i-e

V Facult6 deb Scienczes do PARIS.

RESUME.

* On dfcrit lee r~sultats de l'obgervation en plusieurs points, par in mfthode consiatant
A meaurer 1Peffet Doppler qui affecte une liaison radio H.F, de Ia perturbation engendrge dana

I l'ionospharc par une explosion nucldaire.

L'accent ent mis aur deux aspects de cen r~sultats

-le d~lai d'occurrence de la perturbation montre que as propagation entre le
* aol et l'ionosphdare est no'i-lingaire, et rermet de diffinir un mod~le numfirique pour la dficrire.

leI spectre temporel confirme l'influence importante du champ mag~ftique ter-
restre sur le couplaga entre lea mouvements des particules neut~reS et ceux des particules ioniefiea.

1, INTRODUCTION.

A l'occasion deR campagnes d'exp~rimentation nucl~aire franqaises, on a proc~dA A 16u
de des perturbations de l'ionosph~re caus~es par lea explosions, en utilisant la m~thode qui
conaiste A masurer l'effet Doppler obsorvg sur plusieurs liaisons radio d~cam~triques (H.F.) bista-
tiques (6metteur et r~cepteui plac~s en des points diffcrents). La Fig, I repr~ssente sch(!matique-
ment Ia geographia du site d'expiriernce Sinai qua lea liaisonis utills~ea. Ces liaisons ont parmihs
l'ftude de Ia perturbation dens lea r~gions Ritu6.ea au voisinage des points de r~flcxion aur l'in-
noesphAre des rayonns radio correspondents, c'est-A-dire L l'altitude de Ia couche F 2 (200-250 kmn)
et A des distancjs horizontalas du point d'explosion d'environ 0 (zane 1), 15O (zane 11). 350 km
(z~ne 'TI) sinsi que dana une rhgion situ~e A laltitude de Is couche F 1, A la varticale du point
d'exploaion (z!iie IV).

W* Adrasse artuella Centre Universitaira de Toulon -- Chateau Saint-Michel -83 -LA GARDE.
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kIt &'agit ici d'expomer his r~sultats sp.~cifiquemo.nt obtenus grice A cette iest
des points d'observation, ct non Wfdtudier, m~ime stat iitiquenicot., le dfroulenient iridividuel
d'uioe perturbation.

1.'effet Doppler mesurli sur une 11aison donn~e eat essentiellement. caract~risf. par deux
parank tres

-son d~lai d'occurrence, c'est-A--dire ha dur~e qui s~pare l'instant de l'explo-
sion du diebut de la manifestation de la pcrturbation sur I& liainon. Ce temps est ividemment H6~
A la propagation de t'onde de (-hoc entre la source et la r~gion '-1.;.?rvation.

Ssa forme, c'est-A-lire l'allure de 4eR variatihns au cours du temps, qui sont
li6es aux propri~tis de Is source et A la prop&gathi(n de l'onde atmosph~rique, ainsi qu'A son
interaction, dans lionosphAlre, awec l'onde radi.oAlectrique.

2. ETUDE DU DELAI D'CCCURRENCE.

En gfin~ral la pert,irbation apparalt de faqon tr~s nette et ii eat possible de mesurer son
temps d'apparition avec uric bonne pr~ciaion. I'ar contre, en raison de Is variabilit6 des conditions
mktfiorologiques et ionosph~riques. et de 1'iiýL,rtitude avec laquelie on peut d~finir la region
perturb~e, cette pr~ciaion n'a en eiie-m~eme que peu de valeur lorsqu'i~l taut comparer entre eux lea
r~sultats relatifs .1 plusieurs 6v~nernants diffkents. On peut eatimer A 30s environ l'incertitude
donr ii taut affecter lea mesurea pour tenir compke de ces corisid~rations.

Lea r~sultats obtenus sont illustr~s sur la Fig. 2, oil on a repr~sent6, en fonction de W,
puissance de l'explosion, lea d~lais d'interaction correspondant aux diffirentea liaisons, et sur
la Fig. 3, oil ces d~lais sont repr~sent~s, pour lea diff~rents ordres de graktdeur de la puissance,
en function de )a distance dp Ia source au point de rdflexion sur l'ionosphAre de la liaison radio
correspondante, cc qui eat une estimation de la distance parcourue pat i'onde entre hi aource et
la z~ne oil elle eat observ~e.

Ces r~sultats exp~rimentaux imposcrit deux conclusions

a) La propagation eat non lingaire.

On constate en effet que sa cglCrit6 eat fonction de la puissance de Ia source,
donc de !'amplitude de I'onde. La Fig. 3 montre en outre que cette c~l~rit6 d~cro~t au cours de Ia
propagation (la vitease moyenne cat plus faible entre 250 et 400 km qu'elle ne 1'est entre 200 et
250 kin) et qu'elle a donc un comportement qualitatif analogue A cclui de l'amplitude. Si c eat Ia
vitesse du soni et v celle de la perturbation, 1'expression la plus simple de Ia non-lin~aritt& eat
uric formule du genre

v - c. + k A()

(A - amplitude de l'onide, k constante), et, si a est une estimation de la distance parcourue, on
peut 6crire

v-c + k' W 1/3 /s (2)

Une formule de ce type a dejA 6t6 propos~C par BETHE (1958), et son utilisation pour des trace~s de
rayons acoustiques a permis A Y, ROCARD (1972) d'expliquer certains aspects de Ia propagatiun du
signal acoustique A1 tr~s grande distance.

b) Le calcul num~rique, utilisant Ia formule (2), montro qu'elle conduit, darna
l'interpr~tation de nos r~sultats exp~rimentau!,, A des d~lsaz d'occurrence trop courts. La Fig. 4,
o~i sont repr~sent~A, en fonction de W, lea temps d'arriv~e de I& perturbatiun dans Ia region situ~e
3 Ia verticale de Ia source, A environ 160 km d'aititude (z~ne IV), ainsi que le temps que l'on dfi-
duit de (2), illuatte cc comportement.

4 On n'',tient un boo1 accord qu'en introduisant une absorption de coniportement exponentiel
en fonction du trajet parcouru, et dont it faut chercher l'origine dana l'action de ]a viscositfi

--- -- 4 ...
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atmosph~rique. A paj -ir d'une cortaine altitude, variable avoc Ia fr~quence de londle, celle-ci
introduit une diminution de I'amplitude qui. d'a~rrs (1), se trrluit ?ýgalement par une diminution
de vitesse de propagation, celle ci ktant alors donnfie par- unc formule du type

-c+ k"W 13e-B /a (3)

Les r.~sultats d'un calcul num~rique utýliaant (3) sont igalernent reproduits our la Fig. 4 (cour-
be b) et on conatate lour bon accord al;ec lee r~sultats expkrimentaux.

3. ETUDE DE LA FORM~E DE LA PER'fURB.T ION.

L'6tude d,2 1'effet Doppler mesurg, iAf, en fonction dui tempa, ou, ce qui eat 6quivalent.
du spectre tempoval de lf, moantre des vari~t i~ns oyatemnatiques en forction de Is paisaonrc a de la
snur~ze, et en foniction de la r~gion l'observr~tion.

Ce d,,rnier aspec.:, le soul A nous intfresser ici, peut avoir deux ratiao(

-la dispEiaion et. l'absorption afilective de l'atmospb~re entro Ia aource er
Is r~ginn d'observation. II s'agit en premi~re approximnation d'un offet isotrope, -c'o&.-il-dire
indApendunt de I'atimut de la r~gion d'observation par rapport A la aou.,e- ne df~pendant quo de
ta distance,

-le couplage entre l'ionoaphare et 1'onde neutre eat diff~rent Suivant Vorien-
tation relative du champ magndtique terreatre et de la normale A l'orndo, c'est un effet essentiel-
lement aniscrtropo, dipevidant beaucoup de la friquence.

* ~a) L~a propagation d'une onde neutre A partir d'uno source explosive ponctuelit a d~ja
fait l'objet de nombreux travaux, dans lee hypoth~aes trds r~al-tes (atmosph~re atratifige, en
pr~sence de vents). L'aspect le plus important dea rfisultats eat que lond'i observ~e en un point

* A l'alt~tudo z et A Ia distance R de. la source no contient quo des fr~quences oupfir'ures A une
limite w aI zR w B (WB . fr~quence correspondant A Is pfiriode de Brunt-Vaaseala). Toutes

choses 6tant Agales par ailleurs, ceci sigiiifie quo la perturbation contient d'autisnt plus de
basses fr~quences quo la z~ne d-'observation i-st plusa Eloignige do Is aource, -t, A titre d'oxem-
pie la Fig. 5 repr~sente le spectre do l~a pert ,rbat. n nautre A is verticale, et A une distance
de 350 km du point d'explosion,

e: ~La viscosite- atmosph~rique, dont il a 6t~i d~jA question au 1 2 renforce cette tendance,
dans In mesure o03 ele provoque aurtout l'absorption dea hautes fr~quonces (le coefficient d'ab-
sorption vat ,comme 0), sp~cialoeweit des piricdea inf~rieures A quelquea minutes.

b) Le couplage entrf- lee neutros; et les cor~posants ionis~s a 69aleimr"nt fait V.objet
d'un certain nomnbre de travatx, du mains duna le cao d'..ne onde de gravitg libre, c'eat-&-dire
pour laquelle on pout arbitrairemont se fixer le vectour d ,onde t. Dons le problsIme qui nous
int~resse, Ia r~f~ronce k. tino ,ource poncruelle eat -,upo:t,,.&te, et il -n a it~ Lenu compte done
los calculs que nous avons ti2'veloppis, le modills ltant le suiva-nt

L'atmosphAre est isotherme. ciract~ris~e jsr Is valour do La c~l6ritA du aon c,
e t par la p~riode de coupure ac.ouatique Ta et la priode do Bruni. T . L'interactioi- a lieu A
l'altitude de I& couche F 2, de sortei q~e Is vi~te se _v drs ions e t a yrojection our Iat direc-
tion du champ magnitique do Is vitosse u des neutres v -(UT ) lb

La propagaticn d'une onde harmonique do pulsation w, A partir d'uno source
ponctuelle, est dficrite par la fonction do Green G (z, r, wi) (Row., 1966) qvui eat donn~e par

1/2
C~a r . - h ik'P
G~- 0

P
avec

2/ 2 1/2p -R(1- /2) k (12 WA ~-
2 2 W A 2

P O c 2W 2 B o/~B

W b
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Ia vitesse des neutres a une composante radisle ur et ujie r'omposa'ite verticale udonnfes par

I ___
Ur - U -a - AG

avec A -(y/2 - ) g/ 2

La perturbation de densit6 filectronique eat, au premier orire, la solution de
l'6quation de conservation linfiariseg

ýt+ div (N V) . o

N ftant I& densiti non perturbie. Introduinant le paramitre a - + -. 0- qui caractg-0 H dz- No
rise Is hauteur d'fchelle globale de Is couche ionis~e, cette 6quation, pour des mouve~ftnts har-
moniques, donne

N
6N * V,/ + ý.V(5

On a effectu6 un calcul num~rique utilisant cis diverses expressions, dont lea r~sultats
sont reproduita our lea Fig. 6 at I qui repr~sentent, en fonction de I'azimut w~agn~tique, la
variation de 6N/N 0pour diff~rentes pdriodea T(T <T aou T -C T < T ). Le r~sultat impor-
tant eat que I'antactropie trils forte du couplage, qui eat prkvisible d'uncsimple point de vije
giomfitrique. depend consid6Arablement de Ia pfirioda o n peut retrouver lea faits eosantiels de ce
comporter-ent A partir des r~sultats connus (HINES 1960O) star lea andes acouatico-gravitationnellea
planes, en observant qua I'onde qui se manif eat# en Ml, Is source 6tant en 0, est celle dont la
vitesse de gseoupe eat dana !a direction de A~ (Fig. 8',

40i loraque is phrioie eat faible, ii y . psu de dispersion, et l'onde eat ).ongitudinale-
ýuet OM sont parallAles. La terme essential duis (5) eat le terme de divergence, de sarte qua

dN/NO se cotporte cosine

(ii) loraque Is p~riode eat vaisine di la valeur innyiza observable en ll'o~de est trans-
versale, at, Is vitesse de groups 6tant perpendiculaire A is vitessa de phase, u et ONi scint par&-
lhales entre eux et perpendiculaires A C. Le terme pr~pondhrant eat encore le terwe de divergence#
de sorts qua ~SN/NO cc comporte com

t.(.0~) cý!tAdr OA ýt

(iii) lorsque is p~riode eat vojalne de is p~riode de coupiire acoustique, c'est la pre-
mier terme de (5) qui eat le pljs important. Il traduit l'influence de Is stratification du milieu
'le flux de particules ionisges entratntdes eat variable en fonction de l'i.ltitude) et il se camr-
porte de fagon isotrope.

La d~pendance importante de l'aniaotropie en fonction de Ia p~riode entratne une modifi-
catio~n ie spectre de 6N/NO suivant l'azimut magn~tique iu point d'observation. La Fig. 9 mantre 1le camporternent de l'exc~ relatif de densit' filectronique, rapport6 A l'exc~a ralatif de densit.'
nautre 6P/po, en fonction de. is fr~quen,:e, pour diff~rentsa ziunits, at pour uwie sour're explosive
parfaite (spectre uniforme.).

Deux aspects des r~sultats sant importanta

-Alarm que lea hautes fr~quencee (acaustiques), aant taujaurs affaiblies par
rapport A I'amplitude de l'onde netatre, lea basses fr~quences (andes de grivit6), sant amplifi~es,



2 asentie.11emunt lea p~riodes voi sines de T B (pcriode de Brunt) et T C(p~riode maximum observable
Mo).

-Si Vi'n compare lea spec~tres A ia verticale de la slource, et dans Is region
d'observatjon correspondart A tine autre liaison utilis~e ('ýSne I-., D .' 350 km, azimut N u)
on constate que la diminution. de l'importance des hautes fr,ýquenczs dans le spectre va dana le
sens des observations expfrimentaleq rrig. 10',.

4. CONCLUSION.

L'observation de l'onde acouitico-gravita'donnelle ergendr~e par une source explosive
et propag~e dans lionosphAre, effectufe uimultangment en plusieurE points par la mesure de I'ef-
fat Doppler eat 11.F, petmet de mettre eli 6vidence plus jeurs ph~nomanes physiques int~ressants

-la propagation des sigiatix puissants eat non--lin~aire, c'est-A-dire qu'elle
*'vfforrsi - -n c$!A-,*a dhrswtlsnt #4- "--wqlitude.

"- lhoorption, par viscositf. a, A dea altitudea supirieureb A 100 km envircn,
un r3Ie important sur l'6volution de 2Iamplitude de l'orde, done sur as cgl~rit:6.

lai variabiliti de l'allure de l'6volution temporelle de l'effet Doppler mesu-
r4 ea des points difffirents s'expliqua en partie par lea caractgristiques de Ia propagation d'unle
.rQ aco:.tstico-pr~vitationnelle entre une source nonctuelle et un p(--nt quelconque, mais, certains
effets anisotropea sont liih au coupioge entre 1'orydp aiun.sphirique, qui affecte primairement les
particules neutres, at l'ionosphi~re. L¼effet de ce couplage eat de r~duire systematiquement Ls
part des hautes friquences acoustiques dana le spectre des variations relatives de densitg 6lec-
tronique.

REMERC IEMENTS.
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Figure 1. Reprfsentation sch•matique du site d'expgrience, des liaisons radio utilisges,

et des z~nes d'observation de is perturbation ionosph~rique (repgrC.es par I,
1I, III, IV).
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S;.gure 2. Variatione du dflai d'occurrence de la perturhbtion, dana les zines 1, I1, i11,
IV, e,, foncton de is puissance de I A e.
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Figure 3. Variations dui d~lai d'occurrence de la perturbation pour diff~rentes puissances
en fonction de ls. iistance de Is source A la z~ne d'observation.
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Figure 4. D61ai d'occurrence de la rfigion 4.

- (a) Calcul dans Phiypoth~se d'une pi-opagati-a liniiiire
- (c) Calcul dan8 l'hypothtlse d'une propagatioti nurr-Iinaire, sans jit;Socptiorr
- (b) Calcul dana I'bypochclse d'une propagation non-Iin~aire,avec ab )rption

LL R~sultats exp~k-imeritaux.
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Figure 5. Spectre de Ia perturbation relative de densit6 du gaz neutre, dans lea z3nes
I et III. (source explosive parfaitz).
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- k et k repr~sentent la direction des vecteurs d'ondes de l'onde acoustique

(to - ) et de gravit6 (U + wc) issue de 0 et propagfe en M

- u aet U repr~sentent Ia direction de la viresse des neutres dana chacu.oe

de ces deux ondeo

- b repr~eente le champ magn~tique trrestre.
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Figure 9. Spectre* de Is perturbation ralerive de densit6 6lectronique, rapportf A la
perturbation relative de densitf du gaz neutre, pour difffrents azimuts. A Ia
,:!istance de 350 km de ls source.
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*w -.7S = AIMS NUCUARS SUP L'IMSPREP1,
(P~EiRflNT1ONS DE3 LA REGIONi F)

J.D. Lo" and D.L, rMelson

SC"I~PE

Uiw *XpX0.oiof aucl6air.& an produisauxt & do* altitudes ionosph~riquou eat Cuivie d'aff~to
wilt.4pes dams l'icnosphare at, par cone6queut., our les cAauuinlcations en haute frfiquence, Au cours
dew 1'1te6 at d.s VxamtL~ 1962, ,~ . proc,'df au milieu du Ilscitiqve, prl. do i'll. T.obnston, A -a.
skri. dl,&Apl.doinns wesl6airee di ruit ()a sSrim "Fish bovi). Oang le cadre des exp~rianeO5 effec-

t£t aCfittl OCC&sion, I'Instiacut de Aecherches du Stanford a ka'.si 'ai x'~sou de sor~eurs & irnci-
dance obltuae, dont l*i parrcourR o saul roU ut appsaraisn3ent sar la tiguro 1. fta t~out, quatre (gat-
tours et hitt r'ieeptauk-a furnti mon6As en mW.tiplex pour cr~ee un ri~seau le 29 paric'ui's. We "Natie'-
ns.ý. 'Aureat of iltanards" (B~ureau National des Poids et ?4esures), ainsi quo l'Ageruce de l'Arrs.' do
Terra US pour la Propagation des Ondes Radice mt le LA~boratoire de Recherches de l'Arm*0 de l'Air,
do Cru~bridge, utilielrent due Is l umom r 6 gion des sonde¶urs a incidence verticale, On verro, Sur I&
figure ;e lea mplacomentm' des aites choisis, ainsi quo ceux de certainues stations intearnatiommlow.
do sondago. In a~joutant. lea iaformations tournies par ces meaeuros se'p~rks, on pout obternir une re-
presentation asses corpl~te dui comportement. g~n~ral de 2 'ioeuosphhse spr~s chaque explosion.

Lem obaarvations eftectuges a partir de ckeacun des Eites permiront de retracer l'bistorique
do I& densit6 filactronique maximale de V'ionosph~re en des endroits d~termin~.,ý L'enaable de cern
rfisultats a servi a1 6tablir des cartes de friquence critique qui indiquent !a variation synoptique,
en fonetien du temps, do I& dennit6 6lectronique maximale de la couche F. Ce parasuthre e t d'une
iupcrtance extr~ze, tent pour 1'op~ratear charg6 d'6tablir des liaisons HF. quo pour le chercheur
sclentifique.

Le filmw sonore en couleurs do 16 emn qui illustre cet expos6 pr~senteosur I& carte lea cour-
boa d'6galu.. frgquenee critique montri~nt lea varistions de le, den~it6 6lectronique maximale de Is
couch* F en fonction du tompa et do 1'eapace, L Is. suite des trois essais nucl~aires & haute altitude
do l'opfiration "Fish Bowl". Cen cartom comprennenut ý.z region s'gtendant entre 300 do latitude hord et
Bud do part ert d'autre de 1'6quateur magnfitique, et, 350 do longitude Es~t et Oueat de plert et dvautre
do IlIle Johnston. Lea s~queneoa commencozat 60 minutes avant l'explosion et so poursuivont, par in-
crfimenta do 1. &l & minute.4, Juuqu'& 60 minutes aprilo pour lea essais "Star Fish" et "Cbeck Mate",l it

cinq heurem apr& pour X 'essai "King Fish". L~e principal effet qui so trouve ililuatrC6 eat l& propa-
gation radiale des ondos inncoaph6riques & pertir dui point do dfitonation. L~e film 6tudie et illuxty-e
6galement Is th~orie des ondes hydzrodynamiques, et prfsmnte lea caractfiistiquea observfies des ondes
ionosph~rigues. 55 projection dure 30 minute,'.

Lea figure. 3 & 2T repr~sentent un choix de cartes do fr~quence critique, oxtrait du

Mfffrence ; Lcinaxg J.B. et Nielson, D,L., 1968 "Observations of scoust ic -gravity vmave effects *hoving
geoiagnotic! field dep#endemwe" ("Observation doe effete des ondes acoustiques et do gravit6 montrant
lour dhpendance a 1'6gard du champ magn~tique terrestre"), JATP, Vol. 30, pp. 1033-1050,

Loa recherchos dont il eat rendu canpt.ý ici nirerat effectu6es soua 1'6gide de l'Agence Nuclftire pour
I& DWense, dens Xe cadre d.' IQ sous-traitance 938/07.041, iouo contrat DA 36-039SC-87197 avec I* US
ArM V.oeptrovics Comsand.

4!
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NVCLSAR WHA"'I XlFFNCS ON TIM 1010N.M9IXNt

( P-.U•AOM DISRlMAMNC1i.)

A .16-om S•otzd/Color MovYe*

J. B. ILmax. and D. L. Nieltion
Stanford Iresearch Inagt itute

333 ilaRvensmwood Avenue
Uenlo Park. California 94025

USA

SLMU1AY

The detonation of a nu,•lesr burst at ionispheric heights causes a multiplicity of effects in the

ionosphere and therefore on OF communications. A serie, of nighttime hotis, the Fish Bowl Series,
was conducted in the sunimer and fall of 1962 near Johnston Island in the mid-Pacific. As part of the

instrumentation for this aeries, SRI fielded a network of oblique-incidence sounders. the one-hop paths

of which are shown in Figure 1. Zn all, four transmitters and eight receivers were time-multiplexed to
create a network of 29 paths. The National Bureau of Standards operated vertical-inctdence sounders
in the came area, as did the U. S. Army Radio Propagatior. Agency and the Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratory. The locations of these sites, as well as some of the international sounder stations,
are shown in Figure 2. By combining the information from these separate measurements, a fogrly compre-

hensive picture of the gross behavior of the ionosphere after each shot can be obtained.

From each site came a time history of the waximum electron density of the ionosphere at specific
locations. These were combined in=to critical-frequency maps which show, as a function of time, the
synoptic variation of maximum F-layer electron density. This parameter is extremely important to the
HW communicator as well as to the scientific investigator.

Sequences of contour maps of critical frequency are presented In this 16-mm sound/color movie,
showing the variation of the F-layer maximum electron density as a function of time and space following
the three-high-altitude nuclear tests in Operation Fish Bowl. The maps encompass the region 300 north
and south from the magnetic equator and 350 east and west from Johnston Island. The sequences of maps
start 60 minutes before the explosion snd proceed, in Increments of 1 to 4 minutes, to 60 minutes after
the event for Star Fish and Check Uate and to five (5) hours after King Fish. The principal effect
Illustrated is the propagation of the ionospheric waves radially outward from the point of detonation.
7he theory of hydrodynamical waves is also disciissed and illustrated in the film, and the observed

characteristics of ionospheric waves are presented. The film has a showing time of 30 minutes.

Selected maps of critical frequency from the film are shown in Figures 3 through 27.

Reference: Lomax, J. B. and Nielson, D. L., 1968, "Observation of acoustic-gravity wave effects
showing geomagnetic field dependence", JATP, Vol. 30, pp 1033-1050.

I

C The research reported here was sponsored by the Defense Nuclear Agency under" NSER Subtask 938/07.G41

on Contract DA 36-039SC-87197 with the U. S. Army Electronj Command.
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Figure 4
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Figure 18
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FigureA 20
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;LES L:FT~qS DES t")LS AMWT1(IJS L~T DE GRAWITE PRODUIITE PAR ID W(PLOSION NIJCbE&
SUJR LE~S SYSýTBES DE (UVNJKCATION A Hr MJ OMCM~JDI

per

DA,L Niosisu

Lee ondes acowitiques at do grawit6 eugendrtes par donesxplIosions nu1~ijrev &I haute &ltitule
pourent aifteeter amenntanwelnt leu IlsrAo do radioccouaunicatiora an haute frf4tuoTce. Deux modifi"a-
tions peuvont mo produiro

1) i. spectre do propag6ation dont on diMp4040 Pout, an un certain point, diminuor do ten.. sorts
qua lo circuit no fnoictionne plus Al urse fr~quoe1ce donnfe,,

* ~~2) le dflai dans lei tamps, ot lea diltorqicne do fr6quenco euvvent inccrottre la prob~abilit6
d'orrouro potur in ayst~m'e digiteil. Toua corn effete dipondent des positions relatives du trajot radio

*~do Is, source, et dui cheep g6OM&Pgntiquet Linei quo do 196tat do i'iouiosph~re 2.v long do co trijot.,
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THE KF7ECTS OF NUCLEAR-Bu~lr- PRODWgID

ACIOUSTIC GRAVITY WATU (IN HF

COMinUNICATX(CI SYSTEMS

D. L. WNiwison
Stanford Asaemirch iflutitutv

Menlo Pork, Colifovnia, U.S.A.

Acoustic gravity waves genera*ted by high altitude nuclear explosion* can WKWoenterily afZsc~t the
per~ormance of 11? communications. Two changes can occur: (1) the available propagation spectruyk masy at
some point decrease such that the circuit is no longer operptive at a given frequency, (2) the time-delay
and frequency distortions may incroase the likolihood of error In a digital system. All ef-.ecls are sub-
ject to the relative orientation of the path, the sourct7, and the geomagnetic field 6is well as the state
of the Ionosphere along the path.

i. 'NWTRDUCTIGN

Through modification of the Ionosphere, acoustic gravity waves (AfiW) chin affect the performance of
HP commvunication systems. The axtent of the effect i&. dependent imson rath location and crientation ae
well as the system parameters. In thia paper we will briefly exoamine the changes In cimmeunicAtion system
performance resulting from the passage of a wave generated by the 1962 high-altitude nuclear teot King
Fish. (LOMAX and NIELSON. 1968.) This toat affords a good opportunity since the source In d'screte and
the wave ia siapler than many natural occurring ones. Observationa in tho fo,'m of obliquo-incidence iono.-
grams are used tc verity the Ionospheric model from which the system performance will be estimated.

The ionospheric F-region electron density As modeled as a single pare'bols as far as propagation
is concerned. The AGW effects are computed using quasi-empirical expressions derived by NELSON (1968)
uming in pert these observations. Changes in all. three layer parameters--height, semithickness, aend
critical frequency--are made as the wave proceeds along the path. The performance of two modems will he
considered--an Incoherent FSK system and a differentially coherent PSI((tESK) system.

2. MODELS

The oath chosen for examination is about 2500 km from the burat and running between the Islands r',
Canton and Rarotonga In the South Pacific. A constant ionospheric F-layer was usod as the background

* propagation medium: he . 385 kin, yin - 70 kin, and fo 6.8 MHz. These values were selectind after examei-
* Ing Ionospheric data including oblique-incidence ionograms. Since the observations are er.tireiy at.night

no lower-layer ionization in considered. The propagation progr~am used allows for linear gradients in
critical frequency and layer height. The wave was modeled as in Lf3UAX and NIELSON (1968) with a velocity
of the peak of the first half cycle of 800 ff/3ec.

The digital communication system models used here pnirmit the input of both time and frequency
distortione. Thes6 distortions are expressed in the form of a second central momient in time delay and
Doppler shift and are thus specified as spreads In each domain. The spreads are calculated from the
amplitude-weighted discrete ray paths obtained from the psratolic-loyer ray-tracing propagation model.
Signal-to-noise ratios are normalized to a one hertz bandwioth avid only atmospheric noise in considered.
A transmitted power of 3.3 watts/Hz and noise levels at the receiver from -151 dBW at 4 M~z to -171 dBW
at 20 MHz resulted in about a 40 dB signal-to-noise ratio. The signaling element duration Is 10 monc for
both systems.

3. RESULTS

Combining the ionospheric 6nd AGIW models mentioned above we can obtain a series of calculated
ionogreriu with which to compaire against the observed records. This is done i~Figures I and 2 for every
20 minutes during the first 100 mlitutes of toe 2 hours for which calculations were made. While some error
is apparent, the general potterti is reproduced with but two exceptions. the tlmo-dtilty spreading on in-
dividiial traces and the continued high frequency vinertained on the ono-hon trace. Theise effectu are
probably the result of the formation of irrogularities In ionization during the passage of the wave.
Notice that while the frequency remains high on the lowest order ray iIo MaXiMUM freqvuencies of the higher
order rays decirwase following the 2trst half-cycle of the AGW (i.e., beyond 110 min.).

The spectrum available for propagation in thin case incurs a pronounced chavge. In Figure 3 the
maxtimum observed frequency is shown over the two-hour period. Observed valued are ohown only during the
.first quarter period. The caslculated valties show what might. xist it 'he irregularitles were not
present. This variation An maximum frequency is not always typical but is. a furction of pirm-wave ioni-
zation contours and the re..ative orientation of the wave normal ot the scirustoic wave and the local wag-
neric field (LOWAX and NIrJS0?t, 1968), OQ91lSON, 19608).

The performance of a digital mystem is related to so aera) factor's!

e.1) the signal-to-nolso ratio
(2) the spread in time-delay soo 1Doppler shift
(0ý the txr.inamitted sIgnal and other systt~m clipraý,tevrit Ic~s

Wag 9



Since thq calculittionr~ are for nighttime eondiiioni the aignot levels arie approxiwately ",nstsni: with
fveruiency and for the varinus %oultipath Coapo~nonta. The iiUmbe-, of Propagating rays therefore tends to be
litialtod by ioncaphcx~c peuetration, Thin 11iaiting almo helps define thie degree of time-delay and Wp0001er
spread At a given feioAUICY,

itsatming conitinuity in the use of a given f'equency, the varintioit in the performance of a dlg;ýtal
*system during the passafte of the iiavtv im governed Isaiely by the chatiges in ttime delay and Doppler eltift

-if the indivPidual rays. lheso variat.'ons tor aa incohoerent ?SK system cmi. tie seon In Flgigre 4 for no
diversity mud for uniazrralats4 dual diveraity systems. (The dual diversity reoutta can be plottod )in the

* nane axen o0.y for high aignal-to-noice rattios.) Pimilarly result.a for 1A DPSK system with no divermity
are giver, In Figure 5. Notice that kin the fixst 50-60 m~nitnut, or the first half-cycle "he degindation 0ý1
ihiu digital n!'aiea i.ý due to incereaxon in diarortion. In the seondr~ half-cycle the dist:ortion diminishes
but in this inritance the pro$Agating spectrur. io also reduced. The pligse systera in naturally move fensi-
tive to i0oppler mapied th~n 0ie inceo.~rant P8C syst,,Aj. The wide sad rapid vxcuraions of orror rate in
Vgi~urio 5 sie, thes reiialt of differential Dopp~ar shif~ts betwo)en various F-regioii rcys.

If error rate. of leras than to- are necessary it li %pperent thbt some typo of diversity would be
rsq."ired its this situution. Purthe'rmirre If the opera ýLtg frequency falls below the maxrilun propagating
frequency then a freiouncy change is necessary to mairtain cnnmun~cation. This lattor pron~ediare is most
Important in those i-agioiks *hore thu first alfmi cycle causes a decriaise in IP-layetr critical frequency.
(ILOMX and NIR~Laal, 1968.)

*4. CX)NCUISUIONS

This paper has atteapted to show thust IW cotumunication systems rmy in some cases be affevted by
the passage of neutral atmospheric waves generated by a nuclear erxplosion, Degradation may come from in-
creased distortion, a poss~ibility only when the F-layer critical frequency iv increasing, or from a loss
of ioksoapheric support for the frequency uf operation. In the latteir siturAtion the maximum propagating
f~Tquency in decreasing and because of the acco~apenying redurtt~n In multipath, the d~stortion decreases
rs well. While the wave would be expected to have opposite effects in its two half cycles, obsurv.'tions
indicate that the most significant changes occur during the first hal~f cycle.

5. WEERRMCF-

i.AMAX, J. .9, and NIELSON, D. L,. ,1968, "Observation of Acoustic-gravity Wave FEffects Showing Gcomagnetic

Field Deiendence," J. of' Atmoft, and Torrent. Phys. , Vol. 30, pp. 1033-1050.

Nelson, Rt. A., 1968, "Renppensc of the Ionosphere to the Passage of Neutral Atmospheric Waves," J. of Atnos.
and Torrent. Phys., Vol. 30, np. 825-835.
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Discussions on papers presented in Session IV
(Influence of acoustic gravity waves on the propagation of the electromagnetic waves)

Discusdion on :"1.1. 3Pay tracing of gravity wave perturbed ionospheric profiles", by P.L. George.

Dr. K. DAVIES : Mr. George's ray tracing shows that there are fundamental limitations set by the ionosphere
on direction finding. Hence there should be a corresponding limit to the amount of money invested in direc-
tion finding equipment. This is a potentially valuable contribution from this meeting.

Dr. P.L. GEORGE : I think the point is that no amount of sophisticated engineering, which usually implies
considerable expense, will improve radio location results if the ionospheric model is itself inadequate.

C.F. P. HALLEY : Dane le tract de rayon 6lectromagnftiqtue que vous effectuez dana le milieu ionis6 pertur-
b6 en pr.sence du chomp magn~tique terrestre, vous calculez lee trojectuires entre deux points pour une
r6flexion ionospherique. Tenez-vous compte de r6flexions ionosph6riques multiples accompagn6es d'une ou de
plusieurs r~flexions au sol ?

Dr. P.L. GEORGE : Multiple reflections certairly occur at near vertical incidence with TIi's of some ampli-
tudes. It is not clear that measurement of such multiple reflections will improve our ability to determine
the essential characteristics of a given TID. Rather it is often the case that multiple reflections will
confuse the situation. It is for this reason that the interferometer used for the type of measurements dis-
cussed in this paper is deliberately used in a manner such that measurements are accepted only when an es-,
sentially plane wave front, that is a single mode, is present.

Dr. H.P. WILLIAM : Throughout yoar lecture you referred to the effects at "short distances" i.e. of the
order of 50 km. In practice one is much more likely to be attempting measurements ut much lorger distances.
In such cases I presume the gross inaccuracies due to the wavy surface would be considerabl4 reduced, The
problem would then be nearer the case of reflection at grazing incidence which, we know from the Rayleigh
criterion, would come more closely the flat surface case.

D,, P.L. GEORGF : I cannot agree that in pratice one is more likely to be attempting radio loc1tion at much
larger distances. It depends very much on the situation. There is a very real requirement for locatior at
short ranges which I cannot elaborate on here. I will say howeer that the required accuracy is often
higher tha'n at long ranges. One must remember that at short range the frequency of operation mty, easily be
such that penetration into the ionospheru id very great - under these circumstances the greatest tilts
seen. At long ranges however, for frequencies below the MUF, the radio ray does not penLtrate deeply iuto
the ionosphere - at distances greater than 1 000 km or so it is difficult to get more than one third of the
way into the F region.-One may therefore suppose that the effective tilts seen due to 11)'s may be rather
small.

Discussion on paer 3:4 "Propagation of suhriicrosecond H.F. pulses through travelling ionospheric dis-
turbances",by G.M. LERFALD, R.B. JURGENS.

Dr, L.B. WETZEL : I would like to make two conments on this paper.

1.- TakinE an oblique ionogram as a plot of delay-time versus frtequency over the path, one often
finds that the curve is flat in places due to the presence of the Linderlying layers, In such regions the
second term in the Taylor's expansion of the phase, being proportional to the slope of the delay-tine,
vanishes ; at these points the surviving phase non-linearity is * ubic in frequency, and the simple formu-
la for ionospheric bandwidth based on the quadratic term is no Icger valid, This formula also breaks down
where the delay-time exlibits a strong curvature as when Jlose to the MUF, (See, for example, Ls Wetzel,
IDA Res. Paper P-317, 1967).

2.- The question of "incoherent bandwidth" might be app cached by viesing the physical locus of
two paths through the ionosphere at two different frequencies. As the frequencies separate so do the paths,
and the phases over the two paths become atatistically de•orrelated as the physical separation of the
paths approaches the correlation length of the major ionospheric irregularities, These irregularities could
be related to the high wave-number end of an acoustic wave spectium, which then determines a natural limit
to one's ability to do dispersion equalization.

Dr. G.M. LERFALD : I.- I concur with these cements on the limitations of the equation given by Wait.
However, in practice it seldom occurs that the delay-time versao- frequency curve is truly flat over t-e
receiver bandwith. In this case, as for the case near thl MUF, hipher-orde.- terms for the phase relation-
ship could presumably be used, but thii woUld probably .we it impossible to solve the equations explicitly.

2.- An experiment which measured the .egree of decorrelation between separated frequencies was per-
formed with some interesting results, by Hagfors (Norwegian Jefence Research Establishment, Internal Report
1962).
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Discussion on "La perturbation ionosphfrique due aux ondes aoustiques et de gru;iti crggee
par une explosion niefaire au sol de 100 kt & 2 000 kt observ~e entre 150 et 1 000 km du point de tir',
par P. HALLEY.

Dr. F, MURPHY : The Lamb mode -hich is maximized at the earth's surface has ar. exponentiating distance of
yH wvih altitude, where v is istio of specific heats and J4 is the scale height. For y = 104 and H a 7 km
this means t~o amplitude at 100 km &a.titude is ..bout 10- that at sea level. I therefore do not believe
the interpretation of the 315 m/sec signal in terms of the Lamb mode can be correct. The amplitude is
simply too small.

C.F. P. HALL•Y Oui, la pression de perturbation du mode de Lamb d~croTt exponentiellement loraque l'al-
titude augment*e l'6chelle de hauteur Stant yH. Mais, la prestion en l'abr.ence de perturbation d6croft
aussi et plus Tits, lIdchalle d hzuteur ktant H. Le rapport M augmente 4onc exponentiellement lorsque

l'eltitude augmente P H Quoiqu'il en soit, il paraet difficile d'attribuer directemeit a"

mode de Lamb li signal qui me propage A 305 m/s.

Discussion on 3 : "Propagation non-linhaire et couplage ionosph~rique des ondes acoustico-gravita-

tionnelles engendes par une explosion nucl6aire", par P. BROCULE.

Dr. H. RISHBETH : You have considered the motions of F region ions parallel to geomsgnetic field lines,
due to neutral air motions. But in addition the air motions in the E regior can possibly generate electric
fields, which will be transmitted to the F region and can then move the ions across the magnetic field
lines. In this case the ion motions will be more complex. You might obtain some informution about electric
field from magnetic data, though the problem is a complicated one.

Prof. P. BROCHE : I did not take into account these effects, my calculations were very simple, and their
aim was only to show the mean features of the effect of the earth magnetic field on the coupling beetwen
the A.G.W. and the ionosphere when the A.GW. was generated by a ponctual sourne,

Dr. Ch. LIU : I think this non linear effect is very interesting. This is known in the theory of non li-
near 'Tave in dispersive media as "amplitude-dispersion relation", Perhaps with the model you use it is pos-
sible to derive this relation and have a more exact expression for the wave velocity. Then a better check
with the experimental data will be possible.

Prof. P. BROCHE : In fact the coefficient k in the expression

v a c + k 1I/3 C3/2 H e - BSI

can be approximated using the shock velocity and the coefficient B. which expresses the influence of the
viscosity damping, can be calculated for a given frequency (Rayleigh expressions). The fit is obtained by
choosing the convenient frequency (a few seconds to a few ten of seconds).

I agree with Dr. LIU's remark, that flurther theoretical work will provide better approximations
for the wave velocity, and perhaps a better fit with the experimental data.

Discussion on paper 32 "The effect of nuclear-burst produced acoustic gravity waves on H9F. communica-
tions systems", by DL. NIELSON.

Dr. A.N. INCE : Would you please comment on the effects of high-altitude nuclear detonations on ncise of
terrestrial and extraterrestrial origin in HF and VHF bands, considering communications systems such as
iono-scatter and wetecr-burst.

Dr. D.L. NIELSON : In the face of nuclear radiations, propagated noise will of course suffer absorption
just as a more useful signal does. Iii the initial attempts at modeling the total propagation picture in the
presence of absorbing radiation, we tried to synthesize observed noise values from :)oint source noise
"transmitters". Doing so would enable us to attenuate noise as well as the signal. Unfortunately the 10
or so noise sources we felt were needed meant that all calculations were multiplied by that factor,
That fact coupled with the realization that much of todayr's HF "noise" is interference, caused us to dis-
continue such calculations. Quite obviously propagated noise is directional and the attenuation picture for
it may differ markedly from that for the signal. Extraterrestrial noise is much easier dealt with but must
consider the E and F layer iris. We have not incorporated absorption of that noise either. Because of the
location of this path with respect to radiation sources and in view of the time-after-burst. I do not ex-
pect the lack of considering noise to be of consequence in this case. Clearly there is little signal ab-
sorption.

External noise in VHF ,ystems, being generally extraterrestrial, might be expected to attenuate
more nearly as the signal-at least to the extent that the antennas are highly directive. Since _ignal-to-
noise ratio is the quantity of interest, considering only signal absorption will yield erroneously low
performance.

Dr. H. WILLlANM : I noticed on the oblique ionogramts you u.howed that the reflections occured in blobs, i.e.,
the curve of amplitude v. ,requency was modulated at short intervals. This was true even of the first io-
nogram which had not yet been affected by the burst. Can you te" me why you had this effect ? I met it once
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myself but only in the region of a single hop. It wva then probably due to polarization fading, for the
time of taking the ionograrA was only 20 seconds.

Dr. D.L. NIELSON : As you imply, effecti such as polarization fading can occur when we use linear antennas
however, I do not attribute most of the drop out of signal with such a cause. You will notice tWst in neariy
all instances the signal is missing on all propagating modes. This must then relate to receiver response
on that particular chrnnel. Since these are step frequency receivers such an abrupt change is quite possi-
ble. We have never associated any propagation significance to these intelTuptio's..

General discussion

Dr. D.L. FIELS0N ; I and several other attendees would like to introduce at this point the outline of an
ionospheric phenomenon that has been eluded to at this meeting by Dr. R5ttger, and in similar reports by
Crochet at the Univarsity of Paris. In his paper Dr. RFttger suggested that the powtsunset disturbanices

that have for many years been observed in the F region near the magnetic equator may be due to acoustic
gravity waves. During the next few moments I would like to neither support or contest that suggestion but
to pln.e before this group a brief outline of the phenomenon in order that those well verised in such wave
motlon mighC be able to addre6e the likelihood of such a possibility. In order to present a consistent
qualitative picture I will take some liberties about which all may not agree, I will also largely ignore
the normal motion of the bulk plasma after sunset, that is, the abrupt rise and slow descent, that may be
of some influence in the phenomena I describe.

The several (and the nuiber may range from zero to perhaps 8 or 10) independent reflection surfaess
that Dr. Rfttger mentioned "seeing" from terminals remote from thi equator are those culls or
bundle or irregularities that have been comon to nearly all equatorial experiments in which drift velo-
city could be measured, Commencing after sunset and most probably folloving the evening height rise, these
ralls form and begin to drift eastward along the dip equator. Their estimated size ranges from a few hun-
dred to perhaps at most 1 000 km and their horizontal drift velocity Irom 50-150 m/sec with respect to the
observer. Their iifeti.kie over one point on the earth is typically 2 to 4 hours, so that from their initial
poirt behind the sunset line they span perhaps as much as 30-600 degrees of lor~gitude, Both the cells and
the ssaller scale irregularities arsociated with them drift at the same eastward rate. The magnitud, and
direction of the drift are compatible with electromagnetic Hall drift from downward electrostatic ftilds
of a fem: millivolts ýAr meter ; however, there is no electric field mechanism known thet, would produne the
horizontal variations in density that define the cells. These data are evidenced at HF by means of horizon-
tal and vertical reflections from inhomogenities of the same scale as the cells as well as at VHF where the
much smaller scale sizes are important. Nor are the observations confined to radio. Equato-ial airglow re-
cords taken over large areas also indicate the presence of these cells. Since the radiance of the airglow
is said to be les related to electron (ion) number density than to recrubination rate (height) there is
believed to be come lcwering of" height associated with regions of increased airglov.

From this brief outline #hen the following questions inquiring into the association (if an,) bet-
ween these cells an' AGW's may be posed :

- Is the veatocity 'bcth direction and magnitude) consistent with AAW's either in or directly in-
fluencing the F-region ?

- Is the "period" ar size of these cells commensurate with the velocity or AGW theory in general,

- Is the disappearance cf these cells within say 30-60' longitude consistent with possible dissi-
pation rates of AGW's.

- Could the insabiliti.es associated with the cell be trigger44 of sustained by energy within such
a wave,

- If the large scple irregularities have as their source c aanxes asnoci.Lecd with L or F region sun-
Net, would such "wake" effects hiave to be stationary in the frame of reference of tlhe sunset line,

Finally, the imall, scale irr, 6 ularities meitioned abo~e that are tj-pically associated -. ith spread-F
or scintillations, are limited c.- those. that occur prior to local midnight. Zhis type, either because of
its intensity or physical make-up is the one that is most closely asso,!iated witht upper HF and VH1F inves-
tigations.

Dr. J. KLOSTETHEYER : The meagitude of V,he horizontal drift velocity in the range 50-150 m/sec is typical
for so-called mediuw scale ionoaphric cisturba-"ices observed by varixous authors ian the mid-latitude F-
region. Today it seems to boe generally accepted that these disturb.n..ces are pro',sced by atmospheric gravi-
ty waves. The interpretatiun 'f tow equatorial pi enomei, mentioned oy Dr. R•ttger ,..nd Dr. Nielson in terms
of gravity waves is ade- mcrv diff',',cult by the fs- that. a gramit' wave propagatingl' alorg the magnetic
veisit-ea.-it direction causes only reiatvely amull ionization chsnges ..t the dip equator. However, this dif-
firulty would not arise if thc horizontal direction of wave propamgat.on differs f'ror the magnetic west-
east direction by several degrees,

From the horizontal exte!rt, of a fvi hu•.,'Ared to . OCX., ka nd the hor. -zontal velocity range V! can
esti•cte possible tim.e ••.les ,etween tventy sr.,d a fe% hundred niiutis., which agree well witih the period
spct-"m of gravity waves ir the. F,.r-rion,,

The rate of energy dissipation of gte;or {,i trav;ity oaves deends ý.argely on period. wavelength,
%nd direction of propagation. Ionospheric dist.mrbitaes wtive ••ten been observed to travel. distances bet-
ceen several hundred and several tnousLnd kil.met4'rn,, The d!6&aa.p'x.renre of the cells within 30-bO

0 
longi-

tude is therefore consistent with possible dissipa% -a. retes of V,%vity waves.
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Dr. J. RHTTGER : In addition to the interecting explanations of Dr. Nielson, I want to point out that
periodical structures in the equatorial i)nosphere recently have been observed by Yeboah-Amankwah and
Koster in Accra [ "Equatorial Faraday Rotation Measurements on the Ionosphere Using a Geostationary
Satellite" published in : Planet. Space Sci. 20, 1972, pp. 395-408 ]. These observations indicate reaso-
nable oscillations of the total electron content-- in the evening hours. The quasi-periods of these oscil-
lations are in the range of approximately 30 min to a few hours and are assumed to be originated by a ho-
rizontal drift of plasma inhomogeneities in the ionosphere. A typical size of these inhomogeneitics is
about 530 km assuming a plasma drift velocity of 120 m/sec. The results obtained by oblique-incidence
sounding between Lindau and Tsumeb are in sufficient agreemet with these observations of Yeboah-Amankwah
and Koster.

Dr. K. DAVIFS : One of the difficulties concerned with the gravity wave explanation of equatorial irregu-
larities propagation along the magnetic equator is that a gravity wave cannot move the electrons across
the geomagnetic field (i.e. vertically).

Dr. J. ROMTGER : The geographical distribution of the observed side reflection areas indicates a meximum
of occurence in the west African zone between about 50 N and 200 N, In this area the magnetic declination
is about 5* to 150 wetterly deviation. This means that east-west propagating inhomogeneities are not pro-
pagating perpendicular to the earth's magnetic" field.

In the east African area the declination is between 00 and 50 W and the perpendicularity which may
restrict eastward drifts is performed earlier in this area. Irregularities east of the path Lindau-Tsumeb,
located in the east African area, occur much less than irregularities west of the path. This result seems
to be in agreement with the depicted difference of the declination esst and vest of the path.

Dr. H. RISHBETH : Concerning the irregularities in the eq'atorial F region at sunset,

!.-I cannot comment on the production, scale size or periodicity of the irregulLrities, but I
think that the combination of

a) the supersonically moving sunset,

b) large horizontal gradients of electron density associated with sunset,

c) crossed electric and magnetic fields might well favour instability phenorena.

2.- Once the irregularities are formed, then they car be moved across the magnetic field by an
electrostatic field. The irregularities would move with the background ionization. I have a theory of how
the required electric fields can be produced (indirectly by the action of thermospheric winds) though the
theory is admittedly controversial.

3t- In think that, given the existence of irreguiarities the electron density and airglow data
hang together nicely. The lifetime of the irregularities may just be similar to that of the beckground
ionization - a few hours.

C.F. P. HALLEY : La r6gion ou l'quateur magn6tique franchit et s'6carte de l'6quateur g~ographique, au
sud du Skn~gal, eat particuli4rement irr~guli~re de nuit. C'esi ainsi que 2'on constate a partir de Dakar
des difficult~a de radiocommunication en H.F, vers le golfede G/in6e ou vers Madagascar. La fiabilit6 des
communications est particuli~rement mauvaise dans une certaine lande '.e fr6quences (par exemple, entre
9 et 19 MHz) mgme si on utilise des antennes omni-directionnelles ou faiblement directives.
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Session V

Suminartes, Recocmendations anxl future investigations

Session chairman : Prof. J. DIhLIMLO

Comment of ProfI, HVOI• reporter of subsession I A Acoustic Cravity waves in the neutral terres-

Stril atmosphere. Natu aii sources and prz aLon'

In this first sub-session, seven papers were presented dealing with the natural excitation and the
propagation of acoustic-gravity waves within the lower atmosphere. Five of these papers were theoretical
papers whereas two of then p:7esented experimental work on the propagation of infrasound waves excited wi-
thin the auroral zones. It appears to me that this ratio between the numbers of theoretical and experimen-tal papers is symptomatic of the present stage of knowledge of gravity wave propagation,

Let me recall the general problem with which we are faced. Given is some natural event-earth quake,
tropospheric weather disturbance auroral display etc. - which is supposed to excite acoustic-gravity waves.
This source nas some spatial and temporal distribution and acts like a generator transmitting a spectrum of
cous-cic-gravity waves into the surrounding atmosphere. The "radiation characteristic" of such disturbance

can be represented by a function g (t) which depends not only on time t but also on the local distribution
of the source and on the radiation angle. The atmosphere on the other hand behaves like a dispersive and

anisotropie wave guide which can be Oescribed by a transmission function F (p. w) where p is the distance
from the source and w is the angular frequency of the spectral range considered. F of course depends also
on the azimuth, the radiation angle and the time. At the input of a receiver we observe some fluctuation
h (p, t) resulting from the source g and deformed by the dispersive atmosphere in between,

If the observed wave structure has small amplitudes so that perturbation thecry is a sufficient
approximation and if the temporal variation of the atmospheric wave guide is slow compared with the periods
of the waves considered we can on principle apply linear system theory and the method of the superposition
of harmonic waves, Fortunately - as we say in this meeting - this is possible in many problems of acoustic-
gravity wave propagation.

It is well kaown from system theozy that in order to relate source g and received signal • we have
tj transpose these functions into their frequency domains by a Fourier-transformation obtaining g (w) and
h (0, ). Then the relationship

h, (0, W) = g, Mco F (1)

holds, and from a re-transformation into the time domain we get

h(o, t) -f (w) F (o, u) e dw (2)

Depending on the bandwidth of our receiver we obtain at its output a siGnal which either approaches
(1) or (2) or a value in between.

In the papers by Pierce anid Warren the first step ha4 been done to determine the source function g
from some realistic natural event. Liu on the other hand studied quite generally the response of the iso-
thermal atmosphere to an unspecified source. It means he solved F and h for some given g. Georges finally
doing ray approximation obtained the transmission function F for any realistic lower atmosphere.

The theoretical papers in this sub-session therefore cover fairly well the matter outlined above.
Here, the tranamission function F of the lower atmosphere appears to be rather well understood. However,
appart from the announced papers by Gossard and Katz who unfortunately did nolt attend this meeting, there
was no experimental paper presented here which dealt with gravity wave propagation within the lower atmo-
sphere, Obviously experiments of this kind are necessary to confirm or to disproof the theories and parti-
cularly to locate and identify the natural sources of gravity waves. Up to now there is indeed a nearly
complete lack of knowledge about the kind and the structure of the natural source function h in the casse
of gravity waves.

People dealing with acoustic waves are luckier irt this respect, here the transmission function F is
much simpler. Specifically, the atmosphere behaves nearly isotropic and non-dispersive with respect to E-
coustic waves, and ray tracing is in most cases an excellent approximation. loreover, due to their small
wave lengths, direction finding techniques for acoustic waves can be used in order to locate the sources.

Cook did calculations of the excitation and tl.) preparation of infrasound waves, and Wilsor ana
T tiszka located infrasound waves within two different spectral ranges and identified them as caised withii,

the auroral eleciro jet, Here, the paper by Wilson comes nearest to our ideai conception in (I). "ror theobser,'ation of h within a narrcd spectra! ran•e he determined and located f; assuming c known function F.
Then he presented a physical explination of the source g.

h From this and the following sessions, I would like to draw the conciusion that we neeu sirutancous

meax.Arements of selected natural events within a wide range of frequencies and at various locations within
lower and upper atmosphere, u.3ing different techniques, in order to locate atvd to identify the natural sour-
ces of gravity waves and to close the gap which I outlined above.
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Comment of Drg B.L, U11JRPHY, reporter of subsession I B : "Acoustic gravity waveF in the neutral terrestrial
atmosphere. Artificial sources and propaga-ton•.

I will confine my remarks to low altitude nuclear detonations as sources of acoustic-gravity waves,
All the papers in Sub Session 1B as well as a number in other sessions dealt with this topic in one way or
another.

Consider first the 'various types of ionospheric disturbance which result from the detonation blast
wave, A portion of the blast wave, which does not reach the ionospheric level, is responsible for exciting
the Lamb mode as described by Dr. Posey and Prof. Pierce. This mode has a maximum a:plitude on the ground
and decreases exponentially over a distance of about 10 an. Thus the amplitude is a factor 10 less at
100 km than it is at the ground. For this c'ason, as noted by Dr. Balachandran, it would not seem likely
that this mode is responsible for disturbances in the ionosphere. The possible exception would be when the
Lamb mode can couple to some other mode which propagates at higher altitude. The main lesson to be learned
from the Lamb mode analysis is simply that, in this one particular case, one may replace the usual guided
modes GR., GRB S0 , 3S, etc. by a pseudomode, namely the Lamb mode, and that analysis ;n terms of this
pseudomo~e is far eaasier than in terms of the guided modes. One need not resort to involved numerical cal-
culations ; in fact, bax.k-of-the-envelope engineering type estimates are possible. One should definitely
attempt to apply this ;aeudomode concept to other modes which may propagate at higher altitudes and which
may produce obser'ablr ionospheric effects. These other pseudomodes are presumably related to the ducting
properties of the atmosphere and ionosphere and their dispersion curves should be composed of segments of
the guided mode dispersion curves.

For the portion of the shock which does reach the ionosphere Prof. Berthet has calculated the non-
linear effects on the ray paths. Tn a sense his analysis is the opposite of what has been uone by a number
of other people, for example by Wk itham, Whitham includes several nonlinear effects not contained in
Berthet's analysis, most notably the effects of ray tube divergence and convergence on the pulse amplitude.
However, Whitham uses the ray paths of geometrical acoustics. An analysis which treats nonlinear effects
on both ray paths and amplitudes in a self consistent fashion would be desireable.

Also regarding Prof. Berthet's paper, I wonder what the relation of his "ring of sound" is to the
numerical results of Greene and Whitaker, some of which were shown in the paper by Dr. Kahalas and =wself.
The same region of space seems to be invclved in both cases, In both cases it is a region of highly non-
linear hydrodynamics which acts as a secondary source of acoustic disturbance. There is a major difference
in interpretation however. Prof. Berthet regards this region as a source of waves of perioL less than a
minute. Greene and Whitakor regard their region as the source of gravity waves with periods in excess of
10 minutes. Obviously clarifik•tion and reconciliation of these points of view would be desirable,

Now, as to the short period disturbances which are observed in the ionosphere, Di. Balachandran
and Dr. Kahalas and myself both presented doppler data obtained by Baker and Davies, We both noted that
these short period ionospheric disturbances are probably due to partially ducted acoustic modes beneath
the ionospheric level. I made the point that the period of this disturbance was aiTproximately equal tc,
the period content of the shock at the base of the ionosphere and suggested a yield scaling law for the
periods. It would be worthwhile to examine this doppler data or other similar datr to see if any scaling
laws for the period variation with yield, range, wind direction, etc. are in fact apparent in the data.
1Empirical scaling laws could be of great aid in formulating nuclear source and propagation models.

Finally, we come to the question of the rising fireball as a source of acoustic-Cravity waves in
the ionosphere. Both Prof. Pierce and Dr. Kahalas and m.yself have put forth gravity.,wave excitation models
based on buoyancy oscillations at the fireball stabilization altitude. Dr. Lomax raised the question as to
vhether or not real fireballs perform this type of oscillation, This question really has not been answered.
A related question which may shed some light on this is : uhat kinds of acoustic-gravity oscillations are
produced by naturally buoyant elements such as thunder clouds ?

Even if fireballs do oscillate, this does not necessarily mean that they ore a source of widespread
ionospheric perturbation. A ray tracing program applicable to long periods, such as Dr. Georges', could be
used to determine the region of the ionosphere affecteu by a source of waves of period comparable to tne
Brunt-Vgis~li period and located at the tropopause. Presumably the wavelengths produced woulu be the order
of the stabilized fireball dsmensions.

Comment of Dr. K. DAVIM reporter of session II : "Coupling between the ionized atnos,)he•-e and the neu-
tral atmosphere pertur ed by acoustic -rav=ty waves",

There are two aspects of the neeting on which I have been asked to comment viz : (1) The theory
of tL.-. interaction between atmospheric neutral motions and the motions of the ionizeu ras and (2) AttomptE
tc ieentify specific ratural sources of ionospheric wavelike disturbances. I am indebted to
Des kaostermeyex and Liu for ideas concerning the theory.

1. Theory of neutral-ion gas interactions.

Most theories on the interaction between neutrals and ionz caused by the pasi.uae of gravity wave-;
$ through the atmosphere have dealt w`..h the problem in two parts. First, the notions of the neutrals are

solved and second, These moticns are inserted into the equations of motion of the neutral-ion cas. Tnis
approach is mathermatirclly simple, it give .hysical insight into the interactions involved and it has
proved a valuable guide.

Now in practice the induced ior motion reacts ard modifies the neutral notion. ience, any nabr ad-
vance in this area will renuire that the coupled hydrodynamic and ion equation.; of motion be !uolveu simul-
taneously in a self-consistent manner. In pr-rtieular, certain non-linear effects sloulu be !,iiluded because
certain parameters (e.b., the diffusion coefficient) are modified by the passage of the atmospheric wave,
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Also the coupling of energy between various types of waves (viscosity, heat conduction, gravity, etc.)

should be included,

Inclusion of all these features will make it difficult to assess the importance of any one physi-
cal factor. Hence, in order to obtain some insight into the dominant physical. processes it will be neces-

sary to repeat the calculations many times, each time eliminating one term in the system of equations.

,Some of the more important terms are listed in Table 1,

One other aspect which should be encouraged is that theory and observation should advauce in step.

2. Sources.

,lthough there is much to be elucidated in the propagation of atmospheric waves, there is a big-
ger void ii. our knowledge of the locations and characteristics of the sources of these waves. In this
area there is room for both theory (source modeling) and observations- Both aspects have received some

dicussion in this meeting. datural sources of acoustic-Gravity waves in the ionosphere include tho jet

stream (Cook), auroral electrojet (Wilson), oscillation of air masses rnd, thunderstorms (Pierce and Moo),

large scale air motions near the tropopause (Coe) and the sun (Bowman).

Source modeling, in which the response of the atmosphere to different sources is calculated,
would be invaluable for ccmparison with experinent.l data, This applies to both artificial as well as na-

tural sources.

The effect of source location on the characteristics of ionospheric traveling disturbances is
shown by th. calculations of Chang. He shows that for gravity.wave sources in the troposphere, the iono-
spheric disturbance can only propagate near the asymptotic limit. This is confirmed by radio techniques.
Chang also shows that the temperature profile ie important in determining the periods of gravity waves

penetrating to the F region. The troposphere is an important (if not the most important) source of acous-
tic and gravity waves in the ionosphere. Hence one must consider the entire atmosphere, between the le-
vels of the source', and of observation, in attempting to explain the ionospheric effects,

It may be of interest to note that for acoustic waves at a given height in the upper atmosphere,
the ground range to a source in the lower %tmosphere is a unique function of the horizontal trace speed,

i.e., for a given atmospheric model. Thus, spaced transmitter (or receiver) measurements can be used to

determine the source locations of acoustic waves.

As mentioned above, we know more about the propagation of acoustic-waves than about their sources.

Hence, it is appropriate to make use of observations, together with suitable atmospheric models to deter-
mine the characteristics of the sources, e.g., jet streams, aurora, solar, thunderstorms, etc. In parti-
cular, more definitive studies should bc made on effects of large scale weather patterns of the type of
study initiated by :irs Goe. Bowman's data may indicate a direct relationship (cause and effect) between
gravity waves and spread F. However, it is more likely that these are independent manifestations of an
underlying solar influence.

The importance of winds in the propagation of gravity uaves cannot be overestimated, Hence one of
the most pressing needs is for realistic height profiles of neutral winds. A given wind has a much greater
effect on gravity waves than on acoustic waves, because the latter have larger phase velocities. One coa-
sequence of this is that winds cause the forbidden frequency range between the acoustic cutoff frequency
and the Brunt-Viis;la frequency to decrease or even disappear.

Finally, I should like to point out that the term "gravity weve" is rather unfortunate and that
a more descriptive work would be "buoyancy wave" . The reason for this is that in any wave propagation
there must be a restoring force. In the case of gravity waves the restoring force on a parcel of gas is
the difference between the weight of the parcel and that of the displaced air.

Table I

Important terns in atmospheric neutra!-ion coupling

Neutral Ion

(1) Gravity (or buoyancy) (a) Motion induced by, neutral motion
(2) Pressur e (b) Diffusion (at great heights)
(3) Ion drat (periods > i hour) (c) Electric fields
(4) Viscosity (d) Production ano loss (2n Fl layer)
(5) Heat conuur'fion (e) J•ydromegnetic coupling
(6) Winds and c.-itical levels
(7) Coriolis fore( .!hen winds reduce

the intrinsic frequerncy to near zero

Comments on seusion 1il : "'Hadioelectric studies oe acoustic gravity wave:i in the neutral and ionzea
atmo"tFere".

Prof. i. RANZI ; I woulu liA4ý to consider the 6iabbon 1i- contributions having itone direct concern with
problems of telecommunication from one nau.d arid of rauiolocation of beyond the horizon targets from the
other hand.

The general problem is thai of evaluating the influence of the acoustic gravity waves on the de-
termination of ,he azimuthal and vertical aerie of arrival of signal. or of the backicattered echoes aria
uf the distanct of the backscattering tarpet.
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I must refe.' first to a paper which was presented at the Session IV ; that is the potper no 32 by
P. George (on ray tracing of gravity wave profiles), which very. clearly shows the relationship between the

Rtructux'e of the ionospheric dietur.tance and the above indicated parameters.
-i

On the groun'1 of cur present knowledge, it seems that, from the applicatirn point of vie,4 the
more important ionospheric disturbances are those generally classified as medium-scale T,ID.s ; but on
my opinion, we should have to assunme that this category doee include T,1.D).s with periods up to about
60 minutes (according to the Hunsucker paper, the upper limits ahould be 40 minutes).

What are then the beat experimental procedure which can provide use.•ul infomation about the
'.I.D. structure, on the ground of which to calculate thc bea-ring and distance errors 7

The papers, which are more or less directly concerned with such problem, are the following.

The paper no 28, presented by A.D. Morgtn (on the effect of ionospheric disturbances on the bea-
ring of incoming skyves), not only shows that the bearing measurements may give useful information on
some characteristics of T.l,D.n, but it also provides data of direct interest for ionospheric radio com-
munication . that is the link degradation due to the bearing deviation when use is made of highly direc-
tive arrays.

The paper n° 29, by R.F. Treharne (on ionospheric tilt measurements nea, the magnetic sip equator)
shove that the tilt measurements in the vertical direction by means of en interferometric device may also
provide important information on some T.I.D. characteristics.

We have then to consider also the methods based on the measurements of the variation of the arri-

val angle of signals propagating along an oblique path passing through the ionosphere g the paper n° 27,
by J, Litva is concerne, with such kind of determination, which was carried out by observing the emission
on 51.7 MHz from localized sources on the sun surface - a limitation of the general validity of this method
may probably derive from the fact that sometimes more than one gravity wave system are present at diffe-
rent ionospheric levels and with diffei-ent characteristics.

The paper no 24 by R. Hunsucker (on narrow-beam hT radar investigations of mid'-latitude ion usphe-

ric structure and motion shows that a very fine and oetailed knowledge of the T.I.D, structure and move-
ment is obtained by means of' a sophisticated IT backscatter sounder, which due to the use of a very large
antennae array, may simultaneously scan in azimuth anel elevation, with beamwidths of 20-10 in azimuth and
of 3°-4 0 in elevation.

In conclusion, it seems that futare work/ie conveniently directed to the development of the pro-
cedure reported on paper no 32 by P. George, by introducing new T.I.D. models as sediced by means of sui-
table sounding methods. These methods may have n~t necessarily to require such expensive and sophisticated
equipment, like the narrow-beam HF radars, or incoherent backscatter sounders. It seems that a combination
of some simple experimental procedures may provide very useful date ie,a combina, ion oa bearing in ar. obli.-
que or vertical path and of verticaO. sounding (to h - profiles) st the ionospheric reflection zone,

To the important purpose of determining the mechanism of the acoustic-gravity "iave generation and
the location of the source, it appears that vertical soundings to be carried out in many places ray be

very useful ; this is shown by the short note presented by I. Hanzi ..id P. Giorgi,

Dr. H. HIUHBETH : The detection of gravity waves in the lower ionosphere or mesosphere is difficult but
it is possibileto use the ionization as a 'tracer' for the neutral air. Thus Glass et al. (paper 23 made
use of meteoric ionization for a radar experiment which studies wave motions of 2-0 hour period, 15-'O km
vertical wavelength at 75-105 km altitude. Perona (paper 22) observed VUi transmitesions, reflected obli-
quely from heights around 70 ks, and occasionally detected wavelike disturbances -ith periods of tens of
minutes. The interyretation of these phenomena is likely to be very complex, involving both cnemical ana
dynamical processes.

Two papers dealt with artificial sources of acoustic..gravity raves. Pao (paper 26) described how
an HF doppler sounder, about 1 4O0 km from Cape Kennedy, detected waves in the iorosphere following the
launching :f Saturn-Apollo spacecraft. Liszka an, Olsson (paper 30) described Swedish experiments with
supersonic aircraft. whose trajectories can be chosen in such a uay as to cause foc,'.sing of the shock
waves. Infrasound waves (2 Hz) were observed to be reflected from about 50 km altitude, a:.i ionospheric
effects at around 100 kr altitude vere studied by means of an 11F sounder. It was fousd that the distur-
bences travelled up to the ionosphere more rapidly than expected, and also that sporadli ½. patches ap-
peared during the Experiments.

Cerments on Session IV : "InfLuence of acoustic gravity vayes on the propagation of electromagnetic waves",

Dr, H.PAE.R : Adequate summaries of the conteaits of the pa;;ers in the first half of bessioo IV are cove-
red in 'theabstracts. Hence, I will confine my remarks to a few very generaL obcervatloIn5 as follows

1) A theoretical understandi.ng of HF rsaio paths in the prezierce of iono:spheric irregularitiies uue to
AGW's can be ftccomplished ttroug) ray-tracing (paper by P. Georges) oi- approximate fnll-vuovw anilysis
(paper by H. RAemer). Both of these approaches can be very effective when irreJZUl.a-itieL; are on a scale
that is large in terms of wavelength. W'hen the eoale of these irregularities becoreo comphrable, to a
wavelength ray-tracing begins to lose it! validity and validi aoproximatioris to fi..ll-wave sclut.iors be-
come more difficult to implement without prohibitive expenditure of computer tine, It is .,n this uomain
that standard theorj becomes least trustworthy in enubliiis preuiction c, effects.

There is perhaps a need for more theoretical and experimental approaches that cover this parameter r'-
"gime.
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2') The use of submicrosecond pu.lses to probe the iono'•phere (paper by r,, E.krfalur P. Jurgens andl
J. Joselyn) provides the kind of resolution needed to determi.ae the fine structure kud movemeints of
T.I.D.'s, from which their effects on radio propagation can be assessed. The pager by liRttger demonýs.
trateu certain interesting efTects on hF propagation of l.i.D.'n h!,th prrall!i uiid. trarsverse to great
circle paths. The paper genernLted a certaidi amonLt of riontrovcrsy o, er the causeu of T,ID,D's propaga-
ting along the mACnetic equator. This is discussed elsewhere in the pi.orairn and will not be elaborated
upon here.

3) The question of relevance of the work reported here to the neede of the communication engineer was rai-
sed during the question period, There su:ems to be no completeLy satisfactory answer to this question.
The results obtained by ionospheric scientists cannot in every case be iimsediately translated into in-
formation directly useuful to communications engineers. What is necessary (as remarked in another session)
is to have a group of workers who bridge tht t:t. betwteen the study of ionospheriu propagation as an end
in itself and the knowledge needed by the communications engineer to design his sySteme, Such workers
do exist, but perhaps there is need for more such liaison activity.

In analyzing and designing digital communication systems, the engineer iusually needs to know suchi items
of the propagation medium aL multipath spread, coherent bandwinlth, probability .Aensity functions of
fading and spectrum of fading. Ideally, h" would like to have a randomly time-varying irip.l;e response
of the propagation medium which contains most of the above information, The difficulty is that all of
these items are "short-term" statistical in nature (i.e., they involve random processes that are rou-
ghly stationary for only a few minutes). When he looks at results obtained by ionospheric scientists,he must usually do a great deal of work relating statistics of diurnal, seasonal anu possibly geogra-
phical variations, as reported in the ionospheric science literature, to the kind of short-term statis-
tics he needs for his design work. This problem could be alleviated by the sccrt of liaison work allu-
ded to above, which would be best pei formed by people whose interests and knowleu13e s<rsadle the boun-
daries between ionospheric science and communications ernineering.

Dr. D. NIEL30N This part of the ;'eview of Session IV will be concerned principally with the second part
of the session ;amely, that associated with nuclear-burot-produceu waves. First one might logically ask
what AGW data from nuclear bursts have to offer the genreral field of atmospheric wave propagation. In ans-
wer it seems appeoent that at points remote from the burst where the wave is sonic, there exists a consi-
derably simplified wave behavior as comnpared to many natural sources. While much of the nuclear test data
on AGW's has yet to appear in the literature in an easily usable form, both general behavior (e.g,, the
effect on ionization profiles) and data for more detailed scalings are available. It would appear that if
we fail to understand the basically simpler neutral wave from the nuclear burst, including how it couples
to the ion gas, we will not understand the multiplicity of natural waves with their more complex sources
and overlapping effects.

The study of nuclear-burst-produced AGW's may be classified into (1) analysis of wave mechanics or
diagnosis of the medium and (2) predictive models, Considering the former we have seen in this session
that the type of waves generated, that is the mode(s) into which energy is coupled. are substantially in-
fluenced by the available energ of the burst ancý its At.itude. That a 720 m/sec principal (fast) wave
from 4he low altitude French test appeared supersonic Oiecreasing velocity with distance) while an
800 m/sec wave from the U.S. high altitu-Ae test appeared lineas, should not be considered contradictory.
Similarly, when both low and high altitude tests generate multiple wavea (in this case two) it shouls not
be concluded that the second or slower waves have a common origin or propugation altitude, We are, of
course, hampered in our analysis by proper source models without which it is difficult to stipulate the
propagating ray (energy) path. This is particularly evident at higher altitudes,

It was evident from the remarks of Pr. Broche and Capitaine Halley a.; well as from the U.S. results,
that predictive methodologies must necessarily contain empirical scaling. This empiricism reflects our in-
complete understanding but nevertheless allows us to match what limited observations exist. Furthermore,
calculational models that are in part empivical normally permit more rapid and economical estimates of
co~mmunics-ticn effecis. Quite obviously, however, limited test data and observation points do not permit
scaling or extension to all possible situations. Therefo-:t., as theory is developed which can extend the
calcuilational model, such increas.-d capability should be incorporaten,

An effect that has not received theoretical attention at, this conference but which is of critical
i.oterect in the virginity of high altitude nighttime bursts, is the possibility of alteretd chemistry during
tae passage of a va4v., Such alteration may arise either from the mcvement of an ion to regions of diffe-
rent reaction rates or by elevated pressure and temperature forming metastable ion statec having substan-
tieally different capture crossection. Whether natural waves caa impart this type of ntn-linearity is not
known.

We have seen that AGW's can affect •rommunications in two ways : (1) altering the propagating radio
apectrum between 1-,o poizits, and (2) changing the distcrtion of the communication signal, Both the French
and the U.S. tests illustrated each effect. Spectrum loss on the low altitude Frenvh tests was curiously
in the middle of the preshot spectrum whereas those for the high altitude testcs were gererally from the
upper end. Distortions to the received signal in the form of Doppler Lnd time delay spreads were seen to
be of some c-noequence on large amplitude AGW's whereas tney are of limited effect for smaller or low alLi-
tude bursts.

Finally, of general interest iA the observation that ACW's may be one means of triggering and per-
haps sustaining the inhomogenieties that w', loosely term spread-F. This vas evident both in a Paper by
IrT. Bowman as well as in the data from the U,,. high altituie tests. In both instancec there appeared to
be a requirement for an appreciable cwmponent of ti.e earth's magnetic field to be perpendicular to the
acoustic wave normal. These observations Izay have significance both in arbitrary AGW horizontal diructiun
vectors at high latitude and for east-west or vertxci.l propagationr at the dip equator,
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